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Editorial

The Effects of LED Light Spectra and Intensities
on Plant Growth
Valeria Cavallaro 1,* and Rosario Muleo 2,*

1 Institute of BioEconomy (IBE), National Research Council of Italy, 95126 Catania, Italy
2 Tree Physiology and Fruit Crop Biotechnology Laboratory, Department of Agriculture and Forest

Sciences (DAFNE), University of Tuscia, 01100 Viterbo, Italy
* Correspondence: valeria.cavallaro@cnr.it (V.C.); muleo@unitus.it (R.M.)

Light is an electromagnetic radiation that occurs in a narrow range of over an extremely
wide range of wavelengths, from gamma rays with wavelengths to radio waves measured in
meters. Light detected by human eyes and plant photoreceptors is a group of wavelengths
from about 700 nanometers (nm) for red light down to about 400 nm for violet light: the
visible light. However, even the wavelengths form the spectral regions adjacent to the
visible ones are referred to as light also, infrared at the red-light and ultraviolet at the violet
light end.

We know that light is the source of energy for the primary sustenance process of
life on our earth planet: the photosynthesis which is life’s adopted strategy for capturing
and incorporating energy, and under this context in which light is primarily experienced,
explored and exploited. However, anyone knows that light is necessary to the aesthetic
appreciation of the visual world, and through the sense of sight, light is a primary tool for
perceiving the world and communicating within it. Plants also perceive information from
the ambient and communicate with other organism using the light and have developed a
plethora of photoreceptors that permit the communication with the surrounding ambient.

The physical properties of light as spectral quality, irradiance, intensity, and photope-
riod play a deep role on the morphogenesis, growth, and metabolism of many biochemical
pathways in plants.

Nowadays, Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) have been demonstrated to offer interesting
prospects for use in plant lighting designs in controlled environment agriculture (green-
houses) and growth chambers for in vitro cultures. As compared to the previously used
light sources, LEDs possess advantages such as wavelength specificity, less heat radiation,
longest durability, much lower power consumption, and the possibility to manipulate the
spectral qualities of the emitted light.

In high-technology greenhouses (for instance vertical agriculture) artificial light may
assume both assimilative and control function. In the first case, light provides the opportu-
nity to optimize photosynthetic efficiency under low (high latitudes) or short day (winter
months) solar radiation, enhancing or accelerating the efficiency of plant production. The
control activity of light, on the other hand, has the function of guiding growth and devel-
opment e.g., by promoting changes in the morphology of the plant (e.g., elongation of the
stem, branching), or the internal rhythms as the transition from one stage of development
to the next (e.g., from vegetative to reproductive), or the synthesis and accumulation of
plant metabolites to adapt the plant to adverse environmental conditions, increasing plant
fitness, and the nutraceutical properties of the products.

In vitro culture is regulated by different factors, and among them light is the most
important. LED illumination system for in vitro cultures should provide light in the
spectral region that is involved in photosynthesis and photomorphogenic responses without
wasting energy on non-productive wavelengths. The combined effects of light and growth
regulators or other components of the culture media is another important issue. Even on
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in vitro cultures, LED light may regulate gene expression and physiological behaviour that
in turn influences metabolite production.

In this special issue, many of the light concerns had been addressed. Very briefly,
the effects on biomass production and photosynthetic efficiency of different light spectra
(induced by LEDs) have been reported on Lactuca sativa L. [1], Cucumis sativus seedlings [2],
Ocimum basilicum L. [3], two microgreens (Amaranthus tricolor L. and Brassica rapa L. subsp.
oleifera (DC.) Metzg) [4], Glycine max (L.) Merr.) [5] and Medicago Sativa L. seedlings [6].
The influence of light intensity on Lactuca sativa and Brassica rapa var. nipposinica in vertical
farms [7] and of daytime or edge-of-daytime intra-canopy illumination on the fruit set of
Capsicum annuum [8] were also studied.

Two papers covered the topic of new technologies (LED-Sourced CoeLux®System) [9]
and of a new (IoT-Enabled) systems to control light [10].

Interestingly, one article concerned the interactions between light quality and plant
pathogens [11]. Two articles regarded some important physiological traits regulation by
light, and in particular the effects of supplemental lighting spectra given to widen photope-
riod on Solanum lycopersicum L. [12] and/or night interrupting on Chrysanthemum [13].

The effects of lighting on the production of secondary metabolites in confined environ-
ment and in vitro is attracting a growing attention by the researchers. In this special issue,
seven articles deal with the influence of LED lighting on important aromatic components
in Mentha canadensis L. [14], in Thymus vulgaris L. [15], and on some nutraceutical and phar-
macological components of Scutellaria baicalensis [16], Triticum aestivum L., Hordeum vulgare
sprouts [17], Fritillaria cirrhosa D. Don, [18], different in vitro cultures [19] and two micro-
greens [4].

One paper concerned the effects of adding Silicon-Containing Fertilizer [20] on light
stress. Finally, a complete review concerning Light and Plant Growth Regulators on in vitro
proliferation have been presented [21].

Even if lighting conditions represent an important tool to enhance plant productivity
in confined environment, and many issues need still to be explored in this view, this special
issue represents an overview of some of the most internationally studied topics.

Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Article

Effect of Light Intensity on Morphology, Photosynthesis and
Carbon Metabolism of Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) Seedlings
Wei Tang 1, Haipeng Guo 1, Carol C. Baskin 2,3 , Wangdan Xiong 1, Chao Yang 1, Zhenyi Li 1, Hui Song 1,
Tingru Wang 1, Jianing Yin 1, Xueli Wu 1, Fuhong Miao 1, Shangzhi Zhong 1, Qibo Tao 1, Yiran Zhao 1

and Juan Sun 1,*

1 College of Grassland Science, Qingdao Agricultural University, Qingdao 266109, China;
a20052123@126.com (W.T.); 20202203019@stu.qau.edu.cn (H.G.); xiongwd@qau.edu.cn (W.X.);
yangchao@qau.edu.cn (C.Y.); lizhenyily@163.com (Z.L.); biosonghui@outlook.com (H.S.);
xiaoxiang0203@126.com (T.W.); 20202103045@stu.qau.edu.cn (J.Y.); xueli0510@163.com (X.W.);
miaofh@qau.edu.cn (F.M.); zhongsz@qau.edu.cn (S.Z.); taoqibo1992@163.com (Q.T.);
zhaoyiran@qau.edu.cn (Y.Z.)

2 Department of Biology, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0225, USA; carol.baskin@uky.edu
3 Department of Plant and Soil Science, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0312, USA
* Correspondence: sunjuan@qau.edu.cn

Abstract: To understand how light intensity influences plant morphology and photosynthesis in
the forage crop alfalfa (Medicago sativa L. cv. Zhongmu 1), we investigated changes in leaf angle
orientation, chlorophyll fluorescence, parameters of photosynthesis and expression of genes related
to enzymes involved in photosynthesis, the Calvin cycle and carbon metabolism in alfalfa seedlings
exposed to five light intensities (100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1) under hydroponic con-
ditions. Seedlings grown under low light intensities had significantly increased plant height, leaf
hyponasty, specific leaf area, photosynthetic pigments, leaf nitrogen content and maximal PSII quan-
tum yield, but the increased light-capturing capacity generated a carbon resource cost (e.g., decreased
carbohydrates and biomass accumulation). Increased light intensity significantly improved leaf
orientation toward the sun and upregulated the genes for Calvin cycle enzymes, thereby increasing
photosynthetic capacity. Furthermore, high light (400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1) significantly enhanced
carbohydrate accumulation, accompanied by gene upregulation and increased activity of sucrose and
starch-synthesis-related enzymes and those involved in carbon metabolism. Together, these results ad-
vance our understanding of morphological and physiological regulation in shade avoidance in alfalfa,
which would guide the identification of suitable spatial planting patterns in the agricultural system.

Keywords: alfalfa; light intensity; photosynthesis; growth; adaption

1. Introduction

Light is one of the most important environmental factors influencing plant growth and
development. Changes in light intensity, light quality and the photoperiod have impacts
on plant morphology and metabolism [1]. Subsequently, plants can exhibit numerous adap-
tative strategies in response to the light environment [2]. When grown in the shade, many
shade-intolerant plants (e.g., Arabidopsis thaliana) exhibit a well-known shade avoidance
syndrome (SAS) that increases their adaptive and competitive ability [3]. The SAS is trig-
gered by a reduction in light intensity perceived by photoreceptor cryptochromes, which in
turn control adaptive responses [4]. These SAS responses range from development changes,
such as increased leaf hyponasty, specific leaf area and ratio of palisade/spongy tissues;
hypocotyl, petiole and stem elongation; reduced tillering (monocots)/branching (dicots);
and increased internode length [5]. Physiological changes, such as decreased leaf carbon
assimilation and enzyme activity, also occur [6]. The morphological changes in response
to shading allow the plant to elongate and thereby gain access to unfiltered sunlight [7].
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However, plant elongation due to shading comes at a cost. Plant carbon resources must be
redirected to stems or petioles to promote their elongation at the expense of production of
new leaves. Additionally, excessive stem elongation leads to plant lodging or mechanical
injury, which decreases plant fitness [8]. In crop production, shading occurs for the low-tier
plants, which decreases light intensity and changes the light quality to a low ratio of red
light, especially in intercropping system, [9]. Subsequently, these plants respond to shade
by inducing a series of adaptive morphological and physiological changes at the cost of
assimilated resources, which eventually negatively affects yield [10]. Thus, gaining a better
understanding of how crops adapt and respond to shade stress could help guide the design
of crop cultivation in agriculture systems.

A range of light levels is a common approach for exploring how shading stress
affects pigment accumulation and the photosynthetic capacity of leaves [1]. Light intensity
can directly affect light harvesting by plants and lead to changes in the abundance of
chlorophyll pigments and differences in the health status of PSII. Rascher et al. (2010) [11]
found that low light led to higher levels of Chl a, b, an improved maximal PSII quantum
yield (Fv/Fm) and an early onset of nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ), which increased
light-capturing capacity. Similar results were obtained for seedlings of Chinese cabbage
(Brassica campestris) [12] and sweet pepper (Capsicum annuum) [13]. These significant
differences in photochemical efficiency can be viewed as adaptations to low light; therefore,
their regulatory mechanisms have long been important areas of research.

Photosynthesis allows plants to convert light energy into chemical energy. The Calvin
cycle is a series of biochemical redox reactions that take place in the stroma of chloroplasts,
and they play a vital role in photosynthetic carbon fixation [14]. In shade-intolerant species,
low photosynthesis due to low light reduces expression of genes and activity of the Calvin
cycle enzymes involved in CO2 fixation and regeneration of rubisco-1, 5-bisphosphate
(RuBP), thereby decreasing the potential for carbon assimilation in plants [15]. RuBP
carboxylase or oxygenase (Rubisco) is the rate-limiting step of photosynthesis, and it
catalyzes CO2 fixation in C3 plants [16]. Previously, it was reported that shade-associated
with downregulation of the net photosynthetic rate was due to reduction in the amount
or activity of Rubisco [17]. Photosynthesis is also catalyzed by other key enzymes, e.g.,
Rubisco activase (RCA) and fructose-1, 6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) [18]. Recent studies
on soybean (Glycine max) and tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum) have shown that gene
expression of the key enzymes involved in the Calvin cycle was downregulated in low but
not high light [18,19]. However, the specific effects of light intensity on the photosynthesis
processes in plants remain largely unknown. Therefore, levels of gene expression of the
key enzymes of the Calvin cycle of plants grown at different light intensities need to be
studied to elucidate the molecular mechanism of plant response to shading stress.

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) is a high-quality forage for dairy cows and other live-
stock because of its high dry matter accumulation and high protein and soluble sugar
content [20,21]. With increasing demand for food and the decreasing availability of arable
land, grass/legume forage intercropping is gaining in popularity as a sustainable practice
for low-input or resource-limited agricultural systems, such as maize–alfalfa and oat–
alfalfa [22]. However, intercropped alfalfa plants often suffer from shade stress due to the
reduced amount of intercepted sunlight. Subsequently, shading increases plants height and
internodal distance, and reduces stems strength, which makes alfalfa plants susceptible
to lodging, thereby reducing forage yield [23]. The SAS effects on alfalfa could be of high
practical importance for intercropping systems, but the minimum amount of light required
for alfalfa growth and development has received little research attention. To date, only
one study has indicated that shade-intolerant alfalfa plants will delay flowering when
grown in the shade (i.e., low ratio of red to far-red light) [24]. Research-based information
is lacking on the effect of shading on the growth and physiological metabolism of M. sativa
seedlings. Thus, it is important to investigate the adaptability of alfalfa responses to low
light intensity, which would be useful information for determining proper plant spacing
and strip configuration in intercropping systems.
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The objective of our research was to determine how light intensity affects alfalfa
seedling morphology and photosynthetic characteristics, as well as the key enzymes in-
volved in the Calvin cycle and carbon metabolism coupled with expression of these genes.
Here, alfalfa seedlings were exposed to five levels of light intensity for 14 days in a climate
room, and their morphological and physiological responses were investigated. We hypoth-
esized that a brief exposure to low light would increase leaf hyponasty and stem elongation
but downregulate expression of genes for the key enzymes involved in the Calvin cycle
and carbon metabolism, resulting in a synergistic decrease in photosynthetic rates and
accumulation of dry matter.

2. Results
2.1. Morphological Characteristics

Light treatment had a significant effect on alfalfa morphological characteristics (i.e.,
plant height, specific leaf area, abaxial leaf petiole angle and stem diameter) (p < 0.001)
(Figure 1, Tables 1 and S2). Maximum plant height, specific leaf area and abaxial leaf
petiole angle were measured in L100; these are the traits that decreased with increased light
intensity. However, the highest and lowest stem diameters were measured for plants at
L500 and L100, respectively. In addition, shoot dry matter (SDM), root dry matter (RDM)
and the root-to-shoot ratio (RSR) were significantly affected by light treatments (p < 0.001)
(Table S3). The SDM, RDM and RSR of alfalfa plants in L500 were significantly higher than
those in L100. For the most part, the RSR did not differ significantly between L300, L400
and L500 (Table 1).
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Figure 1. Changes in phenotype and plant traits of alfalfa as affected by light treatments. The plant
height (A), stem diameter (B), abaxial leaf petiole angle (C) and plant phenotype (D) of alfalfa plants
under different light intensity treatments. L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and
500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean (n = 4). Different lowercase
letters on the different bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).
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Table 1. Effect of different light intensity treatments on specific leaf area (SLA, cm2 mg−1), shoot
dry matter (SDM, mg plant−1), root dry matter (RDM, mg plant−1) and root-to-shoot ratio (RSR) of
alfalfa plants.

Treatment a SLA SDM RDM RSR

L100 0.474a (0.023) 205.4d (11.8) 22.0e (1.3) 0.108c (0.007)
L200 0.371b (0.021) 227.6d (17.7) 30.6d (2.2) 0.137b (0.013)
L300 0.269c (0.015) 320.4c (21.5) 54.2c (2.6) 0.170a (0.004)
L400 0.125d (0.004) 379.4b (10.6) 70.0b (3.2) 0.185a (0.007)
L500 0.117d (0.002) 461.4a (15.8) 82.2a (1.8) 0.179a (0.007)

a L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Within a column,
values followed by different letters are significantly different (p <0.05). Values within parentheses are the standard
errors of the means (n = 4).

Root morphology parameters, including root length (RL), surface area (RSA), volume
(RV) and diameter (RD), varied among light treatments (Table S3). These parameters
increased with increasing light up to L500 compared to the L100 treatment (Table 2).
Increased light significantly increased RL by 22.8 to 182.5%, RSA by 26.0 to 353.2%, RV by
42.2 to 925.9% and RD by 4.3 to 84.5%. RD did not differ significantly from L300 to L500.

Table 2. Effect of light intensity treatments on root length (RL, cm), root surface area (RSA, cm2), root
volume (RV, cm3) and root diameter (RD, mm) of alfalfa plants.

Treatment a RL RSA RV RD

L100 206.4e (7.2) 18.6e (0.7) 0.229e (0.011) 0.243c (0.013)
L200 397.1d (6.2) 44.4d (1.0) 0.787d (0.009) 0.325b (0.006)
L300 426.8c (8.7) 58.0c (2.2) 1.298c (0.081) 0.418a (0.012)
L400 474.6b (11.2) 67.0b (2.8) 1.650b (0.083) 0.430a (0.009)
L500 583.1a (5.7) 84.4a (2.7) 2.349a (0.179) 0.449a (0.010)

a L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Within a column,
values followed by different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05). Values within parentheses are the standard
errors of the means (n = 4).

2.2. Leaf Pigment and Nitrogen Content

Chlorophyll a (Chl a), Chlorophyll b (Chl b), carotenoids (Car), Chl a + b, Chl a/b
and leaf nitrogen content (LN) were significantly affected by light treatment (Table S4).
Increased light intensity from L100 to L500 decreased Chl a, Chl b, Chl a + b and Car
contents, while Chl a/b increased (Table 3). Chl a, Chl b, Chl a + b and Car contents for
plants in the L500 treatment were decreased by 27.8%, 49.5%, 32.9% and 25.9% (p < 0.01),
respectively, compared to L100, but those for plants grown at L400 and L500 did not
differ significantly. Chl a/b was 17.5% (p < 0.01) higher in L500 than in L100. In addition,
increased light intensity decreased LN content, and at L500, LN content decreased by 50.6%
(p < 0.001) compared to L100.

Table 3. Effect of light treatments on Chlorophyll a (Chl a, µg cm−2), Chlorophyll b (Chl b, µg cm−2),
carotenoids (Car, µg cm−2), Chl a + b (µg cm−2), Chl a/b and leaf nitrogen content (LNC, mg/g) of
alfalfa plants.

Treatment a Chl a Chl b Car Chl a + b Chl a/b LNC

L100 36.5a (1.7) 13.1a (0.3) 6.91a (0.24) 49.6a (1.8) 2.80b (0.14) 38.0a (1.1)
L200 34.1ab (2.0) 11.5ab (0.9) 6.19b (0.12) 45.6ab (2.9) 2.98ab (0.07) 28.0b (0.5)
L300 31.0bc (1.7) 10.3bc (0.8) 6.15b (0.21) 41.9bc (2.4) 3.10ab (0.12) 18.7c (0.2)
L400 29.7bc (1.1) 9.4c (0.4) 6.11b (0.13) 39.1c (1.4) 3.18a (0.12) 17.4c (0.6)
L500 28.6c (1.2) 8.7c (0.5) 5.49c (0.29) 37.3c (1.6) 3.29a (0.12) 18.8c (0.2)

a L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Within a column,
values followed by different letters are significantly different (p < 0.05). Values within parentheses are the standard
errors of the means (n = 4).
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2.3. Photosynthetic and Chlorophyll Fluorescence Characteristics

The photosynthetic characteristics of alfalfa plants varied among light treatments
(Table S5, Figure 2). The maximum net photosynthetic rate (Pn), transpiration rate (Tr)
and stomatal conductance (gs) values of alfalfa plants were at L400 and L500, whereas
intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) was highest at L100 to L300. On average, the net
photosynthetic rates, Tr and gs of alfalfa plants, were significantly increased by 230, 62 and
52%, respectively, (p < 0.01) at L400 and L500 compared to L100. However, intercellular
CO2 concentration at L400 and L500 decreased by 8.9 and 10.1% (p < 0.001), respectively,
compared to L100. The photosynthetic characteristics of alfalfa leaves did not differ sig-
nificantly at L400 and L500. The increased Pn at L400 and L500 suggests that high light
intensity was positively related to increased gs and Tr, but negatively related to decreased
Ci in alfalfa plants.
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Figure 2. Photosynthetic characteristics of alfalfa leaves under different light treatments. L100, L200,
L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Net photosynthetic
rate (Pn) (A), transpiration rate (Tr) (B), intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) (C), stomatal conductance
and (gs) (D). Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean (n = 4). Different lowercase letters on the different
bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).
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Chlorophyll fluorescence characteristics, including maximal PSII quantum yield
(Fv/Fm), effective PSII quantum yield (ΦPSII), non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) and the
electron transport rate (ETR), were significantly affected by treatment (Table S6, Figure 3).
Figure 3 shows the difference in absorbed radiation energy of alfalfa leaves in response
to light treatments. The Fv/Fm, ΦPSII and NPQ of alfalfa plants grown in the low-light
treatments were significantly higher than those in the high-light treatments. Furthermore,
L100 increased the Fv/Fm, ΦPSII, and NPQ by 12.0, 24.9 and 60.8%, respectively, but it
decreased the ETR by 71.2% (p < 0.001) compared to L500. These results indicate that the
original activity of the PSII reaction center was increased, and the transformation efficiency
of primary light energy was improved in the low-light-intensity adaption of alfalfa.
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Figure 3. Chlorophyll fluorescence characteristics of alfalfa leaves under different light treatments.
L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Maxi-
mal PSII quantum yield (Fv/Fm) (A), effective PSII quantum yield (ΦPSII) (B), non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ) (C) and electron transport rate (ETR) (D). Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean
(n = 4). Different lowercase letters on the different bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).
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2.4. Leaf Non-Structural Carbohydrate Contents

Soluble sugar (SS), sucrose and starch (St) were significantly affected by light treat-
ments (p < 0.001) (Table S7). As expected, the content of SS, sucrose and St in leaves
increased significantly with increased light intensity (Figure 4). The highest SS, sucrose
and St contents in leaves were measured in the high-light treatments (i.e., L400 and L500)
compared to low-light treatments (i.e., L100 and L200).
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Figure 4. Changes in carbon balance of alfalfa plants under different light treatments. L100, L200,
L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Soluble sugar
content (A), sucrose content (B) and starch content (C). Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean (n = 4).
Different lowercase letters on the different bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).

2.5. Gene Expression and Enzymatic Activity

The expression levels of genes encoding sucrose synthase (SS), sucrose phosphate
synthase (SPS), starch synthase (AGPase, SSS, SBE and SP) and those involved in the Calvin
cycle (such as RCA, RbcL, RbcS, FBPase, TK and PGK) were quantitatively analyzed, and
they were significantly affected by the light treatments (Table S8). The relative expression
levels of these genes were upregulated with increasing light intensity up to L500 compared
to the L100 treatment (Figure 5A–L). In addition, the relative expression of RbcS in the L400
treatment was 2.6 (p < 0.001) times higher than that in the L100 treatment.

The activity of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase activase (RCA),
Rubisco, fructose-1, 6-bisphosphatase (FBPase), thioredoxin reductase (TRXs), sucrose
synthase (SS), sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS), adenosine diphosphate glucose pyro-
phosphorylase (AGPase), soluble starch synthase (SSS), starch-branching enzyme (SBE)
and starch phosphorylase (SP) of alfalfa plants varied with the light treatment (Table S9).
Rubisco, RCA, FBPase, TRXs, SS, SPS, AGPase, SSS, SBE and SP activities of alfalfa plants
increased gradually with increasing light intensity from L100 to L500, and the highest
values were at L400 and L500 (Figure 6A–J). On average, the activities of RCA, Rubisco,
FBPase, TRXs, SS, AGPase, SSS, SBE and SP were higher (p < 0.001) at L500 than at L100.
In addition, SPS activity of alfalfa plants was the highest at L400, which was 40.8% higher
than at L100 (p < 0.001).
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Figure 5. Changes in level of gene expression of alfalfa plants growing in different light treatments.
L100, L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Rubisco
activase (RCA, (A)), Rubisco large subunit (RbcL, (B)), Rubisco small subunit (RbcS, (C)), Fructose-1,6-
bisphosphatase (FBPase, (D)), Transketolase (TK, (E)), Phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK, (F)), sucrose
synthase (SS, (G)), sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS, (H)), ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase,
(I)), soluble starch synthase (SSS, (J)), starch-branching enzyme (SBE, (K)) and starch phosphorylase
(SP, (L)). Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean (n = 3). Different lowercase letters on the different
bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).
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Figure 6. Changes in enzymatic activity of alfalfa plants growing in different light treatments. L100,
L200, L300, L400 and L500 refer 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. Ribulose-
1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase activase (RCA, (A)), ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxy-
lase/oxygenase (Rubisco, (B)), fructose-1, 6-bisphosphatase (FBPase, (C)), thioredoxin reductase
(TRXs, (D)), sucrose synthase (SS, (E)), sucrose phosphate synthase (SPS, (F)), ADP-glucose pyrophos-
phorylase (AGPase, (G)), soluble starch synthase (SSS, (H)), starch-branching enzyme (SBE, (I)) and
starch phosphorylase (SP, (J)), Vertical bars indicate 1 s.e. of the mean (n = 4). Different lowercase
letters on the different bar mean significant differences (p < 0.05).

3. Discussion

The shade avoidance syndrome is an adaptive response that increases fitness in a
shaded environment by reshaping the plant morphology and modifying physiological pro-
cesses [25]. Our study examined the morphology, photosynthesis, carbohydrate metabolism
and the expression of genes related to photosynthesis and carbon metabolism in leaves
of alfalfa seedlings grown under low-to-high light intensities. Alfalfa seedlings displayed
a degree of morphological adaptation, photosynthetic tolerance and carbon balance to
the light intensity attenuation. Nevertheless, excessively low light significantly acceler-
ated stem elongation and inhibited the photosynthetic process (e.g., net photosynthetic
rate and Rubisco activity) of the seedlings. Low light intensity also negatively impacted
production of photoassimilates (e.g., soluble sugar and starch), which in turn restricted
growth and dry matter accumulation. Therefore, our results reveal the effects of simulated
shade on phenotypic, physiological and expressional regulation in alfalfa, and thus provide
insight into shade regulation in intercropping systems. The implications of these results are
considered below.
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3.1. Light Intensity Affects Morphological Characteristics

When the shading level is increased, plants adjust through a series of growth responses,
such as increasing plant height, leaf hyponasty, leaf area and specific leaf area [5,26]. In
our study, plant height in the low-light treatments was significantly higher than that in
the high-light treatments, whereas the reverse occurred with stem diameter. When plants
are shaded, more carbohydrates are used to increase stem length than to increase stem
diameter. Increased plant height may result in an increase in the amount of light received by
the leaves [27]. In agriculture production, shading increases plant height and reduces stem
diameter and eventually increases lodging, which hinders the transportation of nutrients,
water and photosynthetic products and causes huge yield losses [28]. Additionally, light
intensity affects leaf position and expansion, which play important roles in the process
of irradiation interception and photosynthesis [19]. There was a greater increase in leaf
hyponasty and specific leaf area of alfalfa leaves in the low-light (100–300 µmol m−2 s−1)
than in high-light (400–500 µmol m−2 s−1) treatments, which increased light interception
by the leaves. This finding is in agreement with Song et al. (2015) [29], who found that
increased leaf area and leaf angle could optimize the absorbed light for carbon fixation,
which in turn increased photosynthetic capacity, thereby counteracting the stress of growing
in low light. Additionally, the abaxial leaf petiole angle and specific leaf area (SLA) can
increase under low photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) compared to high-PPFD
interception conditions [5]. Thus, plants grown under high light have a decreased SLA,
which in turn mitigates or prevents leaf internal structure damage caused by excessive light
intensity. Therefore, morphological changes in resource-harvesting organs can contribute
to increased photosynthetic efficiency, which helps override light limitation stress.

Similarly, we found that increased light intensity significantly changed the morphol-
ogy of alfalfa seedlings by increasing dry matter accumulation in the shoot and root,
resulting in more robust seedlings. We also confirmed results from a previous study by
Pan et al. (2020) [18], which showed that increased light intensity significantly increases
dry matter accumulation of each organ, indicating that in turn additional photosynthates
are partitioned among all organs. It is possible that increased leaf growth (source) drives
root growth (sink) and thus increases the ability of plants to acquire more water and nutri-
ents, which could be an optimal way to maintain a source–sink balance under high-light
conditions [30]. Our results also are in agreement with previous research on peanut (Arachis
pintoi) [31], suggesting that plants allocate more resources to the part that is acquiring the
resource that is currently the most limiting [32]. In addition, the morphological differences
in alfalfa seedlings undergoing different light treatments may be due to alterations in
the molecular regulation networks or endogenous plant hormones [33,34], which deserve
further investigation.

3.2. Effect of Light Intensity on Chlorophyll Content and Chlorophyll Fluorescence Characteristics

The chlorophyll content of leaves is an important part of the light-harvesting sys-
tem, and it is affected by shading [35]. According to our study, significant changes were
observed in Chla, Chl b, Chl a + b and Car contents, which increased in low light. The
chlorophyll content of leaves of maize (Zea mays) plants grown in low light intensity was
significantly higher than that of leaves grown in high light [36], which agrees with our
results. Increased Chl b content could be a typical response to low-light conditions that al-
lows shade-intolerant plants to capture more photosynthetically efficient blue light, thereby
stimulating adaptive photomorphogenesis and alleviating the negative impacts of shade
stress on photosynthetic activities [37]. Yi et al. (2020) [38] also found that adequate CO2
assimilation and fixation promoted sugar accumulation and decreased pigment–protein
complexes in leaves in high light intensity, resulting in senescence and chlorophyll degrada-
tion. Furthermore, decreased chlorophyll content could prevent excess light from damaging
the photosynthetic metabolic process, which would enhance plant fitness under high-light
conditions [39].
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Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters can reflect the photosynthetic regulation ability
of plants, and the efficiency of photochemistry can be used to evaluate the physiological
responses of plants to environment stress [11]. Fv/Fm is quantum photochemical yield,
and it is the ratio of number of quanta transferred to the QA acceptor to number of quanta
absorbed by PSII. The high Fv/Fm value observed in L100-treated alfalfa seedlings indicates
that resistance to photoinhibition was improved. Sun et al. (2014) [17] reported that
Fv/Fm also increased significantly with light intensity attenuation in cucumber (Cucumis
sativus) leaves, which displayed a decreased degree of photoinhibition and an increase
in the openness and electron transport efficiency of PSII. In addition, the efficiency of
PSII photochemistry (ΦPSII) can be used to reveal the physiological state of plants, and
non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) is linearly related to excited energy dissipation of
plants [40]. In our study, increased ΦPSII was accompanied by a corresponding increase
in NPQ in the leaves grown under low light. It is possible that heat dissipation increases
enough to protect the PSII photosystem from photoinhibition in the leaves grown in
a low-light environment [38]. Our results suggest that the original activity of the PSII
reaction center was increased, and the transformation efficiency of primary light energy
was improved in the low-light adaption of alfalfa. However, the ETR was significantly
higher in L400 and L500, further indicating that increased light intensity could enhance
the electron transport from PSII to PSI. Similar results were also found in soybean under
optimum light conditions (400 and 500 µmol m−2 s−1) in a growth chamber [19].

3.3. Effect of Light Intensity on Photosynthetic Characteristics and Carbohydrate Accumulation

The net photosynthetic rate (Pn), transpiration rate (Tr) and stomatal conductance
(gs) gradually increased with an increase in light intensity, whereas the reverse occurred
in the intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) of alfalfa plants. The main factors influencing
Pn were gs and Ci, both of which are indispensable for determining the primary cause of
change in Pn [36,41]. These results suggest that increased Pn under high light intensity
could be due to increased stomatal opening, which would increase net CO2 assimilation
and water vapor exchange, thus promoting photosynthesis [42]. Transpiration acts as a
driving force behind the absorption and transportation of water and inorganic irons to the
above-ground part of the plant [43]. Additionally, loss of water through the stomata is an
important heat dissipation mechanism [37]. We found that under optimum light conditions
(L400 and L500), the Pn, Tr and gs of alfalfa can be increased and the Ci reduced, which in
turn enhanced photosynthesis in alfalfa plants.

As in previous studies [44], we found that sucrose, starch and total soluble sugar
contents in alfalfa leaves were significantly improved with increased light intensity. Our
results indicate that increased light (L400 and L500) increased specific leaf weight and the
net leaf-level photosynthetic rate, which improved the number of photosynthates stored
in the leaves. However, low light intensity (L100) could cause carbohydrate loss due
to inhibition of photosynthesis and inhibit plant growth. Low light intensity decreased
electron transfer and net photosynthetic rates, thereby exerting a negative impact on
accumulation of photosynthetic products by the seedlings [19]. Furthermore, carbohydrates
also serve as carbon reserves (e.g., sucrose and starch) and are stored in plant organs.
Sucrose is one of the main sources of carbon and energy in plants. In our study, sucrose
content was significantly higher under high light than low light, suggesting that plants
grown in high light possessed stronger photosynthesizing leaves (source tissues) that in turn
increased the sucrose produced by photosynthesis for supplying the demand of growing
tissues [1]. In addition, starch reserves provide an immediate available energy source that
may act as a buffer when environmental conditions are not optimal for photosynthesis
(e.g., shade and cloudy days) [45,46]. Less carbon was partitioned to starch synthesis at
low light intensity than at high light intensity [47,48]. Our results agree with those of
Dayer et al. [45] and Jian et al. (2019) [49], who found that the assimilate demand of plants
exceeds the photosynthetic rate under shaded conditions, suggesting that degradation of
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starch reserves into soluble sugars could be used to support metabolism during a period of
moderate shading stress [50].

3.4. Effect of Light Intensity on Enzymatic Activity

In C3 plants, photosynthesis is mostly regulated by the activity of Calvin cycle en-
zymes, including RCA, Rubisco, FBPase and TRXs, which are recognized as very early and
fast responses of plants to shading stress [51,52]. Our results show that Rubisco activity
in high-light-treated alfalfa plants was significantly higher than that in plants grown in
low-light conditions. Similar results were reported by Feng et al. [19], suggesting that the
activity of Rubisco increases with increasing light intensity, which could increase carbon
assimilation and RuBP regeneration in the Calvin cycle [17]. We also found that decreased
Pn in alfalfa grown under low light intensity was accompanied by reductions in RAC and
Rubisco activity and the transcriptional levels of most genes (RCA, RbcL, RbcS, FBPase, TK
and PGK) involved in the Calvin cycle. Our results are in accordance with those of Zhang
et al. (2020) [53], suggesting that restriction of CO2 carboxylation in the Calvin cycle is a
result of impaired activity of RCA. The RCA could remove inhibitors bound to Rubisco, and
thus a decline in the activity of RCA indirectly causes the decreased CO2 assimilation rate
in low-light-grown seedlings [54]. Further, the activation state of RCA, which is controlled
by the redox state of the cell, is sensitive to light intensity, and the proper regulation of
RCA activity is also vital for acclimation to light fluctuation in Arabidopsis [55,56]. There-
fore, depression of photosynthetic capacity induced by low light could be attributed to
deceleration of the Calvin cycle [53].

Light intensity also plays a vital role in regulating the enzymes related to sucrose and
starch biosynthesis [57,58]. The relative expression levels of SPS, SS, AGPase, SSS, SBE and
SP were enhanced, and their encoding enzymes showed higher activities in the high-light
treatments than low-light treatments, resulting in improved production of sucrose and
starch [19]. Similar results also are reported for Arabidopsis [59] and soybean [19], suggesting
that changes in light intensity equally promote the activities of SS, SPS and SSS and increase
the sucrose and starch content, which improve plant growth and development. Therefore,
the enzymatic activities of sucrose synthesis and starch synthesis enzymes play a vital role
in regulating carbohydrate production, which is important in controlling storage of carbon
reserves and growth of cells and tissues in plants under low light [60,61]. Therefore, the
enzymatic activities for increasing sucrose and starch contents in alfalfa plants were the
most effective in the L400 and L500 treatments.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, we studied the impacts of low and high levels of light on the
morphology, photosynthesis characteristics and carbon metabolism of alfalfa seedlings and
found that they are sensitive to shade. Increased light intensity (400 to 500 µmol m−2 s−1)
enhanced the growth and dry matter accumulation, photosynthesis, carbon assimilates
(sucrose and starch) and leaf enzymatic activities of enzymes related to the Calvin cycle
by upregulating the important corresponding synthase genes, which positively improved
carbon balance. In addition, alfalfa seedlings displayed a shade avoidance syndrome that
increased their adaptive ability to compensate for low-light limitation (L100) but at the
expense of dry matter and carbohydrate accumulation. The results allow us to understand
the morphology, physiology and molecular behavior of plants exposed to different light
intensities. Thus, gaining a more complete mechanistic picture of how alfalfa plants adapt
and respond to light levels would provide useful support for guiding spatial arrangement
of the alfalfa canopy in an intercropping system, thereby improving food production and
ensuring higher yields.
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5. Materials and Methods
5.1. Plant Material and Growth Conditions

The experiment was conducted in LED climate rooms located in the basement of the
College of Grassland Science, Qingdao Agricultural University, Qingdao, China. Light
intensity and spectral irradiance (λ = 350–800 nm) were measured by HR550 (Hipoint Inc.,
Gaoxiong, Taiwan), and the spectral distributions are shown in Figure S1. The photoperiod
was 12 h with a 25 ◦C day temperature, 20 ◦C night temperature and a relative humidity
of 60%.

M. sativa L. cv. Zhongmu 1 was chosen for the studies on phenotypic responses to
growth conditions. Before the experiment, alfalfa seeds were surface-sterilized by 75%
ethanol for 1 min and rinsed with deionized water for 5 min and germinated on wet sterile
Whatman No. 1 filter paper in a daily 8 h light from white fluorescent tubes (Sanpai Corpora-
tion, Shanghai, China) with a mean photon flux density of 60 µmol m−2 s−1 (400–700 nm) at
25 ◦C. After seed coat rupture and cotyledon expansion at 5 days, 10 uniform-sized sprout-
ing alfalfa seedlings were transplanted into a separate plugged hole in a foam sheet floating
in a 3.3 L plastic container filled with half-strength Hoagland’s solution. These containers
were placed in the LED climate room with a light intensity of 500 µmol m−2 s−1. When
the first trifoliate leaf was well-developed, the pre-cultured seedlings were transferred to
five light treatments. Photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) was 100 µmol m−2 s−1

(L100), 200 µmol m−2 s−1 (L200), 300 µmol m−2 s−1 (L300), 400 µmol m−2 s−1 (L400) and
500 µmol m−2 s−1 (L500), and light quality was the same in all treatments. The highest light
intensity was chosen as it was used to grow alfalfa seedlings under laboratory conditions,
and the lowest light intensity can be considered comparable to the natural shade under a
closed oat forage canopy under clear-sky conditions (82–116 µmol m−2 s−1, unpublished
analysis of solar radiation penetrating closed canopy in the alfalfa–oat intercropping system
by W. Tang). Four containers were placed in each light treatment, and each container had
10 seedlings. The plastic containers were moved daily to avoid boundary effects, and
Hoagland’s solution was renewed every 3 days and kept aerated by air-spraying. Every
treatment was performed with four replicates.

5.2. Plant Morphology Parameters

After 14 d of treatment, four plants from each treatment were randomly selected, and
the main growth parameters were measured: plant height, stem diameter, abaxial leaf
petiole angle and leaf area. Leaf area was determined using an Li-3000 leaf area meter
(Li-Cor Inc.). Specific leaf area (SLA) was calculated as: SLW = leaf area / leaf dry weight.
Root morphology parameters were digitized with a LA-S scanner and analyzed using
WinRhizo software (LA-S, Wanseng, China). After this, shoot and root samples were heated
at 105 ◦C for 30 min and then dried to a constant weight in a fan oven at 75 ◦C. Dry matter
was expressed as mg plant–1. Root-to-shoot ratio was also calculated.

5.3. Photosynthetic Pigment Content and Leaf Nitrogen Content

After 14 d of treatment, the third trifoliate leaf on alfalfa seedlings was collected for
photosynthetic pigment and leaf nitrogen content measurement. Chlorophyll a (Chl a),
Chlorophyll b (Chl b) and carotenoids (Car) were extracted from all leaf samples. Six leaf
discs (0.6 cm in diameter) were cut from the middle part of each middle leaflet with a
puncher, and they were placed in 25 mL of 95% acetone in the dark for 24 h, at which
time the sample was colorless. Concentration of Chl a, Chl b and Car was measured
at wavelengths of A663, A645 and A470 nm, respectively, using a UV spectrophotometer
(UV-2700, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan), and calculated according to Pan et al. (2020) [18].

The dried leaf tissues were ground to obtain homogenous samples. A subsample of
about 0.1 g was then digested with 5 mL of concentrated H2SO4 for 2 h in 420 ◦C, and
K2SO4 and CuSO4·5H2O (K2SO4:CuSO4·5H2O = 10:1) as the catalyzer. Finally, the leaf
nitrogen concentration was measured by an automatic flow injection analyzer (AA3, SEAL).
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5.4. Photosynthesis Parameters

After 14 d of treatment, Li-6800 portable photosynthesis system (LI-COR Inc., Lincoln,
NE, USA) was used for photosynthetic parameter measurement on the third fully expanded
leaf of alfalfa seedlings. All parameters, including net photosynthetic rate (Pn), transpiration
rate (Tr), intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci) and stomatal conductance (gs), were measured
under steady photosynthetic photon flux density in the leaf chamber, which was set to the
same level as the relevant treatments. An Li-COR standard red–blue chamber set at 25 ◦C
and a CO2 concentration of 460 µmol mol−1 were used.

5.5. Chlorophyll Fluorescence Measurements

After measuring the rate of photosynthesis, a Chlorophyll a fluorescence measurement
was performed with the third fully expanded leaf on the alfalfa seedlings. Before measure-
ment, each seedling was held in a dark chamber for 30 min prior to being submitted to
the chlorophyll fluorescence procedure using an Li-6800 portable photosynthesis system.
Fluorescence parameters characterizing the state of the photosynthetic apparatus were cal-
culated on the basis of induction fluorescence curves obtained using data from the JIP test,
which is usually used to evaluate the state of PSII. On the basis of induction fluorescence
curves (OJIP curves), the following parameters, which characterize the maximal PSII quan-
tum yield (Fv/Fm), effective PSII quantum yield (ΦPSII, (Fm

′ − Ft)/Fm), non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ, Fm/Fm

′ − 1) and electron transport rate (ETR), were determined. Here,
Fv is the value of variable fluorescence, equal to the difference between Fm and F0; F0 is
the minimum amplitude of fluorescence (F); and Fm is the maximum amplitude of fluores-
cence. Fm and Fm’ are the maximum Chl fluorescence levels under dark- and light-adapted
conditions, respectively. Fv is the photoinduced change in fluorescence, and Ft is the level
of fluorescence before a saturation impulse is applied. F0 is the initial Chl fluorescence level.
All parameters were calculated according to the methods reported by Pashkovskiy et al.
(2021) [62].

5.6. Soluble Sugar, Sucrose and Starch Content

After 14 d of treatment, the fourth trifoliate leaf of alfalfa seedlings was collected
for measurement of soluble sugar, sucrose and starch contents. Dried leaf tissues from
all plants were ground to obtain homogenous samples, and subsamples were used to
determine content of soluble sugar, sucrose and starch.

Soluble sugar and sucrose were extracted from the powdered sample (50 mg) three
times, using 80% (v/v) ethanol at 80 ◦C. The supernatants were pooled and then diluted
with 80% ethanol to 25 mL for the measurement of soluble sugar and sucrose content.
Soluble sugar content was determined using the anthrone–sulfuric acid reagent method
and calculated based on absorbance at a wavelength of 620 nm using the UV spectropho-
tometer [63]. Sucrose content was measured using the resorcinol method and estimated on
the basis of the absorbance at a wavelength of 480 nm using the UV spectrophotometer [64].
The residue obtained after extraction was analyzed for starch, using the perchloric acid
digestion method. Following extraction, starch content was determined photometrically in
the presence of anthrone–sulfuric acid reagent and estimated on the basis of absorbance at
a wavelength of 620 nm using the UV spectrophotometer [63].

5.7. Enzyme Activity

The second fully expanded leaf of alfalfa seedlings was harvested and used for en-
zymatic assays. The activity of enzymes, including ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxy-
lase/oxygenase (Rubisco, EC 4.1.1.39), ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase
activase (RCA, EC was not found), fructose-1, 6-bisphosphatase (FBPase, EC 3.1.3.11),
thioredoxin reductase (TRXs, EC 1.8.1.9), sucrose synthase (SS, EC 2.4.1.13), sucrose phos-
phate synthase (SPS, EC 2.4.1.14), ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase (AGPase, EC 2.7.7.27),
soluble starch enzyme (SSE, EC 2.4.1.21), starch-branching enzyme (SBE, EC 2.4.1.18) and
starch phosphorylase (SP, EC 2.4.1.1), was determined using plant-enzyme-linked im-
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munosorbent assay (ELISA) kits. A frozen leaf sample (0.1 g) was homogenized in 1 mL of
phosphate buffer (0.01 mol L−1, pH = 7.4) using a cold mortar and pestle and centrifuged
at 5000× g and 4 ◦C for 10 min. The clear supernatant was then stored at 4 ◦C for 24 h
pending analyses for the activity of enzymes. Firstly, 50 µL of standard or sample was
added to the appropriate well of a microplate (except the blank wells). Secondly, 100 µL
of HRP conjugate reagent was added, and the wells were covered with an adhesive plate
membrane and incubated for 60 min at 37 ◦C. Thirdly, the liquid was discarded, and the
wells were washed with 350 µL of wash buffer, and this procedure was repeated five times.
Fourthly, a mixture of 50 µL of substrate A and 50 µL of substrate B was added to each
well, mixed gently and incubated at 37 ◦C for 15 min in the dark. Finally, 50 µL of stop
solution was added to each well, and the optical density was measured within 15 min at
450 nm using a microtiter plate reader (Infinite MPlex, Tecan, Austria). All the activity of
enzymes was calculated using the methods reported by Pan et al. (2020) [18].

The protein concentration of each enzyme extraction solution was measured according
to Li et al. (2020) [65]. The results are expressed as U/mL of protein.

5.8. Real-Time Quantitative PCR Verification

The second fully expanded leaf was harvested from five seedlings growing in each
light treatment and used to determine RNA abundance. All the leaves were labeled
and frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately. RNA was extracted using the TRIzolTM Plus
RNA Purification Kit (TaKaRa Biotechnology, Dalian, China). Reverse transcription and
amplification of cDNA were performed using Super Script III First-Strand Synthesis Super
Mix for qRT-PCR (Vazyme, Nanjing, China). Real-time quantitative PCR was conducted
in Real-Time PCR System (CFX96, Bio-rad, USA), and 2−∆∆CT method was used for data
analysis [66]. The actin was selected as the reference gene. All target genes and target genes
primers are listed in Supporting Information Table S1.

5.9. Statistical Analysis

All data analyses were conducted using one-way analysis of variance with the ANOVA
packages of SPSS® version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The homoscedasticity of
the variables was determined using the Levene test. When the F-test indicated statistical
significance was p < 0.05, Duncan’s new multiple range test for least significant difference
(l.s.d.) was used to determine least significant range between means.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/plants11131688/s1. Figure S1. The spectral distribution of LED
lights under different light intensity treatments. Table S1. List of primers for characterizing alfalfa
genes (5′–3′) measured under different light treatments. RCA, RbcL, RbcS, FBPase, TK and PGK involve
in Rubisco activase, Rubisco large subunit, Rubisco small subunit, Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, Trans-
ketolase, and Phosphoglycerate kinase, respectively. SS and SPS genes involve in sucrose synthase
and sucrose phosphate synthase, respectively. AGPase, SSS, SBE, and SP involve in ADP-glucose
pyrophosphorylase, soluble starch synthase, starch branching enzyme and starch phosphorylase,
respectively. Table S2. Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of light intensity treatment on plant
height, stem diameter, abaxial leaf petiole angle, specific leaf weight, shoot dry matter, root dry
matter and root to shoot ratio of alfalfa plants. Table S3. Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of
light intensity treatment on root length (RL), root surface (RS), root volume (RV), and root diameter
(RD) of alfalfa plants. Table S4. Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of light intensity treatment on
Chlorophyll a (Chl a), Chlorophyll b (Chl b), carotenoids (Car), Chl a + b, Chl a/b and leaf nitrogen
content (LNC) of alfalfa plants. Table S5. Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of light intensity
treatment on net photosynthetic rate (Pn), transpiration rate (Tr), intercellular CO2 concentration (Ci),
and stomatal conductance (gs) of alfalfa plants. Table S6. Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of light
intensity treatment on maximal PSII quantum yield (Fv/Fm), effective PSII quantum yield (ΦPSII),
non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) and electron transport rate (ETR) of alfalfa plants. Table S7.
Results of one-way ANOVA of effect of light intensity treatment on soluble sugar (SS), sucrose, and
starch (St) content of alfalfa plants.
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Abstract: Plant tissue cultures depend entirely upon artificial light sources for illumination. The
illumination should provide light in the appropriate regions of the electromagnetic spectrum for
photomorphogenic responses and photosynthetic metabolism. Controlling light quality, irradiances
and photoperiod enables the production of plants with desired characteristics. Moreover, significant
money savings may be achieved using both more appropriate and less consuming energy lamps.
In this review, the attention will be focused on the effects of light characteristics and plant growth
regulators on shoot proliferation, the main process in in vitro propagation. The effects of the light
spectrum on the balance of endogenous growth regulators will also be presented. For each light
spectrum, the effects on proliferation but also on plantlet quality, i.e., shoot length, fresh and dry
weight and photosynthesis, have been also analyzed. Even if a huge amount of literature is available
on the effects of light on in vitro proliferation, the results are often conflicting. In fact, a lot of
exogenous and endogenous factors, but also the lack of a common protocol, make it difficult to choose
the most effective light spectrum for each of the large number of species. However, some general
issues derived from the analysis of the literature are discussed.

Keywords: light spectra; light fluence rate; photoperiod; growth regulators; in vitro culture

1. Introduction

Plants, like any other living organisms on planet Earth, are strongly influenced by en-
vironmental cues. Unlike animals, plants are sessile and at the mercy of their surrounding
environment. Consequently, they have evolved mechanisms that perceive and respond to
environmental changes and adapt their development and growth accordingly. Light plays
a pivotal role in a plant’s life, not only for photosynthetic energy production but also for
its regulative role of molecular, biochemical and morphological processes that underlie
plant growth and development [1–3]. Fluence rate, regions of wavelength electromagnetic
spectrum, duration and direction are the key attributes of light that drive photosynthesis
and photomorphogenesis through mechanisms including the selective activation of various
light receptors [4–9]. Plant light photoreceptors have evolved in articulated biochemistry
structure that capture photons and detect many of the light physical properties. Sub-
sequently, through interactive pathways the photoreceptors interpret information from
incoming light and traduce them in biochemical and biological responses able to regulate
plant growth and development. A discrete number of photosensor families have evolved
in plants. The phytochrome (PHY) family receptors monitor the red (R, 600–700 nm) and
far red (FR, 700–750 nm) light regions [10–12]. PHY can be present in two states and the
active state (Pfr) is formed due to absorption of red light by the inactive state (Pr) [13].
The wavelength region of light from UV-A to blue (B, 320–500 nm) is perceived by three
small families of photoreceptors [14] that mediate plant responses. All three photoreceptor
families contain flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) as a chromophore: three cryptochromes
(CRY) with CRY1 and CRY2 acting in the nucleus, whereas CRY3 is probably acting in
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the mitochondrion and chloroplast [15,16], two phototropins (PHOT) [9,11,17] and the
members of the Zeitlupe family (ztl, fkf1 and lkp2) [18]. In addition, PHY has also been
found to mediate various blue responses [19]. The UV Resistance Locus 8, monitoring ultra-
violet B wavelengths (UV-B, 280–315 nm), regulates both developmental and UV-protective
outcomes [20–22].

PHYs act in detecting mutual plant shading through the change in the R:FR ratio
and appropriately redirect growth and development through the modulation of apical
dominance and of axillary meristems formation according to survival [23–25]. CRY1 is
thought to be the CRY responsible for the B high-irradiance response, inhibiting stem plant
growth and reducing internode elongation, whereas CRY2 is likely responsible for the
inhibition because of the B low-irradiance response [19]; collectively, in plants they perform
important traits such as flowering and plant stem elongation [26]. PHOT1 and PHOT2 are
involved in auxin polar transport, modulation of auxin sensing and phototropism [27–29].

Micropropagation is considered an effective large-scale in vitro plant multiplication
of selected insect/disease/virus-free plants in a short time, all year round, and is a reli-
able method for in vitro preservation of threatened plant species. The micropropagation
technology differs strongly from all other agamic propagation methods since the plants,
cultured frequently as microcuttings, can remain under constant environmental conditions
for a long time. The habitat of an in vitro culture is strongly restricted, and plants switch
from an ontogenetic processing that starts from similar juvenility traits to a much deeper
juvenility state [30]. Photoperiod, light intensity, light quality, temperature and relative
humidity are factors that in the in vitro habitat are subjected to scarce fluctuations that alter
the periodic and oscillator systems upon which plants depend; therefore, plants remain
under largely invariable conditions. Although, currently, we cannot establish whether
the mutations that are detected in the genomes of in vitro growing plants appear during
in vitro culture, however, we could hypothesize that under pressure of these unnatural con-
ditions, plants develop adaptive mechanisms to survive in limited spaces. These adaptive
mechanisms involve epigenetic modifications that are programmed to confer plasticity to
in vitro plants [31].

Tissue culture is also used in genetic improvement procedures with the aim of se-
lecting subjects under the conditions of selected stress pressure, although in most cases
the conditions do not reproduce the real ones. Evolution, in fact, diversifies and adapts
species to better achieve suitability to the environmental conditions prevailing at a given
time and habitat; a chain of genetic adjustments is selected at the same time as the periodic
physiological events that generally occur during plant’s life [32].

In vitro propagation proved to be particularly valuable for vegetatively propagated
plants such as Solanum tuberosum L., Allium sativum L., Musa acuminata, Saccharum offici-
narum L., different ornamentals, orchids and fruit trees and energy crops [33,34]. Currently,
micropropagation has also attracted growing attention from researchers as an efficient
alternative way for rapid and controlled production of bioactive phyto-chemicals or food
ingredients from medicinal and aromatic plants.

However, the effectiveness of a micropropagation protocol depends on the prolifera-
tion rate and stability, i.e., the number of explants, such as microshoots and single nodes,
obtained from a single donor plant [35]. In addition, adventitious roots induction and
the subsequent extra vitro acclimation of plantlets determine the success of a commercial
propagation protocol [2]. The multiplication of shoots is based on the concomitance of
two iterative processes: the induction and formation of phytomer, which includes lateral
meristems formation (axillary buds) from the apical meristem (apex) and the subsequent
outgrowth of the axillary buds into new shoots [36]. In this contest, artificial light plays
a crucial role in successful in vitro plant production, together with other factors such as
medium composition, gas exchange in the culture vessel, temperature and specific phys-
iological outcomes of plant explant, i.e., the species-specific physiologic adaptation to
the in vitro conditions previously described. Illumination should provide light in the
appropriate spectral regions for promoting photosynthetic metabolism and photomor-
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phogenic responses [37,38]. Controlling light quality (wavelength ranges), irradiances
(photon flux) and light regime (photoperiod) enables the production of plants with desired
characteristics [35,39].

From the outset, the lighting systems used in in vitro plant growth had been fluores-
cent tubes (Fls), high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halide (MH) and incandescent lamps
(IL) with varying wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm. Among these, Fls have been the most
popular in tissue culture rooms and consume approximately 65% of total electricity in
tissue culture labs [40]. The Fls have high amounts of photons in the infrared and red
ranges, gradually dropping toward blue. Due to the presence of phosphor coating, white
FLs also have a continuous visible spectrum with peaks near 400–450 nm (violet-blue),
540–560 nm (green-yellow) and 620–630 nm (orange-red). The main inconveniences tied
to the use of these lamps are: (i) a significant portion of the spectral output emitted (from
350 to 750 nm) [41] is not utilized by the plant cultures since they are abundant in green
(G) and yellow (Y) light, which are less efficient for plants and usually lack FR light [35,41],
(ii) light irradiation may cause photo-inhibition of growth and differentiation [42] and
photooxidative damage in plants [43] and (iii) the dissipation of a large amount of energy
as heat [44].

In recent years, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have attracted increasing attention as po-
tential light sources for various applications of plant tissue culture [40]. The advantages of
LED lights over conventional lighting systems mainly consist in the higher photosynthetic
photon efficacy (PPE) as compared to the previously used HPS or Fls. The maximum PAR
efficiency of LED lamps ranges between 80 and 100%, while Fls provide only 20–30% [45,46].
The precision in converting electrical energy to photons of specific wavelengths at the de-
sired photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) with negligible heat loss makes LEDs
more energy-efficient than all other available artificial lighting sources. Based on the man-
ufacturers’ specifications, the LED lamps require about 32% less energy than the Fls per
µmol m2 s−1 of photons delivered to the plants [34] and 10–25% total energy saving can be
realized when considering climate modification by the transition from HPS to LED [47].
Moreover, LED lamps possess a longer operating lifetime (>50,000 h), negligible heat emis-
sions and, consequently, an indirect reduction in refrigeration costs, a more robust and
easy-to-handle plastic body, no emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2) for their production
and they produce no mercury pollution [46,48].

The narrow waveband emission and dynamic control of light intensity in LED-based
illumination systems allow the choice of spectral quality to match the absorption range of a
specific photoreceptor and thus to regulate the photosynthetically and photomorphogenic
responses required for the cultivation of each species in vitro [41]. For these reasons, the
use of LED lamps in the in vitro culture systems is a useful tool for photobiological studies
since they allow the control of irradiance and the emission of specific spectral patterns [41].
With the rapid advancement of the technology, the reduction of LED prices and the diverse
studies that show more vigorous in vitro plants cultivated under these lighting conditions,
the replacement of Fls with LED lamps has attracted considerable attention around the
globe [9].

Numerous studies reported the applications of LEDs, as compared to white Fls, in
promoting in vitro organogenesis, growth and morphogenesis from various plant species
such as Gossypium hirsutum, Anthurium andreanum, Brassica napus, Musa acuminata and so
on [49–52]. The impact of LED lighting on somatic embryogenesis has also been explored
for a few plant species [53–58].

Although there are a discrete number of studies, many tissue culture laboratories
hesitate to replace conventional lighting systems with LEDs out of apprehension of an
unpredictable and aberrant in vitro, which may damage consolidated production proto-
cols [59].

Moreover, light quality influences the biological effectiveness of the growth regu-
lators added to the culture substrate, as well as the endogenous hormonal balance in
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the tissues [60], which must be readdressed after the substitution of the old ones with
LED lamps.

Keeping this in mind, in this review, the attention will focus on the literature on the
effects of light on shoot proliferation, a main process of in vitro propagation. The effects of
the light spectrum on the balance of endogenous growth regulators will be also presented.

2. Effects of Spectral Quality of Light on In Vitro Proliferation

The spectral quality of light significantly influences the shoot biological response. Since
plant photoreceptors responsible for plant development and photosynthesis are known
to be primarily and most significantly stimulated by red (RL) and blue (BL) regions of the
light spectrum, most of the studies evaluated the impact of monochromatic RL (660 nm),
BL (460 nm) and combined BL (440–480 nm) with RL (630–665 nm) lights. Scarce is the
information available on the effects of the far-red (FRL), green (GL) and yellow (YL) regions
of the spectrum [44]. For each light spectrum, the evaluated effects concern the proliferation
rate and characters related to development, morphology and plantlet quality, i.e., shoot
length, fresh and dry weight and photosynthetic pigment accumulation. In fact, the light
treatments yielding higher chlorophyll and carotenoid contents (relevant components of
the light-harvesting antenna of photosystems) are generally linked with improved fresh
and dry matter accumulation and shoot growth [50,61–66]. The main results obtained on
flowering plant species are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Summary of the use of LED lighting on in vitro propagation of herbaceous and shrub species.

Studied
Species/Explant

Type

Light Intensity
and Photoperiod Light Spectra

Growth
Regulators in

Medium

Results on In
Vitro

Proliferation

Morphogenetic
Response

Authors and
Year

Nicotiana tabacum
L. var. Wisconsin

38)/Callus

mW cm−2:
0, 0.0028; 0.024;
0.13; 0.37; 0.60;

0.80
photoperiod 16 h

8 narrow band
lights: 371, 419.5,
467, 504, 550, 590,

660, 750 nm,
4 commercial
broad band-Fl

lamps

For shoot
differentiation:

2 mg L−1 K,
2 mg L−1 IAA,

80 mg L−1

adenine sulfate
dihydrate

Near UV at low
intensity

(0.024 mw/cm2)
and BL at higher
intensities, callus
growth and shoot

initiation.

Higher carotenoids,
porphyrins,

associated with the
high irradiance

response.

[67]
No LEDs

Vitis vinifera L.
hybrid ‘Remaily
Seedless’/Node
shoots (axillary

bud proliferation)

µW cm−2:
1500 for RL

1600 for BL light

RL
BL

No LED
BAP at 5 µM

BL = more shoots
in the medium
containing the

lower
concentration of

manganese
sulphate.

BL = larger shoots
and more vigorous

plantlets.

[68]
No LEDs

Saintpaulia
ionantha Wendl cv.

Sona/leaves
and Lycopersicon

esculentum
Mill./Cotyledons

cv. UC 105

Continuous light
and daily light

pulses

RL ad WL =
highest bud

regeneration in L.
esculentum, BL in

S. ionantha

[69]
No LEDs

Vitis vinifera L.
hybrid ‘Remaily
Seedless’/Leaf
axillary buds

10-h and 16-h
photoperiods

WL of various
spectral

irradiances, BL
and RL light.

Apex removal
from the explant
was evaluated.

BL = best for
shoot production.
Under W, shoot
production was

greater with
ratios of BL:RL of

0.6 to 0.9.

[70]
No LEDs
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Solanum
tuberosum L., cv.
Miranda/Three-

to four-node
shoots (15 mm)

160 µmol m−2 s−1

18 h (LD) or 10 h
(SD). photoperiod

RL, BL
With or without
1 mg L−1 IAA or

1 mg L−1 K.

BL and K = better
tuber production.

RL and IAA
application =

high root/shoot
ratio. Darkening

strongly
promoted tuber

formation

Under BL, K
increased total fresh

weight and root
(>stolons)/shoot

ratio).

[71]
No LEDs

Lavandin
(Lavandula

officinalis Chaix
×Lavandula

latifolia Villars cv.
Grosso)/Node

explants

µmol m−2 s−1:
Fl high fluence

(HF) = 66
Fl low fluence

(LF) = 7
RL (HF) = 7
RL (LF) = 1

FrL (HF) = 8
FrL (LF) = 2
BL (HF) = 13
BL (LF) = 1.5

UVL (HF) = 62
UVL (LF) = 5

D control
WL
RL

Fr L
FrD (25 min Frh +

30 d D)
FrRD (25 min Frh
+ 10 min R high +

30 d D)
BL

UV (UV A and B)

BA (l µM),
putrescine (Put, 1

and 10 µM)

Low fluence RL =
higher shoot
number in
presence or

absence of BA. At
low fluence rates
also WL and BL
enhanced shoot

number on
BA-free medium.
10 µM putrescine
+ Ba improved
proliferation.

Rl and D positively
affected shoot

length.

[72]
No LEDs

Begonia gracilis
Kunth/Direct

somatic
embryogenesis

from petiole
explants.

45 µMol m−2 s−l RL and D 0.5 mg L−1

kinetin

Somatic embryo
production was
higher under RL
that in the dark.

[73]
two cycles

Azorina vidalii
(Wats.) Feer

(Dwarf shrub)

50 µmol m−2 s−1:
16 h photoperiod

High and low
ratios of

BL + RL (2.3; 0.9)
or RL + FRL (1.1;
0.6). Control: Fl

in vitro shoots
no growth
regulators

High ratio of
RL/FRL light or

BL/RL = the
highest number

of axillary shoots
as compared to

control.

Low ratio RL/FRL
= maximum plant

length and leaf area

[74]
three months

Rhododendron
spp./Axillary

buds
Disanthus

cercidifolius
Maxim./Shoot.

Crataegus
oxyacantha

L./Axillary bud

µmol m−2 s−1:
11, 25, 55, 106 and
161 for Disanthus

and Crataegus;
16, 26, 60 and 120

for
Rhododendron

RL, GL and BL

Rhododendron
2.5 µM 2iP.
Disanthus

cercidifolius 3 µM
BAP

Crataegus
oxyacantha 2.5 µM
BAP and 0.5 µM

IBA.

RL promoted
axillary

branching. All
cultures grew

well at low levels
of irradiance

RL promoted shoot
extension.

[75]
No LEDS

Solanum
lycopersicum cv.

UC 105 an aurea
(au) mutant and
its isogenic wild

type/Organogenesis
from hypocotyls

µmol m−2 s−1:
Fl = 50

0, 2.5 and 5 the
other light
treatments.

16 h photoperiod

D and Fl for
aseptic seed
germination

RL, FRL, BL for
regeneration.

Hormone free
medium

All genotypes
germinated under
Fl. The wild type
even under dark.
Under RL, FRL

and BL,
hypocotyls
showed a
position-

dependent
regeneration.

[76]
two cycles
No LEDs

Petunia x
atkinsiana

‘Surfinia White’
cv.‘Revolution’/

Leaf explants

19–
21 µmol m−2 s−1 WL, RL, BL, GL 0.1 mg L−1 NAA,

1 mg L−1 BAP

Organogenesis
was carried out in
darkness. WL, GL

and RL = the
highest number
of adventitious

shoots.

Blue = the longest
shoots and the

biggest leaf area.
[77]
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Lilium oriental
hybrid

‘Pesaro’/In vitro-
raised
bulbs

70 mmol m−2 s−1

12 h photoperiod
D, Fl, RL, BL, RL

+ BL (1:1).
1.0 mg L−1 BA +
0.3 mg L−1 NAA

Fl, BL, and BL +
Rl enhanced,

plant
regeneration as
compared to D.

Bulblets under R +
B were bigger in
size, in fresh and

dry weight.

[78]

Begonia
erythrophylla J.

Neuman/Petiole
explants.

µmol m−2 s−1:
WL, RL, and BL,
and RL + BL = 35

Fr = 5
Continuous light

D, WL, R, B, RL +
BL

(1:1), FR

0.54 mM
NAA, 4.44 mM

BA

RL or WL, as
pre-treatments,

promoted
competence. RL
or WL during

culture, enhanced
shoot number.

White light
produced best
developed and

expanded shoots.

[79]
No LEDS

Cymbidium
Twilight Moon
cv.‘Day Light’/
PLB segments.

45 µmol m−2 s−1

16-h photoperiod

RL,
RL + BL (3:1),

RL + BL (50:50),
RL + BL (1:3), BL.

Control = Fl
(PGF)

For callus
induction from

PLBs: 0.1 mg L−1

NAA and
0.01 mg L−1 TDZ

For callus
proliferation:

0.1 mg L−1 NAA
and 0.01 mg L−1

TDZ.
For PLBs

production from
callus: no growth

regulators.

RL determined
more callus

induction; RL +
BL (3:1) and PGF

more callus
proliferation RL +

BL (1:3) more
PLBs formation

[80]

Lactuca sativa
L./Cotyledon

explants
35 µmol m−2 s−1 D, WL, RL, BL,

BL + RL
0.44mM BA,

0.54mM NAA

Light improved
organogenesis as
compared to D.

RL and WL light
promoted shoot

production.

[81]
No LEDS

Fragaria ×
ananassa Duch. cv.
Toyonoka/Leaf

discs

2000 lux
GL, RL, BL and

YL
Fl as control

1.5 mg L−1 TDZ
and 0.4 mg L−1

IBA.

Red and Green
films determined

the highest
percentage of

shoot
regeneration and
the max number

of shoots per
explant

RL and GL = a
lower chlorophyll

a/b ratio and
higher antioxidant
enzymes activity.

[82]
No LEDs

Euphorbia milii
Des

Moul./Inflorescences
Spathiphyllum

cannifolium
(Dryand. ex Sims)

Schott/In vitro
shoots

µmol m−2 s−1:
50 for Euphorbia:
35 for Spatifillum
16 h photoperiod

LEDS:
RL, BL, RL + BL
(1:1); BL + FrL
(1:1); RL + FrL

(1:1)
Fl = Control

For E. miliii
1 mg L−1 BA, and

0.3 mg L−1 IBA.
For S. cannifolium
3 mg L−1 BA, and

1 mg L−1 IBA.

S. cannifolium =
best shoot

proliferation
under RL, RL +

FRL.

For E.milii. BL =
higher fresh and

dry weight, and leaf
number.

For Spatifillum. BL=
the highest

chlorophyll and
carotenoid contents.
In both species, RL=

higher plantlet
length and higher

fresh and dry
weights.

[83]

Two species of
Petunia: Petunia
× atkinsiana

(Sweet) D. Don
and P. axillaris
(Lam.)/Leaf

tissue

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16-h photoperiod
Fl, D 5.7 µM IAA and

2.25 µM Zeatin.

Petunia ×
atkinsiana did not

regenerate in
darkness. Both

species regenerate
under light.

[84]
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Vitis vinifera L.
cvs: Hybrid

Franc, Ryuukyuu-
ganebu (a wild
grape native to

Japan) and
Kadainou

R-1/Nodal
segments

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16-h photoperiod

RL and BL
PGF light

was used as
control

PGR-free medium

No differences or
slight differences
on proliferation

due to light
treatments

RL = longest shoots.
BL = higher

chlorophyll content,
leaf and stomata

number per
explant.

[85]

Phalaenopsis
hybrid cv.
Cassandra

Rose/PLBs from
in vitro

germinated seeds
and flower-stalk

nodes.

RL, RL + BL (9:1,
8:2),

RL + WL (1:1)
Fl

RL + BL (8:2) =
the highest PLBs

development.
RL + BL (9:1) =

the highest shoots
number. Shoot
tips had higher
PLBs induction

under RL and BL.

RL and BL =the
highest PLBs fresh
weight. LED lights

= more fresh
weight, Height and

leaf length.

[86]

Oncidium Sweets
Sugar/Shoot apex

Fl (control), RL,
BL

RL promoted PLB
induction from
shoot apex with

the highest
proliferation rate;

BL the highest
differentiation.

RL determined the
highest content of
carbohydrates. BL
the highest protein
content and enzyme

activity.

[87]

Cymbidium
finlaysonianum

Lindl./PLBs
16 h photoperiod RL, Fl.

RL increased
PLBs

proliferation and
number

[88]
No LEDs

OncidiumGower
Ram-

sey/Embryogenic
calli

50 µmol m−2 s−1
D, Fl, BL, RL or

RL + BL + Fr
(RBFr)

0.1 mg L−1 NAA
and 0.4 mg L−1

BA

PLB formation
and plantlet

conversion was
higher under

(RBFr) LEDs and
Fl.

RBFr enhanced leaf
number and

expansion, root,
chlor. contents,
fresh and dry

weight.

[89]

Oncidium Gower
Ramsey/Shoot

tips
11 µmol m−2 s−1 Fl(control)RL, BL,

YL and GL.

For PLBs
induction,

1.0 mg L−1 BA,
For PLB

proliferation:
1.0 mg L−1 BA,

0.5 mg L−1 NAA.

RL enhanced PLB
induction and
multiplication,

but low
differentiation BL
promoted PLbs
differentiation

into shoots

RL = the highest
PLBs fresh weight
and starch content.

BL = higher
chlorophyll,

carotenoids and
soluble protein

content.

[90]

Cymbidium
finlaysonianum

Lindl., Cymbidium
Waltz cv.‘Idol’,

and Phalaenopsis
cv:‘1327’/protocorm-

like bodies
(PLBs)

RL, BL and YL
fluorescent films

RL and YL
increased the

number of PLBs
of C. Waltz.,

RL, BL and YL
increased the
formation of

shoots. RL and
BL increased

PLBs number in
Phalaenopsis.

RL, BL and YL
increased the fresh
weight of PLBs in
C.finlaysonianum.

[91]
No LEDS
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Dendrobium
officinale Kimura &

Migo/PLBs

70 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

D, Fl, RL, BL; RL
+ BL (1:1); RL +

BL (2:1); and RL +
BL (1:2).

0.5 g L−1 NAA,
0.2 g L−1, 6-BA

BL, RL + BL (1:1)
and RL + BL (1:2)

= higher
percentage of

PLBs producing
shoots and the

number of shoots
produced per PLB

BL and different RL
+ BL ratios
enhanced

chlorophyll and
carotenoids. BL, Fl,
and RL + BL (1:2)
produced higher

dry matter.

[92]
three cycles

Cymbidium insigne
Rolfe/PLBs

WL, RL, BL and
GL

Chondroitin
sulfate

The medium was
added with
Chitosan H

or hyaluronic
acid (HA9)

GL and 0.1
(mg L−1) and
Chitosan H

determined the
highest PLBs and
shoot formation.

Fresh weight of
PLBs was higher at

HA9 (1 mg L−1)
treatment with GL.

[93]

Ficus benjamina L.
cv Exotica

BL, RL and FR. Fl
as control

0.5 mg L−1 IAA
and 2 mg L−1 BA.

BL increased
shoot number,

and callus
growth.

RL determined an
increase in shoot

length.
[94]

Cymbidium Waltz
cv ‘Idol’/5 mm
protocorm-like
bodies (PLBs)

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl, RL, BL, GL, Fl
+ GL, RL + GL, BL

+ GL.
The last three

treatment were
subjected to 1d
green exposure

every 7d.

No growth
regulators

RL + GL and BL
promoted the
highest PLB

formation. Fl +
GL and increased
shoot formation

from PLBs.

Fl gave the highest
fresh weight.

B + G the highest
SOD activity.

[95]

Brassica napus L.
cv Wes-

tar/Cotyledons
from germinated

seeds.

60 µmol m−2 s−1

12 h photoperiod

Fl, BL, BL + RL
(B:R = 3:1, 1:1, 1:3)

RL.

For induction:
2,4-D in the dark;

for shoots
differentiation:
0.8 mg L−1 BA,

0.5 mg L−1 NAA;
for shoots

proliferation
1.0 mg L−1 BA.

The proliferation
rate was greater
under BL and

BL:RL = 3:1 than
under Fl

BL:RL (3:1) = higher
fresh dry mass,
chlorophyll a,

soluble sugar, stem
diameter, leaf

stomata surface,
than under Fl.

Starch was higher
in plantlets cultured

under R light as
compared to Fl.

[51]

Linum
usitatissimum L.,

cv.
‘Szafir/Hypocotyls

50 µmol m−2 s−1 Light (Fl) or D
conditions

0.05 mg L−1 2,4-D
and 1 mg L−1 BA

Shoot
multiplication

was about twice
higher in

light-grown
cultures than

those in darkness.

Fresh and dry mass
and cyanogenic

potential of
light-grown

cultures was about
twice higher than
those in the dark

[96]
two cycles

Solanum
tuberosum L. cvs
Agrie Dzeltenie,

Maret, Bintje,
Désirée and

Anti/Shoot tips
from in vitro

plantets

40 µmol m−2 s−1

Fl, warm WL
light BL,

RL,
RL + BL (9:1 RB)

and RL + BL + FR
(70:10:20 RBF)

0.5 mg L−1 zeatin
riboside,

0.2 mg L−1, GA3
and 0.5 mg L−l

IAA.

RL + BL (9:1)
doubled the
regeneration

percentage of all
cultivars after

cryoconservation

[97]
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Abeliophyllum
distichum

Nakai,/Apical
and axillary buds

40 µmol m−2 s−1 BL, RL + BL (1:1
RB), RL, Fl

BA 1.0 mg L−1,
IBA 0.5 mg L−1

BL and RL + BL
promoted shoot

proliferation.

RL increased shoot
length. [98]

Dendrobium
kingianum
Bidwill ex

Lindl./PLBs

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

RL, BL, RL + BL
(1:1), GL and WL,

Fl = control

MS medium
supplemented

with 412.5 mg/L
ammonium

nitrate, 950 mg/L
potassium nitrate

BL and RL
determined the

highest PLBs
number.

RL and WL
increased the
percentage of

shoot formation.

BL increased
chlorophyll

percentage, RL
determined the

highest fresh
weight.

[99]

Cymbidium Waltz
cv ‘Idol’ 16 h photoperiod GL, RL, BL

N- acetylglu-
cosamine (NAG)
0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and

10 mg L−1

GL and RL +
NAG determined
the highest PLB

formation rate RL
or GL + NAG

determined high
shoot formation

(80%)

Fresh weight of
PLBs was highest at
0.01 mg L−1 NAG
under green LED

[100]

Saccharum
officinarum L.,

variety
RB92579/in vitro
grown plantlets

µmol m−2 s−1:

(1) 72
(2) 60
(3) 57
(4) 53
(5) 77

16 h photoperiod

(1) BL + RL (70:30)
(2) BL + RL (50:50)
(3) BL + RL (40:60)
(4) BL + RL (30:70)

(5) WL

1.3 µM BAP.

BL + RL (70:30)
gave the highest
multiplication

followed by 50:50.
WL the lowest

one.

BL + RL (70:30) and
(50:50) = the highest

total fresh weight.
WL = the highest
total chlorophyll

content

[101]

Scrophularia
takesimensis
Nakai/Leaf,

petiole, and stem
explants

45 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod
Fl, RL, BL

2.0 mg L−1 BA
and 1.0 mg L−1

IAA

Fl = the highest
number of shoots
per leaf, petiole

and stem explants

RL gave better
shoot growth

followed by Fl and
BL.

[102]

Curculigo
orchioides

Gaertn./Leaf
explants

60 µmol m−2 s−1
BL, RL,

RL + BL (1:1). Fl
as control.

4 mg L−1 BA

BL determined
the highest

percentage of
shoot

organogenesis
and shoot buds

per explant.

[103]

Fragaria x
ananassa Duch.
cv. ‘Camarosa’/
Encapsulated

shoot tips

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl (control)
RL + BL (9:1

R9B1);
RL + BL (7:3

R7B3);
RL + BL (1:1

R5B5); RL + BL
(3:7 R3B7);

Hormone free
medium for

plantlets
development, and

4.9 µM IBA or
6.7 µM BA plus

2.3 µM K for
shoots

proliferation

RL + BL (1:9)
were most
effective for

in vitro sprouting
of encapsulated

strawberry shoot
tips.

R7B3 promoted
shoot length,

chlorophyll content,
fresh and dry

biomass
accumulation.

[104]

Panax
vietnamensis Ha et

Grushv/Callus

20–
25 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

D, Fl, BL, GL, YL,
RL, WL, and RL +
BL: 90:10, 80:20,

70:30, 60:40, 50:50,
40:60, 30:70, 20:80,

10:90.

For embryogenic
callus

differentiation:
1 mg L−1 BA,

0.5 mg L−1 NAA.
For plantlets

differentiation:
0.5 mg L−1 BA,

0.5 mg L−1 NAA

YL most effective
for callus

production.
RL + BL (6:4) was
the most effective
for differentiating

the highest
number of plants
per explant from

embryogenic
callus.

YL gave the highest
values of callus
fresh and dry

weight, followed by
RL + BL (60:40).

This last light gave
the highest values
of plantlet height,

fresh and dry
weight.

[105]
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Vanilla planifolia
An-

drews./Axillary
buds axillary bud

cuttings

25 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

BL, RL,
RL + BL (1:1), WL,

Fl
9.55 µM BA

Fl, WL and RL +
BL gave best

results on shoot
proliferation

Fl, WL and BL + RL
determined higher
shoot growth, plant

height, leaves
number, fresh

weight, dry weight
and chlorophyll

content

[106]

Gerbera jamesonii
Bolus ex Hooker f.

cv
Rosalin/In vitro

propagated
shoots

140 ±
10 µmol m−2 s−1

RL, BL, and their
various mixtures.

Fl was used as
control

1 mg L−1 BAP
and 0.1 mg L−1

NAA

Fl lamps, BL, WL
and RL + BL
(70:30) = the

highest number
of shoots/explant
and 70% R + 30%.

The same
treatments also

yielded the highest
values in terms of
shoot length, plant

fresh and dry
weight.

[107]

Cymbidium
dayanum Rchb.f.
and Cymbidium
finlaysonianum

Lindl./PLBs

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod
RL, BL, GL Fl.

(0, 0.1, 1 and
10 mg L−1),
chondroitin

sulfate

GL and BL +
different

concentrations of
chondroitin

sulfate promoted
PLBs and shoots
formation in the

two species

[108]

Bacopa monnieri L.
(Water

hyssop)/Full,
upper and lower,

leaf cuttings.

WL, RL + BL (4:1,
3:1, 2:1,1:1)

0.25, 0.50 and
1.0 mg L−1 BA

WL was most
effective in

enhancing shoot
regeneration.

Shoot length was
increased by RL:BL

(1:1) + 0.25 BA
[109]

Vaccinium ashei
Reade cv Titan

50 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl, RL, RL + BL
(80:20)

(R8B2), RL + BL
(50:50 (R5B5), BL.

1 mg L−1 zeatin
riboside.

Ventilated and
non-ventilated

vessels

No differences in
shoot number
between the

different light
treatments.

R8B2 and ventilated
vessels were the
most suitable for

plant growth.

[110]

Anthurium
andreanum

Lind./Nodal
segments

25 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h light
photoperiod

Fl, WL, RL, BL,
BL + RL.

No growth
regulators during

the light
treatments

BL + RL gave the
highest number
of adventitious

shoots.

WL LEDs and BL
LEDs,

showed the greatest
plantlet length and
number of leaves.

BL gave the greatest
growth and

chlorophyll content.

[111]

Saccharum
officinarum L.

variety RB867515)

(1) 72;
(2) 60;
(3) 53;
(4) 77;
(5) 46.

16 h photoperiod

BL:RL=
(1) 70:30,
(2) 50:50,
(3) 30:70,
(4) WL,
(5) Fl

1.3 µM BAP.
BL:RL = 50:50

promoted
proliferation

BL:RL = 50:50
promoted the

highest stem length,
fresh mass

production, leaf
number.

[112]

Staphylea pinnata
L./in vitro

regenerated
shoots

35 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl,
RL + BL (50:50:1),

RL + BL + FR
(49:49:2) RL + BL
+ WL (40:40:20)

5 µM BA, 0.5 µM
NAA

Treatment with
RB and RBFR

resulted in
increased

multiplication
rate as compared

to Fl.

RB and RBFR
increased leaf

chlorophyll content
and carotenoids.

RBW light
increased the

number of newly
developed leaves.

[113]
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Stevia rebaudiana
Bertoni/Nodal

segments
measuring 0.5–1

cm in length

40–
50 µmol m−2 s−1.

16 h light
photoperiod

Fl (Control), BL,
RL, RL + BL (1:1),

WL
1 mg L−1 BA.

RL = higher
proliferation rate

Under BL + RL,
maximum shoot

elongation and leaf
number

[114]

Vanilla planifolia
Andrews/Nodal

segments
measuring 0.5–1

cm in length

40 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h light
photoperiod

Fl (control) BL,
RL,

RL + BL (1:1), WL
2.1 mg L−1 BA

No differences in
shoot

multiplication.

BL enhanced leaf
number and area.
RL + BL enhanced
shoot lengtht and

chlorophyll content
Fl determined

higher fresh and
dry weight and

carotenoids.

[115]

Dendrobium
sonia,/Mature

PLBs

µmol m−2 s−1:
W 17.7
B 22.5
Y 24.6
R 15.6

16 h photoperiod

WL (control), BL,
YL, and RL.

11.1 µM BAP and
11.42 µM IAA

YL induced early
PLB formation,

shoot
differentiation
and initiation,

higher number of
shoots per

explant.

Under YL, higher
leaf area and fresh

weight, longer
shoots under the

other lights.

[116]

Nicotiana
tabacum L. and

Artemisia
annua/In vitro-

grown
plantlets

35 µMoles cm−1

s−1

WL,
RL + BL (1:1),
RL + BL (3:1)
RL + BL (1:3)

no growth
regulators

In Nicotiana more
shoots under 1:1

RL + BL In
Artemisia under

RL + BL (3:1)

In both species, RL
+ BL (3:1)

determined taller
shoots, and higher

fresh weight.

[34]

Saccharum
officinarum var.

RB98710 (Sugar-
cane)/shoot

segments

50 µmol m−2 s−1

for FL,
80 µmol m−2 s−1

for LED
16-h photoperiod

Fl,
WL,

RL + BL (82:18).

For callus
induction in the

dark two
substrates:

C1 = 9 µM 2,4-D
and 1.1 µM BA;
C2 = 13.6 µM

2,4-D + 2.2 µM
BAP.

For shoot
regeneration:
hormone free

medium.

LED were
ineffective on

somatic embryo
regeneration but

successful on
shoot

multiplication
from somatic

embryo.

Root length,
number of leaves,

shoot fresh and dry
biomass did not
differ between

treatments.

[117]
six subcultures

Gerbera jamesonii
Bolus ex. Hook f.
cv. Dura/in vitro

propagated
shoots

40 µmol m−2 s−1

16-h photoperiod

BL, RL + BL1
(50:50),

RL + BL2 (70:30),
RL + BL + WL
(40:40:20), RL +

BL + FR (49: 49:2),
RL, Fl (Control)

5 µM BA
(1,1 mg L−1) and

0.5 µM NAA
(0.1 mg L−1)

RB1 and RB2
determined a
higher shoot

multiplication
rate as compared

to the control

RL = the greatest
shoot elongation;
BL = the highest
leaf dry weight;

RB2 = higher
concentrations of
total chlorophyll
and carotenoids;
RB1 = high leaf

number.

[118]

Lippia gracilis
Schauer./Apical

and nodal
segments

42 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

WL, RL, BL,
RL + BL (2.5:1

and 1:2.5)

no growth
regulators

No influence of
the light intensity
nor of quality on

shoot number
both on nodal

and apical
segments.

RL and WL = best
results on leaf and

dry weights.
B = higher

photosynthetic
pigment production

in plantlets from
apical explants, WL
of those from nodal

explants.

[119]
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Myrtus communis
L./Axillary

shoots

35 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

BL; RL:BL (70:30);
RL;

Fl = control.

0.5 µM L−1 NAA
and different

concentrations of
BA: 1, 2.5 and

5 µM.

RL and 5 µM BA
resulted in the

highest
multiplication

rate.

At 5 µM BA, RL
determined the

higher dry weight;
BL = a greater

leaves number, BL
and RL:BL

increased the FW
compared to Fl.

[120]

Chrysanthemum ×
morifolium Ramat.,
Ficus benjamina L.,
Gerbera jamesonii
Bolus f., Heuchera

hybrida, and
Lamprocapnos

spectabilis
(L.) Fukuhara.

62–
65 µM m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl (control), NS1
lamps (BL + GL +

RL + FRL-
21:38:35: 6)

G2 lamps (BL +
GL + RL+ FRL-

8:2:65:25), AP673L
(BL + GL + RL +
FRL- 12:19:61:8),
AP67 (BL + GL +
RL + FRL-14:16:

53: 17)

No PGRs for C.
grandiflorum;

4.0 mg L−1 BA
and 30 mg L−1

adenine sulfate
for F. benjamina;
3.0 mg L−1 K.

for G. jamesonii;
0.1 mg L−1 BA
and 0.1 mg L−1

IAA for H.
hybrida;

0.25 mg L−1 BA
and 0.25 mg L−1

IAA for L.
spectabilis

Except for F.
benjamina, RL and

G2 lamp gave
highest or similar

propagation
ratios as

compared to Fl.
NS1 lamps was
also efficient for
G. jamesonii, H.
hybrida and L.

spectabilis

The highest
chlorophyll content
was recorded under

Fl and AP673L in
all species, in NS1

in two species.

[35]

Oryza sativa L.
cultivar

Nipponbare.

50 µmol m−2 s−1.
12 h photoperiod

Fl, BL
BL:RL = 3:1
BL:RL = 1:1;

B:R = 1:3;
RL;

For callus induc-
tion:2.0 mg L−1

2,4-D.
For callus

differentiation:
1.0 mg L−1 2,4-D.

For shoot
differentiation
0.5 mg L−1 K,
2 mg L−1 BA,

0.25 mg L−1 NAA

BL = decreased
time for callus
proliferation,

differentiation
and regeneration,

and highest
frequency of

plantlet
differentiation,

and regeneration.

BL:RL = 1:1 highest
seedling growth,
chlorophyll, and

carotenoid contents
and photosynthetic

rates.

[121]

Abbreviations: white (WL), blue (BL), red (RL), far-red (FRL), dark (D), fluorescent light (Fl), NAA (1-
Naphthaleneacetic acid), BA (6-Benzylaminopurine), IAA (Indole 3- Acetic Acid), 2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic
acid), PLB-Protocorm-Like Bodies.

Table 2. Summary of the use of LED lighting in in vitro propagation of woody species.
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Species/Explant
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Light Intensity
and Photoperiod Light Spectra Growth Regulators
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Results on In
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Proliferation

Morphogenetic
Response

Authors and
Year

Pseudotsuga
menziesii Mirb.

Douglas fir
embryo

0.01–0.71 W/cm2

16 h photoperiod

8 different narrow
bandwidth Fl

having maxima
each at one of the

following
wavelengths 371,
420, 467, 504, 550,

590, 660, and
740 nm.

Embryo from seeds;
For callus induction:

800 pg L−1 IAA,
1 mg L−1 IBA,
1 mg L−1 BA,
1 mg L−1 AS-

isopentyladenine
After four weeks,

0.5 mM BA and 0.25
mM zeatin were

added. No growth
regulators for
growing buds.

Callus and
adventitious bud
formation on the
embryo-derived

callus was
maximum at

(0.42 mW/cm−2)
under RL
(660 nm).

[122]
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Woody
ornamental

plants.
Organogenesis
(axillary bud
proliferation)

Fl (control), high
pressure sodium
lamps (HPS), BL

and RL

Light pipe modified
growth chambers

HPS increased
shoot number as
compared to FL.

RL increased
shoot number
over control.

[123]

Spirea nipponica
Maxim/Shoot

explants from 8 to
10 week-old stock

cultures

WL: low fluence
15.0–23.0; high

fluence
47.0–

62.0 µmol m−2 s−1;
RL+FR: low

fluence)
8.7–

15.9 µmol m−2 s−l

16 h photoperiod

WL, RL + Fr BA 0.25, 0.4, or
0.5 mg L−1.

RL + FR =
improved

proliferation
especially by 0.5

Ba
addition. RL + FR
followed by high

fluence WL
improved

proliferation at
lower BA levels.

RL + Fr
favourably

influenced shoot
length and

growth

[124]
No LEDS

‘Mr.S 2/5’ clone
of Prunus
domestica

Ehrh./Cuttings;

WL = 38.0
BL = 9.1

RL = 19.6
FR = 7.2 µMol

m−2 s−1

WL
BL
RL
FR

Ba 0.6 mg L−1

In intact cuttings,
WL gave the
highest shoot
proliferation

In decapitated
seedlings, all

lights gave 100%
bud outgrowth.

BL and WL = a
higher number of

nodes;
RL = longer
internodes.

Shoots produced
in RL were longer

in decapitated
seedlings.

[125]
all experiments
were repeated

twice

Cydonia oblonga
Mill/Leaves from
the second to the
fourth node of the
apical portion of
in vitro shoots

BL, WL and
RL = 20 ± 1;

FR = 1.2
R + B 10 + 10

B + Fr= 20 + 1.2
Fr + RL = 0.5 + 1.6
(µmol m−2 s−1)

D, BL, WL, FRL,
RL, RL+Bl,

BL+FRL
RL+FRL

After All light
treatments,

further 20 days of
WL light
exposure.

4.7 µM K and
0.5 µM NAA

Somatic
embryogenesis

was highest
under RL
treatment.

[126]
No LEDS

Prunus avium L.
cv

‘Hedelfinger’and
one of its somato-

clones/Leaves

~9 µMol
16 h photoperiod

WL, RL, BL, FR,
D

2 mg dm3 TDZ+
2,4-D or IAA

WL and BL = the
highest node

number.
BL and FR = the

highest shoot
outgrowth from

buds.

RL = highest
shoot length

under.
WL and BL and

WL= high
chlorophyll.

[127]
no LEDS

Malus domestica
[Suckow] Borkh.

genotype
MM106/Shoot

tips from in vitro
cultures

~40 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

WL, RL, BL, GL,
YL,

UV-AL, D

8.86 (2 mg L−1) µM
BA, 0.53

(0.06 mg L−1) µM
Ga3, 0.3 µM

(0.1 mg L−1) IBA

GL and WL gave
the higher total

number of shoots
at the end of the
fourth culturing

cycle.

Leader stem
height was

greater under D,
RL and YL.

[128]
No LEDs

Four cycles

Populus alba × P.
berolinen-

sis/Stems from
in vitro shoots

40 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

GL, RL, BL and
YL.

Fl (control)

0.02 mg· L−1 NAA,
and 0.1 mg· L−1

TDZ.

Fl and YL
exhibited better
effects on shoot

regeneration

[129]
no LEDs

Musa spp.
cv.’Grande naine’
AAA)/Meristematic

shoot tips

40 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod
WL, Fl

16.8 µM BAP,
3.8 µM IAA,

1 mg L−1 on a
temporary

immersion system
(TIS)

WL under TIS
enhanced shoot

proliferation.
[130]
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Populus x
euramericana

selected clones,
‘I-476’ and

‘Dorskamp’/Petioles
(5-mm long) from

in vitro plants

60 µM m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

Fl,
BL, RL,

RL +BL (1:1 and
7:3),

and RL + BL + GL
(7:2:1)

0.44 µM BA

Highest shoot
regeneration on
RL + BL (1:1) for

‘I-476’,
on BL +RL (7:3)

for ‘Dorskamp’ as
compared to Fl.

High RL (100% or
7:3) = higher

shoot length and
leaf area

BL or RL +BL
(7:3) = higher
stem diameter

[131]

Malus domestica
[Suckow] Borkh

rootstock cvs.
Budagovsky 9

(B.9), Geneva 30
(G.30), and

Geneva 41 (G.41).
I exp =

single-node
segments

BL = 5.7
RL = 6.6

WL =
25 µMol·m−2·s−1

WL, RL, BL for
both experiments

1.0 mg· L−1 BA,
0.1 mg· L−1 IBA,
and 0.5 mg· L−1

GA3.
II exp: cv. G.30 with

and without
gibberellic acid

(GA3).

RL increased the
number of shoots
in B.9 and G.30 as
compared to WL.

RL increased the
length, and the

number of
elongated shoots
of B.9 and G.30.
GA3 promoted
shoot growth of
G.30 under RL

and BL.

[132]
No LEDS

Phoenix dactylifera
L. cv. ‘Alshakr’

(Date
palm)/shoot buds

20–
25 µmol m−2 s−1

14 h photoperiod

FL (control), RL
+BL (18:2)
(CRB-LED)

1 mg L−1 (NAA),
0.5 mg L−1 (BA)
and 0.5 mg L−1

kinetin (K)

CRB enhanced
the percentage of
buds producing

shoots and
average shoots

formation
compared to FL

CRB-LED
enhanced total

soluble
carbohydrates,

starch, free amino
acids, and
peroxidase

activity

[133]

Camellia oleifera C.
Abel/Axillary

buds

50 m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod

RL, BL, RL + BL,
(4:1) RL + BL (1:4),
WL was used as

control

3.0 mg L−1 BA +
0.02 mg L−1 IBA

RL + BL (4:1) =
the highest

proliferation
coefficient.

RL + BL (4:1) =
good chlorophyll

content, the
thickest leaves,
high stomatal

density.

[134]

Abbreviations: white (WL), blue (BL), red (RL), far-red (FRL), dark (D), fluorescent light (Fl),
NAA (1-Naphthaleneacetic acid), BA (6-Benzylaminopurine), IAA (Indole 3- Acetic Acid), 2,4-D (2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid).

2.1. Red Light Effects
2.1.1. Red Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation

Some authors agree on the positive role of RL [123], and high-ratio RL:FRL [35] on
shoot proliferation [135]. RL significantly enhanced the adventitious bud formation and de-
velopment in Gerbera jamesonii [136], in Lactuca sativa. [137], in Spathiphyllum cannifolium [83],
in Stevia rebaudiana [114] and in Mirtus communis [120]. RL was effective for bud formation
and outgrowth in Pseudotsuga menziesii embryo cultures [122]. In contrast, as compared
to the cultivation under WL or combined RL with BL, under monochromatic RL or BL,
Bello-Bello et al. [106] observed a decrease in the proliferation ratio in Vanilla planifolia
Andrews and Estrada et coll. [111] and Lotfi et al. [59] found the same decrease in An-
thurium andreanum and in Pyrus communis L., respectively. Somatic embryo germination
and conversion of three southern pine species [53] and Cydonia oblonga [126] were positively
affected by application of RL.

Positive effects of RL illumination have been ascertained in many orchids. In Cym-
bidium Waltz ‘cv Idol’, the highest protocorm-like bodies (PLBs) formation rate (100%)
was found in the culture media containing 0.01 and 0.1 mg L−1 N- acetylglucosamine
(NAG) under RL, although a promotive role was observed under GL, but at 1 mg L−1

NAG [100]. In a study of Mengxi et al. [90], the highest PLBs induction rate, propagation
coefficient and fresh weight of Oncidium Gower Ramsey were observed under RL treatment,
which agrees with observations on the Cattleya hybrid [138]. However, in this last species,
monochromatic RL resulted in an impaired leaf growth and chlorophyll content. Moreover,
in Oncidium Gower Ramsey, even if R-LEDs promoted PLB induction, it was observed that
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BL emitted by LEDs promoted a differentiation of PLBs [90]. Hamada et al. [88] found that
R fluorescent lamps increased the PLB proliferation of Cymbidium finlaysonianum, even if
used only during the early stage of the culture. The R spectrum was effective for Cymbidium
callus proliferation [80] but not for the successive propagation. The combination of RL
and FRL wavelengths determined the highest number of somatic embryos in Doritaenopsis
‘Happy Valentine’ [54].

The action mechanisms promoted by RL has been investigated by different authors.
In Vitis vinifera, the axillary shoot development could be due to the release of apical
dominance caused by BL, as suggested by Chée [68] and Chée and Pool [70]. Similarly,
Burritt and Leung [79] observed that the inhibitory influence of FRL on shoot proliferation
is reversible, whereas exposure to BL permanently reduces explant’s competence for new
shoot formation. They suggested that PHY and an independent BL photoreceptor, probably
CRY, regulate shoot production from Begonia × erythrophylla petiole explants. RL has been
shown to exert effects on plants proliferation through the PHY, which, in the active form,
would alter the endogenous hormonal balance increasing in the quantity of cytokinin
(CK) in tissue, counteracting the action of auxin and thus determining an increase in the
development of lateral shoots [139,140].

Moreover, research on the effects of PHY on in vitro multiplication of shoots of the
Prunus domestica rootstock GF655-2 [141] demonstrated that the actions of WL, BL and
FRL on shoot proliferation were fluence-rate dependent, while RL was effective both at
37 µmol m−2 s−1 and at 9 µmol m−2 s−1. The increase in light intensity had, instead, a
positive effect on the production of axillary shoots in a Prunus domestica Mr.S.2/5 shoot
exposed to RL and BL. However, if the number of shoots produced was expressed as a
percentage of the total number of axillary buds, the rate of bud outgrowth for each shoot
under RL was significantly higher than that detected under BL [142].

The effects of RL on proliferation are also largely dependent on the growth regulators,
mainly cytokinins (CKs) applied to the culture medium, and they were found to be indis-
pensable in the outgrowth of lateral buds in Prunus domestica rootstock shoots [142]. The
same was true for Spiraea nipponica where the interaction between CKs and RL resulted in
an enhancement of the shoot proliferation rate [123]. Plantlets of this species exposed to RL
and FRL resulted in more marked growth than under WL [123]. Interesting interactions
resulted from the growth of this species under low RL:FRL photon fluence followed by
high-fluence WL and the benzyl aminopurine (BA) levels [123]. More detailed information
on the interactions between light and growth regulators will be provided in paragraph 5.

2.1.2. Red Light Effects on Shoot Morphology

Stem elongation, leaf growth and chlorophyll reduction are frequently observed under
RL and are all supposed to be associated with shade-avoidance syndrome (SAS) [8].

Shoot and internode elongation: It is mostly reported that RL enhances the elongation of
primary and axillary shoots when there is an actively growing apex [74,75], and it deter-
mines changes in the plant anatomies [143] of multiple species [36]. The RL effect on stem
elongation is species dependent. RL increases shoots and internode lengths in Pelargonium
× hortorum [144], Vitis vinifera [85,145], Rehmannia glutinosa [65,146], Gerbera jamesonii [118],
Abeliophyllum distichum [98], Vaccinium ashei reade [110,147], Ficus benjamina [94], Cymbidium
spp. [148], Plectranthus amboinicus [48] and Fragaria × ananassa plantlets [149]. The promo-
tive effect of RL was also found on the elongation of secondary and tertiary shoots of Malus
domestica rootstock MM106 [128], and on in vitro zygotic embryo germination and seedling
growth in chestnut, whereas BL suppresses them [150]. In Populus americana, cultivar ‘I-476′,
shoot length and leaf area of in vitro plants were greatest when exposed to RL, whereas on
the other poplar cultivar, ‘Dorskamp’, BL plus RL were more effective [131]. An increase in
the shoot elongation caused by internode elongation under red LEDs may result in stem
fragility because of excessive elongation of the internode, as occurred in the third intern-
ode from the apex of Dendranthema grandiflorum Kitam cv.Cheonsu [42] and in Rehmannia
glutinosa [146]. Following these results, it is required to adjust the ratio of RL when mixed
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with BL or Fl. In Fragaria × ananassa under R-LEDs, leaf petioles were elongated but the
leaves turned yellowish green, revealing an irregular in vitro growth [149].

RL also caused thin elongated shoots and the formation of small leaves in Solanum
tuberosum cv. Miranda, while BL produced short shoots with regular leaf development and
many micro-tubers. The micro-tuber development was reversed when the IAA was added
to the medium [71]. According to Kim et al. [42], synergistic interactions among CRYs and
PHYs may promote or inhibit stem elongation in various ways in different species.

Differences in the response of the different species in the response to the RL:FRL
ratios may be explained by the different habitats in which the species evolved. It has
been proposed from studies on the elongation of shoots of Vitis vinifera [70], Disanthus
cercidifolius and Crataegus oxyacantha axillary shoots [75] that this enhancement is PHY-
mediated through the control of enzyme-affected auxin degradation, such that the extremely
photolabile auxin would be conserved in cultures illuminated with RL and degraded in
cultures under BL. In addition, other plant hormones may be modulated by light and by
PHY directly (see paragraph 5).

Fresh and dry weight: The greatest mean fresh and dry weight of each cluster of the
Malus domestica rootstock M9 was observed under RL and it was 83% greater than that
observed under WL [135]. Gains in fresh weight were observed in Vaccinium ashei [110]
and cattleya [138]. Dry weight was positively affected by RL in Myrtus communis L. [120],
in Euphorbia milii and Spathiphyllum cannifolium [83] and in Plectranthus amboinicus [48].
Furthermore, increased growth of in vitro cultured plants provided by RL was also shown
in Scrophularia takesimensis [102], Lippia gracilis [119] and Vitis vinifera [145]. Likewise, dry
weight increased under RL, probably by the promotion of starch accumulation [50].

Chlorophyll content: R-LED increases chlorophyll content in Musa acuminata [52], Pas-
siflora edulis [151] and Rehmannia glutinosa, although less than B-LED [65]. Most authors
agree that RL, as compared to other light spectra, promoted leaf growth [74,131,152] but
decreased the chlorophyll and carotenoids content of in vitro plantlets [83,90,148,153,154].
On the contrary, Cybularz-Urban et al. [138] found that in Cattleya plantlets grown in vitro
RL caused the collapse of some of the mesophyll cells and a reduction of leaf blades, mean-
ing that, in the absence of BL and/or WL/GL, the regular development of cells and leaf
tissues is blocked. Similar results were found in cultures of birch [154] where the total
content of chlorophyll under BL was twice that detected under RL. Smaller amounts of
chlorophyll a and carotenoids were also detected in cultures of Azorina vidalii [74] under
RL, FRL and RL:FRL. Other authors wrote that prolonged RL illumination may result in
the ‘RL syndrome’, which is characterized by low photosynthetic capacity, low maximum
quantum yield of chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm), carbohydrate accumulation and im-
paired growth. It was observed, also, that thylakoid disarrangement in the chloroplast
is proportional to the increasing incidence of RL [155]. This damage may be reduced by
adding BL to the light spectrum [156]. Regulation of carbohydrate metabolism by light
quality has been well documented [41,157]. RL emitted by LED seemed to promote the
accumulation of soluble sugar, starch and carbohydrate in upland Gossypium hirsutum L.
and Brassica napus [50,51,158] and in Oncidium [16,87]. RL probably may inhibit the translo-
cation of photosynthetic products, thereby increasing the accumulation of starch [50,154].
Moreover, Li et al. [50] suggested that plantlets with lower chlorophyll content utilize the
chlorophyll more efficiently than plantlets with higher chlorophyll content under R-LEDs.

2.2. Blue Light Effects
2.2.1. Blue Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation

The effects of BL are often reported to be antagonistic of RL ones, although the studies
reported in literature concerning the role played by BL on new meristem formation are
not always consistent. The positive effects of BL on the stimulation of shoot production
and growth of Nicotiana tabacum during in vitro culture were reported, but at a higher
light intensity [67], and the authors hypothesized photoinactivation of IAA. Five weeks of
exposure to BL induced the highest shoot production from Nicotiana tabacum callus [159].
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Monochromatic BL increased shoot number in Ficus benjamina [94], the number of shoots
and nodes in Vitis vinifera L. hybrid [68,70], the number of adventitious buds in Hyacinthus
orientalis L. [160] and the percentage of organogenesis and the mean number of buds per
explant in Curculigo orchioides [103]. Higher percentages of BL in the light spectrum were
also effective on in vitro shoot induction and proliferation of Anthurium andreanum [49],
Gerbera jamesonii ‘Rosalin’ [107], Remnania glutinosa [65] and Saintpaulia ionantha [69]. In
various species, positive results on proliferation from adding different ratios of B to the R
spectrum have been described and will be widely discussed in sub-paragraph 2.3.1. The
proliferation rate was greater in Brassica napus plantlets when cultured under monocromatic
BL and BL plus RL [51]. In lavandin, on a BA-free medium, shoot number was enhanced
under BL, WL and RL at low photon fluence rates [72]. In Oryza sativa [121] under B-LED
illumination, the time required for callus proliferation, differentiation and regeneration was
the shortest and the frequency of plantlet initiation, differentiation and regeneration was
the highest. Concerning orchids, in Dendrobium officinale, the monochromatic BL and RL:BL
(1:2) emitted by LEDs determined a higher percentage of protocorm-like bodies (PLBs)
producing a higher number (1.5 fold) of shoots [92], in Cattleya intermedia × C. aurantiaca
the number of shoots regenerated from PLBs was enhanced by BL [161]. In Oncidium, RL
promoted PLB induction from shoot apex and the higher content of carbohydrate but the
lowest differentiation rate, while the highest differentiation rate and protein content were
observed under B-LED [87]. BL increased node and total shoot number as compared to RL,
FRL and dark in Prunus avium cv ‘Hedelfinger’ and one of its somaclones [127]. In contrast,
on Begonia erythrophylla petiole explants, RL played a role in meristem initiation and BL
and FRL were antagonistic to meristem formation, but BL was important for primordia
development [79]. In Gerbera jamesonii [118], inhibition of shoot multiplication and a
reduced plant height was observed under BL compared to what resulted from all other light
treatments, and a decrease of lateral shoots number was observed on Malus domestica [135]
as compared to RL. The same study demonstrated that BL inhibited the rate of proliferation,
increasing the apical dominance. Inhibition of meristematic tissue proliferation by BL has
also been observed for the embryogenic tissue of Norway spruce [162]. The conflicting
reports found in the literature might not only be attributed to species effects, but also
to the different types of explants and to the stage of the organogenic process. Hunter
and Burritt [81], working on different Lactuca sativa L. genotypes, observed a significant
decrease under monochromatic BL in shoot proliferation as compared to RL or WL. They
argued that RL is required for the formation of shoot primordia, whereas BL is inhibitory
to primordia initiation. The effects of RL and BL on this species depended on the stage
of the organogenic process in which Lactuca sativa plantlets were exposed to the different
lights. Exposure to BL during the critical first few days of culture, when meristems are
being initiated, results in a significant reduction in the number of shoots produced as
compared to exposure to RL and WL. Furthermore, this suppression of meristem initiation
is permanent and not reversible afterward by culturing plants under RL. Observations
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) clarified that the lowest shoot development
under BL was attributable to the production of much more callus as compared to those
cultured under WL or RL, demonstrating that rapid cell division occurred, although the
organized center of cell division required for primordia formation was reduced. Moreover,
the same authors observed that explants exposed to continuous RL developed numerous
small shoot primordia, which occurred more slowly than those detected on tissue exposed
to WL. Based on the literature, they stated that the stimulatory effects of RL as compared to
WL is genotype dependent, but the inhibitory effect of BL is more widely diffused. Callus
formation as affected by continuous BL illumination was observed also in Pyrus communis,
where callus weight doubled as compared to BL plus RL and BL plus FRL [59]. In Ficus
benjamina, BL induced a huge formation of callus at the basal section of shoots [94]. Other
studies have shown that the timing of exposure to different light regimes is also critical
for shoot development in vitro. For example, at least 2 wks under RL were required to
improve shoot numbers from Pseudotsuga menziesii callus, and the length of time in which
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RL promoted shoot production lasted only 2–3 wks [122]. It was suggested that PHY
plays an inductive role in organogenesis of Lactuca sativa L., as suggested by Kadkade and
Seibert [137], in contrast to antagonistic role of BL, probably via CRYs.

In a series of research projects carried out with different rootstocks of Malus do-
mestica, Prunus domestica and Prunus persica, M9, MM106, Mr.S.2/5, and GF677, respec-
tively [125,128,142,163], it was demonstrated that BL induced, in the starting explant and
in the developed shoots, a greater number of nodes with shorter internodes than those
observed in RL and in dark. It should be noted that the percentage of nodes that formed
lateral shoots was higher in the presence of RL as compared to the BL one. In the Malus
domestica M9 rootstock, the percentage of sprouted buds under RL was double that under
BL [135].

Based on these results, shoot multiplication can be defined as the result of two events:
the induction and formation of new buds from the apical meristem and their sprouting
through the reduction or the suppression of apical dominance [2,36]. BL would increase the
number of axillary buds but, in contrast, it exerts an inhibitory action on buds sprouting
(increase in apical dominance). RL, on the other hand, would reduce the apical dominance
even though it reduces the formation of new axillary buds. The lower outgrowth of buds
in the presence of BL compared to RL would indicate a role in a specific photoreceptor(s) of
BL, which would act as an antagonist of the PHY. Photomorphogenetic events detected
in the presence of RL and BL would agree with an antagonistic model of stem branching,
modulated by light through the PHYs and the photoreceptors of BL, which would interact
with each other according to a dynamic model. Moreover, Muleo et al. [142] also showed
that the internode extension inhibition under BL exposure and the concomitant positive
effect of BL in enhancing axillary bud formation (neoformed nodes) was dependent on
the photon fluence rate, but not on PHY photoequilibrium or on concomitant exposure to
RL. A quantitative BL threshold was found near 30 µmol m−2 s−1 (400–500 nm); up to this
value, internode extension decreased [142].

Plants, thus, possess a complex and dynamic light response and memory system that
involves reactive oxygen species and hormonal signaling, which are used to optimize light
acclimation and immune defenses [164]. Thus, regulating the spectral quality, particularly
by the B-LED, improves the antioxidant defense line and is directly correlated with the
enhancement of phytochemicals in Rehmannia glutinosa [65]. Mengxi et al. [90] found higher
values of superoxide dismutase (SOD), peroxidase (POD) and catalase (CAT) activities in
leaves under B-spectrum irradiance and concluded that B-LED may be more satisfactory
for activating different defensive systems to reduce excessive amounts of reactive oxygen
species. However, in two important Dianthus caryophyllus cultivars, ‘Green Beauty’ and
‘Purple Beauty’, RL treatment also increased the activities of antioxidant enzymes and
nutrient contents [165]. The B-LED illumination also significantly increased the antioxidant
enzyme activities in leaves and roots in Amaranthus tricolor and Brassica rapa L. subsp.
oleifera [166]. In the in vitro cultured Pyrus communis plantlets, it was detected that the
gene encoding the pathogenesis-related protein PR10 is regulated daily by the body clock
of a plant, while PR1 was expressed without clear evidence of circadian regulation [167].
In the same studies, a specific function was played by PHYB and CRY1 photoreceptors,
considering that in transgenic plants the first photoreceptor enhanced the gene expression
of PR1 5- to 15-fold, and CRY1 enhanced plant resistance to the Erwinia amylovora bacterial
infection [167]. Prunus avium rootstock plantlets, overexpressing the PHYA gene and
grown in vitro, displayed a strong resistance to bacterial canker (Pseudomonas syringae pv.
morsprunorum), highlighting a role of light quality and quantity in the regulation of plant
resistance to bacterial disease [168]. Therefore, light quality through the regulative network
of photoreceptors plays a relevant role in the endogenous rhythms of gene expression and
pathogen attacks.
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2.2.2. Blue Light Effects on Plantlet Morphology

BL is mostly considered to be able to increase leaf growth, photosynthetic pigment
synthesis, chloroplast development and stomatal opening, soluble proteins and carbohy-
drates and dry matter content and to inhibit stem and root elongation, while RL enhances
stem growth and carbohydrate accumulation [41,50,87,158]. In Scrophularia kakudensis, BL
imposed a stressful environment that resulted in the activation of several proteins related
to stress tolerance, photosynthesis, gene regulation, post-translational modification and
secondary metabolism [169]. The improvement in the leaf characteristics induced by the
addition of BL to RL seem to indicate a better quality of micropropagated plantlets, which
in turn may also improve acclimation [2,170].

Plant height: A few papers report positive effects of BL on shoot length, while most
studies agree on its inhibition of plantlet elongation. The blue spectrum was recognized
to inhibit stem growth in Oncidium [90], in Pelargonium × hortorum [144], in Dendran-
thema grandiflorum [42] and in Zantedeschia jucunda [171], especially as compared to RL or
RL:FRL. In different tree species, Prunus domestica Mr.S.2/5 and Malus domestica MM106
and M9, inhibition of internode elongation was also detected [128,135,142]. In contrast, BL
(470 nm) and RL (660 nm) illumination were found effective for increasing shoot length in
Achillea millefolium [172] and Dendrobium Sonia, where, however, BL significantly reduced
multiplication as compared to YL [116].

In some cases, BL is necessary to contrast the excessive effects of RL on shoot length
assuring good plantlet development. Nhut et al. [149] observed that Fragaria x ananassa
plantlet growth was inhibited under BL, whereas an irregular plantlet growth and devel-
opment was observed in the absence of BL. In the experiment of Jao et al. [171], a shorter
stem of plant and a higher chlorophyll content was found in the RL plus BL treatment,
highlighting that BL may be involved in the regulation of both plant height and chlorophyll
development.

BL induces the production of short shoots with good leaf development and many
micro-tubers in Solanum tuberosum. Under BL, kinetin not only strongly stimulated tuber
formation, but also increased the total fresh weight and root(+stolons)/shoot ratio [71].

Fresh and dry weight: In Dendrobium officinale, compared to other light treatments
(dark, Fl and R-LEDs), B-LEDs, alone or with R-LEDs (1:2), induced higher dry matter
accumulations of PLBs and shoots [92]. Increased biomass production in cultures of
A. millefolium [172] was noted under monochromatic B-LED or R + B-LEDs. Monochromatic
BL determined higher fresh and dry weight and leaf number per plantlets in Euphorbia milii,
Spathiphyllum cannifolium [83] and Rehmannia glutinosa [146].

It is noteworthy that monochromatic BL had a negative effect on the dry matter
production of Lippia gracilis [119], Plectranthus amboinicus [48], Gossypium hirsutum [50] and
Vanilla planifolia [106], as well as in the sensitive cv Dopey of Rhododendron where it also
reduced leaf chlorophyll content [75]. In most cases, however, RL was the most effective in
all these species.

Many authors, however, agree on the most positive effects obtained on fresh and/or
dry weight of plantlets by adding different ratios of BL to RL as compared to only monochro-
matic BL (see the next chapter) [62,65,90,173,174]. Moreover, Kurilčik et al. [174] demon-
strated that the influence on shoot length and weight of the BL component of a mixed light
is tied to the photon flux density (PFD) of the FRL component. Once more, these results
indicate the species-specific effects of BL on in vitro plantlet growth [51]. Cioć et al. [120]
evidenced the relationship of BL and growth regulators. B-LED illumination and a high BA
content in the substrates stimulated the growth of a greater number of Mirtus communis L.
leaves (BL and RL plus BL) and increased the fresh weight as compared to Fls, but did not
affect the dry weight, whereas RL with low amount of BA enhanced both proliferation
and shoot growth. Moreover, in Oncidium, the amounts of soluble protein in the PLBs
and leaves were the highest in the BL treatment, which suggests that the B spectrum was
advantageous for protein synthesis [87,90].
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Leaf morphology and functionality: BL is considered an important regulator of leaf expan-
sion; however, differences have been ascertained among the different species. BL induced
the largest number of leaves per plant, and the largest leaf thickness and area in Altenanthera
brasiliana [175] and Platycodon grandiflorum [158] and a similar response on leaf area was
demonstrated in Gossypium hirsutum [50] and Brassica napus [51]. BL enhanced leaf chloro-
plast area and the translocation of carbohydrates from chloroplasts in Betula pendula [154].
In contrast, less leaf area was observed in Pyrus communis under monochromatic BL, as
compared to RL, RL plus FRL and RL plus BL [59] and in Azorina vidalii [74], as compared
to RL plus FRL. Furthermore, CRYs are known to regulate chloroplast development in
response to BL [176].

Photosynthetic pigments accumulation: Several studies have reported that B irradiation
resulted in higher chlorophyll contents and carotenoids in the in vitro plantlets as compared
to RL and FL. Cultures of Euphorbia milii [61], Doritaenopsis [63], Oncidium [16,87], Stevia
rebaudiana [114], Dendrobium officinale [92], Prunus avium cv ‘Hedelfinger’ and in its somato-
clone [127], Zantedeschia jucunda [171], Tripterospermum japonicum [62], Chrysanthemum [174],
Anthurium andreanum [111], Phalaenopsisis [177], Brassica napus [51] and Vaccinium ashei
reade [147] exhibited higher total chlorophyll content under monochromatic B-LEDs or com-
binations of R- plus B-LEDs as compared to cultures exposed to R-LED or Fls treatments.
The chlorophyll content, leaf and stomata number per explant were also highest on plants
cultured under BL in Vitis vinifera [85] and in Gossypium hirsutum [50].

BL and UV irradiation enhanced chlorophyll content in Hyacinthus orientalis L. [160]
and chlorophyll a+b content, but not the carotenoid content, in leaves of Pyrus communis [59].
Photosynthetic capacity was highest in Betula pendula Roth [154] and in chrysanthemum
(Dendranthema grandiflorum) [42] when the plantlets were exposed to BL as compared to
RL. In Dendrobium kingianum, the average number of PLBs and the chlorophyll content
were highest under B-LEDs, in contrast to the explants cultured under R-LEDs where
the highest shoot formation and fresh weight were observed [99]. Likewise, a study of
Oncidium PLBs by Mengxi et al. [90] showed that chlorophyll a and b and carotenoid levels
and the greatest growth were detected under B-LEDs. On the contrary, a reduction in
chlorophyll levels in plants grown under BL was observed in Vanilla planifolia [106]. Thus,
according to Li et al. [51], the chlorophyll content of in vitro plantlets grown under different
light qualities varies within plant species or cultivars. Moreover, even if BL, as compared
to RL or different RL:BL ratios, reduced leaf expansion and hence leaf area in Azorina vitalii,
the chlorophyll and carotenoid content per unit leaf area was higher than RL:FRL [74].

Changes in chlorophyll biosynthesis induced by changes in spectral quality may
provide advantages regarding plant growth [178]. The species-specific responses to the
B spectrum, in terms of photosynthetic pigments, are probably tied to the different en-
vironments in which the different species developed and to the type of explant used for
in vitro initiation. In Lippia gracilis, plantlets that originated from apical explants had higher
pigment production under the BL spectrum, whereas those from nodal explants showed
higher production under WL, followed by the BL conditions [119]. These studies indi-
cate that BL provides important environmental information and mostly promotes higher
photosynthetic efficiency.

2.3. Combined Blue and Red Light Effects
2.3.1. Blue and Red Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation

Many studies have been carried out on the effects of combining BL and RL. A mixture
of photon quantity of BL plus RL may combine the advantages of monochromic RL and BL
and may overcome the individual disadvantages of these lights. However, a large amount
of research regarded the assessment of the best proportion of photon quantity of BL and
RL, since different behaviors have been ascertained between species and varieties [50]. In
some cases, the same ratio between RL and BL is effective (RL:BL = 1:1); in other cases,
higher percentages of RL as compared to BL or vice versa are effective.
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A large number of studies demonstrated the promoting role of R- plus B-LEDs in
various combinations on shoot regeneration and the growth of the regenerated plants:
BL:RL = 1:1 in Lilium oriental [78], RL:BL = 9:1 in the recovery of Solanum tuberosum plantlets
after cryoconservation [97], RL:BL = 9:1 [104] and RL:BL = 7:3 in Fragaria x ananassa [149],
RL:BL = 7:3 in Saccharum officinarum [101] and RL:BL = 1:1 in upland Gossypium hirsu-
tum L. [50] and Abeliophyllum distichum [98]. In Gerbera jamesonii [118], the highest shoot
multiplication rate (40% higher proliferation as compared to plantlets grown under Fls)
was observed under RL:BL = 50:50 and RL:BL = 70:30. In Anthurium andreanum, shoot
propagation was promoted by exposure to RL:BL illumination and higher growth under
BL [111]. In the same species, following Budiarto [49], the number of regenerated shoots
was greater when exposed to higher percentages of B than R-LEDs (RL:BL = 25:75). In Bras-
sica napus L. as well, proliferation was greater under higher percentages of BL (BL:RL = 3:1
light, [51]. Good results on shoot proliferation have been also reported in Azorina vidalii
using high RL and BL combinations (2,3; BL:RL, [74] or high RL:FRL ratios (1,1)). For Panax
vietnamensis [105], the most effective plant formation was obtained when embryogenic
calli were cultured under the combination of 60% RL and 40% BL and was reported to
be two times higher than under Fl [105]. Concerning woody species, better results on
proliferation were obtained on Phoenix dactylifera with an RL:BL ratio equal to 18:2 [133], on
Pyrus communis with an RL:BL ratio equal to 1:1 [59] and on Populus x euramericana with
an RL:BL combination of both 70:30 and 50:50 [131] as compared to monochromic lights
and Fl.

Concerning orchids, it seems that higher RL percentages as compared to BL ones are
effective. A combination of R:B = 9:1 gave the highest shoot proliferation in Phalaenopsis
protocorms [86]. In Cymbidium, 100% R-LED was the most effective for callus induction, but
callus proliferation was best under 75% R-LED plus 25% B-LED treatment. PLB formation
from callus was obtained in 25% R-LED plus 75% B-LED [80].

The composite light of R- and FR-abundant G2 LEDs (8% BL, 2% GL, 65% RL and
25% FRL-Valoya Oy, Helsinki, Finland) resulted effective in C. grandiflorum, G. jamesonii,
H. hybrida and Lamprocapnos spectabilis giving similar or higher propagation of the Fls.
However, in this case, the influence of FRL and GL must be considered and will be discussed
in the following chapters [35].

2.3.2. Blue and Red Light Effects on Plantlet Morphology

Many studies confirmed the effectiveness of R- and B-LEDs in enhancing growth and
photosynthesis in many plant species. B- and R-LEDs were developed to grow in vitro
plants because chlorophyll a and b show a maximum absorption at their respective wave-
lengths (460 and 660 nm). The same light ratios were effective on proliferation and in
promoting the quality of plantlet characteristics.

Plantlet elongation: Various combinations of R- and B-LEDs proved to determine
the best results for stem length and leaf growth for Saccharum officinarum [112], Stevia
rebaudiana [114], Populus x euramericana cv ‘Dorskamp’ [131], Pyrus communis [59], Fragaria x
ananassa [104] and Dendrobium officinale [92]. Sivakumar et al. [179] showed that continuous
RL plus BL or intermittent BL significantly stimulated shoot elongation of sweet Solanum
tuberosum plantlets in vitro. Hahn et al. [146], on Rehmannia glutinosa, found that shoot
lengths under either B- or R-LEDs were greater than under mixed LED or Fls, but the
plantlets overgrew and appeared fragile, whereas plantlets under mixed LED or Fls were
healthy, with normal shoot lengths. Thus, normal plant growth was clearly related to
the presence of monochromatic BL or RL. According to some authors, the synergistic
interactions between CRY and PHY could either promote or inhibit the shoot elongation in
different plant species.

Plantlet growth: The composite spectra of R- and B-LEDs positively regulated fresh and,
in most cases, also dry matter accumulation. As compared to the cultures raised under Fls
or monochromatic lights, in most cases LEDs supplying higher RL ratios (from 70–90%) as
compared to the BL ones were effective in enhancing the in vitro growth of different species
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such as banana [180], grape [145], Fragaria x ananassa a [149], Vaccinium corymbosum [147],
Tripterospermum japonicum [62], Eucalyptus citriodora [181], Phoenix dactylifera [133] and Lippia
alba [66]. Highest growth was observed under Fl and under a mixture of BL and RL in
Withania somnifera plantlets [182]. Highest fresh and dry weights were obtained when
plantlets were cultured under an equal BL and RL combination (50:50) in different species
such as Chrysanthemum [42], Lilium [78], Doritaenopsis [63], Pyrus communis [59], Saccharum
officinarum ([112], upland Gossypium hirsutum L. [50], Vanilla planifolia [106] and Solanum
tuberosum [183]. As for proliferation, higher BL rates as compared to the other species are
necessary to obtain the best growth in Brassica napus [51]. Similarly, to proliferation, higher
RL ratios enhanced plant growth and the development of different orchids: Cymbidium [148]
and Phalaenopsis [86]. RL plus BL and FRL or RL plus FRL light significantly enhanced the
fresh and dry weights of Oncidium plantlets [89].

Differently from other cultures in which the same lights resulted in optimal prolif-
eration and plantlet growth, according to Mengxi et al. [90], in Oncidium, the highest
induction rate, propagation and fresh weight appeared in the RL treatment, whereas the
largest dry weight per plantlet were obtained under B:R = 20%:80% and B:R = 30%:70%,
respectively. Differently from other orchids, the in vitro growth of plantlets of the Calanthe
hybrid was efficiently enhanced under a mixture of BL plus RL (0.7:1) and inhibited by RL
plus FRL [184].

Leaf number and area: In Gerbera jamesonii [118], monochromatic RL and BL treat-
ments resulted in a reduced leaf area, whereas leaf number was enhanced by exposure to
RL:BL = 1:1.

R and B mixed LED treatments in various combinations improved leaf number and
sometimes length of in vitro cultures of Fragaria x ananassa [149] and Doritaenopsis [63], leaf
area of Populus x euramericana [131] and leaf growth of Stevia rebaudiana [114].

Photosynthetic pigment levels: Many studies showed that optimizing the RL:BL ratio
may improve photosynthesis. The positive effect of the appropriate B-:R-LEDs combination
on the synthesis of photosynthetic pigments was reported in several studies [51,92]. An
appropriate mixture of B- and R-LEDs, compared with solely monochromatic BL or RL,
is more effective to increase the chlorophyll a/b ratio and/or carotenoids content of the
in vitro grown plants of Tripterospermum. japonicum [62], Lippia alba [66] and Staphylea
pinnata [113]. On Fragaria x ananassa mixotrophic cultures, the chlorophyll content was the
greatest under RL:BL = 70:30 and the least under 100% RL [149].

Plant growth and development caused by increasing the net photosynthetic rate
was also observed in Chrysanthemum (Dendranthema grandiflorum) under mixed R-:B-LED
treatments and has been attributed to the adjustment of the spectral energy distribution
of RL:BL to chlorophyll absorption [42]. RL or BL plus RL treatments were found more
effective in grape for net photosynthetic rates [145] as compared to BL alone. Differences in
chlorophyll content in Artemisia and Nicotiana tabacum plants were ascertained. In plants
grown under WL, significantly less chlorophyll content than plants growing in RL:BL (3:1)
or RL:BL (1:1) was determined [34]. In Gossypium hirsutum L., chlorophyll content, leaf
thickness and leaf and stomata area were higher in plantlets cultured under BL; however,
the best growth was provided by BL:RL = 1:1 [50]. In addition, in the Colt rootstock of
Prunus avium exposed to BL and BL plus RL dichromatic light, the leaves had a greater
accumulation of chlorophyll [170].

A ratio of BL:RL = 1:1 emitted by LED light facilitated the growth and produced the
highest chlorophyll, carotenoid contents and photosynthetic rates in Oryza sativa seedlings,
but not callus proliferation, differentiation and regeneration, which were enhanced by
BL [121].

Different from the other species, higher BL rates as compared to RL (3:1) are necessary
in Brassica napus L. (cv Westar) to increase chlorophyll concentrations compared to the other
LED treatments and Fl. Therefore, the response of chlorophyll content of in vitro plantlets
to different light qualities may vary among plant species or cultivars [51].
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In different orchid species, BL plus RL was reported as the most efficient treatment
on the synthesis of photosynthetic pigments. Shin et al. [63], in Doritaenopsis, showed
that mixtures of RL plus BL stimulated photosynthesis and chlorophyll accumulation. In
Dendrobium officinale, chlorophyll a and b and carotenoid contents were the highest in
protocorm-like bodies incubated under RL:BL LEDs = 66.6:33.3 [92]. Moreover, in Oncidium
plantlets, it was demonstrated that the RL and BL combined with FRL or RL plus FRL
radiation significantly enhanced chlorophyll content [89].

2.4. White Light Effects
2.4.1. White Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation

The use of monochromatic or combined R- or B- LEDs may determine a mismatch
with the photosynthetic spectrum. The application of the broad band WL may overcome
this problem [44].

Shoot number: The best proliferation in Vanilla planifolia Andrews [106] was obtained
under WL and RL plus BL. Fls and WL increased the Gerbera jamesonii ‘Rosalin’ propagation
ratio [107]. Similarly, W-LEDs (NS1 lamps of Valoya Oy, Helsinki, Finland) determined
by the combination of 20% BL, 39% GL, 35% RL, 5% FRL and G2 LED lamps, enriched in
RL and FRL, were as effective as Fls on shoot propagation of Gerbera jamesonii, Heuchera
× hybrida, and Lamprocapnos spectabilis. In the same study, the propagation ratio for Ficus
benjamina was significantly higher under Fls as compared to all tested LEDs. These positive
results were attributed to the absence of UV or cool light in the LEDs [35]. Similarly, the
most positive effects of Fls on propagation were observed in Saccharum officinarum [112]
and in Spathiphyllum cannifolium, where, however, high citokinins (3 mg L−1 BA) were
applied [83]. White LED exposure improved the shoot proliferation as compared to Fls but
also to RL or RL plus BL lamps in Musa spp. [130], Bacopa monnieri [109] and Malus domestica
genotype MM106 [128]. An exposure to low-level WL after 10 days in the dark (to induce
organogenesis) determined the regeneration of well-proportioned shoots within 3–4 weeks
in transgenic Petunia x atkinsiana [77]. In Prunus domestica subsp. insititia, however, the
effect of the light differed in relation to the concentration of CK applied. At the optimal BA
concentration (2.7 mM), WL (66 µmol m−2 s−1) provided better responses on proliferation
than RL, BL and FRL, if the CK concentration was below the optimal level, the production
of axillary shoots was greater in the RL. The highest BA concentration (13.3 mM) decreased
proliferation in monochromatic lights, as BL, RL and FRL, but not in WL [141].

The regeneration of buds from cotyledons of Lycopersicon esculentum was high under
continuous RL and WL [69]. In Anthurium [111], proliferation obtained in WL was similar
to Fl. Muleo and Thomas [125] working on Prunus cerasifera, obtained better effects on
shoot proliferation in intact microcuttings (with apical bud) under WL. Although apical
dominance was weakest in the RL and FRL treatments, the highest proliferation of new
shoots was detected under WL because of the shorter internodes and high number of new
nodes in that treatment as compared to RL, FRL and dark [125].

In contrast, WL, which establishes a similar Pfr/Ptot ratio to RL, did not reduce apical
dominance compared with dark. WL would also excite blue-absorbing photoreceptors
and the effects of BL on apical dominance were similar to those of WL. It seems, therefore,
that the cytokine ratio may be enhanced in woody species under WL to obtain higher
proliferation; however, in some species, after a long cultivation time under WL the rate of
newly formed sprouts was reduced regardless of the cytokinin concentration but increased
when plantlets were exposed to RL [2]. Moreover, under a low BA addition to the substrate
(0.5 mg L−1), after one month permanence under an R-enriched light (12% BL, 19% GL,
61% RL and 8% FRL), significant enhancement in shoot proliferation in Ananas comosus
was observed after it was transferred under WL (Cavallaro et al. unpublished data). More
than one cycle permanence under the enriched RL, however, determined callus formation
on the basis of the shoots, the loss of leaves and impaired growth in Euphorbia milii and in
Ceratonia siliqua L. [185].
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2.4.2. White Light Effects on Plantlet Morphology

In Phalaenopsisis and Anthurium andreanum, treatments with Fls, W-LEDs (460 and
560 nm) and the combination of B- and R-LEDs showed the greatest plantlet length and
number of leaves [177]. Shoot fresh and dry weight, plant height, number of leaves, number
and length of roots were greater under Fls and W-LEDs in Vanilla planifolia [106].

Enhanced chlorophyll biosynthesis was also noted in Vanilla planifolia [106] and in
different Saccharum officinarum varieties [101,112] under W-LED illumination. Exposure
to WL was also beneficial for the accumulation of carotenoid pigments in Saccharum
officinarum [112]. For the apical and nodal segments of Hyptis suaveolens, the best growth
parameters were provided by W-LED light and RL:BL combinations [186].

2.5. Green Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation and Plantlet Morphology

GL has received less attention from the scientific community because it is a misconcep-
tion that GL mainly plays a role in stomatal regulation, driving photosynthesis through
chloroplast gene expression and so contributing to carbon gain. GL’s role in plant growth
and development was controversial because it was supposed that, in conveying informa-
tion, physiological responses were scarce. Since photons of the RL and BL spectrum are
depleted by the absorption of plant tissues, the light reflected from and transmitted through
the tissues is enriched in photons of the GL wavelength region that efficiently penetrate far-
ther into the body of a plant [187]. Under this condition, GL carries signals for acclimation
to irradiance on a whole plant, providing information for fine-tuning developmental accli-
mation to shade and acting as a secondary antagonistic regulator to the well-known RL:FRL
and BL responses [188]. Unlike for RL and BL, a green-light-specific photoreceptor has yet
to be discovered [189]. The most accredited GL sensor is the CRY-DASH, which reverts
the physiological effect of CRY [190] because many physiological responses regulated by
CRY are reversible by GL [191]. Tanada [192] hypnotized the existence of the heliochrome,
an FRL:GL reversible receptor acting in complement to PHY. Therefore, GL effects share
several attributes that are specific to the receptor antagonists of the physiological actions of
RL or BL photoreceptors [128,135,193]. Consequently, GL penetration of the plant canopy
potentially increases plant growth by increasing photosynthesis of the leaves in the lower
canopy more efficiently than either BL or RL [194].

GL positively influenced shoot branching on the first- and second-order branches of
Mr.S.2/5 Prunus domestica rootstock and determined a higher internode number and shoot
elongation in GF677 Prunus persica rootstock [142]. Based on these results, Morini and
Muleo [2] hypothesized that GL had a negative effect on apical dominance, similar to RL
and YL.

Kim et al. [195] reported that adding 24% of GL to R- plus B-LEDs illumination
increased Lactuca sativa L. biomass by 47%, even if the total PPFD was the same in both
lighting treatments. They attributed the growth-stimulation effect of GL on its ability to
penetrate deeper into leaves and canopies. In Achillea millefolium, the concentrations of
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, b/a ratio and carotenoids were higher in plantlets under GL.
The highest levels of pigments observed in the GL may indicate plant stress, which can be
a way to compensate for the lack of photosynthetically active light [172].

In a study on the Cymbidium insigne orchid, the highest PLB formation, shoot formation
rate (90%) and root formation rate (50%) were found among explants cultured in a medium
supplemented with 0.1 mg L−1 chitosan H under GL. After 11 weeks of culture, the fresh
weight of PLBs was higher in the treatment with hyaluronic acid (0.1 mg/L) under GL [93].
GL and BL also enhanced in vitro PLB production in Cymbidium dayanum and Cymbidium
finlaysonianum with the addition of chondroitin sulfate [108]. In Gerbera jamesonii, GL and
RL illumination resulted in a highest number of axillary shoots and leaves number in the
medium with 5 mg L−1 kinetin. However, in the same medium, a high fresh weight was
obtained in WL [136].

On Cymbidium Waltz ‘cv Idol’, the highest shoot formation (80%) was observed in
the medium containing 0.1 mg L−1 N- acetylglucosamine (NAG), under RL and 1 mg L−1
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under GL; the fresh weight of PLBs was highest at 0.01 mg L−1 NAG under GL [100].
In the same orchid, six times of breaking the weekly light by 1 day of G-lighting during
R-LED illumination showed optimal numbers and formation rates of PLBs. Optimal shoot
formation was obtained by treatments of Fl+interval lighting of G-LED and B-LED+G
interval lighting [95].

In combination with RL and BL, GL also positively affects plant growth, including
leaf growth and early stem elongation [196,197], and is involved in the orientation of
chloroplasts and in regulation of the stomatal opening [198].

In Solanum tuberosum plantlets in vitro, the addition of GL to the combined RL and
BL increased stem diameter and leaf area, and the amounts of chlorophyll, soluble sugar,
soluble protein and starch. The addition of GL to the combined RL and BL contributed to
the growth and development of Solanum tuberosum plantlets more than the combined of RL
and BL without GL [64].

Further research is necessary to understand the role of radiation oscillating around
550 nm, since the studies in this field are very limited and are mainly conducted in combi-
nation with other spectral wavelength radiations under in vivo conditions.

2.6. Yellow Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation and Plantlet Morphology

The reduction of apical dominance seems to be the main effect determined by YL and
by the GL [128,135]. YL applied to cultures of Prunus domestica rootstocks Mr.S.2/5 and
GF677 reduced apical dominance [199]; in Malus domestica rootstock M9, this light induced
a production of axillary shoots greater than that detected under BL and FRL but still lower
than that detected under RL [135]. Similar to the RL, the YL and GL induced a greater
elongation of the internodes and outgrowth axillary shoots than the BL; in particular, the YL
stimulated longer internodes in Prunus domestica rootstocks Mr.S.2/5 [142]. YL illumination
induced higher proliferation in Populus alba × P. berolinensis [129].

YL irradiation followed by the RL one induced higher shoot proliferation (98%), a
higher number of shoots per explants and early PLB formation, differentiation and shoot
initiation in Dendrobium sonia [116]. YL elicited response of callus multiplication in Vitis
vinifera [200]. YL also determined a higher leaf area and fresh weight and a lower shoot
length in Dendrobium sonia [116]. YL showed a smaller increase in mean fresh weight as
compared to BL but less than RL [135].

The YL positively affected growth in Lactuca sativa [201]. Based on current knowledge,
the behavior of in vitro cultures subjected to YL would not be attributable to the actions of
PHYs and BL photoreceptors.

2.7. Far Red Light Effects on Shoot Proliferation

Sunlight emits almost as much FR radiation as R radiation. Leaves absorb most RL
but reflect or transmit most FRL [202]. As stated before, plants under a canopy or the
lower leaves of plants spaced close together receive a greater proportion of FRL than
RL radiation, i.e., a reduced RL:FRL ratio. Plants perceive this filtering of light and, in
response, redirect growth and development according to the survival strategies of shade
avoidance, increasing apical dominance and typically elongating in an attempt to capture
available light [25]. In contrast, once sunlight has been reached, PHY and UVR8 inhibit
shade avoidance. Several studies suggest that multiple plant photoreceptors converge on
a shared signaling network to regulate responses to shade [203]. PHYs are the receptors
of RL and FRL and are mainly involved in this perception, but plants shaded within a
canopy also perceive reduced BL and possibly enriched green light through CRYs [190].
The detection of canopy gaps may be further facilitated by BL sensing phototropins and
the UV-B photoreceptor, UVR8. Moreover, Zhen and van Iersel [204] reported that adding
FRL consistently increased net photosynthesis of Lactuca sativa L. as compared to RL and
BL. They attributed this effect to the increased quantum yield of photosystem II (ΦPSII).
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The commonly applied Fl but also the R:B LEDs usually lack FRL, which is important
for plant development, stem elongation and PHY activity, whereas they are abundant in
GL and YL, which are less efficient for plants [35].

PHY in its active form, as may occur under high RL or RL:FR ratio, seems to alter the
endogenous hormonal balance, reducing the apical dominance and increasing the shoot
proliferation rate through enhancing lateral shoot development. On the contrary, low
RL:FRL ratio or FRL alone reduces in vitro proliferation [2,205].

FRL appeared to increase node formation and decrease internode extension (but to
a less degree than BL) as compared to the effects of RL. With dichromatic BL plus FRL,
the effects on these two variables induced by BL were found to be slightly modified,
indicating that the active form of PHY was only partially able to influence CRY-regulated
physiological functions. While the effects of RL and BL and the RL:FRL effects during
in vitro phases have been extensively examined, the effects of FRL alone have been less
studied [59]. A high RL:FRL ratio or a low BL:RL ratio stimulated the sprouting of axillary
buds in Azorina vidalii [74] and Vaccinium corymbosum, where, however, the presence of
UV in the lighting device influenced shoot length differently in different cultivars [206].
Even in Spirea nipponica, shoot proliferation was greater when explants were exposed
to combinations of high-ratio RL and FRL [124]. In a study on Oncidium [89], the best
results on PLB formation were obtained under R+B+FR LEDs. This study also indicated
that this combined radiation or RL:FRL radiation significantly enhanced leaf expansion,
number of leaves and roots, chlorophyll contents and fresh and dry weight. The highest
propagation ratios for Chrysanthemum × morifolium, Heuchera × hybrida, Gerbera jamesonii
and Lamprocapnos spectabilis were reported under light emitted by RL- and FRL-abundant
G2 LEDs [35]. The G2 spectrum was favorable in most of the species tested, probably
because of the high GL:BL and RL:FRL ratios, which provide a higher portion of active
PHYs [207].

Under a constant fraction of RL and BL, root number, length of roots and stems and
fresh weight of the plantlets was related to the FRL component of the total PPFD in the
Chrysanthemum morifolium. At the higher intensity of FRL tested (9 µmol m−2 s−1 of the
total 43 µmol m−2 s−1 of PPFD), a reduction of the previous morphogenic characters was
observed [174].

On the Prunus domestica rootstock GF655-2 cultured in vitro in the presence of BA,
at a photon fluence rate of 20 µMol m−1 s−1, FRL irradiation significantly promoted
shoot proliferation as compared to the dark [141]. At a lower photon fluence rate of
9 µMol m−1 s−1 the response was lower than the other lights and similar to that detected
in the dark. Based on the data obtained in their experiments, the authors concluded
that the proliferation rate induced under BL, FRL and WL strongly depended on the
photon fluence rate, while no statistically significant differences could be found in the
effects of RL irradiation at different photon fluence rates. In Pyrus communis, FRL was
advantageous for shoot number, but shoot quality was inferior because of low shoot weight,
hyperhydricity and chlorosis as indicated by the low total chlorophyll and carotenoid
content [59]. Werbrouck et al. [94] reported the negative effect of FRL on in vitro biomass
production of F. benjamina showing a reduction in the total number of shoots and in both
shoot cluster and callus weight.

A reduced RL:FRL ratio (1:1.1) had an inhibitory effect on the growth of two Calanthe
hybrids [184].

In microcuttings of a Prunus cerasifera rootstock, BL and WL produced a higher num-
ber of nodes, with shorter internodes compared to RL or FRL or dark. Differently, the
proportion of nodes producing outgrowing of lateral shoots was higher in RL followed
by FRL than in WL, BL or dark because of the weakening of apical dominance induced
by the former two lights [125]. However, the highest proliferation of new shoots was
seen in WL because of the high number of new nodes. Even here, as evidenced also by
Baraldi et al. [141], the effectiveness of FRL required prolonged exposures and was depen-
dent on photon fluence rates [125]. On M9 rootstock of Malus domestica, the development
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of phytomers appeared to be primarily caused by the active form of PHY, with a marginal
effect from BL. Shoot growth, which combines internode elongation, development of the
phytomer and branching, was highest under RL and the lowest under BL and FRL, showing
the largely positive role of PHY photoequilibrium. FRL was the most inhibiting light type,
reducing the proliferation rate compared with BL. Under FRL, reduced stem elongation
was due to the very small number of phytomers formed [135].

3. Effects of Light Intensity

The selection of the optimal light intensity to support in vitro proliferation and growth
is also important for an optimization of the processes. Among others, light intensity
regulates the dimension of leaves and stems, as well as their morphogenic pathway, and is
involved in pigment formation and hyperhydricity [208].

In vitro cultures are subjected to a much lower light intensity as compared to those
grown under open field conditions. The permanent low light conditions in vitro have been
considered a limiting factor for photosynthesis and for supporting plant morphogenesis
in vitro, so it is necessary, in most cases, to supply sucrose to the medium [209]. In vitro
plants are also very susceptible to high light conditions [210] and prone to photoinhibi-
tion [211]. Too high irradiation can severely damage the photosynthetic apparatus and
photosynthetic pigment synthesis [48,212], leading to the formation of harmful free oxygen
radicals and damage to cells [213].

In Table 3, the research that mainly addressed the effects of different light intensities is
shown, but only in a few of the studies shoot proliferation is examined.

Table 3. Effects of different light intensities on shoot proliferation in increasing light-intensity order.

Species Tested Intensities
Best Yielding

Intensity
(µmol m−2 s−1)

Main Parameters Affected
and Notes Authors

Disanthus cercidifolius,
Rhododendron spp., and

Crataegus oxyacantha

11, 25, 55, 106 and
161 µmol m−2 s−1 11–27 Better growth and leaf

chlorophyll content [75]

Acer saccharum
Marshall

4, 16 and
40 µmol m−2 s−1 4 and 16 Low intensity overcomes

recalcitrance. [214]

Achillea millefolium L. 13; 27; 35; 47 and
69 µmol m−2 s−1 27 µmol m−2 s−1 Higher dry mass of shoots and

roots, shoot length [172]

Withania somnifera (L.) 15, 30, 60, and
90 µmol m−2 s−1 30 µmol m−2 s−1 Greater growth and

development. [182]

Chrysanthemum morifolium
Ramat. ‘Ellen’

25, 40, 55, 70,
55 µmol m−2 s−1 40 µmol m−2 s−1 Better plantlet growth [174]

Vaccinium corymbosum) 55 to 240 µmol m−2 s−1

for 7 to 60 days

Higher irradiances (≥55 =
210 µmol m−2 s−1) improved
proliferation only with short
time applications (7 days).

[215]

Spathiphyllum cannifolium
Culture Pack”, on

rockwool system, with
CO2 enrichment

45, 60, 75 µmol m−2 s−1

80% RL + 20% BL LED 60 µmol m−2 s−1 Best growth [216]

Fragaria × ananassa
Duchesne 45, 60, 75 µmol m−2 s−1 60 µmol m−2 s−1 Better shoot growth [149]

Plectranthus amboinicus
(Lour.) Sprengof

26, 51, 69, 94 and
130 µmol m−2 s−1

69 µmol m−2 s−1 and
to a lesser extend 94

Higher shoot number, leaf area,
total dry weight and carvacrol

content
[48]
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Table 3. Cont.

Species Tested Intensities
Best Yielding

Intensity
(µmol m−2 s−1)

Main Parameters Affected
and Notes Authors

Phaius tankervilliae (Banks
ex L’Herit) and Vanda

coerulea Giff

28, 37, 56, 74 and
93 µmol m−2 s−1 74 µmol m−2 s−1 Better plantlet growth [217]

Pyrus spp. rootstock
BP10030

from 10 to
80 µmol m−2 s−1

16 and 24 h photoperiod

from 10 to
80 µmol m−2 s−1

16 h photoperiod =
greatest shoot number

10 µmol m−2 s−1 better for
initial explant growth.

Increasing irradiance to max
higher growth

24 h
= the highest shoot fresh and

dry weight.

[218]

Lippia gracilis Schauer 26, 51, 69, 94, or
130 µmol m−2 s−1 94 µmol m−2 s−1

higher number of segments,
leaf, shoot, root, and total

weight plantlet−1
[119]

Momordica grosvenorii
Swingle

25, 50, 100, or
200 µMol·m−2·s−1, and

an increased CO2
concentration

increasing intensities
up to

100 µmol m−2 s−1
Better plantlet growth [219]

Actinidia deliciosa (A. Chev.)
C.F. Liang & A.R.

30 to 250 µmol m−2 s−1

and an increased CO2
concentration

120 µmol m−2 s−1 better plantlet growth and
proliferation [220]

Rosa hybrida 0, 4, 17, 66, and
148 µE m−2 s−1

17 µE m−2 s−1

148 µE m−2 s−1

At the highest intensity best
proliferation. At

17 µE m−2 s−1 lower
propagation but better leaves

[221]

The optimal value of the PFD for plantlets changes from species to species and the
predominant in vivo light conditions may give an indication of the requirements for opti-
mal culture growth in vitro [75]. In Alocasia amazonica [222] and Momordica grosvenori [219],
shoot length increased with the reduction in light intensity, an adaptation mechanism
indicating that these species can survive in low light-intensity environments. In Lippia
gracilis, the weight increase of plantlets grown under high light intensities indicates that
this species originates in a semiarid environment where high irradiance (HI) incoming light
occurs [119]. Evidence has been previously presented [178] that plants adapted to an envi-
ronment with incoming HI present better photosynthetic rates and high growth rates under
intense light. In an extensive study on the photosynthetic pigments, Lazzarini et al. [119]
concluded that the increase in chlorophyll b content under low irradiance (LI) is indicated
as an important marker of plant adaptation to shaded environments because this pigment
is more efficient for capturing the photons of the higher wavelengths of the spectrum that
are mainly present. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the type of explant also influences
the amount of photosynthetic pigment: leaves of plantlets generated from apical explants
had higher amounts of chlorophyll a, total chlorophyll and carotenoids regardless of light
conditions, whereas the amount of chlorophyll b resulted in more plantlets generated from
the lateral buds of nodal segments. Moreover, an increase in the synthesis of carotenoids
was observed in plants grown under high light intensities and was associated with the
photoprotection exerted by these pigments within the photosystems. In Lippia gracilis,
this increase led to better efficiency of the photosynthetic activity and, hence, the higher
production of dry weight observed under these conditions [119]. In three different species,
Disanthus cercidifolius, Rhododendron cultivars and Crataegus oxyacantha, low levels of ir-
radiance (11 µmol m−2 s−1) were optimal for in vitro growth, while higher irradiance
determined a decrease in shoot development and leaf chlorophyll content in Disanthus and
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Rhododendron cultivars, which are shade-tolerant species in their natural habitat. Plantlets
of Crataegus generated from in vivo plants adapted to higher levels of irradiance resulted in
tolerance to a wide range of irradiances in vitro. Only shoot extension was inhibited at the
highest levels tested, whereas leaf chlorophyll content was unaffected. These differences
were attributed to a differential adaptation to light determined by the natural habitats
of these plants and of the possible direct effect of irradiance upon plant growth regula-
tors in the culture system [75]. Different effects of rising light intensity were observed in
Plectranthus amboinicus grown in vitro. In this species, intensities below or above the opti-
mum (69 µmol m−2 s−1) led to the lowest growth. In fact, photosynthesis was inefficient
under low light intensity (26 µmol m−2 s−1) but increased light intensities led to reduced
concentrations of a, b and total chlorophyll, and carotenoids and thus of growth [48]. In
Withania somnifera and Achillea millefolium, the treatments with the highest light intensity (60
and 69 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively) showed the highest levels of photosynthetic pigments
but not the highest growth. Alvarenga et al. [172] concluded that the significant increase
observed in chlorophyll and carotenoids under high light conditions would indicate that
these pigments have the photoprotective function, as assumed by Biswal et al. [223], since
they may be inefficient in absorbing light and increasing photosynthetic efficiency. They
also attributed the damage of excess light to the photosynthetic apparatus to the production
of free radicals, which may degrade these pigments [45,213]. Kurilčik et al. [174] on Chrysan-
themum (Chrysanthemum morifolium), noticed that the maximal PFD (85 µmol m−2 s−1) used
in their experiment induces light abnormalities on the leaf surface. In ginger [224], the
growth was restrained when the light reached 180 µmol m−2 s−1 and the chlorophyll
content decreased as the light intensity increased.

However, a different sensibility to light intensity seems to affect proliferation rate and
the plantlet growth, and in most cases lower plant intensities are required for proliferation.

Based on the observation of the examined papers for this review, in Figure 1, the light
intensities were grouped in ranges and the frequency of their use is shown. From this study,
it emerged that whatever the light spectrum, the most used light intensities range from 20
to 80 µMoles m−2 s−1 and the most used intensity for proliferation is 50 (µmoles m−2 s−1).
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Figure 1. Frequency of light intensities used in literature for proliferation.

In Rubus spp, rising WL fluence rates from 0 to 81 µmol m−2 s−1 did not improve
the organogenesis from cotyledons [225]. In Vaccinium corymbosum, exposure at rising
intensities from 55 up to 210 µmol m−2 s−1 improved proliferation and rooting ratios only
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with short time applications (7 days). Longer exposure of the leaves (14 and 28 days)
determined inhibition of growth and the red color of leaves and sprouts, and less vigorous
plants after in vivo transferring [215].

However, a better multiplication under increasing irradiance, from 10 to 80 µmol m−2 s−1,
resulted in Pyrus communis [218], in L. gracilis at 94 µmol m−2 s−1 [119] and in Rosa hybrida from
4 to 148 µmol m−2 s−1 [221]. In this last species, higher irradiance (66 and 148 µmol m−2 s−1)
showed better effects on shoot proliferation, but leaf chlorosis was observed and better results on
shoot growth were obtained at 17 µmol m−2 s−1 [221]. The chlorosis occurring at the higher levels
of irradiance may be due to photochemical oxidation, photoinhibition or chloroplast damage [226].

In Castanea sativa, Sáez et al. [227] highlighted a correlation between light intensity and
the addition of sugar to the growth medium. They demonstrated that HI (150 µmol m−2 s−1)
and high sugar amounts (30 g L−1) produced an increase in photosynthetic activity and
chlorophyll content and determined a higher proliferation rate and biomass production.
However, a high proliferation rate was obtained even under LI with a higher sugar content
in the medium. Thus, HI but also LI may be beneficial during the in vitro culture, but this is
only possible in the presence of sucrose added to the culture medium.

Kozai [228], in Cymbidium, doubled in vitro growth by adding CO2 to the culture
vessels at high PFD (230 µmol m−2 s−1), demonstrating that CO2 limitation may have a
relevant role in enhancing the growth when high PFDs are adopted. The same was also
true for Actinidia deliciosa where the proliferation rate and dry and fresh weight increased
up to 120 µmol m−2 s−1 but decreased at higher rates. The biomass produced was also
affected by light intensity, since both dry and fresh weight increased at the PPFD up to
120 µmol m−2 s−1, while only dry weight increases thereafter up to the highest value of
250 µmol m−2 s−1.

The photosynthetic rate was nearly four times higher when raising CO2 up to 1450
and 4500 µL L−1 compared to the lowest CO2 concentration tested (330 µL L−1) [220].

In fact, it has been shown that, just a few hours after the light was turned on, CO2
underwent a drastic reduction in concentration and sub-optimal CO2 availability has been
correlated with reduced photosynthetic ability [229]. Thus, exogenous enrichments of this
gas in the culture vessels improves photosynthesis at high PFDs [230,231].

Finally, most studies on the effects of light intensities have been carried out under Fl
or W-LED. However, some studies revealed a relationship between the light spectrum and
the intensity that affects plant growth and development. In the presence of BA, WL, BL
and FRL, action on proliferation was dependent on the fluence rate [141].

Phytochrome has been shown to induce a high-irradiance response and low-irradiance
response in Prunus domestica rootstock Mr.S. 2/5 [142]. Similar results were also obtained
with the rootstock GF 677 in which the newly formed shoots were fewer but longer under
the two intensities of RL (15 and 40 µmol m−2 s−1) than those treated with WL. In addition,
the low intensity RL (15 µmol m−2 s−1) induced higher shoot multiplication as compared
to the higher irradiance (40 µmol m−2 s−1). The formation of new shoots in the two species
was affected differently by the increase in the RL irradiance, and shoot formation was found
to increase in the cultures of Mr.S. 2/5 and decrease in those of GF 677. This result could
be related to a species-specific response on which would depend different PHY regulation
strategies [2].

4. Effects of Photoperiod

An organism’s life has evolved adaptation mechanisms that are related to environmen-
tal variations. Some of these variations exhibit regular cyclicality such as light:dark cycles,
others fluctuate, such as temperature; however, all of them induce significant changes in
the physiology and metabolism of most organisms, occurring in their life trajectory as
characterized by the night and day cycle [232,233]. Plants possess the circadian clock, an
endogenous time-keeping device that triggers and regulates physiological events in accor-
dance with predicted daily changes in the environment. The input of light into the circadian
clock is led by a set of photoreceptors such as the ZTL-type and UVR8 receptors [234].
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Photosynthesis and stomatal movements are controlled by the circadian clock [235,236].
Among several physiological processes that include chromatin-regulation, diurnal rhyth-
mic gene expression generates networks of genes that act specifically throughout the day
or the night [237–240]. The circadian clock is an endogenous oscillator with a duration of
approximately 24 h, and it is coordinated by external factors such as temperature and light.
These external factors are relatively constant during the micropropagation procedure since
there is no change in photoperiodism and thermoperiodism. During the shoot multipli-
cation phase of in vitro cultures, photoperiod regimes of 16 h of light and 8h of dark are
usually adopted. Plantlets in vitro are mixotrophic organisms, therefore nutrients such as
carbohydrates are absorbed from the medium. In plantlets exposed to a 16:8 h photoperiod,
the photosynthetic activity is intense at the onset of the light cycle and decreases rapidly
thereafter. The block of CO2 assimilation depends on the rapid and progressive lower
concentration of CO2 in the culture vessels. The CO2 availably in the culture vessels is
largely generated during the respiration of sucrose supplied with the growth medium,
since the gas exchange between the inside and the outside the vessel is almost absent
(Abbot and [220,230,241,242]. The modification of the photoperiodic regime from a 16 h
photoperiod cycle to a 4 h photoperiod cycle promoted the increment of fresh and dry
weights of shoot clusters, and the number of neo-formed shoots from initial shoot explants
in two Prunus persica rootstocks [243]. An analogous response was found in the Prunus
persica cultivars Suncrest, Belle of Georgia and Evergreen when cultured in the presence
of 10µM of BA in the medium [244]. However, Morini et al. [245] have found that the
photosynthetic activity was only extended until 4 h after the beginning of the illumination,
although the concentration of CO2, (under the 16/8 h regime) was not a limiting factor
since at the end of the light period its availability was still much higher than that outside
the vessel. From the same authors, the reduction of photosynthetic capacity was attributed
to a reduced efficiency of the chloroplasts coupled with the lengthening of the light period.
The promotive role of the 4 h photoperiod cycle on the shoot proliferation rate was hypoth-
esized to be dependent on the diverse regime of photo-equilibrium of photoreceptors that
promoted the reduction in apical dominance and development of axillary buds.

However, in studies carried out on other species, subjected to a 16 h photoperiod, low
concentration of CO2 into the vessels was observed: Pfaffia glomerata [246], Solanum tubero-
sum [247,248], Carica papaya [249], Castanea sativa [227], Vitis vinifera [250,251], Fragaria x
ananassa [252], Hyptis marrubioides and Hancornia speciosa [253].

5. Light and Plant Growth Regulators

Some in vitro studies highlighted the effects of light spectra on the effectiveness of
endogenous- and exogenous-applied growth regulators.

5.1. Light Effects on Endogenous Growth Regulators

Endogenous auxins and CKs are the most involved growth regulators in regulating
apical dominance [254]. Apical dominance and its correlative inhibition are determined
by the synthesis of auxins by the apex [255]. In the classical model, it is hypothesized
that these hormones are synthesized by the apex and transported downward into axillary
buds, with subsequent direct downregulation of outgrowth, or indirect regulation via other
mechanisms such as nutrient diversion, expression of genes that control the growth of axil-
lary buds, adjustment of the auxin/cytokinin ratio, including activation of strigolactones
capable of modifying the hormonal balance, and the apical dominance [256,257]. On the
other side, an increase of CK quantity in tissues leads to a marked growth of axillary buds,
counteracting the action of auxins. Studies on transgenic plants have shown that regulation
of apical dominance by plant hormones is not determined by the absolute concentration of
hormones but by the ratio between them [258]. In vitro shoot proliferation is strongly de-
pendent on the ability of CKs to counteract apical dominance, i.e., the physiological control
exerted by the apex over the induction and development of the new lateral meristems in ax-
illary buds along the axis of the growing explant. Light acts mainly as a morphogenic signal
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in the triggering of bud outgrowth and initial steps in the light signaling pathway induce
changes in the levels of cytokinin-like substances [259–261]. The effect of light in modulat-
ing endogenous CKs levels is well-known and has been demonstrated in several species
such as Rosa hybrida and Chlorella minutissima (Chlorophyta: Trenouxiophyceae) [262,263]. In
Rosa hybrida, in dark, inhibition of bud outgrowth is suppressed solely by the application
of CKs. In contrast, application of sugars has a limited effect. Exposure of plants to WL
induces a rapid (after 3–6 h) up-regulation of RhIPT3 and RhIPT5 genes involved in CK
synthesis, of the RhLOG8 gene involved in CK activation and of the RhPUP5 gene involved
in CK putative transporter and induces the repression of the RhCKX1 gene involved in
CK degradation in the node. This leads to the accumulation of CKs in the node and to the
triggering of bud outgrowth [263]. In C. minutissima [262], a rise in endogenous auxin and
CK and a decrease over time in gibberellin concentrations was observed in the actively
growing cultures under light:dark conditions (L:D) and continuous dark+glucose (CD+G)
but no increase was determined under continuous dark (CD). The L:D cultures had the
largest CK increase.

It has been known for several years [264] that the bands of the light spectrum that have
been shown to promote morphogenetic processes through the activation of the various
photoreceptors are mainly represented by RL, FRL and BL. As stated in paragraph 2.1, RL
increases the quantity of cytokinin in tissue, counteracting the action of auxins and thus
determining an increase in the development of lateral shoots [139,140]. RL also regulates
the synthesis of carotenoids and strigolactones [265]. Previous studies reported that RL
decreased the IAA concentrations in maize epidermal cells [266].

The interaction between CK and PHY would induce, in the latter, an extension of the
active form (Pfr) even in conditions of dark and FRL [2]. In addition, other plant hormones
may be modulated by light and by phytochrome directly. Among these are gibberellins [65]
and brassinosteroids [267], another important category of growth regulators affecting
cell elongation and cell division. Thus, RL may promote stem growth by regulating the
biosynthesis of gibberellin or induce the expression of an auxin inhibitor gene to promote
stem and root lengthening in grape [8]. In contrast, BL seems to affect more the auxin
content (indoleacetic acid-IAA in particular). In fact, it was demonstrated that BL induced
higher IAA content than RL in the leaves of the balloon flower [158] and thus it is more
effective in promoting leaf growth. Significantly higher IAA contents occurred in the
leaves under the BL:RL = 3:1 and BL:RL 1:3 and induced larger leaf areas compared to RL.
Thus, BL appeared more beneficial for increasing IAA concentrations and for promoting
better leaf growth than RL. However, in tobacco, a species in which BL stimulated shoot
proliferation, contrasting effects of BL have been reported, since it was hypothesized that
at higher intensities it determines the photoinactivation of IAA [67]. These mechanisms,
both related to apical dominance and bud dormancy, are masked by WL, a condition under
which cryptochrome and phytochrome are activated.

5.2. Effects of Light on Exogenous Applied Growth Regulators

In Prunus domestica subsp. insititia, clone GF655-2, BA, a promotive effect on prolif-
eration was repressed under dark, whereas no proliferation was observed under light
conditions without BA. It is noteworthy that at the highest BA supplied, the proliferation
rate increased under the broadband WL, whereas it decreased under the monochromatic
sources RL, BL and FRL [141]. Light and BA also proved to be indispensable factors in
adventitious shoot formation from Pinus radiata cotyledons [268]. In Spirea nipponica, the
interaction between CKs (0.25 mg L−1) and RL resulted in an enhancement of the shoot
proliferation rate [123]. The same indications on the interaction between light quality and
CK content were obtained on multiplication and growth during in vitro culture of Myrtus
communis L. [120] and Spirea nipponica [124]. The highest number of shoots was obtained
under RL or R:FR-LEDs with the higher CK concentrations tested in the media (5 µg L−1

i.e 1.1 and 0.5 mg L−1, respectively).
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At lower BA levels (0.4 mg L−1), 4 weeks of RL:FRL at low fluence followed by 1 week
of WL at higher fluence rate produced almost the same proliferation levels and optimal
growth [124]. If the CK concentration was below the optimal level, the production of
axillary shoots was greater in the RL; at higher CK concentration, the multiplication rate
decreased [2]. The effect of light spectrum differs, however, in relation to the concentration
of CK applied: at the optimal concentration, WL provided responses better than those
obtained with RL and BL. Thus, the quantity of applied CKs may decrease under RL.
Analogously, CK incorporation into the culture medium annulled the promoting effect of
RL in axillary bud proliferation from azalea apices and adventitious bud regeneration from
Petunia spp. leaf segments [269,270]. Probably, light quality and hormone application may
affect the morphogenesis of in vitro plants, in part because of changes in sink strength and,
as a consequence, to redistribution of active growth [71].

Panizza et al. [72] analyzed the effect of spectral composition on axillary proliferation
of lavandin (Lavandula officinalis Chaix • L. latifolia ViUars cv. Grosso) in relation to the
application of exogenous BA, putrescine (Put) and endogenous ethylene production. The
effect of BA was predominant over the light quality, whereas in BA-free medium, shoot
number was enhanced under BL, WL and RL at low photon fluence rates. BA, however,
could reduce the inhibiting effect of BL and UVL at high photon fluence rates. Exogenous
Put stimulated axillary bud proliferation under some light treatments in the presence of
BA, although the short fluence RL treatment was critical to allow the positive effect of
Put on shoot formation. A positive correlation between biotic ethylene production and
shoot formation was evidenced under FRL at a high photon fluence rate in the presence
of BA. In the BA-free medium, further evidence of the correlation between biotic ethylene
and the proliferation process was given since the biotic emanation increased under those
radiation treatments (RL, BL and WL), which also improved shoot number. The authors
conclude that in the evaluation of the responsiveness of a tissue to radiation in vitro, great
care should also be devoted to radiation-induced changes in the abiotic environment (e.g.,
ethylene release) [72].

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Several papers on different species concern the effects of light on in vitro proliferation
to assess the light properties capable of enhancing the efficiency of the micropropagation
process, also ensuring consistent energy savings, as compared to traditionally used Fls
lamps, or the broad range of WL. However, the results are often conflicting. Many authors
ascribe these results to the different responses to light of plant species, cultivars or even
explant types [119], plant stage development [122], medium composition [143] and micro-
environmental characteristics such as PPFD [174] and vessel ventilation [146]. However, a
large cause of variability may be tied also to the difficulty in applying uniform intensities
along the shelves, and/or the use of the right spectral composition for each light quality.

Moreover, the lack of sufficient in vitro experimental protocols like those available
for in vivo study, which would make the effects of light clearer, limits the comparability
of the experiments [34]. The issues of major concern, among others, in this regard are
(i) the short timescale in which these experiments are carried out (mostly a propagation
cycle), (ii) the quality and quantity of exogenous applied growth regulators, (iii) the narrow
range of light intensity values within which the efficiency of axillary multiplication of
explants occurs and (iv) the mixotrophic state of plantlets. Concerning the first issue, the
short-time experiments strongly limit the comprehension of the effects of light spectra on
the stability of proliferation and plantlet growth during subsequent multiplication cycles
(see particularly the RL effects). Concerning the second one, due to the interaction of light
with endogenous growth regulators (particularly CKs), attention must be paid to the doses
of the exogenous growth regulators applied. It seems from the examined literature, in fact,
that RL effects are visible under low CK concentrations in the medium, whereas WL effects
are even visible under high CKs doses [83]. Too high CKs quantities mask the effects of RL
or may determine growth alteration. Concerning light intensities, excessive LIs or HIs may
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determine low growth rates, photoinhibition and may mask light spectra effects. Moreover,
information on how the mixotrophic metabolism of a plantlet grown in vitro affects the
development and morphology of the microcutting is scarce.

In this review, several research are presented regarding the different response of
species and cultivars to different light spectra, intensities and photoperiod and it seems
that some general indications arise from the different studies. Concerning the optimal
irradiance intensity, it has been hypothesized that the prevailing light conditions under
the natural habitats of some species can be used to indicate their requirements for optimal
in vitro growth [75]. Evidence have been presented that plants adapted to an environment
characterized by high light intensities present better photosynthetic rates and high growth
rates under in vitro intense light, whereas shade-tolerant plants are damaged by high
intensities. A survey of the tested literature revealed that in most species, whatever the
light spectrum, the most used light intensities range from 20 to 80 µMoles m−2 s−1 and the
most used intensity for proliferation is 50 µMoles m−2 s−1. Better growth, however, have
been registered especially in plants adapted to high intensities (see Saccharum officinarum,
Actinidia deliciosa, Lippia gracilis, etc.) at intensities up to or exceeding 80 µMoles m−2 s−1.
Significant improvements on in vitro fresh and dry weights of shoot clusters, and the
number of neo-formed shoots from initial shoot explants were obtained, also modify-
ing the photoperiodic regime from a 16 h photoperiod to a 4 h photoperiod cycle, thus
permitting the plantlets to replace the CO2 [243,244]. In fact, in plantlets exposed to the
16:8 h photoperiod, the photosynthetic activity is intense at the onset of the light cycle and
decrease rapidly thereafter because of the rapid and progressive lower concentration of
CO2 in the culture vessels. Moreover, the promotive role of the 4 h photoperiod cycle on
the shoot proliferation rate was hypothesized to be dependent on the diverse regime of
photo-equilibrium of photoreceptors that promoted the reduction in apical dominance and
development of axillary buds [243]. In this view, also adding CO2 [220] or aerating the
vessels [146] proved to be effective in enhancing in vitro growth.

Concerning light spectra, RL alone or high RL:FRL ratios seem to enhance shoot
proliferation, as well as PLB and callus formation, in many species. The main effects
of RL are tied to the promotive role of phytochrome in the synthesis of CK in tissue,
which counteracts the actions of auxins, increasing the development of lateral shoots. RL
also regulates the synthesis of carotenoids and, in particular, strigolactones that seem to
regulate apical dominance by modification of auxin fluxes [271]. The stimulatory effects
of RL seem to be exerted during the beginning of the multiplication phases. However,
different reports indicated that RL alone is not able to activate the pathway of chlorophyll
synthesis and may determine excessive stem elongation and leaf disorders, the so-called
Red Light Syndrome [36]. In fact, when plants are grown under 100% monochromatic
RL a strong decrease in photosynthetic capacity, rates of electron transport, dark-adapted
Fv/Fm and leaf thickness, as well as unresponsive stomata and reduced leaf pigmentation
occurs [272]. BL is effective in increasing callus formation and the number of axillary buds
but exerts an inhibitory action on buds sprouting (increase in apical dominance). It has been
demonstrated that this light mostly controls some morphological characteristics such as
shoot length and enhances chlorophyll synthesis and chloroplast development. RL, on the
other hand, would remove the apical dominance but seem to reduce the formation of new
axillary buds. Hence, a minimum threshold of BL is necessary for normal plant growth [146].
Moreover, regulating the spectral quality particularly by the BL improves the antioxidant
defense line and is directly correlated with the enhancement of phytochemicals [65,90,166]
or with the regulation of gene expression [167]. All these reasons would explain why the
RL:BL illumination resulted effectively in a wide range of species. Moreover, more recently,
an abundance of evidence has indicated the role of GL in carrying information about the
environment to the plants, because it is involved in the shade avoidance response, but
also in regulating different biological, morphological and biological processes in vitro and
in vivo [189]. The addition of GL to the combined RL and BL contributed to the proliferation,
the growth and development of some in vitro cultures. In a few cases, even the addition of
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YL seems to improve plant proliferation and growth. In addition, the absence of ultraviolet
light may determine foliar intumescence and could become a serious limitation for some
crops lighted solely by narrow-band LEDs [273]. Thus, the use of monochromatic or
combined R- or B-LEDS may determine a mismatch with the photosynthetic spectrum. The
application of the broad band WL may overcome this problem [44]. In some species, better
results have been obtained under W-LEDs [109,112,130]. Even if WL is not as effective as RL
in overcoming apical dominance, high proliferation rates are obtained when CKs are added
to the medium. In most cases, the best propagation was obtained at higher CK ratio [141].
It seems that the CK ratio may be enhanced in woody species under WL to obtain high and
stable proliferation. However, in some species, after long-time cultivation under WL the
rate of newly formed sprouts was reduced regardless of the CK concentration but increased
when RL was applied to the crops [2]. Thus, in some cases, an early phase of RL irradiation
of at least 2 weeks [122], followed by growth under a WL, may be advisable. The use of
an initial stimulatory effect of RL or RL enriched followed by the WL may also improve
proliferation and somatogenesis [126] in species that are particularly difficult to regenerate
in vitro and/or with an high sensibility to higher concentration of CKs in the medium, such
as Euphorbia milii and Ceratonia siliqua L. (Cavallaro et al., unpublished data). Moreover, the
exposition to a period of RL:FRL followed by the WL may enable a reduction in exogenous
growth regulator concentrations, mainly CKs added to the medium [124], which may be
unnaturally high in vitro. This reduction may be favorable for enhancing the following
phases of the in vitro process (rooting and acclimation). Finally, currently, lamps with a
more optimal spectral composition of WL enriched in the most useful wavelengths (BL,
RL and GL) are already available on the market [185,274] for vertical farming systems and
could be interesting for in vitro production after appropriate investigation.
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Abstract: The optimization of plant-specific LED lighting protocols for indoor plant growing sys-
tems needs both basic and applied research. Experiments with lettuce, Lactuca sativa L., plants
using artificial lighting based on narrow-band LEDs were carried out in a controlled environment.
We investigated plant responses to the exclusion of certain spectral ranges of light in the region
of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR); in comparison, the responses to quasimonochromatic
radiation in the red and blue regions were studied separately. The data on plant phenotyping, photo-
synthetic activity determination, and PAM fluorometry, indicating plant functional activity and stress
responses to anomalous light environments, are presented. The study on carbon isotopic composition
of photoassimilates in the diel cycle made it possible to characterize the balance of carboxylation
and photorespiration processes in the leaves, using a previously developed oscillatory model of
photosynthesis. Thus, the share of plant photorespiration (related to plant biomass enrichment with
13C) increased in response to red-light action, while blue light accelerated carboxylation (related
to 12C enrichment). Blue light also reduced water use efficiency. These data are supported by the
observations from the light environments missing distinct PAR spectrum regions. The fact that light
of different wavelengths affects the isotopic composition of total carbon allowed us to elucidate the
nature of its action on the organization of plant metabolism.

Keywords: Lactuca sativa; LEDs; plant factory; photosynthesis; chlorophyll fluorescence; carbon
isotope discrimination

1. Introduction

The application of light-emitting diodes (LED) in horticultural lighting systems pro-
vides new possibilities for light intensity and light spectrum fine regulation along with a
significant reduction in energy consumption [1–3]. A breathtaking possibility to modulate
the LED lighting spectrum can also help in promoting the accumulation of important plant
metabolites, which are often associated with nutraceutical properties, as has been shown
in various crops, including lettuce [4]. The set-up of plant-specific light protocols for their
cultivation is a critical phase in improving the sustainability of indoor growing systems [2].

Besides photosynthesis, plants are capable of perceiving and processing information
with light signals from their biotic and abiotic surroundings for optimal growth and devel-
opment [5]. Reviews of studies on light quality effects on plant growth and development
can be found elsewhere [6–8]. Red and blue are generally recognized as the most important
light regions necessary for plant development and growth [3]. However, other wavelengths
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(such as those corresponding to yellow or green colors) could also have a role in affecting
the quality of crops [6]. Blue light is involved in a wide range of plant processes such as
phototropism, photomorphogenesis, stomatal opening, and leaf photosynthetic function-
ing [9]. Most studies assessing the effects of blue light (blue LEDs) on the leaf or whole
plants have either compared their response to a broadband light source with the response
to blue-deficient light [10] or plants grown under red light alone [11,12]. On the other hand,
red LEDs emit a narrow spectrum of light (660 nm) that is close to the maximum absorbance
for both chlorophyll and phytochromes. The absorption of blue and red light (LEDs) by
plants has been measured as 90% [13], which indicates that plant development and phys-
iology is strongly influenced by blue and red light [6]. The effects of green light tend to
reverse the processes established by red and/or blue light. In this way, green light may be
functioning in a manner similar to far-red light, informing the plant of photosynthetically
unfavorable conditions and triggering adaptative responses [14]. Many studies have been
reported on several crops grown under deficiency/efficiency or using a combination of red
and blue light at different wavelengths [15,16] to investigate their effects on plant growth
and development. While red light promotes biomass accumulation, growth, and photo-
synthesis in lettuce, blue LED light is effective in stimulating photomorphogenesis and
adaptive phenomena such as the stomata-opening/closing-regulation mechanism, as well
as biomass accumulation and chlorophyll and anthocyanin biosynthesis [3,17]. A positive
growth response to the combination of blue and red light was confirmed in Batavia lettuce
plants [18]. Green LED light regulates leaf expansion, stem stretching, and stomatal con-
ductance. Moreover, it has been shown that green LED light addition leads to greater dry
mass accumulation and growth stimulation [19].

The plant perceives light environment signals by means of photosynthetic apparatus
(PSA) and specific photoreceptors sensitive to different light spectral regions. Blue and red
light are not equal in their effects on photoreceptors: red light is perceived in addition to
PSA by phytochromes only, and blue light is absorbed by both phytochromes and blue-light
receptors (cryptochromes, phototropins) [20]. Blue light influences a greater number of
photoreceptors and is functionally more versatile. It is most effective in stimulating the
transcription of photosynthesis-related genes (via cryptochromes and phytochromes) [21].
Interestingly, barley plants grown with monochromatic red light demonstrated specific orga-
nization of chloroplast membranes (shaggy-formed grana) and light-harvesting complexes
(increased energy transfer to PSI, possibly due to spillover promoted by this particular
granum structure) [20]. These specific responses can be related to contradictory infor-
mation from the photoreceptors; the signals from the phytochromes and photosynthetic
apparatus indicate the incidence of light, while the lack of a signal from the blue-light
receptors can be misinterpreted as darkness [20]. Most of the negative monochromatic
red-light effects can be avoided by the addition of blue light [22–24]. Furthermore, a com-
bination of red and blue light in certain cases can result in synergetic effects in biomass
accumulation [25,26] Plant photosynthesis and growth, directly or indirectly, can also be
mediated by the photoreceptor response. Additionally, chloroplasts play an important role
in photoreceptor-mediated control of photomorphogenic responses [27]. The main obstacle
in the transition to LED lighting in crop production is that it involves a complex system
change beyond lighting (e.g., plant light recipes, which are species- and often cultivar-
dependent), resulting in serious associated costs [28]. Lighting systems using specific
wavelengths are capable of target compound biosynthesis fortification; however, special
attention has to be paid to the stress the artificial light may cause in the photosynthesis and
biomass accumulation [29]. To explore the action mode of different light spectrum regions,
various experimental approaches are used. Thus, in the studies on the blue-light effects,
plant responses to a broadband light source with a response to blue-region-deficient light
were compared [10] with plants grown under red light alone [11]. So, the experimental set
up can include studies on the effects of monochromatic irradiation. Additionally, plant
responses to photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) missing distinct spectrum regions
can be investigated [30].
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In our studies with lettuce plants, we have used both screens mentioned above,
emphasizing research on light spectral quality effects on the carbon isotope composition of
plant biomass (Section 2.3). It is known that plant cells are able to fractionate carbon isotopes
in the light and in the dark [31,32]. The carbon isotope composition of plant leaf biomass
is mainly related to the light processes, CO2 assimilation, and photorespiration [32,33].
The 12C enrichment of plant biomass during CO2 assimilation occurs at Calvin cycle
entry during RuBP carboxylation. During photorespiration, carbon isotope fractionation
occurs with the opposite sign, thus reducing the effect of CO2 assimilation and enriching
biomass with 13C. The isotope effect of photosynthetic assimilation and photorespiration
are coupled by a key photosynthetic enzyme, Rubisco, that oscillates from CO2 assimilation
to photorespiration and back [34,35]. The effects of monochromatic light and other unique
artificial light treatments on the carbon isotope fractioning have not been investigated
until now.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material

Lettuce, Lactuca sativa L., plants of the Aficion RZ cultivar were used in our studies.
This is Batavia-type lettuce, leaves with strongly wavy edge, light green. Batavia lettuce is
highly appreciated in the market due to the variability in shape, color, texture, and taste.
As for the nutritional value, it is a source of vitamin A, niacin, riboflavin, thiamine, Ca,
Fe, K, Mn, Se, and β-carotene [36]. Aficion cultivar is widely grown in greenhouses and
vertical farms with artificial lighting.

2.2. Cultivation Conditions

Plants were grown in growth chambers (Urbangrower 150, China; Figure 1) with
various light treatments according to experimental layout described in Section 2.3. Each
chamber had dimensions of 1.50 × 0.90 × 2.00, 2.7 m3, with gloss white walls. Chambers
were supplied with fans; day/night temperature was 20/18 ◦C, with less than 1 ◦C variation
over time and 1 ◦C variation among chambers.
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Plants were grown in 2 L vegetational vessels (3 plants in each container). Seeds
were sown directly into the commercial neutralized peat-based substrate “Agrobalt-C”
(Pindstrup, Pskov region, Russia) with pH 6.0–6.5 and complete macro- and micronutrient
supply including 150 mg L−1 [NH4

+ andNO3
−], 270 mg L−1 P2O5, and 300 mg L−1
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K2O. Substrate humidity was maintained at 70% of full water capacity, watering up to
calculated weight.

2.3. Light Treatments

Plant chambers were illuminated with lamps consisting of various light-emitting diode
(LED) bars specifically designed to provide a custom spectrum in each chamber. Fixtures
consisted of light modules with tunable light-emitting diodes varying in wavelength and
spectral composition of the emitted light over wide ranges (Figure 2).
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Four types of high-performance narrow-band 3-Watt LEDs (Estar Technology, Changchun,
China) were used: short-wave red (∆λ0.5 = 623 ÷ 641 nm, λmax = 632 nm), long-wave red
(∆λ0.5 = 646 ÷ 674 nm, λmax = 660 nm), far-red (∆λ0.5 = 727 ÷ 751 nm, λmax = 739 nm),
and blue (∆λ0.5 = 452 ÷ 477 nm, λmax = 465 nm). The control light treatment included all
4 types of LEDs, and in each of the other regimes one of them was excluded (except short-
wave red) in order to elucidate the wavelength that affected distinct crop physiological
processes. Short-wave red was used as an additional background spectral region to provide
chlorophyll a excitation in the absence of long-wave red light. The same daily light integral
(DLI) of 9.72 mol m−2 d−1 was maintained in all the treatments with photosynthetic photon
flux density (PPFD) 150 µmol m−2 s−1, photoperiod 18 h. Spectra of the resulting lamp
systems were measured with a spectrometer UPRtek PG100N (Taiwan). To measure the
PPFD in the PAR region, an LI-191R quantum sensor with an LI-250A data logger (LI-COR
Biosciences, NE, USA) was used. It was measured at the top of the plant canopy (the
distance from the light source was ≥50 cm), and each chamber was adjusted to maintain
PPFD at ±5%. To provide uniform PPFD, plant pots were moved and rotated within the
marked uniform light platform every second day.

In the experiment on the red and blue monochromatic light effects, two types of
tunable LEDs (Cree, USA) were used: red (∆λ0.5 = 647 ÷ 671 nm, λmax = 659 nm) and blue
(∆λ0.5 = 438 ÷ 462 nm, λmax = 450 nm).

To provide easy reading of the figure legends, wavelengths representing figures for
combined-spectra regions (blue, short-wave red, long-wave red, and far-red) are “rounded”
to 460, 640, 660, and 730, respectively.

2.4. Plant Growth Parameters Analyses

Four plants per each treatment were destructively harvested 30 days after emergence.
The number of leaves (>1 cm) per plant was counted, and total leaf area was measured
using a leaf area meter LI-3000A (LI-COR Biosciences, NE, USA). Shoot fresh weight was
measured using an electronic balance. Subsequently, shoots were oven-dried to a constant
weight at 70 ◦C for dry weight determination. Specific leaf weight (SLW) was calculated by
dividing leaf weight by leaf area (dry weight per unit leaf area).

2.5. Photosynthesis and Transpiration

Plant leaf photosynthetic rate and transpiration analyses were carried out using an
LI-6400XT Portable Photosynthesis System (LI-COR Biosciences, NE, USA) with a standard
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leaf chamber of 2 × 3 cm. During the measurements, CO2 concentration was maintained at
400 ± 12.0 µmol mol−1, air temperature 21–23 ◦C, and air humidity 60 ± 4.0%.

Photosynthesis and transpiration were measured at the same light intensity as the
growth light. Photosynthetic water use efficiency was calculated as the ratio of the rate of
carbon assimilation (photosynthesis) to the rate of transpiration.

The light response curve, i.e., the photosynthetic rate as a function of incident light
intensity, was measured for four different leaves using an infrared gas analyzer (IRGA)
with an LI-6400XT standard lighting chamber; the internal LED lamp in the IRGA machine
was used as a light source.

2.6. Chlorophyll a Fluorescence Determination

Chlorophyll a fluorescence in PSII was measured using Junior-PAM fluorimeter
(Heinz Walz, Germany). Minimum (Fo) and maximum (Fm) fluorescence rates were
determined after 15 min leaf exposition in darkness. Maximum quantum efficiency of
PSII Fv − Fm = (Fm − Fo)/Fm was calculated after [37]. Relative PSII operating efficiency
(ΦPSII) of the light-adapted leaves was calculated as ΦPSII = (F′m − Ft)/F′m. Chloro-
phyll a non-photosynthetic quenching (NPQ) was calculated as NPQ = (Fm − F′m)/F′m.
Photochemical electron transport rate (ETR) was calculated as ETR = (ΦPSII)·PPFD·0.5.
Fluorescence parameters were determined in 4–6 biological replicates.

2.7. Carbon Isotope Discrimination (∆) Measurements

Plant sampling was conducted with 6 h intervals during 24 h cycle: at the start of 18 h
photoperiod and at 6, 12, and 18 h. Plant leaves were sampled in 4 replicates and dried in
an oven at 65 ◦C.

Dry plant material was milled using Vibromill vibrator. After milling in powder,
samples were weighed in tin containers and introduced by means of an autosampler into
the elemental analyzer (FlashEA, Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA, USA), where in presence
of O2 and catalysts, they were quantitatively burnt to CO2. The formed gas was separated
from other combustion gases on a chromatographic column and transferred via ConFlo
interface to the isotope ratio mass-spectrometer (Delta V, Thermo) for analysis. Each sample
was analyzed three times.

For calibration of IRMS instrument and control of results’ accuracy we used IAEA
standards of L-glutamic acid (USGS40, USGS41).

The values of the isotope ratio are expressed in δ‰ according to the formula

δ‰ =
(

Rsample − Rstandard/Rstandard

)
× 1000

where Rsample and Rstandard are the 13C/12C ratios of the sample and the standard, respec-
tively. By international convention, the standard used for the analysis was the carbon
belemnite from the PeeDee formation (VPDB).

2.8. Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data

For each light treatment, four replications were tested during plant phenotyping (sam-
pling). Statistical analysis of physiological parameters was performed using one-way analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Duncans’ multiple range test with MS Excel software
and AGROS software (version 2.11, Moscow, Russia). In the graphs, means ± standard
errors (SE) are presented; means followed by the same letter were not different at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Growth Responses

Lettuce plant growth (leaf biomass accumulation) was significantly retarded in the
monochromatic blue light (Figures 3 and 4). It was also reduced in the combined-spectrum
environment missing blue light. Monochromatic red light was especially favorable for
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biomass accumulation. Red light’s absence was unfavorable for dry biomass accumulation,
though it did not affect fresh biomass yield.
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In the treatment missing blue light, plants demonstrated a tendency towards bolting.
The highest bolting resistance was observed in response to single-blue-light treatment or to
the combined spectrum missing far-red light. Additionally, leaf size was reduced in the
single-blue-light treatment and in response to the combined spectrum missing far-red light.
In the blue-light treatment, leaf size reduction resulted in dramatically reduced total leaf
area. However, in the combined spectrum missing far-red light, there was no reduction in
leaf area due to the increased total leaf number; also, the highest specific leaf weight was
observed under these conditions. Blue-light knockout in the combined spectrum resulted
in a considerable leaf area increase.
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3.2. Photosynthesis and Transpiration 
The highest net photosynthesis was observed in plants grown in the combined-
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It has been shown in previous studies that blue and red light induce stomatal opening 
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Figure 4. Growth parameters of lettuce plants in response to various light treatments. Sampling
30 days after emergence. Means ± standard error (SE); means followed by the same letter were
not different at p ≤ 0.05. (a) Total leaf fresh weight; (b) total leaf dry weight; (c) length of the
biggest leaf; (d) total leaf number per plant; (e) total leaf area; (f) specific leaf weight; (g) stem length.
Light treatments from the bottom of y-axis: “460 + 640 + 660 + 730”—4-peak reference treatment;
“460 + 640 + 730”—3-peak treatment missing red-light R660 region; “460 + 640 + 660”—3-peak
treatment missing far-red-light FR730 region; “640 + 660 + 730”—3-peak treatment missing blue-
light B460 region; “450”—monochromatic blue-light B450 region; “659” monochromatic red-light
R659 region.

3.2. Photosynthesis and Transpiration

The highest net photosynthesis was observed in plants grown in the combined-
spectrum light environment missing red or blue light (Figure 5). Interestingly, the net
photosynthesis in the reference treatment was lower than in all the other treatments.

It has been shown in previous studies that blue and red light induce stomatal opening
via different pathways [38]. In our experiment, the highest stomatal conductance and
transpiration were observed under monochromatic blue light. Red- or far-red-light absence
in the combined spectrum decreased these parameters as compared to blue-light treatment,
though more significant response was observed in the absence of blue light. Water use
efficiency (WUE, photosynthesis/transpiration ratio) was extremely low under blue light
(mostly due to the highest transpiration rate) and increased by three times in the treatments
with red or blue light.

As for the light response curve determination, the lowest photosynthesis intensity at
saturating PPFD was observed in response to red light (Figure 6). Here, low light intensity
at light response curve saturation was found, as well. This kind of response is typical for
plants originating from the shaded habitats. The highest photosynthesis at saturating light
intensity was observed in response to blue light and the combined spectrum without red
light R660; in part, the absence of the long-wave red light was compensated for here by
short-wave red light R640.
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3.3. Chlorophyll a Fluorescence

The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry (Fv/Fm) was comparable
in all the red + blue spectral treatments and single red (Figure 7). Monochromatic blue
light favored the increase in Fv/Fm. There were variations in the level of relative operating
efficiency of PSII, but the differences among the treatments were not significant. Higher
effectiveness of the photochemical processes was observed in response to monochromatic
blue light and in treatments without red or far-red light (changes of the photochemical
electron transport, ETR). Chlorophyll a non-photosynthetic quenching (NPQ) was relatively
higher in the monochromatic-blue-light treatment.
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Figure 7. (a) Maximum quantum efficiency (Fv/Fm) of photosystem II (PSII); (b) photochemical
electron transport rate (ETR); (c) relative PSII operating efficiency (ΦPSII); (d) chlorophyll a non-
photosynthetic quenching (NPQ) in the leaves of lettuce plants in response to various light treatments.
Means ± standard error (SE); means followed by the same letter were not different at p ≤ 0.05.
For light treatments legend see Figure 4.

3.4. Carbon Isotopes Discrimination

Sampling of plant material was carried out with 6 h intervals. Different light treatments
showed multidirectional effects on the carbon isotope composition of leaf biomass, resulting
in isotopic shifts in opposite directions (Figure 8). The strongest effects were observed
in plants in response to monochromatic red and blue light as compared to the combined
reference spectrum. Isotopic changes occurred in opposite directions. Thus, blue-light
treatment resulted in 12C enrichment of the leaf biomass; after 6 h of illumination it was
2.56‰ “lighter” in relation to the biomass in control treatment. Red light, on the contrary,
induced 13C enrichment of the leaf biomass; after 6 h of illumination it was 2.34‰ “heavier”
in relation to the biomass in control experiment. In all the other treatments with combined
spectrum, blue lightpresence in the spectrum resulted in a stable isotopic shift towards
the enrichment of biomass with the 12C isotope. Additionally, in a combined-spectrum
environment missing blue light, the presence of red light resulted in biomass enrichment
with the 13C isotope.
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Figure 8. Carbon isotope composition of the leaves in lettuce plants grown in various light
environments during 24 h cycle. Carbon isotope composition is given in PDBV δ13C units.
Means ± standard error (SE); means followed by the same letter were not different at p ≤ 0.05.
(a) After 6 h of illumination; (b) after 12 h of illumination; (c) after 18 h of illumination; (d) at the end
of night after 6 h of darkness. For light treatments legend see Figure 4.

The results of the carbon isotopic differences in leaf biomass during the transition
from light to dark are of particular interest. One could expect a strong rearrangement of
the metabolic fluxes between day and night periods. Indeed, as we can see from Figure 8,
during the light period, the leaf biomass became enriched with the 12C isotope as compared
to the biomass carbon composition detected at the end of the dark period. These isotopic
differences occurred in all the lighting modes. Isotopic differences were quite distinct
though not very great.

The data obtained are consistent with the results of Gessler et al. [39], who studied
daily variations in the carbon isotope composition of the Ricinus communis plants and had
found similar daily variations not only in the carbon of the plant leaf biomass but also in
the carbon of its water-soluble and water-insoluble fractions and phloem sap.

4. Discussion

Studies on the light action in plants using various applications of LED techniques
provide new insights into plant photobiology. The plant photosynthesis action spectrum
matches with blue and red regions of photosynthetically active radiation in a natural
environment [40–42]. In an artificial-light environment, the joint application of red and
blue light usually results in increased plant photosynthesis and productivity [11,12,22].
Additionally, blue light is thought to participate in the acclimation of leaf photosynthesis to
irradiance during growth [10,43]. These two spectral regions were the basic variables in
our photobiological studies.

In our experimental set-up, we applied combined-spectrum treatments within two
ranges of red light (R640, R660) trying to separate direct light effects on the PSA and light-
induced photomorphogenetic responses controlled by the phytochromes. Indeed, far-
red-light absence in the combined spectrum resulted in axial organ growth inhibition
as compared to the treatments with far-red light (Figure 4g). Leaf blade elongation was
also retarded (Figure 4c) due to the blocking of phytochrome-mediated shade-avoidance
syndrome. Interestingly, the total leaf number increased significantly in this treatment,
providing the growth of the light-harvesting leaf area of the plant. It is still unclear whether
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this response was observed due to the decreased plastochrone in the FR-deficient treatment
or if other more sophisticated compensation mechanisms were involved. Similar results
with stem and leaf growth inhibition were observed in response to monochromatic blue
light (Figure 4c,g). Actually, the most serious inhibition of leaf blade growth in comparison
with the other treatments was found in response to blue light. A reduction in leaf growth
in response to blue light decreased plant biomass accumulation significantly.

Data on the decreased total leaf fresh weight yield in the treatment combining all four
spectral regions in comparison with monochromatic red were unexpected. However, there
are other data suggesting that lettuce biomass under monochromatic red was greater than
under mixed red and blue light [44]. Comparable responses in other species were observed
by Wollaeger and Runkle [45]. So, the synergetic or antagonistic effects of red and blue
light on lettuce are still confused, and more studies need to be conducted [46].

As far as plant growth was inhibited in monochromatic blue light, net photosynthesis
was also at a low rate in comparison with the combined-spectra treatments missing distinct
spectral regions. The photosynthesis rate in the treatment missing long-wave red light R660
was one of the highest due to the compensation by short-wave red R640; photosynthesis at
saturating light intensity (light response curve) was also very high (Figure 5).

Net photosynthesis in the reference treatment was lower than in all the other treat-
ments. This is most likely because in more stressful environments lacking distinct spectral
regions, compensation mechanisms were activated. Additionally, the red-light PPFD share
in the combined-spectrum treatment was much lower than PPFD in the monochromatic-
red-light treatment. On the other hand, we observed plant acclimation to the abnormal
light environments as a long-term process (sampling 30 days after emergence). This is most
likely because an increased assimilate demand and increased sink capacity were the drivers
of photosynthesis in monochromatic red light. We shall try to investigate this phenomenon
in the future studies. Blue-light treatment significantly increased stomatal conductance and
transpiration rate in plants and decreased their WUE; comparable results were obtained in
tomato plants [47].

The main points of carbon isotope fractionation during photosynthesis are located at
the crossings of the central metabolic pathways; therefore, the isotopic effects are reflected
in the carbon isotope composition of biomass, fractions, and of the overwhelming number
of metabolites [35]. The first carbon isotope fractionation point is located at the entry of
the pentose phosphate reduction cycle (Calvin cycle) and is associated with the reaction
of enzymatic carboxylation of ribulosebisphosphate (RuBP). As a result, the assimilated
carbon atoms are enriched in 12C in relation to the environmental CO2. The enzyme that
controls carboxylation, Rubisco, has the properties of oxygenase and is able to simultane-
ously redirect a part of the carbon flux assimilated in Calvin cycle to glycolate cycle, where
it is partly oxidized to CO2 and released back into the environment, creating so-called
photorespiration flux. A probable mechanism of switching the functions of the enzyme
is maintained by the changing ratio of CO2/O2 concentrations in the cell [48]. Due to
such organization of photosynthesis, the activities of the Calvin cycle and glycolate cycle
are separated in time, and the fluxes of carbon substrates resulting from assimilation and
photorespiration become independent and discrete, that is, represented as separate por-
tions [49]. In our experiment, we observed increased stomatal conductance in response to
blue-light treatment (Figure 5). As a result, an increased CO2 supply could enhance Rubisco
carboxylating activity and it was followed with leaf tissue 12C enrichment (Figure 8). These
results are consistent with the data of other authors that have shown that δ13C correlates
negatively with stomatal conductance [50].

The most intensive lettuce leaf tissue enrichment with 13C was observed in the treat-
ments with monochromatic red light followed by in the combined-spectra environment
missing blue light; in the last case this response could be attributed to the contradictory
information from the blue- and red-light photoreceptors, as it was mentioned in Section 1.
On the contrary, the biomass of plants subjected to blue-light treatment was enriched
with the 12C isotope. We have to stress here that plants were subjected to the long-term
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(during the whole growing cycle) light treatment. Therefore, chloroplast genesis could be
affected significantly in the absence of blue light, as it was observed earlier [51]. On the
contrary, monochromatic blue light was more favorable for chloroplast development and
functioning [20,51]. In our studies, monochromatic-blue-light treatment maintained better
plant photosynthetic performance, i.e., the highest maximum quantum efficiency (Fv/Fm)
and a higher electron transport rate (ETR). Data from the light response curves show that
photosynthesis at saturating light intensity in the blue-light-grown plants was four times
higher than in the red-light-grown plants. Taking into consideration the facts discussed
above, a possible explanation could be based on the variability in plant adaptations to the
abnormal light environments during long-term 30-day exposure. That has resulted in the
disturbance of PSA but to a lesser extent in the case of blue-light treatment as compared to
red-light treatment.

The second point of carbon isotope fractionation is connected with increased pho-
torespiration when observations show that plant biomass becomes enriched with 13C [52].
This means that photorespiration is accompanied by an isotope effect of opposite sign
than photoassimilation. Numerous studies on isotope fractionation in plants and artificial
mutants have proved that the glycine decarboxylase reaction of the glycolate cycle was
another place where the isotope effect is observed [33,53].

The third point of carbon isotope fractionation relates to post-photosynthetic metabolism
and is associated with the end of the glycolytic chain where pyruvate dehydrogenase
reaction proceeds. The observed proximity of the carbon isotope composition of the
total plant biomass to assimilatory carbon pool suggests that the glycolytic chain and the
majority of metabolites (lipids, proteins, lignins, and some carbohydrates), whose synthesis
occurs via glycolytic chain, are supplied with the substrates of the assimilatory pool [54].
At the same time, the syntheses of soluble carbohydrates, organic acids, some amino
acids, and other metabolite sis mainly bound to the “heavy” photorespiratory carbon pool.
Because of the strict temporal and spatial organization in a cell, noticeable mixing of carbon
fluxes does not occur, and various isotope distinctions exist [55].

The idea of the Rubisco oscillating mode of action has been analyzed extensively [32,34,35,56]
and theoretically it was shown that oscillations can exist under real photosynthetic cell
conditions. In the present paper, we returned to this idea. We assumed the presence of an
isotopically “light” assimilatory pool and isotopically “heavy” pool of metabolites appear
during photosynthesis as a result of dual function of Rubisco.

In our experiment, in all cases, leaf biomass at the end of light period was enriched
in 12C as compared to the leaf biomass at the end of dark period. Isotopic differences
were quite distinct though not very great. Possible explanations of these differences could
be given from our earlier paper [57] based on the model of oscillatory photosynthesis
discussed above. Plant tissues enrichment with 12C isotope during the light period was
due to the fact that at this time lipids, proteins, lignins, and other structural components
were synthesized mainly in the leaf. The isotopically “light” assimilatory pool was the
substrate source for them. During the dark period, the outflow of assimilates to generative
organs and heterotrophic tissues occurred. The outflow of assimilates occurred mainly in
the form of sucrose and other water-soluble carbohydrates and metabolites, the isotope-
heavy photorespiratory fund being their carbon source. Different sources of substrates
for the synthesis of structural units and transport agents induced isotopic differences in
daily variations of leaf biomass. Similar isotopic shifts were observed by other researchers
while studying the isotopic differences between photosynthetic and heterotrophic organs
and tissues [58].

We can conclude that blue light enhanced the assimilation function of the leaf, while
red light enhanced the photorespiratory function. The simultaneous presence of blue and
red light compensated for their mutual effects, and therefore the effects of light from the
other spectral regions on the isotopic shifts became indistinguishable from the control.
It was shown that duration of illumination (6, 12, and 18 h) had a weak effect on the isotope
composition of biomass.
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5. Conclusions

In our studies, variations in incident light spectral quality simulated with LEDs
influenced growth and development in lettuce plants in several ways via direct effects
on photosynthesis and control of plant photomorphogenetic responses. PSA structure
and growth activity were significantly affected in the distinct light treatments, and these
changes influenced source–sink relations in plants through the assimilate demand, etc.
(indirect light effects on photosynthesis).

Our studies have shown that monochromatic blue light retarded lettuce plant growth,
and monochromatic red light accelerated it. In plants exposed to blue light, the assimilating
leaf area growth was retarded (both source and sink simultaneously!), and even an increased
photosynthesis rate could not compensate for this delay. In the combined spectrum, far-
red-light action was also important as far as it had triggered the shade-avoidance response
and enhanced plant assimilate demand.

For the first time, it was found that the light of different PAR spectral regions affected
the carbon isotope composition of leaf biomass. The strongest and most opposite in
direction effects of monochromatic blue and red light were observed. Continuous blue-light
treatment resulted in the 12C enrichment of lettuce plant leaf biomass by about 3‰, whereas
continuous red-light treatment resulted in 13C enrichment of the same value. The effects of
light of the other PAR spectral regions studied were considerably less significant. Daily
variations in the leaf tissue carbon isotope composition were not significant.

Further research is needed to assess light-induced isotopic effects in plants and the
mechanisms underlying them. These studies also could provide significant starting points
for the development of the dynamic (changing in time) lighting regimes combining the
advantages of the distinct spectra studied above at certain periods of plant growth. Thus,
plant acclimation and photosynthetic improvements in response to added far-red and
green-light wavelengths to the main red–blue spectrum have already been studied along
with the changing red-to-blue-light ratio [59].

It is known that photorespiration can serve as an energy sink preventing the overreduc-
tion in the photosynthetic electron transport chain and photoinhibition, especially under
stress conditions that lead to reduced rates of photosynthetic CO2 assimilation and provides
metabolites for other metabolic processes, e.g., glycine for the synthesis of glutathione,
which is also involved in stress protection [60–62]. Therefore, another area of interest
could be studies on plant stress responses and stress tolerance mechanisms including light-
induced stress, e.g., extremely high PPFD or abnormal spectral environment adaptation.
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Abstract: Optimal light conditions ensure the availability of sufficient photosynthetic assimilates for
supporting the survival and growth of fruit organs in crops. One of the growing uses of light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) in horticulture is intra-canopy illumination or LED-interlighting, providing supple-
mental light for intensively cultivated crops directly within their canopies. Originally developed and
applied in environmentally controlled greenhouses in northern latitude countries, this technique is
nowadays also being tested and studied in other regions of the world such as the Mediterranean
region. In the present work, we applied intra-canopy illumination for bell pepper grown in passive
high tunnels in the Jordan Valley using a commercial LED product providing cool-white light. The
study included testing of daytime (‘LED-D’) and edge-of-daytime (‘LED-N’) illumination, as well as
a detailed characterization of fruit set and fruit survival throughout the growth season. We found
that both light regimes significantly improved the fruit set and survival during winter, with some
benefit of LED-N illumination. Notably, we found that western-facing plants of illuminated sections
had a higher contribution toward the increased winter fruit set and spring yield than that of illumi-
nated eastern-facing plants. Greater plant height and fresh weight of western-facing plants of the
illuminated sections support the yield results. The differences likely reflect higher photosynthetic
assimilation of western-facing plants as compared to eastern-facing ones, due to the higher daily light
integral and higher canopy temperature of the former. This study provides important implications
for the use of intra-canopy lighting for crops grown at passive winter conditions and exemplifies the
significance of geographical positioning, opening additional avenues of investigation for optimization
of its use for improving fruit yield under variable conditions.

Keywords: light-emitting diodes (LEDs); intra-canopy illumination; interlighting; bell pepper;
photosynthesis; fruit set; daily light integral (DLI)

1. Introduction

Light is one of the most important factors for crop production. Light supplementation
is a common practice in greenhouses, particularly during winter in northern latitude
countries. Nonetheless, even in regions that do not ‘suffer’ from a severe lack of light, the
crop canopy can be light-limited due to self-shading, its geographical position, or cultivation
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in wintertime. Over the past two decades or so, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have been
replacing the conventional (fluorescent; incandescent; high-pressure sodium; metal halide)
lighting sources. Nowadays, the use of LEDs in horticulture is quite widespread, including
in middle latitudes, and has numerous advantages over other types of lighting [1–5]. One of
these is the possibility to illuminate plants directly within their canopies without resulting
in heat-induced damage, termed ‘intra-canopy illumination’ or ‘interlighting’ [6]. LED
interlighting has been mostly applied for high-wire intensive crops, such as tomato, pepper,
and cucumber, grown in environmentally controlled greenhouses, in addition to, or as an
alternative to, overhead illumination during winter [7,8]. Use of intra-canopy illumination
for these crops, in which tall and dense canopies can result in excessive shading, has been
shown to improve plant growth and fruit yield (number and/or size) as well as affect fruit
quality [9–11]. Over the past few years, studies and testing of interlighting have spread to
additional regions of the world [12–14].

Pepper (Capsicum annuum) belongs to the Solanaceae (nightshade) family and is one of
the world’s most consumed fruit—in raw or cooked form, as well as processed into spices,
condiments, or coloring agents [15]. Pepper fruit is an important source of vitamin A, -C,
and -E, flavonoids, carotenoids, and additional antioxidant metabolites, highlighting its
importance for human nutrition and health [16]. Bell pepper is cultivated as an annual
crop all over the world, with long growth periods spanning different seasons. In countries
with extremely cold winters and limited natural light, e.g., Canada, the Netherlands, or
northern regions of the United States of America, bell pepper is grown in environmentally
controlled greenhouses, with high-quality fruit harvest in spring and summer. In tropical,
semi-arid climates such as Mexico, the crop is grown (for the most part) with minimal or
without climate control. In other regions of the world, such as the Mediterranean basin,
bell pepper is grown as a protected crop, with the advantage of being able to produce high
quality fruit during winter.

Light limitation in winter is a major factor limiting fruit yield. Even in countries with
mostly mild winters, the daily light integral (DLI) in winter is low [12] and temperatures fall
below those that are optimal for growth and photosynthesis of bell pepper. Furthermore,
the crop cultivation technique can also result in considerable shading. Growth in the
“Spanish” trellis system has the benefits of higher yields of large fruit size, a lower rate
of blossom-end rot, and 75% lower labor costs required for pruning, over the “V” system
for bell pepper cultivation [17]. Nonetheless, a lack of pruning of branches or leaves
reduces light penetration into the canopy, resulting in disadvantageous non-uniform light
distribution and reduced photosynthesis [18].

Bell pepper grown under passive (protected) conditions is characterized by waves of
fruit production, with variable time kinetics for fruit growth, development, and ripening
along the growth season. The pattern of waves is determined by the environmental
conditions, which affect the photosynthetic efficiency, as well as by the on-plant fruit load,
together influencing source–sink relations and ultimately organ (flower bud, flower, young
fruits) development and/or survival. Sweet pepper is generally characterized by high
organ abortion rates, affected by various factors, as reviewed in [19], with light being a
predominant one. Experiments in which bell pepper plants were subjected to low light by
shading, or where adjacent leaves were removed, showed that these conditions correlated
with reduced sugar accumulation in the flower, increasing flower abscission and reducing
fruit set [20]. Additional studies also showed that source and sink strengths are major
determinants of organ abortion in pepper [21,22], and that the fruit sink strength can affect
the photosynthetic characteristics of proximal leaves [23]. Extending the photoperiod,
up to a certain extent, was reported to increase pepper fruit yield [24,25]. Improving
photosynthesis, by providing optimal light, CO2, and temperature conditions, would
improve the source strength, reduce organ abortion [19], and support the development of
more fruit, thus increasing the yield.

Various studies, conducted at different conditions, have shown that light supplemen-
tation of the pepper plant canopy can improve the yield. Increasing the photosynthetic
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photon flux at different heights of the pepper plant canopy (using HPS lamps at the time)
resulted in a 23% increase in the total fruit yield [26]. Later studies demonstrated the
improvement of pepper fruit yield using LED-interlighting applied in environmentally con-
trolled greenhouses [10,27]. We recently reported that application of daytime intra-canopy
LED illumination for bell pepper grown in passive tunnels in the Jordan Valley results in
increased yield during the spring months, due to a higher number of fruit [12]. In a follow-
up experiment, we found indications for a higher number of fruitlets in western-facing
plants of the double-row beds that were illuminated, as compared to non-illuminated
plants on the same side. On the other hand, there was no difference in the number of
fruitlets in eastern-facing plants with or without illumination. In the current study, we
applied intra-canopy illumination for bell pepper using a commercial product and aimed to
(1) compare the effects of daytime- (‘LED-D’) vs. edge-of-daytime (‘LED-N’) illumination;
and (2) characterize fruit set and fruit survival under the two illumination regimes for
eastern- and western-facing plants, as compared to non-illuminated ones.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plants and Growth Conditions

The study was carried out at the ‘Zvi’ R&D Experimental Station in the Jordan Valley
(31◦59′49.0′′ N, 35◦27′09.3′′ E) from August 2019 to May 2020. Crop management followed
the routine practices of the region. Prior to planting, soil sanitation was carried out by
solar fumigation for 4 weeks, with streaming of metam sodium (40 mL m−2) into the soil
via drip irrigation during the last week. Red bell pepper seedlings (Capsicum annuum L.
cv. Cannon, Zeraim Gedera/Syngenta, Revadim, Israel) were planted on 20 August 2019,
in a high tunnel (10 m wide × 4 m high × 45 m long) in the local soil, a well-drained
(EC < 2.0 dS m−1) clay (30%)–limestone (50%) marl soil. Planting was in double-row beds
of width 0.8 m, and center-to-center distance between beds of 1.75 m, with an overall
plant density of 2.9 m−2. Plant training applied the ‘Spanish’ trellis system, with lateral
horizontal wires supporting the canopy vertically, and without pruning.

Drip irrigation (emitter flow rate 1.6 L h−1) was provided every 20 cm along each
plant row, with a total of ~8000 m3 ha−1 per growth season (from planting in Aug. un-
til May), similarly to commercial plots. Crop irrigation varied according to evapotran-
spiration calculated (Penman-Monteith FAO56, [28]) from the local meteorological data:
~40 m3 ha−1 d−1 from planting to mid-Dec., ~10 m3 ha−1 d−1 from mid-Dec. to the end of
Feb., and 60–70 m3 ha−1 d−1 in March to May. Fertigation with N-P-K (6:3:9, ICL, Tel-Aviv,
Israel) was provided at a concentration that varied between 1 to 1.5 L m−3 until Feb., and
0.5 L m−3 afterward. Fe (5 kg ha−1 of Sequestrene Fe 6%, Syngenta) and Mn (15 L ha−1 of
Koratin-Mn 18 g L−1, ICL Israel) were provided 3 times, at the beginning of November,
mid-December, and the beginning of March.

At the time of planting, the tunnel was covered by a 50-mesh insect-proof screen with
a black shade net (40%) on top of it. On 19 September 2019, the shade net was removed,
and on 17 November 2019, the mesh screen was replaced by a polyethylene sheet (Ginegar
Plastic Products Ltd., Kibbutz Ginegar, Israel). To prevent fruit heat damage, on 16 March
2020, the plastic sheet was removed and the 50-mesh screen together with the black shade
net (40%) were placed on top of the tunnel until the end of the experiment. The fruit
yield was followed in the spring, with harvesting according to the commercial standard of
picking at >60% red color. Both ‘class 1’ (export-quality fruit) and ‘class 2’ (for local market)
were included in the spring yield.

2.2. Supplemental Intra-Canopy Illumination

The supplemental LED illumination was assembled from Crops IP67 tubes (Bioled Eco
Light Systems Ltd., Tzova, Israel), providing cool-white (CW; 5700K) light at 32 W/m. CW
was chosen as it was found to be preferable for bell pepper in our earlier study [12]. For
simplicity, we refer to the LED tubes as ‘Bioled’ in the text. Two LED tubes affixed back-to-
back were installed between the two adjacent rows of the beds (Figure 1). Two illumination
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regimes of 12 h were provided: daytime (‘LED-D’, 6:00 to 18:00) and edge-of-daytime
(‘LED-N’, 4:00–10:00 and 16:00–22:00). The experimental setup encompassed four replicate
sections (5.4-m-long each) for each of the two intra-canopy light treatments and for the
non-illuminated control (Figure 2). The illumination period began 70 days after planting
(28 October 2019), when the canopy height was ~1.5 m. Fixtures were installed at a height
of 70–80 cm aboveground at the start of the illumination period, raised to 90–100 cm in the
middle of December 2019, and raised again to 110–120 cm in the middle of March 2020.
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the center of the beds (September 2019, prior to start of illumination treatments). (B) Side-view of
intra-canopy back-to-back LED illumination (picture acquired in March 2020).

Spectra and photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD) were recorded using a
portable spectroradiometer (EPP2000C, StellarNet, Inc., Tampa, FL, USA) with a cosine-
corrected head (Apogee Instruments Inc., Logan, UT, USA) and an LI-250A quantum sensor
(LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA), respectively. Air temperature within the canopy was recorded
using HOBO temperature data loggers (Onset Computer Corporation, Bourne, MA, USA)
hung in proximity (10–15 cm) to the LED fixtures or at the same height in control sections.

2.3. Chlorophyll Content and Fluorescence

Measurements were conducted non-destructively on attached leaves of the inner
canopy. Chlorophyll (Chl) content was assayed using an MC-100 Chl measurement sys-
tem (Apogee, Chesapeake, VA, USA). Chl-a fluorescence emission was measured using a
portable pulse-amplitude-modulated fluorometer (PAM-2000, Heinz Walz GmbH, Pfullin-
gen, Germany) at its default setting designed to determine Fv/Fm (‘Da-2000’ program).
In brief, leaves were subjected to dark adaptation for 20 min using dark leaf clips (DLC-8,
Walz), and then initial Chl-a fluorescence (F0) and maximum Chl-a fluorescence in dark
(Fm) were recorded after applying a saturating light pulse for 0.8 s. The Fv/Fm = [(Fm −
F0)/Fm] values were calculated by the program and recorded.
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of the beds between the two rows (Figure 1A), along 5 m-long sections. The illumination was ap-
plied either during daytime (‘LED-D’) or the two edges of daylight period (‘LED-N’), with non-
illuminated sections of the same length as controls (‘CR’). Each treatment had four replicates. A 
spacing of at least 2 m was kept between sections. ‘E’ and ‘W’ denote the eastern- and western-
facing rows, with regard to the results presented in further Figures and Tables. Note that beds and 
experimental sections are not drawn to scale. 

2.4. Gas-Exchange Measurements 
Gas-exchange measurements were conducted on attached leaves of the inner or outer 

canopy using a portable LCi photosynthesis system (ADC BioScientific Ltd., UK) with a 
clear top chamber at ambient conditions. For the inner canopy, leaves were sampled 10–
15 cm above the upper LED fixtures, at a height of 110–120 cm above the ground, and at 
the same height in non-illuminated plots. For outer canopy measurements, leaves from 
the eastern- and western-facing canopy were probed in the morning or afternoon during 
peak photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) intensities on each side. Positioning of the 
LCi chamber was adjusted according to the leaf being measured (to keep the leaf attached) 
and to allow natural sunlight or light from the LEDs to reach the leaf. 

2.5. Fruit Set Quantification 
In each of the experimental replicate sections (four sections for each treatment) 

shown in Figure 2, ten plants were selected for the analysis: five in the eastern-facing row 
and five in the western-facing row of the same bed. Fruitlets were counted, labelled, and 

Figure 2. Schematic map of the experimental tunnel. The experiment was carried out in the three
central double-row beds (2, 3, and 4) of the tunnel. Intra-canopy lighting was applied at the center of
the beds between the two rows (Figure 1A), along 5 m-long sections. The illumination was applied
either during daytime (‘LED-D’) or the two edges of daylight period (‘LED-N’), with non-illuminated
sections of the same length as controls (‘CR’). Each treatment had four replicates. A spacing of at least
2 m was kept between sections. ‘E’ and ‘W’ denote the eastern- and western-facing rows, with regard
to the results presented in further Figures and Tables. Note that beds and experimental sections are
not drawn to scale.

2.4. Gas-Exchange Measurements

Gas-exchange measurements were conducted on attached leaves of the inner or outer
canopy using a portable LCi photosynthesis system (ADC BioScientific Ltd., Hoddesdon,
UK) with a clear top chamber at ambient conditions. For the inner canopy, leaves were sam-
pled 10–15 cm above the upper LED fixtures, at a height of 110–120 cm above the ground,
and at the same height in non-illuminated plots. For outer canopy measurements, leaves
from the eastern- and western-facing canopy were probed in the morning or afternoon
during peak photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) intensities on each side. Positioning
of the LCi chamber was adjusted according to the leaf being measured (to keep the leaf
attached) and to allow natural sunlight or light from the LEDs to reach the leaf.

2.5. Fruit Set Quantification

In each of the experimental replicate sections (four sections for each treatment) shown
in Figure 2, ten plants were selected for the analysis: five in the eastern-facing row and
five in the western-facing row of the same bed. Fruitlets were counted, labelled, and
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screened for survival on eleven dates throughout the season. Survival of fruit labelled on
one date were assayed on the next fruitlet labelling date. On the last day of the experiment
(7 May 2020), fruitlets remaining on the plants were counted.

2.6. Daily Light Integral (DLI) Recording

PAR (400–700 nm) was recorded using LI-190SB-L quantum sensors (LI-COR, Lincoln,
NE, USA) installed at the eastern- and western-facing canopy (at a height of 1 m above
ground), as well as above the canopy (height of 3 m) at 90 degrees. Data were recorded
every ten minutes and logged by a Campbell system (CR10X—Campbell Scientific, Logan,
UT, USA).

2.7. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons as a post hoc test. For comparisons of two
groups, the Student’s t-test was used. The level of significance is provided in the figure
legends/table.

3. Results
3.1. Intra-Canopy Illumination

The ‘Bioled’ light fixtures utilized as intra-canopy illumination provided cool-white
(CW) light (Figure 3A). The effect of the added illumination on the light intensity between
the double-row beds was assessed when the canopy height was ~2 m. In control (‘CR’)
non-illuminated sections, the light intensity of the inner canopy below 1.5 m was gener-
ally <50 µmol photons m−2 s−1, and for the most part even <20 µmol photons m−2 s−1

(Figure 3B). In the illuminated sections, a region of almost 1 m in height, from 30 to 120 cm
aboveground, exhibited significantly higher light intensities, reaching an average intensity
of 225 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in proximity to the fixtures (Figure 3B). At a canopy height of
1.5 to 1.8 m, the light intensities in the CR and illuminated sections were similar, and the
considerable higher intensity at 1.8 m is due to sunlight penetration at this height.
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The effects of the supplemental illumination, provided by Bioled fixtures, on the pho-
tosynthetic parameters and gas-exchange activity of inner canopy leaves were character-
ized in LED-D plots (Table 1). The chlorophyll content (‘Chl’; measured non-destruc-
tively) was somewhat higher (~8%) in the illuminated leaves as compared to control ones. 

Figure 3. Light spectrum and intensity within the canopy. (A) Spectra of the cool-white ‘Bioled’
light fixtures. (B) Light intensity within the canopy in control vs. illuminated sections, recorded in
December 2019. Intensities were measured with the light sensor directly below or above the fixtures
at the indicated distances above the ground. Values shown are means ± SD of three control (CR) and
three illuminated (LED) plots.

The effects of the supplemental illumination, provided by Bioled fixtures, on the photo-
synthetic parameters and gas-exchange activity of inner canopy leaves were characterized
in LED-D plots (Table 1). The chlorophyll content (‘Chl’; measured non-destructively) was
somewhat higher (~8%) in the illuminated leaves as compared to control ones. The CO2
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assimilation rates (‘A’) in leaves of LED sections were ~3.3-fold higher than non-illuminated
leaves. The stomatal conductance (‘Gs’) and transpiration rate (‘E’) were, respectively, 5.2-
and 3.5-fold higher in illuminated leaves vs. control ones. As the temperature of the leaves
probed for the gas-exchange recordings was the same in both control and LED, the higher
Gs and E can be attributed to the supplemental light. The average light intensity, recorded
during the measurements (‘PAR’), was ~3.7-fold higher in LED than in CR.

Table 1. Photosynthetic and gas-exchange parameters of the inner canopy †.

Parameter CR LED

Chl (µmol m−2) 571 ± 59 b 616 ± 57 a
Fv/Fm 0.81 ± 0.01 a 0.81 ± 0.01 a
A (µmol CO2 m−2 s−1) 2.01 ± 0.76 b 6.56 ± 1.87 a
Gs (mol H2O m−2 s−1) 0.030 ± 0.017 b 0.157 ± 0.036 a
E (mmol H2O m−2 s−1) 0.530 ± 0.307 b 1.853 ± 0.264 a
Ci (µmol CO2 mol−1) 283 ± 48 b 351 ± 32 a
T (◦C) 27.7 ± 1.6 a 27.6 ± 0.6 a
PAR (µmol photons m−2 s−1) 23 ± 6 b 86 ± 36 a

† Measurements were recorded non-destructively on inner canopy leaves from control (CR) and illuminated
sections (LED). Recordings were made on leaves found 10–20 cm above the LED fixtures, and at the same height
in control sections. For chlorophyll (Chl) and Fv/Fm measurements, n = 15 and 18 leaves, respectively. For
gas-exchange measurements, n = 12 leaves from LED-D or CR sections. A, CO2 assimilation rate; Gs, stomatal
conductance; E, transpiration rate; Ci, intercellular CO2. Leaf temperature (T) and light intensity (PAR) were
recorded during the gas-exchange measurement. Values shown represent means ± SD; distinct letters denote
statistical significant differences (p < 0.05) between CR and LED.

The effect of the illumination on air temperature within the canopy, in vicinity of the
LED fixtures, was recorded along the season. The daily minimal (T-min) and maximal (T-
max) air temperatures in the canopy of the three treatments are shown in Figure S1. Three
examples for raw air temperature data on representative days depict how air temperature
in the canopy is affected by operation of the illumination in LED-D and LED-N (Figure S2).
In CR sections, T-min typically occurs between 04:00 and 07:00, and T-max between 12:00
and 15:00. The timing of T-max depends on the time of year and on whether the day is
sunny (Figure S2A) or cloudy (Figure S2B). In LED-D sections, where the illumination
operated from 06:00 to 18:00, the air temperature was higher by ~4.5 ◦C than the CR during
the operation time. Accordingly, T-max was higher to a similar extent on most days in
LED-D (Figure S1). In LED-N sections, higher air temperatures within the canopy were
observed at the edges of daytime, in line with the operation times of the illumination for
this treatment. As compared to CR, the air temperature within the canopy in LED-N was
higher by 3.9 to 5.2 ◦C from 04:00 to 8:00 and by 4.2 to 5.6 ◦C from 16:00 to 22:00 (Figure S2).
On some days, T-max in LED-N was higher than in CR and occurred around 10:00, just
prior to the end of the first illumination period (Figure S2B,C). This is also evident in the
whole season graph for T-max (Figure S1). Although LED-N operated from 04:00 to 10:00,
the effect of the illumination on daily T-min was minor (Figures S1 and S2). The increased
air temperature observed in LED treatments is mostly limited to the regions surrounding
the light fixtures. Even though the increase in air temperature may not necessarily result in
considerable increases in foliage temperature, it should still be kept in mind as a factor that
can affect the plant physiology.

3.2. Supplemental Illumination Results in Increased Fruit Set in the Winter

We previously (2016–2018) found that using intra-canopy illumination in our experi-
mental conditions increases the pepper fruit spring yield by ~30% [12]. In another experi-
ment carried out with the Bioled CW fixtures used for daytime illumination (2018–2019),
we quantified the fruit set accumulation during two months in the winter (Figure S3). We
found that plants that were illuminated (at their inner canopy) had 46% more fruitlets than
the control (whole ‘total’ bars). However, after assaying the fruitlet survival, illuminated
plants remained with ~16% more fruit than control (colored part of ‘total’ bars). Notably,
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the increase in fruit number arose from western (W)-facing illuminated plants. These plants
had 80% more fruitlets as compared to the W-facing control plants (whole ‘western’ bars).
After assaying the fruit survival, there was 33% more fruit on the W-facing illuminated
plants vs. control (colored part of bars). Conversely, the fruit set and fruit survival of the
eastern-(‘E’) facing plants was nearly identical in illuminated and control plants. These
earlier results provided the rationale for the current analysis of fruit set, as described below
and in Section 3.3.

To gain detailed insight into the fruit set behavior of illuminated vs. non-illuminated
plants, in the current study, we followed the fruit set and survival in LED-D and LED-N
light treatments and in the CR throughout the entire experiment (Figure 4). Panels A–C
of this figure depict the average count of fruitlets and the surviving fraction from the four
replicate sections of each treatment. In each section, the number of fruitlets were summed
for ten plants (five from the E-facing row and five from the W-facing row; see Figure 2).
Whole bars (means ± SD), including white and colored parts, show the average number of
fruitlets counted on the indicated date. The colored parts of the bars indicate the surviving
fruit, assayed two weeks later.

We were specifically interested in the winter period, during which an improved fruit
set would lead to an increased yield in spring months. Examining the fruit set in CR
sections, relatively low levels are evident between the end of December to the end of March
(Figure 4A). This three-month period is marked by the black brackets in Figure 4A–C.
Notably, during this period, plants from both LED-D (Figure 4B) and LED-N (Figure 4C)
exhibited higher fruit set and survival, specifically during the coldest part of the winter
(Figure S4). Figure 4D depicts the cumulative fruit set and fruit survival during the
aforementioned time period. Fruit set (dashed lines) was considerably higher in both
LED-D and LED-N, respectively, by 55% and 74%, as compared to the CR. Likewise, the
number of surviving fruit (solid lines) in LED-D and LED-N were 51% and 67% higher
than the CR.

3.3. Fruit Set and Survival Are Enhanced in Illuminated Western-Facing Plants

Following the data we obtained in the earlier experiment for winter fruit set and
survival in E- and W-facing plants (Figure S3), we also assessed the data shown in Figure 4D
separately for E and W. Figure 5 shows the fruit set and survival in the three treatments
of the study (CR, LED-D, LED-N) in E- and W-facing plants. For each treatment, E is
shown by the lighter-colored lines and W by the darker-colored lines of the same shade.
In illuminated sections of either LED-D or LED-N, the fruit set was higher in W-facing
plants as compared to E-facing ones of the same treatment (Figure 5A). Nonetheless, in CR
sections, the fruit set was nearly identical in E- and W-facing plants. The highest number of
fruitlets was observed in LED-N-W plants (Figure 5A, orange line), 76% higher than CR-W.
From the light treatments, LED-D-E had the lowest, but still considerably high, number of
fruitlets, 48% higher than CR-E. The number of surviving fruit (Figure 5B) reflects that of
the fruit set. Only W-facing plants, of both LED-D and LED-N, exhibited a significantly
higher number of surviving fruit as compared to the CR. These were 78% and 62% higher
for LED-N-W and LED-D-W, respectively. The trend for a higher number of fruit in LED-N
vs. LED-D was observed in both fruit set and fruit survival, although the differences
between the two were not statistically significant.
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were counted without follow-up for survival. Black brackets denote the winter time period between 
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Figure 4. Supplemental intra-canopy illumination increases fruit set and survival in the winter.
Fruitlets were labelled along the season in (A) control non-illuminated (CR) sections, (B) sections
illuminated during daytime (LED-D), and (C) sections illuminated at the edge of day (LED-N). Whole
bars denote the average number ± SD of fruitlets from four sections. In each section, the number of
fruitlets was summed for ten plants: five in the eastern-facing row and five in the western-facing row
of the same bed. Each section was from a different replicate in the experimental plot, see Figure 2)
labelled on the noted dates. Colored portion of the bar shows the fraction of surviving fruits from
the total. At the end of the experiment (07.05.20 bar), fruitlets remaining on the plants were counted
without follow-up for survival. Black brackets denote the winter time period between the two big
fruit set waves of control non-illuminated plants (A). (D) Cumulative number of fruitlets (dashed
lines) and surviving fruit (solid lines) during the winter, corresponding to the period marked by the
brackets in (A–C). Distinct upper- and lower-case letters denote statistically significant differences
(p < 0.05) for the total number of labelled fruitlets and for surviving fruit, respectively.

3.4. Daily Light Integral and Photosynthetic Activity of the Eastern- and Western-Facing Canopy

To better understand the differential effect of the intra-canopy illumination on E- and
W-facing plants, we also probed the natural light conditions and photosynthetic activity
at the outer parts of the canopy in these plants. PAR was recorded at the E- and W-facing
outer canopy and the daily light integral (DLI) was calculated from the recorded values.
Note the positioning of the experimental tunnel, with ‘eastern’ plants inclined (~25◦)
toward the north and ‘western’ plants toward the south (Figure 2). Figure 6 depicts PAR
recordings and the derived DLI at the E- and W-facing canopy and above the canopy on
two representative sunny days during the winter. On these days, the DLI inside the tunnel,
covered by the polyethylene sheet, was 21 and 24 mol photons m−2 d−1. PAR sensors at
the E- and W-facing canopy were positioned such that they mimic light capture by the
canopy. The recordings made at the E- and W-facing canopies show that the DLI at the
latter was 2.5-fold (January) and 2-fold (February) higher (Figure 6). Higher DLI values, at
both sides of the canopy, were recorded in February as compared to January, as expected
when days become longer toward the spring. For E-facing plants, the peak in light intensity
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was around 9:00–9:30, while for W-facing plants, the peak was between 14:00 and 15:00.
Furthermore, the light intensity during peak times was much higher for W-facing plants.
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Figure 5. Fruit set and survival in eastern- and western-facing plants. (A) Cumulative number
of fruitlets labelled during the winter in the eastern (E)- and western (W)-facing plants of control
non-illuminated (CR) sections, and in the E- and W-facing sections illuminated during daytime
(LED-D) or edge of day (LED-N). Values shown represent the average number ± SD of fruitlets from
four E or W sections, each from a different replicate in the experimental plot, see Figure 2). For each
E or W section, fruitlets were summed for five plants. (B) Cumulative surviving fruit from the E-
and W-facing plants of the different treatments, corresponding to the fruitlets that were labelled (A).
Distinct letters denote statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the six groups. Data
shown in this figure are the same data shown in Figure 4D, separated to E and W.

The photosynthetic activity of plants on the two sides was probed during light peak
morning and afternoon hours, using gas exchange measurements of attached outer-canopy
leaves (Figure 7). CO2 assimilation rates were similar (~6 µmol m−2 s−1) for the outer
canopy side not subjected to direct sunlight: in the morning for W-facing plants and in
the afternoon for E-facing plants (Figure 7A). However, the assimilation rates of the W-
facing canopy in the afternoon were ~25% higher than those of the E-facing canopy in
the morning (Figure 7A). This is due to both the higher light intensity (Figure 7F) and
higher leaf temperature (Figure 6E) on the W in the afternoon as compared with E in the
morning. Cooling of the canopy via evapotranspiration is prominent for W-facing plants in
the afternoon (Figure 7C). The resultant enhanced gas exchange (Figure 7B) contributes
toward CO2 assimilation in these plants. Lower intercellular CO2 is supportive of the
higher assimilation in W-facing plants during the afternoon (Figure 7D).
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Figure 6. Photosynthetically-active radiation of sunlight at the outer canopy of eastern- and
western-facing plants. Photosynthetically-active radiation (PAR; 400–700 nm) shown for two sunny
days: (A) 6 January 2020 and (B) 17 February 2020, was recorded above the canopy (at a height
of ~3 m), and at the outer canopy of eastern- and western-facing rows at a height of 1 m. Derived
values of the daily light integral (DLI, in mol photons m−2 d−1) at the different positions are denoted
by arrows.
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Figure 7. Gas-exchange parameters of the outer canopy of eastern- and western-facing plants in
the morning vs. afternoon. (A) CO2 assimilation rate, (B) stomatal conductance, (C) transpiration
rate, and (D) intercellular CO2 of leaves of the outer canopy in eastern (E)- and western (W)-facing
plants assayed in the morning (am, 8:50–9:30) and afternoon (pm, 13:50–14:30). (E) Leaf temperature
and (F) light intensity (PAR) were recorded during the gas-exchange measurements. Values shown
represent means ± SD of 14 leaves (am) and 10 leaves (pm) measured non-destructively.
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3.5. Spring Yield and Plant Biomass

The yield in spring from the experimental sections was summed for six harvests
(9 March to 5 May 2020), shown at the top two rows of Table 2. Fruits were picked from the
E- and W-facing sides of each section separately and normalized to the number of plants
present in each side. For E-facing plants, the yield in LED-D was 30% (kg/plant) and 27%
(#/plant) higher as compared to the CR, although these did not pass the significance test.
In contrast, the differences of yield in LED-N vs. CR sections for E-facing plants were quite
small (~12%). The W-facing spring yield for LED-D was 26% (kg/plant) and 17% (#/plant)
higher than CR (not significant). Notably, for LED-N, the W-facing spring yield was 43%
higher than the CR both by weight and number of fruits. These results are in agreement
with those obtained from the fruit survival quantification (Figure 5B), which show that a
significantly higher number of fruits were obtained on the W-facing side.

Table 2. Spring fruit yield and plant biomass.

Parameter
E-Facing W-Facing

CR LED-D LED-N CR LED-D LED-N

Yield †

(kg/plant)
1.65 ± 0.37 a 2.14 ± 0.46 a 1.89 ± 0.29 a 1.86 ± 0.25 B 2.34 ± 0.34 AB 2.66 ± 0.48 A

Yield †

(#/plant)
7.74 ± 1.74 a 9.84 ± 2.03 a 8.73 ± 1.51 a 9.12 ± 0.89 B 10.67 ± 1.40 AB 13.05 ± 1.51 A *

Fresh weight ‡

(kg)
2.00 ± 0.27 a 2.24 ± 0.54 a 2.24 ± 0.59 a 2.04 ± 0.40 B 2.54 ± 0.69 A 2.65 ± 0.63 A *

Height ‡ (m) 2.85 ± 0.32 a 2.89 ± 0.26 a 2.86 ± 0.20 a 2.70 ± 0.30 B 3.03 ± 0.20 A * 3.05 ± 0.23 A *
† Spring yield included six fruit harvests from 9 March 2020 to 5 May 2020 and represent means ± SD from
4 replicate sections. Values were normalized to the number of plants in each side (E, eastern- or W, western-facing)
of each section. ‡ Plant biomass (fresh weight and height) were measured at the end of the experiment (7 May 2020)
on the same plants assayed for fruit set during the season; means ± SD are shown for n = 20 plants (5 plants from
the 4 replicate sections of each treatment in E- or W-facing plants). For each parameter, distinct letters denote
statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the three groups facing the same side (lower- or upper-case
letters for E- or W-facing, respectively). Asterisks denote p < 0.01.

At the end of the experiment, the plants followed for fruit set and survival were
removed and their height and weight were recorded (Table 2). Interestingly, no significant
differences were observed for the biomass of E-facing illuminated and CR plants. In
contrast, the illumination resulted in considerably heavier and taller plants in the W-facing
side. Plants from LED-D were 25% heavier and 12% taller than CR plants, and those from
LED-N were 30% heavier and 13% taller than CR. These findings are in line with the fruit
set and yield data and support the results of higher assimilation of W-facing plants.

4. Discussion
4.1. Intra-Canopy Illumination at Passive Conditions

High-cost energy inputs are typically not employed in protected crop cultivation in
regions with mostly mild winters, such as the Mediterranean area. However, with the
ongoing technological improvements, increasing efficiency of LED lighting, decreasing
costs, as well as the potential use of photovoltaic systems as energy sources, commercial
application of supplemental illumination at passive conditions can also be envisioned [3,29].
Thus, reports of the use of supplemental illumination in regions previously uncommon are
becoming available [13,30].

One of the common applications for high-wire intensive crops is intra-canopy illumi-
nation (LED-interlighting) [1], feasible due to the relatively low heat-output of LEDs. Some
of the available commercial interlighting LED fixtures provide red (R) and blue (B) light.
Improvement of growth, yield, and/or quality using R and B LEDs have been demonstrated
for tomato, pepper, and cucumber. R/B interlighting accelerated the ripening of tomato
fruit and improved the yield by (+16%) due to increased fruit weight and size [14]. In
sweet pepper, interlighting improved the yield and/or quality, with the increase in yield
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(~16%) arising from a higher number of fruit [10,27]. Recently, R/B interlighting used
for mini-cucumber in tropical climate conditions in Brazil resulted in an increased yield
(+13% in commercial yield) [13]. In other studies, custom-designed lighting has also been
used, with various spectral compositions and ratios of B, R, far-red, and white light applied
within the canopy of tomato plants [31,32].

Earlier, we tested several spectral compositions of intra-canopy illumination and found
that cool-white (CW) light was preferable for improving the spring yield of winter-grown
bell pepper in the Jordan Valley [12]. One evident advantage of using a single type of LED,
as opposed to a combination of different wavelength-emitting chips, is a uniform light
spectrum applied to the inner canopy. In the current work, we utilized commercial Bioled
fixtures providing CW light as intra-canopy illumination for pepper. The photosynthetic
and gas-exchange parameters of the inner canopy foliage illuminated with Bioled increased
by 3.3- to 5.2-fold, similar to those we observed earlier with other LED fixtures used for
bell pepper [12,33]. Using the Bioled product, we extended our previous investigations
to testing the application of daytime (LED-D) vs. edge-of-daytime (LED-N) illumination,
combined with a detailed characterization of fruit set kinetics during the growth season.

4.2. Illumination during Different Times of the Day

While LEDs generate relatively lower heat than other light sources, their use as intra-
canopy illumination still inputs heat into the canopy (Figures S1 and S2). At non-controlled
growth conditions, it may be disadvantageous to add heat into the canopy during daytime.
This is especially true for our area of the Mediterranean, where day temperatures can
be quite high. In contrast, low minimal temperatures in the winter may inhibit fruit set.
Therefore, it may in fact be more beneficial to illuminate during nighttime or at the edges of
daytime, in order to increase the air temperature when they are lowest at night and dawn,
while not affecting (increasing) the temperature within the canopy during the hottest hours
of the day, at least on sunny days.

The effects of supplemental illumination may differ when provided at different times
along the day. Tewolde et al. utilized LED interlighting for supplementing single-truss
tomatoes during daytime (4 a.m. to 4 p.m.) or nighttime (10 p.m. to 10 a.m.) [34]. Inter-
estingly, they showed that daytime illumination increased photosynthetic capacity and
yield (+27%) only in winter, while nighttime illumination increased photosynthesis and
yield in both winter (+24% yield) and summer (+12% yield). Only the winter nighttime
illumination was found to be economical in this study [34]. Aside from the plant phys-
iological considerations, night/edge-of-day illumination can also be more cost-effective
when powered by electricity, as energy costs may be lower as compared to daytime in some
regions [34,35].

With both light regimes applied here, during daytime (LED-D) or edge-of-daytime
(LED-N), the fruit set was improved in the winter, with a slight advantage to LED-N. In our
conditions and growth season (over winter), bell pepper is characterized by several waves
of fruit set during the season. The changing natural light and temperature conditions along
the season result in quite different kinetics of fruit development and ripening for fruit set at
different times in the growth period. Thus, following the second big wave of fruit set seen
in the non-illuminated sections (Figure 4A, Dec. 8), fruits grow and remain on-plant for
2.5 to 3 months. This results in a heavy fruit load, which consequently inhibits additional
significant fruit set until the plants are released by the harvest (Figure 4A—black brackets).
This is in addition to the prevailing low light and temperature conditions during the period
of winter, which may also limit fruit set. Notably, in plants with supplemental illumination,
either LED-D or LED-N, higher fruit set occurred in the same time frame when it was quite
low in the non-illuminated sections (Figure 4B,C). These results indicate that the added
productivity, attained with the supplemental illumination, accounts for the plants’ ability
to support additional fruit.

It has been shown earlier that prolonging the photoperiod (using top HPS lamps) in
sweet pepper can increase the fruit yield [24,25]. As pepper is a day-neutral plant, the
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increase in the number of fruits under prolonged days is likely not due to flower induction
per se. LED-N exhibited some benefit over LED-D, which may possibly be related to
extension of the daily photoperiod in the former. Normally, a fraction of the light-driven
photosynthetic assimilates are partitioned toward starch synthesis, utilized by the plant
during the dark period. Daytime starch synthesis and its nighttime degradation are highly
coordinated to balance the plant metabolic and growth needs, preventing unwanted night
starvation responses [36,37]. Modulation of photoperiod length affects starch metabolism,
and can therefore affect growth and development [38]; however, the response may differ in
different plant species.

When the day length was extended for pepper plants by top lighting, Dorais et al.
showed that the daily photosynthate translocation rate increased two- and three-fold for,
respectively, photoperiods of 18- and 24 h, compared to 12 h [25]. Under these extended
days, fruit yield (kg/plant) increased by 33% (18 h) and 27% (24 h). In our study, the intra-
canopy illumination is applied to a fraction of the (inner) canopy, while sunlight affects a
different region of the (mostly outer) canopy. Still, the plants illuminated with the LED-N
regime are subjected to longer days, of 18 h, as compared to control and LED-D. Prolonging
the photoperiod with intra-canopy illumination may have a different effect on the plants
than the more conventional overhead illumination, yet both can result in yield increases.
The reason that higher yield can be achieved with LED-N than with LED-D may be the
availability of sugars from photosynthetic assimilation during the dark hours, and thus
alteration of starch metabolism; this direction requires further exploration. The differences
between LED-D and LED-N were more pronounced when the two geographical sides of the
tunnel were considered, as discussed below. With respect to the idea of the availability of
assimilates at night, it would be worthwhile to also test nighttime intra-canopy illumination
in our system.

4.3. Eastern- vs. Western-Facing Plants

Differences in photosynthesis, growth, and metabolite profiles pertaining to geo-
graphical position, reflecting differences in light and temperature conditions, have been
documented in grapevine. Assessment of the photosynthetic activity of grapevine leaves
at two microsites showed that only east-facing leaves at the (slightly) cooler site were
restricted and exhibited lower carbon gain, leading to differential shoot growth [39]. In
another study, the diurnal dynamics of the metabolic profile was shown to differ for grape
berries positioned toward north-east vs. south-west, implicating that harvest time during
the day should be considered [40].

Our findings demonstrate the differential effect of the intra-canopy illumination on
eastern- and western-facing plants. Although the illumination was applied symmetrically
within the double-row beds (Figure 1A), the effect on W-facing plants was greater. Thus,
the fruit set was consistently higher in W-facing plants as compared to E-facing ones of
illuminated sections, as compared to the non-illuminated CR sections (Figure 5). Expectedly,
the environmental conditions exhibited by the outer canopy differ along the day for E-
and W-facing plants. This is exemplified by gas-exchange measurements of outer canopy
leaves of E- and W-facing plants during morning and afternoon hours (Figure 7). In the
winter, W-facing plants were subjected to higher light intensities in the afternoon hours.
This would likely lead to relatively higher canopy temperatures on this side, which, at
least for sunny days, persisted for a longer part of the day as compared to E-facing plants.
Elevated temperatures can result in higher transpiration and higher stomatal conductance
and thus a higher availability of CO2, promoting assimilation. We note that vapor pressure
deficit (VPD) greatly varies at non-controlled growth conditions, such as the ones in this
experiment. Nonetheless, our data suggest that an increased VPD at higher temperatures
was not a consistent limiting factor for stomatal conductance and transpiration in W-facing
plants. Therefore, it is probable that these plants accumulate more assimilates compared to
E-facing ones in winter and early spring. Nonetheless, the fruit set and survival in non-
illuminated sections did not differ between the two sides (Figure 5). The differential effect
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on the two sides was observed only when supplemental illumination is applied. The above
indicate that the threshold for supporting additional fruit set and fruit in W-facing plants
can be reached earlier, i.e., with less added energy, as compared to E-facing plants. The
spring fruit yield and final plant biomass were compared separately for E- and W-facing
plants, and significant differences were indeed observed only for W-facing plants. The
differences in fruit yield were statistically significant only for LED-N, in line with the higher
fruit set observed for this illumination regime.

In conclusion, using cool-white Bioled lighting, we showed that both daytime (LED-D)
and edge-of-daytime (LED-N) intra-canopy illumination improved pepper fruit set and
fruit survival during the winter at passive conditions. Some additional benefit of LED-N
was observed, possibly relating to a longer photoperiod at these conditions. The differential
effect of the intra-canopy illumination on eastern- and western-facing plants exemplifies
the importance of greenhouse positioning and crop orientation, e.g., the model by [41],
and opens additional avenues of investigation for optimizing the use of supplemental
illumination under passive growth conditions. These, of course, will likely differ for
different crops, as well as for crops grown in different geographical regions of the world.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/plants11030424/s1, Figure S1: Daily minimal and maximal air temperature within the canopy,
Figure S2: Air temperature within the canopy on three representative days, Figure S3: Supplemental
intra-canopy illumination improves fruit set in the winter (experiment during 2018–2019), Figure S4:
Daily minimal and maximal air temperature.
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Abstract: Global population growth has increased food production challenges and pushed agri-
cultural systems to deploy the Internet of Things (IoT) instead of using conventional approaches.
Controlling the environmental parameters, including light, in greenhouses increases the crop yield;
nonetheless, the electricity cost of supplemental lighting can be high, and hence, the importance of
applying cost-effective lighting methods arises. In this research paper, a new optimal supplemental
lighting approach was developed and implemented in a research greenhouse by adopting IoT tech-
nology. The proposed approach minimizes electricity cost by leveraging a Markov-based sunlight
prediction, plant light needs, and a variable electricity price profile. Two experimental studies were
conducted inside a greenhouse with “Green Towers” lettuce (Lactuca sativa) during winter and spring
in Athens, GA, USA. The experimental results showed that compared to a heuristic method that
provides light to reach a predetermined threshold at each time step, our strategy reduced the cost by
4.16% and 33.85% during the winter and spring study, respectively. A paired t-test was performed on
the growth parameter measurements; it was determined that the two methods did not have different
results in terms of growth. In conclusion, the proposed lighting approach reduced electricity cost
while maintaining crop growth.

Keywords: Internet of Things (IoT); optimal control; supplemental lighting in greenhouses; image
processing

1. Introduction

The global population is predicted to grow to around 9.15 billion by 2050, which will
increase the amount of food that needs to be produced [1]. Furthermore, the limitations of
natural resources and productive land, as well as climate constraints raise concerns about
food security. The rising demand for food has attracted researchers’ attention towards the
application of Internet of Things (IoT) technology in agriculture. The IoT is a network of
physical objects that transfer data to other devices over the Internet [2]. Applying the IoT
in controlled environment agriculture (CEA) has reduced human effort, time, and cost
and resulted in yield improvements [3]. The IoT integrates several technologies such as
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), radio-frequency identification (RFID), cloud and edge
computing, and human–computer interaction (HCI) [4].

The application of the IoT in agriculture includes monitoring, control of agriculture
machinery, tracking and tracing, precision agriculture, and greenhouse production [3].
Monitoring and acquiring data about some environmental factors in crop farming such as
temperature, humidity, solar radiation, pest movement, and rainfall help to understand
the patterns and maximize farm production [5]. Other than crop farming, monitoring the
water quality, water level, and temperature levels in aquaponics is another application of
the IoT [6]. Furthermore, factors to be monitored in forestry [7] and livestock [8] are other
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applications of the IoT in agriculture. Although some strategies have been developed in
the area of monitoring, developing cost-effective methods is still an open area [3]. Both
manned and autonomous vehicles (such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)) can collect
useful data for farmers; they can also be remotely controlled through the IoT system [9].
Applying the IoT in tracking and tracing can improve agricultural companies’ supply
chain. Tracking is related to capturing, collecting, and storing data along the supply chain
from upstream to downstream, while tracing enables distinguishing the product from
downstream to upstream [10].

Another application of the IoT is in precision agriculture, that is a management
strategy that collects real-time data such as crop maturity, weather, air quality, etc., and
then analyzing the data to improve crop yields and reduce cost [11]. IoT technology could
be employed in greenhouses to maximize profit, reduce cost and labor, and save energy.
Several studies have considered applying WSNs in greenhouses for monitoring [12–14]. In
this study, we focus on the application of IoT technology in greenhouse production.

Supplemental lighting improves plant growth and contributes to higher yields in
CEA, in particular greenhouses. During rainy days or winter months, the overall amount
of sunlight that plants receive might not be sufficient for plant growth and development.
Therefore, supplemental lighting is often necessary for greenhouse fruit and vegetable
production. However, the electricity needed for greenhouse supplemental lighting amounts
to about 30% of the operating costs [15]. As a result, enhancing the cost effectiveness of
lighting with modern technologies plays an important role in the CEA industry.

Among various lighting types, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have proven to be more
effective, due to their dimming capability, which enables changing the intensity of the
output light to any continuous level [16]. On the other hand, the output light of high-
intensity discharge (HID) lamps only takes some quantized levels, thereby not considered
as the primary choice for optimal lighting strategies. Researchers have proposed rule-
based supplemental lighting control methods since 1994; the authors in [17] developed a
rule-based approach for HID lamps to reach a predefined light target within a specified
photoperiod. Light and shade system implementation (LASSI) is another control method
with an on/off control for HID lamps in combination with a sunlight prediction and
movable shades to achieve a constant DLI [18]. Another version of LASSI improved the
sunlight prediction, resulting in increasing the accuracy of lighting control [19].

In [20], the DynaLight system, an on/off control method for HID lamps, was de-
veloped. This system considers a leaf photosynthesis model, variable electricity pricing,
and weather forecast to reduce electricity cost while reaching a minimum daily sum of
photosynthesis. Nevertheless, the weather forecasts were provided twice daily at an hourly
resolution [20], which is not precise enough for proper optimization. Another version of
DynaLight for controlling HID lamps is called DynaLight IND, which is a multi-objective
optimization platform for optimizing artificial lighting in greenhouses [21]. For DynaLight
IND, an evolution strategy was proposed and compared with the original genetic algorithm
(GA) in DynaLight. The simulation results showed that the new version improved the GA’s
evolution efficiency and increased the computation speed compared to the original Dy-
naLight. However, other than simulations, there is a need to conduct practical experiments
to validate the properties of DynaLight IND [21].

The adaptive lighting method [22] is another rule-based control approach that re-
duces cost by adjusting the duty cycle of LEDs to reach a specified threshold based on
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) levels. Two general approaches were taken
in previous studies on supplemental lighting control with LEDs: either using real-time
sunlight intensity measurements to supply fixed PPFD levels [23,24] or assuming prior
information about sunlight intensity throughout the day [23]. Both of these perspectives
are faulty since sunlight intensity throughout the day is unknown and using the current
PPFD alone does not ensure reaching the daily light integral (DLI) or daily photosynthesis.
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In our prior studies [25,26], we developed optimal supplemental lighting strate-
gies for both LEDs and HID lamps in greenhouses, which significantly reduced the
electricity cost. We formulated the supplemental lighting control problem as a con-
strained convex optimization problem, and we aimed at minimizing the electricity
cost of supplemental lighting, while considering sunlight prediction, plant light needs,
and variable electricity pricing in our model. This strategy used a Markov model to
predict future sunlight intensities. The simulation studies showed that the proposed
method could reduce electricity cost significantly [25]. To control the light intensity of
HID lamps, we formulated a discrete constrained optimization problem, which was
solved using the method of multipliers and a reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm,
considering the Markov-based sunlight prediction [26]. Although we made sure to
provide sufficient light for good crop growth as the constraint of the optimization
problem, it is necessary to implement the method in the greenhouse and monitor plant
growth through experimental studies.

In the present paper, we implemented our proposed lighting strategy for LEDs in
a research greenhouse equipped with IoT technology. Lettuce was grown under two
treatments with different lighting control strategies over two seasons with low and high
natural light (winter and spring). To evaluate the proposed lighting control approach
in terms of plant growth, we collected data related to growth during both experiments.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) We implemented an optimal
supplemental lighting control strategy in a greenhouse equipped with IoT technology. (2)
We evaluated the advantages of our proposed optimal lighting method based on not only
the electricity cost, but also the plant growth through experimental studies.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

Photosynthesis is a photon-driven process. Thus, photosynthetic light levels are
measured as the photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) with units of µmol m−2 s−1.
The PPFD is the light-photon numbers in the photosynthetically active wavelength range
(400–700 nm) per square meter per second. The daily light integral (DLI) in mol m−2 d−1 is
the integral of the PPFDs over 24 h. To ensure sufficient growth for plants in greenhouses,
it is recommended that they receive a minimum amount of DLI during the photoperiod,
which is the time period each day (up to 24 h) during which plants receive light [23]. To
formulate the optimization problem, the relation between two important parameters in
plant photosynthesis was considered. These parameters are the PPFD and electron trans-
port rate (ETR), which is the number of electrons transported through photosystem II per
square meter of leaf area per second (with units of µmol m−2 s−1). The daily photochemical
integral (DPI) in mol m−2 d−1 is the integral of the ETRs over 24 h. Furthermore, the ETR
and PPFD generally have an exponential rise to a maximum relation. The authors in [23]
derived a relationship between the ETR and PPFD as:

ETR = a (1 − e−k×PPFD),

where a is the asymptote of the ETR and k is the initial slope of the ETR divided by a.
For “Green Towers” lettuce, which was used in this study, a = 121 µmol m−2 s−1, and
k = 0.00277 [23].

For many greenhouse crops, to guarantee high-quality production and adequate
growth, a minimum DLI is suggested. In some cases, a specific photoperiod must also
be achieved. However, the DPI and plant growth depend on the combination of the
DLI and photoperiod; longer photoperiods with the same DLI result in a higher DPI
and more biomass [27,28]. Therefore, the DPI is a better predictor of plant growth and
better suited for lighting optimization algorithms than the DLI. “Green Towers” lettuce
requires a DPI of 3 mol m−2 d−1, corresponding approximately to a DLI of 17 mol m−2 d−1

under ambient sunlight conditions [23]. The optimization problem was formulated to
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minimize the total amount of supplemental lighting cost to reach a specified DPI within a
specified photoperiod.

The theory behind the experiments considered in this study is based on the constrained
nonlinear optimization problem presented in [25], which is as follows:

min
x

f (x) =
T

∑
t=1

Ct

k

[
ln(

a
a − xt − st

)− st

]

subject to:
T

∑
t=1

(xt + st) ≥
D
m

xt ≥ 0 ; t = 1, 2, · · · , T

xt ≤ ULED ; t = 1, 2, · · · , T,

(1)

where xt is the ETR resulting from supplemental light provided by the LEDs at time step
t, st is the ETR resulting from sunlight, st is the PPFD received from the Sun, ULED is the
maximum ETR that can be achieved with LEDs, Ct is the electricity price in cents/kWh, D
is the minimum DPI needed for the plant during the entire photoperiod, m is the length
of each time step in seconds, and T is the number of time steps. The first constraint in (1)
guarantees supplying sufficient light to the plants to reach the recommended DPI, and the
other constraints define the ETR bounds according to the PPFD of LEDs.

A photoperiod of 16 h is common for greenhouse lettuce production and used to
illustrate the performance of the control strategy. The optimization problem was solved
at each time step (with the length of m seconds) during the allowed photoperiod for each
day, and supplemental light was provided up to the optimal PPFD calculated for that
time step. The process was repeated every m seconds time step, for a total number of
T = 16 × 3600/m when a 16 h photoperiod was used. The Markov-based predictive
values are substituted in (1), instead of the actual future sunlight intensities (which are not
obtainable in real time). For a detailed description on sunlight prediction using Markov
chains, we refer to our previous work [25]. Consequently, (1) can be demonstrated as:

minimize
x
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∑
t=i

Ct
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ln(
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a − xt − st

)− st

]

subject to:
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∑
t=i

(xt + st) ≥
D
m

−
i−1

∑
t=1

(xt + st),

xt ≥ 0; t = i, i + 1, · · · , T,

xt ≤ ULED; t = i, i + 1, · · · , T.

(2)

The optimization problem (2) was solved once before sunrise and once after sunset.
Throughout the day, (2) was solved repeatedly at each time step. The interested reader is
referred to [25] for more details on how to calculate the optimal lighting strategy.

2.2. IoT Structure

Four essential components of an IoT ecosystem include: (1) IoT devices; (2) communi-
cation technology; (3) the Internet; and (4) data storage and processing [3]. The description
of each component is provided as follows:

(1) IoT devices: IoT devices consist of embedded systems, which include microprocessors,
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and input/output interfaces that interact
with sensors and actuators [3]. In this study, a quantum light sensor was used to
measure sunlight irradiance in the greenhouse, and an infrared (IR) night vision
camera was deployed to monitor growth and calculate the projected canopy size
(PCS) (a morphological indicator of plant growth). A Raspberry Pi was also used as
the microprocessor, which was connected to the camera and the light sensor through
an analog-to-digital converter (ADC). Data were stored on the Raspberry Pi SD card
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and then transferred through WiFi. Reliability, portability, security, and cost were
taken into account while choosing the IoT devices;

(2) Communication technology: Communication technology in IoT systems can be catego-
rized based on the standards, spectrum, and application scenarios. In the deployment
of wireless connectivity, the range of the communication distance, data rate, security
and resilience, and cost of gateway modems are some of the parameters that should
be considered [3]. For our study, WiFi was chosen as the wireless technology with a
WLAN and WPA2 security;

(3) Internet: The connection between IoT devices and the Internet allows transferring
data towards a remote infrastructure for storage, processing, and further analysis.
Security, accessibility, and support for real-time data should be taken into account
while transferring data [3];

(4) Data storage and processing units: Data collected in agriculture applications can be in
different forms including images, text, audio, and video. Cloud IoT platforms have
been used to store big data collected from sensors. Some of the commercial platforms
that provide data storage and analysis are Onfarm systems, Cropx, KAA, Farmx,
Easyfarm, and Farmlogs [3]. In our experiment, data in the form of text and images
were stored on the Raspberry Pi SD card and retrieved remotely using WPA2 and
RealVNC software (RealVNC is available at https://www.realvnc.com/en/, accessed
on 20 November 2020).

2.3. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of the proposed lighting control approach in terms of
plant growth, as well as electricity cost, two experiments were conducted inside of a
research greenhouse for “Green Towers” lettuce in Athens, GA, USA. The experimental
unit consisted of a group of 15 plants in 10 cm2 pots on each bench. Those pots were filled
with a soil-less substrate (80% peat: 20% perlite (v/v) (Fafard 1P; SunGro Horticulture,
Agawam, MA, USA)). Plants were grown under two supplemental lighting treatments
(the proposed method and a heuristic one) and were manually irrigated every two or
three days with a nutrient solution containing 100 mg L−1 N made with a water-soluble
fertilizer (15N–2.2P–12.45K, Peters Excel 15–5–15 Cal-Mag Special; Everris NA Inc., Dublin,
OH, USA).

We compared the lighting electricity cost of our proposed method to two supplemental
lighting strategies: (1) baseline, which is also optimal and solves the optimization problem
(2) assuming perfect prior knowledge of sunlight throughout the day; (2) heuristic, in
which the goal was to supply enough supplemental light to reach a minimum PPFD, unless
the PPFD from sunlight alone exceeded the threshold. Thus, by the end of photoperiod, the
plants will have received enough supplemental light to reach a DPI greater than or equal to
the suggested quantity. In this method, sunlight prediction and real-time electricity price
are not taken into account. Since the assumption of perfect prior knowledge of sunlight
is not realistic nor practical, only the heuristic method and the proposed method were
implemented in the greenhouse to grow lettuce under those treatments and compare plant
growth. However, the simulation results related to the electricity cost for the baseline
method are provided and represent a theoretical optimal scenario.

Our control algorithms were implemented on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B (a low-cost,
small microprocessor) using the Python programming language. Raspberry Pi operates as
a control hardware to decide on how much supplemental lighting the plants need based
on the predicted sunlight. CVXPY, a domain-specific language (DSL) that enables solving
convex optimization problems with the high-level features of Python [29,30], was used to
calculate the optimal lighting (CVXPY is available at http://www.cvxpy.org, accessed on 1
January 2020).
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To develop the Markov model for sunlight prediction, sunlight data collected from
the NREL database [31] were taken as representative of the sunlight intensity outside our
greenhouse. Often, 40–70% of the sunlight PPFD represents the PPFD measured at a leaf
surface in a greenhouse because of the building materials of the greenhouse ceiling and the
sunlight radiation angle [32]. For the development of the Markov model, we considered
40% as the light transmission rate since the greenhouse had an internal shade cloth, which
was used to achieve low sunlight levels and facilitate lighting research. This model was
used in both experiments to predict sunlight based on real-time PPFD measurements by
a light sensor inside the greenhouse, underneath the shade cloth. These measurements
represent the amount of sunlight that reached the plants. The parameters used in our
optimization problem were similar to those considered in our prior study [25] and for the
type of LEDs used in the experiments (given in Table 1).

Table 1. Model and optimization parameters used in this work.

Variable Value Variable Value

a 121 µmol m−2 s−1 m 900 s

D 3 mol m−2 d−1 T 64

ULED 86.21 µmol m−2 s−1 k 0.00277

To measure the sunlight PPFD over the plant canopy in the greenhouse, an analog
full-spectrum quantum sensor (SQ-500-SS, Apogee instruments, Logan, UT, USA) with an
improved spectral range of 389–692 nm ± 5 nm was used. SQ-500-SS is a self-powered
PAR light sensor with a 0–40 mV output and calibration factor of 100 µmol m−2 s−1 mV.
Sunlight intensity was measured by the light sensor using a Python script every three
minutes, then averaged to be representative of sunlight at each time step (15 min). Since
the Raspberry Pi only reads digital inputs, the analog output of the sensor was converted
to digital using ADS1115, which is a high-precision 16 bit ADC. ADS1115 uses the I2C
communication protocol to read analog values; therefore, I2C should be enabled on the
Raspberry Pi before interfacing.

The supplemental lighting source used in our setup was the GE ArizeTM element
L1000 LED grow light bars with a 3:1 red-to-blue light ratio (HPPB4) and a power of 627 W.
Several methods of controlling the output signal of LED drivers are available; the 0–10
V dimming approach was used for our purposes. In this method, there is a near-linear
relationship between the dimming voltage of the LED driver and the output light of the
LED. To control the output light of the LEDs, two GPIO pins of the Raspberry Pi (GPIO
13 and GPIO 18) were used to generate two pulse-width modulation (PWM) signals. One
PWM signal controls the LEDs under the heuristic treatment, and the other one controls the
LEDs under the prediction-based treatment. These PWM signals of the Raspberry Pi need
to be amplified and filtered to become compatible with the dimming voltage of the LED
driver; thus, a signal-conditioning circuit (using the TL081 operational amplifier (op-amp))
was designed to supply the proper signal to the LED drivers. Based on the calculated
supplemental lighting strategy, the duty cycle of the PWM signals was determined by the
Raspberry Pi and converted to the compatible dimming voltage (control signal) for LED
drivers by the signal-conditioning circuit. At each time step (15 min), the control signals
for the two treatments were adjusted, thereby changing the output light of the LEDs.

Every morning, the Raspberry Pi automatically runs the Python code, which reads
real-time light sensor data, predicts future sunlight, solves the optimization problem, and
calculates the supplemental lighting for both treatments at each time step (every 15 min)
for a 16 h photoperiod. Once the photoperiod is over and plants receive sufficient light, the
LEDs are turned off.
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To monitor the plant growth and PCS for the two treatments, Arducam day–night
vision cameras were installed above the benches. The camera was mounted facing down-
ward above the crop. These cameras have an IR cut filter that switches automatically. The
filter is on for daylight color accuracy and off for IR night vision. Therefore, the camera can
take pictures at night in complete darkness using its small IR LEDs. Moreover, this camera
is an inexpensive choice (less than USD 30) for monitoring plant growth. Each camera
was connected to a Raspberry Pi, which was set to automatically take pictures every night
when the LEDs were off, so that there would be no sunlight or LED light interfering with
the plant images. Figure 1 shows the imaging setup.

Figure 1. Imaging setup built in the greenhouse.

We accessed the data related to supplemental lighting, sunlight, cost, and plant images
through real-time remote monitoring of the Raspberry Pi using WPA2 and RealVNC
software. Plant images were processed using PlantCV, which is an image analysis package
for plant phenotyping [33] (PlantCV is available at https://plantcv.readthedocs.io/en/
stable/, accessed on 20 November 2020). The PCS was measured by using a reference with
a known area and counting the number of detected leaf pixels.

Shown in Figure 2 is the experimental setup in the greenhouse. The light sensor was
installed above the LED fixtures so that it was not affected by the LED light and was
connected to the ADC. The ADC converts the analog measurements to digital, and hence,
the Raspberry Pi can read them. After predicting sunlight and solving the optimization
problem, the duty cycle of the PWM signals was determined and amplified. These control
signals were connected to the dimming wires of the LED driver, thereby changing the
output light of the LED. The camera was installed above the crops and connected to
the Raspberry Pi through a ribbon cable. The materials used in the proposed setup are
presented in Table 2.
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Figure 2. Experimental setup in the greenhouse.

Table 2. Main materials used in our experimental setup.

Item Details

plant “Green Towers” lettuce

lighting source GE ArizeTM element L1000 LED grow light bar

light sensor SQ-500-SS

microprocessor Raspberry Pi 3 Model B

signal-conditioning circuit TL081 op-amp, 24V DC power supply adapter, resistors, and capacitors

ADC ADS1115

camera Arducam automatic day/night camera module (model number: B003503)

The first experiment ran from 11 December 2020 through 28 January 2021, when
sunlight levels were low. The daily minimum temperature, max temperature, minimum
vapor pressure deficit (VPD), and maximum VPD inside the greenhouse were 12.4 ± 3.4 °C,
22.4 ± 2.8 °C, 0.46 ± 0.15 kPa, and 1.81 ± 0.63 kPa (mean ± SD), respectively. The CO2 level
was at the ambient level; the average DLI from sunlight under the shade cloth was 2.22 ±
0.6 mol/m2d, and the daily amounts are provided in Figure 3. The setup in Figure 2 was
installed, and three lettuce replicates for the heuristic method and three for the proposed
optimal method with six LEDs were considered. Figure 4 depicts the greenhouse section in
the first experiment. On each bench, 15 plants were grown as 1 experimental unit. This
section of the greenhouse was surrounded by windows except for the west wall, where the
cooling pad was. Therefore, the benches on the west side may received less sunlight late in
the day. It is also possible that the temperatures may have been slightly lower on the west
side due to the cooling pad. However, very little cooling was required in winter. Ambient
light and temperature can affect plant growth, and the treatments were blocked to account
for such effects. Further details are provided in the Results and Discussion Section. Plants
were harvested 49 d after seeding, and the proposed method was evaluated in terms of
both the electricity cost and plant growth.
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Figure 3. DLI from sunlight under the shade cloth during the first experiment.

For the imaging part, only two cameras were installed above the two benches, one
controlled by the heuristic method (Bench Number 8 in Figure 4) and the other one by the
prediction-based method (Bench Number 7 in Figure 4). Thus, we used two Raspberry
Pis in this experiment, one connected to a camera for taking pictures of one replicate
of the heuristic method and another to take pictures of the plant under the prediction-
based treatment and to control the output light of all six LED fixtures. During the first
experiment, the photoperiod started at 4:30 a.m. and ended at 8:30 p.m. At 8:30 p.m., the
LEDs turned off, and the camera automatically took images at 11:30 pm when there was
no supplemental light in the greenhouse. We obtained a variable hourly electricity price
profile from a website (https://www.ieso.ca/power-data, accessed 1 December 2019) and
scaled the numbers to account for the U.S. electricity prices based on government rates.
The electricity price profile considered in this experiment is given in Figure 5 and was the
same throughout the study.

Figure 4. Experimental units in the greenhouse under two different lighting treatments in the first
experiment. Plants on the pink benches were grown using the prediction-based lighting method, and
those on the blue benches were grown using the heuristic method.
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Figure 5. Variable electricity price in cents/kWh used in the first experiment.

Remark 1. The units of f in (1) are cents (kWh)−1 µmol m−2 s−1; therefore, a conversion factor
is needed to convert these units to cents/m2. Converting the PPFD of GE LEDs to kW m−2,
2.9 µmol J−1 (or equivalently 2.9 × 103 µmol (kW)−1 s−1) was performed [34]. Assuming the
length of each time step (15 min or 0.25 h), the conversion factor q is defined as:

q =
1

2.9 × 103 × 0.25. (3)

Therefore, q× f represents the electricity cost of supplemental lighting with units of cents/m2.

Other than the PCS, the leaf chlorophyll content index (CCI), anthocyanin content
index (ACI), specific leaf area (SLA), and shoot dry weight were measured to compare plant
growth for the two lighting approaches. The CCI and ACI were measured using chloro-
phyll and anthocyanin meters (CCM-200 plus and ACM-200 plus; Apogee Instruments,
Logan, UT, USA) on the uppermost fully expanded leaves at two different times, once
partway through the study and again near the end. Each time, 10 measurements on each
experimental unit (group of 15 plants) were collected. The average value of these measure-
ments was considered for each unit. A higher CCI can increase the light absorptance [35],
and the anthocyanins in leaves have a protective role against intense light [35].

The SLA was calculated by dividing the leaf area of a plant by the shoot dry weight.
For each experimental unit (15 plants), 3 plants were selected, and the total leaf area was
measured using a leaf area meter (LI-3100 leaf area meter; LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln,
NE, USA). When drying the plants in the oven, these three plants were placed separately
from the other plants. After drying them at 70 °C for 7 d, the shoot dry weight of each
group of plants was also measured, thereby achieving the SLA per plant. Furthermore,
dividing the total dry weight over the number of pots for each unit (15), we obtained the
shoot dry weight per plant.

A paired t-test (two-tailed form) was performed for each growth parameter to de-
termine if the two lighting methods had different results. In this test, each replicate was
considered to be a pair, and the mean values for the two treatments were compared. If the
p-value was less than the significance level (here, 0.05), the null hypothesis was rejected,
which means there was a significant difference between the two methods.

The second experiment was conducted using the same crop species in the same
place, from 2 April 2021 through 18 May 2021, when sunlight levels were higher than
in the first experiment. The minimum temperature, max temperature, minimum vapor
pressure deficit (VPD), and maximum VPD inside the greenhouse were 18.7 ± 1.5 °C,
25.8 ± 1.5 °C, 0.52 ± 0.21 kPa, and 1.86 ± 0.75 kPa (mean ± SD), respectively. The CO2
level was at the ambient level; the average DLI from sunlight under the shade cloth was
7.45 ± 3.11 mol/m2d, and the daily amounts are given in Figure 6. Not only were the
sunlight levels much higher than in the first experiment, they were also more variable, thus
increasing the potential benefits of an optimized lighting control approach.
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Figure 6. DLI from sunlight under the shade cloth during the second experiment.

This time, we experimented on more replicates, i.e., five replicates for each treatment,
which is represented in Figure 7. Plants were harvested 47 d after seeding. The same
hardware setup was utilized for this experiment; however, the PCS was monitored for
three replicates of each treatment using six Arducam cameras. The cameras were installed
above Bench Numbers 1 and 2, 7 and 8, and 14 and 15 (see Figure 7). Moreover, the lighting
control started at 5 am every day and ended at 9 pm. This change was made to ensure
that the photoperiod fully encompassed the natural photoperiod. Another different factor
compared to the first experiment was the use of a fixed electricity price (13.19 cents/kWh),
rather than real-time pricing. Considering real-time pricing is advantageous to reduce the
electricity cost of lighting. However, for the second experiment, we intended to use the
electricity price available to our research greenhouse, which is fixed. Measurements of the
growth parameters were repeated for the second experiment, and paired t-tests (two-tailed
form) were performed to accept or reject the null hypothesis.

Figure 7. Experimental units in the greenhouse under two different lighting treatments in the second
experiment. Pink color is an indicator of the prediction-based lighting method, while blue is for the
heuristic method.

3. Results and Discussion

First, we discuss the results of the first experiment. The lighting control performance
and sunlight prediction throughout different days with different sunlight levels are shown
in Figures 8–10. Figure 8 is representative of a rainy day with very low sunlight irradiance.
January 14th’s irradiance was close to a day with regular sunlight during that period,
and Jan 28th had a relatively high sunlight irradiance (presented in Figures 9 and 10,
respectively). The cost increase on each day compared to the baseline was calculated and
shown in Table 3. Moreover, the average of actual sunlight, its prediction, and supplemental
light for different methods were calculated throughout this experiment and displayed in
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Figure 11. Based on the results in Table 3, the cumulative cost increase for the heuristic
method was 5.45%, while for the prediction-based method, it was 1.06% compared to
the baseline. Therefore, our prediction-based lighting approach showed about a 4.16%
electricity cost reduction compared to the heuristic method throughout the first experiment.

Table 3. Cost of lighting control strategies in $/m2 per day for different days during the first experiment.

Day Baseline Cost Prediction-Based Method Cost Heuristic Method Cost
Increase Compared to Baseline Increase Compared to Baseline

December 24 0.39 0.0027 (0.7%) 0.0174 (4.46%)
January 14 0.33 0.0040 (1.21%) 0.0178 (5.39%)
January 28 0.27 0.0038 (1.41%) 0.0286 (10.59%)

cumulative cost 16.14 0.17 (1.05%) 0.88 (5.45%)

In the baseline approach, perfect prior knowledge of sunlight throughout the day
is assumed, which is not practical and only represents a theoretical optimal scenario. A
predictive model is not able to predict sunlight with 100% accuracy; therefore, the sunlight
information in the baseline approach is always more accurate than that in the proposed
method. In other words, the baseline is an ideal optimal scenario with the least electricity
cost, which is not practical. However, the prediction-based method is optimal and practical,
which resulted in a very close solution to the baseline (the global optimal solution of the
lighting problem). The heuristic lighting strategy generally provided more light than the
minimum DPI and resulted in extra supplemental lighting cost; thus, it is not optimal.

Figure 8. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for December 24th, a day
with a low sunlight level during the first experiment.
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Figure 9. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for January 14th, a day
with a moderate sunlight level during the first experiment.

Figure 10. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for January 28th, a day
with a high sunlight level during the first experiment.
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Figure 11. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for the whole period of
the first experiment (49 d) as an average.

Some of the images taken by our setup (see Figure 1) are shown in Figure 12. The top
images were taken of the plants under prediction-based lighting, and the bottom images
were taken of the plants under the heuristic lighting method. The left pairs in Figure 12
were captured 32 d after seeding (January 11th), and the right pairs were captured at the
end of the experiment (January 28th). Arducam took the left images of each pair at night in
darkness, and then, the images were transferred to a computer through the VNC viewer.
Hence, we could access the images remotely and in real time via WiFi. Using the PlantCV
package, the images were analyzed, and the PCS was measured by thresholding, thereby
resulting in the right images of each pair in Figure 12.

Figure 12. The original and the processed images on Day 32 and the last day of the first experiment.
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The results of the statistical analysis on all growth parameters are provided in Table 4.
The p-value for all parameters was greater than 0.05; consequently, the means of the two
treatments were almost equal for each growth parameter (especially shoot dry weight,
which was the most important growth parameter). Therefore, the proposed approach
did not affect the plant growth adversely or positively. We calculated another parameter,
which was the total dry weight divided by the total electricity cost (in cents/m2), for
each approach. This parameter includes both cost and growth information, which for the
prediction-based method was 0.0797 (g/cent) and for the heuristic method was 0.0738
(g/cent), a 7.4% reduction. Hence, the proposed optimal lighting approach resulted in a
reduction of the electricity cost and did not affect plant growth adversely.

Table 4. Results of the paired t-test on the growth parameters during the first experiment.

Measurement
Mean
(Prediction-
Based)

Mean
(Heuristic)

Standard
Deviation
(Prediction-
Based)

Standard
Deviation
(Heuristic)

Standard
Error
(Prediction-
Based)

Standard Error
(Heuristic) p-Value t-Value

CCI/January 11th 16.36 17.1 2.84 1.68 1.64 0.97 0.40 1.06

CCI/January 28th 24.06 22.93 1.94 1.42 1.12 0.82 0.33 1.26

ACI/January 11th 4.86 4.91 0.45 0.13 0.26 0.08 0.82 0.25

ACI/January 28th 5.56 5.58 0.64 0.17 0.37 0.1 0.96 0.06

SLA per plant
(cm2/g) 114.17 117.67 3.66 11.7 2.11 6.76 0.54 0.73

shoot dry weight
per plant (g) 2.89 2.79 0.41 0.36 0.24 0.21 0.8 0.28

Figures 13–15 show the performance of the lighting strategies and sunlight prediction
throughout different days with different sunlight levels in the second experiment. Figure 13
is representative of rainy days with low sunlight irradiance compared to the mean irradi-
ance in April. April 7th irradiance was close to a day with regular sunlight during that
period, and May 6th had high sunlight irradiance (presented in Figure 14 and Figure 15,
respectively). The cost increase in each day compared to the baseline was calculated and
shown in Table 5. Moreover, the average of actual sunlight, its prediction, and supplemen-
tal light for different methods were calculated throughout this experiment and displayed
in Figure 16. Based on the results in Table 5, the cumulative cost increase for the heuristic
method was 62.86%, while for the prediction-based method, it was 7.74% compared to the
baseline. Our prediction-based lighting approach showed about a 33.85% electricity cost
reduction compared to the heuristic method throughout the second experiment.

Some of the images taken by our setup (see Figure 1) during the second experiment
are illustrated in Figure 17. The left pairs were captured 33 d after seeding (May 4th),
and the right pairs were captured at the end of the experiment (May 18th). The PCS was
measured using PlantCV package, and we monitored the plant growth remotely via WiFi
in real-time, the same method as the first experiment. The average of the PCS for those
replicates that had a camera was measured for each treatment and shown in Figure 18.

Other than the lighting approach, different temperatures and ambient light in the
greenhouse had at most minor effects on our results, since our treatments were blocked to
account for east to west environmental gradients within the greenhouse.
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Figure 13. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for April 15th, a day
with a low sunlight level during the second experiment.

Figure 14. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for April 7th, a day with
a moderate sunlight level during the second experiment.
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Figure 15. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for May 6th, a day with
a high sunlight level during the second experiment.

Figure 16. Performance of lighting control strategies and sunlight prediction for the whole period of
the second experiment (47 d) as an average.
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Table 5. Cost of lighting control strategies in $/m2 per day for different days during the second
experiment.

Day Baseline
Cost

Prediction-Based Method
Cost Increase Compared to
Baseline

Heuristic Method Cost
Increase Compared to
Baseline

April 7 0.16 0.0085 (5.31%) 0.14 (87.5%)

April 15 0.21 0.0135 (6.43%) 0.11 (52.38%)

May 6 0.06 0.0015 (2.5%) 0.21 (350%)

cumulative
cost 9.49 0.73 (7.69%) 5.96 (62.8%)

Figure 17. The original and the processed images on Day 33 and the last day of the second experiment.
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Figure 18. Average PCS for the two treatments during the last 23 d of the second experiment.

The results of the statistical analysis on the growth parameters for the second exper-
iment are provided in Table 6. The p-value for all parameters was greater than 0.05,
except for the SLA (t(4) = 3.37, p = 0.03). The SLA was greater for the proposed
strategy (µ = 131.24, σ = 8.1 cm2/g per plant), compared to the heuristic method
(µ = 116.69, σ = 7.34 cm2/g per plant). However, this difference was not necessarily
due to a true biological effect. It was more likely due to a Type I error. Thus, the statistical
analysis did not show meaningful differences in plant growth between the two treatments.
The total shoot dry weight divided by the total cost for the prediction-based method was
0.2166 (g/cent), while for the heuristic method, it was 0.1475 (g/cent), 32% lower. Hence,
the proposed strategy resulted in a higher efficiency than the heuristic method in terms of
electricity cost together with plant growth.

Table 6. Results of the paired t-test on the growth parameters during the second experiment.

Measurement
Mean
(Prediction-
Based)

Mean
(Heuris-
tic)

Standard
Deviation
(Prediction-
Based)

Standard
Deviation
(Heuris-
tic)

Standard
Error
(Prediction-
Based)

Standard
Error
(Heuris-
tic)

p-Value t-Value

CCI/May 7th 9.81 10.54 0.80 0.73 0.36 0.33 0.19 1.98

CCI/May 18th 12.19 11.80 1.40 0.76 0.63 0.34 0.62 0.54

ACI/May 7th 3.63 3.67 0.22 0.14 0.1 0.06 0.77 0.32

ACI/May 18th 4.1 4.02 0.16 0.25 0.07 0.11 0.49 0.75

SLA per plant
(cm2/g) 131.24 116.69 8.1 7.34 3.62 3.28 0.03 3.37

PCS per plant
(cm2) 241.93 246.06 14.42 32.99 8.33 19.05 0.78 0.33

shoot dry weight
per plant (g) 2.95 3.04 0.45 0.42 0.2 0.19 0.06 2.64
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Both experiments validated that the prediction-based method can reduce cost while
maintaining plant growth. As shown in Figures 3 and 6, the sunlight levels were much
lower during the first study compared to the second study; therefore, more supplemental
light was provided to reach the minimum DPI during the first study, which resulted in
a higher electricity cost (for both approaches). Since the dry weight at the end of the
experiments was almost the same, the total dry weight/total cost was lower for the first
study. The difference in the DLI from sunlight also affected the electricity cost savings of
the proposed method for the two experiments. During the first study, the DLI was very low,
and that resulted in providing so much supplemental light to satisfy the light requirements
of the plants with both lighting approaches (the heuristic and the proposed method). The
heuristic method provided the greatest benefits when the light levels are variable, both in
the short term (15 min) and longer term (day to day). Thus, there was not a huge difference
in the cost of the lighting methods. However, during the second study, the DLI levels were
much higher, and much less supplemental lighting was needed to reach the minimum
lighting requirement. Hence, the proposed method reduced the cost by a higher percentage
in the second study (33.85% compared to 4.16%).

The cost profile in the second experiment was a fixed price, since we wanted to
consider the actual conditions in our research greenhouse. The simulation results in our
previous work [25] showed that the proposed method with variable electricity pricing
contributed to a cost reduction in different months of the year. If we used a variable cost
profile for the second study, as well as the first one, the cost reduction in the second study
would have been even higher.

The proposed strategy for controlling supplemental lighting significantly differs
from the previous approaches. Most of the previous approaches that were mentioned
in the Introduction Section are rule-based methods and do not use sunlight prediction
[15,17,22]. Among all the methods proposed for HID lamps, the DynaLight system and
DynaLight IND are the most efficient ones since they use weather forecast, a photosynthesis
model, and a variable electricity profile. However, these methods are still not optimal
because providing the weather forecasts twice daily is not enough to obtain the optimal
lighting strategy, and for the improved version of this system (DynaLight IND), practical
experiments should be conducted to validate its efficiency [20,21]. On the other hand, our
proposed method was evaluated through both simulations and practical experiments.

A study on an adaptive control approach for LEDs [15] showed that a method similar
to the heuristic method reduces the cost of supplemental lighting, compared to two other
rule-based methods. In the present paper, we concluded that the prediction-based approach
reduced the cost significantly compared to the heuristic method. Therefore, our strategy
outperformed the other methods by taking advantage of the sunlight predictive model,
the minimum DPI requirement, and variable electricity pricing. The shortcoming of our
method is that the sunlight predictive model uses the mean value of the historical data at
the beginning of the day, and for rainy days with too low sunlight levels, this may result in
overestimating sunlight. Therefore, this approach may not perform as expected in this case.

There has been much research on growing lettuce with 24 h photoperiods [36].
Nonetheless, this practice has not (yet) been adopted by the industry, where photoperiods
of 16–20 h are more commonly used. To make our research relevant to the greenhouse
industry, we decided to use a photoperiod that is commonly used in commercial green-
houses. The energy savings that can be realized may indeed depend on the photoperiod
that is used. Our lighting optimization protocol was formulated in such a way that any
photoperiod can be used, and it is not specific to a 16 h photoperiod.

Finally, we note that lighting can provide a substantial amount of heat to a greenhouse;
but the effects of more efficient lighting methods and greenhouse heating requirements are
often ignored. A major challenge is that the interaction between lighting and heating is
location specific and requires advanced models to estimate [37]. We thus opted to focus
solely on lighting costs in this study.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, a new optimal approach was developed and implemented for supple-
mental lighting control in greenhouse environments using IoT technology. This method
solves an optimization problem to satisfy plant light needs using Markov-based sunlight
prediction and variable electricity pricing. Two experimental studies during two different
seasons in the same greenhouse were conducted, where the proposed lighting approach
was validated in terms of electricity cost reduction (4.16% reduction during the winter
study and 33.85% during the spring study) while maintaining plant growth.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ACI Anthocyanin content index
ADC Analog-to-digital converter
CCI Leaf chlorophyll content index
CEA Controlled environment agriculture
DLI Daily light integral
DPI Daily photochemical integral
DSL Domain-Specific Language
ETR Electron transport rate
FPGA Field programmable gate array
GA Genetic algorithm
HCI Human–computer interaction
HID High-intensity discharge
IoT Internet of Things
IR Infrared
LASSI Light and shade system implementation
LED Light-emitting diode
PCS Projected canopy size
PPFD Photosynthetic photon flux density
PWM Pulse-width modulation
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RFID Radio-frequency identification
RL Reinforcement learning
SLA Specific leaf area
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
VPD Vapor pressure deficit
WSN Wireless sensor network
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Abstract: Pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins are part of the systemic signaling network that perceives
pathogens and activates defenses in the plant. Eukaryotic and bacterial species have a 24-h ‘body
clock’ known as the circadian rhythm. This rhythm regulates an organism’s life, modulating the activ-
ity of the phytochromes (phys) and cryptochromes (crys) and the accumulation of the corresponding
mRNAs, which results in the synchronization of the internal clock and works as zeitgeber molecules.
Salicylic acid accumulation is also under light control and upregulates the PR genes expression,
increasing plants’ resistance to pathogens. Erwinia amylovora causes fire blight disease in pear trees.
In this work, four bacterial transcripts (erw1-4), expressed in asymptomatic E. amylovora-infected
pear plantlets, were isolated. The research aimed to understand how the circadian clock, light
quality, and related photoreceptors regulate PR and erw genes expression using transgenic pear lines
overexpressing PHYB and CRY1 as a model system. Plantlets were exposed to different circadian
conditions, and continuous monochromic radiations (Blue, Red, and Far-Red) were provided by
light-emitting diodes (LED). Results showed a circadian oscillation of PR10 gene expression, while
PR1 was expressed without clear evidence of circadian regulation. Bacterial growth was regulated by
monochromatic light: the growth of bacteria exposed to Far-Red did not differ from that detected in
darkness; instead, it was mildly stimulated under Red, while it was significantly inhibited under Blue.
In this regulatory framework, the active form of phytochrome enhances the expression of PR1 five to
15 fold. An ultradian rhythm was observed fitting the zeitgeber role played by CRY1. These results
also highlight a regulating role of photoreceptors on the expression of PRs genes in non-infected and
infected plantlets, which influenced the expression of erw genes. Data are discussed concerning the
regulatory role of photoreceptors during photoperiod and pathogen attacks.

Keywords: light quality; photosensors; host-pathogen interaction; resistance genes; gene regulation;
bacterial growth; Erwinia amylovora; circadian rhythms; optogenetics

1. Introduction

Erwinia amylovora causes fire blight, a disease of agronomic and economic importance
that affects many Rosaceae species, primarily pear and apple trees. Bacteria penetrate
the plant mainly through the flowers and can also enter leaf tissue through wounds [1].
During plant-pathogen interaction, a dialogue occurs between the two organisms: the
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plant synthesizes molecules for the signaling system and defense; in contrast, the pathogen
synthesizes molecules to break down the barriers of the host and mimic plant hormones.
In the beginning, under favorable climatic conditions, the pathogen inserts through the
intercellular spaces of parenchyma. Afterward, it colonizes the xylem vessels causing
extensive damage with the final death of the plant [2]. The necrotic parts of the plant
become brown as if they had been burned by fire [3].

During the infection process, pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins are part of an ar-
ticulated systemic signaling network active in plants to perceive pathogens and activate
defenses. The necrotic lesion induces the expression of a set of pathogenesis-related genes.
PR1 gene, one of the 17 PR gene families, has frequently been used as a marker for sys-
temic acquired resistance (SAR) in many plant species [4–6]. In the immunization stage,
necrosis-causing pathogen when infects a leaf usually provokes the formation of a localized
dry, necrotic lesion that limits pathogen spread and provides local resistance. This step
is also referred to as hypersensitive response (HR) [7]. Accumulation of salicylic acid
(SA) is also associated with this stage. SA is an endogenous plant hormone whose levels
increase after pathogen infection. SA can induce the expression of PR1 [8]. Increases in
SA and SA-inducible PR proteins are associated with disease resistance at several levels,
not just with the SAR response. A phloem-mobile signal then moves from the immunized
leaf to the rest of the plant to establish SAR. The perception of the mobile signal in the
uninoculated leaves results in the expression of the same set of PR genes as induced around
the primary infection site. When the plant is challenged with a second virulent pathogen,
the plant responds as if that was an avirulent one because of the rapid accumulation of
the PR1-transcripts [9]. However, there are indications that several of the PR genes are
expressed at basal levels in plants without any pathogen attack. Moreover, studies showed
that SA is also crucial for sustaining basal levels of genes associated with resistance re-
sponses, including PR1, and keeping the defense system primed in the absence of pathogen
attacks [4,10–13]. Remarkably, when PR genes are not expressed this leads to a higher
susceptibility to infectious agents [5].

The PR10s defense-related proteins are a ubiquitous class of intracellular in contrast
to the extracellular nature of most PR proteins [14]. Most of them are induced upon
microbial attack by fungal elicitors, wounding, and stress stimuli, as with most of the
other PR-protein families. PR10 proteins are also expressed in a tissue-specific manner
during development and some PR10 proteins show constitutive expression patterns [15,16].
PR10s have been attributed a ribonuclease-like function due to sequence homology with
ribonucleases (RNase) [17]. However, only some PR10 proteins have been proposed to
possess RNase activity [18]. In addition, they have also been shown to respond to plant
hormones, including jasmonic acid (JA), and abiotic stresses such as salt and drought [18].

Plant defense responses at the site of the bacterial infection are elevated, accumu-
lation of SA occurs and the transcription of PR1 is induced in light [19]. The PR1 light
dependency and the execution of HR confirm that these responses are closely associated
and that light regulation already takes place early in this SA-dependent signaling path-
way [7]. Phytochromes are crucial photoreceptors and are involved in the modulation of
the PR1 expression by light. The absence of both PHYA and PHYB strongly reduces the
expression of PR genes upon treatment with SA, with a more significant influence of PHYB
deficiency [5,7,20]. Phytochrome signaling strongly modulates the response of endogenous
SA [5]. There is a strict light dependency of gene expression of PRs and the HR process. HR
lesions are often correlated with the induction of PR genes and are also light modulated.
HR is strongly reduced by the absence of phytochromes and amplified in an SA-dependent
manner in the psi2 mutant [5].

Moreover, photoreceptor proteins such as cryptochromes (CRYs), which are Blue
light (BL) photoreceptors homologous to photolyases, seem to be involved in pathogen
response. Proteomics study identified proteins with altered expression related to defense,
stress, and detoxification in cry1 mutant [21]. CRY1 positively regulates SAR, indeed, in
Arabidopsis, the inactivation of the CRY1 gene has a mild influence on the SA accumulation
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and determines a reduction of the PR1 expression; in contrast, the overexpression of this
gene CRY1 significantly enhances the expression of PR1 [22]. Furthermore, other studies
showed that in mutants of COP1 (constitutive photomorphogenesis 1), COP9, and DET1
(De-etiolated 1), which are part of the CRY1 signaling pathway, PR genes were highly
up-regulated [23,24].

Prokaryotes have evolved a repertoire of photosensory proteins that determine changes
in the external light and regulate cell physiology in a light-dependent manner [25]. Bacterial
photoreceptors include proteins with a bilin-type chromophore (bacteriophytochromes) for
sensing red light (RL) and far-red light (FRL) [26]. Moreover, they include proteins with
photosensory domains for BL such as BLUF (BL sensing using flavin adenine dinucleotide
[FAD]), LOV (light, oxygen, or voltage), PYP (photoactive yellow protein), and cryp-
tochrome/photolyase (Cry/PHR) superfamilies, green- or blue-light-absorbing microbial
rhodopsin [27,28]. In plant-associated bacteria, the number of candidate photoreceptors
varies: Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B728a and Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000
have two bacteriophytochromes (BphP1 and BphP2) and one LOV domain-containing
histidine kinase (LOV-HK) [29]; anoxygenic phototrophs, such as Methylobacteria, can
contain between 3 and 16 photosensory proteins [30].

In the Enterobacteriaceae, there is only one report indicating the presence of a bphP
gene in Enterobacter cloacae [31]. At the same time, several studies show that these bacteria
are sensitive to irradiation treatments with wavelengths in the range of visible, violet, and
blue light [32–34]. So far, no gene encoding photosensory protein has been identified yet in
the plant pathogenic Enterobacteriaceae species E. amylovora, and there is no evidence that
the growth, phenotype, or virulence of this pathogen is affected by the light.

In this work, four E. amylovora genes (erw) were isolated that could be used as a marker
to monitor the initial phase of the infection in asymptomatic plants. To investigate if the
circadian internal clock, the light quality, and the related photoreceptors autonomously reg-
ulate the abundance of PR1 and PR10 transcripts, in vitro-cultured plantlets of Iranian pear
cultivar Dar Gazi-wild type (wt), Dar Gazi-phyB (transgenic plant overexpressing Arabidopsis
phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1 (transgenic plant overexpressing tomato CRY1) were exposed to
different circadian experimental conditions, and continuous BL, RL, and FRL, emitted by
light-emitting diodes (LED).

Transcriptional changes in host and pathogen gene expression during early E. amylovora
infection indicated that both plant PRs and bacterial erw genes were temporarily expressed
and differentially regulated. The results reported in this work indicate that photoreceptor-
mediated signals regulate the expression of specific plant and pathogen genes in pear
plantlets infected by E. amylovora.

2. Results
2.1. Effect on the Monochromatic Light on the Growth of E. amylovora In Vitro

To evaluate the effect of the monochromatic light on the cell growth of E. amylovora
strain Ea273, the microorganism was cultivated in shake flasks under light and temperature-
controlled conditions. All cultures were inoculated at the same initial optical density
(OD600 = 0.1), with cells from precultures grown in the darkness and in the late exponential
phase of growth to minimize the impact of the inoculum on the lag phase of growth. The
results reported in Figure 1 indicate that the monochromatic light has had several effects
on the growth of this microorganism. Significant differences were observed using OD600
as an indirect measure of the cell growth and comparing the OD600 values at the end of
the growth (on, overnight; 18–24 h after the inoculum). Under the same cultivation con-
ditions (inoculum, temperature, rotation speed, incubation time), the highest cell density
(OD600 = 4) was achieved for cultivating strain Ea273 under continuous RL (Figure 1).
This value was approximately 1.4-fold higher than the one obtained in darkness and 1.2-
and 1.3-times higher than the one obtained under FRL and BL. Under BL, the decelera-
tion/decline phase started at least 3 h earlier (8 h after the inoculum), but no significant
difference was observed compared to the OD600 values at t = 11 and t = on (Figure 1). The
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latent growth phase was shorter (approximatively 1 h) under FRL compared to darkness
(Figure 1). The growth profile under RL showed a prolonged exponential phase (up to t = 8),
a prolonged latent phase (up to t = 4), and a higher growth rate in the late phase of growth
after the diauxic shift (between 10 and 11 h after the inoculum; Figure 1). These results
indicate that monochromatic lighting can modulate the growth pattern of E. amylovora
independently from the presence of the plant stimuli.
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Figure 1. The effect of monochromatic light on the growth of E. amylovora Ea273 in shake flask
cultures. The data are representative of three independent experiments with three biological and two
technical replicates. Error bars represent the SD. The number of asterisks adjacent to the symbols, at
the same time point, indicates significant differences between different growth conditions (Student’s
t-test, p ≤ 0.05).

2.2. E. amylovora Causes Tissue Necrosis in In Vitro Pear Dar Gazi Plantlets

The in vitro grown Iranian pear cultivar Dar Gazi wild type (wt) inoculated with
E. amylovora, showed oxidative stress in the central cylinder and the cortex of the basal
portion of plantlets (Figure 2a). The stems resulted in characteristic signs of HR that cause
rapid cell death in the vicinity of the infection point (Figure 2a). These observations are
consistent with Electrical Conductivity (EC) measurements, where high values reflect the
plasma membrane disruption. An ion leakage three-fold higher was detected in Dar Gazi-wt
infected vs non-infected (Figure 2b).
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Figure 2. Oxidative activity in inoculated pear plantlets. (a) A schematic representation of the oxidative activity in inoculated
plantlets with necrotic sections in the stem (upper panel) and necrotic progression from the central cylinder to the cortex,
indicated by yellow arrows in the leaf (lower panel); (b) Representative data of the electrolyte leakage of inoculated and
non-inoculated Dar Gazi-wt. Electrolytic conductivity dramatically increased in plants after bacterial inoculation. Error
bars represent the SD of three independent experiments, each with three biological replicates. Asterisks indicate significant
differences of inoculated vs non-inoculated plants (Student’s t-test, p ≤ 0.05).

2.3. Molecular Marker for E. amylovora Infection

A previous study demonstrated that the expression of the chloroplastic gene psbA
in the pear cultivar Harrow Sweet is linked to the effects of E. amylovora infection [35].
Analysis of psbA expression in inoculated and not-inoculated pear Dar Gazi shoots revealed
the presence of unexpected amplicons when we used, as a template, cDNA synthesized
with a psbA-specific primer using mRNA extracted from inoculated plants (Figure 3a).
The bacterial retrotranscript products were not detected when the cDNA was prepared
from non-inoculated shoots or when the cDNA was synthesized using oligo d(T)8-12.
Sequencing the PCR products indicated that all of the sequences belonged to E. amylovora
(sequence identity > 99%). The 1056-bp amplicon, named erw1, contains gene sequences
encoding: the C-terminal domain of a putative cyclopropane-fatty-acyl-phospholipid
synthase (CFAS), an enzyme with synthase and methyltransferase activity involved in
the fatty acid biosynthesis; the N-terminal domain of a predicted lipoprotein with an
unknown function containing a DUF3833 domain. The 925-bp amplicon (erw2) contains
the sequence encoding of the predicted Major Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) transporter.
These transporters facilitate the transport across cytoplasmic or internal membranes and
represent one of the two major classes of transport proteins involved in the protection
against endogenous and exogenous toxic compounds in fungi [36]. The 519-bp amplicon
(erw3) corresponds to the 3′-half of the erw1 amplicon and contains the sequences encoding
the DUF3833 domain-containing protein. The 384-bp amplicon (erw4) contains sequences
encoding an MFS transporter of the sugar porter (SP) family, the most prominent family of
MFS transporter [37]. Gene-specific primers were designed to amplify the same four genes:
erw1, CFAS; erw2, MFS transporter; erw3/ erw1, DUF3833 protein; erw4, SP MFS transporter.
Gene expression analysis was carried out on mRNA extracted from different sections of
the asymptomatic pear plantlets (24 h after the infection). The qPCR results indicated that
erw2 was expressed in the basal section up to the middle section (4-9 mm), while erw1
was expressed in the low- and mid-section (Figure 3b). In contrast, the expression of erw3
and erw4 occurred mainly in the mid- and high-section of the plantlet (Figure 3b). This
data indicates that, for improving the interaction with the different colonized tissues, E.
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amylovora modulates the expression of its genes during the internal movement through the
vascular system.
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Figure 3. Identification of erw genes: (a) Electrophoretic profile of the retrotranscription products (erw1-4) obtained from the
cDNA synthesized using a psbA gene-specific primer with mRNA from E. amylovora-infected plantlets, panel; (b) Spatial
differential expression in pear tissue of the E. amylovora genes revealed using the erw genes-specific primers.

2.4. PR1 and PR10 Expression in Dar Gazi-wt

To highlight the role of the internal clock in regulating the in vitro expression of
PR1 and PR10 genes in Iranian pear cultivar Dar Gazi-wt, AtPHYB and LeCRY1 overex-
pressed lines; plantlets were initially exposed to a photoperiod of 16 h/8 h (light/darkness,
Figure S1). In Dar Gazi-wt, the expression of the PR1 gene was not oscillatory, keeping
an almost constant level of expressed transcripts throughout the day. The level of PR1
transcripts was, less than PR10 transcripts during the day, irrespective of the lighting
conditions. PR10 showed an oscillatory state that would seem to be influenced by the
circadian rhythm. The results reported in Figure 4 shows a peak expression after 2 h of
exposure to darkness, a tendency to decrease after 6 h of darkness, a strong reduction in the
first 2 h of exposure to light and faint up-regulation after 10 h of exposure to light, followed
by and a subsequent down-regulation of expression (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. PR1 and PR10 expression in Dar Gazi-wt. The results are presented after normalization with
ef1A. The average was generated by two biological replicates run in triplicate. Error bars represent SD.
Within the sampling time point, the asterisk indicated a statistically significant difference compared
to the highest values of each gene (Student’s t-test, p ≤ 0.05). The bars under the horizontal axis show
the light and dark periods, respectively.
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When plantlets were exposed to continuous light (Figure S2), the expression of the PR1
was approximately doubled after 24 h (Figure 5a) while the expression of the PR10, instead,
decreased to around zero. This behavior has prevented the peak of expression to be visible
after 2 h of exposure to darkness, although a small peak after 10 h of light was observed.
Therefore, the expression profile of PR10 would seem to be independent of the internal
clock since the course no longer follows the oscillations previously seen during alternating
darkness and light. In fact, in the absence of environmental time cues, circadian rhythms
should persist with a period close to 24 h. Under conditions of continuous darkness
(Figure 5b and Figure S2), PR10 expression was stimulated and showed an oscillatory
profile that partially resembles what had been observed under photoperiodic conditions.
Under continuous darkness, PR1 remains at lower levels than PR10, showing the same
expression behavior detected during constant light.
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Figure 5. PR1 and PR10 expression in Dar Gazi-wt plantlets: (a) in 24 h continuous light (WL); (b) in 24 h continuous
darkness. The results are presented after normalization with ef1A. Data shown as the average of two biological replicates
run in triplicate, with error bars representing SD. For each single gene expression pattern, values with different letters
significantly differ according to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least significant difference (LSD) tests (p ≤ 0.05).
Uppercase and lowercase letters are referred to as PR1 and PR10, respectively.

2.5. PR1 and PR10 Expression in CRY1 and PHYB Overexpressing Lines in WL

Data for the PR1 expression in the plantlets of Dar Gazi-cry1 line indicate that the
photoreceptor CRY1 plays a role in the regulatory system of this gene (Figures 6 and S3).
Under darkness, in the plantlets of this line, the detected transcripts increased up to 3 times
those detected in the plantlets of Dar Gazy-wt. Moreover, a semi-oscillatory rhythm would
seem to be evocated by the increased presence of CRY1 in the plantlet tissues, strongly
upregulating the expression of PR1. From these results, it was evident that BL plays a role
as overexpressed CRY1 emphasizes this aspect. The role of RL turns out to be different than
that of BL, as can be seen in the plantlets of the PHYB-overexpressing line (Figure 6). The
peak expression of PR1 during the darkness period was approximately 8-fold greater in the
transformed lines relative to the wt-line, comparable to that detected in the plantlets of the
Dar Gazi-cry1. During the light period, the behavior of gene expression in the plantlets of
Dar Gazi-phyB is similar to that seen in plantlets of the Dar Gazi-wt. During darkness, even
in the plantlets of Dar Gazi-phyB the PR1 transcripts level was significantly higher than in
the plantlets of Dar Gazi-wt (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. PR1 expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1. Results are presented
after normalization with ef1A. Data shown as the average of two biological replicates run in triplicate,
with error bars representing SD. At each time point, values with different letters significantly differ
according to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least significant difference (LSD) tests (p ≤ 0.05).
The bars under the horizontal axis show the light and dark periods.

The analysis of PR10 gene expression indicated that, in the plantlets of the three Dar
Gazi lines, the overexpression of each photoreceptor gene drastically reduces the amount
of transcript detected (Figures 7 and S3). Furthermore, the oscillatory rhythm detect in the
plantlets of Dar Gazi-wt results was almost repressed. However, in the overexpressing of
PHYB plantlets, expression was maintained in the first 2 h of darkness.
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Figure 7. PR10 expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1. Results are presented
after normalization with ef1A. Data shown as the average of two biological replicates run in triplicate,
with error bars representing SD. At each time point, values with different letters significantly differ
according to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least significant difference (LSD) tests (p ≤ 0.05).
The bars under the horizontal axis show the light and dark periods.

Under continuous light, although the transcription rate of the PR1 gene in the plantlets
of the Dar Gazi-cry1 was higher than that in plantlets of the Dar Gazi-wt, the behavior of
transcription was different than under photoperiodic conditions (Figure 8a). A faint
increase in the amount of transcript was detected after 24 h of exposure to continuous
light. On the other hand, the PR1 gene expression course in the plantlets of the Dar Gazi-
phyB, under exposure to constant light, was similar to that detected under photoperiodic
conditions (Figure 8a).
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Figure 8. PR1 expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1: (a) in 24 h continuous light, panel; (b) in 24 h
continuous darkness. Results are presented after normalization with ef1A. Data shown as the average of two biological
replicates run in triplicate, with error bars representing SD. At each time point, values with different letters significantly
differ according to the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and least significant difference (LSD) tests (p ≤ 0.05).

In conditions of continuous darkness, the transcription levels of the PR1 gene were
strongly increased in the tissue of Dar Gazi-cry1 and Dar Gazi-phyB. In contrast, the level
of transcript detected in the Dar Gazi-wt was very low but did not differ from that seen in
continuous light and under photoperiodic conditions (Figure 8b). The highest amount of
transcript in the Dar Gazi-cry1 plantlets was found after 2 h of exposure to the darkness,
thereafter, the amount of transcript decreased (Figure 8b). The highest amount of transcript
in the plantlets Dar Gazi-phyB was found after 10 h of exposure to darkness, but after 24 h,
the amount of transcript was the lowest (Figure 8b). Thus, the darkness condition induces
always-high PR1 gene transcription levels in the plantlets of the Dar Gazi-cry1. A similar
trend was also observed in the plantlet of Dar Gazi-phyB, even if at a reduced level.

Under continuous light and darkness, the PR10 gene expression level was dramati-
cally reduced in plantlets of both transgenic lines (Figure 9a). In the plantlets of the Dar
Gazi-wt, an oscillatory behavior was detected, more pronounced in continuous darkness
than continuous light (Figure 9b). The results suggest that the overexpression of the pho-
toreceptors, irrespective of light conditions, strongly inhibits the expression of the PR10
gene. The amount of transcript detected in the plantlets of the Dar Gazi-wt indicates that
the physiological expression of photoreceptors could play a relevant role in permitting the
oscillatory expression of the PR10 gene.
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2.6. PR1 and PR10 Expression in Dar Gazi-cry1 and Dar Gazi-phyB in RL, FRL, and BL

Studying the role of photoreceptors in the regulation of the expression of the PRs,
phytochrome has a pivotal role in regulating the internal clock and the perception of the
photoperiod. The expression level of the PR1 gene in plantlets Dar Gazi-phyB exposed
to continuous RL increases to the highest rate (Figure 10a and Figure S3). Moreover, the
expression of this gene shows an oscillating trend. On the other hand, in the tissue of Dar
Gazi-wt and Dar Gazi-cry1 plantlets, the transcript level was constant, at a very low level of
expression. Therefore, the photoconversion of phytochrome from the inactive (Pr) to the
active form (Pfr) should play a permissive role (Figure 10a,b).
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Figure 10. PR1 expression in plantlets of Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1: (a) in 24 h continuous RL, panel;
(b) in 24 h continuous FRL, panel; (c) in 24 h continuous BL, panel. Results are presented after normalization with ef1A.
Data shown are the average of two biological replicates run in triplicate, with error bars representing SD. At each time point
values with different letters significantly differ according to the analysis of the variance (ANOVA) and least significant
difference (LSD) tests (p ≤ 0.05).

As determined by exposing plantlets to continuous FRL (Figure 10b), the inactive form
of phytochrome inhibits the expression of the PR1 gene in Dar Gazi-phyB plantlets. The
inactive form of phytochrome, and probably the amount of PHYB protein, either generates
or allows an oscillatory behavior of the expression of the PR1 gene in the plantlets of wt-line
and the plantlets of Dar Gazi-cry1. The expression of PR1 in Dar Gazi-cry1 increases at a
high level after 10 h of continuous FRL. Results, therefore, show that PR1 expression was
promoted by CRY1 activity the and the circadian rhythms are present again.

Under continuous BL conditions (Figure 10c), the highest level of PR1 expression in
Dar Gazi-cry1 plantlets was reached after 6 h of exposure to light. An oscillatory behav-
ior appeared in plantlets of Dar Gazi-wt, while in plantlets of Dar Gazi-phyB a very low
expression rate without any oscillatory behavior was observed.

The regulation of PR10 expression under continuous RL was very similar in Dar
Gazi -wt and Dar Gazi-cry1 plantlets (Figure 11a). An oscillatory transcriptional behavior
was observed in both lines of plantlets, although when this behavior is compared to
photoperiodic conditions (Figure 11a). In the Dar Gazi-phyB plantlets, the trend of oscillatory
behavior is different In particular, after the 6th hour, an autonomous behavior was observed
(Figure 11a).
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Figure 11. PR10 expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1: (a) in 24 h continuous RL, panel; (b) in 24 hh
continuous FRL, panel; (c) in 24 h continuous BL, panel. Results are presented after normalization with ef1A. Data shown
are the average of two biological replicates run in triplicate, with error bars representing SD. At each time point values with
different letters significantly differ according to the analysis of the variance (ANOVA) and least significant difference (LSD)
tests (p ≤ 0.05).

When exposed to continuous FRL, the transcriptional profile of PR10 in plantlets of
Dar Gazi-wt resemble an oscillatory behavior analogous to that observed in photoperiodic
conditions (Figure 11b). This is not the case for the plantlets of the two transgenic lines,
that show a different behavior, but are analogous between themselves (Figure 11b). The
rate of gene expression observed in Dar Gazi-cry1 indicates that the presence of CRY1 is
required for the upregulation of this gene.

An analogous oscillatory behavior appears in plantlets of both transgenic lines when
exposed to continuous BL (Figure 11c), while in Dar Gazi-wt not oscillatory behavior was
observed. Comparing the rate of the PR10 gene expression of the plantlets of Dar Gazi-cry1
under FRL with BL, it is surprising that the behavior was not the same. The hypothesis
could eventually explain this divergent behavior, that the gene expression’s promoting role
is mainly regulated by phytochrome, and only partly co-regulate by cryptochromes.

2.7. CRY1 Overexpressing Line Is More Resistant to Fire Blight

Plantlets were observed for 96 h after the inoculation of E. amylovora to detect necrotic
tissues. Necrosis symptoms appeared only in the shoot apex of Dar Gazi-wt plantlets after
36 h from the inoculation (Figure 12). After 96 h, the progress of necrosis that affected
the entire stem was visible. In the plantlets of Dar Gazi-phyB, necrosis was detected in
several leaf nodes throughout the stem only after 48 h from the inoculation (Figure 12).
Surprisingly, Dar Gazi-cry1 plantlets better tolerated the pathogen infection showed necrotic
tissues after 72/96 h (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Sintomatology of bacterial infection. White arrows indicate the necrotic stem area.

Gene expression analysis showed that transcript levels of PRs were more significant
in photoreceptor over-expressing plantlets than in Dar Gazi-wt plantlets, indicating an
increased capacity to counteract the infection (Figure 13). At the same time, the expression
profile of erw genes indicated that only erw1, coding for CAFS, was expressed during
the first 12 h after the infection. In addition, erws transcript levels were also greater
in plantlets over-expressing photoreceptors than in Dar Gazi-wt plantlets, suggesting a
dynamic interaction occurring during the bacterial invasion of host tissues (Figure 13).
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Figure 13. PR1, PR10, and erw1-4 expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1 plants, grown under 16/8 h
light/darkness, at 12, 24, 36, and 48 h after the pathogen inoculation. Results are presented after normalization with ef1A.
Data shown are the average of two biological replicates run in triplicate, with error bars representing SD.

3. Discussion

Plants have evolved to coordinate their activities with the day-night cycle by Earth’s
rotation. Direct responses to light and darkness are essential, but, in addition, biological
clocks have evolved to time biological processes. Circadian rhythms result from the
interaction between the internal oscillatory system and the receptors of environmental
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cues such as photoreceptors that usually help reset the biological clock to a 24-h day-night
cycle. Many environmental (i.e., temperature) and internal cues (i.e., starvation) function
as zeitgebers for the rhythms, but photoperiod and light quality are among the most
important ones in plants. There is no other environmental factor in any climatic region of
comparable importance for the immediate control of annual and daily cycles [38].

3.1. Regulation of PR Genes by Circadian Rhythms and Photoreceptors

This research shows that the expression of the PR10 gene is partially regulated by
the internal biological clock, while photoreceptors mainly control the PR1 gene. The
expression of the PR10 gene in plantlets exposed to continuous RL and FRL under a
16/8 h photoperiod (Figure 7) maintained an oscillatory pattern, which appeared to be
controlled by the circadian rhythm (Figure 11a,b). In contrast, the transcript of the PR1
gene appeared to be independent of the oscillator and dependent on the photoreceptor’s
activities. These agree with the observations by Genoud et al. [5] on the effect of single and
multiple nil mutants in the light perception (phyA and phyB) and the light-signal processing
(psi2, phytochrome signaling) on the interaction between A. thaliana and the pathogen
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato single and multiple mutants’ nil in light perception (PHYA
and PHYB) and light-signal processing (psi2, phytochrome signaling).

In these mutants, the growth of an incompatible bacterial strain of this pathogen was
enhanced in the double mutant phyAphyB and decreased in the psi2 mutant under darkness
and dim light conditions [20]. The last mutant increased the light signal transduction
regulated by PHYA and PHYB [39]. Similarly, the results of this work demonstrated that
the overexpression of PHYB and CRY1 is associated with an upregulation of the Dar Gazi
PR1 (Figures 6 and 8).

Salicylic acid (SA) induces pathogen-related gene expression and accumulation of
related proteins, and its production also depends on the light regime [40]. Phytochromes
are required for the expression of the PR1 protein [19]. In Dar Gazi-phyB, the expression of
PR1 was dependent on the phytochrome. When the plantlets were exposed to continuous
RL an up-regulation of PR1 was observed (Figure 10a); in contrast, in plantlets exposed to
continuous FRL, the expression of this gene was inhibited (Figure 10b). When the plantlets
were exposed to FRL and BL, a co-participation of the cryptochrome into the regulation
system was also observed (Figure 10b,c).

Although in this study, free SA was not measured, it is known that the SA levels
oscillate throughout the day in a circadian rhythm [41], so a fine coordinated regulation of
PR1 gene between this hormone and photoreceptors pathways could be strongly hypoth-
esized, and it will be the challenge for the further investigation. It has been shown that
transcription of PR genes during plant defense involves a key transcriptional regulator
of SA signaling known as Nonexpressor of Pathogenesis-related protein 1 (NPR1). The
inactive NPR1 oligomers monomerize in the cytosol after an SA-induced change of the
cell’s redox state, and a circadian oscillation occurs, peaking at night [42]. The state of
monomers allows NPR1 to be translocated to the nucleus where they interact with TIMING
OF CAB2 EXPRESSION 1 (TOC1), an evening circadian clock gene, and TGACG-BINDING
FACTORs (TGAs), leading to the expression of defense-related genes involved in the set-up
of plant immune defense, including PR genes [42–45]. The oscillatory rhythms of TOC1
mRNA expression were associated with parallel oscillations in histone acetylation [46].
NPR1 forms an activator complex with histone acetyltransferases (HATs) HAT1 and HAT5.
Through NPR1–TGA interaction, the complex is recruited to chromatin finally relaxing
genomic DNA and facilitating PRs transcription activation [47].

The obtained data suggest that the PRs clock-associated regulation is co-regulated by
the photoreceptors phytochrome and cryptochrome, maybe functionally as elements of
regulator-Zeitlupe systems. In fact, in overexpressing PHYB gene plantlets, a circadian
oscillation is observed when exposed to a continuous RL (Figures 9 and 10). The results
indicate that this behavior is red/far-red reversible. When plantlets are exposed to FRL
and BL, a co-participation of cryptochrome into the regulation system was also observed.
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In overexpressing phyA cherry plants, Cirvilleri et al. [48] concluded that the induction
of PRs gene is strictly dependent on light quantity and quality, inducing plant resistance to
Pseudomonas syringae pv. mors-prunorum. Therefore, the relationship between biological
clock and overexpression of PHYB and CRY1 was tested under different light qualities to
unravel their role on PRs gene expression pear cv Dar Gazi.

In a previous study, a possible link between PR1 and light was postulated [40]. How-
ever, until now there has been a gap of knowledge around the role of the internal clock in
the PR1 regulome. The effects of many biotic and abiotic stress, including pathogen infec-
tion, salt tolerance, UV irradiation, and ozone stress, have been investigated in PR10 gene
expression [49]. These stresses have been shown to activate PR10 gene expression, suggest-
ing their importance during plant defense responses. Plant hormones and related signaling
molecules have been reported to regulate PR10 gene expression, including jasmonic acid,
salicylic acid, abscisic acid [50], kinetin, and auxin [51].

3.2. Light Plays a Role in E. amylovora Growth

Under standard laboratory conditions, a non-photosynthetic micro-organism is grown
in the darkness, and the possible effects of light on its growth and physiology are neglected.
This practice is strongly consolidated, and, for this reason, microbial culture equipment
(static and shaken incubators) is not provided with a light control system in the standard
configuration. In contrast, there are several studies on non-photosynthetic bacteria associated
with humans, plants, and animals (i.e., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Pseudomonas syringae, and
Xanthomonas) indicating that chemical (quorum sensing), and light (photosensing) signals
affect the growth pattern, infectivity, and virulence of these bacteria through common
regulatory pathways [30,52] Data presented in this work provide the first evidence that
the spectral distribution of the light affects the growth of E. amylovora under laboratory
conditions. This preliminary result provides novel prospects in studying the impact of
spectral quality on the lifestyle of this phytopathogen and its interactions with the plant host.

3.3. Cryptochrome Increase the Defense against the Attack of E. amylovora

In this paper, four E. amylovora genes were identified that can be used to monitor
the diffusion of the pathogen in pear vascular tissues during asymptomatic and symp-
tomatic periods (Figure 3). Quantitative expression analyses revealed several interesting
features: the expression of the erw genes was modulated during the internal movement of
the pathogen through the plant vascular system (Figure 3); the activation of these genes
occurred at specific times during the infection, the temporal expression pattern was depen-
dent upon the pear genotype (Figure 13). In both Dar Gazi transgenic lines, the expression
of erw2, erw3 and erw4 was advanced by 12 h compared to Dar Gazi-wt, from 24 h to 12 h
for erw2; 36 h to 24 h for erw3 and erw4 (Figure 13). Twelve h after the infection, the
transcript levels of erw1 in Dar Gazi-wt and Dar Gazi-phyB were similar and increased in
the same proportion between 12 h and 24 h (Figure 13). These data suggested that, in
infected Dar Gazi-wt and Dar Gazi-phyB tissues, the growth pattern and the number of E.
amylovora cells per plant mass unit were comparable. The early activation of erw2 and the
increased erw2/erw1 ratio at 24 h in Dar Gazi-phyB vs. Dar Gazi-wt were dependent on the
overexpression of PHYB in the transgenic line (Figure 13).

In contrast, 12 h after the infection, the mRNA expression level of erw1 in the transgenic
Dar Gazi-cry1 line was about two-fold higher than in Dar Gazi-wt, and this difference
remained constant up to 48 h (Figure 13). These data indicated that the overexpression
of CRY1 stimulated E. amylovora growth in pear tissues and altered the expression of
the other erw genes. Noteworthy, in Dar Gazi-phyB, the expression of erw2 and erw4
remained constant between 12 h and 48 h (Figure 13). At 48 h, there was no significant
difference in the expression levels of the four erw genes between Dar Gazi-wt and Dar
Gazi-phyB (Figure 13). In contrast, in the Dar Gazi-cry1 line, the transcript levels of erw1,
erw2, and erw3 significantly increased between 36 h and 48 h, reaching the maximum
relative abundance. In comparison, the expression of erw4 had a maximum at 36 h and
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decreased between 36 h and 48 h (Figure 13). These data indicated that the plant-pathogen
interactions occurring during the pathogen invasion were differentially affected by the
alterations of the phytochrome- and cryptochrome-modulated signals resulting from the
overexpression of PHYB and CRY1.

In the pear tissue, pathogen invasion generated oxidative stress in the central cylinder
and the cortex accompanied by a widespread disruption of the plasma membrane that
developed from the basal portion to the apex of the plantlets (Figure 2a). In Dar Gazi-wt,
the necrosis symptoms appeared 12–36 h earlier than in transgenic lines (Figure 12).

Interestingly, in the plantlets over-expressing the photoreceptors, the transcript levels
of PR1 and PR10 were higher than in Dar Gazi-wt (Figure 13). Independently from the
pathogen load estimated by the erw genes expression data, it should be noted that there
was a correlation between the PR transcript level and the appearance of necrosis symptoms.
Delayed symptoms occurred in the Dar Gazi lines, such as Dar Gazi-cry1 (Figure 12),
in which higher PR1 and PR10 transcription levels were observed (Figure 13). It was
demonstrated that a wide range of endogenous and exogenous (a)biotic factors, including
pathogen attack, accumulation of salicylic acid, and abiotic stress, can regulate temporally
and spatially the expression of PR genes [53,54] and the secretion and accumulation of
the corresponding proteins in the apoplastic space or the vacuoles [55]. The results of this
work demonstrate that the accumulation of the PR proteins can interfere with the dynamic
interaction occurring during the E. amylovora invasion and delay the infection of the pear
host tissues.

It is known that the protein product of the Far-red Insensitive 219/Jasmonate Resis-
tant1 (FIN219/JAR1) functions as a jasmonic acid (JA)-conjugating enzyme responsible for
the synthesis of the Jasmonic Acid-isoleucine (JA-Ile), the physiologically active form [56].
Under BL, FIN219 plays a role in the regulation of phenotype development and bacterial
resistance [57,58] and how it occurs under FRL, it interacts with CONSTITUTIVE PHOTO-
MORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1), down-regulating also the levels of COP1 and up-regulating
the levels of HY5 [59]. COP1 is involved in the negative control of nitrate reductase activity
in Arabidopsis cop1 mutant, reducing the availability of nitrogen [60]. The availability
of nitrogen resulted responsible for both Arabidopsis resistance to E. amylovora, i.e., under
nitrogen limitation, the resistance decreased due to the lower apoplastic reactive oxygen
species (ROS) accumulation and increased expression of E. amylovora hrps genes [61,62].
Moreover, cryptochromes may work together with phytochromes to modulate plant de-
fense responses. In Arabidopsis, CRY1 positively regulates the inducible resistance to P.
syringae pv. tomato. The local resistance is down-regulated in the cry1 mutant; in contrast,
in plants overexpressing CRY1, the PR1 gene expression is enhanced, and the resistance
is significantly up-regulated [22]. These results agree with the increased expression level
observed in Dar Gazi-cry1 compared to in Dar Gazi-wt, where a significant increase of
expression was already detected at 12 h from inoculation, for both PR1 and PR10 genes.

Although, many key molecular factors involved in the plant-pathogen interaction,
from the plant perception of the pathogen (P/MAMPs, PRRs) to the activation of the
PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI), and the Effector triggered immunity (ETI), are already
known [63,64], in E. amylovora-infected plants, the regulation of the photoreceptors by the
interaction with the major phytohormones, SA, JA, and ethylene remains to be explored.

3.4. Agronomic Relevance

In a fruit orchard, the canopy dimension dynamically changes, and, consequently,
the spectral distribution of the incoming radiation varies widely, as the light penetrates
and scatters within the tree canopy due to the structure and optical properties of plant
organs [65,66]. In general, the spectral modifications of light inside the tree canopy have
a crucial role in growth partitioning among fruit and shoots, affecting the allocation to
developing fruits in plant growth and fruit quality [67]. The effects of modification of the
CRYs and PHYs abundance and photosensitivity of plants in response to the changing
light on cross talks during host-pathogen interaction remain to be studied in fruit trees,
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and the molecular mechanisms underlying the interaction of monochromatic light with
plant and bacteria remain poorly understood because they are influenced by environmental
conditions. Results obtained in experiments in vitro, with pure cultures of E. amylovora
Ea273 strain (Figure 1), and in vivo, with infected transgenic Dar Gazi lines (Figure 12),
clearly indicated that the quality of the light and the photoreceptor-mediated signals affect
the growth of the pathogen and its infectivity and aggressiveness. In this respect, the use
of the LED technology can be valuable to develop new procedures for sustainable and
non-invasive control of this pathogen.

These findings also have great economic importance because PR1 is used as a look-
out pathogen presence. During the period of fruit conservation in dark conditions, an
interruption of these light conditions through BL flesh could repress the insurgence, the
development, and bacterial proliferation. Even if there are not many studies on PRs and
woody fruit crop plants, it has recently been presented that genetically engineered phy-
tochrome A cherry plants showed the highest level of tolerance to Pseudomonas syringe pv
mors-prunorum, when compared to the wild type plants [48].

Finally, one of the four plant food allergens, the Bet v 1 superfamily, contains ten
pathogenesis-related proteins [68]. Our findings could be further explored to study the
regulation of this allergen-related protein and the relative reduction of its presence and
accumulation by modulating the lighting during the post-harvest fruit conservation.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Plant Material, Medium Composition, Growth Conditions, and Bacterial Strain

An in vitro-cultured plantlets system of Pyrus communis L. cv Dar Gazi was used to
evaluate if the internal clock autonomously regulates the abundance of PR1 and PR10
transcripts. Plantlets of three different lines: Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1
were submitted to different circadian experimental conditions and continuous BL, RL- and
FRL conditions. Fluorescent WL was used as a control.

The two transgenic lines Dar Gazi-phyB and Dar Gazi-cry1 were obtained starting from
leaf explants of in vitro established cv Dar Gazi-wt co-cultivated for 20 min on MS liquid
basal medium with two different A. tumefaciens strains (A, B) prepared as described below.

The disarmed A. tumefaciens (A) strain EHA 105, contained the helper plasmid
pTiBo542 and the binary vector pROKB (kindly provided by Whitelam, Leicester Uni-
versity, England), harboring the neomycin phosphotransferase II (nptII) gene under the control
of nos promoter and the A. thaliana cDNA PHYB gene under the control of the cauliflower
mosaic virus 35S RNA (CaMV 35S) promoter. The disarmed A. tumefaciens (B) strain EHA
105, contained the helper plasmid pTiBo542 and the binary vector pBI12 (also provided by
Whitelam), harboring the neomycin phosphotransferase II (nptII) gene under the control of nos
promoter and Lycopersicum esculentum cDNA CRY1 gene under the control of the CaMV
35S promoter. Vectors were introduced into EHA 105 using freeze-thaw transformation of
Agrobacterium and Escherichia coli as described by [69]. For both transformation experiments
A. tumefaciens, was cultured overnight at 28 ◦C on a shaker at 80 rpm in 10 mL liquid
Luria-Bertani (LB) [70] medium, prepared with 1% LB containing Bacto-Tryptone, 0.5%
Bacto-yeast extract, 1% NaCl, 0.1% glucose with 100 mg L−1 of kanamycin added when
the temperature arrived at 45◦ C for selecting bacteria carrying the binary plasmid. After
10 min of centrifugation at 3200× g, the pellet was resuspended in MS liquid medium with
3% (w/v) sucrose, and subsequent dilutions were done to reach a final concentration of
around 0.3 (OD600).

After the co-cultivation, the leaf explants were transferred to a regeneration medium
containing 100 mg L–1 acetosyringone (40-hydroxy-3,5-dimethoxyacetophenone) and incu-
bated in a controlled environment chamber at 23 ◦C for two days. Cefotaxime (200 mg L−1)
was added to all media, to eliminate Agrobacterium. The transformed green shoots were
picked out from callus tissue (assisted by a stereoscope) and moved to QL0 medium [71]
with 10 mg L−1 of kanamycin added (Figure S4a). The final selection was carried out onto
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QL0 medium added with 100 mg L−1 of kanamycin, subculturing every 8–10 days to select
putative transgenic lines (Figure S4b).

4.2. Molecular Confirmation of the Transgene Insertion

The selected shoots were subcultured four/five times for rapid and clonal multiplica-
tion onto the PQL1 media contained the same composition present in PQL0 and enriched
with 0.7 mg L−1 BAP.

Based on the assumption that genes encoding for the same proteins in different species
show conserved domain with a high degree of identity, divergent regions between pear
PHYB gene and AtPHYB, and between pear CRY1 and LeCRY1 were selected to design
specific primers. The selected regions were checked against bacteria genes as well and
they did not match any homologous eukaryotic sequences of genes present in data banks.
AtPHYB and LeCRY1 sequences, expected product sizes and annealing temperatures used
to detect each gene are presented in Table S1.

PCR amplification tests were conducted to test to validate the insertion of both genes
on plantlets of selected lines (Figure S4c). For DNA extraction procedure, from 100 mg leafy
shoot tissues, and PCRs chemicals and amplification profile have been using the procedure
reported in previous work [72]. Amplification products were visualized on agarose gels
(1.2%, w/v) and 10 µg mL−1 of ethidium bromide (Figures S6 and S7).

4.3. E. amylovora In Vitro Experiments

E. amylovora strain Ea273 was obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC
number 49946). The strain was stocked at −80 ◦C in LB plus glycerol 25% (v/v) and
precultured in LB broth at 30 ◦C under agitation (150 rpm) in the absence of light. The
growth was monitored by turbidimetric measurements (OD600).

Seed cultures in the late exponential phase of growth [OD600 of 4.5–4.8] were used
to inoculate 100 mL of LB medium (initial OD600 of 0.1), to evaluate the effect of the light
quality on the growth. The inoculated broth was grown in 500-mL Erlenmeyer flasks
in an INFORS HT Multitron incubator equipped with monochromatic LED lights of the
appropriate spectral wavelength. The growth was carried out under constant temperature
(30 ◦C) and agitation (180 rpm), in continuous light or darkness, and was monitored over a
24-h period. All experiments were carried out in triplicate and included three biological
and two technical replicates.

4.4. Growth Conditions and Sampling

PR1 and PR10 expression of each line, Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1, was
evaluated in plants grown in vitro according to Abdollahi et al. (2004) [2] at 22 ◦C and under
a 40 µmol m−2 s−1 WL. For the light experiments, plants were then placed under different
light conditions: WL (100 µmol m−2s−1), RL (25 µmol m−2 s−1), FRL (25 µmol m−2s−1) or
BL (25 µmol m−2 s−1) obtained using specific LED lamps. Light quality and quantity were
measured with an EPP 2000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer (StellarNet Inc., Tampa, Florida, USA).
Plants were harvested as reported in supplemented Figures S1–S3.

4.5. RNA Isolation and Quantification

A pool of plants of the three different lines was ground with mortar and pestle in liquid
nitrogen. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, two independent total RNA extrac-
tions were performed from each pool using the kit NucleoSpin RNA plant (Macherey-Nagel),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA was treated using Invitrogen™
TURBO DNA-free™ Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Milano, Italy) to remove DNA contamina-
tion. The nucleic acid purity was analyzed by Thermo Scientific™ NanoDrop™ 2000/2000c
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and samples with 260/280 and 260/230 nm
absorbance ratios greater than 1.8 nm were used for the following experiments.
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4.6. cDNA Synthesis and qRT-PCR

According to the manufacturer’s instructions, total RNA was retro-transcripted em-
ploying gene-specific primer and random primers of Invitrogen™ SuperScript™ II Reverse
Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). cDNA was used as a template for qRT-PCR re-
actions. The PCR reactions were performed in technical triplicates with the LightCycler
480 SYBR Green I Master reagent using the LightCycler® 480 Instrument (Roche, Italy)
in 96-well reaction plates. PCR conditions were: one cycle at 95 ◦C for 5 min, followed
by 40 cycles of 95 ◦C for 15 s and 60 ◦C for 30 s. At the end of the PCR, to confirm the
presence of a unique amplicon, the melting curve was evaluated and a single peak in every
reaction was observed. Relative template abundance was quantified using the standard
curve method [73] and the Elongation Factor 1-Alpha (Accession: AY338249.1) was used as a
reference gene for expression normalization. PCR efficiency was estimated using six-point,
10-fold, diluted standard curves. Means from two independent replicates were subjected to
SD calculation and Student’s t-test. The primers were designed using the Primer3 software
web version 4.1.0 (Table 1).

Table 1. The sequences of primers of PRs pear genes and erw genes, used in the qRT-PCR reactions.

Primer Name Forward Reverse Amplicon Size (bp)

ef1A GTTCGAGAAGGAGGCTGCTGAG CGAACTTCCACAGGGCAATGTCA 119

PR1 CTCGAGCAGCAGTAGGCGTTG CATGTTGGTTGGCGTAGTTTTGT 180

PR10 AGGAGACATTGAAATTAAGGAAGAA AGTTGTATGCGTCGGGGTGGT 167

erw1 GCGATTACCATCAGCGAAGAAC CCCATCTCAAACTGGTCAACAAC 161

erw2 GCTGGTGCTTGCTGTTGTTTC GGACGCTTTCAGTTCGTGTGT 103

erw3 CTGTTACTGACGCTTTGCCTGT CCGCTGTAATCCTGTACCATCC 140

erw4 ACCCTGTTCGTCTGTTTCCTTG CGATCCACTCTTGTTGATGAGG 130

4.7. Ion Leakage Assay

Dar Gazi-wt infected with E. amylovora were collected 24 h after the inoculation and cut
at the basal side which was submerged in the media. Plants were washed in de-ionized
water twice and placed in 25 mL of de-ionized water. Each time point had triplicate samples
for infected and non-infected plants. Solution conductivity was measured using a hand-
held conductivity meter, Type RS 180-7127 (RS Components), at the indicated times after
plant collection.

5. Conclusions

The main findings of this study shed light on the role of light quality and reveal
a possible mechanistic control of photoreceptors on the signaling transduction that ac-
tivates the plant genetic resources to respond to the E. amylovora pathogen attack via a
large array of transcription factors. CRY1 has an agonistic role in the activation of PR
genes, during the interaction of host-pathogen, and an antagonistic role in the E. amylovora
growth. These results suggest that a possible escape signal joined to circadian and ul-
tradian rhythms could be connected to the regulome of PR proteins synthesis under BL
and their photosensor, which might play a relevant role in plants grown in an orchard.
Moreover, the results provide new knowledge on fire blight control methods targeting
the plant light regulation systems. The sensitivity of the E. amylovora to monochromatic
radiation could use LED technology for sustainable and non-invasive pathogen control.
New scenarios in plant pathology control systems through th77e defense gene activation
by light and negative regulation of pathogen virulence could be operational in the frame of
optogenetic control [74].

To our knowledge, no previous study has addressed the effect of the environmental
spectral quality’s radiation constraints on the activation of the genes involved in plant-
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pathogen interaction. It remains to be found whether or not SA, JA, and ethylene genes
play a role in the blue-light signaling (COP1, HYH, SPA1) and if they have a regulatory
relationship with CRY1. Future studies could focus on the use of light quality, in particular
BL, as an elicitor to set up protection methods for fruit crop trees, in the nursery and
orchard, against fire blight.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/plants10091886/s1, Figure S1: Representative scheme of the sampling time point used to
evaluate the PR genes expression in Dar Gazi-wt grown under white light, Figure S2: Representative
scheme of the sampling time point used to evaluate the PR genes expression in Dar Gazi-wt exposed
for 24 h under continuous lightness (a) and continuous darkness (b), Figure S3: Representative
scheme of the sampling time point used to evaluate the PR genes expression in Dar Gazi-wt, Dar
Gazi-phyB and Dar Gazi-cry1 plants grown in exposed for 24 h under continuous WL, RL, FRL or
BL, Figure S4: Dar Gazi events of regenerations after 25 days in dark condition (a). Shoots were
transferred to the medium, containing kanamycin, to select putative transgenic lines, and subcultured
four/five times for rapid and clonal multiplication (b). The medium used for the in vitro selection of
regenerated buds was enriched with 100 mg/L Kanamycin. (c) Plantlets of transgenic lines during
proliferation state, Figure S5: Detection of ef1A gene fragments in cDNA of Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-
phyB, and Dar Gazi-cry1 plants (a). M: Ladder; WT: Dar Gazi-wt; phyB: Dar Gazi-phyB; cryI: Dar
Gazi-cry1; B: Blank. Detection of NptII gene fragments in cDNA of Dar Gazi-wt, Dar Gazi-phyB, and
Dar Gazi-cry1 plants (b). M: Ladder; WT: Dar Gazi-wt; phyB: Dar Gazi-phyB; cryI: Dar Gazi-cry1; B:
Blank, Figure S6: Detection of AtPHYB, using specific primers for A. thaliana PHYB that amplify the
AtPHYB gene fragments only in cDNA of Dar Gazi-phyB plants (a). M: Ladder; WT: Dar Gazi-wt;
phyB: Dar Gazi-phyB; cryI: Dar Gazi-cry1; B: Blank. Detection of LeCRYI, using specific primers for
L. esculentum CRYI that amplify the cryILE gene fragments in cDNA of Dar Gazi-cry1 plants (b). M:
Ladder; WT: Dar Gazi-wt; phyB: Dar Gazi-phyB; cryI: Dar Gazi-cry1; B: Blank, Table S1: Sequence of
primers used to validate the molecular insertion of AtPHYB and LeCRY1 in pear genome.
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Abstract: Plant biomass and yield are largely dictated by the total amount of light intercepted by
the plant (daily light integral (DLI)—intensity × photoperiod). It is more economical to supply
the desired DLI with a long photoperiod of low-intensity light because it uses fewer light fixtures,
reducing capital costs. Furthermore, heat released by the light fixtures under a long photoperiod
extended well into the night helps to meet the heating requirement during the night. However,
extending the photoperiod beyond a critical length (>17 h) may be detrimental to production and
lead to leaf chlorosis and a reduction in leaf growth and plant vigor in greenhouse tomato production.
It is known that red light can increase leaf growth and plant vigor, as can certain rootstocks, which
could compensate for the loss in plant vigor and leaf growth from long photoperiods. Therefore, this
study investigated the response of tomatoes grafted onto different rootstocks to a long photoperiod
of lighting under red and other light spectra. Tomato plants ‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto ‘Emperator’ or
‘Kaiser’ were subjected to two spectral compositions—100% red or a mix of red (75%), blue (20%), and
green (5%) light for 17 h or 23 h. The four treatments supplied similar DLI. Leaf chlorosis appeared
in all plants under 23 h lighting regardless of spectral compositions between 20 and 54 days into the
treatment. The yield for 23 h mixed lighting treatment was lower than both 17 h lighting treatments.
However, the 23 h red lighting treatment resulted in less leaf chlorosis and the plants grafted onto
‘Emperator’ produced a similar yield as both 17 h lighting treatments. Therefore, both spectral
compositions and rootstocks affected the response of greenhouse tomatoes to long photoperiods
of lighting. With red light and proper rootstock, the negative yield impact from long photoperiod
lighting can be eliminated.

Keywords: light quality; photoperiod; tomato; light-emitting diode; greenhouse; photosynthesis;
light spectra; root stock

1. Introduction

The daily light integral (DLI; light intensity x photoperiod duration) plays a vital
role in plant biomass accumulation and yield. While the natural solar DLI is dictated
by time of year, global location, and local weather, the DLI can be augmented by the
introduction of supplemental lighting. Supplemental lighting can aid in the achievement
of a desired/target DLI to increase plant growth and yield, specifically during low-light
months [1]. The use of an extended photoperiod with supplemental light at a lower light
intensity can have economic benefits by reducing the overall fixture need (i.e., capital cost)
and by using electricity during the night, when electrical costs are low [2]. Furthermore,
most of the input electricity in light fixtures is eventually converted into heat because
plants only convert a small percentage of light into biomass. By utilizing LEDs during the
subjective night period, the heat released from light fixtures can help to meet nighttime
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heating requirements. However, exceeding the tolerable limits of photoperiods, which are
species-specific, can lead to diminished yield, photoperiod-related leaf injury, and an eco-
nomic disadvantage for growers [3]. For tomatoes, photoperiods up to 17 h are associated
with normal growth patterns [4]. Photoperiods beyond 17 h, which do not employ a drastic
temperature dip, spectral change, or decrease in light intensity, have been shown to cause
photoperiod-related injury characterized by leaf chlorosis, photosynthetic inhibition, and
yield decrease [5–7]. However, prolonged photoperiods (>18 h) can theoretically lead to
increased plant biomass and yield due to the added light available for photosynthesis, if
photoperiod-related injury is not induced [8].

The underlying mechanism involved in photoperiod-related injury has yet to be
determined. The type III light harvesting chlorophyll a/b binding protein 13 (CAB-13) gene has
been demonstrated to play an important role in photoperiod-related injury [9]. As the
name suggests, CAB-13 plays an important role in the light harvesting/photosystem II
(PSII) super complex [10]. When plants were grown under continuous light (CL, 24 h), CAB-
13 expression was downregulated, leading to photoinhibition and photoperiod-related
injury characterized by a decrease in the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) [9].
Velez-Ramirez et al. [9] also suggest that photoperiod-related injury may be due to the
unbalanced excitation between photosystem I (PSI) and PSII. Furthermore, Haque et al. [6]
hypothesized that continuous lighting could cause damage to PSII, which ultimately
reduces photosynthesis and yield. It has also been hypothesized that the restoration of
proper leaf photochemistry, potentially through improved expression of genes such as
CAB-13, as well as balancing source/sink strength may alleviate injury under extended
photoperiods [6,9,11,12]. From this, we have deduced that the utilization of different
spectral compositions during an extended photoperiod may play a key role in avoiding or
lessening photoperiod-related leaf injury.

The ability to regulate gene expression can largely be traced back to the role of
photoreceptors such as phytochrome and cryptochrome [13]. With the advancements in
light-emitting diode (LED) technology, the interaction between photoperiod length and
spectral composition has become of interest in optimizing growth conditions for high-value
crops. With red and blue LEDs being the most efficient and these wavelengths being pri-
marily absorbed by phytochrome and cryptochrome, respectively, much research relating
to photoperiods and spectra has focused around these wavelengths [7,9,14]. Matsuda
et al. [14] indicated that photoperiod-related injury was less severe when tomato seedlings
were exposed to red or orange LEDs compared to blue or white during the subjective
night period when grown under CL. Moreover, Velez-Ramirez et al. [15] determined that
phytochrome A (PHY A) plays an important role in photoperiod-related injury. Together,
these studies indicate that light spectral compositions/quality may play an important role
in reducing tomato injury under extended photoperiods. However, both Matsuda et al. [14]
and Velez-Ramirez et al. [15] performed experiments using controlled environment growth
chambers, which would exclude any effect that the natural solar radiation would have.
Furthermore, using such chambers would not facilitate adequate growth space for plants
to reach maturity (both studies only used young plants up to the first flower stage) and
thus did not allow for the assessment of yield during prolonged photoperiods.

Exposing tomatoes to extended photoperiods tends to lead to smaller leaf area [9,16]. It
has been stated that even if tomatoes were genetically altered to be CL-tolerant, the overall
leaf area would be low, resulting in reduced light capture and plant growth [9]. However,
leaf expansion can be controlled by spectral compositions. Red supplemental light is
generally thought of as a vegetative light, able to improve leaf expansion, whereas blue
light is known to reduce leaf size and increase leaf thickness [17,18]. Therefore, utilizing
red light during extended photoperiods may overcome the reduction in leaf size invoked
by CL. It should also be noted that the rootstocks can affect plant growth. While grafting
is traditionally done to invoke disease resistance, many studies have shown that proper
selection of rootstock materials can increase leaf area as well as plant vigor, leading to
improved yield [19–21]. Therefore, the use of wavelength-specific lighting such as red light
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and proper rootstock selection may alleviate photoperiod-related injury. For these reasons,
we set out to test the response of large vining tomatoes to an extended photoperiod of
lighting with different spectral compositions/quality and rootstocks to see if the negative
impact of extended photoperiod lighting on tomato fruit production can be eliminated by
proper selection of light spectral compositions and rootstocks.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material and Experimental Design

Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) seedlings cv. ‘Trovanzo’ were grafted onto ‘Emperator’
(TE) or onto ‘Kaiser’ (TK) in a double-stemmed (twin-head) system. ‘Emperator’ has been
observed to promote vegetative growth (or a vigorous rootstock) whereas ‘Kaiser’ has
been shown to promote generative growth. In this way, we could observe the homeostatic
balance between two different rootstock types. Twin-head transplants (5 weeks old) raised
by a commercial propagator were placed into rockwool slabs on top of a raised growing
trough (30 cm high) in a large glass greenhouse (200 m2 growing area) at the Harrow
Research and Development Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Harrow, Ontario,
Canada (42.03◦ N, 82.9◦ W) on 11 November 2018 at a plant density of 2 plants m−2 (4 stems
m−2). The plants were planted into 6 rows, with the 2 outside rows serving as guard rows.
The two stems/heads of each plant in the row were trained upward along the vertical
strings into a ‘V’ system as in commercial production. The strings were hung onto the
top wires (3.5 m high). Once the plant head reached the overhead wires, a few bottom
leaves were removed and the plants were lowered twice every week. The plants were
drip-irrigated using a complete nutrient solution [22]. The electrical conductivity and
pH were set at 2.8 dS m−1 and 5.8, respectively. Plants were grown at an enriched CO2
concentration of 800 µL L−1 when the greenhouse was not ventilated. The average daytime
temperature was held between 21 and 24 ◦C during the months of November, December,
and January. Average daytime temperatures during the months of February and March
were between 21 and 25 ◦C. Average daytime temperatures during the months of April
and May were between 22 and 27 ◦C depending on the ambient solar radiation. Nighttime
temperature was maintained at 20 ± 1 ◦C throughout the production period. Relative
humidity of 70 ± 10% was maintained during both daytime and nighttime periods.

The 4 middle rows were divided into 16 plots via white curtains, which were impene-
trable to light. There were 24 twin-head plants (48 stems) in each plot; 12 plants for each
of the 2 rootstocks were planted. Four supplemental overhead lighting treatments were
applied to the 16 plots in a Latin square design with 4 replications (one lighting treatment
in each row or column of the 16 plots): 100% red from 23:00 to 16:00 (Red 17 h), 100% red
from 17:00 to 16:00 (Red 23 h), mixed light from 23:00 to 16:00 (Mix 17 h), and mixed light
from 17:00 to 16:00 (Red 23 h; Figure 1). The mixed light had 75% red (600–700 nm), 20%
blue (400–499 nm), and 5% green light (500–599 nm), with green light being introduced via
white diodes. The four lighting treatments provided similar DLIs (Table 1). All the lighting
treatments were applied using Pro 325e smart LED fixtures from LumiGrow (Emeryville,
California, USA). A 23 h monochromatic red photoperiod was utilized because red light
tends to preferentially support vegetative growth. Furthermore, red diodes are highly
efficient, and thus a pure red spectrum is able to achieve the highest photosynthetic photon
efficacy (PPE) [23]. The mixed light spectrum was chosen as a control, which provides
close to the recommended amounts of blue light [24] and some green light, which has also
been shown to improve tomato growth and yield [25].
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Figure 1. Normalized photon flux density (380–780 nm) from red and mixed LED lighting treatments
during both sunny and cloudy days. The spectra were measured using a Li-180 Spectrometer (Li-COR
Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) at a distance of 80 cm from the light fixtures. Measurements for sunny days
were done on 11 February 2019 and cloudy days on 14 February 2019 between 12:00 and 14:00.
Panel (A) represents spectra from both red light treatments during sunny and cloudy days. Panel
(B) represents spectra from both mixed light treatments during sunny and cloudy days.

Table 1. Photosynthetic photon flux density of supplemental lighting treatments (400–700 nm; 80 cm below the LED fixtures)
as determined by using a Li-190R quantum line sensor at night. Red to far-red ratios (R:Fr) were estimated by dividing the
total photons of red (600–700 nm) by the total photons of far-red (700–780 nm) during both sunny and cloudy days when the
supplementary lighting fixtures were on. Phytochrome photostationary state (PSS) was calculated using Equation (1) [26].

Lighting
Treatment

Supplemental Light
Intensity

(µmol m−2 s−1)

R:Fr—Sunny
Day

R:Fr—Cloudy
Day

PSS—Sunny
Day

PSS—Cloudy
Day

Supplemental DLI
(mol m−2 d−1)

Red 17 h 176 ± 7 3.78 25.56 0.82 0.88 10.79 ± 0.41

Red 23 h 127 ± 4 2.81 17.77 0.80 0.87 10.54 ± 0.36

Mix 17 h 169 ± 4 2.55 15.29 0.79 0.86 10.32 ± 0.27

Mix 23 h 134 ± 5 2.30 12.01 0.78 0.86 11.09 ± 0.42

Application of the supplemental lighting treatments began on 16 November 2018.
Supplemental light intensities as shown in Table 1 were determined at three different
positions within a treatment at 80 cm from the light fixtures (just above the heads of
the plants) using a Li-COR 190R (Li-COR Biosciences Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) quantum
line sensor during the nighttime period to exclude natural solar radiation. Red:far-red
(R:Fr) were determined on both sunny and cloudy days (11 February and 14 February
2019, respectively) by dividing the total photons of red by the total photons of far-red
(700–780 nm). Further to this, the phytochrome photostationary state (PSS) was determined
using Equation (1) from Sager et al. [26], where N is the photon flux (mol m−2 s−1) and σr
and σFr are the photochemical cross-section of phytochrome in the red absorbing state and
far-red absorbing state, respectively.

PSS =

(
∑780

380 Nσr

)

(
∑780

380 Nσr + ∑780
380 NσFr

) (1)

Spectral readings for these calculations were taken between 12:00 and 14:00 using a
Li-COR Li-180 spectrometer on both sunny and cloudy days under their respective lighting
treatments. The sunny day was one with no observable clouds in the sky and the cloudy
day was fully overcast. Throughout the experiment, supplemental lighting remained on
regardless of ambient light levels to ensure that all treatments received similar total DLIs
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(Figure 2). The curtains were closed during cloudy days to prevent light contamination
between treatments. During sunny days, the curtains were opened to prevent shading of
natural light. On days which were partly cloudy/sunny, the forecast was used to determine
the majority (i.e., sun or cloudy) and then curtains were opened or closed as appropriate.
Because there was sunlight between 16:00 and 17:00 (i.e., during natural sunset), the actual
photoperiods (including sunlight) were 18 h and 24 h (CL) for the 17 h and 23 h lighting,
respectively. In commercial greenhouses, bumble bees are used as pollinators for fruit
setting. The stopping of supplemental lighting between 16:00 and 17:00 was to facilitate
the return of bees to their hives under natural dusk/sunset conditions; otherwise, the bees
may get lost and significantly increase the number of bees (and associated cost) needed for
pollination [27]. Dusk/sunset varied throughout the course of the experiment from 16:52
to 20:22, which was sufficient to allow for bees to return to their hives.
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Figure 2. Daily average solar radiation as measured from 16 November 2018 to 22 May 2019 using a
Li-COR LI-200R pyranometer converted from W m−2 to µmol m−2 s−1 using the conversion value
of 2.1. Readings were taken above the greenhouse and then corrected for an approximate 50%
transmissivity to account for shading from the greenhouse structure, lighting fixtures, and shade
curtains. Measurements were taken every 2 h, beginning at 08:00 and concluding at 16:00, between
the wavelengths of 400 and 1100 nm. Measurements during this period were averaged to provide
an average solar radiation for each day (line plot). The bar graph indicates the average daily solar
radiation throughout the month. Breaks in the line plot indicate periods of time which were not
documented due to a technical malfunction.

2.2. Growth Measurements

Growth measurements were performed on 6 randomly selected plants from TE and
TK at 31, 60, and 139 days into the treatment (DIT), corresponding with 16 December 2018,
14 January 2019, and 3 April 2019, respectively. Growth measurements included leaf length,
leaf width, and chlorophyll content of the 5th, 10th, and 15th leaf when applicable. Leaf
chlorophyll was measured using a SPAD meter (model 502, Konica Minota, Osaka, Japan)
and values were converted to chlorophyll content using correction equations generated by
spectrophotometric pigment analysis. Chlorophyll correction curves were generated by
extracting leaf punches in 95% ethanol at 78 ◦C for approximately 3 h until the tissue was
cleared. Samples were then analyzed at 664.2 nm, 648.6 nm, and 470 nm wavelengths using
a spectrophotometer (Beckman DU-640 UV–Vis, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Concentrations of
chlorophyll a, b, and carotenoids were determined via equations from [28].
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2.3. Leaf Gas Exchange: Day and Night Measurements

The 5th leaves from TE plants were placed in the chamber of a Li-COR 6400 (Li-COR
Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA), which was fitted with a 2 cm × 3 cm clear-top chamber. The
leaf temperature was set to 24 ◦C, with a relative humidity of 55–65% and a CO2 level
held at 800 µL L−1. Three leaves from separate plants under each treatment were used at
21 DIT (6 December 2018) and 55 DIT (9 January 2019) for both daytime and nighttime
measurements. Measurements were taken during the day on cloudy days to maximize
the effect of supplemental lighting while minimizing the effect of natural light. Nighttime
measurements were taken between 18:00 and 20:00, which was at least 1 h after sunset
on each respective day. This was done to ensure that plants had sufficient time to reach a
steady-state photosynthetic or respiratory rate depending on treatment. Leaves were kept
in the chamber until steady-state photosynthesis rates were obtained; then, the average
from a 2-min period was taken.

2.4. Leaf Gas Exchange: Light Response Curves

The 5th leaves from TE plants were placed in the chamber of a Li-COR 6400, which was
fitted with a 2 cm × 3 cm red/blue LED Li-COR standard light source (88Red/12%Blue).
The leaf temperature was set to 24 ◦C, with a relative humidity of 55–65% and a CO2 level
held at 800 µL L−1. Three leaves from separate plants under each treatment were used at 20,
54, and 134 DIT, corresponding with 5 December 2018, 8 January 2019, and 29 March 2019,
respectively. Measurements were performed on cloudy days. Light curves began at a high
light intensity and decreased gradually following the procedure from Lanoue et al. [29].
At each light level, the photosynthetic rate was allowed to reach a steady state; then, a
measurement was taken for that light level. Photosynthetic rates were plotted against
light intensity and fitted to a regression line following the equation y = yo + a(1−e(−b∗x)),
using SigmaPlot 10.0 to determine the photosynthetic maximum. A linear regression
(y = mx + b) using the photosynthetic rates at the light levels of 0–100 µmol m−2 s−1 was
used to calculate both the light compensation point (LCP) and quantum yield (QY).

2.5. Leaf Gas Exchange: CO2 Response Curves

The 5th leaves from TE plants were placed in the chamber of a Li-COR 6400, which
was fitted with a 2 cm × 3 cm red/blue LED Li-COR standard light source (88%R/12%B).
The leaf temperature was set to 24 ◦C, with a relative humidity of 55–65% and a light level
of 300 µmol m−2 s−1. CO2 response curves were specifically preformed at a light level of
300 µmol m−2 s−1 to assess the leaf photosynthetic capacity at, or near, an average growth
condition. Thus, the maximum rate of Rubisco carboxylation (Vcmax) and the maximum
rate of electron transport (Jmax) are associated with a non-saturated light level. Three leaves
from separate plants under each treatment were used at 20, 54, and 134 DIT, corresponding
with 5 December 2018, 8 January 2019, and 29 March 2019, respectively. Measurements were
performed on cloudy days. CO2 response curves began at the ambient CO2 concentration
(800 µL L−1) and reduced gradually to 50 µL L−1. After the 50 µL L−1 measurement, the
CO2 concentration was set to 800 µL L−1 and was held steady until plant photosynthetic
parameters returned to levels established during the beginning of the experiment. The CO2
level was then increased incrementally to 2000 µL L−1, at which point the CO2 response
curve was terminated. At each CO2 concentration, the photosynthetic rate was allowed
to reach a steady state; then, a measurement was taken to produce values for that CO2
concentration. Photosynthetic rates were plotted against internal CO2 concentration (Ci)
and fitted to the FvCB model [30] and temperature-corrected [31,32] to determine the
maximum rate of photosynthesis under Rubisco-limited and RuBP-limited conditions.

2.6. Chlorophyll Fluorescence Imaging

Intact leaflets from TE plants were dark-adapted using aluminum foil for 10 min. After
the dark adaptation period, leaflets were detached and immediately used for chlorophyll
imaging using a closed FluorCam model FC 800-C with FluorCam v.7.0 software (FluorCam,
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Photon System Instruments, Brno, Czech Republic). The minimum fluorescence in a dark-
adapted state (Fo) was acquired during a dark period of 5 s, after which an 800 ms saturating
light pulse (2400 µmol m−2 s−1) from a blue LED (peak emission of 449 nm) was used
to measure maximum fluorescence in a dark-adapted state (Fm). From Fo and Fm, the
variable fluorescence in a dark-adapted state (Fv) was calculated (Fv = Fm − Fo), which
was used to determine the maximum photosystem II (PSII) quantum yield (Fv/Fm). In
general, the lower the value of Fv/Fm is, the more severe the photoinhibition and thus the
leaf injury [33]. By calculating Fv/Fm using chlorophyll fluorescence imaging, we were
able to assess not only the prevalence of injury but also the spatial heterogeneity of Fv/Fm
from a leaflet. Eight leaflets from the 5th leaf were used for each lighting treatment when
plants were 23, 62, and 138 DIT, corresponding with 8 December 2018, 16 January 2019,
and 2 April 2019, respectively.

2.7. Fruit Yield

First harvest began on 1 February 2019, 78 DIT. Clusters of tomato were harvested
when 4 out of the 5 fruits in the cluster had become red, twice a week. The harvested fruit
was graded according to commercial grading standards [22]. The fruit number and weight
for marketable and unmarketable fruit were recorded from 1 February 2019 to 17 May 2019.
On 22 May 2019, the plants were strip-harvested. During the strip harvest, all tomatoes
regardless of ripeness stage were harvested and used during calculations. The plants were
topped (growing head removed) 4 weeks before the strip harvest. By the time of strip
harvest, all the clusters of fruit on the plants had reached full size but had still not reached
commercial harvest stage yet (80% red). Throughout the manuscript, yield data from 1
February 2019 to 28 February 2019 are designated as February; yield data from 1 March
2019 to 31 March 2019 are designated March; yield data from 1 April 2019 to 30 April 2019
are designated April; and yield data from 1 May 2019 to the strip harvest on 22 May 2019
are designated May.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

All statistics were performed using SAS Studio 3.5. Means comparisons between the
red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h lighting treatments were done using a two-way
ANOVA assessing the effects of photoperiod length, spectral quality, and the interaction
with a Tukey–Kramer adjustment and a p < 0.05 indicating a significant difference.

3. Results
3.1. Chlorophyll Fluorescence and Photosynthesis

Assessing the maximum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) via chlorophyll fluorescence mea-
surements is often used as a proxy measurement to assess the health of a plant. Here, it
was used to assess injury related to photoperiod extension. During the initial stage of
growth (23 DIT, 8 December 2018), leaves from TE tomato plants had similar maximum
efficiency of PSII (Figure 3A). At 62 DIT (16 January 2019), leaves exposed to both red
23 h and mix 23 h lighting treatments produced lower Fv/Fm values compared to leaves
exposed to red 17 h and mix 17 h treatments (Figure 3B). During the late stage of growth
(138 DIT, 2 April 2019), leaves under all lighting treatments again produced similar Fv/Fm
values (Figure 3C). Of note, leaves under both red 23 h and mix 23 h treatments showed an
increase in Fv/Fm values from 62 DIT to 138 DIT to values similar to those at the beginning
of the experiment, indicating full recovery. As shown in Figure 4, leaves exposed to red
23 h and mix 23 h lighting displayed photoinhibition patterns characteristic of interveinal
chlorosis. These patterns were not apparent on the 5th leaf of any treatments at 138 DIT
(Figure 4). Leaves under the mix 23 h lighting treatment tended to have more interveinal
chlorosis than leaves under the red 23 h lighting treatment at 62 DIT (Figure 4), which is
also seen by a slightly higher Fv/Fm in Figure 3B.
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At 21 DIT (December 6, 2018), leaves under the mix 17 h treatment produced the 
highest daytime net carbon exchange rate (NCER; Figure 5A). Both red 23 h and mix 23 h 
as well as the red 17 h treatment produced statistically lower daytime NCER values com-
pared to leaves exposed to mix 17 h. Respiration rates, indicated by a negative NCER, 
were the highest under both 17 h lighting treatments (Figure 5A). In both 23 h lighting 
treatments, an increase in NCER was observed as there was light from the LEDs during 
this subjective nighttime period (Figure 5A). It should be noted that the red 23 h lighting 
treatment had a higher NCER than the mix 23 h lighting treatment during the subjective 
nighttime period, which may indicate the first signs of the alleviation of photoperiod-re-
lated injury by red light (Figure 5A). At 55 DIT (January 9, 2019), leaves exposed to mix 
23 h produced drastically reduced daytime NCER compared to leaves exposed to mix 17 
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Figure 4. Spatial response of Fv/Fm from the 5th leaf of TE tomatoes grown under either red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, or mix
23 h lighting treatments at 23 DIT (8 December 2018), 62 DIT (16 January 2019), and 138 DIT (2 April 2019).

At 21 DIT (6 December 2018), leaves under the mix 17 h treatment produced the
highest daytime net carbon exchange rate (NCER; Figure 5A). Both red 23 h and mix
23 h as well as the red 17 h treatment produced statistically lower daytime NCER values
compared to leaves exposed to mix 17 h. Respiration rates, indicated by a negative NCER,
were the highest under both 17 h lighting treatments (Figure 5A). In both 23 h lighting
treatments, an increase in NCER was observed as there was light from the LEDs during
this subjective nighttime period (Figure 5A). It should be noted that the red 23 h lighting
treatment had a higher NCER than the mix 23 h lighting treatment during the subjective
nighttime period, which may indicate the first signs of the alleviation of photoperiod-
related injury by red light (Figure 5A). At 55 DIT (9 January 2019), leaves exposed to mix
23 h produced drastically reduced daytime NCER compared to leaves exposed to mix 17 h
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lighting treatment (Figure 5B), indicating severe damage caused by the long photoperiod
with a mixed light spectrum. However, leaves exposed to red 23 h produced statistically
similar daytime NCER values as both 17 h lighting treatments. Leaves exposed to both 17 h
lighting treatments produced the highest respiration rates during the nighttime period,
as expected (Figure 5B). Surprisingly, leaves under both 23 h lighting treatments also
produced negative NCER values (indicating respiration), even during a period with an
appreciable amount of supplemental light (Figure 5B). However, it should be noted that
the respiratory rate in both 23 h treatments was lower than those in the 17 h treatment.
While light was present in the night, it might not have been utilized to the full extent due
to the leaf chlorosis (Figures 3B and 4).

Daytime transpiration rates at both 21 DIT and 55 DIT were similar among all lighting
treatments (Figure 5C,D). At 21 DIT, nighttime transpiration rates were also similar among
all lighting treatments (Figure 5C). However, at 55 DIT, the transpiration rate was the
highest in leaves exposed to the mix 23 h lighting treatment and the lowest under the mix
17 h treatment (Figure 5D). Water use efficiency (WUE) indicates the rate of CO2 and H2O
exchange through stomata, with a positive rate indicating photosynthesis and a negative
rate indicating respiration. At 21 DIT and 55 DIT, the daytime WUE of leaves exposed to
the mix 17 h lighting treatment was higher than leaves exposed to the mix 23 h lighting
treatment (Figure 5E,F). At 55 DIT, WUE from leaves exposed to the red 17 h treatment was
also higher than leaves under the mix 23 h treatment. However, WUE was not different
between 17 h and 23 h with red light. Therefore, light spectral compositions did affect
the response of WUE to the long photoperiod (23 h). Nighttime WUE at 21 DIT was the
lowest under the red 17 h treatment and the highest under both red 23 h and mix 17 h
(Figure 5E). At 55 DIT, nighttime WUE was the lowest in leaves exposed to the mix 17 h
lighting treatment but the highest under the mix 23 h lighting treatment (Figure 5F).

Light use efficiency (LUE) is the calculation of how much CO2 is fixed per incoming
unit of photons. In this way, it provides a metric which allows for the assessment of
light capture and carbon fixation. All leaves at 21 DIT produced similar LUE values
(Figure 5G). At 55 DIT, leaves grown under both 17 h lighting treatments produced higher
LUE values than leaves under the mix 23 h lighting treatment (Figure 5H). At both time
periods, nighttime LUE for the 17 h treatments was non-resultant due to a light intensity
of 0 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 5G,H). At 21 DIT, the nighttime LUE was higher under the
red 23 h treatment than the mix 23 h lighting treatments (Figure 5G). Similar results
were obtained during measurements at 55 DIT (Figure 5H). This indicates that leaves
grown under an extended red photoperiod were better able to utilize the light during
the subjective nighttime period than those under the mixed spectrum, likely due to less
photoperiod-related injury.

At 20 DIT (5 December 2018), photosynthetic light response curves were generated
for the fifth leaf of TE tomatoes (Figure 6). All photosynthetic parameters (i.e., respiration
rate, light compensation point (LCP), quantum yield (QY), and maximum photosynthetic
rate (Pnmax)) were similar among all treatments (Table 2). At 54 DIT (8 January 2019),
leaves exposed to the mix 17 h lighting treatment produced the lowest respiration rate and
leaves exposed to the mix 23 h lighting treatment produced the highest (Table 2). Both
23 h lighting treatments produced drastically higher LCP than leaves exposed to the 17 h
treatments, showing an inability to utilize light well (Figure 6F; Table 2). At 54 DIT, leaves
exposed to the mix 17 h treatment produced the highest QY out of all lighting treatments.
Furthermore, leaves exposed to the red 17 h treatment produced higher QY than leaves
exposed to either red 23 h or mix 23 h treatments (Table 2). At 54 DIT, Pnmax was greatly
reduced in both 23 h lighting treatments compared to both red 17 h and mix 17 h lighting
treatments (Table 2). At 134 DIT (29 March 2019), respiration rate, LCP, and QY were similar
between all lighting treatments. However, Pnmax was higher in leaves exposed to the mix
23 h lighting treatment than the red 17 h lighting treatment (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Net carbon exchange rate (NCER; panel A,B), transpiration (panel C,D), water use efficiency (panel E,F), light use
efficiency (panel G,H) of the 5th leaf from TE tomato plants grown under either red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, or mix 23 h
lighting treatments at 21 DIT (6 December 2018, panels A,C,E,G) or 55 DIT (9 January 2019, panels B,D,F,H) during the
daytime and nighttime. Measurements were performed using a Li-COR 6400 fitted with a clear-top chamber on a cloudy
day or night and thus represent the NCER driven mostly by the supplemental lighting. Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean of n = 3. Letter groups (A, B, C) represent significant differences within a panel between the lighting
treatments at a specific data collection period at p < 0.05.
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20 DIT 
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Figure 6. Photosynthetic light response curves from TE leaves grown under either red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, or mix 23 h
lighting treatments at 20 DIT (5 December 2018, panel A), 54 DIT (8 January 2019, panel B), and 134 DIT (29 March 2019,
panel C) as determined using a Li-COR 6400 with a red/blue standard Li-COR light source. Measurements were performed
at a CO2 concentration of 800µL L−1, leaf temperature of 24 ◦C, and a relative humidity of 55–65%. Regression lines were fit
to y = yo + a(1 − e(−b∗x)) for each lighting treatment. Panels (D–F) are magnifications of 0–100 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR regions
fit to the regression line y = mx + b.

Table 2. Summary of the major physiological traits as determined by leaf light response curves (Figure 6) from tomatoes
grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h at 20 (5 December 2018), 54 (8 January 2019), and 134 DIT (29 March
2019). Respiration values were the averages of NCER when the light level was 0 µmol m−2 s−1. The light compensation
point (LCP) and quantum yield (QY) were calculated from a regression line (y = mx + b) fitted to the values between the
PAR values of 0–100 µmol m−2 s−1. The photosynthetic maximum (Pnmax) was calculated from y = yo + a(1 − e(−b∗x)).
Values ± the standard error of the mean are representative of n = 3. Within each parameter and time of measurement, letter
groups (A, B, C, D) represent a statistical difference as determined by a two-way ANOVA with a Tukey–Kramer adjustment
(p < 0.05).

Lighting Treatment Respiration
(µmol CO2 m−2 s−1) LCP (µmol m−2 s−1) QY (µmol CO2 m−2

s−1/ µmol m−2 s−1)
Pnmax

(µmol CO2 m−2 s−1)

20 DIT

Red 17 h −1.61 ± 0.24 A 26.23 ± 3.71 A 0.062 ± 0.006 A 28.34 ± 2.13 A

Red 23 h −1.31 ± 0.13 A 20.79 ± 2.33 A 0.064 ± 0.005 A 25.97 ± 2.67 A

Mix 17 h −1.52 ± 0.38 A 23.07 ± 5.64 A 0.065 ± 0.005 A 29.59 ± 2.16 A

Mix 23 h −1.47 ± 0.22 A 25.12 ± 3.08 A 0.058 ± 0.004 A 29.68 ± 1.23 A

54 DIT

Red 17 h −1.65 ± 0.05 B,C,D 32.48 ± 2.59 B 0.047 ± 0.003 B 25.80 ± 0.23 A

Red 23 h −1.45 ± 0.04 A,B,C 86.14 ± 7.37 A 0.017 ± 0.002 C 8.88 ± 1.88 B

Mix 17 h −1.38 ± 0.24 A,B 21.45 ± 5.13 B 0.062 ± 0.002 A 23.87 ± 2.76 A

Mix 23 h −1.98 ± 0.18 C,D 131.60 ± 10.21 A 0.015 ± 0.0003 C 8.24 ± 1.10 B

134 DIT

Red 17 h −1.71 ± 0.08 A 29.58 ± 0.93 A 0.055 ± 0.002 A 24.19 ± 1.24 B

Red 23 h −1.45 ± 0.24 A 25.44 ± 4.78 A 0.055 ± 0.002 A 25.93 ± 1.03 AB

Mix 17 h −2.31 ± 0.49 A 39.00 ± 9.12 A 0.058 ± 0.002 A 28.15 ± 2.36 AB

Mix 23 h −1.83 ± 0.24 A 31.08 ± 3.30 A 0.058 ± 0.002 A 35.00 ± 1.36 A
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At 20 DIT (5 December 2018), all parameters related to photosynthetic performance
(Vcmax and Jmax) were similar among all lighting treatments (Figure 7; Table 3). At 54 DIT
(8 January 2019), leaves exposed to the mix 17 h lighting treatment produced the highest
Vcmax, Jmax, and Pnmax compared to the other lighting treatments (Table 3). During the
same time period, leaves exposed to the red 17 h lighting treatment produced higher values
of Vcmax, Jmax, and Pnmax than leaves exposed to either 23 h lighting treatment (Table 3). At
134 DIT (29 March 2019), Vcmax, Jmax, and Pnmax were similar among all lighting treatments,
returning to levels observed at the beginning of the experiment (Table 3).
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Table 3. Summary of the major physiological traits as determined by leaf CO2 response curves
(Figure 7) from tomatoes grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h at 20 (5 December
2018), 54 (8 January 2019), and 134 DIT (29 March 2019). The maximum rate of Rubisco carboxyla-
tion (Vcmax) and the maximum rate of electron transport (Jmax) were determined using equations
from [31,32]. Pnmax was calculated from y = yo + a(1−e(−b∗x)) and indicates the maximum rate of
photosynthesis at a light level of 300 µmol m−2 s−1 at a saturating CO2 level. Values ± the standard
error of the mean are representative of n = 3. Within each parameter and time of measurement,
letter groups (A, B, C) represent a statistical difference as determined by a two-way ANOVA with a
Tukey–Kramer adjustment (p < 0.05).

Lighting Treatment Vcmax
(µmol CO2 m−2 s−1)

Jmax
(µmol e− m−2 s−1)

Pnmax
(µmol CO2 m−2 s−1)

20 DIT

Red 17 h 26.98 ± 1.24 A 100.16 ± 8.26 A 19.71 ± 0.82 A

Red 23 h 24.48 ± 0.66 A 85.61 ± 4.22 A 18.26 ± 0.53 A

Mix 17 h 27.19 ± 0.45 A 103.18 ± 3.04 A 20.13 ± 0.31 A

Mix 23 h 26.23 ± 0.29 A 95.80 ± 1.64 A 19.35 ± 0.20 A

54 DIT

Red 17 h 17.71 ± 0.46 B 55.61 ± 1.67 B 13.07 ± 0.31 B

Red 23 h 10.56 ± 2.11 C 30.84 ± 6.66 C 7.80 ± 1.52 C

Mix 17 h 26.05 ± 0.20 A 96.30 ± 1.58 A 19.08 ± 0.14 A

Mix 23 h 6.54 ± 0.14 C 18.26 ± 0.39 C 4.97 ± 0.12 C

134 DIT

Red 17 h 23.17 ± 1.38 A 80.98 ± 7.66 A 17.00 ± 1.03 A

Red 23 h 22.33 ± 0.51 A 79.51 ± 2.48 A 17.02 ± 0.39 A

Mix 17 h 21.76 ± 0.10 A 78.50 ± 0.64 A 16.72 ± 0.11 A

Mix 23 h 22.77 ± 0.90 A 77.00 ± 3.36 A 16.69 ± 0.53 A
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3.2. Plant Parameters

Leaf length and width were measured in TE and TK plants at 31 DIT (16 December
2018) and resulted in similar values between two rootstocks for both metrics (Table 4). At
60 DIT (14 January 2019), the 5th and the 10th leaf from TE produced similar lengths and
widths, respectively, under each lighting treatment (Table 4). However, the fifth leaves
from TK exposed to the red 17 h lighting treatment were longer than those same leaves
exposed to the mix 23 h treatment (Table 4), indicating that the rootstock can affect the
response to the lighting treatments. This was not observed with leaf width, where all
treatments produced the same width for the fifth leaves of TK plants. The interaction
between lighting treatments and rootstocks demonstrates a competitive advantage during
the use of extended photoperiods. This highlights the importance of selecting lighting
treatments and rootstocks which combat the leaf area reduction typically observed under
CL to improve light capture. Both the leaf length and leaf width of the 10th leaf at 60 DIT
were similar in leaves exposed to all lighting treatments of TK plants (Table 4). At 139 DIT
(3 April 2019), similar leaf lengths and widths were observed under all lighting treatments
for both TE and TK (Table 4).

Table 4. Leaf parameters of plants grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h at 31
(16 December 2018), 60 (14 January 2019), and 139 DIT (3 April 2019). Values ± the standard error of
the mean are representative of n = 6 for TE and TK plants under all lighting treatments. TE values
are under white columns while TK values are under shaded columns. Different letter groups (A, B)
represent a statistical difference between rootstocks and lighting treatments within a time point, leaf
rank, and leaf parameter at p < 0.05.

Leaf Length (cm) Leaf Width (cm)

Cultivar TE TK TE TK

Lighting
Treatment

Leaf
Rank

31 DIT

Red 17 h 5th 46.33 ± 0.80 A 47.83 ± 1.25 A 36.00 ± 1.51 A 42.50 ± 2.17 A

Red 23 h 5th 46.17 ± 1.14 A 43.83 ± 1.89 A 39.83 ± 0.98 A 35.67 ± 3.69 A

Mix 17 h 5th 45.83 ± 0.95 A 47.67 ± 1.69 A 45.83 ± 0.95 A 38.67 ± 1.74 A

Mix 23 h 5th 42.67 ± 1.43 A 44.50 ± 1.18 A 42.67 ± 1.43 A 38.67 ± 2.08 A

60 DIT

Red 17 h
5th 38.67 ± 1.09 A 42.33 ± 1.56 A 36.67 ± 3.16 A 40.50 ± 1.34 A

10th 46.50 ± 1.33 A 49.67 ± 1.61 A 61.50 ± 3.28 A 66.33 ± 4.24 A

Red 23 h
5th 41.67 ± 0.84 A 41.67 ± 1.05 AB 40.50 ± 1.12 A 41.67 ± 2.12 A

10th 50.17 ± 0.83 A 48.50 ± 1.45 A 67.00 ± 2.80 A 61.50 ± 3.91 A

Mix 17 h
5th 42.17 ± 1.14 A 42.67 ± 0.95 AB 42.17 ± 2.84 A 41.17 ± 0.95 A

10th 50.33 ± 1.26 A 51.50 ± 1.11 A 67.00 ± 3.09 A 67.50 ± 4.03 A

Mix 23 h
5th 39.67 ± 0.99 A 38.00 ± 0.73 B 39.67 ± 2.85 A 36.67 ± 1.99 A

10th 47.33 ± 2.16 A 50.00 ± 1.73 A 62.33 ± 3.82 A 62.50 ± 3.54 A

139 DIT

Red 17 h
5th 39.17 ± 1.19 A 38.83 ± 0.91 A 35.00 ± 2.41 A 33.67 ± 1.87 A

10th 45.17 ± 0.83 A 46.83 ± 1.19 A 56.67 ± 1.86 A 55.50 ± 2.49 A

15th 47.17 ± 2.09 A 45.17 ± 1.01 A 56.50 ± 3.66 A 57.50 ± 3.02 A

Red 23 h
5th 37.50 ± 0.92 A 40.33 ± 1.02 A 35.17 ± 3.17 A 38.00 ± 2.28 A

10th 44.17 ± 2.47 A 45.00 ± 1.75 A 56.00 ± 2.77 A 54.83 ± 2.41 A

15th 46.17 ± 1.22 A 45.83 ± 1.38 A 56.83 ± 2.56 A 54.00 ± 1.29 A

Mix 17 h
5th 37.67 ± 1.31 A 39.33 ± 1.20 A 34.50 ± 1.34 A 35.17 ± 2.47 A

10th 42.17 ± 2.26 A 43.33 ± 1.73 A 53.83 ± 2.76 A 49.67 ± 3.02 A

15th 44.33 ± 1.41 A 49.17 ± 1.38 A 50.83 ± 4.07 A 55.50 ± 2.32 A

Mix 23 h
5th 40.33 ± 1.54 A 39.50 ± 0.89 A 38.17 ± 1.42 A 40.00 ± 1.73 A

10th 46.67 ± 1.76 A 42.17 ± 1.19 A 59.17 ± 2.47 A 53.83 ± 2.50 A

15th 43.33 ± 2.30 A 45.50 ± 1.71 A 58.17 ± 2.89 A 57.83 ± 2.23 A
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At 31 DIT (16 December 2018), leaves from both rootstocks produced similar to-
tal chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations when exposed to all lighting treatments
(Table 5). At 60 DIT (14 January 2019), TE leaves grown under the mix 17 h lighting treat-
ment produced the highest total chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations of any lighting
treatments at both the 5th and 10th leaf position (Table 5). TK leaves grown under either
the red 17 h or mix 17 h lighting treatments produced higher total chlorophyll concentra-
tions than leaves grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment at the fifth leaf position
(Table 5), indicating that mix 23 h caused leaf chlorophyll reduction when grafted onto
‘Kaiser’ (TK). At the 10th leaf position, leaves grown under the mix 17 h lighting treatment
produced a higher total chlorophyll concentration than did leaves grown under the mix
23 h lighting treatment at the same position (Table 5). At the fifth leaf position of TK
leaves at 60 DIT, those grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment produced the lowest
carotenoid concentration of any lighting treatment (Table 5). At 139 DIT (3 April 2019),
leaves from TE plants produced similar total chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations at
each leaf position under each lighting treatment (Table 5). Leaves at the fifth leaf position
from TK plants had higher total chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations when grown
under the mix 17 h treatment than either the red 17 h or red 23 h lighting treatment at
139 DIT (Table 5). Overall, plants grown under the mix 17 h lighting treatment produced
high levels of pigments related to light capture and photosynthesis.

3.3. Fruit Yield

During the month of February, the average fruit weight (size, g fruit−1) from TE plants
was similar between red 17 h, red 23 h, and mix 17 h (Figure 8A). Notably, plants grown
under the mix 23 h treatment produced a lower fruit weight than plants under the mix 17 h
treatment during February (p = 0.0046; Figure 8A). During the month of March, the average
fruit weights for TE plants grown under the red 17 h and mix 17 h lighting treatments
were observed to be higher than plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment
(p = 0.0022; Figure 8A). In April, TE plants produced a similar average fruit weight among
all lighting treatments (Figure 8A). During May, plants grown under both red 23 h and mix
23 h supplemental lighting treatments produced a higher average fruit weight than plants
grown under the red 17 h treatment (p = 0.0022; Figure 8A).

In February, TK plants under the mix 17 h lighting treatment produced a higher
average fruit weight than did plants grown under either red 23 h and mix 23 h treatments
(p = 0.003; Figure 8B). During the month of March, plants grown under the red 17 h and
mix 17 h lighting treatments produced similar average fruit weight (Figure 8B). Plants
under both 17 h lighting treatments produced higher average fruit weights than did the
23 h lighting treatments (p < 0.0001; Figure 8B). Notably, plants grown under the mix 23 h
lighting treatment produced the lowest fruit weight of any treatments (Figure 8B). During
the month of April, plants grown under the red 17 h treatment produced higher average
fruit weight than plants grown under the red 23 h lighting treatment (p = 0.0036; Figure 8B).
Furthermore, plants grown under both 17 h lighting treatments produced higher fruit
weights than did plants under the mix 23 h lighting treatment (p = 0.0025; Figure 8B). In
May, the average fruit weight was similar among all lighting treatments (Figure 8B).

Throughout the harvest period (i.e., from 1 February 2019 to 22 May 2019), within
a rootstock and lighting treatment, fruit production increased each month (Table 6) as
more sunlight became available. In the month of February, within each rootstock, all
lighting treatments produced similar values of fruit number per stem (Table 6). TE plants
grown under both 23 h lighting treatments produced the lowest total fruit weight per
stem during the month of February (p = 0.0091; Table 6). During the month of March, TE
plants produced the same number of fruits per stem under all lighting treatments (Table 6).
However, TK plants grown under both 23 h lighting treatments produced low numbers
of fruits per stem, with plants grown under the mix 23 h treatment being the lowest of all
treatments (p = 0.0006; Table 6), indicating that 23 h lighting caused more damage with
TK than TE. TE plants grown under the mix 17 h lighting treatment produced higher fruit
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weight per stem than plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment (p = 0.0018;
Table 6). TK plants grown under both 17 h lighting treatments had higher fruit weight per
stem than both 23 h lighting treatments, with plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting
treatment having the lowest overall (p < 0.0001; Table 6). Importantly, during the month of
March, both TE and TK plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment had the lowest
total fruit weight per stem (Table 6).

Table 5. Pigment analysis of plants grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h at 31
(16 December 2018), 60 (14 January 2019), and 139 DIT (3 April 2019). Values ± the standard error of
the mean are representative of n = 6 for TE and TK plants under all lighting treatments. TE values
are under white columns while TK values are under shaded columns. Different letter groups (A, B)
represent a statistical difference between lighting treatments within a cultivar, time point, leaf rank,
and pigment at p < 0.05.

Chlorophyll a + b (µg cm−2) Carotenoids (µg cm−2)

Cultivar TE TK TE TK

Lighting
Treatment

Leaf
Rank

31 DIT

Red 17 h 5th 39.98 ± 0.90 A 38.05 ± 2.79 A 7.93 ± 0.15 A 7.59 ± 0.47 A

Red 23 h 5th 38.19 ± 1.68 A 36.62 ± 1.21 A 7.63 ± 0.28 A 7.37 ± 0.20 A

Mix 17 h 5th 38.61 ± 1.72 A 38.80 ± 1.74 A 7.70 ± 0.29 A 7.73 ± 0.29 A

Mix 23 h 5th 40.11 ± 1.81 A 40.44 ± 1.13 A 7.94 ± 0.39 A 8.00 ± 0.19 A

60 DIT

Red 17 h
5th 26.77 ± 1.36 B 31.47 ± 1.28 A 5.68 ± 0.24 B 6.50 ± 0.22 A

10th 34.30 ± 1.42 B 36.61 ± 1.02 AB 6.98 ± 0.24 B 7.37 ± 0.29 A

Red 23 h
5th 29.31 ± 2.31 B 29.91 ± 1.91 AB 6.21 ± 0.51 B 6.22 ± 0.34 AB

10th 34.49 ± 2.17 B 33.75 ± 0.96 AB 7.00 ± 0.37 B 6.89 ± 0.21 A

Mix 17 h
5th 39.47 ± 3.49 A 38.21 ± 2.16 A 8.45 ± 0.77 A 7.63 ± 0.36 A

10th 41.46 ± 2.02 A 38.62 ± 1.36 A 8.17 ± 0.33 A 8.26 ± 0.39 A

Mix 23 h
5th 28.47 ± 2.73 B 22.75 ± 2.42 B 5.98 ± 0.60 B 4.95 ± 0.44 B

10th 34.63 ± 1.07 AB 32.36 ± 1.34 B 7.04 ± 0.18 B 6.88 ± 0.38 A

139 DIT

Red 17 h
5th 40.94 ± 1.89 A 41.94 ± 1.25 B 8.08 ± 0.31 A 8.25 ± 0.20 B

10th 43.86 ± 1.54 A 44.16 ± 1.25 A 8.56 ± 0.25 A 8.61 ± 0.20 A

15th 34.10 ± 2.20 A 37.82 ± 2.02 A 6.94 ± 0.37 A 7.57 ± 0.34 A

Red 23 h
5th 42.59 ± 0.54 A 42.78 ± 0.86 B 8.36 ± 0.09 A 8.39 ± 0.14 B

10th 44.80 ± 1.76 A 45.43 ± 0.94 A 8.71 ± 0.29 A 8.82 ± 0.15 A

15th 37.11 ± 1.16 A 32.57 ± 1.55 A 7.45 ± 0.19 A 6.68 ± 0.26 A

Mix 17 h
5th 43.26 ± 1.17 A 46.36 ± 1.13 A 8.46 ± 0.19 A 8.97 ± 0.18 A

10th 45.19 ± 2.26 A 44.43 ± 1.09 A 8.77 ± 0.36 A 8.65 ± 0.18 A

15th 35.89 ± 3.57 A 38.33 ± 1.94 A 7.22 ± 0.61 A 7.65 ± 0.32 A

Mix 23 h
5th 45.65 ± 2.23 A 44.30 ± 1.31 AB 8.85 ± 0.36 A 8.63 ± 0.21 AB

10th 42.53 ± 1.06 A 45.38 ± 0.87 A 8.35 ± 0.17 A 8.81 ± 0.14 A

15th 34.38 ± 2.25 A 31.98 ± 1.89 A 6.98 ± 0.38 A 6.58 ± 0.33 A

During the month of April, both TE plants (p = 0.0019) and TK plants (p = 0.0003)
grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment produced the lowest total fruit weight per
stem (Table 6). However, total fruit weight per stem from TE under the red 23 h was similar
to both 17 h lighting treatments while the total fruit weight per stem from TK under the
red 23 h lighting treatment was still lower than the 17 h red lighting treatment. The above
results indicate that both light spectra and rootstocks played a role in photoperiod-related
injury as an improved yield recovery time was observed from TE compared to TK. During
the month of May, both TE and TK plants produced similar values of both total fruit
number per stem and fruit weight per stem, indicating the full recovery of fruit production
under the 23 h lighting treatments (Table 6).
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onto ‘Kaiser’ (TK; panel B), grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h lighting treat-
ments. Monthly fruit number includes the 1st of each month to the last day of each respective month. 
Values represent the mean ± the standard error of the mean, where n = 4 for TE and TK. Of note, 
values representing May yield include a strip harvest on May 22, 2019. Within the month and culti-
var, letter groups (A, B, C) represent a statistical difference in fruit weight as determined by a two-
way ANOVA with a Tukey–Kramer adjustment (p < 0.05). 
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For both TE (p = 0.0029) and TK (p = 0.0001) plants, growth under the mix 23 h lighting 
treatment was associated with the lowest cumulative number of fruit per stem throughout 
the entire production period (Table 6). Similarly, for TE (p = 0.0017) and TK (p < 0.0001), 
plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment produced the lowest cumulative fruit 
weight per stem (Table 6). It should be noted that TE plants grown under the red 23 h 
lighting treatment produced similarly high cumulative fruit number and weight per stem 
to both 17 h treatments, whereas TK plants under the red 23 h still produced a lower 

Figure 8. Average fruit weight (size) for cv. ‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto ‘Emperator’ (TE; panel A) or onto
‘Kaiser’ (TK; panel B), grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h lighting treatments.
Monthly fruit number includes the 1st of each month to the last day of each respective month. Values
represent the mean ± the standard error of the mean, where n = 4 for TE and TK. Of note, values
representing May yield include a strip harvest on 22 May 2019. Within the month and cultivar, letter
groups (A, B, C) represent a statistical difference in fruit weight as determined by a two-way ANOVA
with a Tukey–Kramer adjustment (p < 0.05).

For both TE (p = 0.0029) and TK (p = 0.0001) plants, growth under the mix 23 h lighting
treatment was associated with the lowest cumulative number of fruit per stem throughout
the entire production period (Table 6). Similarly, for TE (p = 0.0017) and TK (p < 0.0001),
plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting treatment produced the lowest cumulative fruit
weight per stem (Table 6). It should be noted that TE plants grown under the red 23 h
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lighting treatment produced similarly high cumulative fruit number and weight per stem
to both 17 h treatments, whereas TK plants under the red 23 h still produced a lower weight
per stem than the 17 h treatments (Table 6). This again shows that TK plants tended to be
more affected by the extended photoperiod than TE plants, indicating an effect of rootstock
material on photoperiod-related injury. Taken together, these results suggest that the use of
a broad (mix) spectrum lighting treatment during an extended photoperiod tends to have
a more negative effect on fruit yield than a monochromatic red spectrum.

Table 6. Monthly yield analysis for cv. ‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto cv. ‘Emperator’ (TE) or onto cv.
‘Kaiser’ (TK), grown under red 17 h, red 23 h, mix 17 h, and mix 23 h lighting treatments. Values
represent the mean ± the standard error of the mean, where n = 4 for TE and TK. TE values are under
white columns while TK values are under shaded columns. Of note, values representing May yield
include a strip harvest on 22 May 2019. Total yield is the summation of the harvest period. Within
each yield parameter, month (or total), and rootstock, letter groups (A, B, C) represent a statistical
difference as determined by a two-way ANOVA with a Tukey–Kramer adjustment (p < 0.05). p values
at the bottom of the table are representative of the cumulative data after a two-way ANOVA.

Fruit per Stem Fruit Weight per Stem (kg stem−1)

Cultivar TE TK TE TK

February

Lighting Treatment
Red 17 h 9 ± 1 A 8 ± 2 A 0.68 ± 0.06 AB 0.63 ± 0.07 A

Red 23 h 7 ± 2 A 10 ± 1 A 0.52 ± 0.10 B 0.67 ± 0.05 A

Mix 17 h 11 ± 2 A 8 ± 2 A 0.88 ± 0.12 A 0.65 ± 0.15 A

Mix 23 h 7 ± 1 A 8 ± 1 A 0.50 ± 0.04 B 0.52 ± 0.02 A

March

Red 17 h 21 ± 2 A 22 ± 2 A 1.66 ± 0.20 AB 1.90 ± 0.14 A

Red 23 h 16 ± 2 A 17 ± 1 BC 1.13 ± 0.16 AB 1.07 ± 0.08 B

Mix 17 h 20 ± 2 A 21 ± 2 AB 1.70 ± 0.10 A 1.72 ± 0.12 A

Mix 23 h 17 ± 2 A 12 ± 1 C 0.97 ± 0.11 B 0.70 ± 0.03 C

April

Red 17 h 20 ± 1 A 22 ± 1 A 1.97 ± 0.26 A 2.23 ± 0.13 A

Red 23 h 22 ± 2 A 21 ± 1 A 2.06 ± 0.14 A 1.77 ± 0.07 B

Mix 17 h 19 ± 1 A 22 ± 1 A 1.93 ± 0.15 A 2.05 ± 0.10 AB

Mix 23 h 16 ± 1 B 12 ± 1 B 1.42 ± 0.06 A 0.95 ± 0.05 C

May

Red 17 h 26 ± 1 A 24 ± 1 A 3.47 ± 0.09 A 3.32 ± 0.17 A

Red 23 h 24 ± 1 A 25 ± 2 A 3.50 ± 0.10 A 3.22 ± 0.10 A

Mix 17 h 25 ± 1 A 27 ± 1 A 3.47 ± 0.10 A 3.45 ± 0.13 A

Mix 23 h 25 ± 1 A 26 ± 1 A 3.66 ± 0.14 A 3.37 ± 0.21 A

Cumulative

Red 17 h 74 ± 1 A 75 ± 3 A 7.29 ± 0.17 AB 8.08 ± 0.36 A

Red 23 h 72 ± 1 A 72 ± 1 A 7.51 ± 0.08 A 6.75 ± 0.11 B

Mix 17 h 73 ± 1 A 77 ± 2 A 7.73 ± 0.15 A 7.87 ± 0.20 A

Mix 23 h 64 ± 1 B 57 ± 2 B 6.54 ± 0.16 B 5.54 ± 0.20 C

4. Discussion
4.1. Effect of Photoperiod Extension on Leaf Physiology

Extending the natural solar photoperiod via the implementation of supplemental
lighting has proven to be a beneficial lighting strategy in terms of plant growth and yield
during greenhouse production of tomatoes [1]. However, decades of research have shown
that photoperiod extension beyond a critical length causes photoperiod-related injury
characterized by leaf chlorosis [9,34–36]. Indeed, this negative result observed under
photoperiods greater than 17 h has nullified any theoretical advantages they may have [8].
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The increased use of wavelength-specific LED fixtures during controlled environment
plant production has the potential to play a pivotal role in reducing injury related to
photoperiod extension. During CL, Matsuda et al. [14] indicated that young tomato plants
(23 days after planting and 13 days into the treatment) grown under white light during the
day and either red or orange light during the subjective nighttime period produced a lower
degree of injury than plants grown under white light during the day and either white
or blue light at night. A recent study by Lanoue et al. [7] produced injury-free tomatoes
during a 6-month production period grown under CL by using an alternating spectrum of
red during the day and blue during the subjective nighttime period. However, a reduction
in the light level also occurred during the spectral shift from 200 µmol m−2 s−1 of red
light to 50 µmol m−2 s−1 of blue light (close to light compensation point), which may
have confounded any effects of the spectral shift [9]. In this study, the light intensity was
maintained at the same level for the two lighting treatments, allowing for the comparison
of spectral compositions/quality without any confounding effects.

During the initial stages of plant growth, plants grown under all lighting treatments
were observed to be injury-free (Figures 3A and 4). However, as determined by measure-
ments between 54 and 62 DIT (8–16 January 2019), plants grown under either red 23 h or
mix 23 h treatments developed photoperiod-related injury, characterized by leaf chlorosis,
consistent with previous research (Figures 3B and 4) [6,35–37]. At this period (around
2–4 weeks before the starting of fruit harvest—78 DIT; it usually takes 2 weeks for a cluster
of fruit from mature green (full size) to reach harvesting stage—4 red fruits out of the
5 fruits in each cluster), the clusters of fruits were in the fastest growing stage (fastest
increase in size). The plants had heavy fruit sink and weak leaf source due to low natural
sunlight (Figure 2, 8–16 January 2019). During this period of measurements, parameters
related to photosynthesis, such as LCP, QY, Pnmax, Vcmax, and Jmax, were all reduced from
leaves that were exposed to both 23 h lighting treatments compared to those exposed to
either 17 h lighting treatment (Tables 2 and 3). The downregulation in parameters related
to photosynthesis may be related to either excess carbohydrate accumulation or a down-
regulation of CAB-13, affecting PSII function [9,38]. Interestingly, during this period of
production, which was characterized by photoperiod-related injury and a downregulation
in parameters related to photosynthesis, both stomatal conductance and transpiration rates
were unaffected (Figure 5). It should be noted that Lanoue et al. [7] did not observe issues
with carbon metabolism during CL. Therefore, the major driver of injury during extended
photoperiods cannot simply be attributed to improper stomatal function or overaccumula-
tion of carbohydrates. Furthermore, as a decrease in the chlorophyll content was observed
(Table 5), photoperiod-related injury seems to be more closely related to light capture.

From 54 DIT (8 January 2019) onwards, plants and leaves grown under both 23 h treat-
ments were observed to recover from the photoperiod-related injury (Figures 3C and 6C).
The photosynthetic capacity and Fv/Fm values from leaves under 23 h treatments returned
to levels similar to the 17 h treatments, and fruit yield during the months of April and
May also increased (Table 6). However, no changes to the experimental settings had oc-
curred to invoke such changes. What did change was the peak intensity of natural solar
radiation (Figure 2) and the natural photoperiod from January to April. In fact, from
the period of peak photoperiod injury (62 DIT, 16 January 2019) to when photoperiod
injury was completely alleviated (138 DIT, 2 April 2019), the solar radiation nearly doubled
in average daily intensity from 88 W m−2 to 165 W m−2 (Figure 2). Moreover, during
this period, the plant growth was more balanced—less fruit load due to fruit harvesting
and more leaf growth due to strong sunlight. The changes in both solar radiation and
plant growth balance (generative vs. vegetative or source vs. sink) may, in some way,
account for the observed recovery of plants under both 23 h lighting treatments. Further
specifically designed studies will be needed to separate the light intensity effect from that
of fruit load/plant growth stage. Potentially, as the natural light intensity increased later
in the study, the strong exogenous signaling (i.e., high peak light intensity) was able to
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override the endogenous signal causing injury [34,37,39]. However, an in-depth look at
this hypothesis was beyond the scope of our study.

4.2. Effect of Photoperiod Extension on Fruit Production

Photoperiod-related leaf injury characterized by chlorosis and a downregulation of
photosynthesis can drastically reduce fruit yield due to a decrease in carbon assimilation
essential for plant growth. However, if photoperiod-related injury can be avoided, an in-
crease in plant growth and yield is theoretically possible [8]. The use of wavelength-specific
LEDs has shown promise in reducing photoperiod-related injury during the vegetative
growth stage [14]; however, little is known about how the use of wavelength-specific LEDs
will affect the yield of high-wire-fruiting vegetables during extended photoperiods [7,40].
Between the months of February and April, those which followed the photoperiod-related
injury in leaves, the average fruit weight (size, g fruit−1) was observed to decrease in both
23 h lighting treatments (Figures 5 and 8). These data indicate a clear correlation between
the onset and persistence of injury and the reduction in fruit production. Notably, by
April, all yield parameters for both 23 h lighting treatments were similar to those of the
17 h lighting treatments (Figure 8 and Table 6), again coinciding with increased natural
solar radiation.

Throughout the harvest period in both TE and TK, those under the red 23 h lighting
treatment tended to show less yield reduction than plants under the mix 23 h treatment
when compared to the 17 h lighting treatments (Figure 8 and Table 6). In fact, our cumula-
tive yield analysis indicates that growth under the red 23 h lighting treatment of both TE
and TK plants produced higher yield than did plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting
treatment (Table 6). Furthermore, TE and TK plants grown under the mix 23 h lighting
treatment produced fewer fruits per stem than all other lighting treatments (Table 6). These
results indicate that the use of supplemental red light during photoperiod extension may
be more beneficial than a mixed lighting treatment including appreciable amounts of blue
light (Figure 1).

Generally, under a traditional 16 h photoperiod, the addition of some blue light
(6–12%) to a predominantly red supplemental lighting spectrum has shown increases in
biomass and total fruit number in greenhouse tomatoes [24]. For this reason, in commercial
production practices, the addition of blue light is typically thought of as generative light,
while increasing the red light component is thought to promote vegetative growth (i.e.,
vegetative light). In this way, growers can steer the plant towards a more generative
or vegetative growing pattern depending on current/future environmental and plant
conditions. Administering light during an extended, nearly continuous photoperiod can
also be described as a generative light environment as there is constant photon energy
pressuring the plant during the subjective nighttime period—in effect, forcing growth. Thus,
we hypothesize that the interaction of a mixed spectrum with an extended photoperiod
may cause imbalances in plant growth patterns, while using a pure red, more vegetative
spectrum during an extended photoperiod may allow for proper vegetative vs. generative
homeostasis. We believe that because of the use of the more vegetative red 23 h lighting
treatment, the plants grown under this treatment displayed better yield performance
than did the more generative mix 23 h treatment (Figure 8 and Table 6). Therefore, the
interaction between photoperiod and light spectrum needs to be taken into account during
tomato production.

4.3. Interaction between Rootstocks and Photoperiod Length

While wild tomato species are generally tolerant to extended photoperiods, domes-
ticated tomatoes have been determined to be sensitive to extended photoperiods (i.e.,
photoperiod-related leaf injury has been observed) [9]. Our study involved the use of one
domesticated tomato cultivar as the scion (‘Trovanzo’) and two domesticated tomato culti-
vars as rootstocks (‘Emperator’ and ‘Kasier’). Interestingly, the interaction between light
spectra and photoperiod impacted the severity of injury—and, ultimately, yield—differently
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between rootstocks. The TE (‘Trovanzo’ grafted on ‘Emperator’) plants were observed to
be more tolerant to photoperiod extension than the TK (‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto ‘Kaiser’)
plants (Figure 8 and Table 6). It should also be noted that TE plants had statistically similar
yield under the red 23 h lighting treatment as both 17 h lighting treatments; this was not
the case for TK plants (Figure 8 and Table 6).

Rootstock material can have a large impact on the growing patterns of the plant
as a whole [19–21]. Rahmatian et al. [20] showed that overall plant biomass and yield
could be increased simply by grafting the same scion onto different rootstock materials,
demonstrating the impact that proper rootstock selection can have. In muskmelon and
orange trees, the use of different rootstocks also led to differences in fruit production and
carbohydrate status in the fruit [41,42]. These studies indicate that the source vs. sink
balance can also be impacted by the rootstock selection [20,21,41,42]. This then can have
an impact on photoperiod-related injury due to the improper balance between overall
vegetative and generative plant growth. In our study, we used two different rootstocks
that have previously demonstrated generative (‘Kasier’) and vegetative (‘Emperator’)
growing patterns. TE plants generally performed better in terms of fruit yield during
extended photoperiods than TK plants, indicating that rootstocks were interacting with
the light environment in some fashion. Velez-Ramirez et al. [43] showed that when a
CL-sensitive scion was grafted onto a CL-tolerant rootstock, the CL-sensitive scion was
less affected by CL. However, in Velez-Ramirez et al.’s study [43], the CL-tolerant rootstock
was also allowed to grow a shoot along with the CL-sensitive scion. This allowed the
CL-tolerant accession to have leaves exposed to the CL and thus the authors proposed
that a “transferable injurious substance” or a signaling molecule could be transferred
between the CL-tolerant and CL-sensitive accession [43]. In our study, no vegetative shoots
from the rootstock were allowed to grow; thus, the rootstocks were not able to interact
with the light environment directly. In a recent study, Paponov et al. [44] observed the
modulation of phytohormones in the root zone due to varied canopy light environments.
Thus, during growth under extended photoperiods, it is important to take into account the
rootstocks being used and not simply the scions as there may be potential communication
via hormone signaling involved in the regulation of photoperiod-related injury [45].

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, our data indicate that tomatoes grown under extended photoperiods
under sole red supplemental light have improved fruit yield compared to those grown
under a mixed lighting treatment. In fact, growth under a 23 h photoperiod with red
supplemental light resulted in similar cumulative yield parameters to plants grown under
a red or mixed light spectrum with 17 h lighting. By utilizing a low intensity and long
photoperiod with energy-efficient red LEDs, a decrease in capital fixture cost and electrical
costs can be realized. Under both red and mixed 23 h lighting treatments, physiological
parameters indicated the presence of photoperiod-related injury at 54 DIT (8 January 2019)
during the measurement period. However, during the subsequent production period,
photoperiod-related injury was alleviated. Because no experimental parameters were
altered, we propose that the increase in peak solar intensity or overall DLI from January to
April could play a role in alleviating injury, but further study will be needed to confirm
this hypothesis. Interestingly, the rootstocks used were observed to have an interaction
with the light spectra and photoperiod length, which led to improved yield from TE
plants compared to TK plants. These data suggest that both rootstocks and light spectral
compositions/quality can impact photoperiod-related injury. With red light and proper
rootstock, the negative yield impact from long photoperiod lighting can be eliminated.
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Abbreviations

CAB-13: type III light harvesting chlorophyll a/b binding protein 13; CL: Continuous lighting;
DIT: Days into the treatment; DLI: Daily light integral; Fo: Minimum fluorescence in a dark-adapted
state; Fm: Maximum fluorescence in a dark-adapted state; Fv: Variable fluorescence in a dark-adapted
state; Fv/Fm: Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII; Jmax: Maximum rate of electron transport;
LCP: Light compensation point; LED: Light-emitting diode; LUE: Light use efficiency; N: Photon
flux; NCER: Net carbon exchange rate; PHY A: Phytochrome A; Pnmax: Photosynthetic maximum;
PPE: Photosynthetic photon efficacy; PSI: Photosystem I; PSII: Photosystem II; PSS: Phytochrome
photostationary state; QY; Quantum yield; R:Fr: Red to far-red ratio; TE: ‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto
‘Emperator’; TK: ‘Trovanzo’ grafted onto ‘Kaiser’; Vcmax: Maximum rate of Rubisco carboxylation;
WUE: Water use efficiency; σr: Photochemical cross-section of phytochrome in the red absorbing
state; σFr: Photochemical cross-section of phytochrome in the red absorbing state.
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Abstract: To improve microgreen yield and nutritional quality, suitable light spectra can be used.
Two species—amaranth (Amaranthus tricolor L.) and turnip greens (Brassica rapa L. subsp. oleifera (DC.)
Metzg)—were studied. The experiment was performed in a controlled LED environment growth
chamber (day/night temperatures of 24 ± 2 ◦C, 16 h photoperiod, and 50/60% relative humidity).
Three emission wavelengths of a light-emitting diode (LED) were adopted for microgreen lighting:
(1) white LED (W); (2) blue LED (B), and (3) red LED (R); the photosynthetic photon flux densities
were 200 ± 5 µmol for all light spectra. The response to light spectra was often species-specific, and
the interaction effects were significant. Morphobiometric parameters were influenced by species,
light, and their interaction; at harvest, in both species, the fresh weight was significantly greater
under B. In amaranth, Chl a was maximized in B, whereas it did not change with light in turnip
greens. Sugar content varied with the species but not with the light spectra. Nitrate content of shoots
greatly varied with the species; in amaranth, more nitrates were measured in R, while no difference
in turnip greens was registered for the light spectrum effect. Polyphenols were maximized under B
in both species, while R depressed the polyphenol content in amaranth.

Keywords: LED; light spectrum; ascorbic acid; chlorophylls; carotenoids

1. Introduction

Light is one of the major factors for growth. It represents the main signal perceived
by plants, and it has been largely demonstrated that different light qualities, light inten-
sity, and photoperiod have broad regulatory effects on the morphogenesis, physiological
metabolism, growth and development, and nutritional quality of plants [1–4]. Plant mor-
phogenesis and its related aspects are mainly regulated by various photoreceptors which
are activated by photons in the blue, red, and far-red regions of the light spectrum [5]. Light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) are an emerging source of light in protected and indoor cultivations.
They have several advantages over conventional lighting systems (fluorescent light, halide
metal, high-pressure solid, and incandescent), e.g., long operating lifetime, relatively lower
heat emission, high photosynthetically active radiation efficiency, small size, and control of
spectral composition. All these advantages make LED an ideal light source for the artificial
regulation of plant growth and an easy disposal without any environmental hazards [6].
Moreover, LEDs offer the advantage to emit specific spectral patterns [7] and regulate the
light intensities, in accordance with the needs of the plants, optimizing the production
processes and/or the production of secondary metabolites [4,7]. For these reasons, LEDs
are attracting increasing attention for indoor facilities, vertical farming, and greenhouse
productions, especially with leafy vegetables, such as lettuce and rockets [8–12]. According
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to the manufacturers’ indications and measured light fluence rates, LED lids would require
about 32% less energy than fluorescent tubes, per µmol·m2·s−1 delivered to the plants [13].

Approximately 90% of red and blue light that falls on plant leaves is absorbed. It is
well known that those sections of the spectrum strongly influence plant development and
physiology [14]. Blue and red light are absorbed by photosynthetic pigments (chlorophylls)
and photomorphogenetic (cryptochromes, phytochromes) receptors [15].

Red light influences leaf expansion in red lettuce [16], as well as increases plant height
in tomato [17] and in vitro grown chestnut seedlings [18]. Blue light suppresses hypocotyl
elongation and induces biomass production [18]. In combination with red and blue light,
green light increases plant and leaf growth, as well as early stem elongation [18–20].

Microgreens are young, tender greens of edible plants that are harvested at the first
true leaf stage. Microgreens are much smaller than regular greens, even “baby” greens.
They are harvested when plants are no taller than 5 cm, taking about 1–3 weeks after
seeding. Microgreens have emerged on the market and become popular for their nutrient
concentrations that are higher than those of their mature leaf counterparts [21–23]. The
attention toward this category of products is confirmed by the very high number of items
published about microgreens. Moreover, microgreens have an eye-catching appearance;
they can be grown in small spaces and on indoor farms, thus representing a potentially
useful addition to urban diets [24].

Microgreens are also frequently used to add color and flavor to meals. They have a
double function as food and garnish on plates. Micro versions of basil, coriander, chard,
beetroot, and red garnet amaranth were originally used to complement the flavor of dishes
and as a garnish. Today, since their popularity has widened, people can even buy pots
ready to grow your own.

The levels of nutrients in microgreens vary with the species. Nonetheless, they
typically have higher levels of vitamin C, vitamin E, and carotenoids than mature plants [25].
Due to their adaptation to different cultivation environments, they can be cultivated in
individual households, as well as on a large scale for commercial purposes [26]. Grown
in a greenhouse with supplemental lighting and heating, microgreens can be produced
throughout the entire year.

Numerous vegetables and crops can be used for microgreen production. Among
these, the following are of considerable importance: turnip green and amaranth. Turnip
green (Brassica rapa L. subsp. oleifera) is a member of the Brassicaceae family. The Brassi-
caceae microgreen effects on health are tied to their high levels of bioactive compounds
such as ascorbic acid, carotenoids, tocopherols, and phenolic compounds in addition to
glucosinolates and mineral nutrients [23].

Amaranth (Amaranthus tricolor L.) is one of the most preferable greens in terms of
texture, flavor, appearance, and overall eating quality [25].

Recent studies highlighted the possibility of regulating seedling growth and increasing
the content of important nutritional compounds (as glucosinolates in rocket and sugars,
proteins, flavonoids, and vitamin C in lettuce) through appropriate regulation of the light
spectrum used [9–12].

In recent years, spectral effects of red/blue/red–blue light have been investigated
in microgreen species, belonging to different families, e.g., Brassicacceae, Lamiaceae,
Apiaceae, Boraginaceae, and Chenopodiaceae [27–32]. However, for new and emerging
microgreen species, information on plant secondary metabolites profiles and how these
bioactive compounds respond to LED spectral quality is lacking. Instead, there is a need,
as it is often a species-specific response, to investigate the mechanism of different light
spectra on the phytochemical profiles of some microgreens [32].

With this in mind, a study was conducted to evaluate the effects of different LED
spectra (white, red and blue), on the final biomass and nutritional traits, in two different
microgreen species. The hypothesis of the work was to enhance the microgreen composition
modulating the light quality.
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2. Results
2.1. Seedling Height and Biomass

Seedling height was influenced by species, light, and their interaction (Table 1,
Figure 1). Seedlings of amaranth were significantly smaller than those of turnip greens,
under all lights (p ≤ 0.001).

Table 1. Main effects of species (amaranth and turnip greens) and LED treatment (W = white,
B = blue, R = red) on plant height, fresh biomass, and dry biomass percentage of microgreens.

Seedling Height
(H, cm)

Fresh Biomass
(FW, mg·Plant−1)

Dry Biomass
(DW, %)

Species (S) Amaranth 3.9 ± 0.2 b 18.5 ± 1.8 b 5.4 ± 0.4
Turnip greens 5.4 ± 0.2 a 66.4 ± 2.8 a 5.2 ± 0.3

LED
treatments (L)

W 3.9 ± 0.4 c 37.1 ± 9.9 b 5.9 ± 0.3 a

B 5.2 ± 0.4 a 50.1 ± 11.8 a 5.9 ± 0.3 a

R 4.9 ± 0.2 b 40.2 ± 10.8 b 4.2 ± 0.1 b

Significance
S *** *** ns
L *** *** ***

S × L ** ns ns
Values (mean ± se) within each column, followed by the same letter, do not significantly differ at p ≤ 0.05
according to Tukey’s test; ns = not significant; significant at p ≤ 0.01 (**) and 0.001 (***). Three biological replicates
were used for measurements (n = 3).
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Figure 1. Interaction effect of species × light treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on seedling
height (H, cm) of microgreens. Data are means ± standard error (n = 3). Three biological replicates
were used for the measurements. Different letters indicate significance at p ≤ 0.05 according to
Tukey’s test.

However, light exerted a different effect, depending on species (S × L, p ≤ 0.01). In
amaranth, seedlings were almost 3 cm tall in W, whilst their height exceeded 4 cm in B
and R. In turnip greens, blue light (B) promoted plant growth, resulting in a final seedling
height close to 6 cm; in this species, white light (W) adversely affected plant growth, leading
to a final height < 5 cm (Figure 1).

Fresh biomass of the single plant varied with species and light but not with their
interaction. According to seedling height, turnip greens produced a fresh biomass more
than threefold greater than that of amaranth (p ≤ 0.001) under the same experimental
conditions, revealing a faster growth. Light also affected the biomass accumulation, and
fresh weight of the single plant at harvest was significantly greater under blue light in both
species (L, p ≤ 0.001; S × L, p ≥ 0.05). Fresh biomass produced in W and R did not differ at
ANOVA. However, dry biomass was the lowest (<4.3%) under red light, in both species,
indicating a greater plant water content under these growing conditions.

When the height/dry biomass (cm·mg−1) ratio was calculated, interesting results
on plant morphology were obtained (Figure 2). While no differences among light treat-
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ments were observed in turnip for the ratio (<2 cm·mg−1), the significantly higher value
(7 cm·mg−1) calculated for amaranth (S × L, p ≤ 0.001) in R with respect to W and B
(3.7 cm·mg−1, on average) indicates that the same dry matter was distributed over longer
plants under red light, i.e., the hypocotyls were thinner under these experimental condi-
tions, contributing to total plant biomass.
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Figure 2. Interaction effect of species × light treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on plant
height/dry biomass ratio (H/DW, cm·mg−1) of microgreens. Data are means ± standard error (n = 3).
Three biological replicates were used for the measurements. Different letters indicate significance at
p ≤ 0.05 according to Tukey’s test.

2.2. Chlorophyll (a, b, and Total) and Carotenoids

The content of Chl a exhibited a different pattern in relation to species and light.
Overall, greater contents were measured in shoots of amaranth (Table 2, Figure 3a). In
this species, Chl a was maximized in B, whereas, in turnip greens, Chl a content did not
differ with light (S × L, p ≤ 0.01). No effect of species and light was observed according to
ANOVA on Chl b content (S, L, S × L, p ≥ 0.05) (Table 2, Figure 3b). As a result, total Chl
content followed the same pattern of Chl a, being higher in amaranth. In this species, as
for Chl a, total Chl peaked under blue light, whereas it did not change with light in turnip
greens (S × L, p ≤ 0.05) (Table 2, Figure 3c).

Table 2. Main effects of species (amaranth and turnip greens) and LED treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on
chlorophyll a, b, chlorophyll a/b ratio (Chl a/Chl b), total chlorophyll, carotenoids, and chlorophyll/carotenoid ratio
(Chl/Car) of microgreens.

Chl a
(mg·g−1 FW)

Chl b
(mg·g−1 FW)

Chl a/Chl b
(mg·g−1 FW)

Total Chl
(mg·g−1 FW)

Carotenoids
(mg·g−1 FW)

Chl/Car
(mg·g−1 FW)

Species (S) Amaranth 0.41 ± 0.0 a 0.11 ± 0.0 a 3.79 ± 0.18 a 0.51 ± 0.0 a 0.10 ± 0.00 a 5.1 ± 0.1
Turnip greens 0.32 ± 0.0 b 0.10 ± 0.0 b 3.20 ± 0.20 b 0.43 ± 0.0 b 0.08 ± 0.00 b 5.2 ± 0.1

LED
treatment

(L)

W 0.34 ± 0.1 0.11 ± 0.0 3.18 ± 0.11 b 0.45 ± 0.0 b 0.08 ± 0.00 b 5.3 ± 0.1
B 0.40 ± 0.0 0.11 ± 0.0 3.74 ± 0.33 a 0.51 ± 0.0 a 0.10 ± 0.01 a 5.1 ± 0.2
R 0.35 ± 0.0 0.10 ± 0.0 3.49 ± 0.08 ab 0.45 ± 0.0 b 0.09 ± 0.00 b 5.1 ± 0.1

Significance
S *** *** *** *** *** ns
L ns ns ** ** ** ns

S × L *** ns ns * ** ns

Values (mean ± se) within each column, followed by the same letter, do not significantly differ at p ≤ 0.05 according to Tukey’s test;
ns = not significant; significant at p ≤ 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***). Three biological replicates were used for the analysis (n = 3).
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Figure 3. Interaction effect of species × light treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on chlorophyll
(a (a), b (b), and total (c)) and carotenoids (d) of microgreens. Data are means ± standard error (n = 3).
Different letters indicate significance at p ≤ 0.05 according to Tukey’s test.

Carotenoids were accumulated in a larger amount in microgreens of amaranth
(0.10 mg·g−1 FW, against 0.08 mg·g−1 in turnip greens, p ≤ 0.01). They exhibited op-
posite trends in the two species, in response to light (S × L, p ≤ 0.01) (Table 2, Figure 3d).
In amaranth, blue light (B) promoted the biosynthesis of carotenoids, whose content was
almost the 30% higher than that in W and R. Such differences were not evidenced in turnip
greens, where the content of carotenoids did not change with the light conditions of growth.
The chlorophyll a/b ratio showed that W treatment provided a lower value while the
highest ratio was found in the B light treatment. The relationship between total chlorophyll
and carotenoids expressed as a ratio did not show any significant difference (Table 2).

2.3. Sugar Content

Sugar content varied with the species, being more than 40% greater in turnip greens
(>1.3 mg·g−1 FW) than in amaranth (<0.7 mg·g−1 FW) (Table 3).

Table 3. Main effects of species (amaranth and turnip greens) and LED treatment (W = white,
B = blue, R = red) on total sugars and nitrate content of microgreens.

Total Sugars
(mg·g−1 FW)

Nitrate
(mg·kg−1)

Species (S) Amaranth 0.7 ± 0.0 b 1990.9 ± 140.3 a

Turnip greens 1.3 ± 0.0 a 704.9 ± 48.0 b

LED treatment (L)
W 1.0 ± 0.4 1137.1 ± 202.5 b

B 1.0 ± 0.4 1247.1 ± 318.7 b

R 0.9 ± 0.4 1659.5 ± 357.7 a

Significance
S *** ***
L ns ***

S × L Ns ***
Values (mean ± se) within each column, followed by the same letter, do not significantly differ at p ≤ 0.05
according to Tukey’s test; ns = not significant; significant at p ≤ 0.001 (***). Three biological replicates were used
for the analysis (n = 3).
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Light did not exert any clear effect on this trait (L, p ≥ 0.05), while the interactive effect
with species was not significant (S × L, p ≥ 0.05).

2.4. Nitrate Content

The nitrate content of shoots greatly varied with the species (S, p ≤ 0.001) (Figure 4).
Greater amounts were measured in amaranth, where nitrates peaked under red light
(>2000 mg·kg−1). Lower contents (1583 to 1946 mg·kg−1) were measured in this species in
W and B, showing no difference according to ANOVA. Unlike amaranth, very low nitrate
contents (<705 mg·kg−1) were detected in turnip greens, regardless of the light conditions
of growth (S × L, p ≥ 0.05).
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2.5. Antioxidants and Antioxidant Activity

The content of the main antioxidants (polyphenols, carotenoids, and ascorbic acid)
was measured in this experiment. Significant differences were found for total polyphenols
in relation to species, light, and their interaction (Table 4, Figure 5). On average across light
conditions, the antioxidant content was slightly but significantly higher in turnip greens
(>145 mg GAE·100 g−1 FW vs. 124 mg·g−1 in amaranth). Polyphenols were maximized
under blue light (B, >165 mg·g−1 FW) in both species. Red light (R) somehow depressed
the biosynthesis of polyphenols, leading to a final content that was overall the lowest in
amaranth (<75 mg·g−1 FW), but did not differ from that in W (128.2 and 135.9 mg·g−1 FW
in R and W, respectively) in turnip greens (S × L, p ≤ 0.01).

Table 4. Main effects of species (amaranth and turnip greens) and LED treatment (W = white,
B = blue, R = red) on total phenolic content (TPC), ascorbic acid (Asc), and antioxidant activity
(DPPH) of microgreens.

TPC
(mg GAE·100 g−1 FW)

Asc
(mg·g−1 FW)

DPPH
(mg TE·100 g−1 FW)

Species (S) Amaranth 124.8 ± 13.5 b 0.20 ± 0.0 b 54.6 ± 5.2 b

Turnip greens 145.6 ± 7.7 a 0.78 ± 0.2 a 180.5 ± 22.2 a

LED treatment
(L)

W 135.6 ± 2.3 b 0.79 ± 0.2 a 102.4 ± 26.5 b

B 168.6 ± 6.2 a 0.20 ± 0.0 c 168.5 ± 42.9 a

R 104.4 ± 12.2 c 0.51 ± 0.1 b 82.3 ± 15.7 c

Significance
S ** *** ***
L *** *** ***

S × L ** *** **
Values (mean ± se) within each column, followed by the same letter, do not significantly differ at p ≤ 0.05
according to Tukey’s test; significant at p ≤ 0.01 (**) and 0.001 (***). Three biological replicates were used for the
analysis (n = 3).
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Figure 5. Interaction effect of species × light treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on TPC
(mg GAE·100 g−1 FW) of microgreens. Data are means ± standard error (n = 3). Three biological
replicates were used for the analysis. Different letters indicate significance at p ≤ 0.05 according to
Tukey’s test.

Ascorbic acid (Asc) is another antioxidant that was detected in the microgreens of
the two species. Unlike carotenoids, much greater contents of Asc (up to 1.3 mg·g−1 FW)
were found in turnip greens (p ≤ 0.001) (Table 4, Figure 6). Light strongly affected (L,
p ≤ 0.001) the content of this antioxidant, being significantly higher under blue light (B) in
both species. A significant S × L interaction (p ≤ 0.001) was found according to ANOVA,
indicating that, unlike amaranth, whose microgreens had the same Asc in W and R, white
light (W) significantly reduced the accumulation of this metabolite in shoots of turnip
greens, whose final content was <0.3 mg·g−1 FW.
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Figure 6. Interaction effect of species × light treatment (W = white, B = blue, R = red) on ascorbic acid
(Asc, mg·100 g−1 FW) of microgreens. Data are means ± standard error (n = 3). Three biological
replicates were used for the analysis. Different letters indicate significance at p ≤ 0.05 according to
Tukey’s test.

Antioxidant activity (AA), expressed as DPPH free-radical scavenging activity, was
seemingly correlated to Asc (r = 0.82*) more than to other antioxidants (r = 0.54ns vs.
carotenoids, r = 0.41ns vs. TPC). As a result, on average across light conditions, higher AA
corresponded to turnip greens (up to 260 mg TE·100 g−1 FW) with respect to microgreens
of amaranth (AA <74%) (Figure 7). Light also exerted a significant effect on this trait, with
AA being higher in microgreens grown under blue light (B). However, a significant S × L
interaction (p ≤ 0.001) revealed that, while no differences were observed for AA between
W and R in amaranth (46 mg TE·100 g−1 FW, on average), red light (R) adversely affected
the antioxidant activity in amaranth, which was the 55% and 27% lower than AA in B and
W, respectively.
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2.6. Mineral Composition

Multifactorial ANOVA showed that the mineral contents were significantly affected
by species and the LED treatments, as well as by their interaction (Table 5). Most of the
mineral elements were different in the two species except for Fe and Ni. Amaranth showed
higher concentrations of Mg, K, Cu, Zn, and P, but lower concentrations of Na, Ca, and Mn
compared to turnip greens (Table 5).

Light treatments significantly influenced the concentration of Mg, Ca, Mn, Fe, Ni, and
P. In particular, R light increased the concentrations of Mg, Mn, Fe, and Ni, while W light
increased the concentrations of Ca and P (Table 5).

The effect of LED treatment was more pronounced for Mg and the microelements (Mn,
Fe, and Cu), which were significantly higher in turnip greens under the red LED. Amaranth
grown under the red and blue LED showed a high Fe concentration. No significant
differences were observed for Ni, Zn, and P (Table 5).

2.7. RGB Color Analysis

The color analysis of microgreens showed that light significantly affected the RB
components of amaranth, while no significant differences were observed for the RGB
components of turnip greens (Figure 8). In amaranth the white light led to the highest
R and B values, while the red light lowered the B value. In the comparison between
species, the G component was significantly higher in turnip greens compared to amaranth
(Figure 8).

When all the effects were summarized in a PCA score plot, differential reactions of
amaranth and turnip greens to different light spectra were observed (Figure 9a,b). The
first two PCs were related with eigen values >1 and explained more than 90% of the total
variance, with PC1 and PC2 accounting for 56.4% and 43.6% for amaranth, and 54.1% and
45.9% for turnip greens. In amaranth, we identified four groups of positively correlated
variables: (1) the group in the upper left quadrant, which included Chl b, sugars, and Na;
(2) the group in the upper right quadrant, which included carotenoids, total Chl, Chl a,
Asc, DPPH, TPC, Ca, and Cu; (3) the group clustered in the lower right quadrant, which
included nitrates and most mineral elements (Fe, Mg, Zn, Mn, and Ni); (4) the group in the
lower left quadrant, which included P, K, FW, and % DW (Figure 9a).
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2.7. RGB Color Analysis 
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components of amaranth, while no significant differences were observed for the RGB 
components of turnip greens (Figure 8). In amaranth the white light led to the highest R 
and B values, while the red light lowered the B value. In the comparison between species, 
the G component was significantly higher in turnip greens compared to amaranth (Figure 
8). 

 
Figure 8. RGB component analysis of microgreen photos grown under different light conditions: 
white (W), blue (B), and red (R). Values are means with standard errors (n = 4). Four biological 
replicates were used for the analysis. Data were subjected to two-way ANOVA. Differences among 
means were determined using Tukey’s test. Different letters highlight significant differences at p ≤ 
0.05; ns not significant, significant at p ≤ 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***). 

Figure 8. RGB component analysis of microgreen photos grown under different light conditions:
white (W), blue (B), and red (R). Values are means with standard errors (n = 4). Four biological
replicates were used for the analysis. Data were subjected to two-way ANOVA. Differences among
means were determined using Tukey’s test. Different letters highlight significant differences at
p ≤ 0.05; ns not significant, significant at p ≤ 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***).
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Figure 9. Principal component loading plot and scores of PCA fresh weight and dry biomass, H/DW,
photosynthetic pigments (Chl a, Chl b, total Chl, and carotenoids), mineral concentrations (nitrate, Na,
Mg, P, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, and Zn), DPPH, TPC, total sugars, Asc, and total phenolic concentrations
for amaranth (a) and turnip greens (b) as modulated by LED treatments. W = white LED treatment;
B = blue LED treatment; R = red LED treatment.

For turnip greens, we identified the following groups: (1) the group in the upper left
quadrant, which included K and Na; (2) the group in the upper right quadrant, which
included sugars, nitrates, % DW, and some mineral elements (Ca, Zn, and Mn); (3) the
group clustered in the lower right quadrant, which included carotenoids, Chl a, H/DW,
FW, and most mineral elements (Cu, Ni, Fe, Mg, and Na); (4) the group in the lower left
quadrant, which included antioxidant activity (DPPH and TPC), Chl b, total Chl, and Asc
(Figure 9b).

Plants of amaranth grown under red LED, positioned in the lower left quadrant of
the PCA score plot, exhibited a higher concentration of P and K, whilst those grown under
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blue LED, positioned in the upper right quadrant, were characterized by higher total Chl,
Chl a, and antioxidant activity. Plants of turnip greens, grown under blue LED, positioned
in lower left quadrant, were characterized by higher antioxidant level (TPC and Asc),
antioxidant activity (DPPH), and total Chl, whilst those grown under red LED, positioned
in the lower right quadrant of the PCA score plot, showed a higher content of mineral
elements (Cu, Ni, Fe, Mg, and Na).

The PCA analysis reported in the present study could, therefore, help to better under-
stand the influence of LED treatments on morphological and nutraceutical characteristics
of the two studied species.

3. Discussion

The results from this study revealed that the growth of hypocotyls in microgreens was
affected by the quality of light. It has been reported in the literature how the hypocotyl
growth may be influenced by artificial lights [33]; this aspect is relevant because the
hypocotyls represent one of the main edible parts of sprouts and microgreens. To facilitate
the machine harvest for labor savings, the height of microgreens needs to reach ~5 cm. The
two studied microgreens exhibited a very different hypocotyl height. Among the three LED
lights tested, blue and, to a lesser extent, red light seemed to be more effective than white
light in promoting fresh biomass accumulation and hypocotyl growth. Similar significant
increases in hypocotyl and shoot dry and fresh weight under monocromatic blue and red
light were reported in microgreens of mustard and kale [34]. The blue LED, compared
with the combined red and blue LED, was reported to increase the hypocotyl length of
buckwheat sprouts [35]. Similarly, compared with the white LED, both blue and red LEDs
were able to significantly increase the stem length of pea microgreens [36].

The leaf color of the two species, red (in amaranth) and green (in turnip greens),
probably modifies the response to light spectra, as also observed in two cultivars of lettuce
differing in leaf color (red and green) [37]. The PCA scatterplot clearly evidenced the
differences between amaranth and turnip greens cultivated under different LED spectra
(Figures S1 and S2).

Unlike fresh biomass, no significant difference between blue and white light was
detected for dry biomass, revealing a higher water content in the plantlets grown under
blue light. Our results partially differed from those obtained with other two leafy species,
lettuce [38] and rocket [12], where better results in terms of fresh and dry biomass were
obtained under red light, along with no difference in plant biomass between blue and white
light. Microgreens are plants with a short growth period; therefore, the light spectrum
influences more photomorphogenesis than photosynthesis. Photomorphogenic processes
activated by the blue photomorphogenetic (cryptochromes, phytochromes) receptors con-
stitute a default developmental process triggered by blue light in sprouts and microgreens
during their development from seeds to edible vegetable products. The effects of blue light
in microgreens may be different from those of mature plants [33,39].

In this study, a significant rise in Chl a and total Chl content under blue light was
observed, although only in amaranth. Blue LEDs, used alone or in combination with red
light, were reported to increase the chlorophyll ratio [40,41] and the chlorophyll content [42]
in different leafy species and microgreens [15].

Sugar content significantly changed only with the species, being more than 40% greater
in turnip greens than in amaranth.

Nitrate concentration in fresh vegetables is an important qualitative feature since its
intake at high levels is associated with increased probability for carcinogenic nitrosamine
formation in the stomach [32,43]. Approximately 80% of human dietary nitrates comes from
vegetables; therefore, a low nitrate accumulation in vegetables is a primary concern [33]. In
this study, nitrates were much greater in amaranth than in turnip greens, but lower than the
maximum levels in European Commission (EC) Regulation No. 1258/2011 [44]. Moreover,
the response to light spectra was species-specific, with the nitrate content significantly
enhanced by red light in amaranth and unaffected by light spectra in turnip greens. This
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study confirms that nitrate accumulation capacity is a trait strongly associated with the
genetic background of plants [21], even among genera within the same family. Contrasting
results were reported in the literature for nitrate accumulation in response to red light;
according to our results, an enhancement induced by monochromatic red light was found
in mustard (Brassica juncea ‘Red Lace’) by Brazaityté et al. [34]. Conversely, a reduced nitrate
content under a red LED was reported in Perilla frutescens (L.) and radish microgreens.

The content in antioxidants is a very relevant quality index of sprouts and microgreens.
The phenolic phytochemical accumulation can be stimulated by cultivation under different
LEDs. In our study, blue light positively influenced total polyphenols, carotenoids, ascorbic
acid (Asc), and antioxidant activity. As compared to white light, red light exerted similar
or negative effects on the antioxidants with the only exception being Asc content. Previous
studies showed that total phenolic content was significantly increased under a blue LED,
as compared with white LEDs in Chinese kale and common buckwheat sprouts [45,46].
In Chinese kale sprouts, the highest antioxidant capacity was measured under a blue
LED [33,46].

Increasing blue light dosage has been recognized to increase the level of pheno-
lics in lamb lettuce [47], of phenols and antioxidant activity in pea sprouts [48], and of
carotenoids in some microgreens [15]. Blue light is reported to stimulate the accumulation
of carotenoids via cryptochromes [49,50]. Carotenoids play a relevant role in photoprotec-
tive efficiency in plants [51,52]. Carotenoids protect plants from photo-oxidative damage
through thermal dissipation by means of the xanthophyll cycle (converting violaxanthin to
zeaxanthin) [53]. β-Carotene directly participates in light absorption, absorbing light in the
blue region at 448 and 454 nm [49].

Differences between red and green lettuce [28,54] and basil [55] in growth, antioxidant
levels, and photosynthetic response to red LED parameters were reported, which high-
lighted that red (purple) cultivars are less sensitive to environmental impacts. Similarly,
in our study, according the PCA analysis, the two species with red (amaranth) and green
(turnip greens) leaves showed a distinct response under the same lighting conditions.

4. Materials and Methods

This study was conducted on two microgreens: amaranth (Amaranthus tricolor L.) and
turnip greens (Brassica rapa L. subsp. oleifera (DC.) Metzg) (CN Seeds, Ltd., Pymoor, Ely,
Cambridgeshire, UK).

The experiment was performed in a controlled-environment growth chamber. Day and
night temperature was maintained at 24 ± 2 ◦C within a 16/8 h light/dark photoperiod
and a relative humidity of 50/60% was maintained. During the experiments, the air
temperature and relative humidity (RH%) were measured using a meteo station (Avidsen
Italia). Plantlets were grown in sowing substrate (‘Brill® Semina Bio’, Agrochimica S.p.A.,
Bolzano, Italy) and vermiculite in containers (14 × 9 cm) for 10 days from sowing to
harvest.

Three containers (i.e., three replicates) were used for each experimental treatment.
Light-emitting diode (LED)-based lighting units, consisting of commercially avail-able

LEDs with emission wavelengths of (1) white LED (W) (LEDW—blue 21%; green 38%; red
35%; dark red 6%—Grow Light C65 NS12—Valoya Oy Helsinki, Finland), (2) blue LED (B)
(LEDR/B, BS Biosystem, Catania), and (3) red LED (R) (100% BS Biosystem, Catania), were
used for microgreen lighting. The measured photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)
sources (i.e., at the pot top level) were 200 ± 5 µmol for all the sectors. Spectral outputs
from the various LED lamps were verified using a calibrated spectroradiometer LI-190R
(LiCor, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA, LICOR Biosciences).

4.1. Chemicals and Reagents

Analytical reagent-grade chemicals and bi-distilled water were used throughout this
experiment. Methanol used was of HPLC-grade, ≥99.9%, CHROMASOLV™ (Honeywell
Riedel-de Haën™); KNO3, acetone (Multisolvent® HPLC grade), NaOH, and H2SO4 were
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purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Methyl viologen, oxalic acid anhy-
drous 99%, salicylic acid acs 99%, sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), glucose solution, anthrone
97%, L-ascorbic acid, Folin–Ciocâlteu reagent, DPPH• radical reagent, Trolox, and gallic
acid were purchased from Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Standard solutions were
prepared with bi-distilled water.

4.2. Measurement and Data Collection of Growth Parameters

At harvest time, morphological parameters, seedling fresh biomass (g), seedling
dry biomass (g), and seedling height (cm) were measured. The height (H), fresh weight
(FW), and dry weight (DW) were determined on 15 seedlings, randomly selected within
each container. The weight was expressed as micrograms per seedling. The dry biomass
(DW) of the plants was obtained by putting weighed samples in a thermo-ventilated oven
at 70 ◦C until they reached a constant weight. Stem and leaves were immersed in liquid
nitrogen and kept at −80 ◦C for phytochemical analysis. The plant height/plant dry weight
ratio (H/DW, cm·mg−1) was also calculated. For all chemical analysis, three replicates
were performed.

4.3. Chlorophyll and Carotenoid Pigments

The contents of chlorophyll (Chl a, Chl b, and total Chl) and carotenoids was analyzed
using the spectrophotometric method. Samples of 150 mg were extracted using 99%
methanol and incubated in dark room (4 ◦C for 24 h). The absorbance of samples was
read at 665.2 nm, 652.4 nm, and 470 nm, respectively, for Chl a, Chl b, and carotenoids in a
spectrophotometer (7315 Spectrophotometer, Jenway, Staffordshire, UK). Chlorophyll and
carotenoid contents were calculated as described by Lichtenthaler et al. [56].

Chl a = 16.75A665.2 − 9.16A652.4.
Chl b = 34.09A652.4 − 15.28A665.2.
Carotenoids = (1000A470 − 1.63Chl a − 104.96Chl b)/221.

4.4. Total Sugars

The total sugars were determined spectrophotometrically following the anthrone
method with slight modifications [57]. The anthrone reagent (10.3 mM) was prepared by
dissolving anthrone in ice-cold 95% H2SO4. The reagent was left to stand for 30–40 min be-
fore use. Then, 1 g of fresh sample was extracted in 3 mL of distilled water and centrifuged
at 3000× g for 15 min at room temperature (RT). Next, 0.5 mL of extract was placed on
top of 2.5 mL of anthrone reagent incubated in ice for 5 min. The reactions were heated to
95 ◦C for 10 min and left to cool in ice. The absorbance was read at 620 nm. A calibration
curve was generated using a glucose solution (0 to 0.05 mg·mL−1) (R2 = 0.9995).

4.5. Nitrate Concentrations

Nitrate concentrations were determined following the salicyl sulfuric acid method [58].
First, 1 g of fresh sample was homogenized in 3 mL of distilled water and then centrifuged
(4000 rpm, 15 min), collecting the supernatant. Then, 20 µL of extract was added to 80 µL of
5% salicylic acid in sulfuric acid and to 3 mL of NaOH 1.5 N. The samples were cooled, and
the spectrophotometer readings were read at 410 nm. A calibration curve was generated
using a KNO3 standard (0, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 mM KNO3) (R2 = 0.9918).

4.6. Ascorbic Acid Analysis

The ascorbic acid content was determined using a spectrophotometric method [59].
Fresh plant tissue (1 g) was homogenized in 10 mL of 5% oxalic acid and then centrifuged
(5 min, 4000 rpm). The extract (1 mL) was added to 2 mL of 0.1% methyl viologen and 2 mL
of 2 mol·L−1 NaOH. The colored radical ion was read at 600 nm against the radical blank.
The concentration of ascorbic acid was calculated as a function of the values obtained
from the L-ascorbic acid standard curve (100–500 µg·mL−1) (R2 = 0.9907). Results were
expressed as mg·g−1 fresh weight.
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4.7. Total Phenolic Compounds and 2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH)
Radical-Scavenging Activity

First, 1 g FW of sample was homogenized in a solution containing 50% acetone and
50% water (1:10). The samples were vortexed and incubated for 15 h at 20 ◦C. Then,
100 µL of supernatant was mixed with 0.5 mL of Folin–Ciocâlteu reagent (Sigma-Aldrich,
Italy) and 6 mL of distilled water. Next, 1.5 mL of Na2CO3 (20%) was added, before
incubating at 20 ◦C for 2 h. The absorbance was read at 765 nm. The concentration of total
phenolic compounds was calculated as a function of the values obtained from the gallic
acid standard curve (0, 50, 100, 250, and 500 mg·L−1) (R2 = 0.9954). The total phenolic
content was expressed as mg·100 g−1 gallic acid equivalent.

The antioxidant activity was determined using DPPH. About 1 g of fresh weight was
mixed with 1.5 mL of methanol solution (80%), sonicated for 30 min, and centrifuged
(10 min, 5 ◦C, 5000× g). Then, 0.01 mL of supernatant was mixed with 1.4 mL of 150 µM
DPPH solution in methanol and water (95:5), before incubating for 30 min in the dark.
The sample was read at 517 nm. The antioxidant activity was calculated as a function
of the values obtained from the Trolox standard curve (0 to 0.5 mg·mL−1) (R2 = 0.9995).
DPPH scavenging activity values were expressed as Trolox equivalent antioxidant activity
(mg TE·100 g−1).

4.8. Meso and Micro Elements

Meso and micro element (Na, Mg, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, and P) concentrations
were determined on oven-dried samples (80 ◦C for 48 h). Samples of 300 mg of dry matter
were mineralized at 120 ◦C in 5 mL of 14.4 M HNO3, clarified with 1.5 mL of 33% H2O2,
and dried at 80 ◦C. The mineralized material was solubilized in 5 mL of 1 M HNO3 and
filtered on a 0.45 µm nylon membrane. Mineral elements were measured using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS; Varian 820-MS, ICP Mass Spectrometer).
Concentrations of mineral elements were expressed on a dry weight basis.

4.9. RGB Color Analysis

Photos of microgreens grown in different treatments were taken at 30 cm distance.
The colors of the photos were analyzed using online tools (https://imagecolorpicker.com/,
accessed on 8 June 2021) for the measurements the RGB components.

4.10. Statistical Analysis

The experiment was performed using a completely randomized design. Three bio-
logical replicates were used for the analysis. Data were subjected to two-way ANOVA,
and differences among means were determined using Tukey’s post hoc test (p ≤ 0.05) All
statistical analyses were performed using CoStat release 6.311 (CoHort Software, Monterey,
CA, USA). The principal component loading plot and scores of PCA were obtained using
Minitab 16, LLC. The data presented in the figures are the means ± se (Graphpad 7.0).

5. Conclusions

The results obtained with our trial indicate that the following:

- blue light was particularly effective in enhancing the growth and nutritional character-
istics (particularly antioxidant activity) of the two studied microgreens as compared
to the more traditionally used white light;

- red light seemed to be more effective than white light in promoting fresh biomass accu-
mulation and hypocotyl growth. However, its effects on nutraceutical characteristics
were quite different for the two genotypes, since it did not influence those of turnip
greens but worsened those of amaranth (see nitrates, nickel, and total polyphenol
contents) as compared to the other lights;

- the response to the spectral system is typically species-specific; for this reason, it is
possible to adopt a specific light formula that allows maximizing both plant growth
and nutritional quality, thereby enhancing the microgreen industry.
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Abstract: Plant secondary metabolites are known to have a variety of biological activities beneficial to
human health. They are becoming more popular as a result of their unique features and account for a
major portion of the pharmacological industry. However, obtaining secondary metabolites directly
from wild plants has substantial drawbacks, such as taking a long time, posing a risk of species
extinction owing to over-exploitation, and producing a limited quantity. Thus, there is a paradigm
shift towards the employment of plant tissue culture techniques for the production of key secondary
metabolites in vitro. Elicitation appears to be a viable method for increasing phytochemical content
and improving the quality of medicinal plants and fruits and vegetables. In vitro culture elicitation
activates the plant’s defense response and increases the synthesis of secondary metabolites in larger
proportions, which are helpful for therapeutic purposes. In this respect, light has emerged as a
unique and efficient elicitor for enhancing the in vitro production of pharmacologically important
secondary metabolites. Various types of light (UV, fluorescent, and LEDs) have been found as elicitors
of secondary metabolites, which are described in this review.

Keywords: LED light; fluorescent light; UV light; elicitation; plant secondary metabolites; plant
in vitro cultures

1. Introduction

Plants are complex species and have gained importance due to their nutritional
and pharmaceutical values. Apart from the production of primary metabolites such as
carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins that plants need for their growth and development, low
molecular weight organic compounds involved in defense against stress conditions called
secondary metabolites are also synthesized by higher plants [1]. Secondary metabolites
are involved in the production of pharmaceuticals, industrially important biochemicals,
food additives, and flavors [2]. The production of secondary metabolites in the wild is
limited to some re-gional and environmental constraints, which limit the production of
compounds commercially [3]. Traditional cultivation of certain types of plants is often
difficult and may take several years for their growth [4].Recent trends have focused on
developing in vitro culture techniques as a convenient alternative to cope with the demand
for medicinal plants, as more than 60% of anti-cancer drugs are manufactured directly
or indirectly from plants [5,6]. In vitro cultures are an efficient means of production of
biomass, leading to rapid growth and consistent metabolite productivity [7]. In addition,
elicitation has proved beneficial in the production of in vitro cultures [2]. Usually, under
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stress conditions or environment variability, the output of these compounds is improved to
cope with se-vere stress effects. For scaling up the development of these phytochemicals,
in vitro techniques can prove beneficial.

Elicitation, where certain pathways are activated by introducing agents (elicitors)
for triggering a plant’s defense mechanisms, is amongst the most relevant and effec-tive
techniques [3,8]. To increase the production of secondary metabolites, many biotic and
abiotic elicitors are used. Light is, however, an influential abiotic elicitor that af-fects the
growth, development, and morphogenesis in plants [9,10]. Light also plays a critical role in
controlling primary and secondary metabolism in order to achieve op-timum growth in
plants [11–13]. Light stress has been designed to increase secondary metabolite production
from various in vitro cultures of medicinally im-portant plants [12,14]. The signaling,
regulatory, and metabolic mechanisms involved in eliciting secondary metabolites, as
well as the mechanism of light precipitation, are not thoroughly characterized in the
literature. However, it is reasonable to speculate that oxidative stress, in addition to other
mechanisms, plays a significant role in light perception and signaling. Oxidative damage
produced as a result of environmental stress leads to the production of highly reactive free
radicals that halts the growth and development of plants [15–17]. To counteract the effect
of these radicals, plants have natural antioxi-dant defense mechanisms that are involved in
producing a wide range of secondary metabolites [18–20].

The improved production of various valuable secondary metabolites through light
elicitation has unlocked a new area of research that could have significant economic benefits
for the pharmaceutical and nutraceutical industry. To date, different sources of light such
as ultraviolet (UV), light-emitting diodes (LED) and fluorescent lights have been reported
as efficient elicitors of pharmacologically important secondary metabolites, as summarized
in Figure 1 [21–23]. These light sources have been used either alone or in combination with
each other in order to maximize the production of valuable metabolites in in vitro cultures
of plants. In this review, in-depth literature on the role of light as an elicitor of valuable
secondary metabolites has been critically reviewed. Furthermore, the mechanistic aspects of
various sources of light as elicitors of secondary metabolites through activation/regulation
of various genes are also discussed.
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adventitious root, and cell suspension cultures (from top to bottom). Different light sources, including
UV light but also excessive light, can cause stress and activate the defense response, resulting in the
production of a variety of bioactive plant secondary metabolites such as alkaloids (e.g., vinblastine),
phenolics (e.g., p-coumaric acid), flavonoids (e.g., quercetin), or terpenoids (e.g., artemisinin).

2. Light as an Elicitor

In vitro cultures of several plant species have been documented to elicit secondary
metabolites using a variety of light sources in the past. These sources have been classified
into three main categories in this review as UV lights, LED lights, and fluorescent lights,
compared and discussed herein in detail.

2.1. UV Lights

A significant abiotic elicitor used in the past to boost the production of secondary
metabolites in a variety of plant cultures is UV [24]. The wavelength of UV (400–200 nm)
accounts for only a small por-tion of the solar radiation that reaches the earth’s surface,
yet it has a significant bio-logical impact on living species, including plants. UV radiation
is categorized into three parts: UV-A (320 to 390 nm), UV-B (280 to 320 nm), and UV-C
(280 nm and be-low). The intensity of UV-A is greater than UV-B, but this difference is not
biologically significant [25]. UV-B photons are perhaps the most intense wave that hits the
surface of the earth, and even tiny changes in their quantity can have a huge impact on
vital processes and properties at all scales, from species to ecosystems [26]. In addition
to the rest of the UV groups, UV-C radiation has also proved to be the most effective in
stimulating the production of plant secondary metabolites such as phenolics, alkaloids, or
flavonoids [27–29] (Table 1).

Table 1. Effects of UV light as an elicitor of key secondary metabolites in controlled and in vitro plant culture systems.

Light
Sources Intensity Exposure Time Plant Species Culture

System
Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

UV-A/B 4–5 Wm−2/10–14
Wm−2

3 h per day for
16 days Capsicum annum CGC (leaf) Cynaroside - [30]

UV-B 73.08 kJ/m2/day
7 h per day for

13 days
Nymphoides

humboldtiana CGC (leaf) Flavonoids - [31]

UV-B 40 J/cm2 8 h
Alternanthera

Sessilis CGC (shoot) Flavonoids 51% [32]
Alternanthera

Brasiliana 62%

UV-B 1.14 kJ/m2/day
4 h per day for

14 days
Capsicum
annuum CGC (leaf) Flavonoids - [33]

UV-B 313 nm 7–14 days Ginkgo biloba CGC (leaf)
Quercetin,

kaempferol,
and isorhamnetin

2.05- to
2.4-fold and

16.67- to
−42-fold,

respectively

[34]

UV-B 1.26 µW/cm2 5 min Catharanthus
roseus

Cell suspension
culture

Catharanthine and
vindoline

3-fold and
12-fold [35]

UV-B 224
µmol m−2 s −1

1 h for 2 days
and 2 h for 2

days

Ocimum
basilicum

Green basil CGC (leaf)

Anthocyanin,
phenolics, and

flavonoids

9–23%,
28–126% and

80–169%,
respectively

[21]

2 h for 2 days
and 2 h for five

days

Ocimum
basilicum

Purple Basil
Phenolics and

flavonoids
29–63% and

37–79%

UV-B 102 kJ/m2/day 3 days Ocimum
basilicum CGC (plantlet) Phenolics [36]

UV-B 20 µW/cm2 4 days Triticum
aestivium CGC (seedling) Phenolics 26.3% [37]

UV-C 254 nm 15 min Vitis vinifera Callus culture trans-resveratrol 26-fold [38]

UV-C 254 nm 5 min after 24 h Vitis vinifera Callus culture trans-resveratrol 8-fold [39]10 min after 48 h Catechin -

UV-C 3 W/m2 60 min Lepidium sativum Callus culture
Chlorogenic acid,
kaemferol, and

quercetin
2.5-fold [40]
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Table 1. Cont.

Light
Sources Intensity Exposure Time Plant Species Culture

System
Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

UV-C +
Photoperiod
UV-C + Dark

3.6 kJ/m2 + 16/8 h
1.8 kJ/m2 + 24 h dark

10–60 min Linum
usitatissimum Callus culture

Secoisolariciresinol
diglucoside (SDG) 1.86-fold

[41]

Lariciresinol
diglucoside (LDG) 2.25-fold

Guaiacylglycerol-β-
coniferyl alcohol
ether glucoside

(GGCG)

1.33-fold

Total phenolic
production 2.82-fold

Total flavonoid
production 2.94-fold

Dehydrodiconiferyl
alcohol glucoside

(DCG)
1.36-fold

UV-C 3 W/m2 10 min Ocimum basilicum Callus culture
Rosmarinic acid 2.3-fold

[42]Chichoric acid and
cyanide 4.1-fold

Peonidin 2.7-fold

UV-C 254 nm 60 min Echinacea
purpurea

Callus culture Phenolics - [43]Cell suspension
culture

CGC = controlled growth chamber.

2.1.1. UV-A and UV-B

Since UV light acts as an elicitor, it is basically involved in activating the defense
mechanisms of plants which in turn produce secondary metabolites useful for humans for
therapeutic purposes as they are not required by plants for their growth [28]. UV-A light
can act as a potential elicitor to stimulate the production of secondary metabolites in plants
grown under controlled conditions and/or in vitro cultures (Table 1).

Flavonols, also known as 3-hydroxylavones, are the most common flavonoids found
in food. They are structurally similar to flavones, but they differ in that they have a
hydroxyl group at the 3-position on the C-ring, while flavones have a ketone group with
an unsaturated carbon–carbon bond [44]. Cynaroside (luteo-lin-7-glucoside), a flavone, is
used for a variety of medical purposes; it may protect heart cells from apoptosis caused
by reactive oxygen species (ROS). Cynaroside also reduces kidney damage caused by the
chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin, which is used to treat cancer [45]. The production of
cynaroside has been increased in in vitro culture of Capsicum annum (aka bell pepper
plant) by elicitation of UVA/B light for a period of 16 days [30].

UV-B has also been reported as a potential elicitor candidate to induce various changes
in the metabolism of plants [46]. This leads to the activation of plant protec-tion mecha-
nism by the formation of secondary metabolites such as alkaloids and fla-vonoids [47,48].
Physical responses in plant tissues, such as increased amounts of spe-cific phenolics, make
plants more resistant to UV-B radiation than other species, and improved levels of pigmen-
tation are induced [49,50]. Plant secondary metabolites containing polyphenolic structure,
i.e., flavonoids, can be found in a wide range of foods, including fruits and vegetables.
They have antioxidant and biochemical properties that can help with disorders like can-
cer, Alzheimer, atherosclerosis, and many others [51–53]. In a recent study, elicitation
of Nymphoides humboldtiana with UV-B reported the production of pharmaceutically im-
portant flavonoids such as phloroglucinol, chlorogenic acid, epicatechin, quercetin, and
ferulic acid [31]. Similarly, shoots of Alternanthera species, i.e., A. sessilis and A. brasiliana,
on elicitation with UV-B for 8 h showed a 51% and 62% increase in flavonoid content,
respectively, in comparison with control [32]. Likewise, an increase in the production
of flavonoids was also reported in Capsicum annum L. with the elicitation of UV- B [33].
Under UV-B exposure, the production of flavonols, particularly quercetin, kaempferol,
and isorhamnetin, were also vastly improved in Ginkgo biloba leaves [34]. Vinblastine and
vincristine are chemotherapy drugs that are made by linking the alkaloids catharanthine
and vindoline and are used to treat a variety of cancers [54]. The impact of UV-B on
cell suspension cultures of the Catharanthus roseus plant was investigated in which the
production of these important alkaloids, catharanthine and vindoline, was improved to
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3 and 12 fold, respectively [35]. Ocimum basilicum, also known as sweet basil, possesses
a wide range of potent activities due to the presence of precious secondary metabolites.
It is used in traditional medicine as a result of its bioactive dary metabolites. It is used
in traditional medicine as a result of its bioactive metabo-lites [55,56]. Elicitation with
UV-B irradiation at an intensity of 224 µmol m−2 s−1 dramatically raised the production of
anthocyanin, phenolics, and flavonoids in leaves of Ocimum basilicum [21].

When aerobic or photosynthetic metabolism is disrupted by various environmental
stresses, phenolic compounds can play an important role in plant development by func-
tioning as protective substances and signal molecules in plants, as well as safeguarding
them from ROS. According to several studies, whenever a plant is infected with a disease,
phenolic compounds are produced in response to that infection [57]. Most phenolics were
accumulated when UV-B radiation was applied at a rate of 20 W/cm2 to wheat seedlings.
On day 4, total phenolics, DPPH, and ABTS levels increased by 26.3, 25.1, and 12.0%,
respectively, as compared to un-irradiated wheat seedlings [37]. Likewise, in another
study, seeds of Ocimum basilicum on irradiation of UV-B for three days showed enhanced
production of phenolics [36].

2.1.2. UV-C

UV-C region of the spectrum includes wavelengths below 280 nm. These intense
wavelengths are absorbed by ozone and do not reach the earth’s surface [58]. Thus, the
application of UV-C on various plant cultures using artificial lamps may be a promising
strategy in raising the production of valuable secondary metabolites. Trans-resveratrol (TR)
and resveratrol are non-flavonoid phenolics of stilbenes and are classified under biologi-
cally active isomers found majorly in red grapes and berries. They are mainly employed in
pharmaceutical industries due to their anti-carcinogenic, anti-diabetic, anti-acne, antioxi-
dant and anti-inflammatory activities. These properties make them a promising candidate
for novel drugs [59]. The elicited callus culture of Vitis vinifera L. showed 8–10 times higher
production of resveratrol levels in the 48 h after UV-C application than in the first 24 h.
The highest resveratrol accumulation was recorded to be 62.23 µg/g of FW in a 12-day
old culture [38]. Likewise, in another study, calli that had been exposed to UV-C for 5 min
showed higher content of TR (8.43 µg g−1) when harvested after 24 h. Catechin accumula-
tion (8.89 mg/g) was also higher in calli exposed to UV-C for 10 min when harvested after
48 h. In conclusion, UV-C radiation aided the accumulation of secondary metabolites in
the calli of the Okuzgozu grape cultivar [39].

Polyphenols found in Lepidium sativum L. have a diverse variety of medical and
pharmaceutical purposes. Essential oils are also abundant in this therapeutic plant and
exhibit exceptional anti-cancer properties in animal models as well as in various cell
lines [60–62]. UV-C was irradiated on the callus of L. sativum for varying periods of time
and different concentrations of melatonin. Phytochemical investigations revealed the
production of three significant compounds: chlorogenic acid, kaempferol, and quercetin
in callus culture. Cultures treated with melatonin (20 µM) showed three times higher
production (36.36 mg/g DW), whereas cultures exposed to UV-C (60 min) showed a 2.5-
fold increase (32.33 mg/g DW) in production in comparison with control (13.94 mg/g DW).
This study compares both the elicitors and their effects on the initiation of physiological
pathways in L. sativum for the formation of secondary metabolites [40].

Linum usitatissimum L. is considered a functional food and is widely used as oilseed
crops in Europe [63,64]. It is a nutrient-dense diet that can be used as a substitute for
food because it contains all dietary components [65,66]. When lignans and neolignans
were quantified using reverse phase-high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC),
cultures of L. usitatissimum exposed to UV-C + photoperiod (16 h light/8 h dark) showed the
presence of secoisolariciresinol diglucoside (SDG), dehydrodiconiferyl alcohol glucoside
(DCG), guaiacylglycerol-β-coniferyl alcohol ether glucoside (GGCG), and lariciresinol
diglucoside (LDG). UV-C radiation of 3.6 kJ/m2 resulted in a higher accumulation of SDG,
LDG, and GGCG by 1.86-fold, followed by 2.25-fold and 1.33-fold in cell cultures grown
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under UV + photoperiod. Furthermore, the accumulation of DCG was raised by 1.36-fold
in cell cultures grown under UV + dark under an intensity of 1.8 kJ/m2. Moreover, total
phenolics, flavonoids, and antioxidants were also enhanced by 2.82-fold, 2.94-fold, and
1.04-fold, respectively, in cell cultures maintained under UV + photoperiod at a dosage of
3.6 kJ/m2 of UV-C radiation. These findings broadened the scope of what can be done in L.
usitatasimum cell cultures to produce biologically active lignans and neolignans [41].

Ocimum basilicum L. var purpurascens (Lamiaceae) has gained popularity due to its
ornamental and aromatic qualities as well as the presence of important volatile secondary
metabolites such as rosmarinic acid, flavonoids, and anthocyanin s [67]. In a recent report,
the effect of UV-C on the synthesis of phenylpropanoid metabolites was examined in
in vitro culture of Ocimum basilicum L. When compared to the control, UV-C (10 min)
exposure resulted in a 2.3-fold increase in rosmarinic acid (134.5 mg/g DW). Chichoric
acid (51.52 mg/g DW) and anthocyanin (cyanide 0.50 mg/g DW) were about 4.1-fold
greater after 50 min of UV-C exposure, whereas peonidin was 2.7-fold higher. Overall,
UV-C proved to be efficient elicitors, as there was a positive association between induced
phenolic compound synthesis and antioxidant activity of basil callus extracts [42]. Similarly,
in another study formation of secondary metabolites in Echinacea purpurea callus and cell
suspension cultures were observed after 24, 48, and 72 h of elicitation. Callus and cell
suspension cultures were exposed to UV-C radiation for 15, 30, and 60 min, respectively.
UV-C irradiation for 60 min was the most successful in promoting the aggregation of most
secondary metabolites with varying incubation times depending on tissue culture meth
ods [43]. This suggests that UV-C could be a potential elicitor of secondary metabolite
synthesis in plants in vitro cultures.

2.2. Fluorescent Lights

When plants are grown under sole-source electric lighting, lamp spectral customiza-
tion can be an approach for achieving desired plant characteristics [68]. Fluorescent lights
are a major source of light energy for stimulating the production of secondary metabolites
in in vitro cultures [9]. Previous studies have confirmed that, depending on plant species,
light quality has a direct impact on morphological and physiological responses [9,69]. For
the management of controlled-environment agriculture facilities, it is vital to conserve
electrical energy expenditures. In this regard, fluorescent lamps are considered much
cheaper than LEDs [70]. They are particularly appealing for a variety of applications due
to their high efficiency, outstanding color rendering, and extended life [71]. As a result,
their use could be beneficial in triggering various in vitro cultures for increased secondary
metabolite production (Table 2).

Table 2. Role of fluorescent light as an elicitor of key secondary metabolites in various in vitro systems of plants.

Light
Type

Light Char-
acteristic

Exposure
Time

Plant
Species

Culture
System

Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

Blue
light 380–560 nm 30 days Stevia

rebaudiana
Callus
culture

Phenolics and
Flavonoids - [22]

Blue
light

40–50 µmol
m−2 s−1 3 weeks Prunella

vulgaris
Callus
culture

Phenolics and
Flavonoids - [14]

Blue
light

60 µmol m−2

s−1 6 weeks Scutellaria
lateriflora L.

Shoot
culture

Glucuronides,
Baicalin,

Wogonoside,
Verbascoside

1.54-, 1.49-,
2.05- and
1.86-fold,

respectively

[72]

Red
light 660 nm 5 weeks Hypericum

perforatum
Root

culture

Hypericins,
Flavonoids -

[73]
Blue
light 470 nm 1 week Hypericins,

Phenolics 52% and 26%
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Table 2. Cont.

Light
Type

Light Char-
acteristic

Exposure
Time

Plant
Species

Culture
System

Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

Blue
light 50 µmol m−2

s−1 30 days Hyptis
marrubioides

Micro
propagation Rutin - [74]

White
light

Fluores cent
light

50 µmol m−2

s−1 4 weeks Panax ginseng Hairy root
culture Ginsenoside - [75]

Green light 40–50 µmol
m−2 s−1 3 weeks Artemisia

absinthium
Callus
culture

Phenolics and
Flavonoids - [9]

In a study, enhanced production of secondary metabolites and biomass accumulation
was observed in Stevia rebaudiana callus cultures on exposure to different fluorescent spec-
tral lights. Maximum capability in enhancing total phenolic content (102.32 µg/g of DW),
total antioxidant potential (11.63 µg/g DW), and total flavonoids content (22.07 µg/g DW)
was shown under blue light [22]. Similarly, blue light increased total phenolic (23.9 mg/g
DW) and flavonoids content (1.65 mg/g DW) in callus cultures of Prunella vulgaris [14].
Likewise, in another study, blue light promoted aggregation of metabolites to the greatest
degree in shoot culture of Scutellaria lateriflora. The major flavonoids that showed the high-
est concentrations were baicalin, verbascoside, glucuronides, and wogonoside. Their levels
were 1.49, 1.86, 1.54, and 2.05 times higher than the control under white light, respectiv
ely [72]. Based on the findings of the above investigations, it can be hypothesized that blue
light can operate as a potential elicitor in diverse in vitro cultures, promoting the formation
of secondary metabolites.

Hypericin and pseudohypericin, which are derivates of naphtodianthrones, are
structurally similar phenolic compounds that have gained importance commercially due
to their unique activities [76]. However, conventional cultivation of these metabolites
is unable to fulfill the fierce competition in the pharmaceutical industry in terms of
both quantity and quality. Therefore, elicitation of root culture of Hypericum perfora-
tum with red light showed the highest production of total hypericins (i.e., hyperin +
pseudohypericin) (9.61 ± 0.3 µg/g), whereas the lowest on exposure to fluorescent light
(7.12 ± 0.26 µg/g). Roots grown under red light also showed the highest content of
flavonoids (41.17 ± 7.21 mg/g). In this study, the impact of blue light was also evalu-
ated on the production of key secondary metabolites. A considerable increase in the
production of metabolites was observed after one week of exposure; however, an inhibitory
effect was detected after five weeks of incubation. Results also showed that the production
of hypericin and total phenolic content were increased to 52% and 26%, respectively, in
root culture after one-week exposure to blue ligh t [73].

Hyptis marrubioides has been traditionally used to cure infections related to gastroin-
testines, cramps, discomfort, and skin infections [77] in many regions. Effect of various
fluorescent lights was observed on the production of important phenolic compounds in
seed culture of H. marrubioides. White (0.308 mg/g of DW) and blue (0.298 mg/g of DW)
light was shown to accumulate the highest amount of rutin, while red light improved plant
development and increased dry weight and leaf number in in vitro-cultivated seeds of H.
marrubioides [74]. Ginsenosides (saponins) found in the root extract of Panax ginseng are
the most active components known to exhibit immunomodulatory properties and provide
protection against heart and liver diseases [78]. Rb and Rg are formed from the structures
of 20(S) protopanaxadiol and 20(S) protopanaxatriol, and are two important groups of
ginsenosides [79]. The Rg group of ginsenosides (5.3–0.1 mg/g DW) accumulated more
than the Rb group (3.7–0.7 mg/g DW) in hairy roots grown under fluorescent light. These
findings imply that growing hairy roots in dim or bright settings can affect the Rb and Rg
ginsenoside productions in in vitro cultures [75].
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Artemisia absinthium L., often known as “Wormwood”, is referred to as a “universal
treatment for all ailments” due to its therapeutic medical characteristics [80,81]. This
plant has traditionally been used to treat diarrhea, cough, and common cold due [82] to
its insecticidal, bitter [83,84], vermifuge, trematocidal [85], diuretic, and antispasmodic
properties [86]. Total phenolics, total flavonoids, and antioxidant activity were found to
be more supported by the green spectrum grown for three weeks under a photosynthetic
photon flux density of 40–50 µmol m−2 s−1 in callus culture of A. absinthium [9]. As a
result of the preceding studies, it is concluded that light elicitation (fluorescent, blue, red,
green, and white light) has a positive influence and that different light regimes can aid in
optimizing plant growth and developmental changes for the formation of commercially
significant secondary metabolites in vitro.

2.3. LED Lights

The amount of light a plant receives has a big impact on its development, growth, and
production. Agriculture employs traditional artificial light sources such as high-pressure
sodium lamps (HPSLs), metal-halide lamps (MHLs), and fluorescent lamps (FLs) to provide
a controlled atmosphere. Fluorescent lamps have risen in favor among these. However, the
wavelengths of these lightning sources span from 350 to 750 nm, and for plant growth and
development, it is considered of low quality. They possess a limited lifetime of activity and a
low photosynthetic flux, limiting their use in plant illumination systems that require a large
agricultural production. LEDs technology has been able to be employed in a rising variety
of new sectors, including plant growth and development, due to the implementation of new
types of semiconductor materials. As a substitute to conventional lighting systems, LEDs
have proved to be a smarter source of artificial lighting to provide controlled conditions in
agriculture and in vitro systems. Since LEDs can emit over specified spectral areas, they
may be utilized to manage the amount of photosynthetically active and photomorphogenic
radiation required for plant growth and development. Matching LED wavelengths to
photoreceptors in plants can allow for optimal output while also altering plant shape and
metabolism. As a result, these solid-state light sources can be used in developing lighting
lamps for sustainable production and photo-morphogenesis research [87].

Plant growth, production, and secondary metabolism are all influenced by light in
general and light quality in particular. LEDs exist in various colors, i.e., white, blue, green,
red, yellow, violet, and far-red. Many scientists believe that red (600–700 nm) and blue (400–
500 nm) light are more crucial for stimulating photosynthesis than other light wavelengths
since they have the highest photosynthetic photon efficacy values. Green light (500–600 nm)
can, on the other hand, penetrate deep inside the leaf due to its high transmittance and
reflectance [88]. LED lights have been widely used to elicit the production of key secondary
metabolites in various plant culture systems (Table 3).

Table 3. Role of LED lights as an elicitor of key secondary metabolites in plant culture systems.

Light
Types Light Characteristic Exposure Time Plant Species Culture

System
Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

Monochromatic
Blue LED 456 nm 27 days Solanum

lycopersicum

Closed-type
plant production

system
(seedling)

Phenolics and
flavonoids - [23]

Blue
LED 200 µmol m−2 s−1 14/10 h Lettuce CGC (leaf) Flavonoids 2.07-fold [89]

Blue
LED 50 µmol m−2 s−1 28 days Curculigo

Orchioides CGC (shoot bud) Phenolics and
flavonoids - [90]

Blue
LED 30 ±1 µmol m−2 s−1 8 h per day 40

days
Anoectochilus

roxburghii CGC (leaf) Flavonoids and
polyphenols 24.2% [91]

Blue (+B) and
Blue-violet (+BV)

LED

450 nm and 420–440
nm

10 days
Ocimum
basilicum CGC (leaf) Phenolics [92]

Eruca sativa Flavonoids
Red LED 35 µmol m−2 s−1 6 weeks Myrtus communis In vitro shoot

culture
Gallic acid and

Myricetin - [93]

Red LED 40–50 µmol m−2 s −1 24 h Silybum
marianum Callus culture Silymarin 2-fold [94]
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Table 3. Cont.

Light
Types Light Characteristic Exposure Time Plant Species Culture

System
Secondary
Metabolite

Yield
Increase References

Blue
LED 50 µmol m−2 s−1

4 weeks Rehmannia
glutinosa

In vitro shoot
culture

Phenolics and
flavonoids

39.3%,
33.6% [95]

Red
LED 450 nm CGC (root and

leaf) Phenolics, Flavonoids 33.6%, 61.7% [96]

Blue LED
40–50 µmol m−2 s−1 4 weeks Ocimum basilicum Callus culture

Rosmarinic acid and
eugenol

2.46- and
2.25-fold [97]

Red LED Peonidin and
cyanidin

3.5- and
4.53-fold

White LED Chicoric acid 4.52-fold
White LED 380 nm 4 days

Triticum aestivium CGC (seedling)
Epicatechin 1.3- to

1.46-fold
[98]Blue LED 470 nm 8 days Gallic acid and

quercetin 1.2–1.5 fold

Red LED 660 nm 8 days Ferulic acid -
12 days p-coumaric acid 1.27- to

1.77-fold
Red Blue light 137 µmol m−2 s−1

96 h Fagopyrum sp. CGC (seedling) Flavonoids - [99]
Blue LED 177 µmol m−2 s−1 Anthocyanins -

Red and Blue
2R:1B 120 µmol m−2 s−1 12 h each day for

17 days
Ocimum
basilicum CGC (seedling) Phenolics and

flavonoids
1.63–1.87-fold
and 2.06-fold [100]

Blue–red (1:1)
LED 44.80 µmol/s 30 days for 16 h Dendrobium

In vitro
protocorn-like
body culture

Flavonoids - [101]

Red: Blue LED 33 µmol m−2 s−1 4 weeks Cnidium officinale Callus culture Phenolics and
flavonoids - [10]

Red LED 660 nm 24 h Eclipta alba Callus culture Phenolics and
flavonoids 2-fold [102]Blue LED 460 nm

2.3.1. Blue LED

Traditional lighting systems require color filters, but LED lighting systems may create
the light of any desired color without them. LEDs are versatile enough to produce only
the type of light that plants require. Plants require specific spectrums or colors for distinct
morphogenic responses, and LED systems can be fine-tuned to provide only those. Blue
light controls stomatal opening and transpiration, as well as preventing “red light syn-
drome” [103]. Thus, blue LEDs can play an efficient role in stimulating the production of
pharmacologically active secondary metabolites, as demonstrated in Table 3.

Tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum L.) are the world’s seventh most produced crop
species and one of the year-round value crops grown in greenhouses. Tomato fruits are
nutritionally dense because they include vital nutrients as well as phytochemicals that
promote health [104]. LED was used as a source of artificial light to evaluate its effect on
S. lycopersicum L. ‘Cuty’ (tomato seedlings). Results showed raised production of phenolics,
flavonoids, and antioxidants under blue light when compared to control. This concludes
that manipulating light quality using LED’s could stimulate the production of bioactive
compounds and antioxidants [23].

The use of nutritional or therapeutic plant-based natural substances to treat disease has
become a novel paradigm in clinical science. Flavonoids, particularly phenolic compounds,
can be found in nearly all plants. Antioxidant, anti-cancer, anti-diabetic, and cardiovascular
effects are observed in phenolics and flavonoids [105]. A study reported the highest
concentrations of soluble protein and flavonoid in lettuce when exposed to blue light [89].
Another study found that leaves of synseed grown under blue LED had higher amounts of
chlorophyll a, flavonoids, phenolics, and carotenoids than those grown under fluorescent
or blue-red LED. Anti-oxidant activity was similarly boosted in synseed-derived seedlings
grown in blue LED light [90]. Likewise, the overall polyphenol content in the blue LED
treatment was also considerably higher than in the control treatment in Anoectochilus
roxburghii [91,101]. Similarly, both blue and blue–violet light supplements boosted phenolic
acid production in Ocimum basilicum, while in Eruca sativa, higher flavonoid synthesis was
seen in response to both light supplements, but greater production was observed under
blue– violet [92]. The above study concludes the potential of using blue LED as a promising
elicitor in raising the production dramatically.
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2.3.2. Red LED

Red LEDs has been widely employed as an alternative source of illumination for
in vitro survival and improved production of metabolites in medicinally important plants.
Red light is considered the most efficient spectral light in driving photosynthesis, and many
studies reported it as an efficient elicitor in elevating the production of pharmacologically
active constituents in in vitro systems of various plants [106]. Myrtus communis has long
been used in medicine and possesses therapeutic characteristics [107,108]. M. communis
(leaves, flowers, and fruits) contain various components that are critical to the pharmaceu-
tical, food, liqueur, and cosmetic industries; hence, large-scale manufacturing of this plant
is necessary [109]. M. communis leaf extracts are enriched sources of phenolic acids and
flavonoids. In a recent study, the impact of red LED was evaluated on in vitro culture of M.
communis. Results showed that out of all flavonoids, myricetin (347.02–1118.69 mg 100 g−1

DW) was the main constituent with the highest concentration and 6-benzyladenine (BA)
level, whereas gallic acid had the highest concentrations of the phenolic acids (95.58 mg
100 g−1 DW on average) at a photosynthetic photon flux density of 35 µmol m−2 s−1 [93].

Milk thistle (Silybum marianum L.) is a well-known hepato-protective medicinal herb
that has been extensively researched. The effects of various LEDs lights were investigated,
and it was discovered that red light greatly increased phenolics, flavonoids, and superoxide
dismutase (SOD) activities in this plant. Under red light, HPLC analysis revealed a
substantially doubled total silymarin concentration (18.67 mg g−1 DW) when compared
to the control (9.17 mg g−1 DW). When exposed to red light, the levels of isosilychristin,
silybin A, silybin B, silychristin, and silydianin were found to be highest. This demonstrates
that the quality of light has a significant impact on the callus culture of S. marianum
morphological and biochemical properties [94].

2.3.3. Blue and Red LED in Combination

Several studies have reported the use of blue and red LEDs in combination on one
or more plants simultaneously. Many reports suggested that the use of different LEDs
in combination can enhance the production of bioactive compounds to several folds.
Thus, their combination can be employed in eliciting various cultures that have gained
importance pharmacologically [95,97,98]. Since ancient times, root extracts of Rehmannia
glutinosa Libosch (Chinese foxglove) have been used to treat many disorders such as anemia
and hypertension [96]. The therapeutic use of R. glutinosa roots is well known due to the
presence of bioactive compounds such as catalpol, aucubin, and rehmaglutin [96,110]. In a
study, plant development as well as phytochemicals with both defensive and prospective
medicinal characteristics, such as phenolics and flavonoids, were influenced by spectral
characteristics in both leaf and root tissues of R. glutinosa. On irradiation with blue LED, leaf
extracts were found to have the highest total phenol concentration (35 ± 0.05 µg GAE/mg)
as compared to root extracts. On the other hand, red LED exposure also increased the
overall flavonoid content of the leaf extract by 33.6% and the root extracts by 61.7%.
As a result, blue and red LEDs may be the most enticing light sources for R. glutinosa
proliferation in in vitro conditions [95].

Bioactive compounds like phenolics and flavonoids are of significant importance in
therapeutic plants because they can act as free radical scavengers [111]. The effects of red
and blue LEDs on the accumulation of phenolic and flavonoids in Ocimum basilicum callus
cultures were investigated in a recent study. Rosmarinic acid and eugenol were consider-
ably enhanced under blue light (2.46 and 2.25 times greater than control). While under red
light, the highest amounts of cyanidin (0.1216 mg/g DW) and peonidin (0.127 mg/g DW)
were detected. Chicoric acid accumulation was about 4.52 times higher than callus grown
under the control of continuous white light (81.40 mg/g DW) [97]. This suggests that
employing LEDs to accelerate the production of physiologically active chemicals in vitro
could be beneficial.

Fruits, nuts, medicinal herbs, and vegetables all contain phenylpropanoid, a type of
secondary metabolite that is involved in reducing the risk of diabetes and heart disease
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through inhibiting carcinogenesis [112,113]. Plants are protected from bacteria by the
antimicrobial activities of some phenylpropanoids during their interactions [114]. The
generation of phenylpropanoid metabolites was examined using LEDs as an elicitor in
wheat sprouts, and qRT-PCR and HPLC results revealed that white light (380 nm) was
the best wavelength for epicatechin biosynthesis in wheat sprouts. Blue light (470 nm)
was involved in the increased accumulation of gallic acid and quercetin, whereas red light
(660 nm) increased the aggregation of ferulic acid on the 8th day and p-coumaric acid on
the 12th day [98]. Similarly, flavonoids and anthocyanins, which also belong to a class of
phenylpropanoids, were also enhanced in buckwheat, Fagopyrum sp. under red + blue
(combination), and blue LED, respectively [99]. Likewise, phenolics and flavonoids were
enhanced in seeds of Ocimum basilicum under red–blue (2R:1B) LED. In addition, the highest
flavonoid content of 16.79 mmol/g FW was also achieved for protocorm-like bodies pre-
treated with white LED for more than three cultures cycles under blue–red (1:1) LED [101].
Thus, red and blue LED ratios can be altered to generate improved growth and phenolic
content in both red and green basil microgreens as a practical technique for generating
superior quality foods [100]. Furthermore, in the callus culture of Cnidium officinale, mixed
(red–blue) LED illumination enhanced the synthesis of phenolics and flavonoids [10]. In
another study, in vitro generated Eclipta alba callus culture was subjected to multispectral
lighting under regulated aseptic conditions. Results showed that the red light enhanced
the production of phenolics (57.8 mg/g) and flavonoids (11.1 mg/g). whereas, on exposure
to blue light, the production of four major compounds coumarin (1.26 mg/g), eclalbatin
(5.00 mg/g), wedelolactone (32.54 mg/g), and demethylwedelolactone (23.67 mg/g), as
well as two minor compounds β-amyrin (0.38 mg/g) and luteolin (0.39 mg/g) were
increased [102].

3. Mechanistic Considerations and Future Prospects

Light is a key driver of plant secondary metabolite biosynthesis and accumula-
tion [115]. When photons activate photoreceptors, they activate signaling pathways and
cause changes in gene expression. The light-absorbing properties are defined by the inter-
action of a photoreceptor protein and a chromophore [116]. Figure 2 depicts the absorption
bands of essential photoreceptors, as well as the quantities and processes that they affect.
In comparison to photosynthesis, only a small fraction of photons absorbed are used to
activate photoreceptors [117]. Plants have four major photoreceptors, absorbing photons
not only in the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) domain but also in the UV and
far-red regions. They interact with many signal transduction factors and are in charge of
initiating various physiological changes and adaptations, including secondary metabolite
production, triggered by light.

To address secondary metabolites in plants, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
is insufficient, and a broader wavelength range (physiologically active radiation) is required.

The protein cryptochrome absorption is comprised between the UV-A and blue light
domains (340−520 nm). Phytochrome absorbs light primarily in the red/far-red area
around 665 nm (Pr) and 730 nm (Pfr), but also in the blue/near-UV region. Phototropin
light absorption is comprised between 350 and 520 nm, whereas UVR8 shows maximum
absorption in the range between 280 and 350 nm.
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Many significant players have been identified in the literature to explain how light
affects secondary metabolite biosynthesis. The first is ROS; when exposed to large levels of
UV-B radiation, plants preferentially produce a wide range of phenylpropanoid structures,
including flavonoids, supporting the theory that flavonoids are principally engaged in
photoprotection by absorbing the shortest solar wavelengths [118]. There is, however,
substantial evidence that flavonoid production is similarly enhanced in response to high
photosynthetically active radiation either in the presence or absence of UV radiation.
For instance, the presence of phytochromes, at a modest level, as well as UVR8 and
cryptochrome, are important for anthocyanin accumulation; therefore, wavelengths beyond
UV also show impacts [115]. This lends credence to the idea that flavonoids can act as
scavengers of ROS produced by excessive light [118].

Phytohormonal control is also an important regulation that could be linked to light.
Phytohormones have been linked to the regulation of secondary metabolite synthesis under
both developmental and stress circumstances [119,120]. Many phytochrome proteins have
been connected to variations in phytohormone levels, including gibberellins and auxins,
ethylene, jasmonates, and abscisic acid (ABA) [117,121], all of which are, for example,
significant players in the control of plant secondary metabolism, including pigments [115].

Light may also regulate the expression of transcription factors, which are essential
regulators of secondary metabolite biosynthesis. For instance, cryptochrome has been
shown to regulate the accumulation of anthocyanins [122], whereas green light has been
shown to reverse the effects of blue light in anthocyanin accumulation [123]. The expression
of R2R3MYB transcription factors, including V1MYBA1-2 and VIMYBA2, which regulate
the expression of anthocyanin synthesis-related genes like VvUFGT, increased in grape
berries irradiated with blue light, which is consistent with this observation [124].

It all demonstrates how light can regulate the formation of secondary metabolites at
various levels and via various signaling pathways. Yet, in vitro systems have received far
too little attention at these levels of regulation, while in vitro systems could be appealing
models for conducting this type of research since, unlike the whole plant, they allow for
uniformity, accessibility, and reduced complexity [125].

Light allows for the manipulation of growth conditions and secondary metabolite
synthesis in both controlled and in vitro cultures, but several elements must be addressed
before it can be completely utilized. In recent years, LED systems appear to have a lot
of promise, as light influences plant growth and development at every step. It affects
morphogenesis, differentiation, and proliferation rates in the plant cell, tissue, and organ
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cultures, all of which are important for the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites. Con-
scious manipulation of light quality, along with the advantages of LED technology, will lead
to increased biomass production with high secondary metabolite content under regulated
in vitro settings. It will also ensure that homogenous material is obtained in a reasonably
short amount of time without the need to cultivate the whole plant to the fully mature
stage in the field. However, according to a review of the literature, the response appears to
be depending on the plant species and the culture systems. Biosynthesis of plant secondary
metabolites is regulated effectively by various signaling events, as the production of sec-
ondary metabolites depends upon the plant species and their respective phytochemical
classes. As a result, proposing a general mechanism of light elicitation on the production
of different secondary metabolites is complicated, and further research is needed to gain a
comprehensive understanding. To uncover the molecular and cellular mechanism of light
elicitation, an omics-based analysis could be a useful approach. Therefore, in conclusion,
it may be inferred that different light regimes can aid in the improvement of growth and
developmental alterations for the in vitro generation of safe secondary metabolites.

4. Conclusions

The current review deciphers the role of light as a promising elicitor in enhancing the
production of key metabolites in different in vitro systems of plants. Among various abiotic
elicitors, light has gained attention in enhancing secondary metabolite production due to
its specified wavelengths, cost-effectiveness, and durability. A plethora of studies have
reported the effect and quality of different types of light sources on enhanced secondary
metabolite accumulation in several plant species in vitro. These findings pave the way
for a more thorough examination of light as a plant elicitor. The fact that most studies
have focused on plant growth and development, including the generation of primary
metabolites, highlights the paucity of information about the different factors regulating
light elicitation mechanisms. Thus, many studies still lack at depicting the mechanisms of
elicitation promoting the production of pharmacologically important secondary metabolites
since it may differ depending upon the type of plant species, culture conditions, and light
source used.
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Abstract: Environmental light conditions influence the biosynthesis of monoterpenes in the mint
plant. Cyclic terpenes, such as menthol, menthone, pulegone, and menthofuran, are major odor
components synthesized in mint leaves. However, it is unclear how light for cultivation affects
the contents of these compounds. Artificial lighting using light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for plant
cultivation has the advantage of preferential wavelength control. Here, we monitored monoterpene
contents in hydroponically cultivated Japanese mint leaves under blue, red, or far-red wavelengths
of LED light supplements. Volatile cyclic monoterpenes, pulegone, menthone, menthol, and men-
thofuran were quantified using the head-space solid phase microextraction method. As a result,
all light wavelengths promoted the biosynthesis of the compounds. Remarkably, two weeks of
blue-light supplement increased all compounds: pulegone (362% increase compared to the control),
menthofuran (285%), menthone (223%), and menthol (389%). Red light slightly promoted pulegone
(256%), menthofuran (178%), and menthol (197%). Interestingly, the accumulation of menthone
(229%) or menthofuran (339%) was observed with far-red light treatment. The quantification of
glandular trichomes density revealed that no increase under light supplement was confirmed. Blue
light treatment even suppressed the glandular trichome formation. No promotion of photosynthesis
was observed by pulse-amplitude-modulation (PAM) fluorometry. The present result indicates that
light supplements directly promoted the biosynthetic pathways of cyclic monoterpenes.

Keywords: mint; monoterpenes; solid phase microextraction (SPME); hydroponics; LED supplement

1. Introduction

Secondary metabolites are chemical products enzymatically converted from primary
metabolites in plants. Plants use these compounds to adapt to their environment, for
example, defense against pathogens or insect attacks, or other stresses. In human history,
secondary metabolites have also been an essential source of medicines [1]. Although the
development of modern chemistry enables us to synthesize a broad range of chemical
compounds, many plant secondary metabolites, especially terpenes, are still considered
important pharmaceutical materials. This is because it is convenient to use plant-derived
compounds as synthetic starting materials to obtain the desired molecules. Thus, significant
efforts have been made to acquire valuable secondary metabolites [2,3].

A glandular trichome (GT) is a plant-specific storage organ distributed in the aerial
part of the plant body. In mint plants, GTs play an essential role as a tiny cell factory
to synthesize and accumulate secondary metabolites. In terms of biotechnological or
pharmacological interests, the number of studies on plant GTs has increased recently [4,5].
Transcriptomic analysis was conducted to elucidate the regulation of GT-specific terpene
biosynthesis, for example, in spearmint [6] and Artemisia plants [7]. An essential oil
generated catalytically in GTs is susceptible to environmental fluctuations or stresses [8].
Particularly, an increase in the terpene contents after various abiotic stress treatments in
medicinal plants was confirmed [9].
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Mint plants belonging to the Mentha genus are the most famous herbs that have been
used in the past. A major terpene produced by the plant is menthol. Menthol causes
a sensation of coolness through the direct reaction with the transient receptor potential
melastatin 8 (TRPM8) channel [10]. Menthol-containing essential oil is used extensively
for many purposes. Menthol has many biological actions, and its antifungal activity is a
well-known function [11]. In addition to menthol, mint plants produce cyclic monoter-
penes, for example, pulegone, menthone (the intermediates in menthol biosynthesis), and
menthofuran (Figure 1). The balance of these contents features an odor of the mint leaves,
and the growth environment influences the biosynthesis of the compounds.
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Light is one of the physical factors necessary for plant growth, development, and
metabolism. Many studies have focused on light and changes in secondary metabolites,
such as anthocyanins, carotenoids, and flavanols, under the control of photoreceptors [12].
The light effect on monoterpene metabolism of mint plants has long been studied [13]. It
was assessed that a short-day photoperiod treatment for three mint species significantly
increased the oil content [14]. In a controlled light environment using light-emitting diodes
(LED), red LED was highly effective in increasing the oil content in M. piperita; blue and
white LEDs were also effective [15]. However, it is still unclear which wavelength of light
affects both the contents and composition of monoterpenes produced by mint plants.
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Here, we analyzed the contents of four major cyclic monoterpenes in a Japanese mint
plant cultivated under single-wavelength supplementation of blue, red, or far-red LED
light. The number of GTs on the growing mint leaves was counted and compared between
the treatments. The possible physiological mechanism of light supplementation on terpene
biosynthesis was also discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Preparation and Growth Conditions

A rootstock of the major Japanese mint cultivar “HOKKAI JM 23” (Mentha canadensis
L.) was obtained from the National Agriculture and Food Research Organization Genebank,
Tsukuba, Japan (collection ID: JP176265). The plants were first recovered from the rootstock
and grown in commercial soil. Fourteen young shoots were harvested from a well-grown
mint plant by stem cutting at the position below the fourth leaf. The cuttings were in-
cubated until adventitious roots were generated in distilled water for nine days at room
temperature under a 16 h/8 h light/dark cycle at 23 ◦C. The young plants were then
placed in a commercially available hydroponic cultivating system, as shown in Figure 2A
(Green Farm, U-ing, Osaka, Japan). The box-shaped system was equipped with pro-
grammable white LED lighting, a ventilator, and automatic water flow/aeration. For
acclimation to the new environment, the plants were pre-grown for one week with distilled
water. At the beginning of the experiment, the hydroponic water tank was filled with 4 L
of standard Hoagland’s cultivating solution (2.5 mM KNO3, 1.25 mM Ca(NO3)2·4H2O,
0.5 mM NH4NO3, 1 mM MgSo4·7H2O, 0.25 mM KH2PO4, 25 mM NaFe(III)EDTA, 23 mM
H3BO3, 4.55 mM MnCl2·4H2O, 0.39 mM ZnSO4·7H2O, 0.1 mM CuSO4·5H2O, and 0.25 mM
Na2MoO4·2H2O; FUJIFILM Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan), and the pH of the solution
was measured daily using a portable pH meter (LAQUAtwin pH-33B, HORIBA, Kyoto,
Japan). The pH was adjusted to 6.2 using 1 M 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (Dojindo,
Kumamoto, Japan) buffer, and 5 M NaOH was used every two days [16].
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Figure 2. Hydroponic cultivation of Japanese mint and LED supplement. (A) A commercially available hydroponic system
was modified for the light-supplementation experiment. The system is semi-closed and automatic. (B) Three light spectra
were emitted from three LED sources used in the study: blue light (BL), red light (RL), and far-red (FR).

2.2. LED Lighting Conditions

The photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of all light sources used in the study
was measured using a Light Analyzer LA-105 (NK Systems, Tokyo, Japan). In the cultivat-
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ing system, the average PPFD value of white light (WL) LED at the foliar position was at
161 µmol/m2/s. An arrayed LED source of blue light (BL), red light (RL), or far-red (FR)
supplements was placed on the ceiling of the cultivating box. All light spectra are shown in
Figure 2B. PPFD values of BL, RL, and FR were at 6.7, 7.1, and 3.7 µmol/m2/s, respectively.
The photocycle of the basal WL was 16 h light/8 h dark. The daily light supplement of each
wavelength began at the same time when the WL was on and lasted 6 h. In the hydroponic
culture system used in the study, 16 young mint plants were simultaneously cultivated and
treated with LED light for each independent experiment. The duration of the experiment
of each light supplement was two weeks.

2.3. HS-SPME and GC–MS Analysis for Cyclic Monoterpenes

After two weeks of light treatment, the second and third leaves (total four leaves)
were harvested by cutting the petiole and weighed. The first leaves newly emerged
during the 2-week LED treatment, and the size of the leaves was small and immature.
To observe the effect of the LED supplements on expanded leaves, we decided to use
the second and third leaves for further analyses. The analysis of a volatile compound
with the head-space solid phase microextraction (HS-SPME) method was adapted from
a previous report [17]. The leaves were then frozen with liquid nitrogen and ground
finely with a pre-cooled pestle and mortar. The ground powder was put into 2 mL of
2 M CaCl2·H2O solution in a head-space 20-mL glass vial (Supelco/Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo,
Japan) to prevent unnecessary enzymatic reactions. The tightly sealed vials were incubated
in a hot bath at a temperature of 40 ◦C for 5 min. An SPME fiber coated with 60-µm-thick
PDMS/DVB (polydimethylsiloxane/divinylbenzene, Supleco) was inserted into the head-
space through the vial septum, and the volatile released from the warmed solution was
absorbed. The fiber was removed from the vial and inserted quickly into the inlet of a gas
chromatography–mass spectroscopy (GC–MS) system (GC-17A, Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan)
with a polyethylene glycol column (60 m long, 0.25 mm internal diameter, 0.25 µm film
thickness; GL Sciences, Tokyo, Japan). The temperature of the inlet was held at 180 ◦C with
a 9:1 split. Helium was used as the carrier gas at a 2 mL/min flow rate, 245.9 kPa. The
starting oven temperature was 100 ◦C, followed by an 8 ◦C/min ramp until 180 ◦C was
reached and held for 2 min. The interface to the mass spectrometer was held at 250 ◦C. The
mass spectrometer was run in the scan mode with electron impact ionization at 1 keV, from
m/z 40 to m/z 300. Compounds were identified using the National Institute of Standard
and Technology Mass Spectral Database (NIST12). The GC–MS analyses of terpenes were
conducted independently six times in different LED lightning treatments.

2.4. Preparation of Standards

Standard solutions of pure chemicals of menthol and menthone (FUJIFILM Wako Chemi-
cals, Osaka, Japan), pulegone, and menthofuran (Sigma-Aldrich, Tokyo, Japan) were dissolved
in pure methanol. The dilution series of each solution was prepared with methanol. A vol-
ume of 2 µL of the standard solution was added to the glass vial with 2 mL CaCl2, and the
compound was measured using GC–MS with the same method described above. Three to
four concentrations of each solution were used to make standard curves. Peak areas of each
compound obtained both from samples and standards were used for calculations.

2.5. Quantification of GTs

All experiments were conducted using plant samples grown under different light
supplements for two weeks. At the bottom, middle, or top of the leaf on both the abaxial
and adaxial sides, six locations were imaged using a stereomicroscope (WRAYMER 820T,
WRAYMER, Osaka, Japan). In the same manner, the number of GTs on the second and
third leaves was compared. An area of 4 mm2 was chosen randomly from each picture,
and the total number of GTs was counted. The data were analyzed independently from
sixteen plants as biological replications.
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2.6. Chlorophyll Quantification

Chlorophyll was extracted and quantified according to a previous method [18]. The
chlorophyll and anthocyanin extractions were made using leaves different from the ones
used for the terpene quantifications. The leaf position (e.g., lighting) alters the chlorophyll
contents. Therefore, to minimize the errors among the analyses, we carefully harvested and
chose the second and third leaves with similar sizes for terpene or chlorophyll measurement.
Briefly, weighed leaf samples were placed into 2 mL of pure N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF;
FUJIFILM Wako Chemicals, Osaka, Japan) at 4 ◦C in darkness overnight. The absorbance
values at 647 and 664 nm of the aliquot of the extracted solution were measured using a
spectrophotometer (U-5100, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). DMF was used as the blank control. The
total amount of chlorophyll was calculated based on the following equation [18]: Chl a + b =
17.67 ∗ A647 + 7.12 ∗ A664.

2.7. Anthocyanin Quantification

For anthocyanin extraction and quantification, a method reported previously was
adapted to this study [19,20]. Weighed leaf samples were ground with liquid nitrogen with
a pre-cooled pestle and mortar. The powder was put into 2 mL of 1% HCl–methanol and
incubated overnight at 4 ◦C in darkness. A volume of 300 µL of the aliquot was collected
into a new 1.5 mL tube, and 200 µL of distilled water and 500 µL of chloroform were added.
After mixing, the tube was centrifuged for 5 min at 13,000× g at 4 ◦C. A volume of 400 µL of
the aliquot was collected carefully into a new tube, and 400 µL of 60% methanol + 1% HCl
solution was added. The absorbance of the solution containing anthocyanin was measured
at 530 nm and 657 nm.

2.8. Measurement of Photosynthetic Efficiency

The efficiency of photosynthesis was non-invasively monitored using a pulse-amplitude-
modulation (PAM) chlorophyll fluorometer in each plant grown under different light wave-
lengths. Plants were placed in a dark environment for 30 min before the PAM measurement
to obtain the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm). Then, PAM measurements
were conducted under dim light using Junior-PAM (WALZ, Effeltrich, Germany).

2.9. Statistical Analyses

All numerical data were analyzed using Tukey’s honestly significant difference (HSD)
for parametric analysis and the Mann–Whitney U test for non-parametric analyses with R
software version 4.0.2. (https://www.r-project.org/ accessed on 23 July 2020). Differences
were considered significant when p-values were smaller than 0.05.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Promotion of Terpene Biosynthesis by Light Supplements

After two weeks of light supplementation, the increase of the cyclic monoterpene
content in the treated leaves was observed. Especially, BL increased all four monoterpenes
(Figure 3): pulegone (362% increase compared to the WL control), menthofuran (285%),
menthone (223%), and menthol (389%). RL slightly promoted pulegone (256%), mentho-
furan (178%), and menthol (197%). These results are consistent with a previous study
that showed an increase in fresh weight and essential oils in several mint species (Mentha
piperita, Mentha spicata, etc.) cultivated in a red-blue LED incubator [15]. Another previous
report also observed the increase of terpene contents in Cannabis plants under RL-BL sub-
canopy LED lighting [21]. The precursors of all higher plant monoterpene biosynthesis,
isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) or dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP), were proposed
to be increased by the RL-BL supplement [21]. It is likely to explain our result showing
the increase of cyclic monoterpene with either BL or RL supplement in Japanese mint
(Figure 3). Interestingly, the accumulation of menthone (229%) or menthofuran (339%) was
observed with FR light treatment. Our result is the first report that showed that FR light
treatment increased terpenes in mint plants. In natural conditions, long-day treatment to
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mint plants showed the accumulation of menthofuran [14]. It indicates that the content of
menthofuran is associated with the life cycle of the mint plant. Our result showed that the
FR treatment disturbed the plant response to the photoperiod, affecting the metabolism
of menthofuran. Furthermore, the reaction to FR indicates that the biosynthesis of these
compounds is possibly under the control of phytochromes. In our study, no significant
promotion of plant growth was observed during two weeks of LED light supplementation
at the fluence rate used. Also, the contents of cyclic monoterpenes shown in Figure 3
were normalized with the weight of fresh leaves. This suggests that the increase of cyclic
monoterpenes was not due to the leaf area’s expansion. In many Lamiaceae plants, GTs
in the aerial part of the plant body influence the biosynthesis of secondary metabolites,
including terpenes, and store them in a cavity space surrounded by a cuticle. Here, we
hypothesized why the terpenes increased after LED treatments as follows: (1) BL treatment
increased the density of GTs, and (2) light stimulated the processes of terpene biosynthesis.
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3.2. Alteration of GT Density

We next observed whether the light treatment promoted the emergence of GTs. Af-
ter two weeks of LED light treatment, the second and third leaves from the top of mint
cuttings were harvested. The number of GTs in three regions of the leaf (apex, mid-
dle and basal regions) was counted separately and averaged. Overall, the density of
GTs in the abaxial side of the leaves was slightly higher than that on the adaxial side
(Figure 4A,B and Figure 5A,B). On both sides of the second leaf, except the apex region of
the abaxial side, the GT density was decreased by the BL treatment (Figure 4A,B). There
was a tendency for an increase in GT density by the FR light treatment. On the third leaf,
a BL-dependent GT increase was similarly observed, whereas FR showed no promotion
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of GT emergence (Figure 5A,B). We observed three regions of the second and third leaves
to determine whether GT was newly generated as the leaf expands (apex region) or light
directly regulated GT density regardless of the leaf regions. Here, we confirmed that
environmental factors, including light conditions, could flexibly control GT density. A
previous study showed that two light conditions (full solar radiation vs. shade) had no
impact on GT density in a medicinal plant, Ocimum campechianum [22]. In cultivated tomato
plants, a density of type VI leaf GTs increased under high light conditions (approximately
300 µmol/m2/s) [23]. Thus, light supplementation is likely to affect the density of GTs.
The emergence of GTs is under the regulation of the well-known MYB transcription factor.
Overexpression of AaMYB17 in sweet wormwood (Artemisia annua L.) increased the density
of GTs [24]. Homeodomain-leucine zipper IV transcription factor was also shown to be
involved in the control of GT density [25,26]. Our results show that the modulation of
GT density by BL and FR is possible because of the regulation of transcription factors by
light perception. However, the reduction of GT density with BL treatment was inconsistent
with the increase of terpene contents, as shown in Figure 3. This suggests that biological
processes of terpene biosynthesis were promoted directly by single wavelengths of LED
light supplements.
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Figure 4. The number of glandular trichomes generated on the second leaf under different light treatments for two weeks.
(A) Quantification on the adaxial side in the three leaf regions (n = 16). (B) Quantification on the abaxial side in the three
leaf regions (n = 16). The data were obtained from four plants in four independent experiments as biological replications.
Error bars indicate standard deviations from the mean. Different alphabets indicate significant differences according to
Tukey’s HSD test; p < 0.05.
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3.3. Photosynthesis Was Not Boosted by LED Light Supplements

In mint plants, monoterpenes are biosynthesized from isopentenyl pyrophosphate
and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate, which are provided by the plastidial methylerythritol
phosphate (MEP) pathway [27]. The initial compound of the MEP pathway is pyruvic
acid, which is supplied from sugars as a photosynthetic by-product. Next, we confirmed
whether the photosynthetic activity was the source of monoterpene biosynthesis under
light supplementation. We measured chlorophyll contents in the two-week light-treated
mint leaves and compared them among the different light wavelengths. Similar to GT
density results, BL and FR treatments significantly increased chlorophyll but not antho-
cyanin (Figure 6A). Anthocyanin biosynthesis was induced by BL treatment to plants.
In Arabidopsis thaliana, anthocyanin biosynthesis was stimulated by 2.5 W/m2 of BL (ap-
proximately 11 µmol/m2/s) [28], which is higher than the intensity we used in this study
(6.7 µmol/m2/s). We considered that the increase in the chlorophyll contents induced by
either BL or FR supplements could help the biosynthesis of cyclic monoterpenes in GTs. To
check the contribution of chlorophyll to photosynthesis, we quantified the quantum yield
of photosystem II based on chlorophyll fluorescence.
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fluorometer (n = 8–13). The data were obtained from independent experiments as biological replications. Error bars indicate
standard deviations from the mean. Different alphabets indicate significant differences according to Tukey’s HSD test;
p < 0.05.

Contrary to our expectations, both Fv/Fm and the quantum yield showed no change
with any wavelength of light treatment (Figure 6B). This suggests that the increase in cyclic
monoterpenes shown in Figure 3 was not due to the promotion of photosynthesis by the
light supplements. Evans and Terashima reported no correlation between the chlorophyll
content in spinach leaves and photosynthetic activity [29]. In Arabidopsis, red and far-
red wavelengths supplemented with WL enhanced chlorophyll biosynthesis [30]. A BL
supplement was also shown to increase the chlorophyll content in seven plant species [31].
In conclusion, chlorophyll generation observed in light-supplementation experiments
might be the result of the transient activation of photoreceptors and does not influence
photosynthesis and terpene biosynthesis.

4. Conclusions

We propose a model based on the results as shown in Figure 7. The background
WL illumination was still important for photosynthesis to provide sugars for terpene
biosynthesis in GTs. We then speculate that the increase in cyclic monoterpenes in the GTs
was probably due to the direct activation of processes of terpene biosynthesis. Studies
have revealed that light modulated the biosynthesis of terpenes in many plant species. For
example, a RL receptor, phytochrome, was shown to promote monoterpene production
in thyme seedlings [32]. In cannabis plants, the content of a meroterpenoid, cannabinoid,
was increased by BL treatment with a short photoperiod (12 h light/12 h dark) [33]. This
indicates that photoreceptors or related factors, such as transcription factors, might directly
or indirectly facilitate the enzymatic processes of terpene biosynthesis in secretory cells
in GTs.
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Recently, GT research is spotlighted because certain secondary metabolites produced
by plants have high pharmaceutical value [4,5]. A lot of chemical compounds for producing
medicines still rely on plant-derived starting materials. For example, Artemisia annua is
recognized as a precious plant resource of artemisinin, an antimalarial agent, stored in
GTs. Since a net synthesis of artemisinin has great difficulty and costly, the cultivation of
Artemisia plants is necessary to obtain the compound. In addition to the plant, many other
medicinal plants store valuable second metabolites, including terpenes in GTs. It is known
that the contents of the compounds in GTs are dependent on the growing environment [8].
Therefore, a considerable effort is being paid to cultivating medicinal plants in an artificially
modified environment to maximize the contents of desired compounds in GTs. Results
obtained from Japanese mint as a model of GTs metabolism showed that light, which is
one of the critical environmental factors, promotes monoterpene synthesis, and it will be
helpful for GT research. Although we first speculated that the BL affects specific terpene
biosynthesis, all four monoterpenes (pulegone, menthofuran, menthone, and menthol)
were significantly increased. It suggests that the BL might stimulate the biosynthesis
and accumulation of terpene precursors such as DMAPP or IPP in GTs (Figures 1 and 7).
These compounds are the necessary starting materials for all higher plant monoterpene
biosynthesis, including Artemisia plants, as mentioned above. Thus, the information on
supplement lighting obtained from the Japanese mint study will be helpful to boost the
contents of valuable terpene compounds in medicinal plants for industrial cultivating
conditions. As no genomic information on the Japanese mint used in the study was
provided, genetic verification was not conducted in this study. Therefore, in future research,
further details on physiological regulation by the light perception in the Japanese mint
need clarification.
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Abstract: The CoeLux® lighting system reproduces the true effect of natural sunlight entering
through an opening in the ceiling, with a realistic sun perceived at an infinite distance surrounded by
a clear blue sky. It has already been demonstrated that this new lighting system generates long-term
positive effects on human beings; however, there are no investigations so far concerning the plant
responses to CoeLux® lighting. To fill this gap, the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana L. was grown at
four different distances from the light source, corresponding to four different light intensities (120, 70,
30, 20 µmol m−2 s−1). High-pressure sodium lamps were used as control light. Plant phenology and
morpho-physiological traits were monitored to assess for the first time the ability of plants to grow
and develop under the light spectrum and intensity of the CoeLux® system. Plants grown at the
lower light intensities showed a delayed life cycle and were significantly smaller than plants grown
with more light. Furthermore, plants grown under the CoeLux® light type showed an additional
deficit when compared to control plants. Overall, our results show that both the light spectrum and
intensity of the CoeLux® system had a strong impact on A. thaliana growth performance.

Keywords: CoeLux®; LEDs; light intensity; light spectrum; Arabidopsis thaliana; photomorphogenesis;
growth and development; confined environment; low light

1. Introduction

Historically, several lighting systems have been used for indoor plant growth, among
them fluorescent lamps, metal-halide, high-pressure sodium (HPS), and incandescent
lamps [1]. These different light types share common negative features like huge energy
consumption, short lifetime, and unwanted heat generation [2]. Recently, the lighting
industry has seen rapid growth and the introduction of several new lighting systems.
One of the most interesting and quickly developing are light-emitting diodes (LEDs),
which show high efficiency, long lifetime, and negligible heat emission [3]. Furthermore,
LEDs allow an enormous variety of lighting effects to be produced, among these, the
CoeLux® lighting system is one of the last arrivals on the market [4]. CoeLux® system is an
innovative LED-based technology for indoor lighting that uses nanostructured materials
and optical systems to reproduce Rayleigh scattering effect that occurs when light crosses
the earth’s atmosphere [5]. Furthermore, CoeLux® is able to simulate the visual effect of the
sun in a blue sky and project realistic shadows in the room. The key difference with other
artificial lighting systems is that CoeLux® provides a real impression of natural sunlight
together with all its properties [6]. Thus far, the numerous applications of the CoeLux®

system include the lighting of hospital wards, subway systems, underground rooms and
offices, and, in general, all those spaces that are not naturally illuminated. Furthermore,
there is an increasing interest in the possible effects of the CoeLux® lighting systems on
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human health, in particular on human mood, cognition, and physiological reactions. It
has already been demonstrated that this artificial skylight generates positive long-term
psycho-physiological effects on human beings comparable to the real counterpart [7].

On the other hand, there are no investigations so far concerning plant responses to
CoeLux® lighting. The great suitability of CoeLux® technology for closed or underground
environments raises the question of whether this lighting system could be appropriate to
grow crop plants for human subsistence [8] or ornamental plants for human well-being [9].
In this context, it must be taken into account that both the quality [10] and quantity [11] of
visible light received by plants are crucial for their growth and development. Terrestrial
green plants absorb photons unevenly across the electromagnetic spectrum, and only
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is used to carry out photosynthesis [12]. The
photosynthetic pigments in the chloroplasts respond mainly to blue (400–490 nm) and
red light (590–700 nm), whereas green and yellow light (490–590 nm) is considerably
less efficient in driving photosynthesis [13]. Moreover, in the natural environment, every
species of plants is adapted to manage a certain variety of light intensity [14], as in the
sunbeam the radiation can easily reach values of 1000–2000 µmol m−2s−1, whereas in the
shade, radiation intensity can lower down to 10–20 µmol m−2s−1 [15]. Several features of
plant form, physiology, and resource allocation vary with the level of irradiance to which
plants are acclimated [16]. Plant species adapted to live at a high light intensity show a
shade avoidance response when they grow at low light intensity [17].

The interest for further development of the CoeLux® technology continues to grow
due to its application in a wide range of artificially illuminated environments. In this
context, it is crucial to understand how plants react to this peculiar lighting system and
assess if this artificial skylight could sustain plant growth in underground or confined
environments. We hypothesized that the low light intensity of these systems could be the
principal limit for their use for plant growth, while the light spectrum might affect plant
growth only marginally. To test our hypothesis, Arabidopsis thaliana plants were grown at
four different distances from the CoeLux® system light source, each of them corresponding
to different light intensities (120, 70, 30, 20 µmol m−2 s−1). High-pressure sodium (HPS)
lamps, historically considered as an ideal light source for indoor plant growth [18,19], were
used to provide a control light type in our study.

2. Results
2.1. Phenological Analysis

Arabidopsis thaliana plants grown with 120 µmol m−2 s−1 under the HPS light type
(control) completed their life cycle, from sowing to the fruit ripening and senescence
phenological stage, in 57 days (dark green solid line in Figure 1). Plants delayed their life
cycle completion when growing with lower light intensity (Figure 1). In particular, life
cycle duration was inversely related to light intensity (dashed lines). This delay was even
wider during the reproductive phase (bolting to ripening stage). Although a similar delay
can be observed between control (HPS) and treated plants (CoeLux®), the latter plants
showed a higher magnitude for all light intensities considered. Significant differences
between plants grown under the two different light types increased with the lowering
of the light intensity, showing the smaller delay at 120 µmol m−2 s−1 and the highest
delay at 20 µmol m−2s−1. Furthermore, at the lowest light condition (20 µmol m−2 s−1), A.
thaliana plants were unable to complete their life cycle with the production of ripe seeds,
both under the HPS light type and the CoeLux® system’s light type. In particular, under
the CoeLux® light type, seeds were produced only at the highest light intensities (70 and
120 µmol m−2 s−1). These seeds were viable and germinated regularly at 98% when sown
(data not shown).
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Figure 1. Phenological stages observation were recorded both under CoeLux® light (blue) and under HPS light (green) at
four different light intensities, namely 20, 30, 70, and 120 µmol m−2s−1. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.

2.2. Morphological Traits

The biomass of both leaves and roots was found to increase with the increase of
the light intensity (Figure 2a,b). The highest biomass values were measured for plants
growing at 120 µmol m−2s−1, for both leaves (Figure 2a) and roots (Figure 2b) organs.
For both leaves and roots biomass, significant differences between plants grown under
the CoeLux® light type and plants grown under the HPS light type were measured at
20, 30, and 120 µmol m−2s−1. The root biomass of plants grown at 20 µmol m−2s−1 and
30 µmol m−2s−1 was not measured due to the low weight, which was lower than the limit
of the scale range (0.0001 g). The shoot/root ratio data (Figure 2c) were significantly higher
in plants grown with 70 µmol m−2s−1. Moreover, at 120 µmol m−2s−1, plants grown under
the CoeLux® light type showed a significantly lower shoot/root ratio (Figure 2c).

The Projected Rosette Area (PRA) increased with the increase in light intensity indepen-
dently of the light type analyzed (Figure 3a). The only exception was found for the CoeLux®

light type, with no differences in PRA between 70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3a). Plants
grown under the HPS light type had significantly higher PRA values than plants grown
under the CoeLux® light type, with the only exception at 70 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3a).

The diameter of the rosette (RD) increased with the increase in the light intensity inde-
pendently of the light type analyzed (Figure 3b). Plants grown under both light types did
not show significant differences in RD between 70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3b). Plants
grown under the HPS light type had significantly higher values of RD than plants grown
under the CoeLux® light type with the only exception at 70 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 3b).

The lamina to petiole ratio (L/P) increased with the increase in light intensity indepen-
dently of the light type analyzed (Figure 3c). In the case of plants grown under the CoeLux®

light type, similar values were measured between 20 and 30 µmol m−2s−1 and between 70
and 120 µmol m−2s−1 (Figure 3c). In the case of plants grown under the HPS light type,
L/P values were similar between 70 and 120 µmol m−2s−1. Plants grown under the HPS
light type had significantly higher L/P values than plants grown under the CoeLux® light
type only at 30 µmol m−2s−1 (Figure 3c).
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Figure 2. (a) Leaves biomass (g), (b) root biomass (g), and (c) shoot-to-root ratio for different light intensities. Blue and
green bars indicate data of plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light type, respectively. Black asterisks indicate
statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light type within the
same light intensity. Letters indicate statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between plants grown under different light
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value, whereas the dotted horizontal line is the mean.
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Figure 3. (a) Projected rosette area (cm2), (b) rosette diameter (cm), and (c) lamina-to-petiole length ratio for different light
intensities. Blue and green bars indicate data of plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light types, respectively. The
lamina-to-petiole length ratio is the mean of three leaves for each of the ten replicates. Black asterisks indicate statistically
significant differences (p < 0.05) between plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light type within the same light
intensity. Letters indicate statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between plants grown under different light intensities
within the same light type. Vertical boxes represent approximately 50% of the observations and lines extending from each
box are the upper and lower 25% of the distribution. Within each box, the solid horizontal line is the median value, whereas
the dotted horizontal line is the mean.

2.3. Physiological Measurements

The chlorophyll content increased with the increase in the light intensity, and no
significant differences were detected between CoeLux® and control light (Figure 4a). In the
case of plants grown under the CoeLux® light type, the highest chlorophyll concentrations
were found in plants grown with a light intensity of 70 and 120 µmol m−2, while the lowest
concentrations were found for 20 and 30 µmol m−2 s−1, which did not differ from each
other (Figure 4a). In the case of plants grown under the HPS light type, the highest and the
lowest values were found for 120 and 20 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively (Figure 4a).

The flavonoid content also increased with the increase in light intensity (Figure 4b).
In the case of plants grown under the CoeLux® light type, the highest values were found
for 70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1 and the lowest values for 20 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 4b). In
the case of plants grown under the HPS light type, the highest and the lowest values were
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found for 120 and 20 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively (Figure 4b). A significant difference
between plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light type was observed only at
20 µmol m−2 s−1.
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The anthocyanin concentration decreased with the increase in light intensity in-
dependently of the light type considered (Figure 4c). In the case of plants grown un-
der the CoeLux® light type, the highest and the lowest values were found for 20 and
30 µmol m−2 s−1 and 70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. In the case of plants grown
under the HPS light type, the highest values were found for 20 µmol m−2 s−1 and the
lowest values for 70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1. No significant difference was observed be-
tween plants grown under the CoeLux® and the HPS light type, independently of the light
intensity considered (Figure 4c).

The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry (Fv/Fm) increased with
the increase in the light intensity independently of the light type considered (Figure 5a).
In the case of plants grown under the CoeLux® light type, Fv/Fm values were similar at
70 and 120 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 5a). Plants grown under the HPS light type had similar
values of Fv/Fm at 20 and 30 µmol m−2 s−1. Plants grown under the CoeLux® light type
had significantly higher Fv/Fm values than plants grown under the HPS light type at 30
and 70 µmol m−2s−1 (Figure 5a).

The PSII operating efficiency in the light (ΦPSII) was not different among differ-
ent light intensities for plants grown under the CoeLux® light type (Figure 5b). In the
case of plants grown under the HPS light type, ΦPSII slightly increased with the in-
crease in the light intensity, with the highest and lowest values measured at 20 and
120 µmol m−2s−1, respectively (Figure 5b). Plants grown under the CoeLux® light type at
20 and 30 µmol m−2s−1 had significantly higher ΦPSII values than plants grown under
the HPS light type (Figure 5b).

The Non-Photochemical Quenching (NPQ) for plants grown under the CoeLux® light
type was not different among different light intensities at 30, 70, and 120 µmol m−2s−1,
while a significantly lower value was observed at 20 µmol m−2s−1. In the case of plants
grown under the HPS light type, NPQ increased with the increase in light intensity, with
the only exception of 30 µmol m−2s−1, which was the lower value, while the highest value
was observed at 120 µmol m−2s−1. Plants grown under the CoeLux® light type at 20
and 70 µmol m−2s−1 had significantly lower NPQ values than plants grown under HPS
light type.
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The net photosynthetic rate (Pn) increased with the increase of the light intensity
independently of the light type considered (Figure 6a). For plants grown under both
CoeLux® and HPS light type, the highest and lowest Pn values were measured at 120
and 20 µmol m−2s−1, respectively (Figure 6a). At 20 and 30 µmol m−2s−1, negative
photosynthetic values were measured due to the glass delimiting the instrument cu-
vette chamber, which lowered the incident light received by the encapsulated leaf of
52.9 ± 7.3 µmol m−2s−1. Plants grown under the CoeLux® light type had significantly
lower Pn values than plants grown under the HPS light type at 20, 70, and 120 µmol m−2s−1.
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significant differences (p < 0.05) between plants grown under different light intensities within the same light type. Vertical
boxes represent approximately 50% of the observations and lines extending from each box are the upper and lower 25%
of the distribution. Within each box, the solid horizontal line is the median value, whereas the dotted horizontal line is
the mean.

The evapotranspiration rate (ET) for plants grown under the CoeLux® light type
decreased with the increase in the light intensity (Figure 6b). The highest and lowest values
were found for plants grown, respectively, at 20 and 120 µmol m−2s−1, while intermediate
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values were found at 30 and 70 µmol m−2s−1. In the case of plants grown under the HPS
light type, ET values did not differ among different light intensities (Figure 6b). The ET
values measured at 20 µmol m−2s−1 for plants grown under the CoeLux® light type were
significantly higher than the values measured for plants grown under the HPS light type
(Figure 6b). The ET values measured at 120 µmol m−2s−1 were significantly higher for
plants grown under the HPS light type than plants grown under the CoeLux® light type
(Figure 6b).

The stomatal conductance (Gs) decreased with the increase in the light intensity in the
case of plants grown under the CoeLux® light type (Figure 6c). The highest and lowest
Gs values were measured, respectively, at 20 and 120 µmol m−2s−1, while intermediate
values were found at 30 and 70 µmol m−2s−1. In the case of plants grown under the HPS
light type, the Gs values were not different among light intensities, with the only exception
of 120 µmol m−2s−1, which showed the highest values (Figure 6c). At 20 µmol m−2s−1,
the Gs value measured for plants grown under the CoeLux® light type was significantly
higher than the value measured for plants grown under the HPS light type (Figure 6c). On
the contrary, at 120 µmol m−2s−1, the Gs value measured for plants grown under the HPS
light type was significantly higher than the value measured for plants grown under the
CoeLux® light type (Figure 6c).

3. Discussion

In our study, we used the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana to assess for the first
time if the light spectrum and intensity of the CoeLux® 45HC lighting system could be
suitable for plant growth in controlled environments. Both light quantity and quality are
fundamental for plant growth and development [20]. In this context, LEDs show unrivaled
advantages, since LED bulbs can be assembled in countless ways to obtain exactly the
light characteristics needed for optimal plant growth [10]. However, the CoeLux systems
have peculiar constraints due to the physical effects involved in the setting up of their
characteristic visual effects [4,6]. Thus, light quantity and quality cannot be adjusted
like with other LED-based lighting systems currently used for plant growth [10]. We
observed that the light emitted by the 45HC CoeLux® system, even inside the sunbeam,
was characterized by low levels of photosynthetic active radiation (PAR). The registered
values were similar to those that can be normally found in shaded environments, for
example, under a dense forest canopy [21]. Consequently, even if natural sunlight’s visual
effects were perfectly reproduced, this artificial skylight cannot be compared to its natural
counterpart in terms of light intensity. Shade-adapted plants are certainly the most suitable
to grow under this lighting system, as photosynthesis is directly influenced by the amount
of light reaching the plant’s leaves [16].

With the phenological analysis, we observed that A. thaliana plants grown under the
CoeLux® light type showed a significant delay with respect to plants grown under the HPS
light type, and this delay was independent of the light intensities considered. Moreover,
this plant development delay was particularly evident at the last growth stages such as
Bolting and Silique set, and it was of higher magnitude at the lowest light intensities. In
particular, plants grown at 20 and 30 µmol m−2s−1 could not reach the seed maturity stage
during the 100-days period analyzed in our study. Other studies also reported a 2-week
flowering delay in A. thaliana plants grown under reduced light intensity and lowered
R/FR [22]. Morphological data are in line with the phenological observations, highlighting
the negative influence of the CoeLux® light type on A. thaliana growth. In fact, for all
morphological parameters analyzed, we observed a similar trend that grows with the
increase in the light intensity but was always slightly lower with the CoeLux® light type
than with the HPS light type.

Plants have to balance the biomass allocation to leaves, stems, and roots in a way that
matches the physiological functions performed by these organs. In stress situations, plants
allocate relatively more biomass to roots if the limiting factor for growth is below ground
(e.g., nutrients or water), whereas they will allocate relatively more biomass to shoots if
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the limiting factor is above ground (e.g., light or CO2) [23]. That is, plants that received a
lower irradiance showed increased allocation to the shoots in an attempt to enhance the
uptake to the most limiting factor, light. Surprisingly, plants grown under CoeLux® light
type showed slightly lower shoot–root ratios relative to control plants.

In addition to biomass, also the PRA and the RD showed a clear detrimental effect of
the CoeLux® light type with respect to the HPS light type, demonstrating that this light
type is less appropriate than the control one for A. thaliana plants growth. This effect could
be explained by the different fractions of blue and red light radiated by the two light types,
as the blue and red components represent 59% of the total irradiation under the HPS light
type and only 55% under the CoeLux® light type (Figure 9). The CoeLux® light type
showed a higher yellow component (+4%); however, yellow light is less efficient in driving
photosynthesis, as plant’s photosystems respond mainly to red and blue light.

In A. thaliana, the lamina to petiole ratio is one of the principal indicators of shade
avoidance syndrome (SAS) [24]. In low light conditions, plants grew a longer petiole and
a shorter lamina in an effort to collect more light, consequently decreasing the L/P ratio
below 1.0. Furthermore, plants that were grown under the CoeLux® light type showed
slightly lower L/P ratios than control plants, indicating the onset of a more severe shade
avoidance syndrome (SAS) caused by the light quality. Specifically, the CoeLux® light
type is characterized by a lower blue component and a lower B/G ratio (Figure 9), which
could trigger an SAS via the cryptochrome pathway [24,25]. In natural environments,
light reflected or transmitted through photosynthetic tissues of plants in close proximity
is depleted in blue, red, and UV-B wavelengths. Therefore, the reflected or transmitted
light is enriched in green and far-red spectral regions, resulting in lowered R/FR and B/G
ratios. Plants perceive these differences through multiple photoreceptors to regulate shade
avoidance responses and tune the plant growth under suboptimal light environments [17].

During shade avoidance responses, many aspects of leaf development are modified,
including pigment production [26]. The chlorophyll content is known to decrease at low
light intensities [27,28]. A pattern of this nature was also observed in our experiment, with
no significant differences between the two different light types analyzed. Flavonoids, such
as flavonols and anthocyanins, are also involved in plant’s responses to light stress, as they
were proposed to protect against high irradiance, both UV and visible [29]. Furthermore,
flavonoids are also antioxidants that can scavenge reactive oxygen species (ROS) and can
be observed frequently when plants are exposed to other physiological stresses such as
extreme temperatures, drought, or nutritional stresses, in addition to high light and UV
radiation [30]. Thus, the biosynthesis of these compounds is regulated by the interplay of
multiple factors. Furthermore, the pigment content varies in leaves of different ages [31],
and young leaves of many plants have transiently high concentrations of anthocyanins,
disappearing as leaves mature [32]. A. thaliana plants growing at lower light intensities
displayed a strong growth delay (Figure 1); consequently, the pigment concentration
measurements were taken on younger leaves with the lowering of light intensity, explaining
the unexpected reduction in anthocyanins content observed with the increase in light
intensity in A. thaliana leaves.

The Fv/Fm ratio gives a robust indicator of the maximum quantum yield of PSII
chemistry and is commonly used to detect plant stress in leaves [33]. Plants grown at lower
light intensities showed lower Fv/Fm, suggesting a stress condition related to light quantity.
However, the CoeLux® light type appears to have a positive effect on PSII photochemistry,
as we found slightly higher Fv/Fm values compared to control plants. This observation is
probably related to the higher photoinhibition of control plants grown under the HPS light
type (Figure 5c), as Murchie et al. reported lowered values of Fv/Fm in leaves in a quenched
state [34]. Nonetheless, an equal reduction in Fv/Fm was not observed in response to the
increased NPQ with the increase in light intensity, suggesting the involvement of multiple
factors. The use of leaf samples with different pigment contents may also be a source
of inaccuracies [33]. The quantum yield of PSII (ΦPSII) showed only minimal differences
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between the different light intensities, both with the CoeLux® and the HPS light type
(Figure 5b).

The drop in light intensity resulted in a lowered net photosynthetic rate in A. thaliana
plants. Furthermore, the CoeLux® light type negatively influenced the Pn at three of the
four light intensities tested, explaining the patterns observed in Figure 2a,b. The lower
CO2 assimilation under the CoeLux® light type causes a lack of essential building blocks
and, consequently, an impaired biomass production. Evapotranspiration rate and stomatal
conductance showed similar patterns but no clear differences between the two light types
were detected (Figure 5b,c).

Overall, our results showed that the intensity of the light, both under control and
CoeLux® light types, had a strong impact on plant growth performance, demonstrating
that the light intensity could be the major limiting factor for plants growing under this
led-sourced artificial skylight. Furthermore, the light quality of the CoeLux® system
showed a negative impact on A. thaliana growth, independently of the light intensity
considered, demonstrating that light quality could be an additional limiting factor for plants
growing under this light source. Further research is needed to assess if shade-tolerant plant
species could perform better than A. thaliana under this peculiar lighting system, while the
comprehension of the molecular mechanisms underlying the observed phenomena could
provide significant starting points for the development of CoeLux-adapted plant strains.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Light Characterization

The CoeLux® growth room (University of Insubria) is composed of two standard
1 TEU containers assembled one above the other. The upper container hosts the two
CoeLux® 45HC lighting systems, while the lower one is insulated and equipped with an
air conditioner for temperature control to function as a growth room. The lighting system
is sourced by full-spectrum white LEDs with a color temperature of 6500 K. This light is
subsequently filtered to obtain the desired skylight effect [6], modifying both spectra and
intensity of the original light. Therefore, both light quality and intensity were characterized
within a representative section of the growth room (Figure 7).

The HD 2302.0 Light Meter (Delta Ohm) was used to measure the photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) along the central section of the growth room (566 cm × 256 cm). A
custom-made rail was designed to guide the instrument sensor along the selected section
and perform measurements exactly every 10 cm across the whole surface. The resulting
data were analyzed to obtain a color-scale map (Figure 7). The light radiated by the
CoeLux® systems is not uniformly diffused inside the growth room, being concentrated
within the sunbeam ray of light with a fixed angle of 45◦. Within the sunbeam, the highest
PAR intensity, measured at 10 cm from the lighting system, was 140 µmol m−2s−1, while
at a further distance, it drops rapidly to around 20 µmol m−2s−1. These values are even
of a lower magnitude when measured within the shade, ranging from 26 µmol m−2s−1

under the blue sky from the system to less than 1 µmol m−2s−1 in the most shaded parts of
the growth room. Increased light intensity was observed in some shade areas due to light
reflection on the walls of the growth room and the frames of the CoeLux® systems skylight
(Figure 7).

Spectra measurements every 4 nm in the range between 380 nm and 780 nm were
taken on a horizontal white reflector using the SpectraScan PR655 (Photo Research), both
inside the CoeLux® growth room and under the HPS lamps that we used as control. Inside
the CoeLux® growth room, a total of 23 measurements were performed: 17 of them along
the central section of the growth-room at five different heights from the ground floor (0,
50, 100, 150, 200 cm), inside the sunbeam of the CoeLux® system, outside the sunbeam
but under the blue panel of the lighting system (sky), and in the deep shade part of the
container (Figure 7). The other 6 measurements were taken near the lateral and bottom
walls of the growth room to investigate the influence on the light spectra of light reflecting
on the grey walls of the growth room. Within the same measurement, the instrument
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also provides a light intensity value in the form of luminance (cd/m2), which was used
to normalize the spectra measurements. The spectra were divided into color components:
blue light is the integral between 400 and 490 nm, green light is the integral between 490
and 560 nm, yellow light is the integral between 560 and 590 nm, red light is the integral
between 590 and 700 nm, and far-red light is the integral between 700 and 780 nm. The
red-to-far-red ratio (R/FR) and the blue-to-green ratio (B/R) were calculated according to
Sellaro et al. [25].
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We observed only small differences between the light spectrum measured within the
sunbeam (red lines in Figure 8) and that measured within the shade (light blue lines in
Figure 8), independently of the distance from the light source or room walls. In both cases,
the spectra covered almost the entire visible wavebands; however, the total irradiance was
differently distributed. Within the sunbeam, the spectra presented a broad peak between
490 and 700 nm and a sharp peak of irradiance of comparable height in the blue region
(400–490 nm), representing 14% of the entire irradiance. Within the shade, the spectrum
had a similar pattern but with a higher peak at 450 nm (representing 26% of the entire
irradiance) and lower values in the red component of light between 590 and 700 nm (30%
vs. 41%). Thus, at an equal light intensity, plants placed in a shade position received more
blue and green light while plants placed inside the sunbeam receive more red and far-red
light. In the small frontier positions between sun and shade, we found spectra with an
intermediate shape (yellow lines in Figure 8).

High-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps (Philips MasterColour CDM-T MW eco 230W/842)
were used to provide a control light type in our study. To characterize this light spectrum,
a total of 12 spectra measurements were performed at different positions in the range
between 120 and 20 µmol m−2s−1. Data were normalized on luminance to compare the
spectra generated by the CoeLux® systems within the sunbeam with those of HPS lamps
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(Figure 9). The HPS light type were shown to have a higher blue component (24% vs.
14%), while the CoeLux® light type had more yellow (15% vs. 11%) and red (41% vs.
35%) components. The green light component was almost identical even if a statistically
significant difference was detected, while the far-red component showed no significant
difference between the two, as it represented 6% of the total radiation for both types of
light (Figure 9).
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4.2. Plant Material and Growth Conditions

Arabidopsis thaliana wild-type (WT) seeds were stratified at 4 ◦C for 5 days on 1% agar
gel and subsequently transferred to pot flats (Araflats; Arasystem; Ghent/Belgium) com-
posed of 51 individual pot cavities with a 5 cm diameter, filled with sterilized commercial
soil-less substrate. Plants were grown at a temperature as close as possible to 22 ◦C, with
an air humidity ranging between 50% and 70%, and a photoperiod of 14 h. A constant
1-cm water layer was maintained in the tray and 1mL liquid fertilizer (NPK 7.5–3−6) was
supplied weekly. In the CoeLux® growth room, full pot flats were located at four different
positions at progressive distances from the light source (20, 85, 205, 365 cm) inside the
system’s sunbeam, each corresponding to a different value of light intensity, respectively
120, 70, 30, 20 µmol m−2s−1. In our CoeLux® facility, 120 µmol m−2s−1 is the position
suitable for plant growth with the highest light intensity achievable. In a separate growth
room, with the same environmental parameters of the CoeLux® growth room, plants were
illuminated with HPS lamps as reference light (control), recreating the same light intensity
of each of the four positions under the CoeLux® light.

4.3. Plant Analysis

Phenological analysis [35] was performed through the recording of different develop-
mental stages for a period of 100 days after sowing, considered as day 0 (Table 1). A total
of 10 plants were monitored for each growth condition.

Table 1. A. thaliana growth stages recorded in this work.

Stage Description

Germination Plants with fully expanded cotyledons
4-leaf stage Plants with the first two rosette leaves bigger than the cotyledons
6-leaf stage Plants with the second couple of rosette leaves bigger than the first one

Bolting and flowering Plants with a floral stalk taller than 1 cm
Silique formation Plants with at least one fully developed silique

Ripening and senescence Plants with at least one silique totally brown or open with ripe seeds

For morphological measurements, a total of 10 A. thaliana plants for each growth
condition were sampled after 33 days from sowing. The leaves (complete rosette) of the
plants were scanned at 800 dpi with the Epson Expression 12000XL instrument and then
oven-dried at 70 ◦C until constant weight. Plant roots were freed from soil media by
carefully washing them under running water and subsequently oven-dried until constant
weight. The dry organs were then weighed on an analytical balance (Orma AL220S) and
the shoot-to-root ratio (S/R) was calculated. The scanned images were processed with
WinRhizo (Regent Instrument) to measure the projected rosette area (PRA) and with ImageJ
(NIH, USA) to measure the rosette diameter (RD) as well as lamina and petiole length of
three leaves for each plant. The lamina-to-petiole ratio (L/P) was then calculated.

Physiological measurements were conducted as follows on 10 different plants for each
growth condition.

(A) Chlorophyll fluorescence analysis was performed with a modulated chlorophyll
fluorometer (OS1-FL; Opti-Sciences) after 35 days from sowing. The maximum quantum
efficiency of photosystem II (PSII) photochemistry (Fv/Fm) was measured pre-dawn, while
the PSII operating efficiency (ΦPSII) was measured after at least 3 h of plant exposure to
light. Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) was subsequently calculated using Fm and
Fm’ values [33,36].

(B) The leaf pigment content was measured on the upper face of completely expanded
young leaves with the Dualex Scientific Instrument (Force-A) 36 days after sowing. The
concentrations of chlorophyll, anthocyanins, and flavonoids are reported by the instrument
in µg/cm2.

(C) The Ciras 2 instrument (PP Systems) was used to measure the net photosynthetic
rate (Pn), the stomatal conductance (Gs), and the evapotranspiration rate (ET) 48 days after
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sowing. The single leaf gas exchange measurements were taken under ambient light with
the 25 × 7 mm leaf cuvette oriented perpendicularly to the light source. At least three
measurements for each leaf were taken on completely expanded young leaves. For leaves
smaller than 25 × 7 mm, digital pictures were made to determine the projected leaf area
inside the cuvette and properly scale the measurement [37].

4.4. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was carried out with SPSS 20.0 (SPSS Inc). The post hoc Dunnett’s
test was used for multiple comparisons, while the Student’s t-test was used when only two
means were compared. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) between the means
were marked with the letters a, b, c, d for the CoeLux® light type, with the letters x, y, z, w
for the HPS light type, and with a black asterisk for comparisons between the two types
of light. In boxplots, colored circles and triangles represent respectively outliers (outside
the 3rdQ + 1.5 × IQR and the 1stQ − 1.5 × IQR) and extreme outliers (outside the 3rdQ +
3 × IQR and the 1stQ – 3 × IQR). Microsoft Excel functions were used to show the 95%
confidence interval error bars in Figure 1.
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Abstract: The effects of different spectral compositions of light-emitting diode (LED) sources and
fertilizer containing biologically active silicon (Si) in the nutrient solution on morphological and
physiological plant response were studied. Qualitative indicators and the productivity of plants
of a red-leaved and a green-leaved lettuce were estimated. Lettuce was grown applying low-
volume hydroponics in closed artificial agroecosystems. The positive effect of Si fertilizer used as
a microadditive in the nutrient solution on the freshly harvested biomass was established on the
thirtieth day of vegetation under LEDs. Increase in productivity of the red-leaved lettuce for freshly
harvested biomass was 26.6%, while for the green-leaved lettuce no loss of dry matter was observed.
However, being grown under sodium lamps, a negative impact of Si fertilizer on productivity of
both types of plants was observed: the amount of harvested biomass decreased by 22.6% and 30.3%
for the green- and red-leaved lettuces, respectively. The effect of using Si fertilizer dramatically
changed during the total growing period: up to the fifteenth day of cultivation, a sharp inhibition
of the growth of both types of lettuce was observed; then, by the thirtieth day of LED lighting, Si
fertilizer showed a stress-protective effect and had a positive influence on the plants. However, by
the period of ripening there was no effect of using the fertilizer. Therefore, we can conclude that the
use of Si fertilizers is preferable only when LED irradiation is applied throughout the active plant
growth period.

Keywords: light-emitting diode; sodium lamps; plants cultivation; silicon fertilizer; red-leaved
lettuce; green-leaved lettuce

1. Introduction

Considering environmental factors in agriculture, light is one of the most important
ingredients influencing plant growth, development, and production. It is known that most
of Russia’s territory, particularly its northern regions, suffers from a lack of sunlight, which
is needed to maintain a high level of plant production during winter periods. For this
reason, the deficiency of natural sunlight is usually compensated by using supplementary
assimilation lamps in greenhouses. For instance, high-pressure sodium lamps are a very
common additional lighting source. Despite well-established greenhouse technologies, the
development of LED lighting systems has proved to be a subject of considerable attention
over the last decade [1,2]. Above all, the efficiency of LEDs is higher compared to the
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sodium lamps; moreover, the potential design and optimization of LED lighting systems
are rather flexible. Due to low energy emission, a light source can be located in close
proximity to or within the lampshade [3]. Since LEDs emit in a narrow spectral range,
any combination of diodes of different colors can be applied to control plant growth and
development. Nevertheless, to consider LEDs as a valuable light source for greenhouse
technology and horticulture, it would be helpful to conduct quantitative studies on plant
responses to LEDs of different spectral ranges [4].

The absorption spectrum of a green leaf is characterized by three pronounced fre-
quency ranges: the 300–400 nm high-energy range corresponds to the Soret band of
chlorophylls; 400–550 nm is the region of carotenoid absorption; and 600–800 nm is a
region of intense absorption of the Qy electronic transition of chlorophylls [5]. Light
quanta of other spectral regions are also absorbed by plants through photoreceptors that
stimulate specific developmental processes [6]. Combinations of incident lights from the
300–800 nm range affect plant morphology and can cause some changes in flowering and
flower color [7]. Absorption in the red region drives basic photosynthesis processes, which
is why in horticulture the most commercially used light sources are red ones. Generally,
red light stimulates the growth of branches and bud outcome. Green light corresponds to
the low-energy part of the green leaf spectrum, and its possible influence on photomor-
phogenesis is still under debate. It is assumed that green light can penetrate deeper into
the leaf, increasing the light absorption in lower leaf layers, and, therefore, the intensity
of photosynthetic processes. It has been reported that, with an increase in the proportion
of green light, the dry mass of lettuce is also increased [8]. On the other hand, there are
some studies that report no pronounced effects of green light or unconvincing results [9,10].
Blue light is essential for normal functioning of plants. Only about 10% of blue light is
needed to prevent any photosynthetic dysfunction caused by its lack in lighting. Blue light
sources can be used additionally to improve growth and prevent unwanted effects such as
excessive stem elongation. Thus, it is obvious that variations of intensities of the irradiation
spectrum can control the photomorphogenic response of plants and might significantly
enhance crop production [11–13].

Besides variations in light conditions, different types of fertilizers can be used to
improve plant growth and production, particularly silicon-containing fertilizers [14–20]. Si
is one of the most abundant elements on Earth; its concentration corresponds to 14–20 mg
Si/L [21,22], which does not go beyond the concentrations of other inorganic elements.
Since plants take up Si and transfer it from roots to shoots in the form of H4SiO4 [23], any
soil can be classified by the availability of soluble Si. Many studies have revealed that Si
actively moderates morphological and physiological responses in plants [21,24–26]. It has
been shown that by using Si fertilizers the number of foliar and soilborne diseases can
be significantly decreased in many agricultural crops [27–30]. Moreover, the efficiency of
some photosynthetic processes involved in the regulation of antioxidant mechanisms is
improved for plants grown with Si fertilizers [21].

In this study we assess the combined effect of different spectral ranges of irradiation
and using Si fertilizers during the growing period of red- and green-leaved lettuces [31–37].
Considering various light types used in our study as sources of stress conditions, Si nutrient
solution was used to explore a possible effect of stress compensation. Working with two
climatic chambers allowed us to grow plants simultaneously under sodium lamps and
under LEDs. Two regimes of lighting in the LED climatic chamber were employed: one
was for cultivation of lettuce before the massive appearance of shoots (first five days), and
the other was for the subsequent cultivation of lettuce up to the ripeness of the product.
Varying the amount of Si fertilizer throughout cultivation, we estimated the effect it has on
the cultivation of the plants.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Climate and Light Conditions

All experiments were carried out in two climatic chambers developed in the Federal
Scientific Agroengineering Center VIM, Russia (Figure 1A,B). The chambers are of the same
size–2500 × 1600 × 1700 mm. Each chamber has only one level for plant cultivation. The
maximum plant height is 1500 mm. The total usable area for growing was 3.8 m2. The
total power consumption was 3 kW. The intensity of light was measured by a TKA-VD
spectrocolorimeter (TKA Scientific Instruments, Saint-Petersburg, Russia) at 15-cm height
in each climatic chamber.

Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. Two climatic chambers equipped with LEDs (A) or
sodium lamps (B) and the corresponding spectra of the lighting regimes are shown in plots (C–E).

Climatic chamber 1 (Figure 1A) is equipped with a system of lighting based on LEDs,
and it has two spectral regimes of irradiation. The first regime of lighting is characterized
by the visible spectrum shown in Figure 1C. It was applied at the earlier stage of plant
growth (the first 5 days) and has the distribution of photosynthetic phonon flux density
(PFD) over the frequency ranges as shown in Table 1. The second regime of lighting was
applied after 5 days of cultivation and was intended to stimulate the reverse response of
phytochromes. This is achieved by reducing the intensity in the red region of the LED
spectrum (Figure 1E). The PFD distribution for this regime is shown in Table 1.

Lighting in the second climatic chamber (Figure 1B) was provided by two tubular
sodium lamps (yellow color) and one metal halide lamp (white color). The averaged PFD
of the chamber is 132.3 µmol m−2 s−1. The temperature settings in both climatic chambers
at the first stage of cultivation were 19–20 ◦C during the day and 16–18 ◦C during the night;
those of at the second stage of cultivation were 20–22 ◦C and 18–20 ◦C, respectively. The
relative humidity in the chambers was maintained at 65–70% throughout the experiments.
The temperature of the nutrient solution was 18–20 ◦C.
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Preparation of the climatic chambers for sowing the seeds was as follows: (1) saniti-
zation of the inner and outer surfaces of the chambers; (2) equipping the chambers with
containers of mineral wool used as a substrate for the plants; (3) setting up the spectral
composition of LEDs corresponding to the initial stage of cultivation; (4) regulation of the
automatic watering system for the plants.

Table 1. Averaged biometric parameters of the aerial part of green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) under conditions of a
regulated agroecosystem on the 15th day of cultivation. Values represent mean ± SE (n = 12). The different letters indicate
significant differences among treatments mean non-significant differences among treatments according to Duncan’s test
(p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si
Plant Mass, g Number of

Leaves
Length of a

Leaf, cm
Moisture,

%
Leaf area,

cm2Fresh Dry

Green

Sodium lamps
No 3.4 ± 0.8a 0.20 ± 0.02a 6.2 ± 0.4b 11.7 ± 0.9b 94.2 ± 0.2a 122.5 ± 8.6b

Yes 2.7 ± 0.7c 0.17 ± 0.03 5.5 ± 0.4e 10.0 ± 1.2b 93.7 ± 0.4b 74.8 ± 4.4c

LEDs
No 1.9 ± 0.4d 0.11 ± 0.01d 5.0 ± 0.4d 9.5 ± 1.1c 94.3 ± 0.5a 69.6 ± 7.2c

Yes 1.4 ± 0.4e 0.08 ± 0.01e 4.7 ± 0.5 7.8 ± 0.8 94.1 ± 0.1a 58.6 ± 8.0c

Red

Sodium lamps
No 3.5 ± 0.9a 0.20 ± 0.03a 6.6 ± 0.5a 12.8 ± 1.1a 94.3 ± 0.2a 162.6 ± 10.9a

Yes 3.1 ± 0.6b 0.20 ± 0.02b 6.2 ± 0.6b 12.1 ± 1.5a 93.8 ± 0.3b 99.6 ± 5.9bc

LEDs
No 1.9 ± 0.4d 0.12 ± 0.01d 5.3 ± 0.7c 9.2 ± 1.1c 93.7 ± 0.5b 76.1 ± 3.0c

Yes 1.7 ± 0.6d 0.11 ± 0.01d 5.2 ± 0.4c 9.1 ± 1.6c 93.6 ± 0.1b 67.2 ± 6.9c

2.2. Cultivation of the Plants

Ten containers filled with the chemically inert substrate (mineral wool), which is highly
permeable to water and has high water-holding capacity, were installed in each climatic
chamber. The mineral wool in the container was divided into two rows, each of which
contained five square nests. In each nest, five small depressions were made in which one
seed of the red- or green-leaved lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) was sown [38]. Such types of salad
lettuces are commonly used to perform diverse studies on plant cultivation under different
conditions [39–42], We experimented with two varieties of lettuce: the green-leaved lettuce
called Azart (Prestizh Semena, www.pr-semena.ru, accessed on 1 May 2020, Russia), and
the red-leaved lettuce called Robin (MoravoSeed, 1 May 2020, Czech Republic).

Before sowing the seeds, the mineral wool was prepared by completely moistening
it with the nutrient solution, the concentration of which was 10% lower than that of the
main solution. The nutrient solution is based on the FloraSeries fertilizer kit (GHE), which
provides all the necessary macro and micronutrients. The kit contains FloraGro, FloraMicro
SW, and FloraBloom components. We used the following ratio of the components: 2.5:1.6:1.
The corresponding mixture of hydroponic kits was chosen according to the recommenda-
tions of the fertilizer manufacturer (generalhydroponics.com, 4 December 2019), taking
into account the specificity of our research (focusing on green mass). Particularly, at the
phase of seed germination the concentration of hydroponic kits in the solution was less
than at the phase of vegetative growth. FloraGro supplement promotes structural growth
and gain of active green mass. This supplement provides plants with a sufficient amount
of nitrogen and potassium, as well as secondary minerals: 1.0% of ammonia nitrogen,
2.0% of nitrate nitrogen, 1.0% of phosphorus P2O5, 1.0% of soluble potassium K2O, and
0.8% of magnesium. FloraMicro helps to stabilize the pH level of the nutrient solution. It
contains 1.5% of ammonia nitrogen, 3.5% of nitrate nitrogen, 1.3% of soluble potassium,
and the following EDTA-chelated microelements: Cu (0.01%), Mn (0.05%), Zn (0.015%);
EDDHA and OPTA chelated Fe (0.12%) and Mo (0.004%). FloraBloom supplies plants with
an adequate amount of phosphorus and potassium, which are involved in bud and fruit
formation. The content of microelements in this supply is the following: P2O5 (5.0%), K2O
(4.0%), Mg (3.0%), SO4 (5.0%).
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2.3. Silicon Fertilizer

A liquid silicon-containing fertilizer was used in the experiments. The preparation is
composed of silicon and potassium with mass fractions Si (7.0%) and K (1.0%) and trace
elements in easily available chelate forms for plants (mg/L): Fe (300.0), Mg (100.0), Cu
(70.0), Zn (80.0), Mn (150.0), Co (15.0), B (90.0).

2.4. Biometric and Biochemical Analysis

To determine the impact of different light conditions and fertilizer treatment, careful
selection and preparation of plant samples were made. Leaves of the selected samples (for
plants that have not reached the stage of forming flower stalks) were fresh, healthy, and
undamaged. Their shape, color, and smell corresponded to their botanical type and variety.
The leaf surface was not damaged by pests or their waste products. The assimilating leaf
surface showed no sign of excessive external moisture.

The lettuce was sampled by taking one plant from each container and then cutting
a rosette at the base of the plant. All samples were placed in hermetically sealed bags
for further study. The total number of samples was 25 plants for each type of experi-
ment (variety, lighting, fertilizer). Twelve plants were used to determine morphological
parameters and 13 plants to determine their photosynthetic parameters. Morphological
parameters (weight, number, and area of leaves) were determined for each selected plant.
The biometric parameters of the morphological organs of the plants by the phases of their
development were assessed 15, 30, and 45 days after the lettuce shoots appeared.

To determine the mass of dry matter in the plants, a sample was crushed manually
using a hand cutting tool until the fragment size of no more than 1 cm. After grinding, the
sample was mixed to avoid the inhomogeneity of fragments. Then, two weighed portions
with mass of at least 5 g were isolated in two replicates using an analytical balance. The
samples were dried in an oven for either 3 h at 60–70 ◦C or 1 h at 105 ◦C.

To estimate the moisture in fresh green leafy mass, the test sample was crushed and
mixed, and two portions of 25–50 g were weighed on a balance with an accuracy of 0.001 g.
Then the portions were placed in weighing bottles pre-dried to a constant weight. The
containers with weighed portions were placed for 20–30 minutes in an oven heated to
120–130 ◦C to inactivate enzymes and then dried at 105 ◦C to constant weight.

The quantitative analysis of pigments (chlorophylls, carotenoids) included their ex-
traction from the plant tissues using acetone, separation of the mixture into individual
components, and spectrophotometry.

The concentrations of pigments in 100% acetone were calculated according to Holm–
Wettstein as follows:

CChla = 9.784 × D662 − 0.990 × D644

CChlb = 21.426 × D644 − 4.650 × D662

CChla+Chlb = 5.134 × D662 + 20.436 × D644

Ccar = 4.695 × D440.5 − 0.268 × CChla+Chlb

Here CChla , CChlb , and Ccar are the concentrations of chlorophylls a and b and the
carotenoids. Dω is the optical density of the extract at the corresponding wavelength ω
in nm.

To determine nitrate ion concentration, a 1% solution of aluminum-potassium alum
was used as the extraction solution. The concentration of nitrate ions was measured using
an NO3-selective electrode connected to an Ekspert-001 ionometric station (Econiks, Russia).
The station was calibrated using solutions containing a known concentration of KNO3
(Sigma-Aldrich, SL, USA).

Vitamin C in the leaves of lettuce plants was determined by a spectrophotometric
method with a dye solution of 2,6-dichlorophenol indophenol [43]. The sucrose concentra-
tion was determined by refractometry [44].
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2.5. Statistical Analysis

The biometric and biochemical parameters were processed by applying ANOVA. To
estimate the statistical significance of the considered parameters, the F-test and the least
significant difference test were applied.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of Fertilizers and Lighting on the Productivity of Lettuces 15 Days after the Emergence
of Mass Shoots

At the initial stage of growth (up to 15 days), lettuce exposed to light stress (chamber 1)
lagged behind in growth, and the addition of Si fertilizer to the nutrient solution had a
depressing effect in all variants of the experiment for both lettuce varieties (Table 1).

Analysis of variance of the data showed a significant effect of factors such as lighting
and the use of Si fertilizer on the fresh weight of both lettuce varieties. Under the sodium
lamps, lettuce of both varieties developed faster, and by the 15th day of cultivation the
increase in fresh weight was about 53%, LSD = 0.26 (Table S1). This effect is caused by light
stress during the germination phase.

The use of Si fertilizer oppressed the plants regardless of the variety and the lighting.
The average loss of fresh weight was 18.5% (Table 1). All three factors (lighting, variety
of lettuce, Si fertilizer) had a significant impact on the number of lettuce leaves (Table S1).
Under sodium lamps, the number of leaves of both varieties is on average 1 pc. more
(by 21%) than under LED irradiation, LSD = 0.21 (Table S1). Also, Si fertilizer negatively
influenced the number of leaves in the first stage of development of both varieties of lettuce
regardless of the type of lighting. Independent of other factors, the red lettuce produced
more leaves than the green lettuce.

A significant effect of lighting and the use of Si fertilizer on the dry weight of lettuce of
both varieties was revealed. The dry weight of the lettuce changed significantly depending
on lighting, and the reaction of the plants was variety specific. For red lettuce (Robin), the
best results on the accumulation of dry matter were observed under LED irradiation, while
for the green lettuce (Azart) it was under that of sodium lighting.

The area of the leaf surface when illuminated with sodium lamps was 69% greater
than under LED lighting. Generally, the use of Si fertilizer caused a decrease in the
photosynthetic surface of plants by about 43.5%. However, the largest significant difference
of the leaf surface area was observed under sodium illumination without the addition of
Si fertilizer.

Analysis of pigment concentrations showed that the red lettuce, regardless of the
influence of other factors, accumulated 10% more chlorophyll a than the green lettuce;
moreover, the addition of Si fertilizer increased the concentration of chlorophyll a in the
lettuce leaves by 37.5% (Table 2).

It should be stressed that the green lettuce accumulated more chlorophyll a when using
Si fertilizer (71% more with sodium lighting), and the highest concentration of chlorophyll
a was observed with LED lighting using 0.15% Si fertilizer (95% more than control under
sodium lamps without the use of Si fertilizer).

For the red lettuce under sodium lighting, the addition of Si fertilizer to the solution
caused an increase in the concentration of chlorophyll a (the best variant of the experiment),
while under LED lighting the fertilizer contributed to a decrease in the concentration of the
pigment. The data analysis showed that the specificity of the influence of factors on the
concentration of chlorophyll b and carotenoids is similar to that of chlorophyll a, LSD = 0.2
(Table S2).
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Table 2. Average concentrations of photosynthetic pigments in green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa
L.) under conditions of a regulated agroecosystem on the 15th day of cultivation. Values represent
mean ± SE (n = 12). The different letters indicate significant differences among treatments means
non-significant differences among treatments according to Duncan’s test (p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si Chlorophyll a,
mg/g

Chlorophyll b,
mg/g

Carotenoids,
mg/g

Green

Sodium lamps
No 1.04 ± 0.21e 0.34 ± 0.04e 0.38 ± 0.07f

Yes 2.00 ± 0.04cd 0.59 ± 0.04d 0.69 ± 0.03b

LEDs
No 1.65 ± 0.01d 0.59 ± 0.02d 0.52 ± 0.01cd

Yes 2.27 ± 0.11c 0.67 ± 0.04c 0.63 ± 0.02c

Red

Sodium lamps
No 1.53 ± 0.01d 0.48 ± 0.03de 0.48 ± 0.02d

Yes 2.98 ± 0.02a 0.96 ± 0.08a 1.04 ± 0.02a

LEDs
No 2.45 ± 0.05b 0.80 ± 0.03b 0.75 ± 0.02b

Yes 1.39 ± 0.34de 0.52 ± 0.09de 0.37 ± 0.15f

3.2. Effect of Fertilizer and Lighting on the Productivity of Lettuces after 30 Days of the Emergence
of Mass Shoots

A significant positive effect of Si fertilizer was found on the 30th day of cultivation:
the increase in fresh weight was 13.8%, LSD = 9.28 (Table S3), which indicates a delayed
stress-protective effect of Si fertilizer even under light stress (Table 3).

Table 3. Averaged biometric parameters of the aerial part of green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) under the conditions of
a regulated agroecosystem on the 30th day of cultivation. Values represent mean ± SE (n = 12). The different letters indicate
significant differences among treatments and ns means non-significant differences among treatments according to Duncan’s
test (p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si
Plant Mass, g Number of

Leaves
Length of a

Leaf, cm
Moisture,

%
Leaf Area,

cm2
Photo Productivity,

g/m2 Per DayFresh Dry

Green

Sodium lamps
No 33.8 ± 15.0a 9.9 ± 0.9a 9.9 ± 2.1ab 22.6 ± 4.5ns 90.2 ± 0.1ns 1847.7 ± 7.6ns 5.5 ± 0.9a

Yes 26.5 ± 11.8a 6.5 ± 0.5a 9.5 ± 1.4ab 20.0 ± 2.2ns 91.9 ± 1.0ns 1492.8 ± 8.1ns 6.3 ± 0.7a

LEDs
No 25.6 ± 13.9a 6.0 ± 0.4a 8.1 ± 1.2b 21.1 ± 4.3ns 91.4 ± 0.9ns 1500.1 ± 5.6ns 6.2 ± 0.3a

Yes 27.2 ± 8.8a 7.1 ± 0.5a 9.1 ± 1.8ab 22.8 ± 4.9ns 91.3 ± 1.2ns 1614.0 ± 9.1ns 6.1 ± 0.7a

Red

Sodium lamps
No 27.8 ± 11.9a 8.1 ± 0.3a 11.2 ± 2.6a 23.8 ± 5.1ns 90.3 ± 0.4ns 1871.2 ± 9.6ns 4.4 ± 0.2b

Yes 19.3 ± 8.2b 5.3 ± 0.8b 9.9 ± 1.7ab 22.8 ± 2.3ns 90.9 ± 1.1ns 1402.3 ± 7.4ns 5.5 ± 0.8a

LEDs
No 23.3 ± 13.4b 6.9 ± 0.7b 10.2 ± 2.3a 21.7 ± 3.3ns 90.1 ± 1.2ns 1428.4 ± 6.9ns 4.4 ± 0.9b

Yes 29.4 ± 9.2a 8.8 ± 0.7a 11.1 ± 1.8a 23.2 ± 2.4ns 90.0 ± 0.9ns 1675.6 ± 8.4ns 6.1 ± 0.3a

Under the sodium lamps, the Si fertilizer caused a decrease in the fresh weight of
lettuce of both varieties by 25.6%. The factors of lighting and nutrition did not have a
significant effect on the dry mass, as well as on the leaf surface area, which means there is
no loss in product quality. After light stress in chamber No. 1, by the 30th day, the plants
had already adapted and significantly increased in terms of fresh and dry weight in a
relatively short period of time. The same tendency was observed in the number of leaves
in lettuce of both varieties (Table 3). The data show that the red lettuce is characterized by
more intensive (14.2%) leaf formation than the green lettuce, which is a drumhead kind of
lettuce, LSD = 1.51 (Table S3).

The best values of the sugar content for green lettuce were obtained under the sodium
light with the addition of 0.15% of the Si fertilizer (12.1% higher sugar); however, for the
red lettuce, the maximum sugar content was obtained under LED lighting also with the
addition of Si fertilizer (by 8.2% compared to the control). In general, it appeared that the
green lettuce accumulates more sugars by 9.9% (Table 4). The minimum concentration
of nitrates for both varieties was observed under sodium lamps with Si fertilizer (14.8%
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lower); the concentrations in all other cases were within the allowed limits for this type
of chemical compound (up to 4500 mg/kg). The use of LED and sodium lamps, as well
as Si fertilizer, did not have a significant effect on the content of vitamin C and the basic
pigments (Table S4).

Table 4. Averaged concentrations of sucrose, vitamin C, and nitrates in green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) under
the conditions of a regulated agroecosystem on the 30th day of cultivation. Values represent mean ± SE (n = 12). The
different letters indicate significant differences among treatments and ns means non-significant differences among treatments
according to Duncan’s test (p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si Vitamin C,
mg/100 g

Nitrate,
mg/kg

Chlorophyll a,
mg/g

Chlorophyll b,
mg/g

Carotenoids,
mg/g

Green

Sodium lamps
No 15.1 ± 0.1ns 5.1 ± 0.1ab 2.2 ± 0.5ns 0.6 ± 0.1ns 0.7 ± 0.2ns

Yes 14.9 ± 0.2ns 5.0 ± 0.4ab 2.6 ± 0.8ns 0.8 ± 0.2ns 0.9 ± 0.3ns

LEDs
No 15.0 ± 0.1ns 5.3 ± 0.1a 2.5 ± 0.6ns 0.8 ± 0.2ns 0.8 ± 0.2ns

Yes 14.9 ± 0.1ns 5.3 ± 0.1a 2.7 ± 0.5ns 0.9 ± 0.2ns 0.8 ± 0.2ns

Red

Sodium lamps
No 14.9 ± 0.03ns 5.7 ± 0.4a 2.1 ± 0.9ns 0.7 ± 0.3ns 0.7 ± 0.3ns

Yes 15.0 ± 0.03ns 4.3 ± 0.1b 2.5 ± 0.4ns 0.8 ± 0.1ns 0.7 ± 0.1ns

LEDs
No 14.9 ± 0.1ns 4.9 ± 0.2b 2.2 ± 0.6ns 0.7 ± 0.2ns 0.7 ± 0.2ns

Yes 14.9 ± 0.1ns 5.4 ± 0.1a 2.1 ± 0.1ns 0.6 ± 0.0ns 0.7 ± 0.04ns

3.3. Effect of Fertilizer and Lighting on the Productivity of Lettuces after 45 Days of the Emergence
of Mass Shoots

The last sampling of the lettuce was done on the 45th day of cultivation when the
plants correspond to marketable products (Figure 2). Considering the type of lighting and
the variety of the lettuce as factors of statistical analysis, it was found that these factors had
a significant effect on the fresh weight of the plants (Tables 5 and 6). The distribution of
the lettuce fresh weight group average of both varieties shows the advantage (about 25%)
of sodium lighting over LEDs, LSD = 8.64 (Table S5). The green lettuce accumulates fresh
mass more intensively than the red lettuce (by 22.3%).

Table 5. Averaged biometric parameters of the aerial part of green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) under conditions of a
regulated agroecosystem on the 45th day of cultivation. Values represent mean ± SE (n = 12). The different letters indicate
significant differences among treatments and ns means non-significant differences among treatments according to Duncan’s
test (p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si Plant Mass, g Number of
Leaves

Length of a
leaf, cm

Moisture,
%

Leaf Area,
cm2

Photo Productivity,
g/m2 per dayFresh Dry

Green

Sodium lamps
No 81.1 ± 21.7a 3.3 ± 0.1a 13.8 ± 1.5ab 30.5 ± 3.5a 95.9 ± 0.1a 4661.2 ± 6.5a 1.0 ± 0.7ns

Yes 74.3 ± 19.3a 3.0 ± 0.1a 12.8 ± 1.4ab 27.7 ± 2.9b 95.9 ± 0.1a 3135.6 ± 5.2a 0.4 ± 0.2ns

LEDs
No 57.6 ± 21.2b 2.3 ± 0.1b 11.9 ± 2.3b 27.3 ± 3.7b 96.0 ± 0.1a 2525.5 ± 5,7b 1.1 ± 0.4ns

Yes 57.6 ± 18.8b 2.6 ± 0.1b 11.6 ± 1.1b 26.8 ± 3.0b 95.5 ± 0.2b 2748.4 ± 4.5b 1.2 ± 0.2ns

Red

Sodium lamps
No 65.5 ± 25.8b 2.8 ± 0.1b 17.2 ± 5.1a 31.4 ± 3.7a 95.7 ± 0.1b 3253.4 ± 5.7a 0.8 ± 0.2ns

Yes 55.7 ± 14.9b 2.4 ± 0.1b 15.2 ± 2.7a 29.0 ± 2.8a 95.6 ± 0.2b 2825.9 ± 8.1a 0.9 ± 0.2ns

LEDs
No 41.1 ± 19.8c 1.9 ± 0.04c 14.7 ± 3.7ab 25.9 ± 4.1c 95.3 ± 0.1c 2413.3 ± 6.6b 1.5 ± 0.2ns

Yes 48.2 ± 20.7b 2.3 ± 0.1b 14.8 ± 3.6ab 24.3 ± 3.0c 95.2 ± 0.1c 2299.1 ± 7.0b 1.3 ± 0.3ns
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Table 6. Average concentrations of chlorophyll a and b, carotenoids, and nitrates in green and red lettuce (Lactuca sativa
L.) under conditions of a regulated agroecosystem on the 45th day of cultivation. Values represent mean ± SE (n = 12).
The different letters indicate significant differences among treatments means non-significant differences among treatments
according to Duncan’s test (p ≤ 0.05).

Lettuce Lighting Si Nitrate, mg/kg Chlorophyll a,
mg/g

Chlorophyll b,
mg/g

Carotenoids,
mg/g

Green

Sodium lamps
No 5.13 ± 0.08b 2.09 ± 0.07b 0.71 ± 0.05c 0.74 ± 0.12b

Yes 5.16 ± 0.43b 2.50 ± 0.21a 1.27 ± 0.15a 0.92 ± 0.01ab

LEDs
No 5.25 ± 0.02b 2.18 ± 0.41b 1.33 ± 0.22a 1.01 ± 0.04a

Yes 5.5 ± 0.12ab 2.33 ± 0.20a 1.23 ± 0.05a 0.97 ± 0.07a

Red

Sodium lamps
No 5.58 ± 0.16a 2.07 ±0.20b 1.06 ± 0.11b 0.84 ± 0.02ab

Yes 4.55 ± 0.02c 2.54 ± 0.09a 1.12 ± 0.04b 0.70 ± 0.06b

LEDs
No 5.11 ± 0.07b 1.99 ± 0.11b 1.00 ± 0.02b 0.88 ± 0.01ab

Yes 5.78 ± 0.06a 2.08 ± 0.05b 0.74 ± 0.03c 0.79 ± 0.02b

Figure 2. Comparison of the appearance of green (A–D) and red (E–H) lettuce on the 45th day of
cultivation. Plants after sodium lamp illumination are on the left, after LED illumination on the right.
(C,D,G,H) are the samples grown with Si fertilizer. (A,B,E,F) were grown without Si fertilizer.

The same advantage of sodium over LED lighting, about 12.2%, was revealed compar-
ing the number of leaves of both varieties, LSD = 1.26 (Table S5). The red lettuce showed a
tendency for more intensive leaf formation (19.4%).
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Silicon fertilizer has had a significant effect on the content of chlorophyll a. The distri-
bution of group averages of chlorophyll a concentration shows that the use of Si fertilizer
increases the content of this pigment by 8.3%. It turned out that all three factors (type of
lettuce, lighting, and Si fertilizer) have a significant effect on the content of chlorophyll b.
The green lettuce accumulates 14% more chlorophyll b than that of the red lettuce. The
largest accumulation of chlorophyll b in the green lettuce was observed under the LED
illumination (21.9%), and for the red lettuce it was observed under sodium lamps (+18.5%).
Addition of Si fertilizer increased the chlorophyll b concentration by 26.7% under the
sodium lamp lighting, while under the LED lighting it was decreased by 15.5%. Finally,
the use of Si fertilizer contributed to the accumulation of total chlorophyll in both varieties
grown under sodium lamps by 26% (green) and 14.5% (red).

The range of the chlorophyll a to chlorophyll b ratio (which is about 2–3) for different
combinations of the studied factors is due to the averaged samples taken from various tiers
of plants (for heliophilous crops, this ratio is about three).

All three factors also significantly affect the concentration of carotenoids: the green
lettuce accumulates 13% more of this pigment than the red lettuce (Table 6). Under the LED
illumination, the carotenoids were accumulated by 13%, but the ratio of total chlorophyll
to carotenoids is within the physiological norm (from three to eight), which means the
plants adapted to the light conditions and do not have stress. The use of Si fertilizer caused
an increase in the concentration of carotenoids for the green lettuce and a decrease for the
red lettuce. In general, the concentration of nitrates in lettuces was affected by all factors,
LSD = 0.95 (Table S6). The accumulation of nitrates was more than 5.5% under the LEDs.
The addition of Si fertilizer reduced the concentration of nitrates by 9.3% under the sodium
lamp lighting, but it was increased by 8.2% under the LEDs. For all cases, the total nitrates
concentration was hundreds of times less than the threshold limit value on this product.

4. Discussion

Analysis of the results of this three-factor study allowed us to assess the influence of
the biologically active Si fertilizer as well as the effect of different spectral compositions of
LEDs in comparison with sodium lamps by using two climatic chambers (No. 1 and No. 2)
on the biomass of freshly harvested lettuce of different varieties, red and green. Comparison
of the biometric and biochemical data made it possible to draw certain conclusions on
plant cultivation and development.

Some earlier works claimed [45] that application of Si-containing fertilizer did not
increase the lettuce yield. However, in our current and several recent studies [1,46],
increased yield was observed as the positive effect of Si fertilizer, used as a microadditive
to the nutrient solution, on the freshly harvested biomass of the green and red lettuces,
grown under LED illumination on the 30th day of vegetation was established (Figure 3B).
Table 7 contains the ranks for each combination of the three factors. One can see that for
both types of lettuce and LED illumination on the 30th day, the second and the third ranks
have samples grown with Si fertilizer. The increase in productivity of red lettuce for freshly
harvested biomass was 26.6%, and for green lettuce 6.3%, while no loss of dry matter
was observed.

It is interesting to note that when using hydroponic nutrient solution with Si [47], the
lettuce plants showed a lower level of shoot dry matter, whereas the reverse effect [48] has
been demonstrated too: the application of Si fertilizer via fertigation favored an increase
in dry matter of lettuce. However, in our study a negative effect of Si fertilizer on the
productivity of lettuce plants of both varieties on the 30th day of cultivation in chamber
No. 2, under sodium lamp illumination, was noted (the 5th and the 7th ranks after the
30th day in Table 7). The productivity of green lettuce by estimating freshly harvested
biomass decreased by 22.6%, while the red one decreased by 30.3% (without loss in dry
matter percentage). Moreover, we observed an increase in the dry weight of lettuce (4.4%)
when using the Si fertilizer in chamber No. 1 with LEDs’ irradiators on the 45 day.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the results of biometric and biochemical analysis for red and green lettuce
after the 15th (A), 30th (B), and 45th (C) days of cultivation. The diagrams display the normalized
parameters presented in Tables 1–6 (eight parameters shown in the right panel at the bottom of
the diagrams). The sets of parameters corresponding to a combination of three factors—type of
lettuce, type of lighting, and the use of Si fertilizer—are connected by red or green lines with markers
(the left panel at the bottom of the diagrams). The rank of each set of measured parameters is
shown in curly brackets. Rectangular frames indicate the best combination of parameters obtained in
the experiments.

Table 7. Rank of each combination of factors (plants, lighting, Si fertilizer (SiF)) after the 15th, 30th,
and 45th days of cultivation and the total ranks (Σ).

Factors
Rank after

Σ
the 15th day the 30th day the 45th day

Green; SL; SiF no 3 1 2 6

Green; SL; SiF yes 4 5 1 10

Green; LEDs; SiF no 6 6 6 18

Green; LEDs; SiF yes 7 2 4 13

Red; SL; SiF no 2 4 3 9

Red; SL; SiF yes 1 7 5 13

Red; LEDs; SiF no 5 8 7 20

Red; LEDs; SiF yes 8 3 8 19

We found that Si fertilizer helps to increase the leaf surface area and improve the
marketable appearance of plants of both varieties (Figure 2). In addition, it increased the
content of total chlorophyll, the maximum amount of which was observed when it was
illuminated under sodium light.

There is a study [49] in which Si fertilizer was used in pots where lettuce was grown.
In this case it did not cause significant differences in the leaf contents of nitrogen but
increasing doses of silicate caused nitrogen deficiency. Our data and analysis revealed that
the addition of Si fertilizer under sodium illumination reduced the concentration of nitrates
by 9.3%; under the LEDs it was increased by 8.2%. Being grown under LED illumination, a
more intense accumulation of nitrates was observed (about 5.5% more), which indicates
that the synthesis of nitrogen-containing substances was intensified.
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The effect of using Si fertilizer dramatically changed during the growing time: up
to the 15th day of cultivation (Figure 3A) there was a sharp inhibition of the growth of
lettuce plants of both varieties (the 7th and 8th ranks after the 15th day in Table 7); then, by
the 30th day under LED lighting, the addition of Si fertilizer showed a stress-protective
effect and had a positive influence in general. By the time of ripeness, the effect of using
Si fertilizer was no longer observed. Therefore, the use of such a type of supplementary
nutrition is advisable only when using LED illumination during the period of active plant
growth (from the 10th day after germination).

It was recently reported [50] that the LED spectrum provided by the combination
of far-red, deep-red, and blue LEDs is more favorable than sodium lamps for promoting
the growth and nutrient uptake of plants. However, we found that the total productivity
(3271.7 g) under the entire set of lettuce growth conditions (regardless of the lettuce variety)
did not depend on the composition of the nutrient solution, but growth in chamber No.
2 (when illuminated with sodium lamps) was 35.5% higher than the plant productivity
(2414.71 g) of the same lettuce varieties grown in chamber No. 1 (under the LED lighting).

5. Conclusions

Thus, considering the biometric and biochemical analysis, we can conclude that it
makes sense to add Si fertilizer when growing red lettuce under LED lighting, while for
the green lettuce the addition of such fertilizer is not useful. In the case of sodium lamp
illumination, the best option for growing both varieties is without Si fertilizer.
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Abstract: A light-emitting diode (LED) system covering plant-receptive wavebands from ultraviolet
to far-red radiation (360 to 760 nm, “white” light spectrum) was investigated for greenhouse pro-
ductions of Thymus vulgaris L. Biomass yields and amounts of terpenoids were examined, and the
lights’ productivity and electrical efficiency were determined. All results were compared to two con-
ventionally used light fixture types (high-pressure sodium lamps (HPS) and fluorescent lights (FL))
under naturally low irradiation conditions during fall and winter in Berlin, Germany. Under LED,
development of Thymus vulgaris L. was highly accelerated resulting in distinct fresh yield increases
per square meter by 43% and 82.4% compared to HPS and FL, respectively. Dry yields per square
meter also increased by 43.1% and 88.6% under LED compared to the HPS and FL lighting systems.
While composition of terpenoids remained unaffected, their quantity per gram of leaf dry matter
significantly increased under LED and HPS as compared to FL. Further, the power consumption
calculations revealed energy savings of 31.3% and 20.1% for LED and FL, respectively, compared to
HPS. In conclusion, the implementation of a broad-spectrum LED system has tremendous potential
for increasing quantity and quality of Thymus vulgaris L. during naturally insufficient light conditions
while significantly reducing energy consumption.

Keywords: light-emitting diode; daily light integral; volatile organic compounds; energy consump-
tion; plant morphology; biomass efficacy

1. Introduction

Insufficient natural light intensities and short photoperiods drastically limit plant
development during winter months in northern regions. Although most common horti-
cultural crops depend on daily light integrals (DLIs) of 6 to 50 mol m−2 d−1 [1], outdoor
solar DLIs often do not exceed 10 mol m−2 d−1 in higher latitudes during light-limited
winter months [2] and are further reduced by up to 60% inside greenhouses [3–5]. There-
fore, greenhouse industries and research facilities seasonally apply supplemental light
sources to prolong cultivation periods and optimize plant growths. However, potentials for
(year-round) horticultural productions remain under-utilized, as traditional light sources
consume unfeasible amounts of energy [6] and are not tailored to the plants’ photorecep-
tors [7]. Hence, new technology, which significantly reduces electricity consumption while
improving crop value, is of great interest to greenhouse industry and research facilities [8].

Today, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have the potential to replace traditional light
sources such as high-pressure sodium lamps (HPS) [9,10] and fluorescent lights (FL) [11].
They show important technical advantages such as high energy efficiency, small size,
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durability, long operating lifetime, low thermal emission, and adjustable spectral wave-
length range (reviewed in [12–14]). Consequently, the utilization of LED technology as
horticultural lighting increases [15].

However, the majority of LED radiation studies on plant development have only in-
cluded narrow wavebands of red (R) and blue (B) light, as these wavelengths are maximally
absorbed by the plant’s light-capturing chlorophylls [16]. Initial LED plant-lighting research
proved that plants could complete their life cycle with R light alone [17], but the plants’
morphogenesis including compact growth and leaf expansion, as well as plants’ flowering,
were significantly improved when differing proportions of B light were included [18–22].
Additionally, specific B light proportions positively influence physiological plant responses
such as stomatal opening, chlorophyll contents, and secondary metabolism [8,22].

Recently, studies have suggested further photosynthetic improvements by adding far-
red (FR) wavelengths to R spectra, for example, increasing FR radiations promoted growth
of seedlings by increasing leaf expansion and whole-plant net assimilation, decreased
anthocyanins and carotenoids, and reduced antioxidant potentials [23–25].

As recent studies confirm, green (G) light can also contribute to plant development
and growth [26–28]. Enhanced lettuce growth under RB illumination complemented with
G light and improved cucumber growth under HPS supplemented with G light have
been reported [29–31]. However, G light stimulates early stem elongation and stomatal
closure, antagonizing the typical blue-light mediated growth inhibition and stomatal
opening [32–34].

Due to the multitude of photobiological studies conducted, it is now well established
that wavelengths between ~ 360 and 760 nm influence plants’ photosynthesis, physiology,
morphogenesis, and phytochemical contents [7] and that specific spectral regions can be
used to induce specific plant traits of interest.

Nevertheless, negative side effects resulting from narrow waveband LED applications,
such as unwanted photomorphogenic and physiological disorders, pest and disease pres-
sures, as well as difficult visual assessment of plant-status absent under (natural) broad
light spectra, have to be further minimized [17,35].

In consequence, LED fixtures with broader spectral quality covering the range of the
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) between 400 and 700 nm (perceived as white
light) sometimes including the flanking regions of UV (~360–400 nm) and FR (~600–760 nm)
radiation are emerging recently [36] and are becoming popular as sole-source lighting for
horticulture [37,38].

For example, Spalholz et al. (2020) compared the response of two lettuce cultivars to a
sun-simulated spectrum and other commonly applied B:R spectra, providing a biologically
active radiation between 300–800 nm of 200 µmol m−2 s−1 [39]. The study elucidated
unique responses including greatest fresh-to-dry mass ratio, greater leaf area, excessive
stem extension, and flower initiation under the sun-simulated spectrum despite a 36%
greater photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) in B:R treatments. Coinciding results
were published by Gao and coworkers (2020), who tested the effects of white and different
monochromatic (B, G, Y, R) LEDs on Welsh onions [40]. In addition to increased plant yield,
net photosynthetic rate and photosynthetic efficiency were significantly higher under white
light than under those of the monochromatic light treatments. Matysiak and Kowalski
(2019) observed greatest fresh weights under W and R light treatment for lamb’s lettuce and
garden rocket, whereas for two sweet basil cultivars, no differences in fresh weight were
detected under all tested light treatments [5]. However, supplementation with B resulted in
more compact growth of green-leaved basil. For red pak choi, a white light including UV
and FR was evaluated as ideal for best overall yield performance [41], and the importance
of white light on shoot and root fresh weights of lettuce was demonstrated [42].

Thus, it has been found that broad LED spectra, covering a wider plant-receptive
spectral range rather than single narrow bands, and at best including flanking regions in
the FR and UV, can lead to greater plant development. So far, however, such a broad LED
spectrum has not been tested under insufficient light conditions in greenhouses. Therefore,
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our aim was to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of broadband LED lighting
during the winter season in northern central Europe (Berlin, Germany, 52.5◦ N, 1.33◦ E)
in a practical case study and to compare the results with the common HPS and FL setups
found in the greenhouse industry and research facilities today.

As a model plant, we chose moderately light-dependent Thymus vulgaris L., which
belongs to the Lamiaceae family rich in other genera such as Salvia and Organum [43]
and which is widely used in European cuisine and folk medicine for its expectorant, an-
titussive, antibroncholitic, antispasmodic, antimicrobial, antioxidant, anti-inflammatory,
anthelmintic, carminative, and diuretic properties. The major bio-active metabolite re-
sponsible for the therapeutic properties of aromatic Thymus vulgaris L. is the monoterpene
thymol [44].

The aim of this study was to conduct a greenhouse experiment during winter in order
to assess the development, biomass, and health-promoting terpenoid yields of Thymus un-
der a prototype broad-spectrum LED, as well as to obtain the prototypes’ power consump-
tion and efficacy. To further evaluate the practical applicability and potential for greenhouse
businesses and research facilities, we aimed at comparing the broad-spectrum LED results
with results assessed under HPS and FL fixtures under their common setup conditions.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Biomass Yield, Partitioning, and Morphology

The LED system resulted in distinct yield increases, biomass partitioning, and a
differentiated morphological appearance of Thymus vulgaris L. in comparison to the HPS
and FL systems (Figures 1 and 2). While the LEDs produced a fresh biomass of averagely
28.1 ± 2.0 g plant−1, the HPS systems accounted for a fresh biomass of 15.9 ± 2.3 g plant−1

within the same cultivation period. The lowest fresh biomass of 4.9 ± 0.4 g plant−1 was
produced under FL (Figure 1A). Accordingly, dry matter yields of Thymus vulgaris L. were
significantly enhanced by the LED system (5.6 ± 0.8 g plant−1) in comparison to HPS
(3.2 ± 0.5 g plant−1) and FL (0.6 ± 0.1 g plant−1), representing an increase of 1.75- and
eight-fold, respectively (Figure 1B). Thereby, the weight proportion of dry leaves did not
differ from the (mostly lignified) weight proportion of stems in thyme plants cultivated
under the LED and HPS systems, respectively. Under FL, however, the majority of dry yield
consisted of leaves (83.3%) and only 16.7% consisted of (unwooded) shoots (Figure 1C).
With a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.97 and R2 = 0.95 (p < 0.001), dry mass yields
under the differing supplemental lighting systems were highly related to the individual
daily light integrals (DLI).
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Figure 1. Biomass yields and partitioning of Thymus vulgaris L. cultivated under different supplemental lighting systems during 

fall and winter in Berlin, Germany. LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light. A = 

Fresh matter yields in gram per plant*, B = Dry matter yields in gram per plant*, C = Leaf and shoot dry matter partitioning in 

gram per plant**. *Presented are mean plant yields of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± standard 

deviation (SD) of 32 harvested plants per spatial replication and light treatment (N = 384, n = 128 plants per supplemental light 

treatment, n = 32 plants per spatial replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.01) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 

multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters indicate significant differ-

ences. **Presented are mean dry leaf and shoot matter yields of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) 

± SD (standard deviation) of 16 harvested plants per spatial replication and light treatment (N = 192, n = 64 plants per supple-

mental light treatment, n = 16 plants per spatial replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) were determined according to 

Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters indicate 
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during fall and winter in Berlin, Germany. LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent
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light. (A) Fresh matter yields in gram per plant *, (B) Dry matter yields in gram per plant *, (C) Leaf and shoot dry matter
partitioning in gram per plant **. * Presented are mean plant yields of four independent spatial replications per light
treatment (n = 4) ± standard deviation (SD) of 32 harvested plants per spatial replication and light treatment (N = 384,
n = 128 plants per supplemental light treatment, n = 32 plants per spatial replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.01) were
determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001).
Different letters indicate significant differences. ** Presented are mean dry leaf and shoot matter yields of four independent
spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD (standard deviation) of 16 harvested plants per spatial replication and
light treatment (N = 192, n = 64 plants per supplemental light treatment, n = 16 plants per spatial replication). Significant
differences (p ≤ 0.05) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and
Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters indicate significant differences.
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Figure 2. Visual appearance of Thymus vulgaris L. at harvest cultivated under different supplemental lighting systems during
fall and winter of Berlin, Germany. LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light.

As indicated in Figure 2, the stem biomass of Thymus vulgaris L. was greatly increased
under the LED system at the end of the experimental period and led to a profoundly
different visual appearance in comparison to thyme plants grown under the other two
supplemental lighting fixtures. Despite the lowest corresponding leaf-to-shoot ratio, which
was 0.9 for LED, 1.3 for HPS, and 5 for FL, the leaf dry matter (LDM) of thyme was
significantly increased and highest under LED (Figure 1C).

The reason for the outstanding biomass accumulations and the concomitant rapid
thyme development under the LED system is clearly found in the heightened DLI between
400 and 700 nm, as shown by the correlation coefficient of r = 0.97 (R2 = 0.95). That
increasing DLIs accelerate the development and growth of plants up to a certain point is
well established [45,46]. The correlation of DLIs and plant growth is known to be linear
between each species-specific light compensation point and light saturation point [7].

Faust stated that optimal DLIs vary from 6 to 50 mol m−2 d−1 for various crops, and
moderately light-dependent thyme requires a DLI of at least 18 mol m−2 d−1 [46]. The
natural average DLI in greenhouses during winter in northern latitudes however is often
as low as 1 to 5 mol m−2 d−1 and reached approximately 3.9 mol m−2 d−1 during our
greenhouse trial [3–5]. Hence, supplemental lighting is essential for winter greenhouse
productions. Since FLs raised the total DLI (natural DLI 3.9 mol m−2 d−1 + supplemental
DLI 3 mol m−2 d−1) only to approximately 7 mol m−2 d−1 during winter production,
the FLs are neither suitable for the production of thyme nor presumably for the majority
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of greenhouse crops under the given cultivation conditions. HPS elevated the total DLI
(natural DLI 3.9 mol m−2 d−1 + supplemental DLI 7 mol m−2 d−1) to an estimated level
of 11 mol m−2 d−1. Therewith, the biomass accumulation of Thymus vulgaris L. increased
significantly in comparison to FL; however, the DLI remains insufficient for an optimal
thyme production during winter. With a total DLI of approximately 16 mol m−2 d−1

(natural DLI 3.9 mol m−2 d−1 + supplemental DLI 11 mol m−2 d−1) during the low light
season, the tested LED system achieved the highest DLI and approached the recommended
DLI of ≥ 18 mol m−2 d−1 the most (Table 1, Section 3. Material and Methods). Further,
only the LED system would be able to achieve the recommended DLI of the moderately
light-dependent thyme by simply extending the photoperiod from 14 to 16 h per day
during winter.

Table 1. Spectral composition of the supplemental lighting fixtures used in the greenhouse for the cultivation of thyme
(Thymus vulgaris L.).

Parameter * Supplemental Light Fixtures **

LED HPS FL
µmol m−2

s−1 % *** µmol m−2

s−1 % *** µmol m−2

s−1 % ***

PPFD (400–700 nm) 212 91.2 132 92.5 57 95
PFD (360–760 nm) 232 100 143 100 60 100

PFD-Ultraviolet (360–399 nm) 1.7 0.7 1.6 1.1 0.6 1.0
PFD-Blue (400–519 nm) 65.7 28.4 16.9 11.9 8.2 13.6

PFD-Green (520–559 nm) 33.5 14.5 7.0 4.9 13.5 22.4
PFD-Yellow (560–624 nm) 56.9 24.5 83.6 58.7 27.9 46.4

PFD-Red (625–700 nm) 55.3 23.9 24.3 17.1 7.6 12.7
PFD-Far Red (701–760 nm) 18.7 8.1 9.0 6.4 2.4 3.9

R/FR ratio (660/730 nm) ‡ 2.8 2.4 0.1
DLI (mol m−2 d−1) ± 10.6/11.7 6.6/7.2 2.9/3.0

* PPFD = photosynthetic photon flux density, PFD = photon flux density, R/FR ratio = red to far-red ratio, DLI = daily light integral. ** LED
= light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light. *** Values represent percentages of total PFD. ‡ R/FR
ratio is based on the absorption maxima of phytochromes at 660 and 730 nm [47]. ± DLI based on PPFD/PFD.

2.2. Content and Composition of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)

Applying GC-MS analysis, 12 monoterpenes and one sesquiterpene were identified
in the leaf extracts of Thymus vulgaris L., representing ≥ 94% of all detected volatile
constituents. Major identified volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the leaf extracts of
Thymus vulgaris L. under the supplemental lighting systems were thymol, γ-terpinene,
and p-cymene, respectively, which is consistent with the results of former research [48,49].
Thereby, the chemical makeup remained unaffected by the different lighting systems.
The total content of VOCs per g of LDM is highly enhanced by LED (2.7%) and HPS
(2.3%) as compared to by FL (1.1%). The difference in quantity of VOCs per g of LDM
between thyme plants cultivated under LED and HPS is not significant (p = 0.088). The
LED considerably increased the amounts of all 13 evaluated terpenoids in the leaves of
Thymus vulgaris L. in contrast to the FL system. The HPS system also enabled considerable
increases in comparison to the FL system, even though the differences between the amounts
of γ-terpinene and borneol are less profound, with p = 0.099 and p = 0.075, respectively.
Differences between LED and HPS treatments were only detected for α-pinene, while
myrcene (p = 0.077) as well as limonene (p = 0.057) differed only in tendency. All results are
summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2. Effect of three different supplemental lighting systems on the chemical composition of 13 main volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) of Thymus vulgaris L. cultivated in the greenhouse during fall and winter of Berlin, Germany.

Compound RI *

Light-Emitting Diode
(LED)

High-Pressure Sodium Lamp
(HPS)

Fluorescent Light
(FL)

% ** µg 100 mg−1

LDM *** % µg 100 mg−1

LDM % µg 100 mg−1

LDM

monoterpene hydrocarbons
α-pinene 938.0 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.1 14.03 ± 0.8 a 0.8 ± 0.1 11.41 ± 1.1 b 1.0 ± 0.1 7.22 ± 1.1 c

sabinene 977.8 ± 0.4 1.4 ± 0.4 34.21 ± 8.5 a 1.5 ± 0.6 33.57 ± 6.4 a 1.3 ± 0.5 13.95 ± 1.5 b

myrcene 991.8 ± 0.3 1.6 ± 0.2 35.16 ± 1.8 a 1.5 ± 0.2 28.50 ± 3.6 a 1.8 ± 0.2 17.19 ± 1.6 b

α-terpinene 1020.8 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.4 39.47 ± 4.3 a 2.1 ± 0.7 33.43 ± 3.2 a 2.2 ± 0.8 19.72 ± 2.1 b

p-cymene 1029.1 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 2.2 157.70 ± 27.4 a 8.3 ± 2.5 123.90 ± 8.0 a 6.9 ± 2.5 55.16 ± 4.7 b

limonene 1033.1 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 9.81 ± 0.7 a 0.6 ± 0.1 8.22 ± 0.8 a 0.6 ± 0.1 4.59 ± 0.5 b

γ-terpinene 1064.4 ± 0.8 15.2 ± 5.4 323.20 ± 56.7 a 16.0 ± 4.7 259.90 ± 49.0 ab 20.1 ± 6.3 179.50 ± 22.6 b

oxygenated monoterpenes
cis-sabinene

hydrate 1071.7 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.1 28.41 ± 2.3 a 1.4 ± 0.2 25.38 ± 1.6 a 1.3 ± 0.3 12.31 ± 0.8 b

linalool 1100.9 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.7 61.92 ± 11.3 a 2.7 ± 0.8 52.22 ± 11.2 a 2.3 ± 0.9 21.25 ± 1.9 b

borneol 1173.6 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.4 44.44 ± 2.6 a 1.0 ± 0.6 46.50 ± 5.9 ab 1.5 ± 0.7 31.75 ± 3.7 b

thymol 1297.6 ± 1.8 54.6 ± 6.9 1134.00 ± 86.3 a 52.9 ± 6.4 917.10 ± 142.9 a 50.2 ± 7.9 429.90 ± 57.3 b

carvacrol 1304.6 ± 1.1 2.4 ± 0.4 60.82 ± 4.9 a 2.3 ± 0.5 48.82 ± 8.2 a 2.0 ± 0.6 21.42 ± 2.9 b

sesquiterpene hydrocarbons
β-

caryophyllene
1436.55 ±

0.5 3.1 ± 1.3 47.69 ± 7.1 a 3.67 ± 1.1 49.50 ± 7.0 a 3.32 ± 1.1 21.91 ± 3.4 b

% of total
extract ** 94.93 ± 1.50 94.68 ± 2.22 94.53 ± 1.95

Total VOCs [% g−1 LDM] **** 2.7 ± 0.22 a 2.3 ± 0.25 a 1.1 ± 0.10 b

* Retention indices (RI) relative to C6-C24 n-alkanes on a HP-5MS column for compound identification. Indices are presented as means ± SD
with n = 192. ** Percentages were calculated from GC-FID TIC data after weight correction and presented as means ± SD with n = 64.
*** Amounts of major compounds were calculated based on density corrected calibration functions obtained from reference standards
analyzed under the same GC-FID conditions as the samples. Presented are mean amounts of volatile compounds (µg 100 mg−1 LDM
(=leaf dry matter)) of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD of 16 collected dried leaf samples per spatial
replication and light treatment (N = 192, n = 64 dry leaf samples per supplemental light treatment, n = 16 dry leaf samples per spatial
replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe
and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.02). Different letters within a row indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05, and bold amounts indicate
significant differences at p ≤ 0.1. **** Percentage of total VOCs (volatile organic compounds) was calculated based on the results of the
internal standard (6-methyl-5-penten-2-one), which was co-analyzed in each sample. Presented are mean percentages per g LDM (% g−1

LDM (=leaf dry matter)) of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD of 16 collected dried leaf samples per
spatial replication and light treatment (N = 192, n = 64 dry leaf samples per supplemental light treatment, n = 16 dry leaf samples per spatial
replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.05) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe
and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters within a row indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.05 and bold amounts indicate
significant differences at p ≤ 0.1.

Gouinguene and Turlings (2002) showed in their study that young corn plants
(Zea mays L.) significantly increased their emissions of volatiles as light intensity increased
up to 10,000 lm [50]. However, beyond 10,000 lm volatile emissions in Zea mays L. did not
enhance any further, suggesting a kind of saturation or limitation was reached. The authors
of [51,52] also detected this proposed light quantity-dependency. Multiple studies also
suggest that terpene synthesis involves phytochromes [51–54], red and far-red light-sensing
photoreceptors (reviewed by [55]), making the production of terpenes also dependent on
light quality, specifically on the R/FR ratio [56]. For example, in thyme seedlings, red
light strongly promoted the production of mono- and sesquiterpenes (thymol, γ-terpinene,
p-cymene and carvacrol, β-caryophyllene) and the number of essential oil-containing tri-
chomes per cotyledone, two stimulatory effects that proved to be completely reversible by
a subsequent exposure to far-red irradiation [53,54]. Later, a partial reduction of volatile
emissions was detected in Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh exposed to a low R/FR ratio of
0.2 as compared to plants exposed to a high R/FR ratio of 2.2 when controlling for light
intensity [56]. These findings could explain the comparatively low VOC contents detected
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in thyme leaves grown under FL, as both their light intensity (PFD 60 µmol m−2 s−1,
PFD-R 7.6 µmol m−2 s−1) as well as their R/FR ratio (0.1) were significantly reduced as
compared to LED and HPS under our experimental conditions. It would also suggest
that the similar contents of VOCs per gram of thyme leaves found under LED and HPS
are the result of their similar high R/FR ratios of 2.8 and 2.4, respectively. However, R/FR
ratios dramatically decline under vegetational canopies. As described by Franklin (2008),
a single leaf reduces a given R/FR ratio of 1.2 to 0.2 for the leaves growing underneath,
and the ratio reduces further to 0.1 underneath a second leaf [55]. As leaf and shoot yields
of Thymus vulgaris L. significantly increased under the LED system, it is reasonable to
believe that the actual R/FR ratio underneath the more densely stands of thyme plants
grown under the LED system was much lower than under the less dense canopy of thyme
plants grown under HPS. This idea coincides with the result from Kegge et al. (2013),
who detected a reduction of volatile emissions in plants grown in high density stands [56].
Another explanation for the similar contents of VOCs per gram of thyme leaves found
under LED and HPS may be found in the high B light proportion found under the broad
LED light spectrum, as it was recently shown that essential oil contents of Thymus vulgaris
L. decrease with increasing proportions of blue light [57]. The associated suppressions of
terpene synthesis under low R/FR ratios as well as under low R/B ratios may have been
partially compensated by the LEDs’ elevated light intensity (PFD 232 µmol m−2 s−1, PFD-R
55.3 µmol m−2 s−1) compared to the intensity of the HPS system (PFD 143 µmol m−2 s−1,
PFD-R 24.3 µmol m−2 s−1) in our study. Additionally, though air temperatures under the
given experimental conditions did not differ between the supplemental lighting systems, it
is known that leaf temperature increases under HPS lights as comparted to other lighting
systems [58]. As elevated temperatures evidently increase the emission of volatiles [50], a
greater leaf temperature under HPS may have been present and contributed to the terpene
synthesis in HPS-grown thyme plants. Further, as we did not adjust fertilization, though
the LED system yielded much greater biomasses than FL and HPS, it is plausible that
a reduced nutrient availability for LED-grown thyme plants limited their production of
VOCs, as demonstrated by Gouinguene, and Turlings (2002), who showed that fertilization
rate positively effects volatile emissions [50].

Nevertheless, as the LED lights were able to increase the production of volatiles in
thyme leaves significantly compared to the HPS lights, the LEDs’ volatile productivity per
square meter doubled in absolute terms (2.5 vs. 1.3 g m−2) with p < 0.06 (Table 3).

2.3. Productivity

The broad-spectrum LED system enabled a highly significant increase in leaf and
stem production of fresh thyme per square meter, representing increases of 43.3% and
82.4% in comparison to the HPS and FL system, respectively. Additionally, the dry matter
productions of HPS and FL were highly reduced by 43.1% and 88.6% in comparison to the
LED system. Further, the LED system enabled an increase in production of VOCs per square
meter under the given greenhouse conditions in comparison to the conventionally used
HPS system (at p-value of 0.051). Both systems (LED and HPS) considerably promoted the
VOC production in comparison to the FL system. Table 3 summarizes the results. Despite
the lower leaf-to-shoot ratio for LED lightning of 0.9 as compared to both HPS (1.3) and
FL (5, see Section 2.1), absolute LDM and overall quantity of VOCs were highest for LED.
Therefore, LED lightning offers an attractive alternative for thyme cultivation, both for
essential oil production and delivery to fresh market.
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Table 3. Fresh and dry plant production as well as content of volatile fraction of thyme (Thymus
vulgaris L.) per m2 under three supplemental lighting systems.

Light Fixture * FM ** per Square
Meter [g m−2] ***

DM ** per Square
Meter [g m−2] ***

VOC ** per Square
Meter [mg m−2] ****

LED 897.9 ± 64.65a 180.2 ± 24.69 a 2472 ± 626.4 a

HPS 509.4 ± 72.88 b 102.6 ± 16.87 b 1273 ± 334.0 a

FL 158.0 ± 6.73 c 20.62 ± 2.06 c 199.1 ± 30.98 b

* LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light. ** FM = total fresh
matter, DM = total dry matter, VOC = total content of volatile organic compounds of total leaf dry matter.
*** Presented data are means of cumulated fresh and dry matter productions of four independent spatial replica-
tions per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD of 32 harvested plants per spatial replication and light treatment (N = 384,
n = 128 plants per supplemental light treatment, n = 32 plants per spatial replication). Significant differences
(p ≤ 0.01) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and
Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters indicate significant differences. **** Presented data are means
of cumulated volatile productions in thyme leaves of four independent spatial replications per light treatment
(n = 4) ± SD of 16 harvested plants per spatial replication and light treatment (N = 192, n = 64 dry leaf samples
per supplemental light treatment, n = 16 dry leaf samples per spatial replication). Significant differences were
determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test
(p ≤ 0.002). Different letters within the column indicate significant differences at p ≤ 0.02, and bold amounts
indicate a difference by trend at p < 0.06.

2.4. Power Consumption and Biomass Efficiacy

The LEDs consumed the least electricity with 257.7 W m−2, followed by the FLs
with the use of 299.4 W m−2, whereas the HPS lamp consumed the highest amount of
electricity with 374.9 W m−2. At the end of the cultivation period, the power consumptions
per m2 of LED and FL lighting system resulted in high energy savings of 31.3% and 20.1%,
respectively, when compared to the consumption of the HPS system. While each LED
system enabled ± 1.92 g of fresh thyme per kWh and square meter, the HPS and FL
enabled only ± 40% and ± 16% of these yields per kWh and square meter, respectively.
Accordingly, the dry thyme production per kWh and square meter under LED (±396.3 mg)
was significantly higher than the dry thyme production under HPS (±155.2 mg) and FL
(±39.1 mg). Further, the production of VOCs per kWh and square meter was significantly
elevated underneath the LEDs (±5.4 mg) as compared to HPS (±1.9 mg) and FL (±0.4 mg).
Results and calculations are combined in Table 4.

Table 4. Power consumption per square meter of the supplemental lighting fixtures for the production of thyme
(Thymus vulgaris L.) grown in a greenhouse during fall and winter of Berlin, Germany.

Light Fixture *

Power
Consumption
per Meter2 [W

m−2]

Power
Consumption

for Thyme
Cultivation
[kWh m−2]

Power Savings
Compared to

HPS [%]

Fresh Thyme
Production **

[g kWh−1 m−2]

Dry Thyme
Production **
[mg kWh−1

m−2]

VOC
Production ***

[mg kWh−1

m−2]

LED 257.7 454.6 31.3 1.92 ± 0.15 a 396.3 ± 54.31 a 5.4 ± 1.4a

HPS 374.9 661.3 na 0.77 ± 0.11 b 155.2 ± 25.5 b 1.9 ± 0.5 b

FL 299.4 528.1 20.1 0.30 ± 0.03 c 39.1 ± 3.9 c 0.4 ± 0.1 c

* LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light, na = not applicable. ** Presented are calculated
average fresh and dry thyme productions per power consumption of each light fixture type within a square meter during the cultivation
period (g or mg per kWh and m2) of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD of 32 harvested plants per
spatial replication and light treatment (N = 384, n = 128 plants per supplemental light treatment, n = 32 plants per spatial replication).
Significant differences (p ≤ 0.01) were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch
ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.001). Different letters indicate significant differences. *** Presented are calculated average productions of volatile
organic compounds per power consumption of each light fixture type within a square meter during the cultivation period (mg per kWh
and m2) of four independent spatial replications per light treatment (n = 4) ± SD of 16 harvested plants per spatial replication and light
treatment (N = 192, n = 64 plants per supplemental light treatment, n = 16 plants per spatial replication). Significant differences (p ≤ 0.05)
were determined according to Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons test after Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA test (p ≤ 0.004). Different
letters indicate significant differences.
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Our power consumption results and thus the potential of LEDs for reducing energy
costs coincide with numerous studies and reviews [6,9,59], stating energy reductions up
to 70% compared to traditional light sources while producing similar crop yields at equal
light intensities, and confirm the current trend of LEDs’ increasing photon efficiencies:
While HPS and LED fixtures had nearly identical photon efficiencies until ~2015 [6,35], the
best evaluated LED fixture was 40% more photon-efficient than HPS due to technological
improvements of LEDs within the PAR region soon after [35,59]. A current study by
Hernandez et al. (2020) confirms the corresponding increase in biomass efficacy of LEDs,
as their LED treatment led to a 2.4 to 3.1 times greater biomass efficacy than HPS, which
matches our findings [60]. Another study in which LED and FL treatments were compared,
reported a biomass efficacy three to five times higher under LED than under FL lighting [61].
In contrast, the LED system used in this current study greatly exceeds their findings, as the
LED enabled a biomass efficacy 6 to 10 times higher than the FL system (Table 4) under our
experimental conditions.

Further, in our study, plant growth may have been limited by nutrient availability, and
an adjustment of fertilization based on the differing thyme growth rates may further in-
crease biomass efficacies under HPS and especially under the broad-spectrum LED system.
Nevertheless, when using the broad-spectrum LED lighting system, the significantly more
inhomogeneous light intensity distribution compared to HPS and FL lamps (Figure 3) must
be taken into account when light uniformity is necessary for the greenhouse application as
it demands more LED light fixtures per area.
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Figure 3. Irradiance profiles (W m−2 nm−1) of the experimental plots (1 m2) underneath each supplemental lighting system. 
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Figure 3. Irradiance profiles (W m−2 nm−1) of the experimental plots (1 m2) underneath each supplemental lighting system.
(LED = light-emitting diode, HPS = high-pressure sodium lamp, FL = fluorescent light).

Nevertheless, at their edges, where the lowest light intensities occur, the LEDs achieve
values of 16 W m−2 nm−1, which are sufficient for high-quality thyme production. There-
fore, if homogeneous plant development is not necessarily required, plants of marketable
quality are also available with the LED setup used here without additional lamps.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Experimental Design

To investigate biomass yields and contents of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of
Thymus vulgaris L. grown under a broad-spectrum LED system, and to compare the lights’
productivity as well as electrical efficiency with conventionally used lighting fixtures for
the cultivation of thyme under naturally low irradiated greenhouse conditions during fall
and winter in Berlin, Germany, a one-factorial experiment with a randomized block design
with three different supplemental light sources and four spatially independent replications
(N = 384; n = 32 thyme plants per replication) was conducted.
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3.2. Lighting Systems and Illumination Conditions

Three different supplemental light sources ((1) fan-cooled light-emitting diode (LED)
(SUNtec Technology, FUTURELED®, Berlin, Germany, dimensioning 47.5 × 21.5 × 19.5 cm3),
(2) high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps (bulb: SON GreenPower CG T 400 W E40 1SL,
PHILIPS, Hamburg, Germany; ballast: HST, SILL Leuchten®, Berlin, Germany, dimen-
sioning 50 × 30 × 19 cm3), and (3) fluorescent lamps (FL) (VENEDIG, Pracht®, Berlin,
Germany, dimensioning 50 × 50 × 16 cm3)) were horizontally mounted onto given steel
frames 1.40 m above greenhouse benches, resulting in distances between the bottom of
the LED, HPS, and FL light sources and the greenhouse benches of 1.14, 1.13, and 1.09 m,
respectively. Based on weather recordings from WetterKontor [62], plants were exposed to
an average of 2.5 h of sunshine per day during the experiment. In addition to the natural
sunlight, plants were subject to supplemental lighting from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. for a
photoperiod of 14 h per day during the greenhouse experiment. Plastic sheeting extending
from above the light fixtures to below the greenhouse benches eliminated neighboring
light pollution.

3.3. Irradiance Profile Measurements

Irradiance measurements of the light fixtures were taken prior to the experiment
using a spectral PAR meter (PG200N, UPRtek, Aachen, Germany) at night. Light intensity,
spectral composition, and irradiance profiles (light distribution patterns) were measured
and recorded at bench level under experimental conditions. The software package of
the spectrometer (uSpectrum PC laboratory software) automatically calculated all electro-
magnetic parameters including photon flux density (PFD in µmol m−2 s−1) and spectral
irradiance (W m−2 nm−1) between 360 and 760 nm and photosynthetic photon flux density
(PPFD in µmol m−2 s−1) between 400 and 700 nm. During a sunny day, light transmis-
sion between 350 and 800 nm of the natural irradiance through the greenhouse glass was
determined to be 28% (±5%) by comparing the output of the spectrometer inside the
greenhouse with the output outside the greenhouse and resulted in a photon flux density
of ~434 µmol m−2 s−1 at bench level, which amounts to an approximate natural daily light
integral of 3.9 mol m−2 d−1 when combined with the weather recordings (Section 3.2).
Light spectra and detailed spectral compositions of the supplemental lighting systems are
depicted in Figure 4 and summarized in Table 1, respectively. Under each lighting system,
the irradiance profiles within one square meter (representing the replicated experimental
plots during the greenhouse experiment) were measured over a flat plane below the fixtures
at intervals of 10 cm between 360 and 760 nm. Each measurement represents the spectral
irradiance in W m−2 nm−1 and was replicated three times and averaged, leading to a total
dataset of 100 measurements per square meter. These irradiance profiles are depicted in
Figure 3.

3.4. Plant Material and Growth Conditions

Seeds of Thymus vulgaris L. (Rühlemann’s Kräuter- und Duftpflanzen, Horstedt,
Germany) were sown in 128-cell plug trays (Ø 4 cm) filled with potting substrate (Fruhstor-
fer Einheitserde Typ P, HAWITA, Vechta, Germany) on 9 October 2018 and placed under
the differing lighting fixtures in a NS-orientated greenhouse located in Berlin, Germany
(52.5◦ N, 13.3◦ E). After six weeks on 20 November 2018, 32 representative seedlings were
transplanted into pots (Ø 9 cm) containing substrate with an elevated nutrient composition
(Fruhstorfer Einheitserde Typ T, HAWITA, Vechta, Germany) and evenly placed (quadratic)
within 1 m2 under each light fixture. Each treatment was replicated four times, positioned
in a randomized block design, and surrounded by 28 border plants to avoid boundary ef-
fects. Starting 27 December 2018, plants were fertilized weekly with 100 mL of a 0.2% (v/v)
nutrient solution (Hakaphos® Blau, COMPO EXPERT®, Muenster, Germany) containing
15% N, 10% P2O5, 15% K2O, 2% MgO, 0.01% B, 0.02% Cu, 0.075% Fe, 0.05% Mn, 0.001% Mo,
and 0.015% Zn. However, due to the low biomass accumulation of the plants grown under
the fluorescent lamp system, the plant fertilization was started two weeks later under
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the FL treatment. All thyme plants grew for a total period of 18 weeks until harvest on
12 February 2019. Climatic conditions including temperature and relative humidity of the
greenhouse air were continuously monitored at canopy level via data loggers (EL-USB−2,
Lascar, CONRAD, Hirschau, Germany). Average temperatures (◦C ± SD) under LED, HPS,
and FL lighting were 20.4 ± 1.4, 21.1 ± 2.0, and 20.9 ± 1.2, with a measuring accuracy of
1 ◦C. Average humidities (%rh ± SD) under LED, HPS, and FL lighting were 47.2 ± 7.0,
44.2 ± 7.1, and 38.8 ± 7.1 with a measuring accuracy of 2.25%rh. Both climatic conditions
did not differ between treatments.
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3.5. Harvest and Crop Managements

To analyze the effect of the supplemental lighting systems on the yield, all 32 ex-
perimental thyme plants were harvested separately from each treatment condition and
replication. Fresh matter (FM) of the above-ground plant parts was individually recorded at
harvest on 12 February 2019. Total dry matter (DM) was measured after drying the samples
in a circulated drying oven at 30 ◦C until stable mass was attained (≤seven days). Leaf dry
matter (LDM) was determined for 16 plants selected from each treatment and replication,
and the corresponding shoot dry matter (SDM) was calculated by subtracting the LDM
from DM. All dried leaf samples were vacuum-sealed (V.300®, Landig + Lava GmbH & Co
KG, Bad Saulgau, Germany) and stored in the dark at 4 ◦C until further processing.

3.6. Energy Measurements

The power draw of current (I) and voltage (U) as well as electrical characteristics
including real power (P) and apparent power (S) from representative lamps of each lighting
treatment were measured using a power meter (ENERGY MONITOR 3000, VOLTCRAFT®,
Wernberg-Köblitz, Germany) in order to estimate energy consumptions and biomass
efficacies of the light fixtures. To correct for the detected difference between P and S due to
heat dissipation of the HPS system, the measured cos phi of 0.93 was incorporated into the
HPS’ power consumption calculations. According to the manufacturer’s specifications, the
HPS system allows a homogeneously illuminated area of 1.56 m2 (1.2 × 1.3 m). Thus, the
measured power consumptions were adjusted to the power consumption per square meter
(W m−2) via rule of three. No adjustments were necessary for the LED and FL system.
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3.7. Chemicals

Pure standard substances (α-pinene, α- and γ-terpinene, β-caryophyllene, borneol,
carvacrol, limonene, linalool, myrcene, p-cymene, sabinene, thymol, and 6-methyl-5-penten-
2-one) were purchased as analytical standards with a purity of at least 95% for GC reference
analysis from Alfa Aesar (Kandel, Germany), Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), Merck KgaA
(Darmstadt, Germany), and Fluka (Seelze, Germany). Isooctane (> 99%, HPLC grade) for
solvent extraction of volatile organic compounds was obtained from Th. Geyer (Renningen,
Germany).

3.8. Extraction of Volatile Organic Compounds

The volatile organic compounds (VOCs) of 16 plants per treatment and replication
(n = 64) were extracted according to the following procedure: 100 mg (±2%) of gently oven-
dried and powdered (3 intervals of 10 s at 15,000 rpm via Tube Mill control, IKA®, Staufen,
Germany) thyme leaves were transferred into 2 mL screw cap micro tubes (SARSTEDT AG
& Co. KG, Nümbrecht, Germany) including two steal grinding balls (Ø 2 mm). The plant
material was homogenized in 1.0 mL of isooctane (containing 1:40,000 (v/v) 6-methyl-5-
penten-2-one as internal standard) for 10 min at 30 rps with a ball mill (MM400, Retsch®,
Haan, Germany). After 10 min of ultra-sonication (Sonorex RK 106, BANDELIN electronic
GmbH & Co. KG, Berlin, Germany) and 10 min of centrifugation at 13,000 rpm (Heraeus™
Labofuge™ 400 R, Thermo Scientific™, Osterode, Germany) at 22 ◦C respectively, the
supernatants were transferred into GC-vials and stored at −70 ◦C until analysis.

3.9. GC-FID and GC-MS Analysis

A total of 1 µL of the obtained extracts of volatiles was analyzed by GC–FID using
an Agilent gas chromatograph 6890N fitted with an HP-5MS column (30 m × 250 µm
× 0.5 µm) in splitless mode. Detector and injector temperatures were set to 250 ◦C. The
following oven temperature program was used: 50 ◦C for 2 min, heating from 50 to
320 ◦C at a rate of 5 K min−1. The final temperature was held for 6 min. Hydrogen was
used as carrier gas with a constant flow rate of 1.2 mL min−1. GC-MS was performed
using an Agilent mass spectrometer 5975B, on an HP-5MS column (see GC), operating
at 70 eV ionization energy, using the same temperature program as above. Helium was
used as carrier gas with a constant flow rate of 1.2 mL min−1. Retention indices were
calculated by using retention times of C6-C24-alkanes that were injected under the same
chromatographic conditions.

3.10. Identification and Quantification of Volatile Organic Compounds

All main organic compounds of the volatile extracts were identified by comparing
their mass spectra with those of internal reference libraries (Adams, NIST). Additionally,
the identification of α-pinene, α- and γ-terpinene, β-caryophyllene, borneol, carvacrol,
limonene, linalool, myrcene, p-cymene, sabinene, and thymol was confirmed by authentic
reference standards by comparing their individual retention indices. Quantitative data of
each main compound were obtained with serial dilutions of external standard solutions
using at least six known concentrations (β-caryophyllene, cis-sabinene hydrate and linalool:
0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, and 50 ng µL−1; α-pinene, α-terpinene, borneol, limonene, myrcene, and
sabinene: 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, and 100 ng µL−1; p-cymene: 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, and 400 ng µL−1;
γ-terpinene: 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 600 ng µL−1; carvacrol: 1, 2, 5 10, 50, 100, 200,
400, 600, and 1200 ng µL−1; thymol: 5, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 1200, and 1800 ng µL−1),
which covered concentration ranges detected for each compound in all samples.

3.11. Statistical Analysis and Calculations

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 8.4.2.679 (San Diego, MO,
USA). Data of each spatial replication were tested for normality via Anderson-Darling,
D’Agostino and Pearson, Shapiro–Wilk test, and Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. If normality
test failed, outliers were identified via ROUT method (Q = 10%) and removed to establish
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normality of all data sets. The means of each spatial replication (n = 4) were tested for
normality with the Shapiro–Wilk test, and all data sets passed the normality test at α = 0.05.
Finally, all data sets were statistically analyzed using a Brown-Forsythe and Welch ANOVA
test due to unequal variances between treatments. Multiple comparisons were conducted
via Dunnett T3. Two-tailed Pearson correlation between biomasses and DLIs was calculated
after first computing means of 18 replicates per spatially independent light treatment and
then analyzing those means (n = 12). Biomass efficacies (g or mg kWh−1 m2) were calculated
based on electricity consumed within a square meter during the cultivation period.

4. Conclusions

With its outstanding biomass as well as terpenoid efficacy, the broad-spectrum LED
system represents a strong competitor to the conventionally used HPS and FL lighting
systems in greenhouses under naturally insufficient light conditions as investigated in
this study. Marketable Thymus vulgaris L. can be achieved faster and thus more often
when replacing HPS and FL light sources with the tested LED system, ultimately resulting
in greater revenues at simultaneously highly reduced production costs for greenhouse
growers. The comparatively high initial capital costs of LEDs which have delayed their
establishment in the past are decreasing [59]. Based on our results, combined with the
typically low maintenance and long operating lifetime [13,15,63,64], the initial investment
into LEDs should quickly become a source of profit for greenhouse growers. Additionally,
different adaptive control approaches making use of the dimmability of LEDs [35,65] can
further decrease the power consumptions and help to achieve consistent growth rates at a
daily and seasonal level as shown by [60,66]. Our results suggest that an implementation
of a broad-spectrum LED system in greenhouses could provide the possibility to cultivate
a greater variety of crops with greater DLI-requirements under naturally insufficient light
levels as conventional lighting systems are capable of today. Further, the broad-spectrum
LED system could extend greenhouse production seasons, which are currently constrained
by low supplemental DLIs, and allow a year-round production of a wider variety of selected
greenhouse crops then HPS and FL systems are able to at present. However, further trails
with a variety of greenhouse crops need to be investigated to confirm the suggested
applicability for a range of crops. Therefore, in prospective broad-spectrum LED studies,
the crops’ individual DLI requirements need to be incorporated and compared to commonly
applied mono- and dichromatic LED light spectra at equal light intensities for advancing
our knowledge on the impact of LED light spectra on morphological, physiological, and
metabolic plant responses. In addition, more studies examining the impact of light qualities
on terpenoid biosynthesis, content, and composition are needed to optimize the quality of
aromatic plant species in the future.
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Abstract: Light emitting diodes (LEDs) have recently been considered an efficient artificial light
source in plant factories for enhancing plant growth and nutritional quality. Accordingly, this study
aimed to review blue, red, and white LED light sources for efficiency and length of the growing
period to produce seedlings of Scutellaria baicalensis with high nutritional value. The roots, stems, and
leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings were grown under different LED lights and harvested after two and
four weeks, and analyzed using high-performance liquid chromatography and gas chromatography
time-of-flight mass spectrometry to identify and quantify primary and secondary metabolites. Roots,
particularly in the seedlings treated with white LEDs were determined to contain the greatest
concentrations of the representative compounds present in S. baicalensis: baicalin, baicalein, and
wogonin, which show highly strong biological properties compared to the other plant organs. A total
of 50 metabolites (amino acids, sugars, sugar alcohols, organic acids, phenolic acids, and amines)
were detected in the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings, and the concentrations of
primary and secondary metabolites were generally decreased with the increasing duration of LED
illumination. Therefore, this study suggests that white LED light and a 2-week growing period are
the most efficient conditions for the production of baicalin, baicalein, and wogonin.

Keywords: LED lights; medicinal plant; Scutellaria baicalensis; flavones; metabolites

1. Introduction

Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi, known as Huang Qin in Chinese medicine, has been
used as a conventional herbal remedy in East Asia and is formally listed in the Chinese
Pharmacopeia [1]. According to previous research, the root extract of S. baicalensis causes
apoptosis of hepatocellular, prostatic, pancreatic, urothelial carcinoma, and breast cells,
and suppresses the growth of cancer cells in vitro, and it is often used in conjunction with
other medicinal plants [2].

Flavonoids are found in vegetables, seeds, nuts, flowers and stems, wine, tea [3], honey,
and propolis [4], and the roots of S. baicalensis contain flavonoids such as baicalin, baicalein,
wogonoside, and wogonin [5]. Baicalin is biosynthesized using several enzymes, including
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phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL), cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H), 4-coumarate: CoA
ligase (4CL), chalcone synthase (CHS), and chalcone isomerase (CHI). It is catalyzed to
baicalein through β-glucuronidase (GUS) or vice versa with UDPglucuronate: baicalein
7-O-glucuronosyltransferase (UBGAT) [6]. Similarly, baicalein has in vitro antioxidative,
anti-inflammatory, lipoxygenase inhibitory, antiviral, and anti-allergic activities [7]. Wogo-
nin, one of the main chemical components of S. baicalensis, is a flavanone derivative
containing the nucleus of a phenylbenzopyrone [8] that suppresses tumor growth and
angiogenesis in vitro [9].

Artificial light has been known to improve plant development, growth, and phy-
tochemical production; in plant factories that require strong light to grow vegetables,
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are a promising source due to their durability, cool temper-
ature, long life, diverse wavelengths, and small diode size [10]. According to previous
studies, LEDs have positive effects on the accumulation of various secondary metabolites,
such as glucosinolate, phenylpropanoid, and carotenoid, in Brassica juncea sprouts, wheat
sprouts, and the callus of Scutellaria baicalensis [11–13].

However, there are no studies on the effects of LED lights and their duration on
metabolites in S. baicalensis sprouts. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the effects of
different LED light sources (white, blue, and red) and their duration on metabolic changes
in S. baicalensis sprouts and to optimize the most efficient qualities for the production of
flavones (baicalin, baicalein, and wogonin).

2. Results
2.1. HPLC Analysis of Baicalin, Baicalein, and Wogonin in Root, Stem, and Leaf of S. baicalensis
Treated with Different LED Light Sources

The three LED lights (red, blue, and white) and their treatment duration caused
variations in flavones (baicalin, baicalein, and wogonin) in the roots, leaves, and stems
of S. baicalensis. Baicalin and baicalein were detected in all plant parts, whereas wogonin
was only found in the roots (Figure 1). Roots showed the greatest concentrations of the
flavones compared with leaves and stems, and the most abundant was baicalin, followed
by baicalein and wogonin. After two weeks under white LED light treatment the roots
of S. baicalensis seedlings produced the highest levels of baicalin (100.42 ± 0.32 mg/g dry
weight (dw)) and wogonin (4.51 ± 0.09 mg/g dw); whereas levels of these compounds
decreased in the roots under all three LED colors after four weeks. Similarly, roots under
white and blue LED lights, contained slightly higher levels of baicalein than those under
red LED light. In stems, baicalin began accumulating after four weeks regardless of light
color and those treated with red LED light contained the greatest amounts of baicalin
(0.17 ± 0.05 mg/g dw). In contrast, baicalein concentrations showed a slightly increasing
accumulation pattern under red LED illumination, whereas stems treated with white and
blue LED light revealed decreasing levels with increasing duration. Baicalin and baicalein
were also present in leaves, and those treated with red LED light showed increasing
patterns of baicalin and baicalein accumulation with increasing illumination duration.

2.2. Metabolite-Specific Profiling of Root, Stem, and Leaf of S. baicalensis Treated with Different
LED Light Sources

GC-TOFMS was used to detect 50 metabolites (amino acids, sugars, sugar alcohols,
organic acids, phenolic acids, and amines) in the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis
seedlings treated with different LED light sources (red, blue, and white). In leaves and
stems treated with blue LED light, a greater number of metabolites were detected than in
those treated with red and white LED light. The majority of the amino acids, organic acids,
and TCA cycle intermediates showed decreasing patterns in leaves and stems treated with
increasing durations of LED light regardless of the source. In contrast, the levels of most
sugars and sugar alcohols had slightly increasing patterns in both plant parts. Similarly,
roots of seedlings treated with blue or red LED lights contained greater concentrations of
metabolites and displayed decreasing patterns of most amino acids, organic acids, and
TCA cycle intermediates over time regardless of the light source. White LED light induced
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slightly increasing levels of sugars and sugar alcohols in the roots, whereas blue and red
LED lights revealed decreasing accumulations of these metabolites. Additionally, roots
under white LED light for two weeks contained lower levels of sugars and sugar alcohols
than those under blue and red LED lights. Partial least-squares discriminant analysis
(PLS-DA) was performed with the data derived from GC-TOFMS and HPLC to investigate
the metabolic changes in the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings under
various LED light treatments and their durations (Figure 2). The PLS-DA results showed
a separation between the leaf group at 2 weeks from that at 4 weeks. This separation
was attributable to changes in amino acids, organic acids, sugars, and sugar alcohols as
related previously.
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To measure the relationship between different metabolites quantified in the roots,
stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with different LED lights, an HCA was
performed using Pearson’s correlation results (Figure 3). Compounds involved in nitrogen
metabolism into amino acids (glutamine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, and asparagine)
and other nitrogen-containing compounds, were positively correlated, and these amino
acids and their derivatives were also positively correlated in the roots, stems, and leaves of
S. baicalensis seedlings treated with different LED lights. Phenylalanine and tryptophan,
arising from the shikimate biosynthesis pathway, had a positive relationship with shiki-
mate. The carbohydrates sucrose, galactose, mannose, and raffinose also returned positive
correlations. Phenylalanine is a precursor of phenolic acid and flavonoid biosynthesis,
and it showed a negative correlation with most phenolic acids and flavonoids. Similarly,
most carbohydrates, which act as energy sources, were negatively correlated with most
phenolics detected.
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3. Discussion

In this study, the roots of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with white LED light contained
the highest levels of baicalin, baicalein, and wogonin and lower levels of most sugars
than the other plant parts, suggesting the need for energy to enhance the biosynthesis
of phenolic compounds, including the three described here. These results agree with
previous studies showing that sugar concentrations for anthocyanin accumulation were
lower in purple kohlrabi than in green kohlrabi [14] and that a fungal elicitor allowed for
the more rapid depletion of sugar pools to promote alkaloid biosynthesis in cell cultures of
Papaver somniferum [15].

Numerous previous studies have reported that LED illumination can enhance sec-
ondary metabolite production in vegetables and medicinal plants. White LED illumination
has been shown to increase the accumulation of phenolics in Agastache rugosa seedlings [16],
carotenoids in Fagopyrum tataricum sprouts [17], and glucosinolates in Brassica juncea
sprouts [11], compared with other colored LED lights, consistent with the findings of
this study. Blue LED light has been reported to increase accumulations of phenolics in
Brassica napus [18] and Glycine max sprouts [19], and red LED light has been shown to
enhance both phenolic compounds in the leaves of Myrtus communis in vitro [20] and
carotenoid production in the outer peel layer of citrus fruit [21].
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The metabolic networks of glutamine, glutamate, aspartate, and asparagine are in-
volved in various nitrogen-related processes, including nitrogen assimilation by plants,
metabolism into amino acids and other nitrogen-containing compounds, transport between
source and sink, stress-associated metabolism, and carbon-nitrogen partitioning. Glu-
tamine is derived from ammonium assimilation and can be converted into glutamic acid
with α-ketoglutarate, a TCA cycle intermediate. This glutamic acid is further metabolized
into aspartic acid, which is converted to asparagine. The first three compounds can be used
for the synthesis of proteinogenic and non-proteinogenic amino acids, amides, and other
nitrogenous compounds. Asparagine is a prominent nitrogen transport agent as well as a
proteinogenic amino acid [22–24].

In this study, glutamate, glutamine, asparagine, and aspartate showed decreasing
concentration levels in the roots, leaves, and stems of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with
different LED lights, with a related reduction of their derivatives. This result was sup-
ported by the positive correlations between these four compounds and their derivatives.
Furthermore, since shikimate and phenylalanine, which are derived from the shikimate
pathway, were negatively correlated with most phenolic compounds, the biosynthesis
of these compounds, including phenolic acids and flavones must have been assisted by
intermediates or precursors. These findings corroborate a previous study reporting that
the internal pool of phenylalanine was lower in purple kohlrabi, which contained a high
amount of phenolic compounds, reflecting a precursor supply to produce phenolic acids
and anthocyanins [14].

Artificial LED source is important to regulate the lighting systems in a plant factory
to produce high-quality plant materials. Therefore, this study suggests that S. baicalensis
seedlings, containing a high number of health-beneficial compounds, can be produced
under LED lights in limited space since S. baicalensis was generally cultivated in the
field and indicates that the optimal light was white LED for flavone accumulation in
S. baicalensis seedlings.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Preparation of Plant Materials

S. baicalensis seeds were purchased from Aram Seed Co. (Seoul, Korea). Seeds for
germination were soaked overnight in water. To produce seedlings, 50 seeds were placed
in each pot (diameter: 12 cm, height: 11 cm) containing vermiculite and grown in a growth
chamber equipped with fluorescent light with a flux rate of 35 µmol·m−2·s−1 at 25 ◦C. After
2 weeks, the seedlings in six pots were moved to a room in a growth chamber equipped
with each blue, white, and red LED light with a flux rate of 90 µmol·m−2·s−1 at 25 ◦C with
an 8 h dark/16 h light cycle. The leaves, stems, and roots from seedlings were harvested
with liquid nitrogen and then freeze-dried for further metabolite analysis after two and
four weeks of LED light treatment. The LED light sources, and their specific information
are described in Appendix A Table A1 and a previous study [18]. Seedlings from three pots
were used as independent replicates for each LED light for each duration.

4.2. High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Analysis for Flavones

We detected three flavones (baicalin, baicalein, and wogonin) using a slightly modified
method of Park et al., [25]. The freeze-dried samples were ground into a powder using
a grinder (Wonder blender WB-1, SANPLATEC CORP, Osaka, Japan). The S. baicalensis
root, stem, and leaf powders (0.1 g each) from seedlings treated with various LED lights
were extracted with 2 mL of 80% (v/v) aqueous MeOH and vortexed for 30 s. Following
sonication for 1 h, the samples were centrifuged at 10,000× g at 4 ◦C for 20 min, and the
crude extracts were syringe-filtered to a vial for analysis. The HPLC system and analysis
conditions were the same as those used in the method reported by Park et al. [25] (Table A2).
The three different flavones were identified by retention time and spike tests, and the
equation of calibration curves for each flavone was obtained to quantify the compounds in
the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with the different LED lights.
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4.3. Gas Chromatography Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (GC-TOFMS) Analysis

Hydrophilic metabolites were detected using the method reported by Park et al. [26].
The root, stem, and leaf powders (0.1 g each) of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with different
LED lights were extracted with 2 mL of 80% (v/v) aqueous MeOH and vortexed for 30 s.
After sonication for 1 h, each sample was centrifuged at 10,000× g at 4 ◦C for 20 min,
and then the crude extracts were syringe-filtered into a vial for analysis. The system and
analysis conditions were reported by Park et al., 2021. Retention time comparison and spike
test were conducted to identify the three different flavones, and the equation of calibration
curves for each flavone was obtained to quantify the compounds in the roots, stems, and
leaves of the S. baicalensis seedlings. The tissue powders (0.01 g each) were placed in a 2 mL
tube along with 1 mL of a water/chloroform/methanol mixture (1:1:2.5 v/v/v) and 60 µL
of ribitol (0.2 g/L; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) as an internal standard. The extracts were
mixed at 1200× g using a thermomixer, followed by centrifugation at 10,000× g for 5 min.
The polar phase (0.8 mL) was transferred to a fresh tube containing water for chromatogra-
phy (0.4 mL) and evaporated for 3 h. The dried residues were derived by adding 0.08 mL
of methoxyamine hydrochloride/pyridine (20 g/L), followed by shaking at 37 ◦C for 2 h.
After the addition of 0.08 mL of N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide, each tube
was heated at 37 ◦C for 30 min. The final extract was placed in a vial for GC analysis. The
analysis system, condition, and program of GC-TOFMS were used to identify and quantify
metabolites in the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings treated with different
LED lights according to the previous studies [26,27].

4.4. Statistical Analysis

SPSS (version 24.0;(IBM, Chicago, IL, USA)) was used to perform a t-test and Metabo-
Analyst 5.0 (http://www.metaboanalyst.ca/, accessed on 5 March 2021) was used for
principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) using Pearson
correlations for the metabolites detected in roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis seedlings
treated with different LED lights. The resolution of the resulting figures was improved
using Adobe Illustrator.

5. Conclusions

Considering flavone content, white LED light for 2 weeks was the most efficient for
the production of the three different flavones in the roots, stems, and leaves of S. baicalensis
seedlings. Based on the results from the current and previous studies, it appears that the
effect of different LED lights on the accumulation of secondary metabolites may depend on
plant species, and this study reports that white LED lights are the most optimal for flavone
accumulation in S. baicalensis seedlings.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Plant growth method using LED lights.

LED Plant Growth Chamber

Product Multi-Room Chamber HB-302S-4 (Hanbaek
Scientific Co.,)

Picture, which is taken from a previous
study [10]
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Table A2. HPLC analysis method.

HPLC Analysis Performed Using Our Previous Study [25]

Equipment NS-4000 HPLC apparatus (Futecs, Daejeon, Korea)

Detector UV-Vis

Column optimapak C18 column (250 mm × 4.6 mm, 5 µm;
RStech, Daejon, Korea)

Detector wavelength 275 nm

Oven temperature 30 ◦C

Flow rate 1.0 mL/min

Mobile phase Acetonitrile, solvent A and 0.2% (v/v) acetic acid,
solvent B

Gradient program

Solvent B 90%; 0 min,
solvent B 80%; 10 min,
solvent B 80%; 15 min,
solvent B 75%; 20 min,
solvent B 75%; 25 min,
solvent B 40%; 50 min,

solvent B 90%; 50.1–60 min
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Abstract: It has been shown that monochromatic red and blue light influence photosynthesis and
morphology in cucumber. It is less clear how green light impacts photosynthetic performance or mor-
phology, either alone or in concert with other wavelengths. In this study, cucumber (Cucumis sativus)
was grown under monochromatic blue, green, and red light, dichromatic blue–green, red–blue,
and red–green light, as well as light containing red, green, and blue wavelengths, with or without
supplemental far-red light. Photosynthetic data collected under treatment spectra at light-limiting
conditions showed that both red and green light enhance photosynthesis. However, photosynthetic
data collected with a 90% red, 10% blue, 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1, saturating light show signif-
icantly lower photosynthesis in the green, red, and red–green treatments, indicating a blue light
enhancement due to photosystem stoichiometric differences. The red–green and green light treat-
ments show improved photosynthetic capacity relative to red light, indicating partial remediation
by green light. Despite a lower quantum efficiency and the lowest ambient photosynthesis levels,
the monochromatic blue treatment produced among the tallest, most massive plants with the greatest
leaf area and thickest stems.

Keywords: blue light; Cucumis sativus L. (cucumber); green light; light-emitting diode (LED); mor-
phology; photosynthesis; red light; intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE); photostationary state of
phytochrome (PSS); photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD); yield photon flux (YPF)

1. Introduction

While light provides energy for photosynthesis, it also directs how plants grow
through the use of photoreceptors, such as phytochrome and cryptochrome, which al-
low the plant to respond to changes in spectral quality ranging from ultraviolet to far-red
wavelengths [1]. These responses have implications for plant growth in natural conditions,
from the forest floor to field conditions, as well as artificial environments such as indoor
agriculture illuminated entirely by electrical lighting [2–5].

Already in the 1970s, research showed that various wavelengths of light had differing
effects on photosynthesis on a quantum yield basis [6–9]. In particular, red and blue wave-
lengths were shown to result in greater rates of photosynthesis than green wavelengths.
More recently, studies have examined chemical and structural changes to photosystem
stoichiometry and function as they relate to photosynthesis [10,11]. It has been found that
monochromatic red light results in poor growth characterized by a low photosynthetic
capacity, unresponsive stomatal conductance, low specific leaf weight (leaf mass divided
by leaf area), and low maximum quantum efficiency of photosystem II [10–13]. However,
the addition of blue light can ameliorate these negative responses, restoring photosynthetic
and physiological characteristics comparable to plants grown under white light [13]. In ad-
dition to photosynthetic responses, there is widespread interest in how spectral quality
changes other aspects of physiology and development.
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One commonly reported morphological response is specific leaf weight (SLW), also
called leaf mass area (LMA), which is the mass of a leaf divided by its area. This is because
SLW represents an investment by the plant per unit of leaf area created, so that plants
with the same plant-level net photosynthesis could have very different leaf area due to
differences in SLW and different net photosynthesis rates per unit leaf area. Previous studies
have found that SLW tends to increase with increasing proportion of blue light [10,14–16].

Many studies have focused on the role of red, blue, and combinations of red and blue
light [10,11,15,17–19]. Comparatively little research has been done on green light [20–22].
Nevertheless, it is important to include green light in spectral quality studies, as physiologi-
cal responses can be the result of interactions between different wavelengths as well as other
environmental variables. Green light pulses inhibited blue light-induced phototropism in
dark-grown seedlings while enhancing blue light-induced phototropism in light-grown
seedlings [23]. Earlier studies showed that green light reversed blue light-induced stomatal
opening [24,25].

The present study used cucumber as a model plant for several reasons. First, cucum-
ber has been documented to have high sensitivity to light quality [14–16,26,27]. Second,
cucumber is one of the most produced crops under protected cultivation globally under
artificial and supplemental lighting systems [28]. Third, while responses to red and blue
light have been studied somewhat extensively in cucumber, to our knowledge, the re-
sponse to green light and interactions between blue, green, and red light is less well
understood [11,15,16,29].

Our objective was to characterize cucumber photosynthetic adaptation to diverse spec-
tra containing combinations of red, green, and blue light to determine how light signals in
complex spectra interact to influence photosynthesis. Additionally, we sought to under-
stand how photosynthetic differences influence biomass accumulation and morphology.

2. Results
2.1. Photosynthesis

Fitting net photosynthesis (A) vs. cellular CO2 concentration (Cc) curves to net photo-
synthesis over a range of CO2 concentrations allows for the estimation of parameters that
relate to leaf-level photosynthesis and the underlying biochemistry limiting photosynthetic
assimilation of CO2 (Figure 1), with estimates for the potential electron transport rate
(J) and maximum RuBP carboxylation rate (Vcmax) in Table 1. A Cc value of ~270 ppm
corresponded to ambient concentrations of CO2 of 400 ppm under measurement conditions.
At that level, photosynthesis was highest in RB and GB (23.9 and 23.6 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1,
respectively) followed by RGB, RGB + FR, and B (21.0, 20.5, and 19.6 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1,
respectively). Considerably lower photosynthesis values are found for G and RG (11.3
and 10.2 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1, respectively) with R having the lowest photosynthesis of all
groups at 5.8 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1.

The estimated maximum rate of Rubisco carboxylation is significantly higher in RB
and RGB + FR than all other treatments except GB. The G, R, and RG treatments have
significantly lower estimates for Vcmax and J than treatments containing blue light—the B,
GB, RB, RGB, and RGB + FR treatments (Table 1).

The photosynthesis measurements under 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1, saturating light
differ substantially from the photosynthesis measurements under ambient, treatment light
at 170 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (Figure 2). Under ambient conditions, net photosynthesis
was highest in RGB and RG, followed by RB and RGB + FR which had significantly higher
net photosynthesis than GB or R. The B and G treatments had the lowest net photosynthesis
under ambient conditions.
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Figure 1. Net photosynthesis (A) vs. cellular CO2 concentration (Cc) curve fitting for each light 

treatment. Filled circles represent observed net photosynthesis (A) relative to calculated Cc values. 

The solid line shows Rubisco limitation, while the dotted line fits RuBP limitation. Triose-phos-

phate utilization (TPU) limitation was not apparent. 

Table 1. Maximum carboxylation rate of Rubisco (Vcmax) and potential rate of photosynthetic 

electron transport (J) estimated for each light treatment. Different letters indicate significant differ-

ences (p ≤ 0.05; n = 3 or 4). 

Treatment 
J Vcmax 

µmol m−2 s−1 µmol m−2 s−1 

B 132.0 ± 5.3 c 87.0 ± 4.6 b 

G 83.4 ± 1.2 d 53.6 ± 1.2 c 

GB 155.5 ± 4.3 ab 102.1 ± 3.6 ab 

R 54.3 ± 0.7 e 32.2 ± 0.8 d 

RB 157.3 ± 2.8 a 103.0 ± 2.3 a 

RG 82.1 ± 1.3 d 49.0 ± 1.2 c 

RGB 140.5 ± 1.6 bc 93.2 ± 1.2 b 

RGB + FR 137.7 ± 2.7 c 101.9 ± 2.1 a 

Figure 1. Net photosynthesis (A) vs. cellular CO2 concentration (Cc) curve fitting for each light treatment. Filled circles
represent observed net photosynthesis (A) relative to calculated Cc values. The solid line shows Rubisco limitation, while
the dotted line fits RuBP limitation. Triose-phosphate utilization (TPU) limitation was not apparent.

Table 1. Maximum carboxylation rate of Rubisco (Vcmax) and potential rate of photosynthetic elec-
tron transport (J) estimated for each light treatment. Different letters indicate significant differences
(p ≤ 0.05; n = 3 or 4).

Treatment
J Vcmax

µmol m−2 s−1 µmol m−2 s−1

B 132.0 ± 5.3 c 87.0 ± 4.6 b
G 83.4 ± 1.2 d 53.6 ± 1.2 c

GB 155.5 ± 4.3 ab 102.1 ± 3.6 ab
R 54.3 ± 0.7 e 32.2 ± 0.8 d

RB 157.3 ± 2.8 a 103.0 ± 2.3 a
RG 82.1 ± 1.3 d 49.0 ± 1.2 c

RGB 140.5 ± 1.6 bc 93.2 ± 1.2 b
RGB + FR 137.7 ± 2.7 c 101.9 ± 2.1 a
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Figure 2. Net photosynthesis (A) under ambient treatment lighting. Different lowercase letters
indicate significant differences (p ≤ 0.05; n = 6). Error bars are the standard error. Uppercase letters
indicate light treatments.

Overall, there was no correlation between net photosynthesis under ambient, treat-
ment lighting at 170 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and those observed at the same CO2 concen-
tration under saturating 90% red, 10% blue light at 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1.

2.2. Chlorophyll Fluorescence

The relative operating efficiency of PSII was highest in the GB treatment and lowest in
the R treatment (Table 2). The R and RG treatments had significantly higher ΦPSII values
than the R treatment, but significantly lower than all treatments containing blue light.
The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry (Fv/Fm) was slightly under
0.83—indicating mild stress—for all treatments with no significant differences observed
for any treatments (Table 2). Both light-induced and non-light-induced nonphotochemical
quenching were higher in treatments lacking blue light (R, G, and RG) compared to
treatments containing blue light (B, RB, GB, RGB, and RGB + FR).

Table 2. Maximum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm), relative PSII operating efficiency (ΦPSII), coefficient of photochemi-
cal quenching (qp), the quantum yield of non-light-induced nonphotochemical quenching (ΦNPQ), the quantum yield
of light-induced nonphotochemical quenching (ΦNO), and the fraction of oxidized plastoquinone (qL) calculated using
measurements under saturating (1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1) 90% red, 10% blue light. Different letters indicate significant
differences (p ≤ 0.05; n = 3 or 4).

Treatment ΦPSII Fv/Fm ΦNPQ ΦNO qP qL

B 0.26 ± 0.01 b 0.81 ± 0.01 a 0.48 ± 0.01 c 0.26 ± 0.00 f 0.43 ± 0.01 b 0.23 ± 0.01 ab
G 0.14 ± 0.00 c 0.80 ± 0.00 a 0.54 ± 0.00 a 0.32 ± 0.00 c 0.24 ± 0.01 c 0.12 ± 0.00 d

GB 0.29 ± 0.01 a 0.82 ± 0.00 a 0.44 ± 0.01 e 0.26 ± 0.00 f 0.46 ± 0.01 a 0.24 ± 0.01 a
R 0.09 ± 0.00 e 0.79 ± 0.01 a 0.53 ± 0.00 a 0.38 ± 0.00 a 0.14 ± 0.00 e 0.06 ± 0.00 f

RB 0.26 ± 0.01 b 0.82 ± 0.01 a 0.47 ± 0.01 cd 0.26 ± 0.00 f 0.42 ± 0.01 b 0.22 ± 0.01 bc
RG 0.12 ± 0.00 d 0.80 ± 0.01 a 0.51 ± 0.00 b 0.37 ± 0.00 b 0.19 ± 0.01 d 0.08 ± 0.00 e

RGB 0.27 ± 0.01 b 0.82 ± 0.00 a 0.43 ± 0.01 e 0.29 ± 0.00 d 0.42 ± 0.01 b 0.20 ± 0.01 c
RGB + FR 0.27 ± 0.01 b 0.81 ± 0.01 a 0.45 ± 0.01 de 0.28 ± 0.00 e 0.43 ± 0.01 b 0.23 ± 0.01 b

Under light-saturating conditions, net photosynthesis was significantly lower in the
G, R, and RG treatments than all other treatments (Figure 1). However, this had no
apparent effect on photosynthesis under ambient conditions (Figure 2). While ambient
photosynthesis was lowest in the G treatment, net photosynthesis in R was comparable
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with GB, and significantly higher than B or G. Finally, ambient photosynthesis in RG was
significantly higher than all other treatments save RGB (Figure 2).

2.3. Shoot Characteristics

Qualitative differences between treatments can be seen in Figure 3, which shows
exemplar plants (those closest to treatment average in height and mass) from the replication
experiment for each treatment. Shoot dry weight showed no clear trends, except that far-
red light increased shoot dry weight, with an average of 2.53 g per plant for the RGB + FR
treatment and only 1.63 g for the RGB treatment (Figure 4). The RGB + FR and B treatments
had significantly higher dry weight than the GB, R, and RB treatments, while the RGB + FR
treatment also had significantly higher dry weight than the RG and RGB treatments
(Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Profile and overhead images of representative plants, chosen by selecting the plant that was closest in dry
weight and height to the treatment average. This image is a composite to allow for visual comparison between treatments.
Cucumber seedlings were grown under blue (B), green (G), green–blue (GB), red (R), red–blue (RB), red–green (RG),
red–green–blue (RGB), and red–green–blue with far-red (RGB + FR) light. The white bar in the upper middle is 10 cm for
profile images, while the yellow bar in the lower middle is 10 cm for overhead images.

Far-red light also increased plant height, with the RGB + FR treatment being sig-
nificantly taller than the RGB treatment (Figure 4). Conversely, supplemental blue light
decreased plant height, with shorter plants in RB than R, GB than G, and RGB than RG.
However, plants grown in the B treatment were taller than all other treatments except RGB
+ FR. The RGB + FR and B treatments, in addition to being the tallest, also had the lowest
leaf dry weight fraction (leaf dry weight divided by shoot dry weight) (Figure 4).

There were no clear trends for stem diameter, except that far-red light enhanced stem
diameter, with plants in the RGB + FR treatment having significantly greater stem diameter
than plants in the RGB treatment (Figure 4).

The RGB + FR treatment also resulted in significantly greater leaf area than the RGB
treatment (Figure 4). Due to high within groups variability, there were no other significant
trends in leaf area, although with a larger sample size, a trend of decreasing leaf area with
supplemental blue light may be observed.
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Specific leaf weight (SLW), the dry weight of a leaf divided by its area, does show
a clear trend with blue light significantly increasing SLW. Higher specific leaf weights
were observed in the GB treatment relative to G, RB relative to R, and RGB relative to RG
(Figure 4). Far-red light decreased SLW, with the RGB + FR treatment having significantly
lower SLW than the RGB treatment.

2.4. Stomatal Characteristics

Stomatal conductance under ambient lighting was significantly higher in B
(0.24 mol m−2 s−1) relative to R (0.09 mol m−2 s−1) or G (0.09 mol m−2 s−1) and sig-
nificantly higher in GB (0.28 mol m−2 s−1) relative to G, in RB (0.19 mol m−2 s−1) relative
to R, and in RGB (0.27 mol m−2 s−1) relative to RG (0.09 mol m−2 s−1), demonstrating a
blue light-mediated increase in stomatal conductance (Figure 5A).
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Figure 5. (A): Stomatal conductance under saturating light by light treatment. Different lowercase letters indicate significant
differences (p ≤ 0.05; n is between 25 and 30 for each treatment). (B): Stomatal conductance under ambient, treatment
lighting (Stomatal conductanceA) vs. adaxial stomatal density. (C): Net photosynthesis under ambient, treatment lighting
vs. stomatal conductance under ambient, treatment lighting. (D): Water content vs. instantaneous water use efficiency.
(E): Stomatal conductance under saturating light vs. stomatal conductance under ambient, treatment lighting. (F): Water
content vs. abaxial stomatal density. Uppercase letters indicate light treatments.

We found a significant increase in conductance from RB to RGB, but there was no
difference in stomatal conductance between G, R, and the RG treatments (Figure 5A).
Far-red light decreased stomatal conductance, with conductance significantly lower in RGB
+ FR (0.18 mol m−2 s−1) compared to RGB. Stomatal conductance under ambient, treat-
ment lighting was highly correlated with adaxial stomatal density (Figure 5B, R2 = 0.87).
However, stomatal conductance was not correlated to net photosynthesis under ambient,
treatment lighting (Figure 5C, R2 = 0.00).

When measuring the A vs. Cc curves, all plants were subjected to saturating levels of
90% red, 10% blue light at 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1. Despite being illuminated with
the same spectrum, conductance trends were similar to those obtained when illuminated
by treatment spectra. Overall, average conductance values under saturating light were
higher in all treatments compared to ambient lighting conditions except the B treatment,
with R2 = 0.70 (p < 0.01) (Figure 5E).
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Like conductance, blue light resulted in an increased stomatal density, with abaxial
stomatal density higher in B relative to R (although not different from G), and higher
abaxial density in GB relative to G, RB relative to R, and RGB relative to RG. The same
trends were found for adaxial stomatal density, except that adaxial stomatal density in B
was significantly higher than G (Table 3).

Table 3. Stomatal density, abaxial (AB) to adaxial (AD) stomatal density ratio, intrinsic water use efficiency, and water
content of cucumber.

Treatment Abaxial Adaxial AB:AD iWUE Water Content

Stomata/mm2 Stomata/mm2 µmol CO2 mol−1 H2O g H2O 100 g−1 FW
B 402 ± 22 bcd 243 ± 16 bc 1.66 ± 0.11 b 12.5 ± 1.4 d 92.1 ± 0.2 a
G 378 ± 26 cde 153 ± 20 de 2.67 ± 0.13 a 37.1 ± 1.5 b 92.4 ± 0.2 a

GB 507 ± 25 a 349 ± 18 a 1.55 ± 0.12 b 17.9 ± 1.4 cd 91.0 ± 0.2 b
R 295 ± 25 e 116 ± 19 e 2.76 ± 0.13 a 37.4 ± 1.4 b 92.7 ± 0.4 a

RB 490 ± 22 ab 254 ± 16 b 1.99 ± 0.11 b 22.6 ± 1.4 c 90.6 ± 0.1 b
RG 312 ± 24 de 175 ± 18 cde 1.82 ± 0.12 b 47.0 ± 1.3 a 92.0 ± 0.3 a

RGB 486 ± 25 abc 287 ± 19 ab 1.73 ± 0.13 b 20.9 ± 1.4 c 90.6 ± 0.2 b
RGB + FR 363 ± 21 de 224 ± 16 bcd 1.66 ± 0.11 b 23.0 ± 1.4 c 92.3 ± 0.3 a

Abaxial stomatal density was also lower in RGB + FR than RGB, though there was
no difference in adaxial stomatal density (Table 3). We observed significantly higher
abaxial:adaxial ratios for the G and R treatments relative to all other treatments.

Intrinsic water use efficiency (iWUE) under ambient conditions, which is calculated
by dividing the net photosynthesis by stomatal conductance, was highest in RG, followed
by G and R, while iWUE was lowest in the B treatment. Like [30], we found no difference
in iWUE between RB and RGB; however, [31] did find a significant increase in iWUE in
a low R:FR treatment compared to a high R:FR treatment, while we found no difference
between the RGB and RGB + FR treatment.

Intrinsic water use efficiency had only a weak correlation with water content at harvest
(Figure 5D, R2 = 0.23). Water content, the percentage of fresh weight from water, was lower
in GB, RB, and RGB than all other treatments. Interestingly, while stomatal conductance
was best explained by adaxial stomatal density, water content at harvest was best explained
by abaxial stomatal density (R2 = 0.82, Figure 5F).

3. Discussion

Previous experiments found that cucumber measured under saturating light and
grown under monochromatic red light showed lower photosynthesis than cucumber plants
grown under red–blue light, consistent with our findings [10].

The J and Vcmax values calculated suggest that blue light significantly enhances photo-
synthetic capacity relative to treatments lacking blue light. Since these values are lowest in
the R treatment, and significantly higher in the RG and G treatments, we can also conclude
that green light improves photosynthetic capacity relative to monochromatic red light.
However, because the RG and G treatments have significantly lower J and Vcmax values
than treatments containing blue light, the effect of green light must be lesser than that of
blue light.

Previously, calculations of Vcmax and J were found to be significantly higher in B than
R; however, they found no difference in Vcmax between R and RB, while estimates for Vcmax
were significantly higher in RB than R in our experiment [12]. Others calculated Vcmax
for a low R:FR treatment as significantly lower than for a high R:FR treatment, while we
found Vcmax to be significantly higher in the RGB + FR treatment compared to the RGB
treatment [31].

Our findings suggest that green light enhanced net photosynthesis, since values for
Vcmax, J, and net photosynthesis were significantly greater in GB relative to B, RG relative
to R, and RGB relative to RB (Figure 3). Photosynthesis was also significantly higher in RB
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relative to B, RG relative to G, and RGB relative to GB, suggesting a red light enhancement.
Others have found that a broader spectrum resulted in higher fixation than a red–blue
light treatment for tomato and poinsettia but saw no difference in cucumber at ambient
CO2 concentrations [32]. They did observe a difference at elevated CO2, similar to the
enhancement we saw for photosynthesis in RGB relative to RB at ambient CO2 and light
levels. Others have found higher fixation in B than R for cucumber while we observed the
opposite under ambient conditions [11,12,15,33]. During A vs. Cc measurements, plants
from the B treatment had a higher net photosynthesis level than plants in the R treatment,
indicating that the choice of spectral composition, intensity, or both is critically important
to comparing net photosynthesis levels between treatments, even when the same light
source is used for each treatment.

It is possible that the red and green light enhancement can be described in part
by the ‘enhancement effect’ or ‘Emerson effect’ which refers to the phenomenon where
photosynthesis from combined spectra can be greater than the sum of its parts due to
excitation energy distribution between photosystem I and photosystem II [34–36].

3.1. Chlorophyll Fluorescence

The maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry (Fv/Fm) indicates how
effectively PSII uses absorbed light energy to reduce the primary quinone acceptor of PSII
(QA) [37]. In practice, this measure can be used to assess stress in plants, as a value of ~ 0.83
is very consistent across species in non-stressed leaves [38]. Values below 0.83 indicate
stress and a reduced maximum photosynthetic capacity; however, photosynthesis may not
be reduced under ambient conditions as the quantum yield of PSII (ΦPSII) is generally
considerably lower than Fv/Fm, especially under high light intensity. A low Fv/Fm is one
of the symptoms of red light syndrome [11–13].

Fv/Fm was qualitatively lower in G, R, and RG than all other treatments, indicat-
ing a reduced maximum photosynthetic efficiency with values suggesting mild stress
(Table 4). These qualitative differences are supported by previous findings that a com-
paratively higher level of blue light in LED treatments increased Fv/Fm relative to high
pressure sodium treatments [39]. Others have also concluded that blue light enhances PSII
photochemistry relative to red light [11–13].

PSII operating efficiency decreases with increasing light intensity, primarily due to
a reduced ability to oxidize QA rather than an increase in non-photochemical quenching
(NPQ) [37,40]. Therefore, it is not surprising that under saturating light the PSII operating
efficiencies observed were much lower than Fv/Fm. PSII operating efficiency was signifi-
cantly lower in G, R, and RG than all other treatments (with ΦPSII in R significantly lower
than RG, which was significantly lower than ΦPSII in G) (Table 2). It is not possible to
estimate electron transport rate or the quantum yield of CO2, since we cannot account
for alternative electron sinks to PSII because these measurements were taken under at-
mospheric O2 concentrations. Nevertheless, ΦPSII gives an estimate on the upper limit
of possible photosynthetic carbon assimilation under a given condition, and the trend
observed is very similar to the trend in net photosynthesis observed.

Despite the lower ΦPSII values, ΦNPQ, the quantum yield of light-induced quenching,
and ΦNO, non-light-induced quenching, are both significantly higher in the G, R, and RG
treatments than all other treatments (Table 2). Together, these data suggest that electron
acceptors downstream of PSII are insufficient in the G, R, and RG treatments compared
to the other treatments, and that G, R, and RG treatments are compensating by increasing
nonphotochemical quenching to reduce photo-induced damage. Since the spectral quality
and intensity used to excite the photosystems were identical across treatments during
light-saturated measurements, one would expect differences in net photosynthesis and
chlorophyll fluorescence to be related to adaptive differences between light treatments.
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Table 4. Color breakdown for light treatment spectra as a percentage of total photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD).
Wavelength ranges for the traditional method indicate the typically defined range for each color, while the wavelength
range for the bar method indicates the range in which >99% of the light is emitted from a given bar color.

Traditional
method

Treatment Red
(600–700 nm)

Green
(500–600 nm)

Blue
(400–500 nm)

B 0 1 99
G 0 93 6

GB 0 37 63
R 100 0 0

RB 47 1 52
RG 65 31 3

RGB 38 22 40
RGB + FR 40 20 40

Bar
method

Treatment Red
(623–684 nm)

Green
(486–582 nm)

Blue
(432–500 nm)

B 0 0 100
G 0 100 0

GB 0 38 62
R 100 0 0

RB 47 0 53
RG 65 35 0

RGB 38 23 39
RGB + FR 40 21 39

Plants have a variety of mechanisms to respond to changes in light quality. In the
short term, light-harvesting complex II (LHC-II) can be transferred from PSII to PSI to
help balance excitation energy between the two systems to improve electron transport
efficiency [41]. In the long term, algae, cyanobacteria, and higher plants adjust the stoi-
chiometry of photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII) in response to light quality to
improve photosynthetic efficiency [42–45] as well as their pigment composition [42,46] to
more efficiently absorb ambient light.

PSII is primarily excited by wavelengths at ~450–640 nm while PSI uses light above
680 nm much more efficiently than PSII [47]. Since the blue LEDs are the only source of
photons at 450 nm in our light treatments, treatments lacking these wavelengths (G, R, and
RG) likely have adjusted stoichiometry to decrease the number of PSI complexes relative to
PSII to improve electron transport efficiency due to less efficient excitation of PSII relative
to PSI. As the green LEDs supply light within the range that PSII can use effectively, this
stoichiometric adjustment would be expected to be most pronounced in the R treatment,
and less so in the G and RG treatments.

When the plants were exposed to the novel light treatment (90% red, 10% blue) during
A vs. Cc measurements they could use transient LHC-II to improve the balance of excitation
between PSI and PSII, but the capacity to balance in the G, R, and RG treatments may
have been limited by extreme stoichiometric differences not seen in the other treatments.
This would explain the much poorer performance of these three treatments relative to the
other treatments and the poorer performance of R relative to G and RG during A vs. Cc
measurements, while the same long-term adaptations may have allowed for the trends
seen in Figure 1 during measurement under ambient lighting.

In any case, neither the photosynthesis measurements under saturating 90% red,
10% blue light at 1000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 nor ambient light at 170 µmol photons
m−2 s−1 correlate well with shoot dry weight. There are many potential reasons for the
lack of correlation between shoot biomass and photosynthesis measurements. First, the
dry weight data include only shoot biomass, not root biomass. It is possible that with root
biomass, the whole-plant biomass values would correlate well with the net photosynthesis
measurements observed. The photosynthesis values presented are on a per-area basis. Leaf
area and specific leaf weight (leaf area divided by leaf dry weight) vary between treatments.
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It is therefore possible that plants with equivalent net photosynthesis rates could have very
different whole plant growth rates due to differences in leaf area [48].

3.2. Stomatal Conductance

Others have also noted a trend of increasing stomatal conductance in cucumber with
increasing blue light [11,15]. Significantly higher stomatal conductance in cucumber grown
under monochromatic blue light compared to cucumber grown under monochromatic
red light was found here and previously [33]. Another study also measured significantly
higher stomatal conductance in cucumber seedlings under a monochromatic blue light
treatment relative to a monochromatic red light treatment and found no difference between
the B treatment and RB treatment, which our results support [12]. However, we found
conductance in RB to be significantly greater compared to R, while they found no difference
in conductance between the R and RB treatment. Our results differ from a finding that
there was no difference in stomatal conductance of cucumber between a white light LED
treatment and a red–blue light treatment, while we found conductance to be significantly
higher in RGB compared to RB [30]. It is possible that this is because our RGB treatment
was roughly 2:1:2 B:G:R light while the white light treatment in their experiment was
roughly 1:2:1 B:G:R light. In Arabidopsis, red–blue light increased stomatal aperture more
than red light alone, while red–green–blue light showed no increase in aperture relative to
red light alone [24].

Our findings on blue and green light effects on stomatal conductance are similar to
those findings in Arabidopsis, as they observed no difference in aperture between R and
RG. However, they found a significant decrease in stomatal aperture for monochromatic
G compared to R or RG while we found no difference. It is possible that this is because
our plants had time to form long-term adaptations to light quality, while the Arabidopsis
leaves were being exposed to a novel lighting condition and therefore only had short-
term responses.

Another study found that a decreased ratio of R:FR resulted in a decrease in stomatal
conductance in cucumber relative to a treatment with high R:FR light [31]. This is similar to
our findings between the RGB and RGB + FR treatments, where RGB + FR had significantly
lower conductance than the RGB treatment.

The fact that similar conductance trends were observed despite illumination under
very different spectral quality suggests that the results are driven more by physical differ-
ences in the leaves than transient chemical expression induced by light signaling.

This is supported by the stomatal density data shown in Table 3 and the correla-
tion between stomatal conductance under ambient lighting and adaxial stomatal density
(Figure 5).

The stomatal density trends we observed agree with previous findings of significantly
higher average stomatal density in B and RB light treatments relative to R [29]. Others
found that a decreased R:FR ratio resulted in a decreased stomatal density, although they
found a significant decrease in adaxial rather than abaxial stomatal density [31]. They also
found a significant difference in the abaxial to adaxial stomatal ratio (AB:AD) while we
found no difference between RGB and RGB + FR.

Stomatal density also explains more than half of the variation found in intrinsic water
use efficiency (iWUE) under ambient conditions, which is calculated by dividing the net
photosynthesis by stomatal conductance (R2 = 0.58, Figure 5).

3.3. Morphology

In red–blue light treatments, increasing proportions of blue light led to reduced
leaf area [15]. Previously, it was found that monochromatic blue light resulted in the
highest leaf area, followed by white light, which had significantly higher leaf area than
monochromatic red light [33]. We did not find any statistically significant differences
between these treatments, but that may be due to the high within-group variation and
relatively low sample size, as the mean leaf areas in our treatments follow the same trend.
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The same study found no difference between R, B, and RB treatments, while we found
RB to have significantly lower leaf area than R or B [33]. The effect of decreasing the R:FR
ratio on leaf area is species specific, with some showing decreased leaf area, while others
like petunia show an increase in leaf area [49]. In our experiment, far-red light mediated
increased leaf area, which has been found by others [50].

Cucumber grown under monochromatic red light was taller than cucumber grown
under a 1:1 ratio of red to blue, with both treatments being shorter than a monochromatic
blue treatment, which is consistent with our findings [15]. Far-red-regulated increases
in plant height are well documented [50–53]. As the height of the light fixtures was not
adjusted during the experiment, it is possible that plants which grew taller received more
irradiation than shorter plants, potentially affecting total shoot biomass.

The leaf area and specific leaf weights observed may also help to explain the average
shoot biomass for each treatment. For example, the G treatment had the lowest net
photosynthesis per unit leaf area along with the B treatment (Figure 2). However, both
the G and B treatments had high leaf area, potentially allowing for the same or greater
total photosynthesis as a treatment with lower leaf area but higher net photosynthesis per
unit area, such as the RB treatment which had higher net photosynthesis per unit area,
but lower leaf area and shoot dry weight.

In the case of the G treatment, a low SLW meant that more leaf area could be produced
using the same amount of photosynthate compared to the RB treatment. The SLWs for
the B and RB treatments were not significantly different, but the B treatment plants were
much taller, potentially resulting in higher average light intensity for the duration of
the experiment.

4. Materials and Methods

The experimental work consisted of 2 replications over time. Cucumber (Cucumis
sativus cv. Diva) seeds were germinated in total darkness at 32 ◦C. Once germinated,
seeds were transplanted into 4 in. pots containing UC mix (1/3 peat moss, 1/3 redwood
sawdust, 1/3 fine sand), covered with an additional 100 cm3 of UC mix, and randomly
distributed into their light treatment chambers. Plants were irrigated with 1

2 strength
Hoagland’s solution every third day for the first two weeks, then daily thereafter [54].
Leaf photosynthetic rate, stomatal conductance, and fluorescence measurements were
obtained during both replications. Morphological measurements were made four weeks
after transplant.

In both replications, plants were grown in chambers 61 cm wide, 122 cm long, and
90 cm tall. An 8 in. duct fan exhausted air from the chambers so that the average tem-
perature was 23.0 ± 0.2 ◦C when the lights were on and 20.9 ± 0.2 ◦C when the lights
were off.

Each chamber was illuminated with lamps consisting of various light-emitting diode
(LED) bars (Demegrow, Inc., Sacramento, CA, USA) specifically designed to provide a
custom spectrum in each chamber. Fixtures consisted of different combinations of diodes
emitting far-red, red, green, or blue light, with peak intensities at wavelengths of 744 nm,
661 nm, 521 nm, and 460 nm, respectively. Spectra of the resulting lamp systems were
measured with a JAZ spectrometer (model: JAZ spectrometer, Ocean Optics, Largo, FL,
USA). The full width at half maximum for each peak was 21.8, 20.7, 33.6, and 21.6 nm for
far-red, red, green, and blue peaks, respectively (Figure 6). Green light in the RGB and RGB
+ FR treatments came from 15,000 K white LEDs, which is why the green peak is broader in
these treatments than other treatments containing green light. Each fixture installation was
configured so that all had comparable photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) levels of
120 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in each chamber. This was achieved by raising or lowering the
lamp array in each chamber and averaging measurements over a 45-point grid.
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Figure 6. Light treatment spectra: monochromatic blue (B), monochromatic green (G), monochromatic red (R), green–blue
(GB), red–blue (RB), red–green (RG), red–green–blue (RGB), and red–green–blue with far red (RGB + FR).

Where both colors were present, the intensity of blue and red are roughly 1:1, blue
and green are 2:1, and red and green are 2:1; actual percentages of total light as in Table 4.
Since the energy of far-red light does not contribute to photosynthetic photon flux density
(PPFD), the RGB and RGB + FR treatments have roughly the same PPFD and light ratios
between 400 and 700 nm, but 18% of all incident irradiation between 400 to 800 nm in the
RGB + FR treatment was in the far-red (700 to 800 nm) region. One percent of incident
photons were in the far-red region in the RGB treatment, while all other treatments had
negligible levels of far-red light. In addition to the traditional color quantification (red
600–700 nm, green 500–600 nm, and blue 400–500 nm), the light is reported based on the
quantity from each ‘color’ of LED bar. This was determined by only powering LED bars
of a given light color and measuring PPFD, then calculating the percentage of total PPFD
from that bar color (Table 4).

Yield photon flux (YPF) was calculated for each light treatment according to [9] by
multiplying relative quantum efficiency at a given wavelength with the photon flux at
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that wavelength, then integrating from 300 to 800 nm (Table 5). The YPF model adjusts
PPFD based on the likelihood that a photon of a given wavelength will be absorbed and
the likelihood that the energy will be used for photosynthesis once absorbed.

Table 5. Yield photon flux (YPF) and photostationary state of phytochrome (PSS) for each light treatment.

Treatment
YPF PSS

µmol m−2 s−1 Pfr:Ptotal

B 88 0.51
G 94 0.83

GB 90 0.62
R 114 0.89

RB 98 0.86
RG 106 0.88

RGB 102 0.86
RGB + FR 104 0.76

Finally, photostationary state of phytochrome (PSS), an estimate of active phytochrome
as a portion of total phytochrome, was calculated using

PSS = (
800

∑
300

Nλσr λ
)/

(
800

∑
300

Nλσr λ
+

800

∑
300

Nλσf r λ

)
(1)

as reported in Table 2 [9].
Equation (1) gives PSS where N is incident photon flux at a given wavelength (λ), σr is

the photochemical cross section of Pr (the red-absorbing, inactive form of phytochrome) at
λ, and σfr is the photochemical cross section of Pfr (the far-red-absorbing, active form of
phytochrome) at λ.

Photosynthesis was measured in two ways. First, using a LI-6400 with a clear-top
chamber (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA), net photosynthesis (A) and stomatal
conductance (gs) were measured at an ambient CO2 concentration (Ca) of 400 ppm and a
leaf temperature of 25 ◦C, illuminated by treatment light spectra at ambient intensity.

Second, A vs. Cc response curves, the net photosynthesis rate obtained under varying
concentrations of CO2 in the chloroplast (Cc) under saturating light, were measured using
the LI-6400 portable photosynthesis system with a 6400-40 leaf chamber fluorometer
attachment (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA) in order to gain insight about possible
molecular adaptations to the light environment. Measurements were taken at external
CO2 concentrations of 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 50, 400, 500, 600, 850, and 1000 ppm in
that order. Following initial fluorescence measurements, the plants had half an hour to
adapt to light at 1000 µmol m−2 s−1. Each CO2 concentration was held for two to four
minutes at a flowrate of 300 µmol s−1 with leaf temperature set to 25 ◦C while the plant
was at room temperature (23 to 26 ◦C). The first true leaf, unshaded by neighboring leaves,
was measured.

Plants were first dark adapted for half an hour before initial measurements. Fluo-
rescence measurements were taken on the dark-adapted leaves, before acclimating to the
light for a half hour. The minimum chlorophyll fluorescence for dark-adapted leaves (Fo),
maximum light- and dark-adapted chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm’ and Fm, respectively),
and steady state light-adapted chlorophyll fluorescence (F’) were measured. The maxi-
mum quantum efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm), the relative PSII operating efficiency (ΦPSII),
the coefficient of photochemical quenching (qp), the quantum yield of non-light-induced
nonphotochemical quenching (ΦNPQ), and the quantum yield of light-induced nonpho-
tochemical quenching (ΦNO) were calculated according to [37]. The fraction of oxidized
plastoquinone, qL, was calculated according to [55]. Due to the difficulties of measuring
Fo’, the minimal fluorescence of a light-adapted leaf, it was calculated using the equation
Fo’ = Fo/[(Fv/Fm) + (Fo/Fm’)] where Fo is the minimal fluorescence of a dark-adapted leaf,
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Fm is the maximal fluorescence from a dark-adapted leaf, Fm’ is the maximal fluorescence
from a light-adapted leaf, and Fv is the difference between Fm and Fo [40].

A vs. Cc curve fitting was done using SAS Studio 3.8 software via the NLIN procedure,
a procedure for fitting nonlinear models, using Equations (2)–(4) [56,57]. Typically, these
model fittings involve 3 segments representing photosynthesis as limited either by the
maximum ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) carboxylation rate Equation (2), the RuBP
regeneration rate Equation (3), or the triose phosphate utilization (TPU) rate. However, our
data suggest that TPU was not a limiting factor and so we fitted to only the Rubisco-limiting
(Equation (2)) and the RuBP-limiting curves (Equation (3)). The equation for calculating
the concentration of CO2 at Rubisco, Cc, has also been included (Equation (4)).

A = Vcmax


 Cc − Γ∗

Cc + Kc

(
1 + O

Ko

)


− Rd (2)

A = J
[

Cc − Γ∗

4Cc + 8Γ∗

]
− Rd (3)

Cc = Ci −
A

gmPatm
(4)

where Ci is the intercellular concentration of CO2, Cc is the concentration of CO2 at Ru-
bisco, A is net CO2 assimilation, Vcmax is maximum carboxylation rate of Rubisco, Γ* is
the point at which oxygenation is twice the rate of carboxylation (CO2 uptake equals
CO2 photorespiratory release), Ko is the inhibition constant of Rubisco for oxygen, Kc is
the Michaelis–Menten constant of Rubisco for CO2, O is the partial pressure of O2 at Ru-
bisco, Rd is non-photorespiratory CO2 release, J is the rate of electron transport, Patm is
atmospheric pressure, and gm is mesophyll conductance.

Due to the difficulty of accurately determining gm due to the method of data collection
and initial fittings determining that gm did not significantly differ between any treatments,
the overall average value of 2.12 µmol m−2 s−1 Pa−1 was used [58]. Likewise, since esti-
mates of Rd did not significantly differ between treatments, an average value of 2.71 µmol
CO2 m−2 s−1 was used.

All plants’ shoots were severed at the substrate surface and weighed for fresh weight,
separated into leaf blades and all other material (stem, petioles, cotyledons, and leaves < 2 cm2),
oven dried for 72 h at 60 ◦C, and weighed to obtain dry weights. Stem diameter was mea-
sured with an electronic caliper just below the cotyledons with the caliper arm held parallel
to the cotyledons to give a consistent measurement for seedlings with non-circular stem
cross-sections. Stem height was measured from the point at which the shoot was severed
to the base of the apical meristem to the nearest millimeter. The two largest leaves on each
plant had length, width, petiole length, and leaf blade area measured. Additionally, total
leaf area was measured using a LI-COR 3100 leaf area meter (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln,
NE, USA). Finally, stomatal density was measured by taking a 1 cm by 2 cm section of leaf
tissue adjacent to the midrib approximately halfway between leaf tip and leaf blade base
and applying clear nail polish [59].

All means separations were determined using SAS Studio software 3.8 (SAS Institute
Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Data from the two replications were treated as separate blocks with
means separation analyzed by a Tukey–Kramer HSD (p = 0.05).

5. Conclusions

Plants adapt to light signals by adjusting photosystem stoichiometry. In monochro-
matic red light, this reduces photosynthetic capacity of the plant under broad spectra and
saturating light conditions. However, this stoichiometric imbalance is not seen in spectra
containing blue light and is partially remediated by spectra containing green light. Despite
this observance under saturating light conditions, monochromatic green light had lower
net photosynthesis rates than monochromatic red light under ambient conditions. Never-
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theless, other factors, such as morphological adaptations like height, leaf area, and SLW
seem to drive biomass accumulation as much or more than net photosynthesis per unit
leaf area, given that plants grown under monochromatic blue light were tied for lowest
ambient net photosynthetic rate with monochromatic green light, but the B treatment
produced more massive plants than the GB, R, and RB treatments which all had higher net
photosynthesis under ambient conditions than the B treatment plants.
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Abstract: Vertical farming is increasingly popular due to high yields obtained from a small land
area. However, the energy cost associated with lighting of vertical farms is high. To reduce this
cost, more energy efficient (biomass/energy use) crops are required. To understand how efficiently
crops use light energy to produce biomass, we determined the morphological and physiological
differences between mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’).
To do so, we measured the projected canopy size (PCS, a morphological measure) of the plants
throughout the growing cycle to determine the total amount of incident light the plants received.
Total incident light was used together with the final dry weight to calculate the light use efficiency
(LUE, g of dry weight/mol of incident light), a physiological measure. Plants were grown under six
photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD), from 50 to 425 µmol m−2 s−1, for 16 h d−1. Mizuna and
lettuce were harvested 27 and 28 days after seeding, respectively. Mizuna had greater dry weight
than lettuce (p < 0.0001), especially at higher PPFDs (PPFD ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1), partly because
of differences in the projected canopy size (PCS). Mizuna had greater PCS than lettuce at PPFDs ≥
125 µmol m−2 s−1 and therefore, the total incident light over the growing period was also greater.
Mizuna also had a higher LUE than lettuce at all six PPFDs. This difference in LUE was associated
with higher chlorophyll content index and higher quantum yield of photosystem II in mizuna. The
combined effects of these two factors resulted in higher photosynthetic rates in mizuna than in lettuce
(p = 0.01). In conclusion, the faster growth of mizuna is the result of both a larger PCS and higher
LUE compared to lettuce. Understanding the basic determinants of crop growth is important when
screening for rapidly growing crops and increasing the efficiency of vertical farms.

Keywords: canopy size; incident light; light interception; light use efficiency; mizuna; projected
canopy size; quantum yield of photosystem II

1. Introduction

Vertical farming refers to hydroponic crop production in buildings with precise envi-
ronmental control. Vertical farms do not require arable land and can obtain high crop yields
from a small land area. Therefore, vertical farms are becoming popular in urban areas.
However, the energy costs associated with the required electric lighting and environmental
control, especially cooling and dehumidification, in vertical farming are high [1]. The
cost of electric lighting in controlled environment agriculture in just the United States has
been estimated at ~$600 million annually [2]. To bring this cost down, research into more
efficient production techniques [3] and more energy-efficient crops (more biomass gain per
unit of energy use) are required.

Overall, crop growth is a function of the amount of incident light reaching the canopy,
which depends on projected canopy size (PCS) [4,5], and light use efficiency (LUE, grams
of biomass produced per mol of incident light) [6]. To screen for crops with rapid growth,
quantifying PCS development and LUE is essential.

Plants that produce a larger canopy can achieve faster growth by increasing the
amount of incident light reaching the canopy compared to plants with a smaller canopy [4,5].
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As incident light increases, canopy photosynthesis and biomass accumulation of plants
also increase [5], as long as canopy photosynthesis is not light-saturated. This in turn
helps plants to produce additional canopy faster than plants with a smaller canopy [4].
Therefore, quantifying the PCS and determining how this affects the amount of incident
light, is important. Non-destructive digital imaging has been used in many crops, including
tomatoes [7], soybean [8], and lettuce [5,9]. Periodic PCS measurements can be used to
estimate the daily PCS [6]. Combining those data with PPFD data allows for estimation of
the total incident light over the course of the growing cycle. Projected canopy size is also
valuable to make crop growth predictions, since PCS early in the growing cycle may be
correlated with the final dry weight of the crop, as we have previously shown in lettuce
(Lactuca sativa) [6,10] and black-eyed susan (Rudbeckia fulgida) [11].

The LUE of a crop describes how efficiently plants use the incident light for growth.
The LUE can be calculated by dividing the dry weight of a plant by the total incident light
that the plant received throughout the growing period [6]. This provides a physiological
measure of how efficiently crops use light, in contrast to calculating LUE based on the
amount of light provided to the growing space, which provides insight into production
efficiency, but not underlying physiological mechanisms [6]. Factors such as chlorophyll
content, the quantum yield of photosystem II (ΦPSII, the fraction of absorbed photons used
to drive photochemistry), and CO2 assimilation are all important in determining the LUE
of a crop.

Higher chlorophyll content increases light absorption [12]. The energy of the absorbed
photons can then be used in the light reactions of photosynthesis to drive photochemistry
(electron transport), while some light energy is dissipated as heat (NPQ, non-photochemical
quenching), or re-emitted as fluorescence. Photochemistry competes with NPQ and chloro-
phyll fluorescence for excitation energy from photons [13,14]. To understand how different
lighting strategies affect plant growth, it is important to determine ΦPSII, since this partly de-
termines how efficiently plants use the absorbed light to drive photosynthesis and produce
biomass. Previous studies have shown that increasing PPFD decreases ΦPSII, due to the par-
tial closing of photosystem II reaction centers and upregulation of NPQ [15,16]. Although
ΦPSII decreases, the electron transport rate (ETR) increases with increasing PPFD [15–17].
The ΦPSII of different species responds differently to increasing PPFDs [16]. In addition,
plants acclimated to high light have higher ΦPSII and ETR than those acclimated to low
light. Therefore, to increase the production efficiency in plant factories, identifying crops
with both high ΦPSII and high ETR is important, because a higher ETR will result in the
production of more ATP and NADPH for use in CO2 assimilation. Both high ΦPSII and
high chlorophyll content index (CCI) may increase the ETR, CO2 assimilation rate, and
potentially the growth rate of plants.

A previous indoor study with mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and oakleaf lettuce
(Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) found much faster growth of mizuna compared to let-
tuce [18]. This growth difference must be the result of morphological and/or physiological
differences between the two crops, but those underlying reasons were not explored in that
study. A better understanding of the underlying reasons for growth differences among
crops will facilitate screening for rapid-growing crops and cultivars that are well-suited
for vertical farming production systems. It can also enable breeding efforts by providing
selection criteria for crops that are well-suited for production in vertical farms. Therefore,
our objective was to determine the underlying mechanisms for the growth differences
between mizuna and lettuce. We hypothesize that the faster growth of mizuna is the result
of a greater PCS, increased canopy incident light, and higher LUE. Since crop growth is
affected by PPFD, we also determined how different PPFDs affect the morphological and
physiological factors underlying crop growth. Comparing two species, grown at different
PPFDs, allowed us to determine how useful PCS and LUE are in explaining crop growth.
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2. Results
2.1. Experiment

To determine the underlying morphological and/or physiological reasons for growth
differences between mizuna and lettuce at different PPFDs, plants were grown at six PPFD
levels (~50, 125, 200, 275, 350, and 425 µmol m−2 s−1 at the center of each section) for
a 16-hr photoperiod. Projected canopy size was measured twice a week throughout the
growing period, and those images were used to estimate the daily PCS and to calculate
the total incident light per plant over the growing period. In addition, leaf chlorophyll
content index (CCI), anthocyanin content index (ACI), ΦPSII, and net CO2 assimilation of
both crops were measured during the study. Mizuna and lettuce were harvested 27 and
28 days after seeding, respectively. The total leaf area and shoot dry weight were measured.
Finally, the LUE was calculated by dividing shoot dry weight by the total incident light
over the growing period.

2.2. Projected Canopy Size

Projected canopy size of both crops increased sigmoidally over time. A PPFD of
50 µmol m−2 s−1 resulted in a much lower PCS of both crops compared to PPFD lev-
els ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1. The PCS of mizuna at the end of the growing cycle was
~340 cm2/plant at PPFDs ≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figures 1 and 2). For lettuce, PCS was
similar (~240 cm2/plant) at all PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figures 1 and 2). Mizuna had
a larger PCS than lettuce starting from the early growth stages at PPFDs > 50 µmol m−2 s−1

(Figure 1). The difference in PCS between the two species increased over time, especially at
higher PPFDs (≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1) (Figure 1).

The PCS of both crops at harvest was low at a PPFD of 50 µmol m−2 s−1 and increased
asymptotically with increasing PPFD (p < 0.0001, Figure 2). The PCS of both crops was similar
at PPFDs of 50 and 125 µmol m−2 s−1. However, the PCS of lettuce did not increase further at
PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1, while mizuna PCS was similar at PPFDs ≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1.
At PPFDs ≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1, mizuna had a greater PCS than lettuce (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Sigmoidal regression curves fitted through the projected canopy size (PCS) data of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. 

japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) over the course of the growing cycle for plants grown at six differ-

ent photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD, upper left corner of each graph) (R2 ≥ 0.99 for all curves). Inserts show the 

PCS during the first eight days of the study. 

Figure 1. Sigmoidal regression curves fitted through the projected canopy size (PCS) data of mizuna (Brassica rapa var.
japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) over the course of the growing cycle for plants grown at six different
photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD, upper left corner of each graph) (R2 ≥ 0.99 for all curves). Inserts show the
PCS during the first eight days of the study.
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Figure 2. The projected canopy size (PCS) of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lac-
tuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux densities
(PPFDs). Data were collected at the end of the growing cycle (27 and 28 days for mizuna and lettuce,
respectively). Each data point represents the mean of nine plants.

2.3. Incident Light

The incident light integrated over the entire crop cycle increased with higher PPFD
levels for both crops, but this increase was more pronounced for mizuna than for lettuce
(Figure 3, p < 0.0001).
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Figure 3. The total incident light on the plant canopy throughout the growing period of mizuna
(Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different
photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFDs) for 27 and 28 days, respectively. Lines show the results
from multiple regression analysis (R2 = 0.98), which indicated a significant species × PPFD interaction
(p < 0.0001). Each data point represents the mean of nine plants.

2.4. Chlorophyll Content Index and Anthocyanin Content Index

Increasing the PPFD increased both CCI and anthocyanin content index (ACI) of both
crops (p ≤ 0.003) (Figure 4). This was more pronounced in mizuna than in lettuce; CCI of
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mizuna increased by 0.08 for each µmol m−2 s−1 increase in PPFD, compared to an increase of
0.01 per µmol m−2 s−1 in lettuce. As the PPFD increased from 50 to 400 µmol m−2 s−1, the
CCI of mizuna increased from ~7 to ~40, while that of lettuce increased from ~2 to about ~10
(Figure 4A).
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Figure 4. (A) Chlorophyll content index (CCI) and (B) anthocyanin content index (ACI) of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica)
and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD).
Data were collected a day before the harvesting (26 and 27 days for mizuna and lettuce, respectively). Lines show the
results from multiple regression analysis, which indicated a significant species × PPFD interaction for both CCI (R2 = 0.82,
interaction p < 0.0001) and ACI (R2 = 0.88, interaction p < 0.0001).

The ACI showed a similar pattern as CCI; increasing PPFD increased ACI in both
crops (p ≤ 0.003) (Figure 4B). Mizuna had a higher ACI than lettuce at all PPFD levels
(p < 0.0001) and mizuna ACI increased more rapidly with increasing PPFD than that of
lettuce. For each 1 µmol m−2 s−1 increase in PPFD, the ACI of mizuna increased by 0.015
and that of lettuce by 0.004. As the PPFD increased from 50 to 400 µmol m−2 s−1, the ACI
of mizuna increased from ~3 to ~8, while that of lettuce only increased from ~2 to about ~3.

2.5. Quantum Yield of Photosystem II and CO2 Assimilation

The quantum yield of photosystem II (ΦPSII) of both crops decreased linearly with in-
creasing PPFD (p = 0.0008) (Figure 5A). Increasing PPFD by 1 µmol m−2 s−1 reduced ΦPSII of
lettuce and mizuna by 0.0003 mol mol−1. Mizuna always had a higher ΦPSII (~0.05 mol mol−1)
than lettuce regardless of PPFD (p < 0.0001). The net CO2 assimilation rate of both crops
increased with increasing PPFD, but this tended to be more pronounced in mizuna than in
lettuce (p = 0.08). Both crops had a CO2 assimilation rate of ~1 µmol m−2 s−1 at a PPFD of
50 µmol m−2 s−1, but at PPFD of 425 µmol m−2 s−1 mizuna had a CO2 assimilation rate of
~18 µmol m−2 s−1 while that of lettuce was only ~13 µmol m−2 s−1. The assimilation rate of
mizuna and lettuce increased by 0.044 and 0.035 µmol m−2 s−1 per 1 µmol m−2 s−1 increase
in PPFD, respectively.
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Figure 6. (A) Leaf area per plant and (B) canopy overlap ratio of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca 

sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFDs) for 27 and 28 days, 

respectively. The canopy overlap ratio is the ratio between the leaf area and the projected canopy size at harvest. Each 

data point represents the mean of nine plants. 

Figure 5. (A) Quantum yield of photosystem II and (B) net CO2 assimilation rate of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and
lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown and measured at six photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFDs).
Data were collected a day before the harvesting (26 and 27 days for mizuna and lettuce, respectively). Lines show the results
from multiple regression analysis, which indicated no significant species × PPFD interaction for quantum yield (R2 = 0.72,
interaction p = 0.62), but significant effects of PPFD and species (both p < 0.0001). For CO2 assimilation rate, there was a
weak species × PPFD interaction effect (R2 = 0.91, interaction p = 0.08).

2.6. Final Leaf Area and Canopy Overlap Ratio

The final leaf area of both mizuna and lettuce increased asymptotically with increasing
PPFD (p < 0.0001) (Figure 6A). Both crops had the highest leaf area at PPFDs ≥ 275 µmol
m−2 s−1, but lettuce leaf area increased faster with increasing PPFD than mizuna leaf area
(p < 0.0001). At a PPFD of ≥ 275 µmol m−2 s−1 lettuce had a leaf area of ~1200 cm2 per
plant, while that of mizuna was only ~800 cm2. However, lettuce had a lower PCS at harvest
compared to mizuna at PPFDs ≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 2). This apparent contradiction
between a greater leaf area and a lower PCS of lettuce can be explained by the canopy overlap
ratio (leaf area/PCS); lettuce had a much higher canopy overlap ratio than mizuna at PPFDs
≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 6B). The canopy overlap ratio of lettuce increased more rapidly,
from 1.2 to 5.2 with increasing PPFD compared to that of mizuna (increasing from 1.1 to 2.3)
(p < 0.0001).
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Figure 6. (A) Leaf area per plant and (B) canopy overlap ratio of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca
sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFDs) for 27 and 28 days,
respectively. The canopy overlap ratio is the ratio between the leaf area and the projected canopy size at harvest. Each data
point represents the mean of nine plants.
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2.7. Shoot Dry Weight and Specific Leaf Area

The shoot dry weight at 425 µmol m−2 s−1 was ~50 times higher than at 50 µmol m−2 s−1

for both lettuce and mizuna, although PPFD increased only ~9 × (Figure 7A, Figure S4).
Lettuce and mizuna had a dry weight of 0.08 and 0.11 g/plant at a PPFD of 50 µmol m−2 s−1

and 3.85 and 6.02 g/plant at a PPFD of 425 µmol m−2 s−1, respectively. A 1 µmol m−2 s−1

increase in PPFD increased the dry weight of lettuce by 10.0 mg/plant and that of mizuna
by 15.8 mg/plant. With increasing PPFD, the specific leaf area (SLA, leaf area per gram of
dry weight) of both crops decreased (p < 0.0001) (Figure 7B). However, due to the higher leaf
area and lower dry weight of lettuce compared to mizuna, the SLA of lettuce was greater than
that of mizuna at all PPFDs. The difference in SLA between the two species decreased with
increasing PPFD (Figure 7B).
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2.8. Light Use Efficiency 

Mizuna had a higher LUE than lettuce (P < 0.0001) (Figure 8). The LUE of mizuna 

was ~1.1 g mol−1 at PPFDs up to 200 µmol m−2 s−1 and decreased to ~0.75 g mol−1 at a PPFD 

of 425 µmol m−2 s−1. In contrast, lettuce LUE was greatest at PPFDs of 125 to 350 µmol m−2 

s−1 (~0.8 g mol−1) and ~0.6 g mol−1 at PPFDs of 50 and 425 µmol m−2 s−1. 
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Figure 7. (A) Shoot dry weight and (B) specific leaf area of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) and
lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux
densities (PPFDs) for 27 and 28 days, respectively. Specific leaf area is the ratio between leaf area and
dry weight. Each data point represents the mean of nine plants.

2.8. Light Use Efficiency

Mizuna had a higher LUE than lettuce (p < 0.0001) (Figure 8). The LUE of mizuna was
~1.1 g mol−1 at PPFDs up to 200 µmol m−2 s−1 and decreased to ~0.75 g mol−1 at a PPFD of
425 µmol m−2 s−1. In contrast, lettuce LUE was greatest at PPFDs of 125 to 350 µmol m−2 s−1

(~0.8 g mol−1) and ~0.6 g mol−1 at PPFDs of 50 and 425 µmol m−2 s−1.
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Figure 8. Light use efficiency (LUE, grams of shoot dry weight per mol of incident light) of mizuna
(Brassica rapa var. japonica) and lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) plants grown at six
different photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFDs) for 27 and 28 days, respectively. Each data
point represents the mean of nine plants.
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3. Discussion

Mizuna grew faster than lettuce at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 7A). A previous
study conducted to identify the effects of photoperiod on leafy greens found much faster
growth of mizuna compared to lettuce [18]. The difference in biomass between the two
crops increased with increasing PPFD (and shorter photoperiods). The goal of the current
study was to determine the underlying reasons for the growth differences between these
two crops.

3.1. Projected Canopy Size and Incident Light

Mizuna had a larger PCS than lettuce, starting from the early growth stages (Figure 1;
Figure S1). One reason for this early difference in PCS is the faster germination and larger
cotyledons of mizuna compared to lettuce. Due to their small canopy size, seedlings
capture only a small fraction of the provided light. Therefore, increased PCS at early
stages can increase light capture and growth of seedlings [11]. A previous study compared
different lettuce cultivars and found that early PCS was a good predictor of final shoot
biomass [10]. We observed the same pattern in our study, with a strong positive correlation
(R = 0.91 for lettuce and R = 0.89 for mizuna, p < 0.0001) between early PCS (lettuce 10 d
and mizuna 8 d after seeding) and the dry weight of both lettuce and mizuna (Figure S2).

This higher PCS of mizuna during the early part of the growing cycle (at PPFDs
≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1) may have helped it to capture more light and grow faster than
lettuce. A previous greenhouse study conducted with ‘Little Gem’ lettuce observed the
same trend; plants with larger PCS in early growth stages absorbed more light, grew faster,
and produced additional canopy faster than plants with a smaller PCS [4]. In that prior
study, plants were grown with different photoperiods, but the same DLI. In contrast, plants
in the current study were grown with the same photoperiod, but different PPFDs, thus
resulting in different DLIs.

At a PPFD of 50 µmol m−2 s−1, both mizuna and lettuce grew slowly and had a
low PCS at harvest compared to plants grown at higher PPFDs (Figure 2). At PPFDs ≥
125 µmol m−2 s−1, the PCS of both crops was much greater than at a PPFD of 50 µmol m−2 s−1.
However, at PPFD ≥ 200 µmol m−2 s−1, the PCS of mizuna was greater than that of lettuce
(Figure 2) (p < 0.0001). The growth difference between the two crops is at least partly
because of the observed differences in PCS and its impact on incident light. The incident
light of mizuna increased more rapidly with increasing PPFD than that of lettuce, consistent
with the increasing difference in dry weight between the two crops as PPFD increased
(Figures 3 and 7). Other studies also mentioned a positive correlation between PCS and
incident light [5,11,19]. Additionally, several other studies on leafy greens show a posi-
tive correlation between biomass gain and incident light integrated over the entire crop
cycle [5,20,21].

3.2. Leaf Area, Specific Leaf Area, and Canopy Overlap Ratio

Even though lettuce had a lower PCS than mizuna, its total leaf area was larger than
that of mizuna at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 6A). This was due to the differences
in leaf arrangement and morphology between the two species. The canopy overlap ratio of
lettuce was higher than that of mizuna at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 6B), resulting
in more intra-canopy shading in lettuce. With increasing PPFD, the differences in leaf area
and canopy overlap ratio between the two species increased.

The SLA of lettuce was greater compared to mizuna, due to a larger total leaf area and
lower shoot dry weight than mizuna at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1 (Figure 7B).

3.3. Chlorophyll Content Index and Anthocyanin Content Index

We observed a higher CCI in mizuna leaves compared to lettuce at all PPFDs (Figure 4A).
Leaf light absorptance is positively associated with the CCI [12]. Therefore, mizuna likely had
a higher leaf light absorptance in lettuce. However, we do not have the actual light absorptance
data for this study.
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With increasing PPFD, CCI increased in both species (Figure 4A). In previous studies,
CCI increased with lower PPFD [4,18]. In those studies, lower PPFDs were combined with
longer photoperiods to maintain the same DLI. Chlorophyll production is a light-regulated
process [22]. Therefore, the CCI increase in low PPFD treatments in prior studies was
associated with longer photoperiods, which increases the amount of time available for
plants to produce chlorophyll [18]. In our study, photoperiod was the same in all treatments
and therefore the daily light integral was higher at higher PPFDs.

In response to increasing PPFD, the CCI increase in mizuna was about four times
greater than in lettuce, indicating that mizuna acclimates more strongly to different PPFDs
than lettuce (Figure 4A). The greater CCI increase in mizuna may be partly the result of a
lower SLA at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1, compared to lettuce (Figure 7B). A higher SLA is
associated with thinner leaves, which typically have low chlorophyll content per unit leaf
area [23]. In our study, increasing PPFD decreased the SLA of both crops (Figure 7B). Such a
decrease in SLA can increase the CCI, due to increased leaf thickness. We indeed observed
strong negative correlations between the SLA and CCI of mizuna (R = −0.76, p = 0.0003)
and lettuce (R = −0.79, p = 0.0001; Figure S3), but this relationship differed greatly between
the two species. Mizuna’s CCI decreased much more quickly with increasing SLA than
that of lettuce. At mizuna’s highest SLA (~375 cm2 g−1), its CCI was similar (~5) to the
lettuce CCI at its lowest SLA (~325 cm2 g−1)

The anthocyanin content index (ACI) was measured to identify whether the two
crops differ in anthocyanin accumulation in response to increasing PPFD. Anthocyanins in
leaves have a protective role against intense light and help dissipate excess excitation en-
ergy [24,25]. The ACI of both species did indeed increase with increasing PPFD (Figure 4B).
However, the ACI of both crops was much lower than those previously reported for red leaf
basil (ACI of 28–81) [26] and pak choi (ACI of 35–65) [27]. Consistent with the low ACI, we
did not observe any red coloration on leaves of mizuna or lettuce, with increasing PPFD.

3.4. Quantum Yield of Photosystem II and CO2 Assimilation

With increasing PPFD, ΦPSII of both crops decreased at a similar rate (Figure 5A). At
higher PPFD, a larger proportion of the PSII reaction centers are closed and more of the
absorbed light energy is dissipated as heat to minimize photoinhibition [15,28]. This rise in
heat dissipation results in a smaller fraction of the excitation energy being directed towards
the PSII reaction centers, reducing ΦPSII [17,29]. Many previous studies have observed a
decrease in ΦPSII, but increasing ETR, in response to increasing PPFD [15–17]. We observed
the same pattern in ΦPSII with increasing PPFD. We did not calculate the ETR because
leaf absorptance was not measured. However, the higher CCI of mizuna suggests higher
leaf absorptance compared to lettuce [12], in which case differences in electron transport
rate between the two species would have been larger than the differences in ΦPSII. Even
though we observed a reduction in ΦPSII of both crops with increasing PPFD, the ΦPSII of
mizuna was always higher (~0.05 mol mol−1) than that of lettuce (Figure 5A) (p < 0.0001).
A study conducted to understand the effects of different PPFDs on the photochemistry
of three species adapted to different light levels, found a higher ΦPSII and higher ETR in
high-light adapted species compared to the species adapted to moderate or low-light [16].
This suggests that mizuna is better adapted to high light levels than lettuce, and therefore
has a higher ΦPSII.

With increasing PPFD, the net CO2 assimilation rate of mizuna tended to increase
more rapidly than that of lettuce (Figure 5B, p = 0.08). This is consistent with the higher
CCI and ΦPSII of mizuna. The lower SLA of mizuna suggests thicker leaves compared to
lettuce. The higher CCI associated with thicker leaves can increase the light absorptance
and CO2 assimilation rate per unit leaf area [23].

3.5. Light Use Efficiency

Mizuna had a higher maximum (1.26 g mol−1) LUE than lettuce (0.74 g mol−1) (p < 0.0001)
(Figure 8). Mizuna had its maximum LUE at PPFDs from 50 to 200 µmol m−2 s−1

, while
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lettuce LUE was maximal at PPFDs of 200 to 275 µmol m−2 s−1. This indicates that mizuna can
convert incident light into biomass more efficiently than lettuce, especially at lower PPFDs. The
maximum lettuce LUE we observed (0.74 g mol−1) is slightly higher than the LUE previously
reported (0.61–0.65 g mol−1) for ‘Green Salad Bowl’ lettuce [6]. Legendre and van Iersel [6]
used the same method to calculate LUE, but, did not use CO2 enrichment which may have
reduced leaf photosynthesis and thus LUE.

Other studies reported substantially lower LUE values (<0.6 g mol−1) for lettuce [23,30],
but in those studies, LUE calculations were based on the amount of light provided to the
growing space, rather than light reaching the canopy of the crop. Their LUE values are
thus heavily dependent on the plant density of the growing spaces. Light use efficiency
can also vary among cultivars [31,32]. Therefore, it is hard to compare our LUE values of
lettuce with those studies. There are no prior reports for mizuna LUE.

Multiple factors contributed to the higher LUE of mizuna. The combined effects
of more chlorophyll and higher ΦPSII of mizuna likely resulted in higher ETR and thus
more photosynthesis than in lettuce. High photosynthetic rates can increase the relative
growth rate, which in turn reduces the fraction of carbohydrates allocated to maintenance
respiration and increases carbon use efficiency [33]. That in turn can increase LUE.

The LUE decreased at high PPFDs for both mizuna (PPFD ≥ 200 µmol m−1 s−1) and
lettuce (PPFD ≥ 350 µmol m−1 s−1) (Figure 8). This reduction of LUE at high PPFD may
be due to the decrease of ΦPSII with increasing PPFD (Figure 5).

3.6. Conclusions

The Asian leafy green mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) grows faster than oakleaf let-
tuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) when PPFD ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1. This faster growth
of mizuna is the result of a higher CCI and larger PCS (at PPFDs ≥ 125 µmol m−2 s−1),
allowing mizuna to capture more light, a higher ΦPSII and net CO2 assimilation, and a
higher LUE than lettuce. This study provides a framework for determining underlying
morphological and physiological reasons for growth differences among crops. Understand-
ing the basic determinants of crop growth is important to increase crop productivity and
energy efficiency in vertical farms. Canopy imaging can be used to select crops that will
grow well in vertical farms. Although we looked at a multitude of morphological and
physiological factors, quantifying PCS and LUE would be adequate for the selection of
crops with fast growth. Perhaps most intriguingly, our results confirm that early differences
in PCS (8–10 days after seeding) are a good predictor of final biomass. Therefore, it may be
possible to simply use early PCS to screen crops for rapid growth in controlled environment
agriculture. This would allow for rapid throughput phenotyping and greatly accelerate the
selection of promising genotypes.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Growth Chamber Setup

The study was conducted in a 4.4 m wide and 4.1 m long walk-in growth cham-
ber. Cooling was provided using a top-mount refrigeration system and a dehumidifier
maintained the relative humidity inside the growth chamber. The CO2 level inside the
growth chamber was measured and maintained by triggering a solenoid valve to open
and release CO2 from a compressed gas cylinder for 1-second intervals, whenever the
CO2 concentration dropped below 800 µmol mol−1, using a CO2 transmitter (GMC20;
Vaisala, Helsinki, Finland) and a datalogger (CR6, Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT, USA).
Temperature and relative humidity measurements were collected every ten seconds with a
probe (HMP50; Vaisala) connected to the datalogger. Using those temperature and relative
humidity values, vapor pressure deficit (VPD) was calculated. Average temperature, CO2
level, and VPD inside the growth chamber were 24.2 ± 0.2 ◦C, 825 ± 38 µmol mol−1, and
1.4 ± 0.12 kPa (mean ± SD), respectively.

The growth chamber contained three 2.4 m long × 0.6 m wide × 2.2 m high metal
shelving racks with 0.9 m distance between the racks. Each rack had three shelves with
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a 0.6 m × 2.4 m ebb-and-flow tray on each shelf. Each tray had an individual irrigation
tube connected to a submersible pump. Those pumps were submerged in a fertigation
tank located under the bottom shelf of each of the three metal racks. Three pumps were
submerged in each fertigation tank. Each ebb-and-flow tray was divided into two 1.2 m
long sections. Therefore, each rack had six 1.2 m long × 0.6 m wide × 0.6 m high sections,
for a total of 18 growing sections. Each growing section had two 1.1 m-long white LED
lights (RAY series with Physiospec indoor spectrum; Fluence Bioengineering, Austin, TX,
USA) hanging 0.4 m above the bottom of the ebb & flow tray. Air circulation was provided
by four 4 × 4 cm2 fans in each growing section.

4.2. Seeding and Plant Management

We placed two groups of nine 10-cm square pots in each growing section. Those
pots were filled with a soilless substrate [80% peat: 20% perlite (v/v) (Fafard 1P; SunGro
Horticulture, Agawam, MA, USA)]. Nine pots were seeded with mizuna (Brassica rapa var.
japonica) and nine pots with lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’). To prevent algae
growth on the surface of the substrate, the top 1 cm of each pot was filled with calcined
clay (Turface® Pro League Elite, Profile Products LLC, Buffalo Grove, IL). Plants were
sub-irrigated daily for 5 minutes with a nutrient solution containing 100 mg L–1 N made
with a water-soluble fertilizer (15N–2.2P–12.45K, Peters Excel 15–5–15 Cal-Mag Special;
Everris NA Inc, Dublin, OH, USA). Algaecide (ZeroTol 2.0, BioSafe Systems LLC, East
Hartford, CT, USA) was applied to the surface of the substrate twice during the study,
at a ratio of 1:400 (ZeroTol: water) as an algae preventative. Plants were grown under
six treatments with different photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD) (~50, 125, 200,
275, 350, and 425 µmol m−2 s−1 at the center of each section) (Table 1). Treatments were
randomly allocated to one of the six sections of each metal rack. The PPFD was controlled
by sending a pulse width modulation signal from the datalogger to the dimmable drivers
powering the light fixtures. The LED lights were on for 16 hours per day. Therefore, plants
received daily light integrals of ~3.1, 7.4, 12.1, 16.2, 19.9, and 23.6 mol m−2 d−1 at the center
of each section in the six treatments (Table 1).

Table 1. Photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD), and the average daily light integral (DLI) at
the center of the tray of each treatment. The photoperiod was 16 hours for all the treatments. Values
show the mean ± standard deviation.

PPFD
(µmol m−2 s−1)

DLI
(mol m−2 d−1)

53 ± 2 3.1 ± 0.1
128 ± 6 7.4 ± 0.3
210 ± 9 12.1 ± 0.5

281 ± 14 16.2 ± 0.8
345 ± 15 19.9 ± 0.8
410 ± 16 23.6 ± 1.0

4.3. Data Collection and Calculations

Mizuna and lettuce canopy images were captured twice a week throughout the
growing period, using a chlorophyll fluorescence imaging setup. For the fluorescence
imaging, we used a monochrome camera (CM3-U3-31S4M-CS, Chameleon3 USB3 camera,
FLIR Systems, Inc., Arlington, VA, USA) with a 665 nm longpass filter (LP665 Dark Red
Longpass Filter; Midopt Midwest Optical Systems, Inc., Palatine, IL, USA) attached to
the lens. The camera was mounted facing downward inside of a 1.2 m × 0.6 m × 1.5 m
grow tent. A blue LED panel was mounted inside the tent next to the camera to excite
chlorophyll and induce fluorescence. Reemitted light from chlorophyll fluorescence was
captured by the camera. Canopy images were taken biweekly on groups of nine plants.
Those images were then analyzed with ImageJ software (ImageJ 1.52a, National Institute of
Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) to determine the PCS. These PCS data were divided by nine to
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determine the PCS per plant. Those values were plotted against time and sigmoidal curves
[f = a/(1 + exp(−(x−x0)/b))] were fitted (SigmaPlot 11.0, Systat software, Inc., San Jose,
CA, USA). This was done for all individual treatments and replicates (R2 ≥ 0.99). Using
the coefficients for the sigmoidal equation, the daily PCS was estimated (Microsoft Excel
365, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). The daily PCS data were multiplied by
the DLI received in each corresponding treatment to calculate the daily incident light per
plant. By adding those daily incident light values, the total incident light on the canopy
throughout the growing period was calculated.

One day before the harvest, leaf CCI and leaf anthocyanin content index (ACI) were
measured using chlorophyll and anthocyanin meters (CCM-200 plus and ACM-200 plus;
Apogee Instruments, Logan, UT, USA) on uppermost fully-expanded leaves. Then, the
quantum yield of photosystem II (ΦPSII) and CO2 assimilation were measured using a
leaf gas exchange system, equipped with a chlorophyll fluorometer (CIRAS-3 Portable
Photosynthesis System: PP Systems, Amesbury, MA, USA). The corresponding PPFD level
of each treatment was provided using the white LED light in the leaf cuvette during the
measurements. The average leaf temperature, vapor pressure deficit, and CO2 concentra-
tion inside the cuvette were 24.5 ◦C, 1.3 kPa, and 781 µmol mol−1, respectively, to mimic
the conditions inside the growth chamber at the time of the data collection.

At the end of the study, lettuce plants were harvested at 28 days after seeding and
mizuna plants were harvested at 27 days after seeding. The total leaf area of each group of
plants was measured using a leaf area meter (LI-3100 leaf area meter; LI-COR Biosciences,
Lincoln, NE, USA). After drying them at 80 ◦C for 7 days, shoot dry weight of each group
of plants was also measured. Both leaf area and shoot dry weight value were divided by
nine to calculate the per plant leaf area and shoot dry weight. By dividing the leaf area
by the associated PCS at harvest, the canopy overlap ratio was calculated. Specific leaf
area (SLA) was calculated by dividing the leaf area of a plant by the shoot dry weight.
To calculate LUE, shoot dry weight was divided by the total incident light that the plant
received over the growing period.

4.4. Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis

The experiment design was a randomized complete block with a split-plot with one
metal shelving rack as a block, 3 blocks, six PPFD levels as the main treatment, and the
two crops as the split plot. The experimental unit was a group of nine plants. Regression
analyses (linear, quadratic, sigmoidal, and exponential rise to maximum) were conducted
with time or average PPFD of each treatment as the independent variable (SigmaPlot 11.0,
Systat software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). Finally, multiple regression analysis (α < 0.05)
was performed using SAS (SAS University edition; SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA) with
PPFD as a continuous and species as a class variable to test for PPFD and species effects on
PCS, incident light over the growing period, CCI, ACI, ΦPSII, CO2 assimilation, leaf area,
canopy overlap ratio, dry weight, SLA, and LUE. When there was no significant interaction
between species and PPFD, the interaction term was removed from the model and the
main effects of species and PPFD were used to describe the treatment effects.

Supplementary Materials: The following supplementary figures are available online at https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/plants10040704/s1, Figure S1. The projected canopy images
captured during the growing period of mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica) (A–D) and lettuce
(Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad Bowl’) (E–H) grown at 425 µmol m−2 s−1. The first three images of
mizuna (A–C) and lettuce (E–G) were captured at 5 (A,E), 15 (B,F), and 19 days (C,G) after seeding.
The last images of mizuna (D) and lettuce (H) were captured during the harvest (27 and 28 days,
respectively); Figure S2. Correlation between early projected canopy size (lettuce at 10 days and
mizuna at 8 days, after seeding) and final shoot dry weight of lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad
Bowl’) and mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica); Figure S3. Correlation between specific leaf area (leaf
area/shoot dry weight) and chlorophyll content index (CCI) of lettuce (Lactuca sativa ‘Green Salad
Bowl’) and mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica); Figure S4. The appearance of lettuce (Lactuca sativa
‘Green Salad Bowl’, top) and mizuna (Brassica rapa var. japonica, bottom) at the end of the growing
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cycle for plants grown at six different photosynthetic photon flux densities (upper left corner of
each picture).
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Abstract: Manipulation of the LED illumination spectrum can enhance plant growth rate and de-
velopment in grow tents. We report on the identification of the illumination spectrum required to
significantly enhance the growth rate of sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plants in grow tent envi-
ronments by controlling the LED wavebands illuminating the plants. Since the optimal illumination
spectrum depends on the plant type, this work focuses on identifying the illumination spectrum
that achieves significant basil biomass improvement compared to improvements reported in prior
studies. To be able to optimize the illumination spectrum, several steps must be achieved, namely,
understanding plant biology, conducting several trial-and-error experiments, iteratively refining
experimental conditions, and undertaking accurate statistical analyses. In this study, basil plants
are grown in three grow tents with three LED illumination treatments, namely, only white LED
illumination (denoted W*), the combination of red (R) and blue (B) LED illumination (denoted BR*)
(relative red (R) and blue (B) intensities are 84% and 16%, respectively) and a combination of red
(R), blue (B) and far-red (F) LED illumination (denoted BRF*) (relative red (R), blue (B) and far-red
(F) intensities are 79%, 11%, and 10%, respectively). The photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD)
was set at 155 µmol m−2 s−1 for all illumination treatments, and the photoperiod was 20 h per day.
Experimental results show that a combination of blue (B), red (R), and far-red (F) LED illumination
leads to a one-fold increase in the yield of a sweet basil plant in comparison with only white LED
illumination (W*). On the other hand, the use of blue (B) and red (R) LED illumination results in
a half-fold increase in plant yield. Understanding the effects of LED illumination spectrum on the
growth of plant sweet basil plants through basic horticulture research enables farmers to significantly
improve their production yield, thus food security and profitability.

Keywords: artificial lighting; energy use efficiency; protected horticulture; light exposure; far-red
illumination; medicinal plants; water use efficiency; growth analysis

1. Introduction

Global food demand is expected to increase by approximately 70 percent by 2050
due to increasing population growth [1]. The use of energy-efficient light-emitting diode
(LED) sources in a protected-crop environment is an attractive approach that enables high-
quality crops [2–5] to be produced cost-effectively, meeting human food demands. While
white LED-generated photons can stimulate the plant photosynthesis process, the entire
spectral components of white LED light would not equally participate in the photosynthesis
process [6], and the impact of far-red wavelengths on the growth of sweet basil is not fully
understood yet.

According to the Australian Department of Agriculture, horticulture production has
the biggest market share in the Australian agriculture market, estimated to increase by
3% to $11.7 billion in 2020 [7]. Due to recurrent devastating natural calamities, such as
bushfires, rainfall deficiency, Australian crop production has severely been affected, and
this has encouraged farmers to adopt protected cropping practices to offer high-quality
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crops to consumers while maintaining a high level of food security by increasing consumer
access to non-seasonal foods all over the year [8]. Hence, protected cropping systems used
in urban areas have become one of the fastest-growing and dominant food-producing
sector in Australian Horticulture, valued at around $1.8 billion per year in 2019, which
is equivalent to 20% of the value of leafy vegetable food production in Australia [9].
Note that protected cropping offers several advantages, including diverse production
structures (e.g., optical illumination in dark tents, greenhouses, vertical farms, etc.) [10],
ambient temperature control, which maintains a high crop yield [11], better control of the
CO2 [12] concentration, water, minerals, and fertilizers, which improve the photosynthesis
process. The heating/cooling and lighting costs together typically stand for 25~35% of the
total cost in a greenhouse environment [13]. Due to higher operation costs, conventional
greenhouses are still unable to provide agricultural products to consumers cost-effectively.
For example, sweet basil, parsley, coriander, and kale species are relatively expensive to
produce commercially and require accurate adjustment of the growth conditions. These
high costs have recently driven the market of LED-based indoor farming, mainly because
of the high-efficiency, durability (~50,000 h), low-heat-generation and low-cost of light-
emitting diode (LED) technology and the wide range of LED wavelength bands availability.
LEDs are 40~70% more efficient than high-pressure sodium (HPS) lights or metal halide
(MH) lamps (most common light sources used in indoor farming [13]).

Figure 1 shows the prominent wavelength bands that contribute to the development
of sweet basil.

Figure 1. Effective wavelength bands that affect the growth of sweet basil plants.

In addition, with the absence of sunlight at night times, LEDs can be used to illu-
minate the crop for a more extended period, thus shortening the crop cultivation cycle
and improving the crop yield. In addition, LED-based high-insulation grow tents are
relatively cheap and portable structures that can maintain ideal growing temperature and
provide sufficient lighting at any time of day or night, in comparison with a greenhouse
environment, where natural outdoor weather conditions dictate the cooling and heating
requirements with a high degree of unpredictability. The grow tents were silver-coated on
the inside and black on the outside. The grow tents were considerably remained closed
for most of the time, except for panels with getting to permit airflow in, on three of four
sides towards the tent’s base for ventilation. The fourth side was the tent entrance, and
the zip was left open towards the bottom further to increase airflow and ventilation [14].
The tents were opened daily to water each plant; otherwise, the tents remained nearly
closed. The visible light is typically the major contributor to the photosynthesis process
for sweet basil plants [15]. According to the earlier publication reports, the red and blue
spectral components are the major contributors to crop growth, such as promotes vegeta-
tive growth [16] and compactness [17,18] and creates aroma and nutritional value [19], as
shown in Figure 1. While blue light has a short wavelength, it helps the plant adjust its
growth [20] with the environmental interaction at a different stage and promotes early veg-
etative growth. Moreover, the blue component significantly affects the shoot architecture,
resulting in a compact and dense plant [21], and increases the vegetative growth (leaves). In
contrast, red light, promotes leaf elongation [22,23]. These wavelengths correlate to the five
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photosensory systems of a plant biosystem, namely, phytochromes (PHY), phototropins
(PHOTO), cryptochrome (CRY), Zeitlupe (ZLT), and UVB-resistance locus 8 (UVR8). Each
one of these photosensory systems triggers different morphological changes in plants. For
example, phytochromes (PHY), whose unique photosensory properties can profoundly
have a major role in governing plant elongation, flowering time, and leaf expansion [24],
perceives light strongly in the red (660~700 nm) and far-red regions (700~750 nm) [25]. In
contrast, the phototropin (PHOTO), cryptochrome (CRY), and ZLT system absorb light
actively in the blue (400~495 nm) and UV-A (315~400 nm) regions [26], predominantly
regulates plants hypocotyl elongation, and play an indispensable role in blue light facili-
tated stomatal opening [27,28] and controls the prosperity of an effective photoperiodic
blossoming inducer [28], while the UVB-resistance locus 8 (UVR8) system perceives light
intensely in the UV-B (280~315 nm) regions [29], and controls the biosynthesis-related
genes expressions [30]. On the other hand, the far-red and UV ranges have secondary
impacts on specific plants’ growth. In contrast, the green-yellow spectral components
(sometimes called tertiary light due to their minimal impact) have a marginal role in the
photosynthesis process. It is essential to mention that less research has been conducted
to investigate the optimum LED illumination and its effect on water and electricity uses
efficiency and the morphological development of sweet basil plants.

In addition to that, to increase the further crop yield, greenhouse designers are cur-
rently investigating the use of smart glass that enables effective light management by
transmitting the solar spectral components that effectively contribute to the photosynthesis
process while blocking the ineffective radiations, which typically lead to plant transpiration
and photoinhibition.

The market for industrial sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) for pesto, frozen, and
dried markets are developing. Besides being popular as a spice, basil contains essential
oils used in the medicine and chemical industry. Note that relatively little information
exists regarding the effects of narrow-band lighting technologies on the physiological and
morphological development of sweet basil and its resource use activity. However, several
research groups have investigated the light spectrum’s effects on the yield of different
greenhouse-grown vegetables and herbs [31,32]. Nevertheless, relatively few research
groups have reported the impact of lighting outside of the well-known photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) wavelengths (400 nm to 700 nm), especially the effect of far-red
wavelengths (~735 nm) on the physiological development of sweet basil plants. There-
fore, this work aims to investigate the illumination spectrum that achieves significant
biomass improvement of sweet basil plants through prior iterative refining of experimental
circumstances and after a careful statistical analysis.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Materials and Growing Conditions

The experiments were carried out during March 2020 in three separate grow tents at
the Electron Science Research Institute (ESRI), Edith Cowan University (ECU), Australia.

A HeliospectraTM LX602C tunable LED light source was hung inside in each grows
tent above the plants at 1.26 m from the top of each pot. All pots were placed on the
floor. The tunable LED sources are designed to cover a 2 m × 1.80 m area at a mounting
height of 2 m. Therefore, they were adequate for illuminating the species inside the
three 1.5 m × 1.5 m × 2.0 m grow tents. We used 60 plants for the experiments (20 plants
per light treatment). After seedling transplanting, the pots were randomly distributed
around the center of each tent over a circular area of a diameter ~0.75 m, and hence, the
LED illumination was almost uniform for all pots. The sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.)
seedlings were obtained from Bunnings warehouse, Joondalup, Western Australia, and
transplanted individually into 125 mm (diameter) plastic pots with 650 gm of potting
mix from Scotts Osmocote® Plus Organics Vegetable and Herb Mix, Australia. The plants
were watered regularly to maintain optimum soil moisture. We used a conventional soil
moisture meter that indicates the amount of water needed to keep the soil moisture at the
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same level. After transplanting the seedlings, each pot was watered according to needs
and kept as it is for one day to allow the water to soak in properly. To supply nutrients to
the plants, a 10 mL of diluted liquid nutrient (Scotts Osmocote®, Melbourne, Australia)
was mixed with 1490 mL of water. The resultant 1500 mL solution was split equally into
15,100 mL units, and each unit was supplied to a pot after every seven days from the start
of LED illumination. Data (canopy temperature, air temperature, soil temperature, soil pH,
humidity, LED consumption power, LED illumination uniformity) were collected at night.

2.2. Lighting Treatments

Three different LED illumination spectra were applied in the grow tents, namely,
W*, BR*, and BRF*. The power consumption was measured for each tent using an in-
telligent power meter (Electus Distribution Pty Ltd, Sydney, Australia). Note that the
HeliospectraTM LX602C tunable LED source enables the output power level of the indi-
vidual LED spectral components to be systematically controlled between 0% and 100%,
allowing a wide range of LED illumination spectra to be generated. The HeliospectraTM

LX602C LED sources were switched on every day from the afternoon (3:00 p.m.) to morning
(11:00 a.m.). Thus, the illumination period was 20 h per day. Figure 2 shows the measured
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) at different distances from the LED source for
all tents. As shown in Figure 2, the measured photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD)
at 1.26 m from the LED sources (i.e., at the pot top-level) were 155 ± 1 µmol m−2 s−1

for all the tents. Note that the photosynthetic photon flux density is the sum of the flux
densities corresponding to the individual LED colors used to generate the LED illumination
spectrum [33]. The measured air temperature and relative humidity were in the 22 ◦C to
26 ◦C range and the 60~75% range, respectively, for all tents.
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Figure 2. The photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD) of the HeliospectraTM grow lights measured using a LaserCheck
optical power meter, at different distances from the light-emitting diode (LED) source, for all tents.

In order to accurately measure the LED intensity, we calibrated the LED power levels
with a hand-held optical power meter (LaserCheck, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA),
which has a power range of 10 µW to 1000 mW and an active aperture diameter of 8.0 mm
and operates over the wavelength range 400 nm to 1064 nm. The power density (W/m2) at
a specific distance from each light source was calculated by measuring the power output
and dividing it by the active aperture area of the optical power meter. The average fresh
mass (FW) of plants was measured using a high-sensitivity scientific laboratory balance
(Westlab, Mitchell Park, Australia) with an accuracy of 0.01 g. Then, the leaves were placed
in Kraft paper envelopes (27 cm × 22 cm) and heated in an oven (Furnace Technologies
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Pty Ltd, Jandakot, Australia) at 60 ◦C for 120 h until moisture was fully evaporated and a
constant dry mass state was attained [34].

2.3. Measurements and Data Collection

After 28 days of LED illumination, morphological parameters of 24 out of 36 plants,
namely, plant fresh mass (g), plant dry mass (g), plant height (cm), plant stem diameter
(mm), leaf fresh mass (g), leaf dry mass (g), energy use efficiency (EUE) and water use
efficiency (WUE) were measured. In order to measure the improvement in cultivation time
for the BRF* illumination, the remaining 12 plants were kept in the white tent for two more
weeks (14 days), and their morphological parameters were measured (i.e., on day 42). Note
that the EUE, expressed as g FW kW−1, is defined as the ratio of the fresh mass of the
sweet basil plant and the electricity consumption of LEDs, and the WUE, expressed in g
FW L−1 H2O, is defined as the ratio between the leaf fresh mass and the volume of water
used. Generally, WUE increases the plant’s fresh mass [35] and fruit yield [36]. During the
experiments, the air temperature (Tair in ◦C) and relative humidity (RH%) inside each tent
were measured using a thermometer (Green May International Ltd, Shenzhen, China), and
data were manually logged on every day at 8:00 pm. The leaf temperatures were measured
manually every day at 8:00 pm using an infrared thermometer whose laser beam probe
was applied to the leaf surface area (Wiltronics Research Pty Ltd, Alfredton, Australia).
At the end of the experiments, the average height of the sweet basil plants was measured
and recorded using a tape measure (Stanley Tools, Melbourne, Australia) with 0.01 m
precision. The average stem diameter of the sweet basil plants was measured using a
digital Vernier caliper with an accuracy of 0.01 mm (Kincrome Australia Pty Ltd, Melbourn,
Australia). The Heliospectra LED light sources are programmed to emit wavelengths of
light at the broader spectrum white LED light (5700 K white visible light having peaked
at approximately 446 nm, 534 nm, and 625 nm). As shown in Figure 3, the white LED
spectrum contains 24% blue light, 58% green light, and 18% red light.

Figure 3. (A) Photos of typical sweet basil pots from the BRF*, BR*, and W* grow tents after 28 days
of LED illumination. (B) BRF* illumination spectrum; (C) BR* illumination spectrum; and (D) W*
illumination spectrum. W*—only white LED illumination; BR*— combination of red (R) and blue (B)
LED illumination with relative R and B intensities of 84% and 16%, respectively); BRF*— combination
of R, B and far-red (F) LED illumination, with relative R, B and far-red (F) intensities of 79%, 11%,
and 10%, respectively.

The soil moisture (dry to wet range only) and pH were measured using a ZD-07 4
in 1 digital soil pH meter (NDI Instrument and Hand Tools, Cheltenham, Australia) by
inserting the probe of the instrument as vertically as possible and down halfway between
the plant stem and the edge of the pot and taking several readings for averaging. Table 1
shows the measured PPFD, relative humidity, soil temperature, pH level, leaf temperature,
and energy consumption for all grow tents.
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Table 1. The power being consumed (kWh, total per entire growth period per growth tent) and growing conditions applied
to the cultivation of sweet basil plants in the grow tent.

Light
Types

PPFD
(µmol

m−2 s−1)

Relative
Humidity

(%)

Soil
Temperature

(◦C)
pH

Leaf
Temperature

(◦C)

Energy
Consumption

(kWh)

Plant
Height

(cm)

Plant
Stem

Diameter
(mm)

Leaf
Fresh
Mass

(g)

Leaf
Dry

Mass
(g)

W* 155 ± 1 64 ± 2 24.88 ± 1 6.20 22.78 ± 1 133 ± 1 383.75 3.79 11.04 1.45
BR* 155 ± 1 64 ± 2 24.98 ± 1 6.35 22.57 ± 1 133 ± 1 416.87 3.77 15.83 2.97

BRF* 155 ± 1 64 ± 2 25.19 ± 1 6.30 23.34 ± 1 133 ± 1 464.37 4.09 19.25 4.62

2.4. Statistics

The data sets collected from the experiment were analyzed using the one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) to find out if our experimental results are significant. Once we
conducted the ANOVA test and found the test results statistically significant, at least
two groups have significantly different means. Then, we intended to locate the specific
difference and wanted to find out where our differences indeed came from. Therefore, to
determine which groups are different from each other, we had to conduct a post hoc test.
Descriptive statistical parameters, such as mean, standard deviation, and standard error
(SE), were calculated using the IBM SPSS Statistics software package, version 27.

3. Results
3.1. Effect of Light Quality on Plant Growth and Morphology

In this study, the effects of blue, red, and far-red light spectra are mainly investigated.
Results show that the plants’ growth is substantially different under the grow-tent environ-
ment, such as post hoc analyses revealed that the W*-illuminated tent produced the lowest
average fresh biomass, 22.08 g, which was considerably lower than that produced by the
BRF*-illuminated tent, 40.58 g, and the BR*-illuminated tent, 31.58 g, as shown in Figure 4A.

Figure 4. Effect of different LED illumination spectra on the growth, and development parameters,
such as (A) fresh mass (g); and (B) dry mass of sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plants grown in
2 m2 tents. Different letters indicate a significant difference among the treatments, p ≤ 0.05.

We have identified the best LED wavelength bands required to significantly improve
the growth rate of sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plants in grow tent environments by
optimizing the LED spectrum illuminating the plants. Post hoc comparisons using the
Tukey’s–Kramer HSD tests indicated that the W*-illuminated tent produces the lowest
mean dry biomass (M = 1.73 g; standard deviation, SD = 0.20 g), and this is substantially
lower than that produced by the BRF*-illuminated tent (M = 3.49 g; SD = 0.62 g), and the
BR*-illuminated tent (M = 2.62 g; SD = 0.93 g), as shown in Figure 4B.

3.2. Effect of Light Quality on Resource Usage Efficiency

Figure 5A shows the WUE for the three LED illumination spectra. The WUE for the
W*-, BR*- and BRF*-illuminated tents are 13 g FW L−1 H2O, 18 g FW L−1 H2O, and 24 g
FW L−1 H2O.
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Figure 5. Effect of the different LED illumination spectra on the mean values of (A) water use
efficiency (WUE) and (B) energy use efficiency (EUE) of sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plant
grown in 2 m2 tents. Different letters indicate a significant difference among the treatments, p ≤ 0.05.

Note that the uniformity of photosynthetic photon flux (PPF) is crucial for indoor plant
growth. This prevents photons from being spread over, reducing energy consumption by
improving their utilization inside the grow tent. The energy use efficiencies (EUE) is defined
as the average biomass produced per unit of electrical energy used for plant illumination.

The energy use efficiencies (EUE) for the three LED illumination spectra are shown
in Figure 5B, revealing that the EUE for the W*-, BR*- and BRF*-illuminated tents are
46 ± 1.7 g FW kW−1, 65 ± 8.6 g FW kW−1, and 80 ± 4.8 g FW kW−1. Here the BRF*
spectrum yielded a significantly higher EUE than that of the W* spectrum.

3.3. Cultivation Cycle Improvement

Figure 6 shows the biomasses of basil plants after 6 weeks in the W*-illuminated tent
and after 4 weeks in the BRF*-illuminated tents. Note that, after 6 weeks, the average
dry mass of the basil plants grows in the W*-illuminated tent was around 3.2455 g per
plant, and that was 93% of the average dry mass per plant grown over a period of 4 weeks
in the BRF*-illuminated tent. Note that more than 60% of the basil plants grown in the
W*-illuminated tent bolted after 6 weeks, whereas none of the basic plants showed bolting
after 4 weeks. These results demonstrate the ability of the BRF* illumination spectrum to (i)
achieve high crop yield and (ii) high crop quality (no bolting).

Figure 6. Biomasses of basil plants after 6 weeks in the W* illuminated tent and after 4 weeks in the
BRF*-illuminated tents. Different letters indicate a significant difference among the treatments, p ≤ 0.05.

4. Discussion

The spectral components of LED illumination significantly affect both plant physiol-
ogy and growth morphology [37,38]. The visible light is typically the major contributor to
the photosynthesis process for sweet basil plants, and by incorporating LED supplemental
lighting in indoor farming, the plant growth rate can be increased significantly [39,40]. In
the present study, crop yield enhancement was associated with a higher fraction of far-red
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light, a phenomenon that both Lee et al. [41] and Murchie et al. [42] have reported. Accord-
ing to the Emerson effect, both the red and far-red bands are significant contributors to the
photosynthetic process for plants [43]. Thus, adding far-red LED illumination typically
increases morphological parameters of indoor-grown plants. For example, increasing the
ratio of the red intensity to far-red intensity increases the leaf length [44] and yield [45].
Sometimes, when the plant sizes become large, the degree of shading in the greenhouse be-
comes high, and plants tend to modulate their growth to resume a light-seeking strategy [2].
This is referred to as the shade avoidance syndrome and is, in effect, partial etiolation.
Shade avoidance enables a plant to anticipate future competition for light by reducing
reliance on resources for branching and capitalizing more on height growth [3]. Shade
avoidance also causes an altered partitioning of photosynthate in favor of vegetative tissues,
which can decrease yield in seed-producing crops [4]. The shade-avoidance response can
be induced under other conditions such as crowding and under different conditions that
cause a reduced ratio of red to far-red light, indicating phytochromes’ involvement [4].

Note that, in order to validate these results, another set of experiments was conducted
in September 2020, and the variances in plant yield, water use efficiency, and energy use
efficiency were less than ±2.5%, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The normalized values obtained in the first experiment in September 2020 compared to
values obtained in the second experiment in March 2020.

The inside walls of each grow tent used in the experiments were coated with silver
reflective coatings to prevent shading. Shading typically results in plant “bolting” and
reduces the oil content, and hence, the biomass, in the basil leaves [46,47]. Note that too
much light would also reduce the plant biomass as a result of plant tip burns. Sweet
Basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plants were specially selected for this study since they can be
grown in a protected environment with higher temperatures in a long-day growth mode.
Note that, after 6 weeks, the average biomass of the sweet basil plants grown in the W*-
illuminated tent was around 3.2455 g per plant, and that was 93% of the average biomass
per plant produced over a period of 4 weeks in the BRF*-illuminated tent. Also note that, in
this experiment, more than 60% of the basil plants grown in the W*-illuminated tent bolted
after 6 weeks, whereas none of the basic plants showed bolting after 4 weeks. Therefore, by
better understanding the effects of lighting conditions (including the effect of the length of
the day and night illumination) on the vegetative growth and reproductive growth (bolting,
also known as preliminary flowering), the plant yields can be improved significantly.

Furthermore, in the experiments, it was observed that increasing the red LED intensity
inhibits the transition to flowering (i.e., bolting) in basil plants, and this also has been
observed recently [48]. It was shown that compared to 100% red LED illumination, the
combination of red and blue LED illumination sources (91% red + 9% blue, by the photon
counts) has a positive impact on sweet basil, spinach, and lettuce, in terms of biomass,
plant height and leaf size [49]. Moreover, it was reported that the highest shoot dry mass of
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sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum L.) plants is attained with R70B30 LED illumination (70%
red + 30% blue light with 250 ± 10 µmol m−2 s−1) [50]. Note that the phytochrome (PHY)
photoreceptors of sweet basil absorb light strongly in the red (660~700 nm) and far-red
regions (700~750 nm) [25], and this enhances the vegetative development (biomass) as
well as architectural development of the plant [51]. In the experiments, a similar kind of
results was achieved. For example, BRF*-illuminated tent produced a higher dry mass,
3.49 g, after 4 weeks, which was considerably higher than the average dry mass of 1.73 g
produced by the W*-illuminated tent at the same time.

The basil’s WUE values are 3 g FW L−1 H2O in open field cultivation, while 20 to
22 g FW L−1 H2O are observed in potted grown basil in European climate conditions [52].
Similar results were also found in the present experiments, such as higher biomass were
produced with lower water consumption, i.e., the WUE increased to above 24 g FW L−1

H2O in BRF*-illuminated tent (Figure 5A) [53]. Note that, in the present study, the WUE
in the BRF*-illuminated tent was increased by 83% and 27%, respectively, compared to
the W*-illumination (Figure 4A) and the BR*-illumination. In contrast, the WUE for BR*-
illuminated tent was improved by 47% compared to the W*-illuminated tent. This is due
to the higher red portion of the LED spectrum. While the red part of the LED spectrum
increased, the quantum efficiency of the photosynthesis process decreased; however, the
transpiration decreased more rapidly, resulting in increased water usage efficiency [54].
This increased water usage efficiency could also be associated with changes in the stomatal
behavior of the plant. Typically, the soil temperature, which also affects basil plants’ growth
rate, depends on the ratio of the energy absorbed by the soil to the energy lost from the
soil. Note that the soil temperature affects the soil moisture because high soil temperature
leads to water evaporation and crop transpiration. Hence, to maintain a high plant growth
rate, the amount of water supplied to the plants must be continuously monitored and
optimized. The basil plants illuminated by the W* spectrum exhibited a higher leaf surface
temperature than the plants illuminated by the BR* and BRF* spectra (Table 1). This could
be attributed to the non-photosynthetic spectral components being absorbed by the crop
and converted to heat. Note that the leaf surface temperature is typically affected by
illumination, relative humidity and ambient temperature. When a photon of light hits the
plant leaf, it can either be reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. The photons that participate in
the photosynthesis process (e.g., blue, red, and far-red photons) typically have less impact
on the leaf temperature than the photons absorbed by the plant but do not contribute to
photosynthesis (e.g., UV, green, and IR photons). Therefore, measuring the leaf surface
temperature under light illumination is an indirect indication of the effectiveness of the
illumination spectrum on the photosynthesis process, thus energy usage efficiency. In
the experiments, based on the basil yield, it should be noted that the EUE was greater
when higher spectral portions were allocated to the red region as for the case of the
BRF* illumination (80 ± 4.8 g FW kW−1) and the BR* illumination (65 ± 8.6 g FW kW−1)
(Figure 4B), due to a larger yield increase observed in these treatments, compared to the
W*-illumination (46 ± 1.7 g FW kW−1).

5. Conclusions

We have experimentally investigated the effect of LED illumination spectra on the
growth of sweet basil plants. Specifically, the plant fresh mass (g), plant dry mass (g), energy
use efficiency (EUE), water use efficiency (WUE), and plant cultivation cycle were measured
for sweet basil plants grown in three different grow tents illuminated with (i) white (W*),
(ii) blue (B) and red (R); and (iii) blue (B), red (R) and far-red (F) LED spectra. Post hoc
analyses have revealed that the BRF*- and BR*-illuminated tents produced, respectively,
83% and 42% higher average fresh biomass than that produced in the W*-illuminated tent.
For the average dry mass, results have shown that the BRF*- and BR*-illuminated tents
produced, respectively, 100% and 51% higher average dry biomass than that produced in
the W*-illuminated tent. Results have also shown that, after 6 weeks, the average biomass
of the basil plants grown in the W*-illuminated tent is 93% of the average biomass per
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plant grown over a period of 4 weeks in the BRF*-illuminated tent, and that, more than
60% of the basil plants grown in the W*-illuminated tent bolted after 6 weeks, whereas
the basil plants were bolting-free after 4 weeks. These results have demonstrated that
the BRF*-illumination treatment enables higher crop yield and quality (no bolting) in
comparison with the W*-illumination treatment.

In addition, experimental results have shown that the water usage efficiency with the
BRF* spectrum was 24 g FW L−1 H2O, compared to 13 g FW L−1 H2O, and 18 g FW L−1 H2O
for the W*- and BR*-spectra, respectively. Moreover, results have revealed that the electricity
usage efficiency with the BRF* spectrum was 80 ± 4.8 g FW kW−1, compared to 46 ± 1.7 g
FW kW−1 and 65 ± 8.6 g FW kW−1 for the W* and BR* spectra, respectively. Therefore,
the results of this study have demonstrated the commercial viability of both BRF*-, and
BR*-illuminated grow tents compared to the commonly used W*-illuminated counterparts.

The protected environment results presented in this work paves the way towards the
development of glass greenhouses employing spectrally selective optical coatings that pass
the optimum solar spectral components through, which significantly increase the yield of
sweet basil.
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Abstract: Low photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) under shade is associated with low
blue photon flux density (BPFD), which independent from PPFD can induce shade responses,
e.g., elongation growth. In this study, the response of soybean to six levels of BPFD under constant
PPFD from LED lighting was investigated with regard to morphology, biomass and photosynthesis to
increase the knowledge for optimizing the intensity of BPFD for a speed breeding system. The results
showed that low BPFD increased plant height, leaf area and biomass and decreased leaf mass ratio.
Photosynthetic rate and internode diameter were not influenced. A functional structural plant model
of soybean was calibrated with the experimental data. A response function for internode length
to the perceived BPFD by the internodes was derived from simulations and integrated into the
model. With the aim to optimize lighting for a speed breeding system, simulations with alternative
lighting scenarios indicated that decreasing BPFD during the growth period and using different
chamber material with a higher reflectance could reduce energy consumption by 7% compared to the
experimental setup, while inducing short soybean plants.

Keywords: photomorphogenesis; blue photon flux density; functional structural plant modelling;
indoor farming; LED lighting

1. Introduction

In horticulture and indoor farming, LEDs have several advantages e.g., they save energy, emit less
heat and have a long lifetime [1,2]. A spectrum can be designed depending on the response of
the specific crop and the production aim. However, to fully exploit the spectral flexibility of LED
lighting an increased knowledge of the spectral effects on plant morphology and growth is required [3].
Energy consumption can also be considered during spectral optimization as this can vary between
spectra depending on the LED types [4]. A higher energy consumption of red than of blue LEDs has
been reported [4,5], but theoretically the energy consumption of blue LEDs is higher than of red LEDs
due to the higher energy level per photon of shorter than of longer wavelengths [6].

The advantages of LED lighting can be used in speed breeding, a breeding system developed
particularly for growth chambers. The aim of a speed breeding system is to grow many generations
per year to shorten the time for developing new cultivars. For instance, in a speed breeding system for
several cereals, pea and chickpea six generations can be grown per year [7]. For a more efficient use of
space, plants can be grown in a multi-layer system. For these systems, short plants are desirable to
increase the number of layers of plants and hereby the possibility to include more genotypes at the
same time. Therefore, a spectrum for speed breeding should not delay seed setting (many generations)
and induce a shorter plant height to cultivate in more layers (many genotypes). These requirements
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deviate from other indoor plant productions aiming to increase resource use efficiency considering
other properties, such as yield and nutritional value [5]. Recently, a speed breeding protocol for
soybean was developed using LED lighting. Red and blue light was found not to influence flowering
time and was recommended to induce short compact plants. However, only two ratios of red and blue
light (1:1 and 2:1) were studied [8].

The spectral light environment is perceived by the plant photoreceptors, which in a natural
environment induce morphological changes such as those that express shade adaptations [9].
Shaded plants experience a reduced red to far-red ratio perceived by phytochrome [10] and a
reduced photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD). The latter is associated with a reduced blue photon
flux density (BPFD) perceived by cryptochrome [11]. Typical shade responses of soybean are elongated
internodes and petioles, increased specific leaf area (SLA) and decreased biomass and internode
diameter [12–14]. Under LED lighting, BPFD can be reduced by lowering the ratio of blue light in the
spectrum without a simultaneous reduction of PPFD. By reducing BPFD, some morphological shade
responses, e.g., increased height, can be triggered also under constant PPFD [15,16]. For soybean,
earlier studies found an increased plant height with decreasing BPFD [17–19] showing that high BPFD
can be applied to induce short soybean plants, but these studies used a broad spectrum and included
only one treatment [17] with a blue light ratio over 30%. None of these studies derived a response
function to BPFD for soybean height under LED lighting with narrow peaks and none focused on blue
light ratios between 15–78%. Earlier studies in other species than soybean also explored relatively low
BPFD ratios (<50%) with the aim of avoiding extreme elongation under sole red LED lighting [15] or
explored an intermediate BPFD to maximize biomass [20]. The aim in the present study was to reduce
plant height to its minimum under a high BPFD.

Beside the influences on plant growth through the perceptions of photoreceptors, the light spectra
can also influence the photosynthetic rate. Whereby, carbon assimilation can differ depending on the
spectrum even under a constant PPFD. Photosynthetic pigments of plants absorb light mainly within
the range of wavelength from 400 to 700 nm. The photosynthetic most effective part is considered to be
the light within the red range (600–700 nm) due to a better balance of excitation between photosystem I
and II and due to a more effective transfer between the red light absorbing chlorophylls than from
the blue light absorbing carotenoids to chlorophyll [21]. Despite this, several studies measuring
photosynthesis on plants grown under different light spectra found similar rates of photosynthesis
under spectra with different ratios of light within the blue range (400–500 nm) [22–24].

The optimization of light spectrum for a specific crop and production system is very
time-consuming given the many aspects that have to be considered, e.g., light quality, intensity
and day length. Also, the transfer of knowledge between studies and into practice can be impaired
by variability in several factors, e.g., plant density, type of light source and dimensions of the climate
chambers. In this context, functional structural plant (FSP) modeling can assist as a tool for optimization
of crop production and understanding of plant responses to its environment. An FSP model simulates
plant growth and development, while considering its architectural appearance, by responding to the
experienced environment on the individual organ level [25,26]. Hereby, responses can be related to
the actually perceived spectrum of individual organs. The perceived spectral light environment can
differ from the environment above the canopy and between phytomers due to self-shading and light
reflection, as other studies found focusing on PPFD [27–29] or the red to far red ratio [30–34].

Earlier FSP models using artificial light sources for indoor plant production addressed the light
regime for greenhouse production [35–37], while only one study used an FSP model with LEDs being
the only light source [38]. An FSP model within an LED chamber can be a tool to reduce the amount of
necessary experiments for spectral optimization and assist in the understanding of the plant response
to the indoor environment and in the transfer of knowledge between studies and into practice.

The aim of this study was to find an optimal BPFD inducing short soybean plants under a narrow
peaked red and blue LED spectrum, also considering energy consumption. We hypothesize that an
optimum BPFD for minimum plant height, not influencing flowering time, could be determined with a
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combination of experiments and FSP modelling. The objectives were to (i) examine the influence of
different levels of BPFD under constant PPFD on soybean biomass, photosynthesis and morphology and
(ii) calibrate an FSP model of soybean and integrate a response function to BPFD for internode length
and (iii) to find by simulation the minimum BPFD to reduce plant height and energy consumption.

2. Results

2.1. Experimental Data—Plant Scale

Biomass and leaf area per plant showed similar differences among the six light treatments with a
BPFD of 60, 110, 160, 210, 260 and 310 µmol m−2 s−1 (B60–B310). The treatments B110–B160 resulted in
the highest values and B210–B310 in the lowest values, whereas plant height consistently decreased
with increasing BPFD (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Final plant height (A), biomass (B) and leaf area (C) under different blue photosynthetic flux
densities (BPFD). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (n = 8).
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Plant height responded rapidly after beginning of the experiment and the differences between
treatments became more pronounced over time with differences between the highest and lowest values
of 34%, 46%, and 34% on day 9 and 77% 75% and 72% on day 23 for plant height, biomass, and leaf
area, respectively (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1).

2.2. Experimental Data—Phytomer Scale

2.2.1. Biomass

At the third phytomer, significant differences between treatments were found for biomass of
internodes and leaf laminas. An increase in BPFD decreased the biomass of internodes and leaf laminas
with the minimum of 0.022 and 0.078 g under B260 and the maximum of 0.046 and 0.136 g under B160.
The same tendency was found for biomass of the second internode and the petiole, with the latter
being less expressed with no significant differences between treatments. The leaf mass ratio (LMR)
differed significantly between BPFD levels with a minimum value of 0.64 under B160 increasing to
0.69 under B60 and 0.71 under B310. The internode mass ratio of the stalk (IMRS) decreased from 0.72
under B260 to 0.63 under B60 (Table 1).

Table 1. Least square means of the final measurement of organ biomass, leaf mass ratio (LMR) and
internode mass ratio of the stalk (IMRS) at phytomer scale under different blue photosynthetic flux
densities (BPFD). Letters indicate significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05).

Phytomer Level Organ/Ratio
Treatment

B60 B110 B160 B210 B260 B310

Second Internode (g) 0.082 a 0.082 a 0.076 a,b 0.058 b,c 0.047 c 0.049 c

Third Internode (g) 0.041 a 0.044 a 0.046 a 0.030 b 0.022 b 0.023 b

Petiole (g) 0.016 a 0.018 a 0.018 a 0.015 a 0.013 a 0.013 a

Leaf lamina (g) 0.127 a 0.136 a,b 0.116 a,c 0.100 a,c 0.078 c 0.081 b,c

LMR 0.69 a,b 0.68 b,c 0.64 c 0.67 b,c 0.71 a 0.71 a

IMRS 0.72 a 0.72 a 0.71 a 0.68 a,b 0.62 b 0.63 b

2.2.2. Leaf Morphology and Physiology

At the third phytomer, the SLA significantly increased from 303 under B110 to 346 cm2 g−1

under B310. No significant differences were observed for carbon assimilation, but there was a slight
reduction with increased BPFD from 28.81 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 under B110 to the minimum assimilation
of 26.53 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 under B310. SPAD values did not differ significantly between treatments
and showed no tendency (Table 2).

Table 2. Least square means of the final measurement of specific leaf area (SLA), carbon assimilation
(A) and SPAD at phytomer scale under different blue photosynthetic flux densities (BPFD). Letters
indicate significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05).

Phytomer Level Measurement
Treatment

B60 B110 B160 B210 B260 B310

Third SLA (cm2 g−1) 324.35 a,b 303.04 b 327.68 a,b 327.02 a,b 341.41 a,b 346.38 a

SPAD value 26.51 a 30.08 a 31.65 a 28.81 a 30.37 a 30.92 a

Youngest fully developed A (µmol CO2 m−2 s−1) 27.49 a 28.81 a 27.78 a 27.03 a 26.79 a 26.53 a

2.2.3. Elongation

The internode responded more to a decrease in BPFD at the third than the second phytomer with a
length of 2.14 cm under B310 and 3.81 cm under B60, corresponding to a 78% increase (Figure 2; Table 3).
Whereas, the second internode increased from 4.33 to 6.86 cm, corresponding to 59%. The response
of the petiole was smaller with a length increase from 4.46 cm under B310 to 5.61 cm under B160,
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corresponding to a 26% increase. The tendency differed from that of the internodes with a maximum
length under B160 and an insignificant decrease until B60. Increasing BPFD from B160 also decreased
the length of the petiole, but with no significant differences from B210 to B310. Length of the leaf lamina
did not respond significantly but had a tendency to decrease from B160 to B310, similarly to the petiole.
The internode elongation was not accompanied by a reduced internode diameter, which showed no
significant differences with a slight tendency of responding similar to the petiole.

Figure 2. Soybean grown under B310 (A) and B60 (B).

Table 3. Least square means of the final measurement for lengths of internodes, petioles and leaves and
diameter of internodes at phytomer scale under different blue photosynthetic flux densities (BPFD).
Lower case letters indicate significant differences between treatments (p < 0.05).

Phytomer Level Organ
Treatment

B60 B110 B160 B210 B260 B310

Second Internode (cm) 6.86 a 5.86 b 5.39 b 4.70 c 4.26 c 4.33 c

Third Internode (cm) 3.81 a 3.41 a,b 3.28 a,b 2.75 b,c 2.28 c 2.14 c

Petiole (cm) 5.11 a,b 5.08 a,b 5.61 a 4.80 b,c 4.72 b,c 4.46 c

Leaf lamina (cm) 5.25 a 5.07 a 5.27 a 4.58 a 4.49 a 4.48 a

Internode diameter (mm) 3.09 a 3.29 a 3.52 a 3.41 a 3.46 a 3.28 a

2.2.4. Growth Dynamics

Growth of the individual organs was fitted to the beta-function and parameters for the third
phytomer showed significant differences for internode and petiole, but not for the leaf lamina.
The absolute differences of the parameters for all three organs were relatively small and did not show
any tendency to change with decreased BPFD (Table 4).

Table 4. Least square means of estimated parameters of the beta-function. Time of elongation (te) and
time of maximum elongation (tm) for internode, petiole and leaf at the third phytomer under different
blue photosynthetic flux densities (BPFD). Letters indicate significant differences between treatments
(p < 0.05).

Organ of
Third Phytomer Parameter

Treatment

B60 B110 B160 B210 B260 B310

Internode te 13.96 b 14.39 a,b 14.21 b 14.41 a,b 14.67 a 14.36 a,b

tm 5.23 a 6.86 a 6.60 a 6.33 a 6.60 a 6.13 a

Petiole te 15.76 c 16.03 b,c 15.85 c 16.47 a,b 16.39 a,c 16.68 a

tm 9.79 b 10.25 a,b 10.18 a,b 10.25 a,b 10.74 a 10.70 a

Leaf lamina te 13.94 a 14.12 a 14.04 a 14.11 a 14.19 a 13.89 a

tm 5.19 a 5.04 a 4.57 a 4.55 a 5.50 a 4.95 a
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2.2.5. Energy Consumption

The highest energy consumption was measured under a high BPFD (Table 5). The consumption
increased from 94.4 W under B60 to 107.2 W under B310 corresponding to an increase of 14% under B310.

Table 5. Measured energy consumption (Watt) of the LED chambers under different blue photosynthetic
flux densities (BPFD).

Treatment Energy Consumption (W)

B60 94.4
B110 95.1
B160 96.4
B210 97.6
B260 101.7
B310 107.2

2.3. Modelling

Simulations based on the found parameters of the beta-function resulted in simulated length of
internodes, petioles and leaf laminas following the measurements well (exemplified by the treatments
B60 and B310 in Supplementary Materials, Figure S2).

2.3.1. Blue Light Response Function of Internodes

Based on the simulated BPFDper, the relative elongation response of the second and third internode
were closer to each other compared to using the emitted BPFD (Figure 3). Especially at high BPFD
levels, the response of the two internodes was close, implying a common response function to BPFDper.

Figure 3. Least square mean of length of second (point) and third (triangle) internode relative to B310
in response to BPFD emitted by the LED modules (A) or simulated BPFD perceived by the internode
(B). Dashed line showing the function fitted to relative internode lengths higher than one and dotted
lines showing the interception of the function with 1. Black line showing the final response function to
BPFD. Error bars indicate standard error of the LS-mean (n = 8).

Due to the relatively small differences between the parameters te and tm of the beta-function and
no clear tendencies in their response to BPFD, only differences in the final length of the internode
(Lmax) were considered in the response function. Internodes with a relative length to B310 below one
were considered to have no elongation response to BPFDper and a common function for final internode
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length was fitted to the BPFDper of the internodes under treatments with a relative length to B310
higher than one (Figure 3B).

The common function for the relative length of the second and third internode was:

Lrel = −0.01 ∗ BPFDper + 1.91, (1)

The interception of this function with one was at 79.38 µmol m−2 s−1 BPFDper, which was hereby
the minimum amount of BPFD that an internode should perceive to express no elongation response
to BPFDper.

This resulted in the BPFD response function:

Internode length = Lmin
(
1 + (79.38− BPFDper

)
∗ 0.01), 79.38− BPFDper > 0, (2)

where Lmin is the final internode length with no elongation response to BPFDper and BPFDper is the
BPFD perceived by the internode. The black line in Figure 3B shows the response function in the range
from the minimum (16.78 µmol m−2 s−1) to maximum (108.13 µmol m−2 s−1) perceived light during
the simulations.

2.3.2. Evaluation and Light Optimization

During the simulations based on the found response function, Lmin and the growth parameters te

and tm were set according to the treatment B310 (baseline scenario). The simulated height until the third
internode fitted well with the measurement at the last day, which was also used for parameterization
of the model. This shows that the response function was well integrated in the model. Comparing to
earlier measurement days which were not used for parameterization of the model, the simulations
had a tendency of underestimating the height under low BPFD levels (B60–B110). Importantly for
the alternative scenarios the simulated height until third internode fitted well under the higher BPFD
levels (B160–B310) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Simulated (line) and measured (points) plant height until the third node and root mean
square error (RMSE) between simulations and measurements. Error bars indicate standard error of the
mean (day 9–20: n = 4, day 23: n = 8).

The simulations from the first scenario with a reflective surface of pots, soil and bottom resulted
in an increase of perceived BPFD. The total height until the third node decreased under all treatments
(Figure 5A) compared with the experimental chamber design (Figure 4). In the experimental design,
the minimum height was reached between B260 and B310, while in the alternative scenario it was
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reached between B210 and B260. The simulated length of the second and third internode (Figure 5B,C)
showed that the shorter height was a result of an increase in the perceived BPFD of the second internode,
where the minimum length was already reached between B160 and B210 (Figure 5B).

Figure 5. Simulated height until the third node (A) and length of second (B) and third (C) internode
with a reflective surface of pots, soil and bottom.

The optimization indicated by the first scenario was applied in the second scenario by optimizing
BPFD during the growth period. When the third internode started to develop the treatment changed
from B210 to B260 and hereby increased BPFD. The results of the second scenario showed that increasing
BPFD on day nine resulted in the minimum length of both internodes and the minimum height of
11.28 cm until the third node. The reduction in the average BPFD emitted by the LED modules resulted
in a reduction of energy consumption from 107.2 W in the experimental scenario to 101.7 W in the first
and 100.1 W (−7%) in the second scenario (Table 6).

Table 6. Average energy consumption during 23 days of growth for the three simulated scenarios to
reach the minimum plant height.

Scenario Light Spectra Average Energy Consumption (W)

Experimental B310 107.2
First scenario B260 101.7

Second scenario B210/B260 100.1

3. Discussion

3.1. Biomass and Photosynthesis

During the experiments, data on photosynthesis and biomass was collected. This data shows the
response of carbon assimilation and translocation to BPFD, which is of minor importance in a speed
breeding system, but of interest for improving yield in indoor farming.

No significant influence on carbon assimilation per leaf area was observed with increased BPFD,
which is in agreement with earlier studies, although red light is considered to be the most effective for
photosynthesis [21,39]. An increased maximum assimilation with increased BPFD in cucumber was
associated with an increased leaf thickness [16,22]. Similar, the tendency of decreased assimilation
in this study was associated with thinner leaves under high BPFD. In ice plant He et al. [23] found
no change in saturated assimilation between BPFD ratios of 10 and 100%. Although an increasing
BPFD ratio from 0 to 20% increased photosynthesis in lettuce, it dropped again at 30% [24]. In this
study, the lowest BPFD ratio was 15% under the B60 treatment and an effect below this ratio cannot
be excluded.

The decrease in biomass at high BPFD found in this study was most probably related to similar
differences in leaf area, which decreased light interception and consequently carbon assimilation
per plant. Another reason could be an increased root biomass, but earlier studies found no change
in the biomass ratio of soybean under BPFD ratios of 10 and 25% [19]. In addition, an influence of
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BPFD on the assimilation over time could reduce biomass. For instance, the photosynthetic rate of
tomato decreased more in the afternoon under monochromatic red and blue light than under a broader
spectra [40].

Increased LMR under high BPFD confirming earlier results [18,19] indicated a reduced carbon
export from the leaves. In tomato, light spectra also influenced the ratio of carbon export from the
leaves, but not in agreement with this study as export increases under monochromatic blue and orange
light at intermediate PPFD [40]. This can be caused by different responses comparing monochromatic
spectra with broader spectra exploring ratios between wavelengths. A decreased fraction of the
carbon translocated from the leaves to the stem (internode and petiole) was located in the internodes
(low IMRS) under increased BPFD. These results of biomass proportion between organs showed,
that an elongation response to reduced BPFD increased the translocation of carbon from the leaves to
the stem, but with a higher priority of internodes than petioles. Extensions of the FSP model could
assist in the exploration of carbon assimilation and translocation between organs following a similar
approach as Bongers et al. [33] combining response functions to light environment with increased
carbon demand of specific organs.

3.2. Response to BPFD Under Shade

Low BPFD in Nature is associated with low PPFD and low red to far-red ratio under shade,
which trigger morphological responses, e.g., by interactions of the photoreceptors cryptochrome and
phytochrome, to increase light interception [41]. The performed experiments represented unnatural
spectra that do not occur in nature and hereby show the response of soybean to BPFD without
interactions with PPFD and red to far-red ratio.

The elongation response of internode and petiole to low BPFD was in accordance with a shade
avoidance response of soybean to low PPFD [12,42] and show that low BPFD can trigger the response
also under high PPFD and in the absence of far-red light. The stronger response of internodes than of
petioles supports earlier indications of internode elongation being the main shade avoidance response
to low PPFD (associated with low BPFD), whereas petiole elongation responded strongly to low red
to far-red ratio [12]. The slight decrease in SLA under low BPFD in this study is not in accordance
with earlier studies in soybean, which found no response to BPFD in SLA under high PPFD [18,19].
This could be an effect of the lower maximum BPFD ratios applied in earlier studies. Cucumber
under low BPFD responded with an increased SLA, which indicates differences between species or an
effect of the lower light intensity (100 µmol m−2 s−1) applied in these studies [16,22]. Decreased SLA
and unchanged internode diameter under low BPFD differ from the soybean response to low PPFD
resulting in increased SLA [12,18,19] and decreased internode diameter [12,42]. This indicated that SLA
and internode diameter are not regulated by the perception of low BPFD associated with low PPFD,
but instead supports earlier studies indicating that SLA is regulated e.g., by sugar signaling [43–45].

3.3. BPFD Response Function

A linear function described well the response to BPFD and was applied for the simulations.
Kahlen and Stützel [46] also applied a linear response to PPFD and red to far-red ratio for modeling
the response of cucumber to light environment. Other studies found a non-linear response function
to BPFD for stem length of soybean [17–19]. This can be due to lower BPFD levels in these studies
(BPFD levels < 5%) based on which a non-linear function could be fitted [19]. A continuation of the
function in the present study below a BPFD ratio of 15% could evolve non-linear, but in the context
of speed breeding this low BPFD levels are not important as this would result in tall plants. For the
speed breeding system, it was important to determine the point of a saturated response to BPFD
to reach short plants and reduce the BPFD to reduce energy consumption. A saturated response to
emitted BPFD was reached under treatments between 210 and 310 µmol m−2 s−1 in the experimental
setup. Two earlier studies on soybean found a saturated response already under 30–50 µmol m−2 s−1

BPFD [17,18], whereas one study also found an effect from higher BPFD (130 µmol m−2 s−1) [19],
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indicating interactions with other factors resulting in these discrepancies. One aspect could be the
light spectrum, as earlier studies used broader spectra containing green and far-red light [17–19] and
additionally included UV-A light in the BPFD [19]. Green light can influence cryptochrome antagonistic
to blue light and especially under high PPFD [47]. The addition of green light to a red and blue
spectrum increased plant height of soybean under a PPFD of 200 µmol m−2 s−1 but had no influence
under 500 µmol m−2 s−1 [48]. Far-red light can lead to an increase in plant height by reducing the red to
far-red ratio perceived by phytochrome as shown for soybean by adding far-red light to a broad light
spectrum [12]. In addition, a broader spectrum within the blue range can influence the magnitude of
the blue light effect on cryptochrome. For hypocotyl elongation of Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh., the
action spectrum of cryptochrome to monochromatic light did not change within the range 390–530 nm,
but an increased stability of CRY2 protein was observed under monochromatic light compared to a
broader blue spectrum [49]. These differences in the reactions under narrow peaks compared to the
reactions during the response to high PPFD, here imitated with high BPFD, indicated that a broader
spectrum within the blue range could affect the BPFD level necessary to avoid an elongation response.

In the experiments, the elongation response of the third internode to low BPFD was slightly
stronger than at the second internode, and a higher BPFD level was necessary to achieve the minimum
length of the third internode. Simulations indicated that this was due to self-shading, which was
larger at the third than the second internode. Based on the simulated BPFDper, a common response
function was found for the second and third internode. This emphasizes the importance of knowing
the perceived light environment at organ-level, e.g., as in this study by means of simulations with an
FSP model, as it enables a better evaluation of the influence from the light microclimate than relating
the response directly to the light emitted from the light source [46].

The parameters te and tm of the beta-function were in most cases not significantly different between
treatments and no trend was present, which indicated that a common parameter could be used for
all levels of BPFD only changing Lmax according to the BPFDper. This was confirmed by the accurate
simulations of internode length at all BPFD levels based on te and tm found under B310. Importantly,
the small difference in height between B310 and B260 were well simulated, showing that the model
was very useful to determine the necessary BPFD to reach the minimum height.

3.4. Optimization of Light Spectrum

The decreased biomass with increased BPFD is in accordance with earlier studies in soybean [19]
and other species [5,23]. This results in a decreased efficiency of the applied PPFD in indoor farming
producing biomass, but in a speed breeding system there are no apparent advantages of a high biomass.
Further consideration for a spectral optimization would be whether the minimum necessary BPFD
found here could be reduced through other light microclimatic factors. Light intensity would be an
important factor to determine possible interactions between absolute and relative amount of BPFD on
morphology and interactions between PPFD and BPFD on photosynthesis. Further studies could also
investigate whether the necessary BPFD could be reduced with an increased effect on cryptochrome
with a broader blue spectrum or the addition of other wavelengths.

The alternative scenarios showed that the amount of necessary BPFD of the emitted light could be
reduced through increased reflection of the bottom and soil and by changing the amount of BPFD during
the growth period. Within the used LED modules, the blue LEDs had a higher energy consumption than
the red LEDs, as expected from theory [6]. Simulations with BPFD levels optimized for the alternative
chamber design showed the potential to decrease energy consumption. Additionally, decreased BPFD
can increase water use efficiency by decreasing stomatal conductance [5]. The simulations showed a
high potential for light optimization in indoor crop production and speed breeding as the model can be
adjusted to the dimensions, LED types and placements and reflective properties for a system-specific
recommendation for the light spectrum. Further development of the model could include response
functions to more wavelengths and light intensities and make the model sink-source driven [33].
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4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Experimental Setup

Soybean plants were grown inside three LED chambers (Compled Solutions GmbH, Dresden,
Germany) with the dimensions: 1.1 m high, 0.5 m wide and 0.7 m deep inside a larger climate
chamber at the University of Hohenheim (Germany). The LED chambers had openings at the top
and bottom enabling ventilation to keep a constant temperature around 27 ◦C. Seeds of the soybean
(Glycine max (L.) Merr.) cultivar Merlin (Saatbau Linz eG, Leonding, Austria) were inoculated
(Soya BeanInoculant, Legume Technology Ltd., Nottinghamshire, UK) and sown in a mixture of peat
substrate (Substrat 5 + Perlite; Klasmann-Deilmann GmbH, Geeste, Germany). The initial three plants
per pot were thinned to one plant according to homogenous development on day nine by the start
of the plant measurements. Twelve pots (9.5 × 9.0 × 9.0 cm) were distributed evenly within each
chamber (0.35 m2) resulting in a plant density of around 34 plants m−2. The twelve pots were placed in
a common tray and irrigated regularly to avoid water limitations. The experiment consisted of four
runs within three LED growth chambers to achieve two repetitions for each of the six light treatments.

4.2. Light Treatments

Within each chamber, four LED modules (Sunsim VIS_v3; Compled Solutions GmbH, Dresden,
Germany) were placed which allowed to adjust light intensity for the different wavelength ranges.
The applied light treatments were comprised only of red and blue light, with one peak in the blue
range at 440 nm and two peaks in the red range at 620 and 640 nm (Figure 6). The day length was
set to 10 h and all treatments had a PPFD of 400 µmol m−2 s−1 to test the influence of different levels
of BPFD independent from changes in PPFD. The spectrum of the six light treatments had a BPFD
of 60, 110, 160, 210, 260 and 310 µmol m−2 s−1 (B60–B310) (Figure 6), while the remaining PPFD
was delivered by the red LEDs. The light spectrum did not include any far-red light to exclude
differences in phytochrome-mediated responses between the light treatments. Setting of the spectral
intensity of the treatments was performed at 80 cm distance from the LED modules according to the
measurements from a FLAME-S-XR1-ES spectrometer (Ocean Optics Germany GmbH, Ostfildern,
Germany). The spectrometer measured in the range from 200–1025 nm with a resolution of around
2 nm and was equipped with a collimating lens (74-UV-MP) and a right-angle reflector with cosine
corrector (74-90-UV-CC3). The photon flux density was recorded for 400–700 nm (PPFD), 400–500 nm
(BPFD) and 600–700 nm (red light).

Figure 6. The measured spectrum of the six treatments with a BPFD of 60, 110, 160, 210, 260 and
310 µmol m−2 s−1.

Energy consumption of the treatments was measured with a volt-ohm meter (Voltcraft, Energy
Check 3000, Conrad Electronic SE, Wernberg-Köblitz, Germany). The measurements were reasonable
as compared to the estimated energy consumption given by the software of the LED chambers.
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4.3. Plant Measurements

Biomass and leaf area were measured on five dates during each run. For the first four measurements
(on day 9, 13, 16 and 20), two plants were randomly selected, and the remaining four plants were used
for the final measurement on day 23. On each of the five dates, total plant height (from soil to apical
bud), and leaf area and biomass of each phytomer of the two/four plants were determined. Leaf area
was estimated with ImageJ [50] from pictures of the leaves and dry mass was measured separately for
internodes, petioles and leaf laminas after drying for at least 48 h at 60 ◦C until constant weight.

On day 23—when start of flowering was observed under all treatments—additional measurements
of the photosynthetic rate and SPAD values were performed on the remaining four plants. The SPAD,
which is representative for chlorophyll content, was measured using a SPAD meter (SPAD 502 Plus,
Konica Minolta, Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and the photosynthetic rate was measured on the youngest
fully developed leaf on each of the four plants per light treatment with a LCpro-SD portable system
(ADC BioScientific Ltd., Hoddesdon, UK). Measurements were performed under ambient conditions
within the chambers (clear glass cover to measure under the applied light treatments). Values were
recorded when a steady photosynthetic rate was reached (after around 20 min).

LMR was calculated from leaf biomass/above ground biomass and IMRS was calculated from
internode biomass/biomass of stalk (internode plus petiole).

Morphological measurements were performed at seven dates (day 9, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, and 23) on
the four plants within each chamber used for the final measurements. These measurements were used
for calibration of the FSP model of soybean and for statistical analysis of the influence of BPFD on
growth dynamics. They comprised length and diameter of internodes and petioles, length and width
of leaflets, angle between internodes and petioles and angles of the leaf lamina. The latter comprising
the lamina inclination measured from the base to the tip of the lamina, and the rotation angle around
the midrib. To describe the unfolding of the leaf lamina, the angle between the midrib and each of the
two halves of the leaf lamina was determined. Diameters were measured with a caliper, length and
width with a ruler and angles with a protractor.

4.4. Statistical Design and Analysis

Measurements of growth dynamics of internodes, petioles and leaflets of each phytomer were
used to fit the beta-function (Equation (3)) [51]:

L(t) = Lmax
(
1 + te−t

te−tm

)(
t
te

) te
te−tm 0 ≤ tm < te

L(t > te ) = Lmax

(3)

where L(t) is the size at day t, Lmax is the final size, te is the day when the final size is reached and tm

is the day on which the growth rate peaks. The parameters Lmax, te and tm were estimated with the
nls-function in the R-package stats [52].

To determine the plants used for the destructive measurements during each experiment,
randomizations were performed within two blocks (plant location). The first block comprised
the first and last row and the second block the two center rows (Figure 7).

The six light treatments of the experiment were performed with two replicates. Given three LED
chambers, three out of the six light treatments could be tested in the same run, i.e., each replicate
comprised two runs, resulting in four runs in total (Supplementary Materials, S1). For the arrangement
of treatments within the LED chambers over time and space, an α-design with two replicates and a
block (time) size of two was used. The effect of BPFD on biomass, morphology, leaf physiology and
parameters of the beta-function was tested. The second and mostly third phytomer (hypocotyl counted
as first phytomer) were chosen for specific analysis, because they comprised the most comprehensive
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measurements from beginning to end of growth. According to the experimental design, the following
mixed model was used to analyze the data in the SAS® software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA):

yiklmn = µ+ bk + ikl + pklm + rklmn + τi + eiklmn (4)

where µ is the intercept, bk is the fixed effect of the kth complete replicate, ikl is the random effect of the
lth incomplete block (time) within the kth replicate, pklm is the random effect of the mth chamber within
the lth run, rklmn is the random effect of the nth block (plant location) within the mth chamber of the
lth run and the kth replicate, τi is the main effect of the ith light treatment, and eiklmn is the error effect
of observation yiklmn with homogeneous variance. Residuals were checked graphically for normal
distribution and homogeneous variance. After finding significant effects via F-test, a multiple t-test to
compare least square means was used to create a letter display [53]. Note that least square means are
presented in the results section as data was not balanced, because only three out of six light treatments
were tested within each run. Least square means are based on model (Equation (4)) to adjust for
block effects.

Figure 7. Illustration of the randomization for the plants used for the destructive measurements
within the first (light blue square) and second (dark blue square) block (plant location). The numbers
exemplarily show the day of the destructive measurements the plants were used for.

4.5. FSP Model

An existing 3D model of the LED growth chamber [54] in the modelling platform GroIMP [55] was
used. The virtual LED chamber can be adjusted in its dimensions and the placement of the LED modules
and proved to simulate the spectral light distribution with a high accuracy [54]. The single LED types
are defined by their spectral and physical light distribution and total emitted power. Then, individual
LEDs can be placed according to their position within the LED module. The simulations of the spectral
light distribution were performed with the integrated spectral Monte-Carlo ray tracer GPUFlux [56]
set to a spectral resolution of 5 nm within the 400–800 nm range. The optical properties (reflection,
absorption and transmittance) of the sidewalls were zero transmission and an absorption of 0.02 within
the 400–600 and 700–800 range and 0.04 within the 600–700 range.

The optical properties of the chamber were not changed from the setting in the original model [54]
as the side wall material was the same. The optical properties of the soybean leaf and the substrate were
set in a 5 nm resolution according to measurements from a typical soybean leaf ([57], Supplementary
Materials, Figure S3) and peat [58]. The adjustments of the original model of the virtual LED chamber
were location and intensity of the individual LEDs and the location of the LED modules. The intensity
of the virtual LEDs were parameterized to emit the same intensity of red and blue light at 80 cm distance
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as in the experimental treatments (Supplementary Materials, Figure S4) using virtual sensors [54].
The virtual LEDs were set to emit 25 million rays with a maximum of 50 reflections, ensuring that
all rays were absorbed by an object or reflected outside of the virtual chamber before reaching the
maximum number of reflections.

Within the virtual LED chamber, an FSP model of soybean was constructed based on the generic
model FSPM-P [27]. Internodes and petioles of the virtual plants were constructed as simple cylinder
objects, while the shape of the leaf lamina was triangulated, based on a picture of a soybean leaflet and
was composed of 42 triangles (Supplementary Materials, Figure S5).

Each leaflet was constructed from two half leaflets enabling unfolding of the leaflet from the
midrib according to measurements (Supplementary Materials, Figure S5A,B). Simultaneously with
the unfolding of the two leaflet halves, the leaflet moved from a vertical position with the leaflet tip
pointing upwards towards a final inclination according to the measurements from leaflet base to tip
and rotation around the midrib according to measurements from one side of the leaflet to the other
(Supplementary Materials, Table S2; Figure S5C). The leaflet unfolded with 0.7◦/hour.

The virtual plants grew according to the found growth parameters of the beta-function to simulate
the plant structure according to the experimental observations. Additional inputs taken from the
experiment were final organ length, petiole angles and length to diameter ratio of internodes for each
treatment and ratio between length of side leaflets and center leaflet of the trifoliate leaf, leaflet length to
leaflet area ratio and length to diameter ratio of petioles as an average of all treatments (Supplementary
Materials, Table S2).

According to the experimental design, twelve virtual plants were simulated at the beginning,
and then during the simulation two of them were randomly chosen within the two blocks to be taken
out of the virtual scene on day 9, 13, 16, and 20, respectively.

4.6. Response Function

The response function was derived and integrated following four steps: (1) fit beta-function for
all treatments, (2) run FSP model to obtain perceived BPFD of internodes for each treatment, (3) derive
response function across all treatments for internode length in dependence of simulated perceived
BPFD and (4) integrate the derived response function into the model for all treatments.

Based on the experimental observations, the parameters for the beta-function were derived for
each light treatment. Based on these parameters, the FSP model of soybean dynamically simulated the
plant architecture over time under each of the six light treatments.

At this stage, the growth of the internodes stopped at a final length according to the measurements.
During the simulations, BPFD perceived by the internodes was recorded for each hour. The simulated
perceived BPFD was used to fit a response function to the internode length observed under the different
BPFD treatments:

Internode length = Lmin
(
1 +
(
BPFDmin − BPFDper

)
a
)

BPFDmin − BPFDper > 0 (5)

where Lmin is the minimum possible length of the internode, BPFDmin is the lowest BPFD giving Lmin,
BPFDper is the average perceived BPFD of the internode during the first four days of growth and a
is the slope of the response to BPFDper. The first four days of growth were used due to a very rapid
growth inhibiting effect of blue light [59] and according to the results of Kahlen and Stützel [46] who
found four successive days starting one week before reaching maximum growth rate to be particularly
sensitive to changes in PPFD.

The found BPFD response function was integrated in the FSP model to determine Lmax of the
beta-function and the final internode length. They were hereby simulated in dependence of the
perceived BPFD during the simulations and at this stage no longer determined by experimental
measurements. Internode two until nine elongated according to the integrated response function,
with Lmin, and tm set for each internode according to the found parameter values for the treatment
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B310 (baseline scenario with shortest internodes). Because the first internode (hypocotyl) grew before
thinning and beginning of experimental measurements, its length was set to grow to the final average
length of all treatments.

4.7. Model Evaluation and Alternative Scenarios

The light simulations were evaluated in an earlier study by comparing light measurements and
simulations within a soybean canopy grown under two treatments identical to this study (B110 and
B160) [38]. The integration of the parameters of the beta-function used to calibrate the dynamic model
in this study was evaluated by comparing length over time for internodes, petioles and leaf laminas
at all phytomer levels under all treatments. Model simulations after integration of the response
function to blue light were evaluated by comparing the measured and simulated plant height until the
third phytomer (hypocotyl counted as first phytomer). The comparison included the eight plants per
chamber selected for the first four dates of destructive measurements, which were not used for the
model parameterization.

Then, the model was applied for spectral optimization with the aim of minimizing BPFD emitted
by the LED modules to reduce energy consumption, but still reach the minimum internode length.
The first alternative scenario was run with a different virtual LED chamber design for evaluating
the effect on the perceived BPFD. The chamber design was changed by setting the reflection of the
bottom, pots and substrate to the same level as the sidewalls of the chamber. This was chosen for
simulating a situation similar to e.g., hydroponics with plants placed in more reflective containers
than the substrate and black pots in the experiment. This change in chamber design was expected
to increase the perceived BPFD and hereby reduce BPFD emitted by the LEDs that is necessary to
induce short plants. Simulations from the first scenario indicated that the spectrum could be optimized
according to the developmental stage. The suggested optimization was applied in the second scenario
by changing the emitted BPFD during the growth period.

5. Conclusions

The length of internodes and petioles increased under low BPFD, similar to the shade response
under low PPFD, whereas the limited response of SLA and internode diameter indicated that the shade
responses of these might not be regulated by cryptochrome. Further studies could investigate alternative
regulation of these together with extended photosynthetic measurements over time to increase the
understanding of carbon assimilation and translocation under different BPFD levels. Several aspects of
the exact spectral effects on morphology and physiology should be further investigated, both for narrow
peaks independent and the interactions with broader spectra.

Internode length dependent on perceived BPFD was well simulated in the FSP model and the
simulations gave an increased insight into the response of the second and third internode based on the
perceived BPFD. The model was a useful tool to determine the minimum necessary BPFD within an
alternative chamber environment. Modelling with an FSP can be applied for further optimizations of
indoor plant production implementing advances in knowledge of spectral effects on plant morphology
and physiology.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2223-7747/9/12/1757/s1,
Figure S1: Plant height (A), biomass (B) and leaf area (C) per plant and under different blue photosynthetic flux
densities (BPFD). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (day 9–20: n = 4, day 23: n = 8), Figure S2:
Simulated (line) and measured (points) length of petioles, internodes and leaf laminas under the treatments B310
and B60, Figure S3: The absorption, reflection and transmission of radiation (%, relative to the incident radiation)
from 400–700 nm by a soybean leaf used for the optical properties of the simulated soybean leaves. Data taken
from Kasperbauer (1987), Figure S4: The simulated spectra (total PFFD of 400 µmol m−2 s−1) of the six treatments
with a simulated BPFD of 60, 110, 160, 210, 260 and 310 µmol m−2 s−1, Figure S5: Visualizations of the simulated
unfolding (A, B) and fully developed (C) trifoliate leaf, Table S1: The spread of the six treatments within three
chambers over time, Table S2: Model inputs to determine ratios and angles of organs.
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Abstract: This research examined the effects of the supplementary or night-interrupting (NI) blue
(B) light supplied at a low intensity on the flowering, gene expression, and morphogenesis of
chrysanthemum, a qualitative short-day plant. White (W) light-emitting diodes (LEDs) were used
to provide light with a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 180 µmol·m−2·s−1 during the
photoperiod to grow the plants in a plant factory. The control group was constructed with plants
that were exposed to a 10-h short day (SD10) treatment without any blue light. The B light in
this research was used for 4 h to either (1) extend the photoperiod for plants at the end of a 9-h
short day (SD) treatment as the sole light source (SD9 + 4B), (2) provide night interruption (NI) to
plants in the 13-h long-day (LD) treatment (LD13 + NI − 4B), (3) provide NI to plants in the 10-h
SD treatment (SD10 + NI − 4B), or (4) supplement the W LEDs at the end of a 13-h LD treatment
(LD13 + 4B). Blue LEDs were used to provide the supplementary/NI light at 10 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD.
The LD13 + NI − 4B treatment resulted in the greatest plant height, followed by LD13 + 4B. Plants in
all treatments flowered. It is noteworthy that despite the fact that chrysanthemum is a qualitative
SD plant, chrysanthemum plants flowered when grown in the LD13 + 4B and LD13 + NI − 4B
treatments. Plants grown in the LD13 + 4B had the greatest number of flowers. Plants grown in
the LD13 + 4B treatment had the highest expression levels of the cryptochrome 1, phytochrome A,
and phytochrome B genes. The results of this study indicate that a 4-h supplementation of B light
during the photoperiod increases flower bud formation and promotes flowering, and presents a
possibility as an alternative method to using blackout curtains in LD seasons to practically induce
flowering. The B light application methods to induce flowering in SD plants requires further research.

Keywords: blue LED; flower bud formation; number of flowers; photoperiod

1. Introduction

Plants adapt to the signals, such as the light quality, they perceive from the environment and
accordingly modify their biological cycles [1]. Different types of photoreceptors, such as cryptochromes
and phytochromes, enable plants to perceive changes in the light quality [2,3]. Throughout their
lifecycle, the growth and development of plants are influenced by the photoreceptors. Photoreceptors
monitor the light environment and also help plants time key developmental transitions, such as
flowering and seed germination [4]. Phytochrome is a photoreceptor that primarily absorbs red (R) and
far-red (Fr) lights, while cryptochrome is a photoreceptor that primarily absorbs ultraviolet-A (UV-A)
and blue (B) lights, both of which help regulate flowering [5]. Multiple cryptochrome (CRY1 and
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CRY2) and phytochrome (PHYA, PHYB, PHYC, PHYD, and PHYE) varieties can exist, depending on
the species [6,7].

Light supplementation is often utilized for enhancing the quality of seedlings and rooted cuttings [8].
Photoperiod manipulation can reduce the production time and improve the overall crop quality to
reduce production costs [9]. Light supplementation may take the form of supplementary light in a
background of natural light, or additional light that extends the day length [8]. Night interruption (NI)
interrupts a length of dark period with lighting, thus creating modified long-day (LD) conditions [10,11].

Studies have reported that B light negatively affects stem elongation and leads to a reduced leaf
area [12–16]. Senger [17] found that blue light played a pivotal role in chloroplast development and
formation, as well as the stomatal opening. It has been suggested that photoreceptors related to B
light played a part in the flowering process [18,19]. Jeong et al. [20] reported that supplementary
blue light at least in part promotes the elongation of stems and internodes without inhibiting the
flower bud formation. In the short-day (SD) plant chrysanthemum, NI with B light did not effectively
inhibit flowering, although B light is part of visible light [21,22]. Our previous study [11] split the
traditional 4-h NI into two 2-h periods and shifted the NI light quality to examine how these changes
affect the flowering and morphogenesis of chrysanthemum. They found out that B, Fr, R, and white
(W) lights used in the first 2 h of the NI did not affect the morphogenesis nor flowering, while the
same lights used in the last 2 h of the NI significantly impacted the morphogenesis and flowering.
In addition, they discovered that flowering was induced in all NI treatments concluding with a
blue light. Hence, we hypothesized that blue light at a low intensity supplemented to either LD
or SD conditions may induce flowering in SD plants. Therefore, this study examined the effects of
low-intensity (10 µmol m−2 s−1 PPFD) blue light used as supplementary or NI light on the flowering,
gene expression, and morphogenesis in chrysanthemum ‘Gaya Yellow’ (a qualitative SD plant).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Growth Conditions and Plant Materials

Chrysanthemum (Dendranthema grandiflorum ‘Gaya Yellow’) spray-type cuttings were stuck in
plug trays with 50 cells each filled with a commercial Tosilee Medium (Shinan Grow Company,
Jinju, Korea). The cuttings were subsequently put on a glasshouse bench to root. The cuttings were
relocated 12 days after they were stuck, when they have rooted, to a closed walk-in growth chamber
that is 7700 cm by 2500 cm by 2695 cm in size. There, the plants were acclimatized to 20 ± 1 ◦C,
60% ± 10% RH, and 140 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD supplied with F48T12-CW-VHO fluorescent lamps
(Philips Co., Ltd., Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The closed walk-in growth chamber was constructed
such that numerous uniformly distributed holes allowed conditioned air to blow horizontally into
the growing spaces. CO2 was supplemented from a compressed gas tank to maintain an atmospheric
concentration of 350 ± 50 µmol·mol−1. The plants, after 11 days of acclimatization (the 16-h LD) in
the growth chamber, were approximately 7.0 cm in height and were subjected to the photoperiodic
light treatments. After being planted, the chrysanthemums were fertigated once a day (from 9:00 a.m.
to 10:0 a.m.) throughout the experiment with a greenhouse multipurpose nutrient solution [11].
A 3-replication randomized complete block design was employed with a total of 6 plants for each
treatment, with 2 plants in each replication. Within a controlled environment, the photoperiodic
light treatments were randomly located in between replications to minimize the effects of the light
treatment positioning.

2.2. Photoperiodic Light Treatments

Plants were grown with light at an intensity of 180 µmol m−2 s−1 PPFD provided by white
MEF50120 LEDs (More Electronics Co. Ltd., Changwon, Korea) (Figure 1A). The different photoperiods
used in this experiment, as well as the lighted period during the NI (referred to as ‘photoperiod’
hereafter) were as follows: B light with a wavelength of 450 nm was used for 4 h to either (1) extend
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the photoperiod at the end of a 9-h SD as the sole light source (SD9 + 4B), (2) provide NI following
the 13-h LD (LD13 + NI − 4B), (3) provide NI after the 10-h SD (SD10 + NI − 4B), or (4) supplement
W LEDs at the end of a 13-h LD (LD13 + 4B) (Figures 1B and 2). The control was constructed by
exposing the plants to a 10-h short-day treatment (SD10) without B light. B light at an intensity of
10 ± 3 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD was provided by LEDs for the photoperiodic light treatments. A HD2102.1
digital photometer (Delta OHM, Padova, Italy) measured the average PPFD 20 cm above the bench
top, for each light treatment. The lighting was adjusted such that the same PPFD levels were provided
to the plants regardless of the light treatment. A USB 2000 Fiber Optic Spectrometer (Ocean Optics Inc.,
Dunedin, FL, USA; detects wavelengths between 200 to 1000 nm) scanned the spectral distribution in
1-nm wavelength intervals 25 cm above the bench top.
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Figure 2. Supplementary and night-interrupting blue (B) light schemes employed in this study. B light
was used for 4 h to either (1) extend the photoperiod at the end of a 9-h SD as the sole light source
(SD9 + 4B), (2) provide NI following a 13-h LD (LD13 + NI − 4B), (3) provide NI after a 10-h SD
(SD10 + NI − 4B), or (4) supplement the W light at the end of a 13-h LD (LD13 + 4B). Plants in the
control were grown with a 10- hour SD treatment (SD10) without any B light.
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2.3. Data Collection and Statistical Analysis

The dry mass, number of leaves per plant, number of nodes per plant, number of flowers per
plant, plant height, leaf area, chlorophyll content, percent flowering, days of treatment needed to
visible flower bud or days to visible buds (DVB), flower width, and photoreceptor gene expressions
were measured after 41 days of the photoperiodic light treatments. All leaves with a length greater
than 1 cm in were counted to determine the number of leaves per plant. Divided samples of the shoot
and root were dried at 70 ◦C for 72 h in a Venticell-222 drying oven (MMM Medcenter Einrichtungen
GmbH., Munich, Germany) before the dry mass measurements were taken with an EW 220-3NM
electronic scale (Kern and Sohn GmbH., Balingen, Germany). Leaf area measurements were taken
with a LI-3000 leaf area meter (LI-COR Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA). The chlorophyll concentration was
estimated from 10-mg samples of fresh, young, and fully developed leaves. Chlorophyll was extracted
with 80% acetone at 4 ◦C. A Biochrom Libra S22 spectrophotometer (Biochrom Co. Ltd., Holliston, MA,
USA) measured the absorbance of the supernatant at 645 and 663 nm, after the extracted chlorophyll
was centrifuged at 3000 rpm. Calculations were performed according to the method described by Dere
et al. [23]. The statistical analysis was performed with the SAS 9.1 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
NC, USA). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s multiple range test were performed with the
results of this study. SigmaPlot 12.0 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was used for graphing.

2.4. Total RNA Isolation, cDNA Synthesis, and Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) of Selected Genes

After 20 days of the photoperiodic light treatments, plants started displaying visible flower
buds and the most recently matured 10 leaves per plant were collected for total RNA extraction.
The latest leaf to be matured was collected an hour after the daily photoperiodic treatments began,
at 9:00 a.m. This collection time was chosen because the photosynthetic rates are high at this time
of the day. Equal amounts of cDNA using primers of cryptochrome 1 (CRY1), phytochrome A (PHYA),
and phytochrome B (PHYB), whose sequences are shown in Table 1, were used to perform the independent
PCRs. As actin is frequently used to normalize molecular expression studies, it was used as an internal
control. The 2−∆∆Ct method [24] was used to determine the relative expression levels of each gene.
At each sampling date, the individual gene expression levels in the plants grown with the light
treatments were divided by the mean gene expression levels for plants in the control (SD10). The total
RNA isolation and real-time quantitative PCR analysis of the selected genes were performed according
to the method described in Park et al. [11].

Table 1. The primers used to quantify the gene expression levels.

Gene Accession no. Forward Primer Reverse Primer

CRY1 NM_116961 5′-CGTAAGGGATCACCGAGTAAAG-3′ 5′-CTTTTAGGTGGGAGTTGTGGAG-3′
PHYA EU915082 5′-GACAGTGTCAGGCTTCAACAAG-3′ 5′-ACCACCAGTGTGTGTTATCCTG-3′
PHYB NM_127435 5′-GTGCTAGGGAGATTACGCTTTC-3′ 5′-CCAGCTTCTGAGACTGAACAGA-3′
Actin AB205087 5′-CGTTTGGATCTTGCTGGTCG-3′ 5′-CAGGACATCTGAAACGCTCA-3′

3. Results

3.1. Morphogenesis

It was observed that the supplementary and night-interrupting blue light increased the plant
heights in this study (Figure 3A). Plants grown in LD13 + NI − 4B had the greatest height (Figure 3A),
where it was 22% greater than that of plants grown in SD10. Additionally, it was observed that even
plants in SD9 + 4B had a greater mean height than those in SD10.
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Figure 3. The effects of the supplementary and night-interrupting B light on the plant height (A),
dry mass (B), number of leaves per plant (C), leaf area per plant (D), and chlorophyll levels (E) in
D. grandiflorum ‘Gaya Yellow’. The control was constructed by exposing plants to a 10-h SD treatment
(SD10) without any B light. Data are the mean ± S.E of the 3 biological replicates. Means accompanied
by different letters significantly differ (p < 0.05) according to Tukey’s studentized range test at a 5%
significance level.

The dry mass of plants grown under all photoperiodic treatments was greater compared to that
of the plants in the SD10 control (Figure 3B). Increasing the photoperiod, as with LD13 + 4B and
LD13 + NI − 4B, significantly increased the dry mass of the plants in this study. The other treatments,
SD9 + 4B and SD10 + NI − 4B, were not as effective as the LD treatments in increasing the dry mass
(Figure 3B).

Plants in SD9 + 4B had the greatest number of leaves per plant while those in SD10 had the
lowest number of leaves per plant (Figure 3C). The average leaf area was the greatest for plants in
LD13 + NI − 4B and the smallest for plants in SD10 + NI − 4B (Figure 3D). The leaf area per plant was
12% for plants in SD10 + NI − 4B when compared to that for plants in SD10 (Figure 3D). Furthermore,
all B light treatments except for SD10 + NI − 4B increased the leaf area compared to the control
(Figure 3D). The chlorophyll levels were the lowest for plants in LD13 + 4B and the highest for plants
in LD13 + NI − 4B (Figure 3E). Plants in LD13 + 4B had 32% lower chlorophyll contents than plants in
SD10 did (Figure 3E).

3.2. Flowering and Gene Expression

The flowering percentage of plants was 100% in all treatments (Table 2 and Figure 4). The fastest
flowering induction was observed for plants in the control (SD10). It is noteworthy that plants in
LD13 + 4B and LD13 + NI − 4B flowered, despite the fact that chrysanthemum is a qualitative SD plant
(Table 2 and Figure 4).
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Table 2. The effects of the supplementary and night-interrupting 10 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD B light on the
flowering characteristics of chrysanthemum (D. grandiflorum ‘Gaya Yellow’), after 41 days of exposure
to the photoperiodic light treatments.

Treatment z Flowering (%) DVB y (Day) No. of Flowers/Plant Flower width (cm)

SD9 + 4B 100 17.7 c x 11.0 c 2.6 b
LD13 + 4B 100 22.5 b 21.3 a 0.7 c

LD13 + NI − 4B 100 28.7 a 15.3 b 0.5 d
SD10 + NI − 4B 100 18.0 c 15.0 b 2.8 a

SD10 100 17.5 c 11.0 c 2.9 a
F-test *** *** ***

z See Figure 2 for details on the photoperiodic treatments with B light. y Days of treatment to visible flower bud or
days to visible buds. x Mean separation within columns by Duncan’s multiple range test at a 5% level. ***: Significant
at p ≤ 0.001.
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Figure 4. The effects of the supplementary and night-interrupting 10 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD B light
on the flowering of chrysanthemum (D. grandiflorum ‘Gaya Yellow’), after 41 days of exposure to
the photoperiodic light treatments: side view (A) and top view (B) (see Figure 2 for details on the
photoperiodic treatments with B light).

Plants in SD10 had the smallest DVB whereas plants in LD13 + NI − 4B had the greatest DVB
(Table 2). The DVB was observed to increase as the photoperiod increased (Table 2). The DVB of plants
in LD13 + 4B was smaller than those of plants in LD13 + NI − 4B. Interestingly, plants in LD13 + 4B
had 93% more flowers per plant compared to plants in the SD10 control. Plants in the SD10 control
and SD9 + 4B had the lowest number of flowers (Table 2). Plants in the SD10 control had the greatest
flower width (Table 2).

The photoreceptor gene expression (PHYA, PHYB, and CRY1) in response to the B light was
also analyzed (Figure 5). Plants in LD13 + 4B had the greatest expression levels of PHYA and PHYB,
followed by plants in SD10 + NI − 4B (Figure 5). PHYA had the lowest expression levels in plants
in LD13 + NI − 4B (Figure 5). PHYB was the least expressed in plants in LD13 + NI − 4B (Figure 5).
Plants in LD13 + NI − 4B had significantly higher CRY1 expression levels compared to plants in the
other treatments (Figure 5). CRY1 was the least expressed in plants in LD13 + 4B (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The effects of the supplementary and night-interrupting 10 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD B light on
the relative gene expression levels of) D. grandiflorum ‘Gaya Yellow’ determined by real-time PCR of
PHYA (A), PHYB (B), and CRY1 (C). (Details of the NI light qualities are presented in Figure 2). At each
sampling date, the individual gene expression levels for the plants in the photoperiodic light treatments
were divided by the mean gene expression level for plants in the SD10 control. The data are presented as
the mean ± S.E of the 3 biological replicates. Means accompanied by different letters indicate significant
differences (p < 0.05), according to Tukey’s studentized range test at a 5% significance level.

4. Discussion

4.1. Plant Height

Different studies have observed that blue light acts to limit the elongation of the petiole,
stem, and hypocotyl in various horticultural species, such as chrysanthemum, lettuce, pepper,
and soybean [25–32]. Normally, increasing blue light decreases the stem length to a maximum threshold
level [32]. Schuerger et al. [30] observed that blue light for 12 h a day plays a role in changing the
stem anatomy, inhibiting the growth, and determining the morphogenetic characteristics of pepper
plants. Furthermore, Khattak and Pearson [33] found that B light during the photoperiod in low-light
environments resulted in reduced plant heights. Cryptochromes are also known to influence the stem
elongation, and various of plants exhibit suppressed shoot elongation in response to B light in a 12-h
day [26]. However, these photomorphogenic responses are different for different species. Previous studies
used B light during the photoperiod to control the morphogenesis, while the current study used B light as
a supplement or for NI to control morphogenesis and flowering.

All the photoperiodic light treatments considered in this study resulted in greater plant heights
than that observed in the SD10 control (Figure 3A). This indicates that blue light may be used in
the production of cut chrysanthemum flowers, as longer stems are considered to be of better quality.
Kong et al. [34] stated that the increased elongation growth of plants in response to B light is linked to
lower phytochrome activity, and is a shade-avoidance response, where different species have different
sensitivities. These results agree with those of Jeong et al. [20], where it was found that an extended
photoperiod with blue light promoted stem elongation of chrysanthemum. Longer photoperiods are
known to be associated with the presence of higher gibberellin levels, which enhance stem elongation
in chrysanthemums [20,35]. In many species, including salvia and marigold, B light was more effective
than R light in increasing the shoot elongation [36]. Muleo and Morini [37] reported that internode
extension on the stem leader in apple was inhibited by B LED, which determined the lowest values
among all the light qualities tested. The differing responses of different plants to B light indicates that a
species’ responses to a specific light quality cannot necessarily be predicted on the basis of responses of
other species.

4.2. Dry Mass and Leaf Growth

In this study, plants in LD13 + 4B and LD13 + NI − 4B had greater shoot and root dry
masses compared to plants in the SD10 control (Figure 3B). These results indicate that a prolonged
photoperiod contributed to the dry matter production. Moreover, B light supplementation increases
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the photosynthetic carbon assimilation and may also allow greenhouse crops to accumulate a greater
biomass [38].

Plants in all the photoperiodic light treatments had a higher number of leaves per plant compared
to plants in the control, and plants in SD9 + 4B had the greatest number of leaves (Figure 3C).
Plants in SD10 + NI-4B had a smaller mean leaf area than plants in the SD10 control did (Figure 3D),
resulting from shorter leaf lengths and widths (data not shown). All other treatments with B light led
to a greater leaf area than that of plants in the SD10 control. Wang et al. [39] reported similar results,
where light treatments with weak 50 µmol·m−2·s−1 PPFD B light lead to increases in the leaf area.
Honecke et al. [26] proposed that B light is required during the photoperiod for the normal growth of
lettuce seedlings grown under R LEDs; if the B light level was low, long, narrow leaves developed.
Iacona and Muleo [40] reported that total leaf area per plant in cherry rootstock ‘Colt’ was significantly
greater in B LED-exposed plants than other treatments. However, these photomorphogenic responses
are specific to the particular species. Dougher and Bugbee [41] reported that increasing the B light
proportion resulted in decreasing leaf area in soybean, while in lettuce, increasing the B light proportion
resulted in increasing the leaf area. Eskins [42] observed that the Arabidopsis thaliana leaf area was
negatively correlated with the B light proportion, as a high-intensity B light irradiance corresponded to
the development of small leaves.

Gang et al. [43] observed that the chlorophyll levels increased as plants transitioned from the
vegetative to the reproductive growth, and decreased during maturation. Correspondingly, the lower
chlorophyll content of plants in LD13 + 4B compared to that of plants in the other treatments in
this study (Figure 3E) may be due to the continued maturation after the plants transition from the
vegetative to reproductive growth.

4.3. Expression of Genes Related to the Morphogenesis and Flowering

The expression levels of PHYA and PHYB were the highest for plants in LD13 + 4B, and the
expression level of CRY1 was the greatest for plants in LD13 + NI − 4B. Plants in these two treatments
were also the tallest. It has been reported that cryptochromes and phytochromes affect the height
of chrysanthemums [33]. In Arabidopsis, high PHYB levels can increase the expression of AtGAox2,
which controls the synthesis of gibberellins (GAs) [35]. Furthermore, it has been verified that both
phytochromes and cryptochromes play a part in the regulation of the plant hormone GA levels [35,44].
Thus, it is speculated that the high expression levels of PHYA, PHYB, and CRY1 found in plants grown
in LD13 + 4B and LD13 + NI − 4B may promote the synthesis of GAs and eventually result in greater
plant heights.

It is well known that photoreceptors related to B light were involved in the flowering process [18,20].
The CRY1 and CRY2 both mediate the flowering promotion by B light [45]. PHYA mediates the flowering
promotion by Fr light, and PHYB mediates the flowering inhibition by R light in Arabidopsis [46–48].
Although PHYA and PHYB are R light receptors, it has also been shown that they also function under
B light in Arabidopsis [49], and it has been proven that either PHYA or PHYB, as well as cryptochromes,
were required for responses to B light [24,46,50]. In this study, the number of flowers per plant was
shown to increase with the B light treatments. This may be attributed to the high CRY1 expression
levels. Similarly, Park et al. [11] reported that a greater number of flowers per plant was observed with
light shifting from B during the NI, which may be attributed to a high light energy induction as well as
shade avoidance responses, a behavior where plants evade darkness by lengthening the internodes.
In rice, NI with B light delayed the flowering time, but this delay was not reproduced in the PHYB-1
mutant [51], which means PHYB is a negative regulator for the flowering time. It was also observed
that while chrysanthemum is a qualitative SD plant, those in the LD13 + 4B and LD13 + NI − 4B
treatments still flowered. This indicates that high PHYA and CRY1 expression levels may induce
flowering. However, further research is necessary to verify this speculation.

In summary, B light resulted in a greater height and promoted the flowering in chrysanthemum.
The results of this study illustrate that a 4-h B light supplementation during the photoperiod promoted
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flowering and increased the number of flower buds formed. Hence, B light supplementation may be
an optimal technique to induce flowering, and can be practically applied to commercial cultivation of
SD plants. This study suggests that B light supplementation is an alternative practical technique to
induce flowering in SD plants to using blackout curtains during LD seasons. Further research is still
needed to optimize B light supplementation techniques for flowering induction of SD plants.
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Abstract: The spectral quality and intensity of light, photoperiodism, and other environmental
factors have profound impacts on the metabolic composition of light-dependent higher plants.
Hence, we investigate the effects of fluorescent light (96 µmol m−2s−1) and white (100 µmol m−2s−1),
blue (100 µmol m−2s−1), and red (93 µmol m−2s−1) light-emitting diode (LED) light irradiation
on the C-glycosylflavone and policosanol contents in young seedlings of wheat and barley.
Ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) analyses of C-glycosylflavone contents
in barley reveal that the saponarin content is significantly enhanced under blue LED light
irradiation. Under similar conditions, isoorientin and isoschaftoside contents are improved in
wheat seedlings. The contents of these C-glycosylflavones differed along with the light quality
and growth period. The highest accumulation was observed in sprouts after three days under
blue LED light irradiation. GC/MS analyses of policosanol contents showed that 1-hexacosanol
(C26:o–OH) in barley and 1-octacosanol (C28:o–OH) in wheat seedlings were reduced under LED light
irradiation, compared to seedlings under fluorescent light conditions. Nonetheless, the policosanol
contents gradually improved with the extension of growth times and treatments, irrespective of the
light quality. Additionally, a positive correlation was observed between the expression pattern of
biosynthesis-related genes and the respective metabolite content in barley. This study demonstrates
that blue LED light irradiation is useful in maximizing the C-glycosylflavone content in barley and
wheat sprouts.

Keywords: saponarin; isoorientin; hexacosanol; octacosanol; fatty acyl-coenzyme A reductase (FAR)

1. Introduction

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the staple food grains for approximately 40% of the
global population [1]. It ranks third in terms of global production and its nutritional importance
in the human diet has long been investigated [2]. Similarly, barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) is the
fourth most important cereal crop for both humans and animals worldwide, having the highest
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dietary fiber content [3,4]. Barley is rich in biologically active molecules/metabolites, which are
essential for plants. These metabolites have the potential to exhibit health benefits in the human
diet. Barely or its extracts have shown powerful antioxidant effects as dietary supplements for
humans. These antioxidant effects are mainly attributable to the presence of saponarin, lutonarin,
and hexacosanol molecules [3]. Barley grass also possesses numerous other phytonutrients,
including gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), flavonoids, proteins, minerals, pigments, vitamins (A, B1,
C, and E), dietary fiber, polysaccharides, alkaloids, and polyphenols [4]. Recent reports discussing
the broad therapeutic roles of functional ingredients or derived components of barley suggest that
it may be the best fit in the modern human diet as a functional food [5–7]. Barley saponarin
has several health benefits, including anti-inflammatory response [4,8], prevention of bacterial
infections [9], regulation of glucose homeostasis, insulin sensitivity [10], reducing low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol [4], and anti-carcinogenic responses [11]. Similarly, isoorientin from wheat
acts as an anti-cancer compound [12] and also possesses anti-inflammatory, antibacterial, antiviral,
antiplatelet [13], and antioxidant activities [14]. Wheat (or its derived products) also possesses several
beneficial bioactive molecules, including pelargonidin and cyanidin derivatives [15], essential amino
acids, fatty acids, flavonoids (e.g., rutin, quercetin, and catechin), vitamin C [16], and policosanols [17].
The C-glycosylflavone and policosanol content in barley vary with growth duration [18]. Reports have
claimed that sprouts produce higher concentrations of health-promoting molecules than grains [19].

Sprouting implies a series of active biochemical, metabolic, and physiological processes,
resulting in the release of active nutrients (e.g., free amino acids and lipid catabolism) for growing
plant tissues [18,19]. These metabolites often possess potential health benefits for humans [18,20].
Thus, sprouting is considered one of the easiest natural strategies to enhance nutritional profiles
with healthy attributes [20]. Owing to their nutritive values, sprouting seeds has recently received
growing interest. Meanwhile, researchers have attempted to identify the presence of novel functional
ingredients of sprouts under varying growth and environmental conditions [18,19]. Plants increase the
production of a variety of metabolites, in order to mitigate the effects of adverse environmental factors,
such as drought [21], salinity [22], high-intensity light or artificial lighting [23], temperature [24],
and elevated CO2 levels [25]. Therefore, effective management and/or the controlled application of
physical energy forms (e.g., light, temperature, and water) may serve as a viable option to enhance the
accumulation of health-promoting compounds in sprouts, which has been shown to be successful in
previous attempts [25–27]. In terms of physical energy forms, light irradiation has been employed
in different sprouting seeds, in order to increase metabolites with health-promoting benefits [23,28].
The availability of artificial lighting resources (e.g., light-emitting diodes (LEDs)) renders the possibility
of studying the effects of specific light on the concentrations of biologically important metabolites
in plants. Herein, the potential effects of a fluorescent lamp (FL) and different spectra of LED light
irradiations (white, blue, and red) on beneficial metabolite content were investigated in barley and
wheat sprouts. Additionally, we attempted to identify and profile the expression patterns of metabolite
biosynthesis-related genes of barley sprouts. This study facilitates understanding of the differential
responses relating to C-glycosylflavones and policosanols in wheat and barley sprouts.

2. Results

2.1. Changes of C-glycosylflavone Content in Barley and Wheat Seedlings Exposed to Differential LED
Light Irradiation

The changes in saponarin (barley), isoorientin, and isoschaftoside (wheat) content in sprouts
treated with different light qualities (FL and white, blue, or red LED irradiation) were measured
using ultra-high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) in plant materials harvested after
3–9 days of treatment. The UHPLC results of barley and wheat sprouts revealed that blue LED
light irradiation increased the C-glycosylflavone content more than other light conditions. The LED
irradiation differentially influenced the saponarin content in the barley sprouts. In comparison with
FL, LED light irradiation significantly altered the content: Blue light irradiation prominently improved
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the saponarin content (51.7%–57.7%) across all growth stages and irradiation periods (Figure 1A).
The highest concentration of saponarin was observed in sprouts after 3 days of blue LED light
irradiation. Interestingly, sprouts treated with red LED light irradiation demonstrated a significant
reduction in saponarin content, compared to their respective controls, after 3, 5, 7, and 9 days of
irradiation. Conversely, white LED irradiation for three consecutive days did not alter the content;
however, on day 5, it statistically significantly increased the contents. The extension of white LED
treatment for 7 or 9 days resulted in a reduction of saponarin content. Moreover, regardless of the
lighting resource or quality, a consistent reduction in saponarin content was observed in the growing
sprouts. Among the growth times and light qualities tested in this study, the highest content of
saponarin was observed in blue LED irradiated sprouts on the 3rd day, while red LED radiation
remarkably reduced the content in all treatments and sprout growth periods.
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Figure 1. C-glycosylflavone content in young barley and wheat seedlings subjected to differential
light qualities. (A) represents the saponarin content of barley sprouts (mg/g dry weight (DW)) under
different light and growth periods, while (B,C) represent the isoorientin and isoschaftoside contents
(mg/g DW), respectively, of wheat sprouts. * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.001), and *** (p < 0.0001) indicate the
statistical significance.

Isoschaftoside and isoorientin are the major flavone-C-glycosides (C-glycosylflavones) frequently
reported in wheat and its derived products [29]. In this study, we found that these metabolites were
significantly altered in wheat sprouts exposed to LED light irradiation over 3–9 days (Figure 1B,C).
LED light irradiation significantly altered the metabolite concentration in barley and wheat sprouts,
compared to their content in sprouts treated with traditional fluorescent lamp light conditions.
Blue LED light irradiation markedly improved the concentration of isoschaftoside as well as isoorientin,
compared to control (FL) or other (white and red) LED treatments. The highest mean concentrations of
2.1 and 2.47 mg (per g dry weight (DW)) of isoschaftoside and isoorientin, respectively, were observed
in seedlings subjected to 3 days of blue LED light irradiation. Under similar conditions, the seedlings
treated with FL accumulated 1.63 mg and 1.46 mg (per g DW) of isoschaftoside and isoorientin,
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respectively (Figure 1B,C). On day 3, a slight improvement in isoschaftoside (11.04%) and isoorientin
(2.78%) content was also observed in red LED light irradiated sprouts. However, 5 and 7 days of
red LED light irradiation significantly reduced the isoorientin and isoschaftoside contents in sprouts.
Compared to FL, a maximum of 21.15% reduction in isoorientin content was observed after five days
of red LED light irradiation. Under similar conditions, a 2.25% reduction was noted for isoschaftoside
content (Figure 1C). Conversely, 9 days of red light irradiation increased the isoorientin (3.15%)
and isoschaftoside (5.06%) contents in sprouts. Compared to FL, white LED light irradiation led to
reductions in the isoschaftoside (9.81–22.1%) and isoorientin (43.84–55.3%) levels across all growth
times. In terms of sprout growth periods, the highest accumulation of metabolites was observed after
3 days of light treatment (Figure 1 and Figure S1).

2.2. Effect of LED Light Irradiation on Major Long-Chain Fatty-Alcohol (Policosanol) Biosynthesis in Barley
and Wheat Seedlings

Crude extracts comprised of policosanols from barley and wheat sprouts grown under FL, white,
blue, and red LED light irradiations for 3–9 days were profiled and quantified by gas chromatography
coupled with mass spectroscopy (GC/MS). GC/MS results of policosanol content in barley and wheat
sprouts indicated that growth time was an influential factor in determining the hexacosanol and
octacosanol content in these sprouts. Hexacosanol, a major constituent of the policosanol profile
of barley seedlings, was altered during LED light irradiation in accordance with sprout growth
periods. In general, the hexacosanol content (µg/g DW) in LED light treated samples was significantly
lower than that in seedlings treated for 3 or 9 days with FL (Figure 2A). The comparative analysis
of hexacosanol content between FL and LED irradiation at the third day of treatment showed that
hexacosanol content was significantly reduced for white and blue LED light irradiations. Under these
conditions, a maximum reduction of 43.3% was noted for blue LED light irradiation, while white light
treatment showed a reduction of 36.9% in hexacosanol content. Conversely, on days 5 and 7, white and
blue LED light irradiation did not alter the hexacosanol concentration significantly, in comparison
with that of control sprouts. Altogether, the results indicated that the changes in hexacosanol content
were not consistent with light qualities, indicating the light quality is not the only factor influencing
changes in hexacosanol biosynthesis. Interestingly, hexacosanol content in sprouts treated with either
white or blue LED irradiation for 5, 7, and 9 days was higher than the hexacosanol content in sprouts
treated only for three days under similar conditions. Likewise, the octacosanol content (µg/g DW)
in wheat seedlings was analyzed using GC/MS (Figure S2). The results showed that the octacosanol
content was altered irregularly by different LED light qualities (Figure 2B). A comparative analysis
of FL and LED treatments indicated that blue LED light irradiation for 3 and 9 days enhanced the
octacosanol content in wheat sprouts. In comparison with FL, white light irradiation also increased
the content in sprouts exclusively on day 3. Conversely, red LED irradiation resulted in octacosanol
content reduction (on day 5). Nonetheless, the magnitude of change in content was not consistent for
any of the LED treatments.

2.3. Effect of Growth Periods on C-glycosylflavones and Policosanol Content in Young Barley and
Wheat Seedlings

To understand the effect of sprout growth periods (3–9 days) on the metabolite content (saponarin,
isoorientin, isoschaftoside, hexacosanol, and octacosanol) under fluorescent and LED light irradiation,
we conducted a further investigation. Of all the growth times, the saponarin content of barley and
isoorientin/isoschaftoside contents of wheat seedlings were found to be the highest on the 3rd day of
the treatment (Figure S3A–C). The contents of these C-glycosylflavones showed a declining trend with
an increase in growth times (i.e., after 5, 7, and 9 days) in barley and wheat seedlings (Figure S3A–C).
However, the magnitude of reduction in metabolite content varied with different light qualities and
metabolites in these sprouts. The saponarin content of barley was reduced by 37.96%, 43.58%, 39.43%,
and 45.93% for FL, white, blue, and red LED light irradiation, respectively, after the further growth
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period of 9 days. A statistically significant negative correlation (−0.93 to −0.99) between saponarin
content and sprout growth period was observed during FL and LED light (white, blue, and red)
irradiation (Table 1). A similar attempt to establish relationships between isoorientin content and
growth periods in wheat sprouts under FL and LED treatment showed that isoorientin accumulation
was negatively correlated with growth periods under specific light (FL, white, and red) treatments.
Furthermore, isoschaftoside accumulation is negatively regulated under white and red LED light
treatments across growth periods. Nonetheless, their relationships in blue LED irradiated sprouts
were inconclusive.Plants 2020, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 15 
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Figure 2. Policosanol content (µg/g DW) in barley and wheat seedlings during different growth
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statistical significance.

Table 1. Analysis of correlation statistics (Pearson correlation) among metabolite content, growth
periods, and their respective biosynthesis-related gene expression patterns across different light qualities.

Metabolite Content vs. Gene Expression

HvOGT1 HvFNSII HvCHS1 HvFAR2 HvFAR3 HvFAR4 HvFAR5 HvFAR6

Saponarin 0.68
(p = 0.01) **

−0.53
(p = 0.07)

0.13
(p = 0.68) – – – – –

Hexacosanol – – – −0.59
(p = 0.04) *

0.67
( p= 0.01) **

−0.62
(p = 0.03) *

−0.76
(p = 0.004) **

−0.69
(p = 0.01) **

Growth periods (–9 days) vs. metabolite content

Fluorescent White Blue Red

Saponarin −0.93 (p = 0.00001) **** −0.99 (p = 0.00001) **** −0.99 (p = 0.00001) **** −0.97 (p = 0.00001) ****

Isoorientin −0.82 (p = 0.001) *** −0.92 (p = 0.00002) **** −0.23 (p = 0.47) −0.66 (p = 0.01) **

Isoschaftoside −0.32 (p = 0.31) −0.94 (p = 0.00001) **** −0.47 (p = 0.12) −0.90 (p = 0.00006) ****

Hexacosanol 0.79 (p = 0.001) *** 0.69 (p = 0.01) ** 0.91 (p = 0.00004) **** 0.81 (p = 0.001) ***

Octacosanol −0.07 (p = 0.82) −0.43 (p = 0.16) −0.17 (p = 0.57) −0.04 (p = 0.90)

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.0001, **** p < 0.00001 indicates statistical significance (replicates were included for
measuring Pearson correlation).

In contrast to C-glycosylflavone content, the hexacosanol content in barley sprouts gradually
increased with the extension of the growth period. In fact, the highest accumulation of hexacosanol was
observed in barley sprouts after 9 days of FL and LED light (white, blue, and red) irradiation treatments
(Figure S3D). The correlation coefficient (Pearson) analysis showed that positive correlations (0.69 to
0.91) existed between hexacosanol content and growth period, which was statistically significant in
both FL and LED irradiated seedlings (Table 1). Unlike hexacosanol, the positive relationship between
octacosanol content and wheat growth period was not clear (Figure S3E). As indicated in Figure S3E,
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the growth period did not impose any significant effect on octacosanol content under white, red,
and blue LED or FL light irradiation. Nonetheless, a comparison of growth periods under white LED
irradiation showed significant differences in octacosanol concentration in wheat sprouts.

2.4. Expression Profiling of Potential Genes Involved in the Biosynthesis of C-glycosylflavones/Flavonoids and
Policosanols in Barley Seedlings under Different Light Conditions and Growth Times

The homology-based gene identification approach was used to predict the potential genes
associated with the biosynthesis of flavones/flavonoids and long-chain fatty alcohols in the barley
genome. The mRNA sequences of potential candidate genes were designated according to their highest
sequence similarity to known genes of other crops (Table S1). As shown in Figure S3, sprout growth
periods were one of the factors that greatly influenced the saponarin and hexacosanol contents; thus,
we selected the growth periods associated with high accumulation of these metabolites for investigation
of expression analyses of flavonoid and fatty alcohol biosynthesis-related genes. The expression
levels of HvCHS1, HvFNSII, and HvOGT1 for flavonoid biosynthesis and HvFAR2, HvFAR3, HvFAR4,
HvFAR5, and HvFAR6 for policosanol biosynthesis were significantly altered under FL, white, blue,
and red light irradiation (Figure 3A–H). The expression pattern of HvOGT1 under differential light
conditions was positively correlated (0.68) with saponarin content in barley (Table 1). In terms of
light responses, the expression of FNSII was significantly upregulated in red LED irradiated seedlings,
while its expression was downregulated by white LED light, in comparison with FL or blue LED
light. The light-responsive expression of CHS1 was slightly changed under LED irradiation, but the
changes were negligible (Figure 3C). In terms of policosanol biosynthesis-related gene expression,
the expression pattern of HvFAR3 had a positive correspondence (0.67) with hexacosanol accumulation
(Table 1). The HvFAR3 expression was reduced under white and blue LED light irradiation, while it
was unaltered in red LED light irradiated seedlings. Interestingly, the expression patterns of HvFAR2,
HvFAR4, HvFAR5, and HvFAR6 were negatively correlated (−0.59 to −0.76) with hexacosanol content in
barley sprouts. Their expressions were upregulated by one or more LED light irradiations. HvFAR2 and
HvFAR5 showed their highest expression under red LED light irradiation (Figure 3D,F–H). Likewise,
the highest expression of HvFAR6 was observed under blue LED irradiation. It is clear that HvFAR3 is
possibly involved in hexacosanol biosynthesis in barley sprouts.

2.5. Influence of LED-Light Irradiation on Seedling Growth

In most of the LED treatments in wheat seedlings, there were no statistically significant differences
in leaf length, compared to control (FL) seedlings (Figure 4). However, the root growth of wheat
sprouts treated with LED light irradiation for 3 days was significantly reduced, compared to that of the
controls. Interestingly, further LED treatment on 5 and 7 days did not produce a significant impact
on root growth, except under blue LED irradiation on day 7. Nonetheless, continuing white and red
LED irradiation up to 9 days reduced root growth, which was statistically significant. In terms of light
quality, the highest reduction in root growth was observed under white LED irradiation. Like wheat
sprouts, the root growth in barley sprouts was altered by specific light qualities, in accordance with
the growth period. Red LED irradiation consistently reduced barley root growth across all growth
periods. White or blue LED irradiation also resulted in root growth reduction in one or more growth
periods. Although initial treatment with red LED irradiation (on day 3) reduced leaf growth in barley
sprouts, the extending the irradiation for 7 or 9 days had a positive impact on barley leaf growth.
LED treatment in wheat sprouts showed that the leaf growth was mostly not altered.
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Figure 3. Relative quantification of expression changes in flavonoid and policosanol biosynthesis-related
genes in barley sprouts. (A–C) represent the relative expression levels of UDP-Glc: Isovitexin
7-O-glucosyltransferase 1 (OGT1), flavone synthase II (FNSII), and chalcone synthase 1 (CHS1), respectively.
Likewise, (D–H) represent the expression patterns of different classes of fatty acyl-coenzyme A reductase
(FAR) genes. The results represent the qRT-PCR-based relative quantification of genes in barley sprouts
exposed to fluorescent and LED (white, blue, and red) light irradiations. The gene expression was
normalized using the internal control HvActin. * (p < 0.05), ** (p < 0.001), and *** (p < 0.0001) indicate
the statistical significance.
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Figure 4. Leaf and root growth parameters of fluorescent and light-emitting diode (LED) light
(white, blue, and red) irradiated barley and wheat seedlings at different growth periods. (A,C) represent
barley growth parameters, while (B,D) represent the growth parameters of wheat sprouts. * (p < 0.05),
** (p < 0.001), and *** (p < 0.0001) indicate the statistical significance.
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3. Discussion

Phytochromes and cryptochromes are the specialized photoreceptors of plants that sense the
spectral quality and quantity, transducing the light signal to regulate genes responsible for secondary
metabolite production [30]. Therefore, it is possible to determine the metabolic composition or
to enhance the nutritional functionality of the target crops through selective application of light
resources and photoperiodism. The application of LEDs for special metabolite production is considered
promising, where it has been shown that the metabolic profiles also depend on several other factors,
including crop genetics [18,26,31]. The increasing application of LED irradiation sources for the
development of designer foods/functional foods may revolutionize the food industry. In this study,
we attempted to enhance the C-glycosylated flavones/flavonoids and policosanol contents in barley
and wheat sprouts using varying light qualities.

C-glycosylated flavones constitute the major portion of flavonoids found in barley seedlings [32].
Saponarin (isovitexin-7-O-glucoside) is a major C-glycosylated flavone, which is naturally present
in young barley seedlings [11]. Among cellular organelles, saponarin is efficiently stored in
vacuoles [33] and high accumulation is typically observed in primary leaves [4]. Similarly, isoorientin
and isoschaftoside are the major C-glycosylated flavones often reported in wheat seedlings [29].
These C-glycosylflavones have potential roles as beneficial flavonoids in the human diet [4,8,34].
In this study, we found that the C-glycosylflavone (saponarin, isoorientin, and isoschaftoside) content
was high in the early growth stages of seedlings, where the maximum accumulation was induced
by blue LED light irradiation. We found an inverse relationship between C-glycosylated flavone
content and growth times, indicating that the C-glycosylflavone content remains high in young sprouts.
In a previous study investigating barley sprouts (13–56 days post-sprouting), it was stated that the
saponarin content continued to decline with increasing growth periods [9]. Now, it is clear that
the saponarin content in barley sprouts starts declining just three days post-sprouting. In terms of
light quality, blue LED light had a positive impact on saponarin content. Blue LED light showed
the highest accumulation (57.7% and 68.68% than that in the control, respectively) in barley and
wheat sprouts. On the other hand, the impact of red LED light irradiation on saponarin content in
barley, and isoorientin and isoschaftoside in wheat sprouts, seemed to differ. In barley, the saponarin
content was reduced, while the levels of isoorientin and isoschaftoside were increased in wheat sprouts,
suggesting that the effect of red LED light is specific to metabolites and/or crops.

Policosanol (PC) is another beneficial metabolite in the human diet, which is frequently found in
cuticular waxes in primary leaves of young cereal sprouts. It represents a mixture of long-chain fatty
alcohols (20–36 carbon) mostly comprised of docosanol (C22), tetracosanol (C24), hexacosanol (C26),
octacosanol (C28), and triacontanol (C30) [35,36]. Octacosanol and policosanol (long-chain saturated
fatty alcohols) are useful in preventing high-fat diet-induced obesity [37]. Owing to its importance in
lowering blood cholesterol and protection from platelet aggregation, it has been commercialized in
the health industry for a long time [35]. Among the PCs, hexacosanol (C26) and octacosanol (C28)
are often observed in barley and wheat sprouts [36,38]. LED light irradiation showed a differential
influence on the policosanol content in barley and wheat sprouts, suggesting that the LED response is
likely specific to either metabolites or crops. Compared to FL conditions, LED light irradiation reduced
the hexacosanol content in barley, while a similar condition in wheat sprouts showed an irregular
pattern of octacosanol accumulation; suggesting that factors other than light quality also influence its
content in wheat sprouts. Interestingly, in most cases, the policosanol content in barley and wheat
sprouts gradually increased with the extension of growth time. Statistical analyses confirmed that
the saponarin content under LED treatment was negatively correlated with barley growth periods.
A similar negative relationship between content and growth period was also evident in wheat sprouts,
albeit restricted to white and/or red LED light treatments. Unlike C-glycosylflavone, the hexacosanol
content in sprouts appeared to have a positive correlation with sprout growth periods, suggesting
the importance of growth level in the determination of policosanol content in barley. Our study
corroborates previous findings which have reported a positive correspondence between hexacosanol
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and growth periods in barley [36]. However, a similar correlation pattern was not observed between
octacosanol content and growth periods in FL, white, and blue LED irradiated wheat sprouts, possibly
suggesting that this relationship might be specific to crop genetics. Altogether, our results show
that light qualities and growth periods are two crucial factors in determining the C-glycosylflavone
and policosanol contents in barley and wheat sprouts. In addition, light conditions are important
parameters in determining the photomorphogenesis of plants [39]. Herein, we found that red LED
light irradiation mostly reduced the root growth of sprouts, while white and blue LED light mediated
root growth inconsistently across growth periods, indicating the role of other factors regulating growth
parameters. The LED light responses of leaves of young seedlings also indicated that LED irradiation
does not induce a regular growth pattern for leaves in barley and wheat sprouts. At this stage, it is
difficult to conclude the growth impact of LED light irradiation, as this study utilized low intensity
LED spectra. Further studies concerning the selection of optimum light intensity and LED spectra for
enhancing sprout growth are, therefore, essential.

An interesting observation is that comparison of the metabolite accumulation trends revealed
the C-glycosylflavones and policosanol contents to have an inverse relationship in barley sprouts.
It is unknown whether this is due to a balancing act of metabolic pathways or just an influencing
act of sprout growth periods. It warrants further in-depth studies, in order to understand the
underlying mechanisms of metabolite biosynthesis. The molecular basis for the specialized metabolite
accumulation to a particular physiological condition is mainly due to changes in the expression
pattern of one or more specialized biosynthetic genes. Lee et al. [11] suggested that the expression
pattern of UDP-Glc: Isovitexin 7-O-glucosyltransferase (OGT) is likely responsible for saponarin
biosynthesis in barley. OGT is responsible for the conversion of isovitexin to saponarin in barley [33].
There are two classes of OGT (OGT1 and OGT2) found in the barley genome, where a change in
the expression level of OGT1 has been associated with saponarin concentration [11]. In the present
study, we found that a positive correlation exists between the HvOGT1 expression pattern and
saponarin accumulation, suggesting the possibility of OGT1 involvement in saponarin biosynthesis.
Both metabolite accumulation and HvOGT1 expression were found to be highest after 3 days of
treatment. It is clear that blue LED light irradiation accumulated saponarin by upregulating HvOGT1
expression in barley sprouts. The flavonoid biosynthesis pathway gene, HvCHS1, is not linked
with saponarin accumulation, indicating the possibility of a specific pathway controlling saponarin
biosynthesis in barley. Studies on other crops have shown that fatty acyl-coenzyme A reductases (FAR)
are involved in long-chain primary alcohol biosynthesis, part of the cuticular waxes found in leaf
surfaces [40]. Studies have also shown that the number of FAR genes and their functions may vary,
according to species-specific genetics. In other crops, it is evident that FAR2 and FAR3 are responsible
for the biosynthesis of C26 and C28 primary alcohols [41]. Another report has claimed that at least five
FARs are responsible for primary alcohol (C16 to C28) biosynthesis in Aegilops tauschii [42]. Until recently,
there has been no information about HvFARs and their potential role in hexacosanol biosynthesis.
Identification of the FARs responsible for policosanol biosynthesis is inevitable for tailoring metabolic
pathways towards enhanced production. Hence, we used the homology-based gene identification
method to predict the gene sequences of HvFAR2, HvFAR3, HvFAR4, HvFAR5, and HvFAR6 from
available barley genome information. We also measured their expression changes using quantitative
PCR during differential light treatments and growth periods, in order to infer their relationship
to hexacosanol biosynthesis. Of all the HvFARs analyzed in this study, the expression changes of
HvFAR3 were positively associated with hexacosanol accumulation, suggesting their involvement in
hexacosanol biosynthesis. Other HvFARs did not have a positive correlation with hexacosanol content,
suggesting that they may not be associated with its biosynthesis. In this study, we identified the
potential candidate genes involved in saponarin and hexacosanol biosynthesis. These genes can be
effectively used to enhance the metabolite concentration by means of genetic manipulation. We also
provided an expression atlas of HvFARs during LED light irradiation treatment in sprouts, which may
be useful in future studies associated with other policosanol biosynthesis routes. A system-wide
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identification and characterization would add more information about the genetic factors controlling
metabolite biosynthesis in barley sprouts.

To conclude, we showed that light qualities and growth times are crucial factors determining
the contents of C-glycosylflavones and policosanols in barley and wheat sprouts. Blue LED light
may be useful for increasing the C-glycosylflavone contents in cereal sprouts. Regardless of the light
quality, management of growth time of sprouts is essential for policosanol content. This study will
help to maximize the beneficial flavonoids and policosanol contents in cereal sprouts through LED
applications in the future.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Plant Materials, Growth Condition, and LED Treatment

The barley (Hordeum vulgare L. variety “Keunalbori No.1”) and wheat (Triticum asetivum L. variety
“Baekchalmil”) seeds used by this study were sourced from the National Institute of Crop Science (Korea).
The seeds at full maturity were separated by soaking thrice in tap water. Then, visually healthy seeds
were once again soaked separately in distilled water for one day. For germination, seeds were sown on
16 plastic sprout cultivating trays (90 cm by 30 cm; ~180 g per tray) and maintained in greenhouse
conditions (25 °C, 16 h photoperiod) for one day. Four trays with sprouting seeds (per treatment) were
moved to individual growth chambers (Mokmin Co., Ltd, Suwon, South Korea) equipped with FL
or different spectra LED light irradiations (470 nm for blue, 380 nm for white, and 660 nm for red)
over 9 days (Figure 5). Sprouts were watered at regular intervals. The photosynthetic photon flux
density (PPFD) of FL (96 µmol m−2s−1), blue (100 µmol m−2s−1), white (100 µmol m−2s−1), and red
(93 µmol m−2s−1) lights was measured at plant level by using a quantum meter (Apogee Instruments,
Logan, USA). Fresh leaves and coleoptiles of each treatment were harvested simultaneously at 3, 5, 7,
and 9 days after irradiation (DAI). All samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C
for RNA extraction and metabolomic analyses. All sprouting seeds throughout the treatments were
maintained in a growth chamber with 16 h photoperiods, 60–80% humidity, and 22–25 °C.
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and intensity.

4.2. Extraction of C-glycosylated Flavones and Measurement

The extraction method of Lee et al. [11] was used for the preparation of crude extracts from
dried barley and wheat seedlings. An ultra-high-performance liquid chromatograph equipped with
UV detectors (Dionex Ultimate 3000; Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and reversed-phase
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HPLC column (ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18, 2.1 mm by 100 mm) was utilized for separation and
quantitative analyses [8]. One gram of freeze-dried and chopped seedlings from each treatment was
extracted by treating with either 50% ethanol (barley) or 100% methanol (wheat) on a shaker for
24 h at room temperature. The ethanolic or methanolic extracts were then filtered through 0.2 µm
syringe filters. Following evaporation under vacuum, the extracts were dissolved in 10% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) containing 50% ethanol and 1.3 µL was injected into the column for separation
and detection at 325 nm. The mobile phase was comprised of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (0.1%) in
water (A) and acetonitrile (B) with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min, which was applied for separation of
the analyte. Saponarin, isoorientin, and isoschaftoside molecules were identified by comparing the
retention times to those of standards (obtained from Extrasynthese, Lyon, France and NICS, Jeonju,
Korea). A standard calibration curve was prepared by plotting the peak area (y) of the chromatogram
and the respective concentrations (31.25, 62.5, 125, 250, 500, and 1000 µg/mL) (x). The equations of the
calibration curves for saponarin, isoorientin, and isoschaftoside were y = 0.0876x + 0.3514 (r2 = 0.999),
y = 0.0917x −0.5536 (r2 = 0.998), and y = 0.0.0547x + 0.22935 (r2 = 0.999), respectively. The metabolite
content (mg/g DW) from three technical replicates of biologically independent samples were used as
input for the statistical analyses.

4.3. Extraction and Quantification of Policosanols from Barley and Wheat Seedlings

The preparation of barley and wheat crude extracts, policosanol standards, GC/MS parameters,
and the quantification method of GC/MS as described elsewhere [17,36], was used in this study. Briefly,
1 g of freeze-dried and chopped samples collected from all treatments was extracted separately into
10 mL of hexane on a shaker for 24 h at room temperature. The supernatant of the mixture was
collected by centrifugation at 3000 g for 3 min, filtered through a syringe filter with a pore size of
0.45 µm (Whatman Inc., Maidstone, UK), and kept under vacuum conditions until the hexane was
completely removed. To the final extract, 250 µL of N-Methyl-N-trimethylsilyfluoroacetamide (MSTFA)
and 0.5 mL of chloroform was added and stirred for 15 min at 60 ◦C. Chloroform was added to make
up one ml of sample and, then, one µL was injected into the gas chromatograph using an auto sampler
with a split ratio of 1:5. The GC was equipped with an HP-5MS UI (diphenyl 5%-dimethylsiloxane
95% co-polymer) capillary column (30 m by 0.25 µm by 0.25 µm film thickness) and a 5977A series
mass spectroscopy (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). The policosanol content was quantified
according to the methods of Ra et al. [17]. The policosanol standards—Eicosanol (C20), heneicosanol
(C21), docosanol (C22), tricosanol (C23), tetracosanol (C24), hexacosanol (C26), heptacosanol (C27),
octacosanol (C28), and triacontanol (C30)—hexane, and chloroform solutions were purchased from
Sigma (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO).

4.4. Identification of Saponarin and Policosanol Biosynthetic-Related Genes

In general, flavone/flavonoid and long-chain fatty alcohol (or primary alcohol) biosynthesis
pathways comprised of one or more enzymes and their information in barley are limited. Hence,
the gene names and sequence information of other crops were searched for sequence homologies to
unearth orthologous transcripts (full and partial) in Hordeum vulgare and Triticum asetivum species.
The gene sequences were retrieved from NCBI Gene [43], PlantsDB [44], and GrainGenes [45]
databases. For annotation, potential orthologous gene sequences were searched for the presence
of conserved domains using the NCBI Conserved Domains [46] database. Transcripts encoding for
flavone/flavonoid-related—UDP-Glc: OGT1, flavone synthase II (FNSII), and chalcone synthase 1
(CHS1)—and fatty alcohol-related—fatty acyl-CoA reductase 2 (FAR2), FAR3, FAR4, FAR5, and FAR6—
biosynthesis were identified in barley. The designated gene sequences are listed in Table S1, which were
utilized in primer synthesis for qRT-PCR-based gene expression profiling.
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4.5. Analysis of Expression Pattern of Biosynthetic Related Genes in Seedlings Subjected to LED Light Irradiation

Approximately 100 mg of powdered leaf samples of five or more seedlings were utilized for total
RNA extraction using an RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). First-strand cDNA was
synthesized from DNA decontaminated total RNA (5 µg) of each treatment using amfiRivert cDNA
Synthesis Platinum Master mix (GenDepot, Katy, TX, USA). The diluted cDNA (1:10) was used as
a template, along with gene-specific primers (Table S1) and AccuPower 2× GreenStar Master Mix
(Bioneer, Daejeon, Korea), for relative quantification of saponarin, policosanol, and general flavonoid
biosynthesis-related genes in quantitative RT-PCR with CFX96TM Real-Time PCR Detection System
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). HvActin was used as an internal control. The relative quantification of
gene expression was calculated using the 2-∆∆CT method.

4.6. Phenotyping of LED-Treated Cereal Sprouts

The effect of LED light irradiation on the growth of wheat and barley sprouts was evaluated
from five or more seedlings of each treatment, collected after 3–9 days of treatment. The length of all
primary leaves and roots were measured. The mean values of growth parameters were compared
between treatments and the mean differences were evaluated by statistical significance analysis.

4.7. Statistical Analyses

All treatments and experiments in this study had at least three independent biological and
technical replicates. The mean values are presented in graphs drawn using the GraphPad Prism
5 software, while standard deviations are represented as error bars. One-way analysis of variance
(one-way ANOVA) and Tukey′s HSD test were carried out to assess the significant variations existing
between the treatments and analyses performed in this study. Statistics by ANOVA test are shown;
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001, and *** p < 0.0001. Pearson correlation coefficients and their significance were
measured using the Social Science Statistics [47].

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2223-7747/9/11/1502/s1,
Figure S1: Representative chromatogram of saponarin and hexacosanol of barley seedlings exposed to differential
LED light treatments. Figure S2: Chromatogram of isoorientin, isoschaftoside, and octacosanol of wheat seedlings
exposed to differential LED light treatments. Figure S3: Effect of growth periods on the C-glycosylflavone and
policosanol contents in fluorescent and LED light irradiated barley and wheat sprouts. Table S1: List of genes,
respective gene and protein IDs, primer sequences, and their annealing temperatures used in the quantitative
RT-PCR assay.
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Abstract: Investigations were carried out to study the effects of light-emitting diode (LED) lights on
growth and development of isosteroidal alkaloids in embryogenic calli of Fritillaria cirrhosa D. Don,
an important traditional Chinese medicine herb. Calli were cultured in glass bottles, each containing
100 mL of Murashige and Skoog’s basal medium supplemented with 2% sucrose and 0.4% gellan gum
powder, a gelling agent. These bottles were incubated in a specially designed plant growth chamber
equipped with eight different LED lights consisting of single or combinations of four different light
spectra emitting blue (450 nm), green (525 nm), red (660 nm), and far-red (730 nm) light. After three
months of incubation, morphological changes in embryogenic calli were recorded, and LC-MS/MS
analysis of cultures was carried out for peimisine, sipeimine, peiminine, and peimine. The highest
number of somatic embryos and the maximum fresh weight was recorded in calli incubated under red
(9R), infrared (9IR), and a combination of red+blue+infrared (3R3B3IR), respectively, in decreasing
order. The highest contents of peimisine, peiminine, and peimine were recorded under red (9R) and
infrared (9IR) lights, respectively. Eight LED lights had significant effects on the morphogenesis of
embryogenic calli of F. cirrhosa D. Don and contents of isosteroidal alkaloids.

Keywords: Fritillaria cirrhosa D. Don; alkaloid content; callus; in vitro culture; LED lights; light intensity

1. Introduction

Fritillaria, a bulbiferous and perennial monocot plant genus, belongs to the family Liliaceae.
The genus consists of about 130 species distributed in the temperate regions of Central Asia and the
Mediterranean region [1]. Though some Fritillaria species are grown as ornamental plants, several
Fritillaria species possess valuable medicinal properties. Fritillaria bulbs composed of fleshy, farinaceous
scales constitute essential plant parts and have been used to relieve cough for centuries [2].

In different Fritillaria species, a majority of bioactive compounds (86%) identified so far (~130)
consist of isosteroidal alkaloid skeletons [3]. Alkaloids in Fritillaria bulbs are the main bioactive
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compounds responsible for relief from coughs [3,4]. However, the quantities and types of alkaloids
vary depending on species [1,3–5].

In a recent study, it was found that peimine, an alkaloid from Fritillaria, blocked the Nav1.7 ion
channel and inhibited the Kv1.3 ion channel in HEK 293 cell lines, indicating that the compound
has a role in relieving pain and possesses anti-inflammatory properties [6]. More recently, Liu and
co-workers investigated the potential effect and mechanism of six isosteroidal alkaloids on oxidative
stress. The findings showed that F. cirrhosa D. Don bulbs might play a protective role in cellular
oxidative stress by activating the Nrf2-mediated antioxidant pathway [7].

China is the center of diversity of the Fritillaria genus. F. cirrhosa D. Don (FC) is an important
traditional Chinese medicine commonly known as “Chuanbeimu” (川貝母), and is one of the most
exploited species. Due to scarcity, the price of wild F. cirrhosa D. Don bulbs escalated almost nine
times from $60 to $560 USD between 2002–2017 [8]. Due to the excessive collection of FC bulbs from
natural habitats, the species is now under protection [9]. Therefore, alternative propagation methods
of FC bulbs and the production of critical isosteroidal alkaloids by tissue culture techniques must
be optimized.

The culture of plant tissues and organs is an important bio-technique to produce secondary plant
metabolites under controlled environmental conditions in a laboratory. Under culture conditions,
callus (an undifferentiated mass of cells) can easily be induced, practically from any living plant part.
Induced callus can be cultured and multiplied in vitro on a defined nutrient medium with or without
plant growth regulators. There are several advantages of using callus cultures as a source of valuable
secondary metabolites, including (i) ease of induction and multiplication; (ii) production of bioactive
compounds throughout the year independent of season; (iii) whole plants do not need to be cultivated,
especially rare and endangered species; (iv) amenability of scaling by bioreactors for mass production,
etc. More recently, we have reported on the micropropagation of bulblets and the production of
isosteroidal alkaloids in tissue culture-derived materials of F. cirrhosa D. Don [10]. Several recent
studies have demonstrated that the light quality not only affects morphogenetic responses in plants
but has significant effects on their physiological processes, including metabolic pathways and the
production of secondary metabolites [11,12].

A recent review listed several studies on the effects of light quality on the production of secondary
metabolites in different plant species [11]. In the present study, four isosteroidal alkaloids (peimisine,
sipeimine, peiminine, and peimine) were analyzed considering their therapeutic effects. Peiminine (Pm)
is one of the major isosteroidal alkaloids in Fritillaria that is reported to have extensive pharmacological
activities, including anti-inflammatory [6], anti-cancer [13], and antioxidant [14] capabilities. In another
report, sipeimine and peiminine from bulbs of F. wabuensis inhibited pro-inflammatory mediators
in lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulated RAW 264.7 macrophage cells [15]. More recently, it was
demonstrated that peimine relieved inflammatory effects in IL-1β-induced chondrocytes, indicating
that peimine might be a potential therapeutic agent for osteoarthritis [16]. Antitussive, expectorant,
and anti-inflammatory effects of several alkaloids, including sipeimine, chuanbeinone, peiminine,
and peimine isolated from Bulbus Fritillaria cirrhosa were demonstrated in mice by using a phytochemical
method [17]. A most recent study confirmed the anti-cancer effects of sipeimine obtained from bulbs of
F. cirrhosa against non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) both in vivo and in vitro [18]. This anti-cancer
property of sipeimine is largely due to anti-inflammation action affected by NF-κB inhibition, making
it a potential drug candidate for treating cancer at early stages [18]. Recently, Yin and co-workers
have reported several therapeutic properties of peimine, including anti-cancer, anti-inflammatory,
antitussive, expectorant, and sedative [19]. A more recent study has also demonstrated cough relief by
peimine by affecting the systemic network of proteins and pathways [20].

The objective of the present study is to investigate the effects of different LED lights on growth and
development in embryogenic calli and the contents of four isosteroidal alkaloids (peimisine, sipeimine,
peiminine, and peimine) in in vitro cultures of F. cirrhosa D. Don. Findings in the study may be of help
to produce certain alkaloids under laboratory conditions irrespective of the season and thus avoid
having to collect F. cirrhosa D. Don bulbs from the wild.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Callus Multiplication

Callus obtained in our previous experiments, as reported earlier [10], was further multiplied in
the liquid medium. Callus was cultured in 125 mL Erlenmeyer flasks, each containing 20 mL basal salts
and vitamins of Murashige and Skoog [21] medium (MSBM) supplemented with 2,4-D (0.5 mg/L) and
2% sucrose (Sigma). The culture flasks were placed on an orbital shaker (Model SK-302A, Sun Kaun
Instruments Co., Taichung, Taiwan) set at 100 rpm and incubated at 25 ± 1 ◦C in the dark.

2.2. Influence of Different Light Spectra on Morphogenesis in Embryogenic Calli and Contents of Isosteroidal
Alkaloids

To investigate the effects of LED lights on the morphogenesis of embryogenic calli and the
contents of isosteroidal alkaloids, embryogenic calli from liquid cultures were taken out and kept
for 1 min on sterilized filter paper in a laminar flow before inoculation to glass bottles. Callus (3.0 g)
was cultured in glass bottles (650 mL capacity), each containing 100 mL of MSBM medium with
2% sucrose and 0.4% gellan gum powder (GPP), a gelling agent (PhytoTechnology Laboratories®,
USA). The pH of the medium was adjusted to 5.7 ± 0.1 before the addition of GPP and autoclaving
at 1.05 kg/cm for 15 min. To facilitate LED light exposure to cultures, each bottle was closed with a
piece of transparent, autoclavable plastic sheet. These bottles were incubated in a specially designed
plant growth chamber equipped with eight different LED lights (Nano Bio Light Technology Co., Ltd.,
Taiwan). The chamber had two tiers, and each tier had four partitions (Figure 1a). Culture bottles
were kept in these eight sections and exposed to different light spectra by eight specially designed
LED lids (CW-5000K, WW-2700K, 8R1B, 7R1G1B, 3R3B3IR, 6R, 6B, and 6IR) (Figure 1b). LED lids
CW-5000K and WW-2700K represented cool (C) and warm (W) white (W) light, while 5000K and 2700K
represented color temperature, respectively. As reported in a previous study from our laboratory [22],
six of these LED lids emitted single or combinations of four different light spectra with wavelengths
such as blue (450 nm), green (525 nm), red (660 nm), and far-red (730 nm). The symbols in each
LED lid code and the spectral distribution (quantum ratio) in eight LED lids were as follows: blue
(B), green (G), red (R), infrared (IR), CW-5000K (28:43:29:0), WW-2700K (8:46:46:0), 8R1B (16:0:84:0),
7R1G1B (17:9:74:0), 3R3B3IR (57:0:43:37), 9R (0:0:100:0), 9B (100:0:0:0), and 9IR (0:0:0:100). In this
work, the number (9, 7, 3, 1) in each LED lid code represents the number of LED chips in a particular
lid. The light intensity of each LED lid was as follows: CW-5000K* (57 µmol m−2 s−1); WW-2700K
(56 µmol m−2 s−1); 7R1G1B (56 µmol m−2 s−1); 8R1B (57 µmol m−2 s−1); 9B (57 µmol m−2 s−1); 9R (56);
9IR (10 µmol m−2 s−1); 3R3B3IR (56 µmol m−2 s−1).
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Figure 1. (a) Plant growth chamber with LED lights. Bar = 8.3 cm; (b) Eight different LED lights:
(a) CW-5000 K, (b) WW-2700 K, (c) 7R1G1B, (d) 8R1B, (e) 9B, (f) 9R, (g) 9IR, (h) 3R3B3IR. Bar = 2 cm.
Red (R): 660 nm; green (G): 525 nm; blue (B): 450 nm; infrared (IR): 730 nm.
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The LED growth chamber was set on a 16 h light and 8 h dark cycle, kept in a culture room set
at 25 ± 2 ◦C, and fully covered by a thick, dark cloth to cut off outside light. Morphological features
of embryogenic callus under each light condition were recorded after three months of incubation.
In addition, cultures under different LED lights were analyzed by LC-MS/MS for contents of peimisine,
sipeimine, peiminine, and peimine.

2.3. Development of Bulblets from Somatic Embryos

For the development of bulblets, single somatic embryos (SEs), clusters with five somatic embryos
each, and a single embryo with cotyledonary leaf obtained from cultures under CW5000K or WW2700K
lights were further transferred to fresh MSBM medium in glass bottles as described in Section 2.2.
Each bottle contained seven explants. These bottles were incubated in a culture room with a temperature
set at 25 ± 2 ◦C, and under light (white fluorescent tubes, illumination intensity of 34 µmol m−2 s−1)
with a 16 h light and 8 h dark cycle. Observations of bulblet development in all three types of SEs were
recorded after three months of incubation.

Microphotographs of cultures were taken by a digital camera (Nikon D90, Tokyo, Japan). For SEM,
samples of bulblets were frozen in liquid nitrogen and observed using a scanning electron microscope
(JEOL JSM-6330F, Tokyo, Japan).

2.4. Chemicals and Other Materials

Peimisine, sipeimine, peiminine, and peimine standards were procured from SunHank Technology
Co., Ltd., Taiwan. Ammonium formate, sodium acetate, and octadecyltrimethoxysilane were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Ammonium hydroxide solution, ferric chloride hexahydrate,
ethylene glycol, and acetonitrile were obtained from Fluka (Steinheim, Germany), Alfa Aesar (Heysham,
UK), Acros Organics (Morris County, NJ, USA), and J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA), respectively.
Methanol and ethanol were purchased from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ)
was freshly obtained from a Millipore Simplicity system (MilliporeSigma, Bedford, MA, USA). The
stock solutions (1 mg/mL) of each analyte were prepared in methanol separately and stored in the dark
at −30 ◦C. The working solutions were prepared by diluting the stock solutions before use.

2.5. Preparation of Fe3O4@C18 Nanoparticle Composite

The adsorbent (magnetic nanoparticles, Fe3O4@C18) used for magnetic solid-phase extraction
was synthesized according to the literature [23,24] with minor modification. Briefly, ferric chloride
hexahydrate (2.7 g) and sodium acetate (7.2 g) were dissolved entirely in ethylene glycol (100 mL) before
being poured into a Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave heated at 200 ◦C for 8 h. The resultant Fe3O4

nanoparticles were washed with ethanol and dried. Afterward, the Fe3O4 nanoparticles (10 mg) were
dispersed in a mixture of 970 µL ethanol, 10 µL water, and 20 µL octadecyltrimethoxysilane through
sonication for 30 s, followed by shaking for 8 h at 45 ◦C. The derivatized Fe3O4@C18 was washed with
ethanol, water, and acetonitrile three times, respectively. The final product was resuspended in 1 mL of
acetonitrile (10 mg/mL).

2.6. Extraction Procedure

Ultra-pure water (2 mL) was added to each 0.1 g powdered sample of in vitro culture, 3-month-old
in vitro derived bulblets, and 3-year-old wild type commercial bulbs before vortexing for 1 min and
letting stand for 5 min. After centrifugation at 4000 rpm for 5 min, 0.8 mL of supernatant was collected.
Then, 8 µL internal standard (50 µg/mL), 50 µL ammonia solution, and 140 µL Fe3O4@C18 were added
into the supernatant with a vortex treatment for 30 s then left to stand still for 5 min. With the help of
an external magnet, the analyte-adsorbed Fe3O4@C18 was rapidly separated from the supernatant and
vortexed with 100 µL acetonitrile for 30 s to elute the analytes. After that, the external magnet was
used to settle the magnetic adsorbent while the elution solution was filtered through a 0.22 µm PTFE
(polytetrafluoroethylene) membrane for LC-MS/MS analysis.
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2.7. LC-MS/MS Conditions

The analysis was performed with a Surveyor LC-MS/MS system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham,
CA, USA). The chromatographic separation was achieved by using a Thermo Scientific Accucore
C18 column (2.1 × 100 mm, 2.6 µm) at a constant column temperature of 30 ◦C with a flow rate of
0.2 mL/min. The mobile phase A was 10 mM ammonium formate aqueous solution containing 0.1%
ammonia solution, and mobile phase B was methanol. The gradient elution program was started at
80% A for 1 min, dropped to 35% A in 1 min, decreased to 20% A in 2 min, held for 5 min, decreased
to 10% A within 2 min, held for 3 min, resumed at 80% A within 1 min, and kept constant for 5 min.
Figure 2 shows the typically extracted ion chromatograms of the mixed standard solution of peimisine,
sipeimine, peiminine, and peimine at the concentration of 0.5 µg/mL.
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Figure 2. Extracted ion chromatograms of isosteroidal alkaloid standards (0.5 µg/mL): (a) Peimisine,
(b) Sipeimine, (c) Peiminine, and (d) Peimine.

The mass spectrometer was equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) interface operating
in positive ion mode. The selected reaction monitoring (SRM) mode was used to acquire the mass
spectrometric data. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Q1 and Q3 was 0.7 for both.
The optimal ESI source parameters were set as follows: the capillary temperature was 300 ◦C; spray
voltage was 4600 V; the pressure of sheath gas, aux gas, and ion sweep gas was maintained at 45, 10,
and 10 arb units, respectively. The ion transitions and optimal collision energy of selected reaction
monitoring chosen for quantitative analysis were as follows: m/z 428→m/z 114 (44 eV) for peimisine;
m/z 430→m/z 138 (48 eV) for sipeimine; m/z 430→m/z 412 (38 eV) for peiminine; m/z 432→m/z 414
(40 eV) for peimine. The retention time, protonated molecule ions (represented as [M+H]+), and the
analytical parameters of the developed method for analysis of four alkaloids are listed in Table 1,
and chemical structures are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 1. LC-MS/MS based method development and validation for four standards.

Marker
Compounds

tR a (min) Mass/Charge
(m/z)

Linearity and Range Sensitivity c

Regression
Equation b

Correlation
Coefficient (r2)

Linear Range
(µg/g)

LOD
(ng/g)

LOQ
(ng/g)

Peimisine 5.78 428.316 y = 0.0396x +
0.0630 0.9923 0.1–40 0.01 0.04

Sipeimine 8.22 430.332 y = 0.5426x +
0.1531 0.9968 0.1–40 0.02 0.06

Peiminine 10.72 430.332 y = 0.0047x +
0.0010 0.9967 0.1–40 0.97 3.23

Peimine 11.88 432.347 y = 0.0067x +
0.0016 0.9977 0.1–40 0.56 1.88

a tR: Retention time. b The regression equations are presented as y = mx+c, and y and x are defined as peak area
and concentration of the compound, respectively. c LOD: Limit of detection, S/N = 3; LOQ: limit of quantification,
S/N = 10.
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Figure 3. Chemical structures of four isosteroidal alkaloids: (a) Peimisine, (b) Sipeimine, (c) Peimine,
(d) Peiminine.

2.8. Statistical Analysis

Software SAS 9.1 was used for statistical analysis. Data were subjected to the least significant
difference (LSD) test at a 5% probability level (p < 0.05) wherever possible. In Tables 2 and 3, the number
of replicates is 3 (three bottles under each LED light treatment). In Table 4, the number of replicates is
21 (each bottle had 7 explants, and each treatment had 3 bottles). The experiments were repeated three
times, including LC-MS/MS analysis.
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Table 3. LC-MS/MS analysis of four isosteroidal alkaloids in in vitro cultures exposed to eight different
LED lights, in vitro derived bulblets (3 months old), and commercial Fritillaria cirrhosa D. Don bulbs
(wild type, three years old).

LED Light
Treatment

Plant Material
Isosteroidal Alkaloids

(µg/g/dw)
Total of Four

Alkaloids
(µg/g/dw)Peimisine Sipeimine Peimine Peiminine

CW-5000K In vitro cultures ND * ND ND 0.12 ± 0.20 b ** 0.12 ± 0.20 c **
WW-2700K In vitro cultures ND ND ND 0.28 ± 0.27 b 0.28 ± 0.27 c

7R1G1B In vitro cultures ND ND ND 0.19 ± 0.32 b 0.19 ± 0.32 c

8R1B In vitro cultures ND ND ND ND 0.00 ± 0.00 c

9B In vitro cultures ND ND ND 0.60 ± 0.43 b 0.65 ± 0.45 c

9R In vitro cultures 3.65 ± 1.68 b ** ND 0.38 ± 0.11 a 2.40 ± 0.30 a 6.42 ± 2.06 b

9IR In vitro cultures 3.22 ± 3.28 b ND 0.05 ± 0.09 b 2.21 ± 0.87 a 5.48 ± 3.21 b

3R3B3IR In vitro cultures ND ND ND 0.26 ± 0.24 b 0.26 ± 0.24 c

Fluorescent
tube

In vitro bulblets
(3 months old) 0.91 ± 0.97 b ND ND 2.98 ± 1.09 a 3.90 ± 1.51 bc

Natural
habitat

Commercial
bulbs (wild type,

3 years old)
68.4 ± 7.8 a 0.6 ± 0.4 a ND ND 69.0 ± 7.4 a

* ND: Not detected. ** Mean ± standard error. Means within each column followed by the same letter(s) are not
significantly different at 5% level by Fisher’s protected LSD test.

Table 4. Development of bulblets in single embryo, a cluster of five embryos, and single embryo with
cotyledonary leaf (3–6 cm long) in Fritillaria cirrhosa D. Don.

Type of Somatic Embryo (SE) * Percentage of Response (%) Av No. of Bulblets/SE

Single embryo 90.0 ± 10.0 a ** 4.7 ± 1.3 a **
Cluster of five embryos 86.7 ± 12.0 a 3.3 ± 1.5 ab

Embryo with the cotyledonary leaf 43.6 ± 29.0 b 1.1 ± 0.7 b

* Culture medium MSBM supplemented with 2% sucrose, 0.4% GPP. Observations recorded after three months of
incubation. ** Mean ± standard error. Means within each column followed by the same letter(s) are not significantly
different at 5% level by Fisher’s protected LSD test.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Callus Proliferation

Callus of F. cirrhosa cultured in Murashige and Skoog’s liquid medium with 2,4-D, under agitated
conditions in dark incubation for six weeks, proliferated readily. Callus not only grew in volume but
also became embryogenic since early stages of embryos were observed (Figure 4). There are several
reports from our laboratory where various secondary metabolites have been obtained from different
culture systems [25], including callus cultures of several medicinally important plant species, e.g.,
Salvia miltiorrhiza Bunge [26] and Saussurea involucrata Kar. et Kir. [27]. These and numerous other
reports demonstrate that callus cultures have tremendous potential for the sustainable and large-scale
production of secondary metabolites used in pharmaceuticals. Biotechnological applications of plant
callus cultures have been recently reviewed [28], and, according to the author, the full potential of
callus plant culture technology has not yet been exploited. Callus cultures and suspension cell cultures
offer a wide range of applications in agriculture and horticulture, including for Chinese medicinal
plants. Genetically transformed callus cultures cannot only be used for the synthesis of bioactive
compounds but also for the development of plants with traits [28].
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3.2. Influence of LED Lights on Morphogenesis of Embryogenic Calli (EC) of F. cirrhosa

The eight LED lights had significant effects on the growth and development of embryogenic calli
(EC) of F. cirrhosa (Table 2). Although the development of somatic embryos (SEs) in embryogenic calli
were recorded under all the light treatments, the maximum number of SEs was recorded under red (9R,
223.7), infrared (9IR, 231.3), and a combination of red+blue+infrared light (3R3B3IR, 230.7), respectively.
Among the red, infrared, and a combination of red+blue+infrared LED lights, there was a low significant
difference concerning the number of SEs and the number of SEs with cotyledonary leaves (Table 2).
LED lights also influenced the number of embryos with the development of cotyledonary leaves.
Calli exposed to white light (WW-2700K) developed a maximum number of SEs with cotyledonary
leaves (22.3), followed by 8R1B (16.7) and CW-5000K (12.0), respectively. SEs under LED lights 9B,
9R, 9IR, and 3R3B3IR developed a reduced number of cotyledonary leaves (in the range of 3.7 to
5.3). There was a low significant difference in the total fresh weight of EC among different LED
light treatments. The maximum total fresh weights (FW) of EC biomass, i.e., 17.92 g and 16.67 g,
were recorded with treatments of red (9R) and a combination of red+blue+infrared light (3R3B3IR),
respectively. Eight LED lights also influenced the growth and development, and morphological
features of somatic embryos. Embryogenic calli exposed to different LED lights developed somatic
embryos in different developmental stages from early globular to mature SEs with cotyledonary leaves
(Figure 5a–i). However, the average number of SEs varied depending upon the LED light. LED light
WW-2700K developed the maximum number of SEs with cotyledonary leaves (22.3), followed by
8R1B (16.7) (Table 2). Different LED lights also affected the overall color of the embryogenic calli mass
(Figure 5a–h). Under red (9R) and infrared (9IR) treatments, cultures turned white (Figure 5f,g), while
under red+blue+infrared (3R3B3IR), these were dark green (Figure 5h).

Light is one of the essential components required by plants for photosynthesis. However,
its quantity and duration (photoperiod) drastically affect plant growth and development [29].
Fluorescent tubes are the most common lighting source in a culture room in a typical tissue culture
set up. However, in the recent past, due to several advantages, more advanced light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) have been used as a source of light. LEDs are relatively cool, emit light of specific wavelengths
(spectra), are much smaller in size, and are more durable compared to conventional ones [30]. Due
to their efficiency in growth and development, LED lights have been used for micropropagation
of many horticultural and agricultural crops [31–33]. Depending on requirements, different types
of growth chambers equipped with LED lights can be designed. Since the supply of specific light
spectra can be controlled in plant tissue culture systems via LED lights, the effects of individual or
combinations of light spectra on plant growth and development can be investigated appropriately as
in the present study. Several studies on the influence of LED lighting on plant growth, physiology, and
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secondary metabolism have been reviewed [11,34]. Recently, Pedmale and co-workers reported that
the quality of light affects plant growth and development by the regulation of different mechanisms,
including the selective activation of light receptors, such as phytochromes by red and far-red light,
cryptochromes and phototropins by blue light, and UV-B receptors by ultraviolet light [35]. In a
previous study in our laboratory, LED lights affected the development of somatic embryos and callus
proliferation (fresh weight) in Peucedanum japonicum Thunb [22]. Several studies have demonstrated
that the quality, duration, and intensity of red, infrared, blue, and ultraviolet light can have a profound
influence on plants by activating or deactivating physiological reactions and controlling their growth
and development [36–38]. These studies confirm with many other reports that LED lights are more
efficient in plant growth compared to fluorescent lamps. Similar to our results, the beneficial effects
of some LED light sources on the induction of embryogenesis in Oncidium have been reported [39].
Due to these beneficial effects, LED light systems are being increasingly used to boost the horticulture
industry in Taiwan and several other countries [40–42].
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Figure 5. Influence of different LED lights on the growth and development of embryogenic calli of
F. cirrhosa D. Don: (a) CW-5000K; (b) WW-2700K; (c) 7R1G1B; (d) 8R1B; (e) 9B; (f) 9R; (g) 9IR; (h)
3R3B3IR; (i) Different stages of somatic embryos. For microphotographs, cultures are taken out of
the bottles and transferred to sterilized Petri dishes. g: globular embryos; m: mature embryos; c:
cotyledonary leaf; ec: embryogenic callus. (a–f, h, bar = 0.57 cm; g, bar = 1.4 cm). Culture medium is
Murashige and Skoog’s basal medium supplemented with 2% sucrose and 0.4% GPP. Culture vessels
are 650 mL glass bottles, each containing 100 mL medium. Observations recorded after three months of
incubation in a specially designed LED light growth chamber.
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3.3. Influence of LED Lights on the Contents of Isosteroidal Alkaloids in In Vitro Cultures of F. cirrhosa

Responses of LED lights drastically varied among the four alkaloids. Out of four alkaloids tested
(by LC-MS/MS) in in vitro cultures of F. cirrhosa, the most noticeable effects of eight LED lights were
recorded in the case of peiminine (Table 3). The maximum peiminine in cultures (2.40 µg/g/dw)
was detected under red (9R) light, followed by infrared (9IR) (2.21 µg/g/dw). Peiminine content in
cultures exposed to LED lights CW-5000K, WW-2700K, 7R1G1B, and 3R3B3IR was in the range of
(0.12–0.28 µg/g/dw). In in vitro-derived bulblets (3 months old), peiminine content (2.98 µg/g/dw)
was detected in the sample grown under fluorescent light. However, this alkaloid could not be
detected in cultures exposed to LED lights with 8R1B or in commercial bulbs (3 years old, wild type).
Alkaloid sipeimine could not be detected in any in vitro culture or under any light treatment. The
only material in which sipeimine in low quantities (0.6 µg/g/dw) could be detected was commercial
bulbs (Table 3). Contents of another alkaloid peimisine in cultures were recorded only under two
LED light treatments, 9R (3.65 µg/g/dw) followed by 9IR (3.22 µg/g/dw). Between two types of bulbs,
the maximum peimisine was noted in commercial bulbs (68.4 µg/g/dw), followed by in vitro-derived
bulblets (0.91 µg/g/dw). Similar to peimisine, the presence of peimine was found only under two LED
light treatments, 9R (0.38 µg/g/dw) and 9IR (0.05 µg/g/dw), though the quantities were much lower
compared to peimisine. Like peiminine, peimine was not detected in commercial bulbs (wild types).

Light quality affects the photochemical control of gene expression in various metabolic pathways,
affecting the synthesis of nucleic acids, amino acids, organic acids, and sugars, etc., which are essential
not only for cell growth and development but also for cell maintenance [43,44]. The response of plant
cells to stress and their reorientation to developmental programs results in the expression of protein
kinases, transcription factors, and structural genes that contribute to the adaptation [45]. Similar
to the present study, the beneficial effects of LED lights on the contents of bioactive compounds in
Peucedanum japonicum Thunb have been reported in our laboratory [22].

3.4. Development of Bulblets in Somatic Embryos of F. cirrhosa

Bulblet formation was observed in all three types of somatic embryos taken from cultures under
LED lights CW5000K or WW2700K, as described in Section 2.3 (Table 4; Figure 6a–c; Figure 7a–b).
However, the response percentage and number of bulblets varied depending upon the developmental
stage of the somatic embryos. The highest response of bulblet formation (90%) was recorded with single
embryos with an average of 4.7 bulblets/SE. In the case of a cluster of five embryos, the percentage of
response and the average number of bulblets were 86.7 and 3.3 bulblets/SE, respectively. The lowest
response (43.6%) and the least number of bulblets (1.1/SE) were recorded in SEs with cotyledonary
leaf. However, in this case, some secondary somatic embryos at the base of cotyledonary leaf were
observed, though cotyledonary leaf did not grow further, and withered and dried. Single embryos
grew further in size and developed multiple bulblets without much callus growth. The cluster of five
embryos grew in size and developed further embryogenic callus and secondary somatic embryos.

Since bulbs constitute the most critical parts of Fritillaria plants and are the primary source of
isosteroidal alkaloids in Fritillaria species used in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), the production
of bulbs in F. cirrhosa by tissue culture technology is highly desirable. The objective of the present study
was to investigate the effects of LED lights on the growth and development of embryogenic callus and
the analysis of alkaloid contents in cultures; however, the development of bulblets in somatic embryos
is an important observation in the study because in natural conditions, one bulb typically develops
into a single seedling and it takes about 5–6 years to grow into an appropriate size [46]. It has also
been reported that isosteroidal alkaloids in F. cirrhosa bulbs are greatly influenced by environmental
conditions, plant age, and harvest times [47]. Recently, Chang and co-workers in our laboratory
reported an efficient micropropagation method of bulblet production in F. cirrhosa and also the presence
of some isosteroidal alkaloids in tissue culture-derived bulblets and callus [10].
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4. Conclusions

Eight LED lights influenced the growth and development, and morphological features of somatic
embryos of F. cirrhosa D. Don. Embryogenic calli exposed to different LED lights developed somatic
embryos in different developmental stages from early globular to mature SEs with cotyledonary leaves.
The average number of somatic embryos that developed varied depending upon the wavelength
of light emitted by the LEDs. The maximum number of SEs was recorded under red light spectra,
followed by infrared and a combination of red/blue/infrared light spectra, respectively. Concerning
alkaloids, the most significant effects were recorded with red and infrared light spectra in which
peimisine, peimine, and peiminine were recorded. Sipeimine was not detected in any culture. Results
obtained in the study indicate that red and infrared light spectra may be useful to obtain peimisine,
peimine, and peiminine from callus cultures of F. cirrhosa D. Don. However, further research is needed
to boost the quantities of these compounds in cultures and also for optimization to scale up production
in bioreactors for commercial feasibility. Further research is also required for the optimization of large
qualities of bulblet production in cultures. The production of important and precious alkaloids under
a laboratory set up may reduce our dependence on natural materials from the wild and may help in
the conservation of vulnerable plant species, such as F. cirrhosa D. Don.
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